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Preface
This book is about symbolic logic. However, my approach to the topic has been very different from
that of early pioneers in the field, such as Cantor, Frege and Russell, whose purpose, in the main, was
to explain the basis of mathematics, i.e., reasoning with numbers. Rather, I have approached it from
the standpoint of the linguist to explain how we reason with more general ideas. The result is, therefore,
very different from that of conventional symbolic logic, but has been very successful in that it ends
with an explanation of natural human reasoning.
The idea began when I was struck by the similarities between spoken language and the various formal
languages of mathematics. A simple example is “1 + 2 = 3”, which has a mathematical structure, and
which can also be expressed “One plus two equals three”, which has a grammatical structure. I became
convinced that underlying and unifying both forms was a single, deeper structure. In the hope of
discovering this, I read several books on symbolic logic and linguistics but merely encountered a great
diversity of specialist theory and symbolism which tended to obscure it.
Clearly, this concept had not been adequately explored, and so, in 1999, I set out to discover whether
such a structure existed. Initially, I expected this journey to take five years. In practice, it has taken
twenty-three and result is the “The Mathematics of Language and Thought”.
Throughout, I have sought to maintain independence of mind and to remain entirely open to the
structure suggested by the languages themselves. This has led to some important innovations without
which this body of work, which I have named Symbolic Reasoning could not have been created.
“The Mathematics of Language and Thought” comprises two volumes which describe the underlying
structure that I have discovered, and which offer a form of symbolism to express and manipulate it.
The first volume is a textual explanation. Symbolic Reasoning is axiom based and the second volume
gives proofs of its theorems from these.
The first edition was produced in an unusual way. Its structure was not pre-planned and populated
with information from other sources. Rather, both natural and formal language were explored; a
decision made on how best to represent it symbolically; the practical rules of reasoning within that
language symbolised; and axioms sought from which those rules could be derived. This was an
iterative process, with work on each language suggesting improvements to the symbolism or
axiomatization of others. The structure of the book evolved as work progressed, and it is essentially
the workshop in which Symbolic Reasoning was developed.
The second edition presents my work in a more succinct and orderly way. It also contains, several
corrections, revisions, and new insights. It is my hope that you find it of value and that you will develop
and use it as a standard in your own field of inquiry, thereby promoting greater dialogue and exchange
of knowledge between specialisms.
John Andrew Challoner, BSc(Eng), CEng, MICE, Brighton, UK, April, 2022.
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Introduction
The purpose of Symbolic Reasoning is to provide a single, unified language covering all natural
languages such as English, all formal languages such as algebra, and all branches of human reasoning,
i.e., to provide a universal, formal, human language.
Symbolic Reasoning is a modified form of set theory that allows natural language sentences to be
expressed in the form of equations and those equations to be combined and manipulated according to
logical rules. It also enables equations in formal languages, such as arithmetic and algebra, to be
expressed and manipulated in the same way, thus providing compatibility between the two. It is
axiom-based and many of the symbols used in Symbolic Reasoning are defined by equations
composed of other, previously defined symbols.
The concept of a mathematical equation was first used in arithmetic and later extended to algebra. In
those fields, the subject and object of the equation are numbers. In turn, a number, although it describes
a characteristic of a plural collection of things, is a singular entity. Thus, an equation in conventional
arithmetic or algebra is a relationship between two singular entities. This convention became
established over a long period and so, when set theory was first explored, its equations also took that
form.
In conventional set theory a set is treated as a singular entity. This has prevented it from being merged
into a single theory with conventional symbolic logic, which treats its operands as plural collections
of entities. The two have remained separate and distinct, therefore. However, in Symbolic Reasoning,
a set can be represented either as a singular entity or as a plural collection of things, thereby enabling
this merger to take place. Furthermore, in Symbolic Reasoning, a set can also be treated as a collection
of discrete things or as a continuum whose members are a part of the whole. The latter has allowed
physical entities which occupy the space-time continuum to be described.
Symbolic Reasoning treats physical objects, events, states, changes of state, and abstract concepts such
as characteristics as being the same: they are all entities which occupy a region of space-time. Thus,
the same rules of reasoning can be applied to them despite their apparent differences.
This approach has allowed a single body of theory to be applied to the following fields, thereby
unifying them, and yielding several advantages over conventional symbolic logic.
Natural language. Symbolic Reasoning follows the structure of natural language relatively closely
and few natural language transformations are needed before translation into symbolic form.
Boolean Algebra and Propositional Logic are concerned with the truth or falsity of whole sentences
or equations and the ways in which they are combined. These branches of logic are relatively easily
expressed in Symbolic Reasoning.
Predicate Logic is logical reasoning using just two parts of a sentence: its subject and the remainder
of the sentence, its predicate. Conventional Predicate Logic requires some complex linguistic
transformations to be carried out before a statement can be expressed symbolically. However, this is
not the case in Symbolic Reasoning. The latter also goes further in that it allows all the meaningful
components of a sentence to be expressed symbolically.
Alethic Logic or Logical Probability is concerned with the concepts of certainty and possibility.
Conventional Alethic Logic has its own unique set of symbols and is a modal logic, i.e., one in which
the mood of a sentence is modified by an operator. This modal approach has been extrapolated to other
branches of conventional logic with mixed success. In Symbolic Reasoning, however, no additional
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symbols are required, and the concepts of certainty, uncertainty, possibility, and impossibility can all
be expressed in the way that equations are structured.
Deontic Logic is concerned with the concepts of obligation and permission. Symbolic Reasoning
recognises three categories whilst Deontic Logic recognises only one. The former regards something
as being obligatory or permissible: (a) because the rules of reasoning make it so; or (b) because the
wishes of some external authority make it so; or (c) because one’s own wishes make it so. However,
the same fundamental rules of Symbolic Reasoning apply in all three cases.
Epistemic Logic is the logic of knowledge. In its conventional form this is a modal logic, but this was
found to be unsatisfactory in many ways and, so, has been completely rewritten in Symbolic
Reasoning. The latter recognizes the differences between: (a) knowing something through direct
experience; (b) knowing of something through the transfer of information; and (c) knowing that a
statement is true, false, etc. Symbolic Reasoning also recognises the difference between agents, who
can hold and manipulate knowledge, and media of communication, which merely hold or transfer
knowledge. Finally, misunderstanding, misinformation, and errors or failures of reasoning can also be
represented.
Temporal or Tense Logic, i.e., the logic of tensed sentences or sentences which describe an event as
occurring in the past, present or future. In its conventional form this is, also, a modal logic. Again
however, that approach was found to be unsatisfactory, and, in Symbolic Reasoning, Temporal Logic
has been completely rewritten, using the location of events in space-time as a basis.
Causality. Cause and effect are represented, in Symbolic Reasoning, in the form of relationships
between events in space-time. The concept of inhibitors, i.e., those things which prevent an event from
occurring, has also been introduced thereby allowing capability, i.e., whether, given particular
circumstances, an event can or cannot occur, to be represented symbolically.
Measurement, e.g., the length, duration, mass, etc. of physical entities. Symbolic Reasoning expresses
measurable characteristics by mapping physical entities onto a dimension. Those measurable
characteristics are, in turn, mapped, via a scale, onto the field of numbers to yield a numerical value.
However, this process is recognised as an analogy and every measurable characteristic is also treated
as a physical entity which occupies its own region of space-time.
Arithmetic and Algebra, Conventional arithmetic and algebra have their own axioms, of course, but
many are special versions of the more general theorems of Symbolic Reasoning. Numbers are discrete
ordered entities in a continuum dimension. This means that a number cannot be broken down into
smaller parts. Each number is greater than or less every other, and between any two numbers are
infinite other numbers. With the addition of new axioms, arithmetic and algebra can be expressed
using Symbolic Reasoning. However, there is the additional benefit that, because Symbolic Reasoning
uses plural collections, arithmetic and algebra can also be carried out on collections of numbers.
Relative Probability describes one event or situation as being less or more likely than another, given
particular circumstances. Symbolic Reasoning treats probability as a measurable characteristic in a
dimension that is similar in form to the numerical dimension. Again, many of the conventional axioms
of probability are special cases of more general theorems in Symbolic Reasoning. In conventional
probability theory there are two main concepts: conditional and unconditional probability. In Symbolic
Reasoning, however, unconditional probability does not exist. Rather it is treated as being conditional
but epistemic in nature, i.e., based on confidence that an item of knowledge is true.
Numerical Probability is the likelihood, in numerical terms, of an event occurring, given particular
circumstances. In Symbolic Reasoning, the numerical probability of an event is treated as a measurable
characteristic in the probability dimension comprising the numbers one to zero. Thus, the rules of
arithmetic and algebra as given in Symbolic Reasoning can be applied.
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Epistemic Probability is a measure of the confidence that we have in the truth of a proposition. In its
numerical form our confidence is represented on a scale from zero, or impossibility, to 1, or certainty.
However, Epistemic probability can also be relative, e.g., we believe one thing to be more or less
certain than another.
Natural Probabilistic Reasoning is the normal human reasoning process that we carry out on a dayto-day basis. It is based on a combination of logic and relative epistemic probability, both of which
can be expressed and manipulated in Symbolic Reasoning. The rules of good natural reasoning are
learned via natural language from our peers. However, in Symbolic Reasoning the same rules are
derived from axioms and so can be checked for validity.
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Part I

Membership Theory
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Chapter 1

Space and Time

1.1 Introduction
In Symbolic Reasoning all entities are regarded as existing in the physical medium of space-time. This
will be the starting point of this book, therefore. From time to time an unfamiliar term may be used. A
glossary has been provided in Appendix A.

1.2 The Nature of Space-Time
Properties
For the purposes of Symbolic Reasoning, space-time has the following properties.
(1)

It comprises four physical dimensions, three of space and one of time. These four dimensions
are independent of one another, i.e., an entity can change position or size in any one of the
dimensions without necessarily changing its position or size in any of the others.

(2)

Space is a polydimension comprising three dimensions whose directions are not absolute but
rather fixed by convention. At their simplest, these dimensions can be described, relative to an
observer, as forwards/backwards, up/down, and left/right. Every direction that an observer
moves in can be described using a combination of these directions and it is impossible for him
to move in a direction that cannot be described in that way. Each dimension is independent,
and it is possible for the observer to alter his position in one dimension without affecting his
position in the others.

(3)

Space-time has an additional independent dimension, time. However, in that dimension, the
observer can only move in one direction: forwards, and not backwards. The rate and direction
of movement in time is determined by the nature of the physical universe and not by the
observer.

(4)

Each dimension is ordered. If the observer travels through it in any direction he will encounter
physical entities, e.g., stars, trees, atoms, in a particular order, first one, then another and so
on. Similarly, as the observer travels through time he will encounter first one event, then
another, then another. The order in which these entities or events are encountered will only
change if they have altered their positions in space-time relative to one another.

(5)

Space-time has no boundaries in any of the four physical dimensions, i.e., there is no point in
any dimension to one side of which space-time exists and to the other side of which it does
not. Each dimension has no bounds of extent, therefore. This lack of boundaries implies that
each dimension is infinite in extent.

(6)

Space-time is continuous. If an observer travels from one location at one time to another
location at another time, then it is impossible for him to travel through anything which is not a
part of space-time. This is true irrespective of how close the two locations and times are to one
another. Regions of space may contain no matter or energy at a particular time, but they are
capable of doing so. Thus, even empty space is a part of space-time.

(7)

Space-time is a continuum, i.e., every region in it can be divided into infinite smaller regions,
can form part of infinite larger regions, and intersects with infinite adjacent regions. This is
true regardless of how large or small the region may be and implies that there is no limit to
how large or small a region of space-time may be. Space-time has no bounds of resolution,
therefore.
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(8)

Space-time is unbounded in resolution. It has no smallest parts and no largest parts. Everything,
no matter how small, can be broken down into yet smaller parts and anything, no matter how
large, can be combined with other entities to create yet larger things.

Views may differ on whether these features of the universe are objectively true. For example,
physicists may differ on the number of spatial dimensions that comprise the universe, whether time
began with the big bang, and so on. Each feature is open to scientific or philosophical debate.
Nevertheless, these features are those that, in our day-to-day activities as human beings, we
consistently observe, which for practical purposes we regard as being true and which form the basis
of our knowledge, language and reasoning processes. Only in very specialised fields of science and
philosophy are these features not held to be true.
Representing Space-Time Diagrammatically
The four dimensions of space-time cannot be represented on a sheet of paper, of course, and so a
simplified form of representation, the space-time diagram must be used. In this diagram the horizontal
axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents the three spatial dimensions condensed into one.
Examples are given in the section below.

1.3

Physical Entities

Physical entities take several forms. They can, for example, be physical objects, events, states, changes
of state, or relationships. A circumstance is a generic term which can describe any of them. All physical
entities have one thing in common: they occupy a region of space-time.
Physical entities fall into three classes:
(1)

Discrete entities have an upper bound of resolution, i.e., a largest part, and a lower bound of
resolution, i.e., a smallest part, which are the same.

(2)

Continuum entities have an upper bound of resolution but no lower bound of resolution.

(3)

Points have a position in space-time but no size or extent. In each of the four dimensions they
have the same upper and lower bound of extent.

Physical entities also fall into classes depending on how they occupy space-time.
(1)

Spatially continuous or discontinuous at a point in time. If the entity is spatially continuous
at a point in time, then it has a single, three-dimensional, spatial boundary and it is possible to
move from any point in the entity to any other without altering position in time and without
passing through space unoccupied by the entity. If the entity is discontinuous at a point in time,
then it is split into two or more parts each with its own boundary and, at the same point in time,
it is not possible to move from a point in one part to a point in another part without passing
through space unoccupied by the entity.

(2)

Spatio-temporally continuous or discontinuous. If an entity is spatio-temporally continuous
then it has a single four-dimensional boundary and it is possible to move from any point in the
entity to any other without passing through space-time not occupied by the entity. For this to be
possible, the entity must be spatially continuous at some times but not necessarily so at others.
If an entity is spatio-temporally discontinuous, then it is split into two or more parts each with
its own boundary and it is not possible to move from a point in one part to a point in another part
without passing through space-time not occupied by the entity.

(3)

Temporally continuous or discontinuous. If an entity is temporally continuous then it exists
for a single period with no breaks during which it does not exist. Temporally continuous entities
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cannot cease to exist and then come into existence once more. Note that if an entity is spatiotemporally continuous it must also be temporally continuous.

Fig. 1. A spatio-temporally
continuous physical entity.

Space

Note that the line between the
two points A and B lies within
the entity. The entity is spatially
discontinuous at time 1 and
spatially continuous at time 2.

A

Fig. 2. A spatially discontinuous
entity.

Time

B

Space

Note that the line between the
two points A and B passes
outside of the entity.

Fig. 3. A temporally
discontinuous entity.
B

Note that the line between the
two points A and B passes
outside of the entity.

Time

A

Space
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Fig. 4. A spatio-temporally
discontinuous entity.

A
B

Note that the line between the
two points A and B passes
outside of the entity.

Time

The number of entities that can be created by placing a boundary around part or parts of the universe
is infinite. However, most such entities are meaningless. The types of entity that we find meaningful,
and to which we give names, are classified according to combinations of the above. For example:
(1)

Physical objects must be discrete, temporally continuous, and always spatially continuous.

(2)

Events must be discrete, and spatio-temporally continuous.

(3)

Entities to which we give a collective noun, e.g., the flock, the traffic, etc., are spatio-temporally
discontinuous. However, each member of the collection has the same characteristics as a physical
object or event.

(4)

States, are collections of physical objects or events which have a particular characteristic for a
period of time. If more than one object or event experiences the state, or if one or more entities
experience more than one instance of the state, then the state is spatially and temporally
discontinuous.

(5)

Changes of state have the same characteristics as states.

(6)

A relationship between two entities is the two entities, each as it exists in a particular state for a
period of time. A relationship is discrete and spatially discontinuous. If it is between two entities
as they exist at different times it can also be temporally discontinuous.

There are also entities that we describe with an uncountable noun, i.e., a noun with no plural, examples
of which are given below.
(7)

Materials such as wood, glass, iron, stone, paper, coffee, tea, wine, hair, etc., are, if we ignore
the fact that they comprise atoms, effectively continua. They are usually spatio-temporally
discontinuous.

(8)

Types of location, such as the city, the forest, the seaside, etc. are also effectively continua and
usually spatio-temporally discontinuous.

(9)

Collections of entities which have some of the characteristics of a material, such as baggage,
luggage, furniture, rubbish, traffic, etc., are spatio-temporally discontinuous collections of
physical objects, i.e., items of baggage, luggage furniture, etc.

(10) Institutions, such as school, market, church, etc., are spatio-temporally discontinuous collections
of events and physical objects, e.g., individual schools, markets, churches, etc. They also
comprise knowledge and beliefs, whose nature will be discussed later.
(11) Concepts such as advice, justice, information, news, knowledge, experience, beauty, happiness,
fear, hope, death, etc., which are typified by what is known in English grammar as an abstract
noun, are spatio-temporally discontinuous collections of events or states.
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Chapter 2
2.1

Symbolising and Combining Entities and Sets

Symbolising Entities and Sets
Physical Entities

Both individual entities and collections of entities of a similar type can be grouped together to form
sets. In conventional set theory, a set is regarded as being singular even though it may contain more
than one member. Symbolic Reasoning, however, uses a modified form of set theory in which,
irrespective of the number of members, a set can be treated either as a collection or as a singular entity.
If a set is treated as a collection it is symbolised by a lower-case letter, a, b, c, etc. Thus, a, b, and c
each represent a number of entities, usually two or more but also possibly one or none.
However, if the set is treated as a singular entity a suffix is applied as follows: a1, b1, c1, etc. Thus, a1,
b1and c1 represent a number of entities aggregated together to form a single set entity. For example, a
collection of birds might be represented by the letter b and the flock which comprises those birds by
b1. A singular entity such as the Eiffel Tower is, also, represented by a suffixed letter, e.g., e1.
To overcome limitations in the number of available letters subscripts may be used, e.g., a1, a2, a3, ba,
bb, bc, a11, a21, a31, ba1, bb1, bc1, etc., A set can, also, be represented by a letter, a word or phrase in
curly brackets as follows {b}, {birds}, {flock}1, {things that fly}.
Everything and Nothing
The letter E, which in Symbolic Reasoning is referred to as the universal set, is used to symbolise the
plural collection everything that exists, i.e., the entire physical universe and each of its infinite parts,
whether they are meaningful or not.
The physical universe can also be regarded as a single entity in its own right, i.e., the universal set
entity. This is the same as conventional set theory’s universal set. In Symbolic Reasoning it is
symbolised by E1.
The symbol , which in Symbolic Reasoning is known as the null set is used to represent “nothing”.
It has no members and, strictly therefore, does not physically exist. The null set entity, which is
symbolised 1, is the same as conventional set theory’s the empty set. Unlike the null set it does exist
and can be regarded as having the following characteristics:
(1)

the null set entity has no span in space-time, i.e., it is a point.

(2)

It also has no position in space-time and is, therefore, every point in space-time.
Complementary Sets

A collection such as a has a complementary set which is symbolised ~a or, alternatively, a. This
complementary set comprises everything that is not a member of a. The symbol ~ is referred to as the
tilde. The same is true of sets symbolised using curly brackets. Thus, for example ~{expression} is the
complement of {expression}.
Similarly, a singular entity or a set treated as an entity, such as a1, has a complement ~a1 or,
alternatively, a1 comprising everything that is not a1. The complement ~a1 must, of course, be a plural
collection of entities.
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The components of a symbol such as ~a1 are evaluated in the following order: letter, subscript,
superscript, underscore/tilde. Underscore and tilde attach, graphically, only to the letter and not the
whole symbol including its subscripts and superscripts, e.g., a11 rather than a11. Despite this, they do
negate the whole symbol. Thus, for example, a11 and ~a11 both mean ~(a11), i.e., everything but the unit
set a11. If the underscore symbol does extend beneath a subscript and/or a superscript as well as the
letter, e.g., a11, a11 or a11, then the meaning of the symbol is unaltered and remains the same as ~(a11).
This is to avoid any ambiguity when such symbols are handwritten.
The complement of a set can be translated into natural language and vice versa as shown in the
following examples. If the set a means “apples”, then the set a means “non-apples” or “things that are
not apples”. If the set b means “bramleys” then the set b means “non-bramleys” or “things that are not
bramleys”.
Complementary sets which are collections do, of course, have matching complementary sets which
are entities. For example, (a)1 or (~a)1 is the complementary set entity of a, i.e., everything that is not
a member of a together treated as a single entity. Similarly, (~a1)1 is the complementary set entity of
a1, i.e., everything that is not a1 together treated as a single entity. The use of brackets indicates that
the underscore or tilde applies only to the symbols within them.

2.2

Combining Entities and Sets
The Intersection or Conjunction of Two Sets & “And”

The intersection of two sets is described by the Venn/Euler diagram below.
a

Fig. 5.
The intersection or conjunction of two sets.

b

a.b

The set a.b comprises entities which are members of both the set a, and the set b. That is, if something
is a member of a and a member of b then it is a member of a.b. The dot is equivalent to the conjunction
operator or “logical and” of conventional symbolic logic, which is symbolised by  or &. For this
reason, a.b is described as the conjunction of the sets a and b and . (dot) is known as the conjunction
operator. Unless this causes ambiguity, the dot may be omitted, and the expression simplified to ab.
The reader should note that the operator . (dot), is not the same as arithmetical multiplication. Rather
it is similar to the intersection operator, , of conventional set theory. Thus, a.b is similar to AB.
However, it is not identical because a and b can be plural collections, whilst A and B are always
singular set entities.
The Union or Disjunction of two Sets & “Or”
The union of two sets is described by the Venn/Euler diagram below.
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a

Fig. 6.
The union or disjunction of two sets.

b

a+b

The set a + b comprises things which are members of the set a or of the set b. That is, if something is
a member of a or a member of b then it is also a member of a + b. This is equivalent to the disjunction
operator or “logical or” of conventional symbolic logic, which is symbolised by . For this reason, a
+ b is described as the disjunction of the sets a and b and + is known as the disjunction operator. In
addition, a and b are known as terms of the statement a + b.
The operator + (cross), is not the same as arithmetical plus, +. Rather it is similar to the union operator,
, of conventional set theory. Thus, a + b is similar to AB.
The operator . (dot) takes precedence over + and, thus, a.b.c + d.e.f is equivalent to (a.b.c) + (d.e.f).
In natural language + can represent either “and” or “or” depending on the nature of the sentence, as
will be explained later.
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Chapter 3
3.1

First Order Equations and Propositions

Introduction

The concepts and symbolism described in this, and subsequent chapters are used to develop the body
of theory, known as Membership Theory, which can be applied to the description and manipulation of
natural language propositions containing the copular verb “to be”.

3.2

Relationships between Collections of Physical Entities

Any two collections can be compared, and a statement made about the entities that they share. With
one exception, the operators used in conventional set theory are also used in Symbolic Reasoning to
make this comparison. These operators are known as binary relations. Together, two collections and a
binary relation form an equation which, because it contains only one binary relation, is referred to as
a first order equation. In the first order equation a = b, = is the binary relation, a is referred to as being
on the left-hand side, and b as being on the right-hand side.
There are six first order equations which compare the collections a and b, as described below:
(1)

a=b

or a equals b, i.e., every member of a is also a member of b and everything that is not a
member of a is also not member of b.

(2)

b=a

(3)

a b

(4)

ab

(5)

a b

(6)

b a

or b equals b, i.e., every member of b is also a member of a and everything that is not a
member of b is also not member of a. The equation b = a is of course the same as a = b.
or a is a proper subset of b, i.e., every member of a is also a member of b. However, there
exist members of b which are not members of a.
or a is a proper superset of b, i.e., everything that is a member of b is also a member of a.
However, there are members of a which are not members of b. The equation a  b is the same
as b  a.
or a intersects b, i.e., some members of a are also members of b but others are not.
Additionally, some members of b are also members of a, but others are not. This important binary
relation is not used in conventional set theory.
or b intersects a, i.e., some members of b are also members of a but others are not.
Additionally, some members of a are also members of b but others are not. The equation b  a is
the same as a  b.

These equations are shown graphically, using Venn/Euler diagrams, below.

a

b

a=b

a

a b

b

b

ab

a
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a

b

Fig. 7
Examples of relationships between sets.

a b

The binary relations and can be combined with = to yield and respectively as follows:
(1)

a b or a

is a subset of b, i.e., every member of a is also a member of b and there may or may
not also exist members of b that are not members of a. This equation is the same as the
disjunction of the two equations a = b and a b, i.e., (a = b) + (a b).

(2)

a b or a is a superset

of b, i.e., every member of b is also a member of a and there may or may
not also exist members of a that are not members of b. This equation is the same as the
disjunction of equations (a = b) + (a b).

Note that conjunctions of two different operators are not possible and (a = b).(a b), for example, is
therefore the same as the null set.
There are similar equations between a and b, between a and b and between a and b, for example:
(1)

a=b

or a equals not b.

(2)

a b or a is

a proper subset of not b.

(3)

ab or a is

a proper superset of not b.

(4)

ab or a intersects

(5)

a b or a is

a subset of not b.

(6)

a b or a is

a superset of not b.

not b.

Examples of these equations are shown graphically, using Venn/Euler diagrams, below.

a

a
b

b

a b

a=b

a

b

ab

Fig. 8. Examples of relationships between the complements of sets.
Finally, all binary relations can be negated, for example:
(1)

ab

or ~(a = b) or a does not equal b.

(2)

a ~b or ~(a  b) or a is

not a proper subset of b.
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(3)

a~b or ~(a  b) or a is

(4)

ab or ~(a  b) or a does

(5)

a b or ~(a  b) or a is

not a subset of b.

(6)

a b or ~(a  b) or a is

not a superset of b.

3.3

not a proper superset of b.
not intersect b.

Representing Natural Language Propositions
Introduction

First order equations with the binary relations =, , , and their negatives can be used to represent
simple natural language propositions.
The binary relation  or “is a subset of” has a special significance in that it is the equivalent of the
copular verb “to be”. Thus, providing a natural language sentence is not tensed and contains, or has
been transposed to contain, the copular verb “to be”, then it can be expressed using a first order
equation.
Propositions with a Singular Subject
As an example of the necessary transformation “Andrew consumes bananas”, which uses the noncopular verb “consumes” must become “Andrew is a thing that consumes bananas” which uses the
copular verb “is”. This can then be expressed a1 b where a1 is Andrew and b is the collection of
things that consume bananas.
Negative copular sentences can be represented in a similar way. For example, “Andrew does not
consume bananas” can be symbolised using the equation a1 b or a1 b. The double negative a1 b
is, of course, the same as the positive a1 b. In summary, therefore:
Equation

Natural Language Equivalent

a1  b

Andrew consumes bananas.

a1 b

Andrew does not consume bananas.

a1 b

Andrew consumes bananas.

a1  b

Andrew does not consume bananas.

Propositions with a Plural Subject, Quantified by “All”, “Not All”, “Some” and “No”
In the above examples, the subject “Andrew” is a singular entity and the object “things that consume
bananas” a plural collection of entities. However, it is also possible for both the subject and the object
to be a plural collection. For example, “Apples are bramleys” or “All apples are bramleys” can be
symbolised a b. Natural language sentences symbolised in this way contain a subject quantifier, i.e.,
“all”, “not all”, “some” and “no”. However, “all” is often omitted and, in the translation below, is
shown in brackets, therefore.
It can be seen from an examination of Venn/Euler diagrams that the following translations are valid.
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Equation

Natural Language Equivalent

ab

(All) apples are bramleys.

a b

Not all apples are bramleys.

a b

Some apples are bramleys.

ab

No apples are bramleys.

The English logician, William of Shyreswood, showed that all such propositions with a negative object
have an equivalent proposition with a positive object, as shown in the table below. However, some
contain double negatives, which are difficult to comprehend and rarely used therefore.
Equation

Positive Object

Linguistic
Negatives

Negative Object

Linguistic
Negatives

ab

(All) apples are bramleys.

0

No apples are not bramleys.

2

a b

Not all apples are bramleys.

1

Some apples are not bramleys.

1

a b

Some apples are bramleys.

0

Not all apples are not bramleys.

2

ab

No apples are bramleys.

1

(All) apples are not bramleys.

1

Proper, Common and Collective Nouns
Nouns are the names given to physical entities in the subject or object of a sentoid. They can be of the
following types:
(1)

A proper noun, i.e., a name given to a particular individual entity, e.g., “Mont Blanc”. Proper
nouns are always singular. There may be many models of the Eiffel Tower but there is only one
Eiffel Tower.

(2)

A common noun, i.e., a name given to a type of entity, e.g., “an ape”/ “apes”. Common nouns
may be singular if they describe just one entity, e.g., “an ape”, or plural if they describe more
than one, e.g., “apes”.

(3)

A collective noun, i.e., a name given to more than one entity of the same type when they are
treated as a singular set entity, e.g., “a flock”/“flocks”. Collective nouns may be singular if they
describe just one set entity, e.g., “a flock”, or plural if they describe more than one, e.g., “flocks”.

A suggested convention for symbolising nouns is given in the table below.
Example Proposition

Noun
Type

Form

Proper

Singular

Individually

Singular

Individually

Plural

Individually

Common
or
Collective

Acting

Symbolism
Symbolism

Natural Language

a1

a1c

Australia is a continent.

aX1

aX1 b

The ape is a bad thing.

a

a b

Apes are bad things.

aX

aX b

The apes are bad things.
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a1

a1 b

Apes (collectively) are a
bad thing.

aX1

aX1 b

The apes (collectively) are
a bad thing.

Collectively

In the plural form, a common or collective noun may describe entities which are acting or being acted
upon individually, i.e., each may act or be acted upon during separate events. In the absence of
anything to the contrary, this is normally taken to be the case. Alternatively, a plural common or
collective noun may describe entities acting or being acted upon together, i.e., all entities act or are
acted on during a single event. There are various ways of describing collective acts in natural language,
e.g., “Together, the apes consume the collection of bananas” but, in the above table, the word
“collectively” has been used.
The Definite and Indefinite Articles
Note that, in the above table, aX1 is used to symbolise an individual, previously defined, ape and aX to
symbolise several, previously defined, apes. The definite article, i.e., “the ape” or “the apes” is used
in natural language to indicate that such a definition has taken place. For example, “An ape climbed
the tree. Then the ape climbed down.”
On the other hand, a1 and a are used to described an undefined ape or apes. The indefinite article, i.e.,
“an ape” or “some apes”, is used to indicate this lack of a definition.
The Subject Quantifier “Only”
The word “only” can act either as a subject quantifier, e.g., “Only apples are bramleys” or as a modifier
of the subject quantifier “some”, e.g., “Only some apples are bramleys”.
Propositions with the subject quantifier “only” can be expressed using the binary relation . However,
as shown in the table below there is an equivalent proposition using the binary relation .

Proposition

Symbolism

Alternative Proposition

Symbolism

Only apples are bramleys.

ab

All bramleys are apples.

ba

Only apples are not bramleys.

ab

Only bramleys are not apples.

ba

Not only apples are bramleys.

(a  b).(a  b)

___

___

Only some apples are bramleys.

(a  b).(a  b)

___

___

Note that the negative natural language proposition “Not only apples are bramleys” is not merely a
negation of “Only apples are bramleys”, i.e. not merely a  b. Rather it implies that “Some apples are
bramleys and some non-apples are bramleys” which translates to the more complex statement
(a  b).(a  b). Similarly, “Only some apples are bramleys” implies both that “some apples are
bramleys” but “not all apples are bramleys”, i.e. (a  b).(a  b).
The phrase “Not only some” means, of course, the same as “all”.
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Existence and Non-existence
The binary relation = means “is the same as” and means “is not the same as”. Thus a = b means a is
the same as b and a  b means a is the not the same as b.
One of these collections, b for example, can be altered to the null set. If so, the resulting equation
states whether or not the other, i.e. a, exists. For example, a =  means a is the same as the null set or
does not exist. Conversely, a   means a is not the same as the null set or exists.
Similar equations can be formed using the universal set E, i.e., a = E or everything is an a and a  E or
not everything is an a.
Note, however, that:
a=E

is the same as a ~ E

a E

is the same as a  E

a

is the same as a  

a=

is the same as a ~ 

and

but, because the equations in the left-hand column are easier to comprehend, their use is favoured.
The Translation of + and .(dot)
The binary operatiors + and .(dot) also translate into natural language. If the translation is to a natural
language proposition expressed in entity form, as described below, then + consistently represents the
natural language conjunction “or” and .(dot) consistently represents the conjunction “and”.
SR Equation

Entity Form Translation

a.r  e

If something is an apple and ripe then it is an edible thing.

a+bf

If something is an apple or a banana then it is a fruit.

a  e.f

If something is an apple then it is an edible thing and a fruit.

ar+g

If something is an apple then it is a red thing or a green thing.

However, if the translation is to a natural language proposition in standard form then the meanings of
+ and .(dot) are more complex as can be seen from the table below.
SR Equation

Strict Translation

Simplified Translation

a+bf

___

Apples and bananas are fruits.

ar+g

__

Apples are red or green.

a.r  e

Things that are apples and ripe are edible things.

Ripe apples are edible.

a  e.f

Apples are things that are edible and fruits.

Apples are edible fruits.

Note that, in the object or right-hand side of a proposition, + replaces “or”, as would be expected.
However, in the subject or left-hand side of a proposition, it replaces “and”. This is because the
sentence “apples and bananas are fruits” is, in fact, a simplified conjunction of the two propositions
“apples are fruits and bananas are fruits”, i.e. (a  f).(b  f). In Symbolic Reasoning this expression
simplifies to a + b  f whilst in natural language it simplifies to “apples and bananas are fruits”.
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In the examples above, the .(dot) operator appears to conjoin a noun and an adjective. However, this
is not the case as equations in Symbolic Reasoning are between collections of physical entities. The
symbol r, for example, actually means “things that are ripe” or “ripe things”. This strict translation is,
of course, simplified in natural language to an adjective.

3.4

Precedence of Symbols

To minimise the use of brackets in an equation, binary operators and binary relations are evaluated in
the following order of precedence:
(1)

Brackets ()

(2)

Conjunction Operator . (dot)

(3)

Disjunction Operator +

(4)

Binary Relations =, , , , ,, , ~, ~, ,  and .

Thus, symbols within brackets are evaluated first, followed by symbols joined by the conjunction
operator .(dot), followed by symbols joined by the disjunction operator +, followed, finally, by
symbols joined by a binary relation.
Following this convention, brackets may be omitted, for example, from the expression a ((b.c) + d)
to yield the much simpler a b.c + d.
The . (dot) operator may also be omitted. Thus, for example, ab is the same as a.b and (a + b)(c + d) is
the same as (a + b).(c + d).

3.5

Commutativity, Associativity and Distributivity

Commutativity is a property of binary operators whereby changing the order of the terms does not
alter the result. Both the + operator and the . (dot) operator are commutative, i.e.:
a+b=b+a

(TM403) Commutative +

ab = ba

(TM404) Commutative .

Associativity is also a property of binary operators. An operator is associative if, in an expression
containing two or more occurrences of the same operator, the order in which the operations are
performed does not alter the result. Both the + operator and the . (dot) operator are associative, i.e.:
a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c

(TM405) Associative +

a.(b.c) = (a.b).c

(TM406) Associative .

Distributivity is another property of binary operators which is best understood by referring to the
symbolism in the equations below. The . (dot) operator is distributive over the + operator and vice
versa, i.e.:
a.(b + c) = (a.b) + (a.c)

(TM407) Distribution of . over +

a + (b.c) = (a + b).(a + c)

(TM273) Distribution of + over .

Note that all six equations have been given a reference, e.g., (TM403), and a name, i.e., Commutative +.
These will be explained in the next chapter.
These rules are trivial when expressed in natural language. For example, a + b = b + a may be equivalent
to “Apples and bramleys are the same as bramleys and apples”. However, they are important in
altering, simplifying, and expanding both the equations of Symbolic Reasoning and natural language
propositions.
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Chapter 4 Statements, Axioms, Hypotheses, Definitions and
Theorems
4.1

Introduction

A statement is an equation which describes a relationship between specific types of entity, e.g., “some
cats are black” or a  b. However, there are also equations which are true no matter what entities are
used as terms, for example a + a = E. The latter form the basis of Symbolic Reasoning and comprise
its definitions, axioms, theorems, hypotheses, and unproven theorems. These are defined as follows:
(1)

Definitions describe the symbols used in Symbolic Reasoning. They can take the form of natural
language descriptions but can also comprise an equation which describes a new symbol in terms
of previously defined symbols.

(2)

Axioms are the fundamental building blocks of Symbolic Reasoning and are equations which
can neither be proven nor disproven, but which are self-evidently true.

(3)

Theorems are equations which can be derived from the axioms and definitions, and which must,
therefore, also be true.

(4)

Hypotheses are theorems which have not yet been proven from the axioms and definitions. They
are assumed to be true but there is some doubt. Some hypotheses are fundamental to our
reasoning processes and form a part of Symbolic Reasoning, therefore.

(5)

Unproven theorems are derived from a at least one hypothesis and may or may not be true,
therefore.

There are many definitions, axioms, and theorems in Symbolic Reasoning together with a lesser
number of hypotheses and unproven theorems. A convention for naming them is needed so that they
can be referred to without having to reproduce them in full, whenever they are mentioned. The
following convention is used, where the suffix is a combination of letters and numbers:
Example
Type

Convention
Equation

Reference

Name

Definitions

(Dsuffix)

a= a

(DM00)

Definition of =

Axioms

(Asuffix)

a+a=a

(AMX01)

Disjunction Tautology

Theorems

(Tsuffix )

ab = ba

(TM404)

Commutative .

Hypotheses

(Hsuffix)

a   where a is a proposition or truth
set which has not been proven false or
a set of physical entities which have
not been proven to not exist.

(HMX01)

Induction Hypothesis

Unproven Theorems

(Usuffix)

((a b) = E)  ((b = E)  (a  ))

(UM001)

Theorem of Truth Sets

Statements

(Ssuffix)

a b

(S1)

___

Note that (UM001) is a higher order equation, i.e., an equation between equations. Such higher order
equations will be explained in the next chapter.
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Once a definition, axiom, theorem, hypothesis, or unproven theorem is referenced in this way, the
equation retains this reference, and it can be used by no other. However, references used for statements
are temporary.
When an equation already has an historical name, e.g., DeMorgan’s Law, then this is also be used as
a reference. Also, when an equation is used sufficiently frequently to warrant it, a name is provided.
Finally, where equations can be gathered together into collections of a similar type, a type name may
be provided.
The definitions, axioms, theorems, hypotheses, and unproven theorems of Symbolic Reasoning are
listed in the chapters which follow and proven in Volume 2. They are all equations comprising
collections and the operators that relate them. These collections are expressed in their simplest form,
commonly as physical entities using the letters a, b, c, etc. However, equations are also collections and
can, therefore, replace the terms a, b, c, etc. Thus, for example, a in the theorem a + a = E can be
replaced by a b to yield the higher order equation (a b) + (a b) = E which is also true.
Demonstration
a+a=E
Let a = (a b)
(a b) + (a b) = E

(TM671)(Tertium non Datur)(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

Situations can arise in which we wish to refer to equations more generally, rather than in detail, but it
is inappropriate to use a letter. The expressions {p}, {q}, etc. can then be used to represent such
equations. This symbolism avoids confusion with the physical entities represented by the letters a, b,
c, etc. The terms {p}, {q}, etc. are also collections and so, in the example above, a can be replaced by
{p}, for example, to yield {p} + ~{p} = E.
Demonstration
a+a=E
Let a = {p}
{p} + ~{p} = E

(TM671)(Tertium non Datur)(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

It should be noted that references, such as (AMX01), are symbols which replace equations. They can,
therefore, also be used as terms in higher order equations when a shorthand form of expression is
needed. For example, (AMX01) + ~(AMX01) = E.
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Chapter 5
5.1

Higher Order Equations & Propositions

Introduction

Any statement that we make, whether in natural language or in a formal language such as Symbolic
Reasoning, is regarded as being true unless otherwise stated. For example, “Some cats are black” and
“It is true that some cats are black” both have the same meaning.
For a statement to be true, it must correctly reflect our understanding of what exists in the physical
universe. Furthermore, if it is true, then it is true in every circumstance unless specific conditions are
stated. If, for example, it is true that “some cats are black” then this statement is true no matter where
or when it is made. Equations represent the collection of circumstances in which the statement they
make is true, therefore, and, for this reason, they can also be referred to as truth sets.
Equations are plural collections of circumstances, therefore, and can be used in the same way as other
plural collections of physical entities, i.e., two equations can be:
(1)

conjoined with the operator . (dot)

(2)

disjoined with the operator +

(3)

compared using the binary relations =, , , , ,, , ~, ~, ,  and .

Thus, equations can be formed using other equations as terms. For example, in the preceding chapter,
it was stated that the equation b = a, is the same as a = b. This statement can be symbolised by the
second order equation (b = a) = (a = b). Similarly, the statement that a  b, is the same as b  a can be
symbolised (a  b) = (b  a). The statement b  a, is the same as a  b can be symbolised
(b  a) = (a  b).
The above are examples of second order equations. However, there is nothing to prevent the
construction of third, fourth, fifth or even nth order equations apart from our ability to comprehend
the information expressed by them.
The order of an equation is determined from its binary relations in the same way that the order of a
sentence is determined from its verbs. If each binary relation and its related sets are enclosed by curved
braces, then the maximum number of curved braces around a binary relation is the order of the
equation. For example:
(a  b)

First Order;

((a  b)  (c  d))

Second Order;

(((a  b)  (c  d)) = ((e  f)  (g  h)))

Third Order; and so on.

Each side of an equation can comprise more than one term. For example, (a  b).(b c) (a  c) and
(a  b) + (a = b) = (a  b) are second order equations whose terms are first order equations.
However, because equations are truth sets, i.e., collections of the circumstances in which the statement
they make is true, this means that they can also be represented in the same way as any other collection
of physical entities, i.e., by a lower-case letter a, b, c, etc. Alternatively, expressions such as {p}, {q},
{r}, etc. can be used to indicate that the term is an equation or proposition rather than a physical entity.
This allows higher order equations to be simplified as shown in the example below. Note, however,
that when lreplacements are used to represent propositions in this way the order of the proposition
represented by each letter must be the same, or the equation comprising those letters will not balance.
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Example of Equation Simplification
(a  b).(b  c)  (a  c)
Let (a  b) = d
Let (b  c) = e
Let (a  c) = f
d.e  f

5.2

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(Eqn3)
(Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns2,3&4 into Eqn1)

Translation of Second or Higher Order Equations

If a and b are first or higher order equations then a  b, translates into natural language as meaning “If
a then b” or, alternatively, “a implies b”.
The quantifier “unless” is also used to relate propositions, e.g., “Andrew is content unless Barbara is
dreaming”. This means “If Barbara is not dreaming then Andrew is content”, i.e., (b1  d)  (a1  c),
and, also, “If Barbara is dreaming then Andrew is not content”, i.e., (b1  d)  (a1  c). Thus, the two
sides of the equation are related by the biconditional, =, i.e., (a1  c) = (b1  d). In the language of
logicians, this would be expressed “Andrew is content, if and only if Barbara is dreaming”.

5.3

Alternative Ways of Symbolising a Proposition

So far, a first order proposition has been symbolised by placing the subject on the left-hand side and
the object on the right-hand side of either the conditional, , or the biconditional, =. This is known as
the standard form, therefore. However, the same proposition can also be expressed in several
alternative ways, as described below, some of which are of higher order.
The various forms in which a proposition can be expressed are as follows:
Name

Symbolism

Eqn.

Meaning if a and b
are physical entities

Meaning if a and b are
propositions

Standard Form

a b

___

(All) as are bs.

If a then b. / a implies b.

Superset Form

ba

(TM196)

Only bs are as.

b is implied by a.

Equality Form

a=ab

(AMX44)

(All) as are as and bs.

Circumstances in which a are
circumstances in which a and b.

Existential Form

ab = 

(TM735)

Nothing is an a and not
a b.

It is false (or impossible) that a
and not b.

Universal Form

E=a+b

(TM064)

Everything is a b or
not an a.

It is true (or certain) that b or not
a.

Entity Form

(c1  a) (c1  b)

(TM099)

If something is an a
then it is a b.

If a circumstance is one in which
a then it is one in which b.

Probabilistic Form

(a=E) (b=E)

(TM094)

___

If it is true (or certain) that a
then it is true (or certain) that b.

The third column contains the references of the theorems used to translate from the standard form to
the alternative form.
If a term is complementary or negative in the standard form then the appropriate term must be used in
the alternative form. For example, a b is the same as E = a + b. Furthermore, if the binary relation in
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the standard form is negative then so too must be the binary relation in the alternative form. For
example, a b is the same as aab.

5.4

Unconditional Equations, Conditional Equations and the Circumstantor

Conditional equations are used to express context in Symbolic Reasoning.
If an equation is true in all circumstances, then it is known as an unconditional equation. An example
is a b which states that a b is true in all circumstances without any constraint.
If the same equation is true in a specific collection of circumstances, then it is referred to as a
conditional equation. An example is (c = E)  (a b) which states that a b is true in circumstances
where c is true. It is important to note however that this conditional equation does not necessarily
imply that a b is false in circumstances where c is false. a b may be either true or false and the
conditional equation provides no information to determine which. The expression (c = E)  (a b) is
used rather than c  (a b) because the sides of the equation must balance, i.e., they must be of the
same order.
Where the context remains constant throughout an argument, then the circumstantor, :, may replace .
The terms which follow the circumstantor must, however, be propositions or equations rather than
physical entities. It is not necessary for the equations on either side of the circumstantor to be of the
same order and c = E: a b, for example, may be simplified to c: a b.
If the circumstantor is used, then the conditions need only be stated once at the beginning of an
argument as demonstrated by the example below.
Example
c:
a b
b d
a d

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns1 and 2)

Note that if c is replaced by E in the examples above, then the subsequent equation is an unconditional
equation, i.e., true in all circumstances, and the conditions and circumstantor disappear. For example
c : a b becomes just a b.

5.5

Conditional Binary Relations

Only some of the possible binary relations between two sets a and b have an equivalent in natural
language. This is because many binary relations are conditional. For example, a b cannot be true if
b = as there is no proper subset of . Thus a b is conditional on b  .
The conditions of any binary relation can be found as follows. Firstly, the standard form proposition
is equated to its existential equivalent, i.e.:
(TM717)

Biconditional Theorem

(a = b) = (ab = ).(ab = )

(TM718)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (ab = )(ab  )

(TM735)

Existential Form

(a  b) = (ab = )

(TM051b)

Existential Form

(a  b) = (ab = )

(TM733)

Definition of 

(ab) = (ab  )(ab  )(ab  )(ab  )
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(TM717)(TM008)

___

(a  b) = (ab  ) + (ab  )

(TM718)(TM008)

___

(a ~ b) = (ab  ) + (ab = )

(TM735)(TM008)

___

(a  b) = (ab  )

(TM051b)(TM008)

___

(a  b) = (ab  )

(TM733)(TM008)

___

(ab) = (ab = ) + (ab = ) + (ab = ) + (ab = )

The existential equivalent, i.e., the right-hand side, is then examined for any negative terms which
apply to the whole of the right-hand side, and they are expanded to yield the conditions in the table
below.
Equation

Existential Form

Negative terms
applying to the whole
of the existential form.

Expanding

Conditions

(TM242)

a=b

(ab = )(ab = )

none

___

___

ab

(ab = )(ab  )

(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  E)(b  )

ab

(ab = )(ab  )

(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  )(b  E)

ab

(ab = )

none

___

___

ab

(ab = )

none

___

___

a b

(ab  )(ab  )

(ab  )(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  )(b  )

(ab  )(ab  )

(ab  )(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  E)(b  E)

a b

(ab  ) + (ab  )

none

___

___

a ~ b

(ab ) + (ab = )

none

___

___

a ~ b

(ab ) + (ab = )

none

___

___

a b

(ab  )

(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  )(b  E)

a b

(ab  )

(ab  )

(a  )(b  )

(a  E)(b  )

a b

(ab = ) + (ab = ) +

none

___

___

(ab = ) + (ab = )

It is notable that among the first six equations only (a =b), (a b), and (a  b) are unconditional. Only
these equations have equivalent natural language propositions whilst (a  b), (a  b), and (a b) which
are conditional do not. It seems likely therefore that natural language propositions have evolved in
their present form because of the relative simplicity of working with unconditional propositions.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Truth and Falsity

Symbolising Truth and Falsity

Truth and falsity apply only to natural language propositions and equations. For example, it is
meaningful to say “It is true that sheep are animals” or s a because this statement is a proposition.
However, it is not meaningful to say that “The sheep are true”.
It is important to note that the space-time occupied by a physical object, or in which a state, change of
state or event occurs, is an entirely different thing to the circumstances in which it is true that the same
entity exists or occurs. Consider, for example, the set of events represented by the statement “Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc”. If he climbs it just once, then this event occupies a particular region of spacetime or, if he climbs it more than once, it occupies a particular collection of regions. These events are,
of course, physical entities and the regions that they occupy are circumstances. However, the two are
the essentially same, and any event or physical object can, therefore, also be regarded as a
circumstance. When describing a physical object or event we are describing just one circumstance.
However, if a proposition is true, it is true in all circumstances. Thus, the statement “It is true that
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, is an equation or truth set comprising every possible circumstance in the
universe. This truth set is, therefore, equivalent to the universal set. Conversely, if it is false that
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, then the statement “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is true in no
circumstances and is therefore equivalent to the null set.
Thus, if an equation, e.g., a b is true, then a higher order equation (a b) = E can be written to
explicitly state this. Similarly, if a b is false, then (a b) =  explicitly states it.
However, an equation is assumed to be true unless otherwise stated, and so truth is inherent the binary
relation, e.g., in , , , =, etc. Strictly, no additional symbolism is necessary. That the above equation
is true can be represented a b and that it is false represented a b. For this reason, binary relations
can also be referred to as truth operators.

6.2

Balanced Equations and the Order Axiom (AMX16)

For an equation to be valid, the terms on the left-hand side must be of the same order as the terms on
the right-hand side. For example, (a  b)  (c  d) is valid but (a  b)  c is not. The only exceptions
to this rule are E and which are regarded as being of any order needed to balance the equation. Thus,
for example, (a  b) = E is valid.
If an equation is found to be unbalanced, then its lower order terms can be raised by adding = E as
many times as necessary. Thus, for example, the unbalanced equation (a  b)  c becomes the balanced
equation (a  b)  (c = E).
The rule used to do this is the Order Axiom:
a = (a = E) (AMX16) Order Axiom

which means that the statement a is the same as the statement “it is true that a”. The axiom is expressed
in its simplest form and a can be replaced by an equation of any order.
The way that this axiom is expressed disobeys the convention for balanced equations but, in practice,
it is only used as a transformation in proofs.
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6.3

Boolean Algebra

Boolean algebra was developed in the 19th century by the English mathematician George Boole and is
concerned with the truth or falsity of propositions. In Boolean Algebra the truth of a proposition has
one of two values, i.e., true or false, which are represented by the numbers 1 and 0, respectively. The
truth of a compound proposition, where one or more component propositions are joined by the binary
operators “And”, “Or”, “Eor” (exclusive or), “Nand” (not and) and “Nor” (not or), is determined from
the truth of its component propositions.
These Boolean operators have equivalents in Symbolic Reasoning, as described below, where p and q
are Boolean propositions and a and b are the same propositions in Symbolic Reasoning.
Boolean Statement

Symbolic Reasoning Statement

p And q

a.b

p Or q

a+b

p Eor q

(a + b).~(a.b)

p Nand q

~(a.b)

p Nor q

~(a + b)

The outcome, in Boolean algebra, of combining two propositions is given in the truth tables below.
Equivalent truth tables for Symbolic Reasoning are also shown for comparison.
Boolean Truth Tables
And

p=1

p=0

q=1

p And q = 1

p And q = 0

q=0

p And q = 0

p And q = 0

Or

p=1

p=0

q=1

p Or q = 1

p Or q = 1

q=0

p Or q = 1

p Or q = 0

Eor

p=1

p=0

q=1

p Eor q = 0

p Eor q = 1

q=0

p Eor q = 1

p Eor q = 0

Symbolic Reasoning Truth Tables
a=E

a=

b=E

a.b = E

a.b = 

b=

a.b = 

a.b = 

a=E

a=

b=E

a+b=E

a+b=E

b=

a+b=E

a+b=

a=E

a=

b=E

(a + b).~(a.b) = 

(a + b).~(a.b) = E

b=

(a + b).~(a.b) = E

(a + b).~(a.b) = 
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Nand

p=1

p=0

q=1

p Nand q = 0

p Nand q = 1

q=0

p Nand q = 1

p Nand q = 1

Nor

p=1

p=0

q=1

p Nor q= 0

p Nor q = 0

q=0

p Nor q = 0

p Nor q = 1

a=E

a=

b=E

~(a.b) = 

~(a.b) = E

b=

~(a.b) = E

~(a.b) = E

a=E

a=

b=E

~(a + b) = 

~(a + b) = 

b=

~(a + b) = 

~(a + b) = E

Note that the values in the Boolean “And” truth table can be obtained by multiplying together the truth
values of the component propositions. However, a similar arithmetical operation is not possible for
the Boolean “Or” truth table.
These truth tables can be replaced by the following theorems which are listed later in this book and
proven in Volume 2:
(a = E).(b = E) = (a.b = E)

(TM108) Conjunction Introduction

(a = E).(b= ) (a.b= )

(TM111) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = ).(b= E) (a.b= )

(TM111) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a= ).(b= ) (a.b= )

(TM122) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E).(b = E) (a + b = E)

(TM315) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E).(b = ) (a + b = E)

(TM310) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = ).(b = E) (a + b = E)

(TM310) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = ).(b = ) = (a + b = )

(TM071) Probabilistic Conjunction

and into which the following are substituted where necessary:
(a.b = ) = (~(a.b)) = E)

(TM417)

(a.b = E) = (~(a.b) = )

(TM014)

(a + b = ) = (~(a + b) = E)

(TM417)

(a + b = E) = (~(a + b) = )

(TM014)

Demonstration
(a = E).(b = E) = (a.b = E)
(a.b = E) = (~(a.b) = )
(a = E).(b = E) = (~(a.b) = )

(TM108) Conjunction Introduction (Eqn1)
(TM014) (Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

6.4

Second and Higher Order Truth

Because a proposition described as true or false is also a proposition, albeit one of higher order, it too
can be true or false. Thus, for example, if a is a proposition, we can say “it is false that it is false that
a”. Any second order truth or higher order truth always simplifies to a first order truth as can be seen
from the table below. However, and second or higher order falsity does not, and this will be discussed
further in the chapter on Logical Probability.
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Second Order Truth / Falsity

First Order Truth / Falsity

(a = E) = E

It is true that it is true that a.

a=E

It is true that a.

(a = ) = E

It is true that it is false that a.

a=

It is false that a.

(a = E) = 

It is false that it is true that a.

a  E

See Logical Probability.

(a = ) = 

It is false that it is false that a.

a

See Logical Probability.
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Chapter 7
7.1

Conventional Propositional Logic

Introduction

Propositional logic was first developed by the Stoics around 3rd Century, BC. However, their work
was lost and reinvented by Peter Abelard in the 12th Century, AD and refined by Gottfied Leibnitz,
using symbolic logic in the 17th and 18th Centuries, AD. However, Leibnitz’s work was not widely
known and much of his work was recreated independently by other mathematicians. An unfortunate
consequence of this is the plethora of different symbols now used to express the same concept.

7.2

Symbolism

Conventional propositional logic uses propositions, i.e., natural language sentences, or truth sets as its
terms. Letters such as P, Q etc. represent statements that a proposition is true and symbols, which vary
from author to author, are used to connect those statements. Unfortunately, there is no standard
convention. Furthermore, the symbol  which is frequently used to represent “if … then” can be
confused with that used in conventional set theory to represent “is a proper superset of”.
The table below demonstrates some of the forms of symbolism used in conventional propositional
logic and their equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning. From this table, it can be seen that, for every
statement in conventional propositional logic, there is an equivalent equation in Symbolic Reasoning.
The latter, of course, offers a standard notation which embraces many other branches of logic.
Natural Language Statement

Symbolism
Propositional
Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

Symbolic Reasoning
Fully Expressed

It is true that P.

P

a

a=E

It is not the case that …

~ or - or 

~ or underscore

___

It is false that P.

~P

~a or a

a=

… and …

& or . or 

. (dot)

___

It is true that P and is true that Q.

P&Q

a.b

(a = E).(b = E)

It is true that P and is false that Q.

P & ~Q

a.~b or a.b

(a = E).(b = )

It is not the case, i.e., false, that “It is true
that P and is true that Q”.

~(P & Q)

~(a.b)

~((a = E).(b = E))

… or …



+

___

It is true that P or it is true that Q

P  Q

a + b

(a = E) + (b = E)

If … then …

or 



___

If it is true that P then it is true that Q.

P  Q

a b

(a = E) (b = E)

If and only if … then …

or =

=

___
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If and only if it is true that P then it is true
that Q.

P  Q

a =b

(a = E) = (b = E)

… therefore …

or 



___

It is true that P therefore it is true that Q.

PQ

a b

(a = E) (b = E)

Note that some authors treat as meaning exclusive or, i.e., one or the other but not both. However,
most treat it as meaning inclusive or, i.e., one or the other or both, and this is the convention followed
here.

7.3

Formulae and Equations

Statements in conventional propositional logic can be combined into formulae, for example, (P  Q),
(P  R), (Q  R)  R, which means “P or Q is true, P implies R, and Q implies R, therefore R is true”. The
Greek letters , , , etc. are used to describe general formulae of this nature without specifying any
details. Any formula expressed in this way also includes the possibility that it may be a simple first
order proposition such as P, Q or R. Thus, there are two ways of describing a proposition in
conventional propositional logic. However, in Symbolic Reasoning these rules are expressed using
lower case letters, e.g., a, b, c, etc., as they are also true for physical entities and the letters can be
replaced by propositions when necessary.
Conventional propositional logic includes several rules of inference, which are described in the table
below.
Rule

Lower Order Propositional
Logic

Higher Order
Propositional Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

Conditional Elimination
or Modus Ponens. E

((P Q) & P) Q

(  ),   

(a b)(a = E) (b = E)

Negation Elimination ~E

~~P P

~~  

~~a = a (AMX13)

Conjunction
Introduction. &I

(P & Q)  (P & Q)

,( & )

(a = E)(b = E) = (ab = E)

Conjunction Elimination.
&E

(P & Q) Pand 

( & ) and 

aba and abb

(P & Q) Q

( & ) 

(TM083)

Disjunction
Introduction.I

P(P  Q) and

(  ) and

a a + b and b a + b

Q(P  Q)

(  )

(TM082)

Disjunction
Elimination.E

(P  Q) & (PR) &
(QR)  R

(  ), (), ()

(a + b = E)(a  c)(b c)



 (c = E) (TM429)

Biconditional
Introduction.I

(P  Q) & (Q P) 

(  ) & ( ) 

(a b)(b a) = (a = b)

(P  Q)

(  )

(TM430)

Biconditional
Elimination. E

(P  Q) (P  Q) and

(  ) (  ) and

(P  Q) (Q  P)

(  ) (  )

(a =b) (a b) and
(a =b) (b a)

(TM427)

or Double Negation DN

(TM108)

(TM425)
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Again, each rule has an equivalent theorem in Symbolic Reasoning which is proven in Volume 2. Note
that commas in the formulae of conventional, higher order, propositional logic are effectively the same
as the symbols &, . (dot), or  used in lower order formulae and both mean “and”. Note, also, that  in
higher order propositional logic is the same as  but tends to be used to separate the two sides of a
formula. Some authors also place a at the beginning of a lower order formula, e.g., (P ~P), to
indicate that it is true in all circumstances.
Conventional propositional logic also includes two formulae which are used mainly in the process of
proof. These are named Conditional Introduction and Negation Introduction.
Conditional Introduction states that, if one formula, , can be derived from another, , with the help
of other formulae, , which are known to be true, then implies .
Negation Introduction states that, if a formula known to be false is derived from a formula known to
be true together with a hypothesis, then the hypothesis is false. Thus, where  is a formula known to
be true, is a hypothesis,  is a formula known to be false, and ( & ) ,then the hypothesis is
false.
These formulae are shown in the table below.
Rule

Lower Order
Propositional Logic

Higher Order
Propositional Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

Conditional Introduction.

Q & ((P & Q) R)

, (( & ) )

(b = E)(ab c) 

I

(P R)

( )

(a c) (AMX02)

Negation Introduction

P & ~R & ((P & Q) R)

, ~, (( & ) )

(a = E)(c = )(ab c)

~I

 ~Q

 ~

(b = ) (TM790)

The Axiom (AMX02) is employed in the proofs given in the Mathematics of Language and Thought but
it is not always explicitly referred to. Rather the word “Thus” is often used. (AMX02) is an axiom rather
than a theorem because any attempt to prove it uses the axiom itself, as demonstrated below.
Demonstration
Let b = E
Let ab c
aE c
a c
Thus (b = E)(ab c)  (a c)

7.4

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1into Eqn2)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
(AMX02)(Conditional Introduction)

Further Important Rules

The following table compares other important rules of conventional propositional logic with those of
Symbolic Reasoning.
Rule

Lower Order Propositional
Logic

Higher Order
Propositional Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

DeMorgans Law (1) DM

~(P& Q) (~P~Q)

~(& ) (~~)

~(a.b) = a + b (TM025)

DeMorgans Law (2) DM

~(PQ) (~P&~Q)

~() (~&~)

~(a + b) = a.b (TM026)
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Commutation (1) COM

(PQ)  (QP)

()  ()

a + b = b + a (TM403)

Commutation (2) COM

(P& Q) (Q& P)

(& ) (& )

a.b = b.a (TM404)

Commutation (3) COM

(PQ) (QP)

() ()

(a = b) = (b = a) (TM197)

(P(QR))

(())

((PQ) R)

(() )

a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c
(TM405)

(P& (Q& R))

(& (& ))

((P& Q) & R)

((& ) & )

(P& (QR))

(& ())

((P& Q) (P& R))

((& ) (& ))

a(b + c) = ab + ac
(TM407)

(P(Q& R))

((& ))

a + (bc) = (a + b).

((PQ) & (PR))

(() & ())

(a + c) (TM273)

Transposition TRANS

(PQ) (~Q~P)

() (~~)

(a b) = (b a) (TM012)

Material Implication MI

(PQ) (~PQ)

() (~)

(a b) = (a + b = E)
(TM064)

(PQ) 

() 

(P &Q) (~P &~Q)

( &) (~ &~)

(a = b)=(ab + ab = E)
(TM068)

(PQ) 

() 

(a = b)=(a + b = E).

(P~Q) & (~PQ)

(~) & (~)

(a + b = E) (TM433)

Tautology TAUT

P (P &P)

 ( &)

a = a.a (TM667)

Tautology TAUT

P (PP)

 ()

a = a + a (AMX01)

Tertium non datur (Law
of Excluded Middle)
NOT-3

(P~P)

(~)

a + a = E (TM671)

Law of NonContradiction

~(P &~P)

~( & ~)

~(aa) = E (TM434)

Contradiction CON

(P &~P)  Q

, ~  

a.a b (TM441)

Repeat or Reiteration RE

P  (QP)

  ()

(a = E)  (b a) (TM440)

Modus Ponens (Variant)

P  ((PQ)Q)

  (())

Modus Tollens MT

((PQ) &~Q) ~P

(), ~ ~

Conjunction Introduction
AND-3

P  (Q(P &Q))

  (( &))

(P (Q R))

(()) 

((P Q) (P R))

(() ())

Association (1) ASSOC

Association (2) ASSOC

Distribution (1) DIST

Distribution (2) DIST

Material Equivalence

Material Equivalence

Distribution of
Implication over
Implication THEN-2

a.(b.c) = (a.b).c (TM406)

((a = E) = E) ((a b)
(b = E)) (TM435)
(a b)(b = E)(a = E)
(TM437)
(a = E) (b  ab)
(TM421)
((a = E)  (b c))
((a b) (a c))
(TM420)
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Disjunction Elimination
OR-3
Negation Introduction or
Reductio ad Absurdam
NOT-1

(P R)

( )

((Q R) ((P Q) R))

(( ) (( ) ))

(P Q)

( )

((P ~Q) ~P)

(( ~) ~)

((a c) = E) 
((b c) = (a + b c))
(TM422)
((a b) = E)
((a b)(a = E))
(TM423)
((a ) = E) 
((a b)  (a b))

Negation Introduction ~I

(P ~Q) ~(P Q)

( ~) ~( )

Negation Elimination
NOT-2

P (~P Q)

 (~ )

Equivalence or
Biconditional
Introduction IFF-3

(P Q)

( )

((Q P) (P Q))

(( ) ( ))

((P Q) & (Q R)) 

( ), ( ) 

(a b)(b c)  (a c)

(P R)

( )

(TM139)

Absorbtion ABS

(P Q) ((P (P & Q))

( ) (( ( & ))

Disjunctive Syllogism
DIS

((P Q) & ~P) Q

( ), ~ 

Theorem Introduction TI

Q(P (P & Q))

( ( & ))

Hypothetical Syllogism
HS

(TM175) (NB the conditions
are correctly introduced.)
(a = E) (a  b) (TM424)
((a b) = E) 
((b a) = (a =b))
(TM426)

(a b)  (a  ab)
(TM438)
(a + b = E)(a = E) 
(b = E) (TM442)
((b = E) = E) ((a = E)
= (ab = E)) (TM443)
(a  ) + (ab = ):

Importation / Exportation
EXP

Composition

Constructive Dilemma
CD

Destructive Dilemma

Bidirectional Dilemma

((P & Q) R)

(( & ) )

(((ab  c) = E) =

(P  (Q R))

(  ( ))

((a = E) (b  c)))
(AMX35) (NB the conditions
are correctly introduced.)

((P Q) & (P R))

( ), ( )

(a b)(a c) =

(P (Q & R))

( ( & ))

(a bc) (TM132)

((P Q) & (R S) &

(a b)(c d)(a + c = E)

(P R))  (Q S)

( ), ( ), ( ) 
( )

((P Q) & (R S) &

( ), ( ),

(~Q ~S))  (~P ~R)

(~ ~)  (~ ~)

((P Q) & (R S) &

(( ) & ( ) &

(a b)(c d)(a + d = E)

(P ~S))  (Q ~R)

( ~))  ( ~)

(b + c = E) (TM448)

(b + d = E) (TM446)
(a b)(c d).
(b + d = E)(a + c = E)
(TM447)
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Chapter 8
8.1

Syllogisms

Syllogisms in Natural Language

The syllogism is a form of reasoning in which two propositions, known as premises, are conjoined to
form a third proposition, known as the conclusion, i.e. {Proposition 1}.{Proposition 2} {Proposition 3} or
{Premise 1}.{Premise 2}  {Conclusion}. The two premises also contain a common term, known as the
middle term, which is eliminated in the conclusion.
Natural language syllogisms were first described by the Greek Philosopher, Aristotle, (384 – 322 BC),
who proposed several syllogisms only four of which are now accepted as being correct. An example
of each is given in the table below, followed by the equivalent equation in Symbolic Reasoning.
Aristotle did not distinguish between syllogisms 1a and 1b. This distinction was introduced by Russell,
who felt that it was a mistake not to differentiate between the singular entity a1 or “Socrates” and the
plural collection a or “Greeks”.
Let a1 = “Socrates”, a = “Greeks”, b = “Mortal things” and c = “Men”, then:
Syllogism 1a

(a1  c)(cb)  (a1 b)

All men are mortal (Major Premise)

cb

Socrates is a man (Minor Premise)

a1  c

Therefore, Socrates is mortal (Conclusion)

a1 b

Syllogism 1b

(a  c)(cb)  (a b)

All men are mortal (Major Premise)

cb

All Greeks are men (Minor Premise)

ac

Therefore, All Greeks are mortal (Conclusion)

a b

Syllogism 2

(a  c)(cb)  (a b)

No men are mortal (Major Premise)

cb

All Greeks are men (Minor Premise)

ac

Therefore, no Greeks are Mortal (Conclusion)

a b

Syllogism 3

(ab)(c  a)  (c b)

All Greeks are mortal (Major Premise)

ab

Some men are Greeks (Minor Premise)

ca

Therefore, some men are Mortal (Conclusion)

c b

Syllogism 4

(ab)(c  a)  (c b)

No Greeks are mortal (Major Premise)

ab

Some men are Greeks (Minor Premise)

ca

Therefore, some men are not mortal (Conclusion)

c b
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However, syllogisms 1a and 1b and 2 can all be expressed by a single equation in Symbolic Reasoning:
(a c)(c b) (ab) (TM139) Hypothetical Syllogism

In the case of Syllogism 1a, a is replaced by a1 and, in the case of Syllogism 2, b is replaced by b.
Furthermore, syllogisms 3 and 4 can both be expressed by the equation:
(ab)(c  a)  (c b) (TM692) 2nd Transposed Syllogism (Variant)

where, in the case of Syllogism 3, b is replaced by b.

8.2

Syllogisms in Symbolic Reasoning

Clearly, the above natural language syllogisms do not represent the full range. This can be obtained
by translation of the table below although some of these translations are difficult to comprehend. For
example, the Conditional Syllogism ((a  c)(b  c) (a  b)) (TM141) translates to “If all Greeks are men
and all mortals are men, then not all things which are not Greeks are mortal.”
There are 8 propositions which take the form: a  c, a c, ac, a c, a  c, ac, ac, a c any of
which may be used as either or both of the two premises. In the second premise a is, of course, replaced
by b. This gives a total of 64 potential syllogisms. However, only 32 yield a conclusion.
Second Premise

First Premise

bc

bc

bc

bc

b c

b c

a  c a b*** a b***

a b

a b

a b*

a b*

a  c a b*** a b***

ab

a b

a  b*

a b*

b c

b c

a c

ab

ab

a b*** a b***

a  b*

a b*

a c

ab

ab

a b*** a b***

a  b*

a b*

a c

a  b**

a b**

ac

a  b**

a  b**

ac

a  b**

a b**

ac

a  b**

a b**

All the above can be reduced to just four equations by using combinations of the replacements: a for
a and/or b for b and/or c for c. These equations are:
(a c)(c b) (ab)

(TM139) Hypothetical Syllogism

(indicated

(a  c)(b  c)  (b  a)

(TM140) 1st Transposed Syllogism

(indicated by *),

(a  c)(b  c) (a  b)

(TM692) 2nd Transposed Syllogism

(indicated by **),

((cE) = E)  ((a  c)(b  c) (a  b))

(TM141) Conditional Syllogism

(indicated by ***).

by no asterisk),

Any logically negative premise or conclusion has implications for the value of its terms. For example,
a  b implies that a  and b E (TM251).
It can be seen from the demonstration below that Syllogism 3 is a variation of the 2nd Transposed
Syllogism (a  c)(b  c) (a  b) (TM692).
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Demonstration
(a  c)(b  c) (a  b)
(c  a)(b  a) (c  b)
(c  a)(a  b) (c  b)
(a  b)(c  a) (c  b)

(TM692)(2nd Transposed Syllogism)
Resymbolising a becomes c, b becomes b and c becomes a
(TM012)(Transposition)
(TM404)(Commutative .)

Because Syllogism 4 is the same as Syllogism 3 but with b replaced by b, it too is a variation of the
2nd Transposed Syllogism. As might be expected from this, the equation (ab)(c  a)  (c b),
described in the previous section, transforms into (TM692) 2nd Transposed Syllogism if a is replaced by c, c
is replaced by a, and the term cb transformed to become b  c. Finally, the Second Transposed
Syllogism is, of course, the same as the First Transposed Syllogism with a replaced by b and b by a.
(a= c)(c = b) (a= b) (TM142) Equality Syllogism

is a special case of the Hypothetical Syllogism. This
theorem demonstrates that two equalities with a common term can be substituted, one into the other
to yield a third equality without the common term.
(a= c)(c  b) (a b) (TM143) Inequality Syllogism is a special case of the First Conditional Syllogism. This

theorem demonstrates that substituting an equality into an inequality with a common term yields
another inequality without the common term.

8.3

Single Premise Syllogisms
Introduction

In a single premise syllogism one of the two premises is an axiom, definition, or theorem, and
universally true. It need not be stated explicitly, therefore. Thus, the equation becomes one in which a
single premise implies a conclusion.
In the theorems in the second column of the table below, the missing second premise is a a+b,
(TM082), aba (TM083) or aba +b (TM146). If these second premises are stated explicitly then the
theorems are as described in the third column. This then clearly shows the middle term which is
eliminated to yield the conclusion.
Single Premise Syllogism

Syllogism

(TM073)

(c ab) (c a)

(cab)(aba) (c a)

(TM072)

(a + b  c) (a c)

(a a+b)(a+b c) (a  c)

(TM089)

(a c) (ab c)

(aba)(a  c) (ab c)

(TM150)

(ca) (ca+b)

(ca)(a a+b) (ca+b)

(TM151)

(a+b c) (ab c)

(aba +b)(a+b c) (ab c)

(TM152)

(cab) (ca +b)

(cab)(aba +b) (ca +b)

(TM072b)

(a + b = c) (a c)

(a a + b)(a + b = c) (a c)

(TM073b)

(c =ab) (c a)

(c =ab)(ab a) (c a)

Natural Language Translation
All single premise syllogisms have natural language equivalents as shown by the examples in the table
below.
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Single Premise Syllogism
(TM073)

(TM072)

(TM089)

(TM150)

(TM151)

(TM152)

(c ab) (c a)

(a + b  c) (a c)

(a c) (ab c)

(ca) (ca+b)

(a+b c) (ab c)

(cab) (ca +b)

Premise

Conclusion

All cats are black animals.

All cats are animals.

If the sheep are eating grass, then
the farmer is happy and all is well.

If the sheep are eating grass, then
the farmer is happy.

All animals and black things are
cats.

All animals are cats

If the sheep are eating grass or the
farmer is happy, then all is well.

If the sheep are eating grass, then
all is well.

All animals are cats.

All black animals are cats.

If the sheep are eating grass, then
all is well.

If the sheep are eating grass and the
farmer is happy, then all is well.

All cats are animals.

All cats are animals or black
things.

If all is well, then the sheep are
eating grass.

If all is well, then the sheep are
eating grass or the farmer is happy.

All animals and black things are
cats.

All black animals are cats.

If the sheep are eating grass or the
farmer is happy, then all is well.

If the sheep are eating grass and the
farmer is happy, then all is well.

All cats are black animals.

All cats are black or animals.

If all is well, then the sheep are
eating grass and the farmer is
happy.

If all is well, then the sheep are
eating grass or the farmer is happy.

These theorems also have transpositions, which, in turn, can also have natural language equivalents.
For example, (c a) (c ab) may mean “If not all cats are animals, then not all cats are black
animals”. They can also be resymbolised, for example (a c) (ab c) may have the natural language
equivalent “If no animals are cats, then no black animals are cats”. Finally, they can be both
resymbolised and transposed. For example, (ab c) (a c) may have the natural language equivalent
“If some black animals are cats, then some animals are cats”.
Single Premise Syllogisms with the Universal Set or Null Set
The theorems below are special cases of single premise syllogisms where one term other than the
middle term is replaced by the universal set or the null set. Again, these single premise syllogisms
have natural language equivalents as demonstrated by the examples in the table below.

(TM159)

(a= E)  (a + b = E)

Premise

Conclusion

Everything is an apple.

Everything is an apple or a
bramley.

It is true that the army sleeps.

It is true that the army sleeps or
the king is absent.
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(TM084)

(TM086)

(TM350)

(TM372)

(TM373)

(ab = E)  (a=E)

(a + b = )  (a= )

(a =)  (ab =)

(ab = E)  (ab =)

(a + b = )  (a + b =E)

It is certain that the army sleeps.

It is certain that the army sleeps or
the king is absent.

Everything is a bramley and an
apple.

Everything is an apple.

It is true that the army sleeps and
the king is absent.

It is true that the army sleeps.

It is certain that the army sleeps
and the king is absent.

It is certain that the army sleeps.

Nothing is an apple or a bramley.

Nothing is an apple.

It is false that the army sleeps or
that the king is absent.

It is false that the army sleeps.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps or that the king is absent.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps.

Nothing is an apple.

Nothing is a bramley and an
apple.

It is false that the army sleeps.

It is false that the army sleeps and
the king is absent.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps and the king is absent.

Everything is a bramley and an
apple.

Nothing is a non-bramley and an
apple.

It is true that the army sleeps and
the king is absent.

It is false that the army sleeps and
the king is present.

It is certain that the army sleeps
and the king is absent.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps and the king is present.

Nothing is an apple or a bramley.

Everything is an apple or not a
bramley.

It is false that the army sleeps or
that the king is absent.

It is true that the army sleeps or
that the king is present.

It is impossible that the army
sleeps or that the king is absent.

It is certain that the army sleeps or
that the king is present.

Note that the third translation for each of the above equations is probabilistic and uses the terms certain
and impossible. Such probabilistic propositions will be explained in the next chapter.
These theorems also have transpositions with natural language equivalents. For example,
(aE) (ab  E) may mean “If not everything is an apple, then not everything is a bramley and an
apple.” They can also be resymbolised. For example, (ab = E)  (ab =) may mean “If everything is a
non-bramley and an apple, then nothing is a bramley and an apple”. Finally, they can be resymbolised
and transposed to yield, for example, (ab )  (ab  E) which may mean “If something is a bramley
and an apple then, not everything is a non-bramley and an apple”.
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Chapter 9
9.1

Logical Probability

Introduction

Probability describes the likelihood, given a circumstance of one type, that a circumstance of another
type exists or occurs. It applies to propositions and relationships but not to physical objects. We do
not, for example, say “The cat is probable”. Rather, when we do refer to the probability of physical
entities, we refer to the probability that they exist or do not exist, i.e., we refer to the probability of a
proposition.
Probability may be logical, concerning only whether something is certain, uncertain, possible, or
impossible. For example, “It is possible that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Alternatively, it can be
numerical, concerning degrees of certainty and possibility. For example, “The probability that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc is 0.5”. Only the former is discussed in this chapter. The latter will be covered
later.
Conventionally, probability has been regarded as being of two types: unconditional and conditional.
In unconditional probability, the likelihood of a proposition is assessed, given any circumstance. For
example, “It is certain that the sun exists”. It is subjective in nature and, effectively, a statement of our
confidence that a proposition is true. For this reason, it is referred to, in Symbolic Reasoning, as
epistemic probability. Conditional probability, on the other hand, is objective and assessed only for
circumstances in which some other proposition is true. For example, “If the cat chases a mouse, it is
possible that it will catch it”. For this reason, it is referred to as physical probability.

9.2

Epistemic (Unconditional) Logical Probability
The Nature of Epistemic Logical Probability

In the text which follows letters are used to symbolise propositions but the equations that they form
are also true for physical entities.
Epistemic logical probability is expressed by appending = E,  E,  or =  to a proposition. The
reasons for the use of = E and =  were given in Chapter 6. However, the use of  E and  now need
to be explained. To understand the universe, we create mental models of it. When a proposition is
certain, we need just one model in which it is true in every circumstance. When it is impossible, we
also need just one model in which it is true in no circumstances. However, when a proposition is
uncertain, we create more than one model. In some, the proposition is true in every circumstance and
in others it is true in none. Taking the models together, the circumstances in which the proposition is
true do not equal the universal set. Hence it is equated to  E. If the proposition is possible, we also
create more than one model. In some the proposition is true in no circumstances and in others it is true
in all circumstances. Taking these models together, the circumstances in which the proposition is true
do not equal the null set. Hence it is equated to  .
If a is any proposition, then the symbolism and meaning of unconditional probabilistic propositions
which include it are set out in the table below. Note that alternative ways of symbolising these
propositions and the theorems used to derive them are also provided.
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Epistemic Logical
Probabilistic Proposition

Alternative Symbolism

Meaning

a=E

a ~ E (TM022)

It is certain that a

a E

a  E (TM020)

It is uncertain that a

a 

a (TM021) (TM195)

It is possible that a

a=

a~ (TM023) (TM195)

It is impossible that a

All propositions can be quantified in this way. Examples are given in the table below:
Example of Epistemic Logical Probabilistic
Quantification

Meaning

(c  a)  E

It is uncertain that all cats are animals

((x1 c)  (x1 a)) = E

It is certain that if something is a cat then it is an animal

((b a) (b a)) = 

It is impossible that, if all bramleys are apples, then no bramleys
are apples.

Note that, unlike truth where “not” operates on the truth quantifier E to yield its complement , in the
case of logical probability “not” operates on the whole equation or truth set. For example, a = E or “It
is certain that a” becomes a E or “It is not certain (or uncertain) that a”.
Note, also, that b = E which, for example, may mean “It is certain that all bramleys are apples” can
also be expressed more simply as b or “All bramleys are apples”. Similarly, b=  or “It is impossible
that all bramleys are apples” can also be expressed more simply as ~b or “No bramleys are apples”.
There are, of course, other probabilistic quantifiers such as “likely”, “unlikely”, “probable”,
“improbable”, etc. However, arithmetical comparisons are necessary to fully symbolise them, and they
are a feature of numerical probability, therefore.
Binary and Polar Opposites
There are two main types of opposite in natural language, binary and polar opposites.
Objectively, a statement is either true or false and there is no third option. This is an example of binary
opposites. However, in the case of probability, there are a range of options with “certain” at one
extreme and “impossible” at the other. These two extremes are known as polar opposites, a relationship
which features extensively in human reasoning. Thus, a = Eand a =  are polar opposites and so too
are their natural language equivalents, i.e., “everything is an a”/ “nothing is an a” and “it is certain that
a”/ “it is impossible that a”. The sets of mental models in which these polar opposites are true are
shown in the figure below, the rectangular field represents the set of all mental models, and the two
circles show the sets of mental models in which a is certain and those in which a is impossible. Each
is a subset of the complement of the other, i.e., (a = E) (a ) and (a = ) (a E).
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Fig. 9 a = and a = E are Polar Opposites

a=

a=E

The two polar opposites are also extremes in set size which ranges from the smallest, the null set, to
the largest, the universal set. They can therefore also be represented by the endpoints on a line, one
endpoint, a = for example, being the polar opposite of the other, a = E. The part of the line which
excludes an endpoint is the complement of that endpoint and there are two such parts, a E and a .

a=
a
a=E
aE

Fig. 10 The Polar Relationship between a = and a = E as a Line

Second and Higher Order Epistemic Logical Probability
Second order epistemic logical probabilistic propositions are formed by appending = E,  E, , or =
 to first order epistemic logical probabilistic propositions. Thus, for example (a = E) = E means it is
certain that it is certain that a. Third order logical probabilistic propositions can be formed by
appending = E,  E, , or =  to second order logical probabilistic propositions and so on, ad
infinitum. In practice, however, it is impossible for the human mind to reason using such propositions.
We can hold one plural collection of mental models, but we are not capable of holding several.
Fortunately, many such propositions simplify, as shown in the table below. Clearly, if it is certain that
a proposition is certain, then the same proposition can also be described as merely certain. Thus,
(a = E) = E is the same as a = E (AMX16). From the table, it can be seen that, where it is necessary to hold
just one collection of mental models, i.e., when the second order proposition is certain or impossible,
then a simplification exists. However, where it is necessary to hold more than one collection of mental
models, i.e., when the second order proposition is uncertain or possible, it does not. It can also be seen
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that the propositions form groups of two with different symbolism but the same meaning and the same
simplified form.
Second Order Probabilistic Proposition
(a = E) = E

(It is certain that) (it is certain that) a.

(a  E) = 

It is impossible that it is uncertain that a.

(a  E) = E

(It is certain that) it is uncertain that a.

(a = E) = 

It is impossible that it is certain that a.

(a  ) = E

(It is certain that) it is possible that a.

(a = ) = 

It is impossible that it is impossible that a.

(a = ) = E

(It is certain that) it is impossible that a.

(a  ) = 

It is impossible that it is possible that a.

(a = E)  E

It is uncertain that it is certain that a.

(a  E)  

It is possible that it is uncertain that a.

(a  E)  E

It is uncertain that it is uncertain that a.

(a = E)  

It is possible that it is certain that a.

(a  )  E

It is uncertain that it is possible that a.

(a = )  

It is possible that it is impossible that a.

(a = )  E

It is uncertain that it is impossible that a.

(a  )  

It is possible that it is possible that a.

9.3

Equivalent First Order Probabilistic
Proposition
a=E

(It is certain that) a.

aE

It is uncertain that a.

a

It is possible that a.

a=

It is impossible that a.

No simplification exists.

No simplification exists.

No simplification exists.

No simplification exists.

Physical (Conditional) Logical Probability
The Nature of Physical Logical Probability

Consider the statement “If David finds the equipment, then it is possible that Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc”. This is an example of a physical logical probabilistic proposition in its most familiar form. If
the conditions “David finds the equipment” are symbolised a and “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is
symbolised b, then the whole expression can be symbolised (a = E)  (b ). Note that the term E is
added to the left-hand side to balance this equation. However, a = E also means “It is certain that David
finds the equipment” and this has implications for physical logical probability.
Where each side of a proposition is also a proposition, e.g., (a  b) (a  c), then both sides can be
probabilistically quantified. Thus, for example, ((a  b) = ) ((a  c) E) means “If it is impossible
that a  b then it is uncertain that a  c”. Thus, the conditions can themselves be probabilistic.
A physical logical probabilistic proposition is best understood and most easily translated into natural
language if it is regarded as a major proposition such as, m n, m n, etc. with minor probabilistic
propositions such as a = E, a  E, etc. substituted for the terms m and n. Thus, for example, m n,
where m is a = E and n is b  E, yields the proposition (a = E)  (b  E).
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Where a and b are propositions or truth sets of any type, the full range of conditional logical
probabilistic propositions can be created by substituting:
(1)

one of the minor propositions a = E, a E, a, or a = ; for the left-hand term, and

(2)

one of the minor propositions b = E, b E, b, or b = ; for the right-hand term,

into one of the eight major propositions, m n, m n, m n, m n, m n, m n, m n or m n.
This yields one hundred and twenty-eight possible combinations. However, sixty-four of these are
duplicates of the same proposition, e.g., (a = E)  (b = E) and ~(a  E)  (b = E), and only the former
variants are set out in the tables below. Three tables are used because the resulting propositions are of
three types: concrete probabilistic propositions, sixteen of which can be simplified and thirty-two of
which cannot, and sixteen abstract probabilistic propositions, which cannot be simplified.
Such propositions may be translated into natural language as follows:
(1)

Translate the major proposition, e.g., m n, becomes “if m then (always) n”, m n becomes “if
m, then not always n”, m n becomes “if m, then sometimes n” and m n becomes “if m, then
never n”. Note that in natural language, the quantifier “always” can be omitted.

(2)

Translate the minor propositions, e.g., a = E becomes “(it is certain that) a” and b  E becomes
“it is uncertain that b”. Note that in natural language, the quantifier “it is certain that…” can be
omitted.

(3)

Substitute the latter into the former, i.e.: “If (it is certain that) a, then it is uncertain that b”.

(4)

Finally translate a and b. For example, “If (it is certain that) it is not raining, then it is (always)
uncertain that I am carrying an umbrella”.

(5)

Transfer the quantifier of the major proposition, i.e., (always), to the beginning of the sentence
which then becomes “(Always) if (it is certain that) it is not raining, then it is uncertain that I am
carrying an umbrella”.

Examination of the tables below shows that there are thirty-two pairs of equations which duplicate one
another. For example, (a = E)  ~(b  E) is the same as (a = E)  (b = E). However, although the
description of each member of the pair is the same in Symbolic Reasoning, the natural language
description is not. Thus, there are two natural language descriptions for each of the thirty-two
equations.
Concrete Probabilistic Propositions Which Simplify (16 No.)
A proposition such as m  n or “if m, then n” describes either cause and effect or co-variance. When
describing cause and effect or co-variance in the non-sentient, physical universe, an epistemic logical
probabilistic proposition must always have a logically positive subject, i.e., one which is “certain” or
“impossible” , or must be capable of transposition so that it does. An example of the former is “If it is
certain that the traffic lights change to green, then it is possible that cars will move off”. Propositions
of this nature are known as concrete probabilistic propositions and, ignoring duplicates, there are 48
of them, 16 of which simplify to non-probabilistic propositions. The latter are a much simpler and, in
practice, we favour their use, therefore. In the table below, the theorems used to carry out these
simplifications are given in brackets after the equations. Concrete probabilistic propositions which
simplify to the same non-probabilistic proposition are grouped together and for every simplified
proposition there are four equivalent concrete probabilistic propositions.
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Major
Prop.

Major Proposition with
Minor Proposition
Substitutions (Theorem
used in Simplification)

Translation

Simplified
Prop.

mn

(a = E)  (b = E) (TM094)

If (it is certain that) a, then (it is (always) certain that) b.

ab

mn

(a = E)  ~(b  E) (TM094)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is never uncertain that b.

mn

(a  )  (b  ) (TM096)

If it is possible that a, then it is (always) possible that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b = ) (TM096)

If it is possible that a, then it is never impossible that b.

mn

(a = E)  (b = ) (TM324)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is (always) impossible that b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b  ) (TM324)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is never possible that b.

mn

(a  )  (b  E) (TM325)

If it is possible that a, then it is (always) uncertain that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b = E) (TM325)

If it is possible that a, then (it is) never (certain that) b.

mn

(a = )  (b = E) (TM326)

If it is impossible that a, then (it is (always) certain) that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b  E) (TM326)

If it is impossible that a, then it is never uncertain that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b  ) (TM327)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is (always) possible that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b = ) (TM327)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is never impossible that b.

mn

(a = )  (b = ) (TM332)

If it is impossible that a, then it is (always) impossible that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b  ) (TM332)

If it is impossible that a, then it is never possible that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b  E) (TM333)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is (always) uncertain that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b = E) (TM333)

If it is uncertain that a, then (it is) never (certain) that b.

ab

ab

ab

In each of the four groups of concrete probabilistic propositions, two members have logically positive
subjects, i.e., ones that are either “certain” or “impossible”. The remaining two members have subjects
which are quantified as “uncertain” or “possible”. However, the latter can be transposed so that their
subjects become “certain” or “impossible”. For example, both (a  E)  (b  E) and (a  E)  ~(b = E)
transpose to become (b = E)  (a = E).
Concrete Probabilistic Propositions which do not Simplify (32 No.)
Not all concrete probabilistic propositions simplify, however. This is because the relevant theorem
which might be used to simplify them contains the conditional, , rather than the biconditional, =. For
example, ((a  b) = E)  ((a = E) (bE)) (TM100). Thus, a  b implies (a = E) (bE) but not vice versa
and (a = E) (bE) cannot be simplified, therefore.
The concrete probabilistic propositions which cannot be simplified are listed below. The relevant
probabilistic rule is given in brackets. This rule cannot be used to simplify the proposition, however.
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Major
Prop.

Major Proposition with
Minor Proposition
Substitutions (Relevant
Probabilistic Rule)

Translation

Simplified
Prop.

mn

(a = E)  (b  E) (TM100)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is (always) uncertain that b.

None

mn

(a = E)  ~(b = E) (TM100)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is never certain that b.

mn

(a = E)  (b  ) (TM248)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is (always) possible that b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b = ) (TM248)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is never impossible that b.

mn

(a = )  (b  E) (TM100)

If it is impossible that a, then it is (always) uncertain that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b = E) (TM100)

If it is impossible that a, then (it is) never (certain that) b.

mn

(a = )  (b  ) (TM248)

If it is impossible that a, then it is (always) possible that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b = ) (TM248)

If it is impossible that a, then it is never impossible that b.

mn

(a = E)  (b = E) (TM320)

If (it is certain that) a, then (it is) not always (certain that) b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b  E) (TM320)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is sometimes uncertain that b.

mn

(a = E)  (b  E) (TM100)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is not always uncertain that b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b = E) (TM100)

If (it is certain that) a, then (it is) sometimes (certain that) b.

mn

(a = E)  (b  ) (TM248)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is not always possible that b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b = ) (TM248)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is sometimes impossible that b.

mn

(a = E)  (b = ) (TM322)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is not always impossible that b.

mn

(a = E)  ~(b  ) (TM322)

If (it is certain that) a, then it is sometimes possible that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b  E) (TM331)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is not always uncertain that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b = E) (TM331)

If it is uncertain that a, then (it is) sometimes (certain that) b.

mn

(a  E)  (b  ) (TM329)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is not always possible that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b = ) (TM329)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is sometimes impossible that b.

mn

(a  )  (b  E) (TM323)

If it is possible that a, then it is not always uncertain that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b = E) (TM323)

If it is possible that a, then (it is) sometimes (certain that) b.

mn

(a  )  (b  ) (TM321)

If it is possible that a, then it is not always possible that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b = ) (TM321)

If it is possible that a, then it is sometimes impossible that b.

mn

(a = )  (b = E) (TM328)

If it is impossible that a, then (it is) not always (certain that) b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b  E) (TM328)

If it is impossible that a, then it is sometimes uncertain that b.

mn

(a = )  (b  E) (TM100)

If it is impossible that a, then it is not always uncertain that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b = E) (TM100)

If it is impossible that a, then (it is) sometimes (certain that) b.

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
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mn

(a = )  (b  ) (TM248)

If it is impossible that a, then it is not always possible that b.

mn

(a = )  ~(b = ) (TM248)

If it is impossible that a, then it is sometimes impossible that b.

mn

(a = )  (b = ) (TM330)

If it is impossible that a, then it is not always impossible that b

mn

(a = )  ~(b  ) (TM330)

If it is impossible that a, then it is sometimes possible that b.

None

None

Abstract Probabilistic Propositions (16 No.)
Conditional probabilistic propositions with logically negative subjects, i.e., ones which are “uncertain”
or “possible”, and logically positive objects do not make sense when used to describe the non-sentient,
physical world. For example, the statement “If it is possible that the traffic lights change to green, then
it is certain that cars will move off” is not causal and is meaningless, therefore. There are no
circumstances in the non-sentient physical world where a possible cause leads to a certain effect.
However, in natural human reasoning and in that of other intelligent animals, an uncertain or possible
cause can lead to a certain effect. A proposition such as “If an accident is possible, then I will behave
cautiously” does make sense. This is because we are considering different mental models of the
universe in some of which an accident happens, and this is causing us to behave in a certain way.
Because such propositions exist in our reasoning processes and not in the physical universe, they are
known as abstract probabilistic propositions and, ignoring duplicates, there are 16 of them.
Abstract probabilistic propositions cannot be transformed so that they have a logically positive subject.
There are no probabilistic rules for conditional probabilistic propositions with a logically negative
subject which might be used to simplify them. However, they not only have practical applications but
also appear to be a factor which distinguishes intelligent life from the remainder of the universe.
Major
Prop.

Major Proposition with
Minor Proposition
Substitutions

Translation

Simplified
Prop.

mn

(a  E)  (b = E)

If it is uncertain that a, then (it is) always (certain that) b.

None

mn

(a  E)  ~(b  E)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is never uncertain that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b = E)

If it is uncertain that a, then (it is) not always (certain that) b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b  E)

If it is uncertain that a, then it is sometimes uncertain that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b = )

If it is uncertain that a, then it is not always impossible that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b  )

If it is uncertain that a, then it is sometimes possible that b.

mn

(a  E)  (b = )

If it is uncertain that a, then it is (always) impossible that b.

mn

(a  E)  ~(b  )

If it is uncertain that a, then it is never possible that b.

mn

(a  )  (b = E)

If it is possible that a, then (it is (always) certain that) b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b  E)

If it is possible that a, then it is never uncertain that b.

mn

(a  )  (b = E)

If it is possible that a, then (it is) not always (certain that) b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b  E)

If it is possible that a, then it is sometimes uncertain that b.

None

None

None

None

None
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mn

(a  )  (b = )

If it is possible that a, then it is not always impossible that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b  )

If it is possible that a, then it is sometimes possible that b.

mn

(a  )  (b = )

If it is possible that a, then it is (always) impossible that b.

mn

(a  )  ~(b  )

If it is possible that a, then it is never possible that b.

None

None

Conjunctions and Disjunctions of Minor Propositions
If the two sides of a proposition comprise two or more lower order propositions in conjunction and/or
disjunction, e.g., (a  b) + (d e) (a  c).(b  c), then each minor proposition can be also
probabilistically quantified, e.g., ((a  b) = E) + ((d e) E)  ((a  c) = )(b  c) ). Note that, when
one or more of the minor propositions are quantified in this way, then all must be quantified if the
equation is to balance. If the sets a and b are taken as representing propositions, such equations can be
simplified using the following theorems.
(a = E)(b = E) = (ab = E)

(TM108) Conjunction Introduction

(a = E)(b  E) (ab  E)

(TM109) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b  ) (ab  )

(TM110) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b= ) = (ab = E)

(TM374) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b  E) (ab  E)

(TM113) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b ) (ab  E)

(TM117) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b= ) (ab= )

(TM115) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  )(b  ) (ab = indeterminate) (TM137) Probabilistic Conjunction
(a  )(b= ) (ab= )

`

(TM118) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a= )(b= ) (ab= )

(TM122) Probabilistic Conjunction

(a= E) + (b= E)  (a + b = E)

(TM160) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b  E) (a + b  )

(TM385) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= E) + (b )  (a + b  )

(TM164) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b = ) (a + b = E)

(TM386) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b  E) = (a + b  )

(TM387) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b ) = (a + b  )

(TM388) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b = ) (a + b  )

(TM389) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  ) + (b  ) = (a + b  )

(TM238) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a ) + (b = ) (a + b  )

(TM390) Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= ) + (b= )  (a + b = E)

(TM391) Probabilistic Disjunction

9.4

Combining Truth and Logical Probability

Truth and logical probability can be applied successively to propositions but the results can frequently
be simplified or modified as demonstrated by the following examples:
Example 1
(a = E) = 

i.e., “It is false that it is certain that a”, which in turn simplifies to

(a  E) = E

or “It is true that it is uncertain that a”, and finally to
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or “It is uncertain that a”.

aE

Example 2
(a = E)  

i.e., “It is possible that it is true that a”, which modifies to

(a  E)  E

or “It is uncertain that it is uncertain that a”.

9.5

Alethic Logic

Traditionally, logical probability has been described using a branch of symbolic logic known as
Alethic Logic. Alethic Logic describes the concepts of necessity, non-necessity, possibility, and
impossibility. It has its own distinct form of symbolism and its own set of axioms which distinguish it
from the main body of conventional logic.
Alethic Logic is one of several forms of modal logic. All modal logics have the polar structure
described above. The words used to describe the poles and their complements act as modifiers which
alter the mood of a sentence. Thus, in the case of conventional Alethic Logic, the words “necessary”
and “possible” are these modifiers, with necessary at one pole and impossible at the other. For
example, the proposition “All sheep eat grass” is modified in mood by the phrase “it is possible that”
to yield the modal proposition “It is possible that all sheep eat grass”. This modification approach is
reflected in the symbolism used by alethic logic, which is as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

s

A proposition, e.g., “All Sheep eat grass”.

~s

The negative of the proposition, e.g., “Not all Sheep eat grass”.

s

“It is necessary that s”, e.g., “It is certain that all sheep eat grass”.

s

“It is possible that s” e.g., “It is possible that all sheep eat grass”.

~s

“It is not necessary that s”, e.g., “It is uncertain that all sheep eat grass”.

~s

“It is not possible (or impossible) that s”, e.g., “It is impossible that all sheep eat grass”.

It can be seen from the above that s must be a proposition. Thus, any equations in Alethic Logic are
second or higher order propositions. The axioms of Alethic Logic are as follows:
Axiom

Natural Language Example

1

If and only if s then ~~s

If and only if it is possible that all sheep eat grass, then it is not
necessary that not all sheep eat grass.

2

If (If s then t) then (If s then t)

If it is necessary that if all sheep eat grass, then the pasture will not
need mowing, then, if it is necessary that all sheep eat grass, it is
necessary that the pasture will not need mowing.

3

If s then s

If it is necessary that all sheep eat grass, then all sheep eat grass.

4

If s then s

If it is possible that all sheep eat grass, then it is necessary that it is
possible that all sheep eat grass.
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From these axioms, it can be seen that the word “necessary”, traditionally used in Alethic Logic, can
be replaced by the word “certain” and that Alethic logic is, in fact, a non-numerical form of probability
theory which expresses probability qualitatively.
These axioms have equivalent axioms and theorems in Symbolic Reasoning as follows:
Axiom of Alethic Logic

Theorem of Symbolic Reasoning

1

If and only if s then ~~s

(s  ) = (s  E)

(TM008) & (TM054)

2

If (If s then t) then (If s then t)

((s  t) = E) = ((s = E)  (t = E))

(TM094)

3

If s then s

(s = E) = s

(AMX16)

4

If s then s

(s  ) = ((s  ) = E)

(AMX16) Resymbolised

The fourth axiom of Alethic Logic is not accepted by all logicians but as can be seen from the above,
it is merely axiom 3 resymbolised and raised to a higher order equation. Symbolic Reasoning shows
it to be valid, therefore.
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Chapter 10 Induction
10.1 Introduction
Induction or inductive reasoning involves drawing a conclusion from a set of observations. It is a
reasoning process based on assumptions that we make in the absence of information to the contrary.
For example, from the premise “All cats I have seen are black” we draw the conclusion that “All cats
are black”.
Induction is a probabilistic concept and, thus, applies to propositions or truth sets but not to physical
entities such as objects or relationships. In the explanation which follows, a is a proposition therefore
and not a physical object or relationship.

10.2 The Induction Hypothesis
The Induction Hypothesis is a rule of Symbolic Reasoning which can be described as follows:
a   where a is a proposition or truth set which has not been proven false, or a set of physical entities which have not
been proven to not exist. (HMX01) Induction Hypothesis

It can be explained in more detail using Symbolic Reasoning, as follows.
Any proposition a may be probabilistically quantified to yield four propositions, i.e., a = , a = E,
a   or a  E. Each of these propositions may then be probabilistically quantified a second time to
yield a total of sixteen propositions. Of these sixteen, eight can be simplified to first order probabilistic
propositions. The remaining eight form pairs in which the one is a variant of the other. Thus, there are
only four second order probabilistic propositions: (a  E)  , (a  )  , (a  E)  E and (a  )  E.
If for any reason, these propositions are not known then this is indicated by equating them to the null
set. They then simplify to first order probabilistic propositions as follows:
((a  E)  ) = 

a=E

((a  )  ) = 

a=

((a  E)  E) = 

aE

((a  )  E) = 

a

The first two statements in the table above are statements of certainty or impossibility and are not truly
probabilistic, therefore. The second two are variants of one another, as can be seen if a is replaced by
a. Thus, ((a  )  E) = or a   is the only remaining higher order probabilistic statement. It means
“It is impossible that it is uncertain that a is possible” which simplifies to (a  ) = E or “It is certain
that a is possible” and yet further to a   or “a is possible”.
This emulates the way that we reason in practice. If we do not know whether a proposition a is possible,
we assume that it is, in fact, possible. That is, we regard it as being impossible to be uncertain that a
is possible. Similarly, if we do not know whether physical entities of type a exist then we must assume
that they do exist. This is, of course, the Induction Hypothesis.
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Theorems derived from the Induction Hypothesis
Numerous versions of the Induction Hypothesis can be obtained by substituting a particular
proposition for a. However, these versions retain the same reference and name. For example:
(a = E)   

(HMX01) Induction Hypothesis

(a = )   

(HMX01) Induction Hypothesis

(a = b)   

(HMX01) Induction Hypothesis

We have imagination and can think of any proposition, a, we wish. The first example states that it is
possible such a proposition is true and the second that it is possible it is false. The final example is
explained as follows. If a and b each represent any one of all possible sets, then in some cases a and
b will be the same. Thus, it is possible that a equals b.
Several theorems of Symbolic Reasoning can be derived from this hypothesis. These theorems
represent generally accepted reasoning processes and may appear to be based on logical deduction,
therefore. However, this is not the case. Because they are derived from a hypothesis, they, in turn, are
unproven assumptions and are, therefore, given the references (UM001), (UM002), etc.
Equation

Reference

Meaning

((a b) = E)  ((a b) )

(UM004)

If it is certain that a sometimes implies b,
then it is possible that a always implies b.

((a b)(a b) = E) ((a b)= )

(TM584)

If a sometimes implies b and a sometimes
implies not b, then it is impossible that a
always implies a.

((a b) = E) ((a b)  E)

(UM009)

If it is certain that a does not always imply
b, it is uncertain that some a sometimes
implies b

((a b)(b c) = E) ((a c) )

(UM010) Probability Syllogism

If it is certain that a always implies b and
that b sometimes implies c, then it is
possible that a always implies c.

((a ) = E)  ((a = E) )

(UM005)

If a is possible, then it is possible that it is
true.

((a E) = E)  ((a = ) )

(UM006)

If a is uncertain then, it is possible that it is
false.

((a = E) = ) ((a )  E)

(UM007)

If it is impossible that a is true, then it is
uncertain that it is possible.

((a = )= ) ((a E)  E)

(UM008)

If it is impossible that a is false, then it is
uncertain that it is uncertain.
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Chapter 11 Definitions of Membership Theory
11.1 Introduction
The theory explained so far is a branch of Symbolic Reasoning known as membership theory. The
symbols used in membership theory can be defined using equations. There are 18 such definitions
which are listed and explained below.

11.2 Definitions of Membership Theory
Definition of = (DM00)
If the two sides of an equation are identical this is indicated using the binary relation =, e.g.:
a= a

(DM00) Definition of =

Definition of (DM02)
The null set comprises everything which is not a member of the universal set. Thus, it is the same as
the complement of the universal set, i.e.:
=E

(DM02) Definition of 

Definition of ~ (DM03)
The symbolism ~a is the same as a. Thus:
~a = a

(DM03) Definition of ~

Definition of : (DM04)
The symbol :, which is named the circumstantor, is equivalent to the subset operator . Thus:
(a : b) = (a b)

(DM04) Definition of :

However, it is only used to define conditions at the beginning of a logical argument.
Definition of (DM06)
If the set a intersects the set b as shown in Fig. 11, then there must exist: members of a which are
members of b, i.e., ab  ; members of a which are members of b, i.e., ab  ; members of a which
are members of b, i.e., ab   and members of a which are members of b, i.e., ab  . This implies
that neither a nor a can be a subset of b or a subset of b. Thus, the following equation defines the
intersection operator.
(ab) = (a b)(a b)(a b)(a b) (DM06) Definition of 
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Fig. 11

ab

ab

ab

Intersecting Sets
ab

Simplified Symbolim for Series (DM07), (DM08) & (DM09)
(DM07), (DM08) & (DM09) provide

simplified conventions for describing a series of sets, the disjunction of
a series of sets, and the conjunction of series of sets. They are:
[ar,,,] n r=1 = a1,,,an

(DM07) Simplified Series

[ar+++] n r=1 = a1+++an

(DM08) Simplified Disjunction of a Series

[ar…]

n

r=1

= a1…an

(DM09) Simplified Conjunction of a Series

Definition of the Universal Set using Sets and Entities (DM10) & (DM11)
(DM10) & (DM11) define

the universal set both as the disjunction of all sets and, as the disjunction of all

entities, i.e.:
E = [ar+++ ]Er=1

(DM10) Definition of Universal Set using Sets

E = [ar1+++]Er=1

(DM11) Definition of Universal Set using Entities

The Definition of Simple Proof (DM12)
In Symbolic Reasoning, each theorem is ultimately derived from some or all axioms and definitions.
Thus, the definition of simple proof states that any theorem is the conjunction of several axioms and
definitions, i.e.:
(A1) …(An).(D1) …(Dm) (T )

(DM12) Definition of Simple Proof

This definition is not stated explicitly as a step in any proofs, however. Rather it is implicit.
Note that Symbolic Reasoning, in its entirety, can be represented by the conjunction of all its axioms
and definitions, i.e., (A1). (A2).(A3).(A4).(A5). etc. and (D1). (D2).(D3).(D4).(D5)., etc.
Definition of ~o(DM14)
Let o be any binary relation between two sets. This definition states that when the negated symbol,
~o,is used as a binary relation between two sets the result is the complement of that obtained when
ois used as a binary relation between the same two sets, i.e.:
(a ~o b) = ~(a o b)

(DM14) Definition of ~o where ois any binary relation

In practice, the strike through symbol is often used to negate a binary relation. For example, the binary
relation = when negated becomes .
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Definition of a Variable Set (DM15)
This is the formal definition of a variable set. The left-hand side of the definition lists, in a condensed
form, the values which may be taken by the variable set x. The right-hand side lists them fully using
the normal conventions of Symbolic Reasoning. The example below shows x as taking three values a,
b, and c. However, a variable set may take any number of values.
(x = (a, b, c)) = (x = a) + (x = b) + (x = c)

(DM15) Definition of a Variable Set

The inverse of this definition is:
(x  (a, b, c)) = (x  a).(x  b).(x  c)

(TM716)

and means that x does not take any of the three values a, b, or c. This inverse plays an important part
in simplifying conditional equations.
Definition of  (DM16)
Some equations in Symbolic Reasoning are conditional on their terms not having one of the values
1, ~1, E1 or ~E1. However, the conditions needed to express this can be unwieldy, e.g.,
(a  1)(a  ~1)(a  E1)(a  ~E1). They are therefore simplified by:
using (TM716) above to give (a  1,~1, E1,~E1);
then using the definition  = 1, ~1, E1, ~E1 (DM16) Definition of  to give (a  );
and finally, using the circumstantor, :, to eliminate strings of = E terms.
Thus, for example, the equation ((a  1)(a  ~1)(a  E1)(a  ~E1) = E) {p} simplifies to (a  ): {p}.
Definition of a11 (DM17)
Provided that a1 is not the null set, a11 is the same as a1. Thus:
(a1 )  (a11 = a1)

(DM17) Definition of a11

Definition of a Plural Set (DM19)
A plural set comprises more than one member. Thus, if b is a plural set it cannot be a singular entity,
i.e., b  b1, and it cannot be the null set, i.e., b . Thus, the statement (b )(b  b1) is used to describe
b as a plural set.
The conditions for a set being plural are that it is a proper superset of some entity which exists, e.g., b
must be a proper superset of a1 where a1 is not null. Thus:
(a1 )(a1 b) (b )(b  b1)

which simplifies to:
(a1 )(a1 b) (b  b1) (DM19) Definition of a Plural Set

Definition of (DM18)
Let  be a variable symbol standing for any asymmetrical binary relation. An asymmetrical binary
relation is one for which (a  b)  (b  a). For example, is asymmetrical but = is not. When the symbol
 is used as the binary relation in an equation, this is the same as the disjunction of the same equation
but with the binary relation and the same equation but with the binary relation =, i.e.:
(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b) where is any asymmetrical binary relation. (DM18) Definition of 

For example, (a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b).
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Definition of (DM23)
Again, let  be a variable symbol which may stand for any asymmetrical binary relation. This
definition states that when is replaced by the reflected symbol and the two related sets are reversed,
then the resulting equation is the same as the original, i.e.:
(a  b) = (b  a) where is any asymmetrical binary relation. (DM23) Definition of 

For example, (a  b) = (b  a).

11.3 Summary of Definitions
(DM00)

Definition of =

a= a

(DM02)

Definition of 

=E

(DM03)

Definition of ~

~a = a

(DM04)

Definition of :

(a :b) = (a b)

(DM06)

Definition of 

(ab) = (a b)(a b)(a b)(a b)

(DM07)

Simplified Series

(DM08)

Simplified Disjunction of a Series

[ar+++] n r=1 = a1+++an

(DM09)

Simplified Conjunction of a Series

[ar…] n r=1 = a1…an

(DM10)

Definition of Universal Set using
Sets

E = [ar+++ ]Er=1

(DM11)

Definition of Universal Set using
Entities

E = [ar1+++]Er=1

(DM12)

Definition of Simple Proof

(DM14)

Definition of ~o

(DM15)

Definition of a Variable Set

(DM16)

Definition of 

 = 1, ~1, E1, ~E1

(DM17)

Definition of a11

(a1 )  (a11 = a1)

(DM19)

Definition of a Plural Set

(a1 )(a1 b) (b  b1)

(DM18)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

[ar,,,] n r=1 = a1,,,an

(A1) …(Ak).(D1) …(Dm) (Tn )
(a ~o b) = ~(a o b) where ois any binary relation
(x = (a, b, c)) = (x = a) + (x = b) + (x = c)

where is any asymmetrical binary relation.
(DM23)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (b  a)
where is any asymmetrical binary relation.
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Chapter 12 Axioms and Hypotheses of Membership Theory
12.1 Introduction
All theorems of membership theory are derived from its definitions, axioms, and hypotheses. The
definitions were listed and described in the previous chapter. The axioms and hypotheses are now
listed and described below. In total, there are 20 axioms and one hypothesis.

12.2 Axioms and Hypotheses of Membership Theory
Disjunction Tautology (AMX01)
The union or disjunction of a set with itself is the same as the original set. This is because the second
instance of the set brings no extra members to the disjunction over and above those already supplied
by the first instance.
In a Venn/Euler diagram the union or disjunction of a set with itself comprises two identical
superimposed circles which are the same as any one of the circles. Thus, where a is any set:
a+a=a

(AMX01) Disjunction Tautology

Existence Axiom (AMX08)
The existence axiom states that a set cannot be the same as its complement, i.e.:
a a 

(AMX08) Existence Axiom

At first sight, the name of this axiom may appear inappropriate. However, it can be shown from this
axiom that, for all values of a, either a, or a, or both exist. For every set a there must be a complement
a. If, for example, a is the null set, i.e., a =  or a does not exist, then a must be the universal set. A
similar argument can be applied to a = , a , and a . If a is the universal set, then this yields a
special case of this axiom,  E, which means “the universal set exists”.
Universal Set Conjunction Axiom (AMX11)
The conjunction of any set with the universal set is the same as the original set. This is because every
member of the original set is also a member of the universal set and, thus, its conjunction with the
universal set removes no members. Thus:
aE = a

(AMX11) Universal Set Conjunction Axiom

Double Complement Axiom (AMX13)
The complement of the complement of a set is the original set. Thus:
a = ~~a

(AMX13) Double Complement Axiom

This axiom can also be symbolised a = ~a.
In the case of equations, if ois any binary relation, then the axiom becomes ~~(a o b) = (a o b)
where ~~(a o b) can also be expressed ~(a ~o b), (a ~~o b), ~(a o b) or (a ~o b).
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Intersection with the Unit Set Axiom (AMX15)
For a set a to intersect another set b there must be at least one member of a which is a member of b
and at least one member of a which is not a member of b. A unit set comprises only one member and
cannot, therefore, intersect any other set. This is symbolised:
a1b

(AMX15) Intersection with the Unit Set Axiom

Plurality Axioms (AMX37) & (AMX18)
The universe comprises infinite entities and is, therefore, plural. This is expressed by two axioms, the
first of which states that the universal set comprises more than just one entity, i.e.:
a1 E

(AMX37) Plurality Axiom

and the second of which states that the complement of a unit or singular set is not a singular set. i.e.:
~a1 b1

(AMX18) 2nd Plurality Axiom

There is also a condition that the complement of a singular set is not null, i.e., ~a1 . However, this
is expressed by the theorem (TM691) which can be derived from a1 E (AMX37) Plurality Axiom.
Order Axiom (AMX16)
This axiom was explained in Chapter 6, Truth and Falsity. In summary, however, it says that the
statement a is the same as the statement “it is true that a” and, thus:
a = (a = E) (AMX16) Order Axiom

In practice, this rule is used to ensure, by appending = E as many times as necessary, that the two sides
of an equation are of the same order. It is also used as a transformation in the process of proof.
Proper Subset of Unit Set Axiom (AMX40)
This axiom states that, if a set is a proper subset of a unit set, then the former must be null, and the
latter must not, i.e.:
(a b1) = (a = )(b1)

(AMX40) Proper Subset of Unit Set Axiom

Components of a Null Entity (AMX50)
This axiom states that, if an entity does not exist, then nor do any components of that entity, i.e.:
(a1 = )  (a = )

(AMX50) Components of a Null Entity

Note that the entity in question cannot be the null set entity or the universal set entity, both of which
do, of course, exist as stated in the axiom below.
Existence of E1 and 1 (AMX49)
Both the null set entity and the universal set entity exist. Thus, if a = 1 then a  , and if a = E1 then
a  . These two rules can be combined using the variable set, X, to yield:
((X = 1, E1) = E) ((a = X) (a  )) (AMX49) Existence of E1 and 1
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Equality

Form (AMX44)

This axiom provides an alternative way of expressing a subset relationship. It is true for all values of
a and b including , E, 1, ~1, E1, and ~E1 and is therefore unconditional. The truth of this axiom can
be seen from an inspection of the Venn/Euler diagrams in Fig. 7.
(a  b) = (a = ab) (AMX44)Equality Form

Conjunction of Binary Relations Axiom (AMX32)
The binary relations =, , , and  are distinct, i.e., if a relation of one type, e.g., , exists between two
sets then no relation of another type, e.g., =, can exist between them. This is expressed by a conjunction
of six equations, giving all possible combinations of two different membership relations, as follows:
((a = b)(a  b) = ).((a = b)(a  b) = ).((a = b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a  b) = ).
((a  b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a b) = )

(AMX32)(Conjunction of Binary Relations Axiom)

These six equations are thought to be sufficiently similar and expressive of one concept to not require
separate axioms.
Exportation/ Importation (AMX35)
This axiom can be explained in two ways.
Firstly, if the conjunction of two sets, e.g., ab, is a subset of a third set, e.g., c, then, if one of the two
sets is the universal set, the other is a subset of the third set, i.e., (a = E) (b c).
Secondly, if the conjunction of two truth sets implies a third, e.g., ab c, then this is the same as the
first implying that the second implies the third, i.e., (a = E) (b c).
This axiom is conditional on the first set, a, not being 1, ~1, E1 or ~E1 unless ab =  and can be
symbolised as follows:
(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab  c) = E) =((a = E) (b  c)))

(AMX35) (Exportation/Importation)

Note that if a, b, and c are propositions or truth sets, then the axiom is true because, according to the
Truth Sets Axiom (AMX28), below, truth sets cannot take the value 1, ~1, E1 or ~E1.
Substitution Axiom (AMX19)
Substitution is often taken for granted and not normally symbolised in most formal languages.
However, in Symbolic Reasoning it is regarded as an axiom.
In an equation whose two sides are related by an equality or biconditional, the symbols on one side
represent the same set as the symbols on the other side. Thus, when the former is encountered in an
expression it can be replaced by the latter. For example, if we have the equation a  a + b and it is also
known that b = ca then the latter equality may be substituted into the former equation to yield
a  a + ca. That is, the symbol b is replaced by the symbols ca.
This rule can be symbolised as follows:
(a = b) : (F(a) = F(b))

(AMX19) Substitution Axiom

where F(a) means any expression which includes a, e.g., a + c, a  c, (a  a + b)   and so on, and
where F(b) is the same expression except that a is replaced by b, i.e., b + c, b  c, (b  b + b)   and so
on.
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Note that the circumstantor is used in this axiom. This is because the operation F() can yield an equation
of any order, e.g. F(a) = a1. F(a) = (a  c), F(a) = ((a  c) ) and so on. Thus, the order of the right-hand
side of the axiom, (F(a) = F(b)), is variable depending on the nature of F(). To correctly balance the
axiom, the left-hand side, (a = b), must be of the same order as the right-hand side. Use of the
circumstantor avoids the problem of appending an unknown number of = E terms to the left-hand side.
An important theorem, derived from this axiom is:
(a = b) = (a1 = b1)

(TM479)

i.e., if b is substituted for a then b1 may be substituted for a1.
Combination Axiom (AMX21)
This axiom and its symmetrical opposite (TM669) describe the rules of combination and can be seen to
be true from inspection of the Venn/Euler Diagram in Fig. 12 below.
(a  b)(c  d)  (a + c  b + d)

(AMX21) Combination Axiom

(a  b)(c  d)  (ac  bd)

(TM669) Combination

b

Fig. 12 Demonstration of
the Combination Axiom.

a

d

c

Note that this axiom cannot be proven from the axiom of Relationship Theory (AR08) 1st Relational
Deduction Axiom, which will be described later.
Axiom of Mathematical Induction (AMX38)
For reasons of clarity, the explanation of this axiom is set out in a step-by-step manner, as follows.
If, in an ordered series of sets, the sets are identified by numerical subscripts from 1 to infinity, e.g.,
a1 to aE,
and, if ar is any member of that series,
then, if it can be proven that the first member of the series, a1, is true,
and it can be proven that each member of the series implies its successor, i.e., ar  ar+1,
then all members of the series must be true.
This axiom is expressed by the following equation, therefore:
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(a1 = E).(ar  ar+1) (a1 = E)…(aE = E)

(AMX38) (Axiom of Mathematical Induction)

Set Types Axiom (AMX29)
Let SX describe the collection of all sets of a particular type each treated as an entity. If s1 SX, then s
is a set of that particular type. The subscript X can be replaced by a letter which describes that type. For
example, ST is the set of truth sets. This axiom states that if such a set exists, then it is not the null set,
not the null set entity nor its complement, not the universal set and not the universal set entity nor its
complement, i.e.:
(SX ).(SX 1).(SX ~1).(SX E).(SX E1).(SX ~E1)

This can be simplified to:
SX , E, 

(AMX29) Set Types Axiom

This axiom is not stated explicitly in the proofs and is used primarily with relationship sets such as
{=}, {} and {<}. Relationships sets will be explained later. Because they are types of set, they cannot
take any of the above values.
Truth Sets Axiom (AMX28)
Let ST be the collection of all truth set entities, i.e., the collection of all equations in Symbolic
Reasoning, each treated as an entity. Thus, if s1 ST, then s is a truth set, proposition or equation.This
axiom states that if s is a truth set, proposition or equation then it cannot be 1, ~1, E1, or ~E1, i.e.:
(s1 ST) (s 1).(s ~1).(s E1).(s ~E1).
This can be simplified to:
(s1 ST) (s  )

(AMX28) Truth Sets Axiom

Note that this axiom differs from (AMX29) Set Types Axiom above because truth sets can of course take the
values E or . Note also that this axiom is not stated specifically in the proofs but is generally expressed
by the statement “for truth sets”.
Conditional Introduction (AMX02)
This axiom was explained in Chapter 7. If one proposition, c, can be derived from another, a, with the
help of the axioms, definitions and theorems, b, which are known to be true, then aimplies c. It is
used in the proof of theorems when we assume one equation by saying, for example, “Let a”, modify
it using axioms, definitions, and previously proven theorems to obtain c, and finally conclude “Thus
a c”.
This axiom can be expressed symbolically as:
(b = E)(ab c)  (a c)

(AMX02) Conditional Introduction

Induction Hypothesis (HMX01)
The Induction Hypothesis was explained in Chapter 10, Induction. In summary, however, it states that,
where a proposition has not been proven false, then it must be assumed to be possible or, where a set
of entities has not been proven to not exist, it must be assumed to exist. It can be seen, from the proofs
of the theorems of inductive and probabilistic reasoning in Volume 2, that this assumption is necessary
and, without it, those theorems would not be possible. The assumption is therefore fundamental to
probability theory and without it the inductive reasoning that we all carry out on a day-to-day basis
would not be possible.
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The hypothesis is expressed as follows:
a   where a is a proposition or truth set which has not been proven false or a set of physical entities which have not
been proven to not exist. (HMX01) Induction Hypothesis

12.3 Summary
First Order Axioms
(AMX01)

Disjunction Tautology

(AMX08)

Existence Axiom

(AMX11)

Universal Set Conjunction Axiom

aE = a

(AMX13)

Double Complement Axiom

a = ~~a

(AMX15)

Intersection with the Unit Set
Axiom

a1b

(AMX37)

Plurality Axiom

a1 E

(AMX18)

2nd Plurality Axiom

a+a=a
a a

~a1 b1

Second or Higher Order Axioms
(AMX16)

Order Axiom

(AMX40)

Proper Subset of Unit Set Axiom

(AMX50)

Components of a Null Entity

(AMX49)

Existence of E1 and 1

(AMX44)

Equality Form

(AMX32)

Conjunction of Binary Relations
Axiom

a = (a = E)
(a b1) = (a = )(b1)
(a1 = )  (a = )
((X = 1, E1) = E) ((a = X) (a  ))
(a  b) = (a = ab)
((a = b)(a  b) = ).((a = b)(a  b) = ).
((a = b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a  b) = ).
((a  b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a b) = )

(AMX35)

Exportation/Importation

(AMX19)

Substitution Axiom

(a = b): (F(a) = F(b))

(AMX21)

Combination Axiom

(a  b)(c  d)  (a + c  b + d)

(AMX38)

Axiom of Mathematical Induction

(AMX29)

Set Types Axiom

SX , E, 

(AMX28)

Truth Sets Axiom

(s1 ST) (s  )

(AMX02)

Conditional Introduction

(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab  c) = E) =((a = E) (b  c)))

(a1 = E).(ar  ar+1) (a1 = E)…(aE = E)

(b = E)(ab c)  (a c)

Hypotheses
(HMX01)

Induction Hypothesis

a   where a is a proposition or truth set which has not been
proven false or a set of physical entities which have not been
proven to not exist.
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Chapter 13 Theorems and the Conventions of Proof
13.1 Introduction
An unlimited number of theorems can be derived from the axioms, definitions, and hypotheses of
Membership Theory. Many are listed in the next chapter. Some are useful in the manipulation of
natural language statements whilst others are merely steppingstones in the proof of the former.

13.2 Conventions for Theorem References
Many equations in Symbolic Reasoning have the same meaning as one another but differ slightly due
to a transformation. For example (a  b) = (b  a), is a variation of (a  b) = (b  a) (TM012) (Transposition).
To avoid the need to list and provide separate references for all these variants, the following
convention has been used.
A theorem may not be listed and, if it is, will not be provided with a different name if it is a variant,
created by one of the following transformations, of some other theorem:
(1)

The symbol for a collection, e.g., a, is replaced by some other symbol not already used in the
theorem, e.g., b, i.e., the theorem has been resymbolised in a way which does not alter its
structure.

(2)

A collection, e.g., a, is replaced by its complement a, and vice versa.

(3)

An equation, e.g., a  b, is reversed yielding b  a.

(4)

Terms in the equation are reversed e.g., a + b becomes b + a, or ab becomes ba.

(5)

The two sides of an equation are replaced with their complement and, if needed to retain the
meaning of the equation, its sides are also reversed, e.g. (a  b) = (b  a) becomes
(a  b) = (b  a).

Unfortunately, this convention can make proofs longer, i.e., the basic theorem must be stated explicitly
and then transformed into its variant before it is used to modify an equation. Thus, a convention for
referencing these variants would be helpful.
In the example above, the basic theorem, (a  b) = (b  a) (TM012) (Transposition), is modified by the
theorem (a = b) = (a = b) (TM008) (Inverse of an Equality) to yield the variant (a  b) = (b  a). This variant
can therefore be described by the conjunction (TM012)(TM008) where the first set is the basic theorem and
the second the modifier used to produce the variant.
Care needs to be taken, however, as some theorems can be modified by a second theorem in more than
one way and this convention can therefore be ambiguous.

13.3 Conventions used in Proof
Expressing Axioms, Definitions and Theorems
When an axiom, definition or theorem is quoted in a proof, the convention is to state the equation
followed by its reference and name, as shown in the example below.
(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

(TM267)(Definition of )
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If it is referred to later in the proof, then it can be referred to as (Eqn1) or (Eqn2), etc. as shown below.
(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

(TM267)(Definition of )(Eqn2)

Resymbolisation
All axioms, definitions, hypotheses and theorems are rules comprising sets and the relationships
between them. These rules always hold true no matter which sets are chosen unless the equation
contains conditions such as a  . The symbols E, E1,  and 1 have a specific meaning. However, in
an axiom, definition or theorem, the symbols a, b, c, etc. represent any collection. Furthermore, unit
sets, such as a1, b1, c1, etc., represent any singular entity. It is the structure of the axiom, definition or
theorem which is important, rather than the particular symbolism used.
It is not necessary to write an axiom, definition or theorem using symbols identical to those given in
the listings. The symbols a, b, c, etc. are used so that the structure of the equation can easily be
recognised, but this convention is not mandatory. However, where a, b, c, etc. are replaced by other
symbols or equations, care must be taken to ensure the following. Firstly, that sets are replaced by sets.
Secondly that letters are replaced by equations of the same order. And, finally, that the replacement is
consistent. For example, if one instance of a set symbolised by a is replaced by a set symbolised by
(s  t) then so too must all other instances of a. Furthermore, each instance of the complement of a,
i.e., a, must be replaced by the complement of (s  t), i.e. by ~(s  t).
Thus, for example, in the theorem (a = E) = (a = ) (TM014), the symbol a may be replaced by any other
term or equation which represents a set, and the theorem will remain true. For example, the following
are all valid ways of expressing the same theorem:
(b = E) = (b = )
(bc = E) = (~(bc) = )
(E = E) = (E = )
((s  t) = E) = (~(s  t) = )
((s  t)(t  u) = E) = (~((s  t)(t  u)) = )

(TM014)
(TM014)
(TM014)
(TM014)
(TM014)

The replacement of one symbol or group of symbols in an axiom, definition or theorem by another
symbol or group of symbols is known as resymbolisation.
When an equation is resymbolised all that is being altered is the convention used to represent the sets.
The meaning and structure of the equation is not altered. All the axioms, definitions, hypotheses and
theorems of Symbolic Reasoning may be resymbolised in this way.
Resymbolisation allows equations to be rewritten in a form which enables them to be used to:
(1)

Manipulate other axioms, definitions, hypotheses, or theorems. For example, if the Universal Set
Conjunction Axiom, (AMX11), aE = a, is to be used to modify the left hand side of the theorem
(b = E) = (b = ) (TM014), then the former must first be resymbolised (b = E)E = (b = E). (TM014) then
becomes (b = E)E = (b = ).

(2)

Manipulate statements. For example, if the Transposition rule, (TM012), (a  b) = (b  a) is to be
used to manipulate the statement “All fish are animals” or (f a) then it must first be
resymbolised (f  a) = (a  f). From this, it can be seen that a f is true and that “All things which
are not animals are not fish”.
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As stated above it is not necessary to quote an axiom, definition or theorem in the form listed in
previous chapters. However, when the simple symbols a, b, c, etc. are to be replaced by more complex
groups of symbols the proof is easier to follow if the equation is first stated in its simple form is then
resymbolised. The convention used when resymbolising an equation in this way is as follows:
(a = E)  (a )
((s  t)(t  u) = E)  ((s  t)(t  u) )

(TM058)
Resymbolising

Extraction
Some of the axioms and definitions of Symbolic Reasoning use variable sets. They are known as
compound axioms or definitions and are used to avoid long strings of equations and/or a plethora of
axioms and definitions. For example:
(AMX49) Existence of E1 and 1

((X = 1, E1) = E) ((a = X) (a  ))

is a combination of what would otherwise be the two axioms:
(a = 1) (a  )

and

1

(a = E ) (a  ).

However, the rules of Symbolic Reasoning have been used to create the compound expression from
the individual equations. This means that, if the reverse process is followed and theorems are used to
obtain an individual equation from the compound expression, circularity may arise. To avoid this, the
compound expression can be taken as meaning the same as the individual equations and any individual
equation may be extracted from it as described in the example below.
((X = 1, E1) = E) ((a = X) (a  ))
(a = 1) (a  )

(AMX49)(Existence of E1 and 1)
Extraction

Modifying Equations by Combination
Where one equation is used to modify another, a full and detailed description of the process is provided
by:
(1)

stating and referencing the equation to be modified;

(2)

stating and referencing the modifier;

(3)

resymbolising the modifier as necessary; and

(4)

combining the two equations in some way, e.g., by substitution, syllogism, partial syllogism,
combination, etc., and stating the method of combination.

An example is provided below. Each line in the example corresponds to a step in the process described
above.
(a  b)  (c = c)
(a = a) = 
(c = c) = 
(a  b)  

(Eqn1) N.B. this is a statement and not an axiom, definition, or theorem.
(TM535)
Resymbolising (Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
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Describing a proof in this way has the advantage that it is relatively easy to follow. However, in many
cases, clarity is not lost if the process is simplified as follows.
Firstly, as explained above, explicit resymbolisation may be omitted to yield the following.
(a  b)  (c = c)
(c = c) = 
(a  b)  

(Eqn1)
(TM535)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

Secondly, where the equations are combined by substitution, the modifying equation need not be stated
explicitly but may be implied from a comparison of the lines of the proof, for example:
(a  b)  (c = c)
(a  b)  

(TM535)

Note that this second simplification is a convention of Symbolic Reasoning. Where the method of
combining equations is not stated explicitly it is assumed to be by substitution. Substitution is an
axiom, and it is not necessary, therefore, to refer to it explicitly in the proof.
However, this second method of simplification must not be used where the two equations are combined
by any method other than substitution. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, if the method of
combination were not explicitly stated then this would make the proof difficult to follow by
introducing doubt regarding the method of combination. Secondly, many forms of combination, e.g.,
syllogisms and partial syllogisms are theorems and need to be explicitly stated in a proof for reasons
which will be explained below.
Modifying Equations by Transformation
One equation may also be used to transform another. In the example below, a  b (Eqn1) is transformed
by (a  b) = (b  a) (TM012)(Transposition) to yield (Eqn2).
ab
ba

(Eqn1)
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn2)

For one equation to be capable of transforming another in this way, i.e., for it to be a modifier, its two
sides must be related by the conditional, , or the biconditional, =. The modifier’s left-hand side must
imply the modifier’s right-hand side. Thus, an equation such as (a  b) (b  a) or (a  b) (b  a)
cannot be used.
The modifier must also be capable of being resymbolised so that it has the equation to be transformed
as its subject. It then has the outcome of the transformation as its object.
One or more parts of equations may also be transformed in this way. For example:
(a  b)  (c  d)
(b  a)  (c  d)

and

(TM012)(Transposition)
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(a  b)  (c  d)
(b  a)  (d  c)

(TM012)(Transposition)

Modifying Equations by Expansion and Simplification
The General Universal and the General Null Equations play an important part in the expansion and
simplification of equations. An equation is fully expanded when it comprises a series of disjunctions,
i.e., terms connected by +, and each of these disjunctions is a conjunction of every set which appears
on that side of the equation or its complement. Thus E = a + b is not fully expanded but its equivalent,
E = ab + ab + ab is. Similarly, c = ab + a is not fully expanded but c = ba + ba is.
An equation is expanded by conjoining the relevant side of the equation with a universal pair (an+ an)
for each set an or its complement on that side of the equation. Simplification is the reverse of this
process, i.e., the creation and elimination of universal pairs.
Example 1 - Expansion
Expand the Equation c = a + b
c=a+b
c = (a + b)(a + a)
c = a(a + a) + b(a + a)
c = aa + aa + ba + ba
c = aa +  + ba + ba
c = a + ba + ba
c = (a + ba + ba)(b + b)
c = b(a + ba + ba) + b(a + ba + ba)
c = bba + bba + bba + ba + bba + bba
c = bba + bba + bba + ba +  + 
c = ba + ba + ba + ba
c = ba + ba + ba

(TM006)(Universal Pair Introduction)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
(TM006)(Universal Pair Introduction)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
(AMX01)(Disjunction Tautology)

Example 2 - Simplification
Simplify the Equation c = ab + ab + ab
c = ab + ab + ab
c = ab + ab + ab + ab
c = b(a + a) + a(b + b)
c=b+a

(AMX01)(Disjunction Tautology)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM006)(Universal Pair Elimination)
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Chapter 14 Theorems of Membership Theory
A list of theorems used in membership theory is provided below. Although previously listed, the
axioms and definitions are also included for the sake of completeness and comparison. Not all these
theorems have natural language equivalents, and many are intermediate steps in the proof of more
useful theorems. These proofs are given in Volume 2.
THEOREMS OF MEMBERSHIP THEORY
Shorthand Expressions
(DM04)

Definition of :

(DM15)

Definition of a Variable Set

(TM716)

___

(x  (a, b, c)) = (x  a).(x  b).(x  c)

(TM753)

___

(x = a,b) (x = a,b,c)

(TM754)

___

(x = b,c) + (x = c,d) = (x = b,c,d)

(DM16)

Definition of 

(TM723)

___

(x  ) = (x  ~1).(x  ~1).(x  E1).(x  ~E1)

(TM734)

___

(a  ) = (a  )

(a :b) = (a b)
(x = (a, b, c)) = (x = a) + (x = b) + (x = c)

 = 1, ~1, E1, ~E1

Theorems of Set Types
(AMX28)

Truth Sets Axiom

(s1 ST) (s  )

(AMX29)

Set Types Axiom

SX , E, 

(TM639)

___



((a1 ) = E)  ((a1  SX) = (a1  ~SX))

Substitution
(AMX19)

Substitution Axiom

(TM479)

___

(a = b):(F(a) = F(b))
(a1 = b1) = (a = b)

Universality of Axioms, Definitions and Theorems
(TM001)

Universality of Axioms, Definitions
& Theorems

(TM024)

Non-existence of Anti-Axioms,
Definitions & Theorems

(DM12)

Definition of Simple Proof

(An) = E

and (Dn) = E and (Tn) = E

~(An) = and ~(Dn) =

and ~(Tn) =

(A1) …(Ak). (D1) …(Dm) (Tn )

Relationships between a Set and Itself
(AMX01)

Disjunction Tautology

a+a=a

(TM667)

Conjunction Tautology

aa = a
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(TM665)

___

(a  a) = 

(TM392)

___

a ~ a

(TM666)

___

(aa) = 

(TM360)

___

aa

(TM534)

___

(a = a) = E

(DM00)

Definition of =

(TM536)

___



a= a
(a  a) =  



Commutativity, Associativity and Distributivity
(TM403)

Commutative +

a+b=b+a

(TM404)

Commutative .

ab = ba

(TM405)

Associative +

a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c

(TM406)

Associative .

a(bc) = (ab)c

(TM407)

Distribution of . over +

a(b + c) = (ab) + (ac)

(TM273)

Distribution of + over .

a + (bc) = (a + b)(a + c)

Definitions of Binary Relations
(DM14)

Definition of ~o

(TM260)

Definition of 

(a  b) = ~(a = b)

(TM261)

Definition of ~

(a ~ b) = ~(a  b)

(TM262)

Definition of ~

(a ~ b) = ~(a  b)

(TM259)

Definition of 

(a  b) = ~(a  b)

(TM263)

Definition of 

(a  b) = ~(a  b)

(TM264)

Definition of 

(ab) = ~(ab)

(DM18)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

(a ~o b) = ~(a o b) where ois any binary relation

where is any asymmetrical binary relation.
(TM266)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

(TM267)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b)

(TM198)

___

(a  b) = ~(a  b)~(a = b)

(TM199)

___

(a  b) = ~(a  b)~(a = b)

(DM04)

Definition of :

(a :b) = (a b)

Relationship between the Universal Set and the Null Set – First Order Theorems
(DM02)

Definition of 

=E
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(TM054)

Negative of Null Set

=E

(TM352)

___

 E

(TM056)

___

 E

Relationship between the Universal Set and the Null Set – Second Order Theorems
(TM342)

___

(E = E) = E

(TM343)

___

( = ) = E

(TM345)

___

(E  E) = 

(TM346)

___

(  ) = 

(TM347)

___

(E =) = 

(TM344)

___

(E ) = E

The Universal and Null Set Entities – First Order Theorems
(AMX49)

Existence of E1 and 1

(TM780)

Existence of 1

1 

(TM605)

___

1 ~

(TM651)

___

~1 

(TM650)

___

~1 1

(TM548)

___

~1 (~1)1

(TM482)

Domain of the Null Set Entity

1 E

(TM613)

___

1 E

(TM542)

___

1  E

(TM784)

___

1 E1

(TM773)

Existence of E1

E1

(TM675)

___

(TM481)

Domain of the Universal Set Entity

E1 E

(TM492)

___

E1  E

(TM547)

___

~E1 (~E1)1

(TM757)

___

E1 ~ 

(TM761)

___

~E 1 

(TM781)

___

1 ~E1

((X = 1, E1) = E) ((a = X) (a  ))

E ~~1
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Rules for Sets and Set Entities which are The Null Set or Null Set Entity
(AMX50)

Components of a Null Entity

(TM499)

___

(a = 1)  (a1 = 1)

(TM503)

___

(a  ) (a1  )

(TM505)

___

(a1  1)  (a  1)

(a1 = )  (a = )

Further Rules for Sets and Set Entities which are The Null Set or Null Set Entity
(TM496)

___

(a = ) (a1 = ) + (a1 = 1)

(TM497)

___

(a1 = 1) (a = ) + (a = 1)

(TM501)

___

(a1  1).(a1  ) (a  )

(TM502)

___

(a  ).(a  1) (a1  1)

(TM532)

___

((a  1) = E)  ((a1 = 1)  (a = ))

(TM532b)

___

((a1 ) = E)  ((a = )  (a1 = 1))

(TM618)

___

(a).(a1) = (a1).(a11)

(TM785)

___

(a1  1)(a1 1) (a = )

Rules for Sets and Set Entities which are the Universal Set or Universal Set Entity
(TM488)

___

(a = E)  (a1 = E1)

(TM736)

___

(a = E1) (a1 = E1)

(TM514)

___

(a1  E1) (a  E)

(TM488b)
(TM532c)

(a1 = E1) (a = E) + (a = E1)
___

((a  E1) = E)  ((a1 = E1)  (a = E))

Proper Subset Relationships with the Null Set Entity and Universal set Entity
(AMX40)

Proper Subset of Unit Set Axiom

(TM711)

___

(a 1) = (a = )

(TM652)

___

(1  a) (a  )

(TM727)

___

(a E1) = (a = )

(TM598)

___

(a  1) = (a = ) + (a = 1)

(a b1) = (a = )(b1)

Relationship between a Set and the Universal or Null Set - First Order Theorems
(TM744)

Universal Set Theorem

aE

(TM670)

Null Set Theorem

 a

(AMX11)

Universal Set Conjunction Axiom

aE = a
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(TM055)

Universal Set Disjunction

(TM050)

Null Set Conjunction

a = 

(TM668)

Null Set Disjunction

a+=a

a+E=E

Relationship between a Set and the Universal or Null Set - Second Order Theorems
(TM053)

Proper Subset of the Null Set

(a  ) = 

(TM053b)

___

(a ~ ) = E

(TM098b)

Proper Superset of the Universal Set

(E  a) = 

(TM098d)

___

(E ~ a) = E

(TM253)

___

(a  ) = 

(TM053c)

___

(a  ) = E

(TM098c)

___

(a E) = 

(TM098e)

___

(a E) = E

Relationship between Equations of Different Orders
(AMX16)

Order Axiom

(TM003)

Higher Order Universality

a = (a = E)
a = (a = E) = ((a = E) = E) = (((a = E) = E) = E)
and so on, ad infinitum.

Subset Relationships with the Universal Set and Null Set
(TM020)

Definition of E

(a E) = (a  E)

(TM021)

Definition of 

( a) = (a )

(TM022)

Definition of ~E

(a ~E) = (a = E)

(TM023)

Definition of ~

(~ a) = (a = )

(TM275)

Supersets of the Universal Set

(E a) = (a = E)

(TM204)

Supersets of the Universal Set

(E  a) = (a=)

(TM052)

Subsets of the Null Set

(a  ) = (a = )

(TM363)

Subsets of the Null Set

(a  ) = (a = E)

Relationships between Universal and Existential Propositions
(TM059)

___

(a = )  (a E)

(TM058)

___

(a = E)  (a )

(TM060)

___

(a = E)  (a E)

(TM061)

___

(a = )  (a )
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Transpositions of Relationships with the Universal Set or Null Set
(TM014)

___

(a = E) = (a = )

(TM016)

___

(a E) = ( a)

(TM018)

___

(a  E) = ( a)

Relationship between a Set and its Complement – First Order Theorems
(DM03)

Definition of ~

(AMX08)

Existence Axiom

(AMX13)

Double Complement Axiom

a = ~~a

(TM671)

Tertium non Datur

E=a+a

(TM621)

Complement Conjunction

(TM004)

General Universal Equation

(TM005)

General Null Equation

(TM006)

Universal Pair
Introduction/Elimination

~a = a
a a

aa = 
E = (a1 + a1).(a2 + a2)...(an + an)
= a1.a1 + a2.a2 +++ an.an
b = b(a + a)

Relationship between a Set and its Complement – Second Order Theorems
(TM535)

___

(a = a) = 

(TM537)

___

(a  a) = E

(TM057)

___

(a  a) = (a = )

(TM057b)

___

(a  a) = (a = E)

Relationship between a Set and its Conjunction or Disjunction
(TM082)

Disjunction Introduction

a a + b

(TM083)

Conjunction Elimination

aba

(TM146)

Conjunction a Subset of Disjunction

(TM189)

___

b1+++ bn  b1 +++ bn+r

(TM190)

___

b1...bn+r b1...bn

(TM192a)

Conjunction a Subset of Disjunction
for Series

b1...bn  b1+++ bn

(TM063)

Partial Redundancy

(TM612)

___

a + ab = a + b

(TM611)

___

a + ab = ab + b

(TM522)

___

ac + bd(a + b)(c + d)

aba+b

a = a + ab
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DeMorgan’s Laws
(TM025)

DeMorgan’s Law

~(ab) = a + b

(TM026)

DeMorgan’s Law

ab = ~(a + b)

(TM187)

DeMorgan’s Law for Series

~(b1...bn) = (b1+++ bn)

(TM188)

DeMorgan’s Law for Series

(b1...bn) = ~(b1+++ bn)

Unit Set Membership Rules
(AMX15)

Intersection with the Unit Set
Axiom

a1b

(TM731)

___

~a1b

(TM732)

___

(a b)  (a  )(b  )

(TM526)

___

(c1  a) + (c1  b) = (c1  a + b)

(TM525)

___

E = (c1  ab) + (c1  ab) + (c1  ab) + (c1  ab)

(TM527)

___

((b = b11 +++ bn1) = E) ((c1  b) = (c1  b11) +++ (c1  bn1))

(TM528)

___

(c1 )(c1  b)(b = b11 +++ bn1) (c1 = b11) +++ (c1 = bn1)

Plurality
(AMX37)

Plurality Axiom

a1 E

(TM575)

Plurality of Universal Set

a1  E

(TM691)

___

~a1 

(AMX18)

2nd Plurality Axiom

~a1 b1

(TM554)

___

~a1 (~a1)1

(TM576)

___

(a1 + b1 = E) (b1  )

Proper Subset of a Unit Set
(AMX40)

Proper Subset of Unit Set Axiom

(TM348)

___

(a1 ) ~(a1 b1)

(TM560)

___

(a  ) (a ~a1)

(TM577)

___

(a  )(a  b1) (a = b1)

(a b1) = (a = )(b1)

Equivalence of Sets as Collections and Set Entities

(TM479)

___

(a1 = b1) = (a = b)

(TM480)

___

(a b) = (a1  b1)

(TM479b)

___

(a1 = b1) = (a1 = b)

(TM782)

___

(a1 = b)  (b = b1)
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Inverse Unit Subset Rules
(TM604)

___

(TM090)

Inverse Unit Subset Rule

(a1 b)  (a1 b)
((a1 ) = E)  ((a1  b) = (a1  b))

Conjunctions and Disjunctions of Unit Sets
(TM205)

Unit Set Conjunction Rule

(TM351)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1 b1) = (a1 ~(b1)))

(TM783)

___

(a1  )(a1 b1)  (a1 ~b1)

(TM589)

___

((a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1 + b1 = c1) = (a1 = c1)(b1 = c1))

(TM572)

___

E = (a1.b = ) + (a1.b = a1)

(TM573)

___

E = (a.b1 = ) + (a.b1 = b1)

(TM574)

___

E = (a1.b1 = ) + (a1.b1 = a1) + (a1.b1 = b1)

(TM774)

___

E = (a1b1 = (a1b1)1) + (a1b1 = )

(TM555)

___

(a1 b) ((a1b)1 = a1b)

(TM570)

___

(a1E)1 = a1E

(TM571)

___

(b = E)((a.b)1  )  ((a.E)1  ))

((a1  ) = E) ((a1 b1) = (a1b1 = ))

Aggregation of a Unit Set
(DM17)

Definition of a11

(a1 )  (a11 = a1)

Existential Definitions of Binary Relations
(TM717)

Biconditional Theorem

(a = b) = (ab = ).(ab = )

(TM718)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (ab = )(ab  )

(TM657)

___

(a  b) = (a  )(ab = )(ab  ) + (a = )(b  )

(TM655)

___

((a  ) = E) ((a  b) = (ab = )(ab  ))

(TM656)

___

((a = ) = E) ((a  b) = (b  ))

(TM540)

___

(a  b) (b  )

(TM268)

Definition of 

(TM660)

___

(a  b) = (b  )(ab  )(ab = ) + (a  )(b = )

(TM658)

___

((b  ) = E)  ((a  b) = (ab  )(ab = ))

(TM659)

___

((b = ) = E)  ((a  b) = (a  ))

(DM06)

Definition of 

(ab) = (a b)(a b)(a b)(a b)

(TM733)

Definition of 

(ab) = (ab  )(ab  )(ab  )(ab  )

(a  b) = (ab  )(ab = )
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Reverses of Binary Relations
(TM197)

Commutativity of =

(a = b) = (b = a)

(DM23)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (b  a)
where is any asymmetrical membership or ordering relation.

(TM737)

Definition of 

(a  b) = (b  a)
where is any asymmetrical membership or ordering relation.

(TM195)

Reverse of 

(a  b) = (b  a)

(TM196)

Reverse of 

(a  b) = (b  a)

(TM193)

Commutativity of 

(ab) = (ba)

Inverses of Binary Relations
(TM008)

Inverse of an Equality

(a = b) = (a = b)

(TM010)

Inverse of a Proper Subset

(a  b) = (b  a)

(TM012)

Transposition

(a  b) = (b  a)

(TM194)

Co-intersection

(ab) = (ab) = (ab) = (ab)

Alternative Ways of Symbolising Propositions
(TM735)

Existential Form

(a  b) = (ab = )

(TM688)

___

(a1b = ) = (a1b)

(TM689)

___

(a1b = ) = (a1b)

(TM051b)

Existential Form

(a  b) = (ab = )

(AMX44)

Equality Form

(a  b) = (a = ab)

(TM521)

Equality Form

(a  b)= (b = a + b)

(TM361)

Equality Form

(a  b) = (b = ab)

(TM764)

Equality Form

(a b) = (b = b + a)

(TM766)

Equality Form

(a b) = (a = ab)(a b)

(TM765)

Equality Form

(a b) = (b = a + b)(a b)

(TM064)

 Universal Form

(a b) = (E = a + b)

(TM362)

 Universal Form

(a b) = (E = a + b)

(TM772)

___

(a = b)  (a = ab)

(TM425)

___

(a = b)  (a  b)

(TM068)

Material Equivalence

(TM717)

Biconditional Theorem

(a = b) = (E = ab + ab)
(a = b) = (ab = ).(ab = )
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(TM067)

Universal Form of Two Subsets

(TM070)

___

(a = b + c) = (E = ab + ac + abc)

(TM468)

___

(ab c) = (a b + c)

(TM786)

___

(ab =c)  (a b + c)

(a  b)(c  d) = (E = (a + b)(c + d))

Disjunctions of Binary Relations
(TM174)

Binary Relation Disjunction Rule

E = (a b) + (a = b) + (a b) + (a b) + (a = b) + (a b)
+ (a b)

(TM519)

Binary Relation Disjunction Rule
for a Unit Set

E = (a1  b) + (a1 = b) + (a1  b) + (a1 = b)

Unconditional Conjunctions of Binary Relations
(TM031)

Complement Conjunction

(a = b)(a  b) = 

(TM032)

Complement Conjunction

(a  b)(a ~ b) = 

(TM033)

Complement Conjunction

(a  b)(a ~ b) = 

(TM034)

Complement Conjunction

(a  b)(a  b) = 

(TM035)

Complement Conjunction

(a  b)(a  b) = 

(TM036)

Complement Conjunction

(a  b)(a  b) = 

(AMX32)

Conjunction of Binary Relations
Axiom



((a = b)(a  b) = ).((a = b)(a  b) = ).
((a = b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a  b) = ).
((a  b)(a b) = ).((a  b)(a b) = )

(TM037)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a b)(a = b) =  and (a b)(a = b) = 

(TM038)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a = b)(a b) = and (a = b)(a b) = 

(TM039)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a = b)(a b) = and (a = b)(a b) = 

(TM212)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a = b)(a = b) = 

(TM040)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a b)(a b) = and (a b)(a b) = 

(TM041)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a b)(a b) = and (a b)(a b) = 

(TM042)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a b)(a b) = and (a b)(a b) = 

(TM430)

Biconditional Introduction

(a  b)(b  a) = (a = b)

(TM043)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a  b)(a = b) = (a = b)

(TM044)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a  b)(a  b) = (a  b)

(TM045)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a  b)(a = b) = (a = b)

(TM046)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a  b)(a  b) = (a  b)

(TM578)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

(a ~b)(a  b) = (a = b)
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(TM588)

___

(a  b) (a  b)

(TM672)

___

(a  b) (a  b)

(TM673)

___

(a  b) (a  b)

(TM674)

___

(a  b) (a ~ b)

(TM592)

___

(a  b)  (a  b)

(TM679)

___

(a  b) = (a  b)(a  b)

Conditional Conjunctions of Binary Relations
(TM207)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((a ) + (b = ) + (b = E) = E) = ((a b)(a b) = )

(TM209)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((b E) + (a = E) + (a = ) = E) = ((a b)(a b) = )

(TM215)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((b ) + (a = ) + (a = E) = E) = ((a b)(a b) = )

(TM217)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((a E) + (b = E) + (b = ) = E) = ((a b)(a b) = )

(TM208)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((a  ) + (b  E) = E)  ((a b)(a = b) = )

(TM211a)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((a  ) + (b  ) = E)  ((a = b)(a b) = )

(TM213)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((a  E) + (b  E) = E)  ((a b)(a = b) = )

(TM216)

Conjunction of Binary Relations

((b  ) + (a  E) = E)  ((a b)(a = b) = )

Conditions for Logically Negative Propositions
(TM251)

Conditions for 

(a  b) (a  )(b  E)

(TM251b)

Conditions for 

(a  b) (a  )(b  )

(TM278)

Conditions for 

(a  b) =(a  b)(a  )(b  E)

(TM788)

___

(a  )(a  bc) (a  c)(c  b)

Relationships between Polar Opposite Propositions
(TM175)

Negation Introduction

(TM596)

___

((a) = E) ((a b) =(a b)(a b))

(TM595)

___

((b) = E) ((a  b) =(a b)(a  b))

(TM606)

___

((a1 ) = E)  ((a1 b)  (a1 b))

(TM771)

___

((b  E) = E)  ((a b)  (a b))

(TM562)

___

(a b) (a ~b)

(TM144)

___

(a= b) (a  b)

(TM462)

___

(a = E)(a  E)

(TM463)

___

((a  b) = E) ((a  b)  E)

((a ) = E)  ((a b)  (a b))
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(TM464)

___

(((a  b)  E) = E) (((a  b) = E)  E)

(TM465)

___

(((a  b) = E) = E) (((a  b) = E)  E)

Importation and Exportation
(AMX35)

Exportation/Importation

(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab  c) = E) =((a = E) (b  c)))

(TM444b)

Biconditional
Importation/Exportation

(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab = ac) = E) =((a = E) (b = c)))

(TM444c)

Biconditional Exportation

((ab = c) = E) ((a = E) (b = c))

(TM444d)

Biconditional Importation

(a  ) + (ab = ):((a = E) (b = c)) ((ab  c) = E)

Single Premise Syllogisms
(TM073)

Single Premise Syllogism

(c ab) (c a)

(TM072)

Single Premise Syllogism

(a + b  c) (a c)

(TM089)

Single Premise Syllogism

(a c) (ab c)

(TM150)

Single Premise Syllogism

(ca) (ca+b)

(TM151)

Single Premise Syllogism

(a+b c) (ab c)

(TM152)

Single Premise Syllogism

(cab) (ca +b)

(TM072b)

Single Premise Syllogism

(a + b = c) (a c)

(TM073b)

Single Premise Syllogism

(c =ab) (c a)

Single Premise Syllogisms with the Universal Set or Null Set
(TM159)

___

(a= E)  (a + b = E)

(TM084)

___

(ab = E)  (a=E)

(TM086)

___

(a + b = )  (a= )

(TM350)

___

(a =)  (ab =)

(TM372)

___

(ab = E)  (ab =)

(TM373)

___

(a + b = )  (a + b =E)

Simple Combination
(TM669)

Combination

(AMX21)

Combination Axiom

(TM231)

Combination

(a = b)(c = d)  (ac = bd)

(TM230)

Combination

(a = b)(c = d)  (a + c = b + d)

(a  b)(c  d)  (ac  bd)
(a  b)(c  d)  (a + c  b + d)

Special Cases of Combination - Deduction
(TM029)

Deduction

(a  b)  (ac  bc)
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(TM030)

Deduction

(a  b)  (a + c  b + c)

(TM233)

Deduction

(a = b)  (ac = bc)

(TM232)

Deduction

(a = b)  (a + c = b + c)

(TM662)

Deduction

(ac = b)  (ac = bc)

Special Cases of Combination – Conjunctions of Propositions
(TM131b)

Conjunction of Sufficiencies

(TM132)

Composition

(c a)(c b) = (c ab)

(TM131)

Conjunction of Sufficiencies

(a c)(b c) = (c ab)

(TM132b)

Composition

(TM138)

Conjunction of Insufficiencies

(a c)(b  c) = indeterminate

(TM368)

Conjunction of Unnecessities

(c a)(c b) = indeterminate

(TM192)

Conjunction of Sufficiencies for a
Series

(TM191)

Composition for a Series

(a c)(b c) = (a + b c)

(c a)(c b) = (a + b c)

(b1 a)…(bn a) = (b1+++ bn a)
(a b1)…(a bn ) = (a b1… bn )

Special Cases of Combination – Disjunctions of Propositions
(TM169)

Disjunction of Sufficiencies

(TM170)

Disjunction of Necessities

(c a) + (c b)  (ca +b)

(TM369)

Disjunction of Sufficiencies

(a c) + (b c) (c  a + b)

(TM370)

Disjunction of Necessities

(TM172)

Disjunction of Insufficiencies

(a c) + (b c) =(a + b  c)

(TM171)

Disjunction of Insufficiencies

(a c) + (b c) =(c  ab)

(TM173)

Disjunction of Unnecessities

(c  a) + (c  b) = (c  ab)

(TM371)

Disjunction of Unnecessities

(c  a) + (c  b) = (a + b  c)

(TM789)

___

(a c) + (b c) (ab  c)

(c a) + (c b)  (abc)

(a1  b + c) = (a1  b) + (a1  c)

Reversible Combination and Reversible Deduction
(TM074b)

Reversible Combination

(TM048)

Reversible Deduction

((a c) = E) ((a b) =(a + c b + c))

(TM007)

Reversible Deduction

((a c)(b c) = E) ((a =b) =(a + c =b + c))

((ad)(b c) = E) ((a b)(c d) = (ac bd))

Conditional Subsets Rules
(TM249)

Conditional Subsets Rule

(b ac)  (ab ac)

(TM256)

Conditional Subsets Rule

(ab c) = (ab ac)
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(TM249b)

Conditional Subsets Rule

(b ac)  (ab c)

(TM088)

Conditional Subsets Rule

(a b + c) = (ab ac)

Deductive Rules
(TM750)

Deductive Rule

(c  ):((c a) (c  b)) = ((a b) = E)

(TM272)

Deductive Rule

((a b) = E) ((c a) (cb))

(TM747)

Deductive Rule

(c  ):((c a) (c  b))  ((a b) = E)

(TM364)

Deductive Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((b  c) (a  c))

(TM467)

___

((a = b) = E) ((c = a) = (c = b))

(TM269)

___

((a = b) = E) ((c a) = (c b))

(TM791)

___

((a = b) = E)  ((a c) = (b c))

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rules
(TM099)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((c  a) (c  b))

(TM748)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

(c1  ):((c1 a) (c1  b))  ((a b) = E)

(TM751)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

(c1  ):((c1 a) (c1  b)) = ((a b) = E)

(TM353)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((c1a)  (c1 b))

(TM354)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((c1 a)  (c1  b))

(TM355)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((c1a)  (c1 b))

(TM775)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a = b) = E)  ((c1  a) =(c1  b))

1

1

More Complex Conditional Subset Rules
(TM234)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((ac  bc) = E)  ((c  a)  (c  b))

(TM091)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((ac bc) = E)  ((c = E)(a b))

(TM250)

Conditional Subset Rule

((a bc) = E)  ((c = E)(a b))

(TM257)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((ac b) = E)  ((c = E)(a b))

(TM367)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((a  b + c) = E)  ((a = E)(b c))

(TM234b)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((ac = bc) = E)  ((c  a) = (c  b))

(TM091b)

Conditional Subsets Rule

((ac =bc) = E)  ((c = E)  (a =b))

Syllogisms
(TM139)

Hypothetical Syllogism

(a c)(c b) (ab)

(TM140)

1st Transposed Syllogism

(a  c)(b  c)  (b  a)

(TM692)

2nd Transposed Syllogism

(a  c)(b  c) (a  b)

(TM787)

___

(a  c)(c  b)  (a  bc)
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(TM141)

Conditional Syllogism

(TM776)

___

(TM357)

Partial Syllogism

(TM700)

Substitution Syllogism

(a c)(c = b)  (a b)

(TM142)

Equality Syllogism

(a= c)(c = b) (a= b)

(TM143)

Inequality Syllogism

(a= c)(c  b)  (a b)

(TM680)

___

(TM400)

Proper Syllogism

(a c)(c b) (a b)

(TM401)

___

(a c)(c b) (a b)

(TM402)

___

(a c)(c b) (a b)

(TM539)

___

(a = b)(b = )  (a = )

(TM538)

___

(a = b)(b  )  (a  )

(TM777)

___

(a )(a  b) (b )

(TM579)

___

(c1 a)(a b) (c1a =c1b)

(TM709)

___

((ab  c) = E)  ((b  a) (b  c))

((cE) = E)  ((a  c)(b  c) (a  b))
(a )(a  c)(a b) (b  ~c)
(a c)(cd b)  (ad b)

(a c)(c b) + (a c)(c = b) + (a = c)(c b)  (ab)



Logical Probability
(HMX01)

Induction Hypothesis

a   where a is a proposition or truth set which has not been
proven false or a set of physical entities which have not been
proven to not exist.

(UM001)

Theorem of Truth Sets

((a b) = E)  ((b = E)  (a  ))

(UM002)

___

((a) = E) ((ab) )

(UM003)

___

((a ) = E)  ((a  b)  E)

(UM004)

___

((a b) = E)  ((a b) )

(UM005)

___

((a ) = E)  ((a = E) )

(UM016)

___

((a  E) =E)  ((a = E) E)

(UM006)

___

((a E) = E)  ((a = ) )

(UM007)

___

((a = E) = ) ((a )  E)

(UM008)

___

((a = )= ) ((a E)  E)

(TM584)

___

((a b)(a b) = E) ((a b)= )

(UM017)

___

(((a  b) = E) = E)  (((c  a) = E) ((c  b)  E))

(UM009)

___

((a b) = E) ((a b)  E)
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(UM010)

Probability Syllogism

(UM011)

Induction Theorem

((a b)(b c) = E) ((a c) )
((ac ).(ac b) = E)  ((a b))

Simple Probabilistic Rules
(TM094)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) =((a=E) (b=E))

(TM095)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) =((bE)  (aE))

(TM097)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) =((b=) (a=))

(TM096)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) =((a)  (b))

(TM100)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a =E) (bE))

(TM319)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a = E) (b))

(TM101)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((b =E) (aE))

(TM102)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((b =) (a))

(TM103)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a =) (b))

(TM320)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a=E) (b=E))

(TM321)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a ) (b ))

(TM322)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a=E) (b=))

(TM323)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a) (b  E))

(TM324)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a=E) (b = ))

(TM325)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a ) (b E))

(TM326)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a=) (b = E))

(TM327)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a E) (b ))

(TM328)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a =) (b =E))

(TM329)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a E) (b ))

(TM330)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a=) (b=))

(TM331)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a E) (b E))

(TM332)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a=) (b = ))

(TM333)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E) = ((a E) (b E))

(TM247)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((a = E) (b ))

(TM248)

Probabilistic Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((b = ) (a E))

(TM094b)

Probabilistic Rule

((a = b) = E) =((a=E) =(b=E))

(TM523)

Probabilistic Rule

((a = b) = E) = ((a ) = (b ))
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Conditional Probabilistic Entity Mode Propositions
(TM303)

___

(c1 ):
((((a  b) = E) = E)  (((c1  a) = E) ((c1  b) = E)))

(UM012)

___

(((a  b) = E) = E)  (((c1  a) = E) ((c1  b)  E))

(UM013)

___

(((a  b) = E) = E)  (((c1  a) = E) ((c1  b)  ))

(TM306)

___

(((a  b) = E) = E)  (((c1  a) = E) ((c1  b) = )))

(TM454)

___

(c1 ):
((((a = E) = E) = E)  (((c1  E) = E)  ((c1  a) = E)))

(UM014)

___

(((a  E) = E) = E)  (((c1  E) = E) ((c1  a)  E))

(UM015)

___

(((a  ) = E) = E)  (((c1  E) = E) ((c1  a)  ))

(TM457)

___

(((a = ) = E) = E)  (((c1  E) = E) ((c1  a) = ))

(TM458)

___

(c1  ):((((a = E)  (b = E)) = E) 
(((c1  a) = E)  ((c1  b) = E)))

Probabilistic Conjunctions
(TM108)

Conjunction Introduction

(a = E)(b = E) = (ab = E)

(TM109)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b  E) (ab  E)

(TM110)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b  ) (ab  )

(TM374)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b= ) = (ab = E)

(TM111)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b= ) (ab= )

(TM113)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b  E) (ab  E)

(TM117)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b ) (ab  E)

(TM115)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b= ) (ab= )

(TM137)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  )(b  ) (ab = indeterminate)

(TM118)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  )(b= ) (ab= )

(TM375)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a= )(b= ) = (ab = E)

(TM122)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a= )(b= ) (ab= )

(TM376)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b = E) = (a + b = )

(TM315)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b = E) (a + b = E)

(TM316)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b  E) (a + b = E)

(TM313)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b  ) (a + b = E)

(TM377)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b = ) = (a + b = )
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(TM310)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = E)(b = ) (a + b = E)

(TM317)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b  E) (a + b = indeterminate)

(TM314)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b ) (a + b )

(TM311)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  E)(b = ) (a + b  E)

(TM312)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  )(b ) (a + b )

(TM309)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a  )(b =) (a + b )

(TM071)

Probabilistic Conjunction

(a = )(b = ) = (a + b = )

Probabilistic Disjunctions
(TM378)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b = E) (ab = )

(TM379)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b  E) (ab E)

(TM380)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b  ) (ab E)

(TM381)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b= ) (ab= )

(TM163)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b  E) = (ab  E)

(TM382)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b ) = (ab  E)

(TM165)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a E) + (b= )  (ab  E)

(TM383)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  ) + (b  )= (ab  E)

(TM384)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  ) + (b= ) (ab E)

(TM161)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= ) + (b= )  (ab = )

(TM160)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= E) + (b= E)  (a + b = E)

(TM385)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b  E) (a + b  )

(TM164)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= E) + (b )  (a + b  )

(TM386)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a = E) + (b = ) (a + b = E)

(TM387)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b  E) = (a + b  )

(TM388)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b ) = (a + b  )

(TM389)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  E) + (b = ) (a + b  )

(TM238)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a  ) + (b  ) = (a + b  )

(TM390)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a ) + (b = ) (a + b  )

(TM391)

Probabilistic Disjunction

(a= ) + (b= )  (a + b = E)

(TM242)

___

(ab  )  (a  )(b  )

(TM240)

___

(a + b  E) (a  E)(b  E)
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(TM524)

___

((a = b + c) = E) = ((a ) = (b ) + (c ))

(TM693)

___

((a ) = E)  ((a b)  (b a))

(TM012)

Transposition

(TM694)

___

Probabilistic Deduction

(a b) = (b a)
(((a ) = E) = E) 
(((a = E)  (b = E))  ((b = E) (a)))

(TM697)

___

((a = E) (b = E)) = ((b = ) (a = ))

(TM698)

___

((c1  a) (c1  b)) = ((c1  b) (c1  a))

(TM699)

___

(((c1  a) = E) ((c1  b) = E)) =
(((c1  b) = ) ((c1  a) = ))

Series Equations
(DM08)

Simplified Disjunction of a Series

[ar+++] n r=1 = a1+++an

(DM09)

Simplified Conjunction of a Series

[ar…] n r=1 = a1…an

(DM10)

Definition of Universal Set using
Sets

E = [ar+++ ]Er=1

(DM11)

Definition of Universal Set using
Entities

E = [ar1+++]Er=1

(TM749)

___

(c11 +++ cE1 = E) = (c1 +++ cE = E)

(TM227)

___

(a b) = [(a =b.cn)+++]En=1

(TM226)

___

(a b) = [(a =b + cn)+++]En=1

(TM228)

___

[an+++ ]En=1 = [an1+++]En=1

Theorems of Conventional Propositional Logic
(AMX01)

Disjunction Tautology

a=a+a

(TM667)

Conjunction Tautology

a = aa

(AMX13)

Double Complement Axiom

~~a = a

(TM671)

Tertium non Datur

E=a+a

(TM403)

Commutative +

a+b=b+a

(TM404)

Commutative .

ab = ba

(TM197)

Commutativity of =

(TM405)

Associative +

a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c

(TM406)

Associative .

a(bc) = (ab)c

(TM407)

Distribution of . over +

(a = b) = (b = a)

a(b + c) = ab + ac
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(TM273)

Distribution of + over .

(TM420)

Distribution of Implication over
Implication

(TM434)

Law of Non-Contradiction

(TM441)

Deduction from a Contradiction

(TM025)

DeMorgan’s Law

~(a.b) = a + b

(TM026)

DeMorgan’s Law

~(a + b) = a.b

(TM415)

___

(a  E) = (a )

(TM416)

___

(a  E) = (a )

(TM417)

___

(a = E) = (a = )

(TM014)

___

(a = E) = (a = )

(TM012)

Transposition

(a b) = (b a)

(TM438)

Absorbtion

(TM427)

Modus Ponens

(a = E)(a b) (b = E)

(TM435)

Modus Ponens

((a = E) = E)  ((a b) (b = E))

(TM437)

Modus Tollens

(a b)(b = E)(a = E)

(TM423)

Reductio ad Absurdam

(TM064)

 Universal Form

(TM132)

Composition

(AMX35)

Exportation/Importation

(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab  c) = E) =((a = E) (b  c)))

(TM139)

Hypothetical Syllogism

(a b)(b c)  (a c)

(TM442)

Disjunctive Syllogism

(a + b = E)(a = E) (b = E)

(TM094)

Probabilistic Rule

(TM413)

Identity Introduction

a = a.(b1 = b1)

(TM414)

Identity Elimination

(a1 c).(a1 = b1) (b1c)

(TM099)

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

((a  b) = E)  ((c  a) (c  b))

(TM410)

Existential Quantifier Introduction

(c1a).(c1b).(c1) (ab )

(TM411)

Existential Quantifier Introduction

(c1a).(c1b).(c1) (ac1 )

(TM440)

Implication Introduction

(TM443)

Theorem Introduction

(TM083)

Conjunction Elimination

a + (bc) = (a + b)(a + c)
((a = E)  (b c)) ((a b) (a c))
~(aa) = E
a.a b

(a b)  (a  ab)

((a b) = E)  ((a b)(a = E))
(a b) = (E = a + b)
(a b)(a c) = (a bc)

((a b) = E) =((a = E) (b = E))

1

1

(a = E)  (b a)
((a = E) = E) ((b = E) = (ab = E))
ab a
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(TM421)

Conjunction Introduction

(a = E) (b  ab)

(TM108)

Conjunction Introduction

(a = E)(b = E) = (ab = E)

(TM082)

Disjunction Introduction

a a + b

(TM422)

Disjunction Elimination

((a c) = E) ((b c) = (a + b c))

(TM429)

Disjunction Elimination

(a + b = E)(a  c)(b c)  (c = E)

(TM175)

Negation Introduction

((a ) = E)  ((a b)  (a b))

(TM424)

Negation Elimination

(a = E) (a  b)

(TM426)

Biconditional Introduction

((a b) = E) ((b a)= (a =b))

(TM430)

Biconditional Introduction

(a b)(b a) = (a = b)

(TM425)

Biconditional Elimination

(a =b) (a b)

(TM446)

Constructive Dilemma

(a b)(c d)(a + c = E)(b + d = E)

(TM447)

Destructive Dilemma

(a b)(c d)(b + d = E)(a + c = E)

(TM448)

Bidirectional Dilemma

(a b)(c d)(a + d = E)(b + c = E)

(TM068)

Material Equivalence

(a = b) = (E = ab + ab)

(TM433)

Material Equivalence

(a = b)=(a + b = E)(a + b = E)

(AMX02)

Conditional Introduction

(TM790)

Negation Introduction

(b = E)(ab c)  (a c)
(a = E)(c = )(ab c) (b = )
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Chapter 15 Techniques of Proof
15.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the techniques used to prove a theorem from the axioms and definitions and
other theorems of Symbolic Reasoning. These techniques can also be used to derive one statement,
i.e., a conclusion, from several others, i.e., the premises. Several techniques are described but it is not
necessary to use just one in each proof. Different techniques may be used at different stages in a single
proof.
Unlike other branches of mathematics which rely heavily on logic in their proofs, Symbolic Reasoning
is a closed system which uses only on its own axioms, definitions, and theorems. Every proof is, also,
equivalent to an equation or theorem of Symbolic Reasoning. However, the equation which represents
the proof is of a higher order than the theorem proven.
Theoretically any axiom, definition, or theorem of Symbolic Reasoning in which the two sides are
related by or = can be used as the basis of a proof. However, our mental ability to employ the more
complex theorems in this way is limited. Thus, only the simplest equations tend to be used as a basis
for our proofs.

15.2 Techniques
Simple Proof from Axioms and Definitions
In the simplest and most common form of proof, the premises, i.e., the axioms, definitions and
theorems used in the proof, are conjoined to form one side of the equation. These conjoined premises
operate on one another to yield a conclusion or theorem which forms the other side of the equation.
Given a set of axioms (A1) to (Ak) and definitions (D1) to (Dm), then the theorem (Tn) can be proven from
them if (A1)…(Ak).(D1)…(Dm) implies (Tn). This can be stated symbolically as:
(A1)…(Ak).(D1)…(Dm) (Tn)

(DM12) (Definition of Simple Proof)

Each axiom or definition is true, thus (A1) = E, (A2) = E, etc. Consequently the equation (A1)…(Ak).(D1)
…(Dm) (Tn) becomes E…E.E…E  (Tn) which, since EE = E (TM667), simplifies to E  (Tn) and, since there
can be no proper superset of the universal set, to (Tn) = E. Thus, the theorem (Tn) is shown to be true
and is therefore proven.
Clearly, the equation (A1)…(Ak).(D1)…(Dm) =(Tn) is a special case of the above definition and (Tn) is also
proven if it can be shown to be E.
An example of simple proof from axioms and definitions is given below.
a = a.(b1 = b1)
Proof of (TM413)
a=a
a = aE
(a = a) = E
(b1 = b1) = E
a = a(b1 = b1)

(TM413) (Identity Introduction)
(DM00)(Definition of =)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom) (Eqn1)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
Resymbolising (Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
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Simple Proof from Axioms, Definitions and Previously Proven Theorems
A theorem can also be proven from a conjunction of axioms, definitions and previously proven
theorems, for example, (Aj).(Dk ).(Tm)  (Tn) or the special case (Aj).(Dk ).(Tm) = (Tn). Again, each axiom,
definition, and previously proven theorem is true and thus (Tn) = E.
An example of simple proof using axioms, definitions, and previously proven theorems is given below.
The proof begins with a definition, and this is then modified by axioms and a previously proven
theorem until the theorem to be proven is obtained.
a + = a

(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction)

Proof of (TM668)
aE = a
~a = ~a
~(aE) = ~a
~a + ~E = ~a
~a + = ~a
a + = a

(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)(Eqn1)
(DM00)(Definition of =)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn2)
(TM025)(DeMorgan’s Law)
(DM02)(Definition of )
Resymbolising

Proofs from Equations, Axioms, Definitions and Previously Proven Theorems
A common technique is to prove a higher order theorem by conjoining a number of lower order
equations or premises, e.g. (S1)...(Sn), with axioms, definitions and theorems, e.g. (Ar)(Ts)(Dt), to yield
a conclusion or conclusions, (Sn+1)…(Sn+m). This technique can be expressed, using the quoted
examples, by the following equation: (S1)...(Sn)(Ar)(Ts)(Dt)  (Sn+1)…(Sn+m) or by the special case
(S1)...(Sn)(Ar)(Ts)(Dt) = (Sn+1)…(Sn+m).
Each axiom, definition and previously proven theorem is universal and, thus, the above example
becomes (S1)...(Sn)EEE (Sn+1)…(Sn+m) or more simply (S1)...(Sn) (Sn+1)…(Sn+m) which is, of course,
the proven higher order theorem. Alternatively, it becomes the special case (S1)...(Sn) = (Sn+1)…(Sn+m).
There are two methods of proof which use this approach:
In the first method, which is described in the example below, one side of the theorem to be proven is
used as the term on either side of (DM00) (Definition of =). One side of (DM00) is then modified by axioms,
definitions, and previously proven theorems until the theorem to be proven is obtained.
a + (b.c) = (a + b)(a + c)

(TM273) (Distribution of + over .)

Proof of (TM273)
(a + b)(a + c) = (a + b)(a + c)
a(a + c) + b(a + c) = (a + b)(a + c)
aa + ac + ba + bc = (a + b)(a + c)
a + ac + ba + bc = (a + b)(a + c)
a + bc = (a + b)(a + c)

(DM00)(Definition of =)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
(TM063)(Partial Redundancy)

However, if any of the axioms, definitions and previously proven theorems used to modify (DM00)
contain a conditional, , at the highest order then the theorem proven will also contain a conditional
at the highest order.
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ac + bd (a + b)(c + d)

(TM522)

Proof of (TM522)
(a + b)(c + d) = (a + b)(c + d)
(a + b).c + (a + b).d = (a + b)(c + d)
ac + bc + ad + bd = (a + b)(c + d)
ac + bd ac + bc + ad + bd
ac + bd (a + b)(c + d)

(DM00)(Definition of =)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)(Eqn1)
(TM082)(Disjunction Introduction)(Eqn2)*
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn2)

*N.B. a a + b (TM082) (Disjunction Introduction) contains a conditional.

In the second method, which is described in the example below, the premises on one side of the
theorem to be proven, e.g., a = b, are assumed to be true. A premise which is assumed to be true is
identified by the word “Let”, e.g., “Let a = b”. These premises are then used in the proof along with
axioms, definitions, and previously proven theorems until the other side of the theorem to be proven
or the conclusion, i.e., a = b, is obtained.
When the desired conclusion, i.e., a = b, is obtained, then it has been proven that the premises imply
the conclusions, and this can then be stated as a theorem. This statement is identified by the word
“Thus”, e.g. “Thus (a =b) = (a = b)”.
In this method, if the proof is reversible, i.e., if the premises (S1)...(Sn) imply the conclusions
(Sn+1)...(Sn+m) and also the conclusions (Sn+1)...(Sn+m) imply the premises (S1)...(Sn), then the theorem
proven contains a biconditional, i.e., (S1)...(Sn) = (Sn+1)...(Sn+m). For this to be the case it is necessary
that only axioms, definitions and previously proven theorems which contain a biconditional at their
highest order, e.g., E = a + a, are used in the proof. If so, then the proof is reversible as shown in the
example below.
(a = E) = (a = )

(TM014)

Proof of (TM014)
Let a = E
a = ~E
a =  


Thus (a = E) = (a = )

(TM008)(Inverse of an Equality)
(DM02)(Definition of )
(AMX02)(Conditional Introduction) since the proof is reversible.

However, if the proof is not reversible, i.e., if the premises (S1)...(Sn) imply the conclusions
(Sn+1)...(Sn+m) but the conclusions (Sn+1)...(Sn+m) do not imply the premises (S1)...(Sn), then the theorem
proven contains a conditional, i.e. (S1)...(Sn)  (Sn+1)...(Sn+m). This will be the case if an axiom,
definition, or previously proven theorem with a subset relationship at its highest order appears in the
proof, e.g., (a b) (ca b).
The reversibility of a proof can often be ascertained by inspecting the forward proof. However, where
the forward proof is difficult to follow then it is better to write out the reverse proof or alternatively to
use the first method described above, i.e., using (DM00)(Definition of =), before accepting that a theorem
with a biconditional has been proven.
Proof by Reduction to the Universal Set
The universality of axioms definitions and theorems provides one further technique for proving a
theorem. If an equation can be reduced to the universal set by substituting E for any axioms, definitions
or previously proven theorems within it then the equation is true and is therefore a valid theorem. This
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is demonstrated in the example below where the statement (S1) is reduced to the universal set and is
therefore proven true.
Example
(a  b)(b  E)  (a  E)
(a E) = E
(b E) = E
(a b)(b  E)  E
(a b)E E
(a b) E
c E
(c E) = E
E

(S1)(Eqn1)
(TM001)(Universality of (TM744) Universal Set Theorem) (Eqn2)
(TM001)(Universality of (TM744) Universal Set Theorem) (Eqn3)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1) (Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn3 into Eqn4)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
Resymbolising (a  b) as c (Eqn5)
(TM001) (Universality of (TM744) Universal Set Theorem) (Eqn6)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn6 into Eqn5)

Proof by Reductio ad Absurdam
Another method of proof is known, traditionally, as Reductio ad Absurdam. In this technique, the
negative of the theorem to be proven is modified by axioms, definitions and previously proven
theorems until the null set is obtained as shown in the example below. The negative of the theorem is
then equated to the null set and the resulting equation further modified, if necessary.
This example, to prove a  E which is already an axiom, is clearly trivial. However, it serves to
demonstrate the process involved.
Example
aE
aE
(a  E) = E
(a  E) = ~E
(a  E) =  



Thus (a  E) = 
(a  E) = ~
(a  E) = E
aE





~(S1)(Eqn1)
(TM744)(Universal Set Theorem)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM008)(Inverse of an Equality)
(DM02)(Definition of )(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution Eqn2 into Eqn1)
(TM008)(Inverse of an Equality)
(TM054)(Negative of Null Set)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)

A more practical example involving two premises is given below.
(a  b) (b  )

(TM540)

Proof of (TM540)
Let b =  


Let a  b
a  








Thus (b = )(a  b) = 
(a  b) (b  )

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution Eqn1 into Eqn2)
(TM053)(Proper Subset of the Null Set)
(TM735)(Existential Form)

Proof by Mathematical Induction
A technique known as mathematical induction is used to prove theorems which comprise a series of
sets or entities. This form of proof comprises three steps, as follows:
(1)

A hypothesis is tested for a value of r = 1
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(2)

The hypothesis is tested for a value of r = n + 1 assuming that it is true for r = n.

(3)

If both tests are true then the hypothesis is true for all positive integer values of r.

The reasoning behind mathematical induction is as follows. Test 1 shows the hypothesis to be true for
r = 1. Test 2 then shows it to be true for r = 2. Test 2 can then be applied to prove that the hypothesis
is true for r = 3, r = 4 and so on, ad infinitum.
An example of this method of proof is given below.
~(b1...bn) = (b1+++ bn)

(TM187) (DeMorgan’s Law for Series)

Proof of (TM187)
Let ar = (~(b1...br) = (b1+++ br))
(Eqn1)
Let r = 1
(Eqn2)
a1 = (~(b1...b1) = (b1+++ b1))
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
a1 = (~b1 = (b1+++ b1))
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
a1 = (~b1 = b1)
(AMX01)(Disjunction Tautology)
a1 = E
(TM001)(Universality of (DM03) Definition of ~)(Eqn3)
Let ~(b1...br) = (b1+++ br)
(Eqn4)
~(b1...br) + ~br+1 = (b1+++ br) + ~br+1
(TM232)(Deduction)
~(b1...br) + ~br+1 = (b1+++ br) + br+1
(DM03)(Definition of ~)
~(b1...br) + ~br+1 = (b1+++ br+1)
Simplified form of expression
~(b1...br.br+1) = (b1+++ br+1)
(TM025)(DeMorgan’s Law)
~(b1...br+1) = (b1+++ br+1)
Simplified form of expression
Thus (~(b1...br) = (b1+++ br))  (~(b1...br+1) = (b1+++ br+1)) (Eqn5)
ar  ar+1
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn5)(Eqn6)
Thus (a1 = E)…(aE = E)
(AMX38)(Axiom of Mathematical Induction Eqns3&6)
Thus (an = E)
(Eqn7)
(~(b1...bn) = (b1+++ bn)) = E
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn7)
~(b1...bn) = (b1+++ bn)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)

15.3 Testing Proofs for Circularity
One risk associated with proving theorems is that of circularity, i.e., a theorem is used in its own proof.
Such a proof is, of course, invalid. The best way to avoid circularity is to prove each theorem before
it is used elsewhere and this is the approach that has been taken, as far as possible, in Volume 2.
However, a check for circularity is needed where this has not proven possible.
The technique for checking whether a theorem has a circular proof is demonstrated below for the
relatively simple example (a = b)  (a + c = b + c) (TM232) (Deduction).
(a = b)  (a + c = b + c) (TM232) (Deduction)
Proof of (TM232)
(a = b)(c = d) (a + c = b + d)
Let d = c
(a = b)(c = c) (a + c = b + c)
(a = b)E (a + c = b + c)
(a = b) (a + c = b + c)

(TM230)(Combination)(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
(TM001)(Universality of (DM00) Definition of = )
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)

This proof can be checked for circularity as follows:
•

Firstly, the proof of the theorem (TM232) is inspected for all axioms, definitions and theorems
used within it. An equation is then written which states that the conjunction of these axioms,
definitions and theorems implies the theorem (TM232), i.e.:
(TM230)(AMX19)(TM001)(DM00)(AMX11) (TM232)
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•

Any axioms or definitions which appear in the equation are replaced by the universal set. This
is in accordance with the theorem (An) = E and (Dn) = E (TM001) (Universality of Axioms and
Definitions).
(TM230)E(TM001)EE (TM232)

•

The equation is then simplified using aE = a (AMX11) (Universal Set Conjunction Axiom).
(TM230)(TM001) (TM232)

•

The above steps may be simplified by writing an equation comprising only the theorem being
proven and the theorems used in the proof. Any axioms and definitions used are simply
omitted.

•

Each of the theorems used in the proof of (TM232), is then treated in the same way, i.e.
(DM00)(AMX19) (TM230)

and (TM744)(AMX16) (TM001)

which simplify to (TM230) = E and (TM744) (TM001)
•

However, if the proof of a theorem comprises only axioms and definitions but no theorems
then this step may be simplified by simply equating the theorem to the universal set. The proof
of (TM744) comprises two axioms. Thus, (TM744) = E and (TM001) = E.

•

These new equations are then substituted into the original equation for (TM232) either by using
the theorem (a c)(cd b)  (ad b) (TM357) (Partial Syllogism) or by using (AMX19) (Substitution
Axiom), i.e.
EE  (TM232)

•

and simplifying the result, i.e.
(TM232) = E

In this example both theorems in the original proof, i.e. (TM230) and (TM001), are themselves proven
entirely from axioms and definitions. However, in other examples, they may be proven from other
theorems and the process will need to be repeated until one of two situations arises:
•

The theorem whose proof is being tested for circularity is shown to be equivalent to the
universal set. In this case the proof is not circular and is valid, therefore.

•

The theorem being tested for circularity appears on the left hand side of the equation, e.g.,
(TM232)(TM1)…(TMn) (TM232). In which case the proof is circular and invalid, therefore.
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Chapter 16 Problem Solving in Membership Theory
16.1 Introduction
Given a number of propositions, Membership Theory can be used to derive other, new propositions.
Several of the techniques that can be used are described below. However, they are not exhaustive.
Membership Theory can only express propositions which use the copular verb “to be” such as “All
sheep are animals” and “The ship is at sea”. Other propositions, such as “Peter carries the rug”, which
do not contain a copular verb must be transformed into ones which do, i.e., “Peter is a thing that carries
the rug”. It then becomes possible to symbolise the object of the proposition, i.e., “things that carry
the rug”, using a single symbol to represent that collection of things. However, it is not possible to
symbolise “thing” and “rug” individually. Thus, it is not possible to use Membership Theory to solve
problems such as “Peter carries the rug. The rug is red. Is Peter carrying a red thing?” Problems of this
type rely on Relationship Theory which will be described later.
Nor can Membership Theory express propositions which contain tense information, e.g., “Peter will
carry the rug”. Any propositions which contain tense information must be transformed so that it is
contained in the object. Thus, for example, if the proposition “Peter will carry the rug” is transformed
into “Peter is a thing which will carry the rug” then it can be symbolised in Membership Theory but
is subject to similar constraints as those described above.

16.2 First Order, Logically Positive Propositions
Introduction
Problem solving strategies depend on the type and order of the propositions involved. The simplest
type of problem is one comprising only first order, logically positive propositions, i.e., those with the
subject quantifier “all” or “no” and, thus, which, in the standard form, use the conditional rather than
its negative , e.g., “All sheep are white” or “No sheep are white” rather than “Not all sheep are white”
or “Some sheep are white”.
To illustrate the various strategies which may be used, the following example will be solved:
Example
People who do not travel by air travel by train. People who travel by air also travel by car. People who travel by train do
not travel by bus. Do people who travel by bus, also, travel by car?

The methods involved in translating a problem into symbolic form and obtaining a solution are laid
out as a series of steps, below. This step-by-step approach is primarily intended as an aid to explaining
the processes involved. It is not necessary to follow it in detail once experience has been gained.
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Step 1) Identifying Collections
The collections used in the subjects and predicates of the propositions should be identified and
symbolised. It is important to look out for words and phrases which are conjunctions of more than one
characteristic. For example, {women} = {females}.{adults}.{humans} and to symbolise these sets
individually.
Example contd.
People
Travellers (i.e. things that travel)
Air Users
Train Users
Car Users
Bus Users

=p
=j
=a
=t
=c
=b

Step 2) Subjects and Objects
Once the necessary collections are established, the subject and predicate of each proposition can be
symbolised. It is important to be aware of the use of ellipsis in natural language, i.e., simplifying
statements by omitting words. Any ellipsis must be eliminated, and the statement expressed fully
before converting it to symbolic form. For example, “People who do not travel by air travel by train”
actually means “People who do not travel by air are people who travel by train”.
Example contd.
People who travel by air (i.e. things that are people, that travel and that use air)
People who travel by train
People who travel by car
People who travel by bus


= pja
= pjt
= pjc
= pjb

Step 3) Context
The context of a problem can be identified by looking for characteristics which exist in all subjects
and objects. In this example, all subjects and objects have the following common characteristics:
(1)

they are People p; and

(2)

they are Travellers j.

Thus, the context of the problem can be taken as “People who are Travellers” or pj.
It is important to establish the context to correctly deal with negatives. For example, without a context,
the negative of the conjunction “People who travel by train” would, for example, become “Things that
are not people or things that do not travel or things that do not use a train”,
i.e., ~{{people}{travellers}{train users}} = ~{people} + ~{travellers} + ~{train users}
If the context of the problem is established, it can be removed from the detailed reasoning process and
remains unaltered by it. Thus, the above negative becomes “People who do not travel by train”,
i.e., {people}{travellers}: ~{train users} = ~{train users}
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Example contd.
Context
Subjects & Predicates

People who are Travellers
Air Users
Train Users
Car Users
Bus Users

=pj:
=a
=t
=c
=b

Step 4) Identifying Propositions
Often the sentences that we encounter in a problem are combinations of several simpler propositions.
For example, the sentence “All sheep are woolly animals” contains the propositions “All sheep are
woolly” and “All sheep are animals”.
There are eight forms of sentence and but not all of them can be broken down into simple
propositions. They are described below where: c = {sheep}, a = {woolly things} and b = {animals}.
Sentence

Conversion Rule

Propositions

{all sheep are woolly animals}

(c ab) = (c a)(c b)

{{all sheep are woolly things}

(TM132)(Composition)

and {all sheep are animals}}

{all woolly things and animals are
sheep}

(a + b c) = (a c)(b c)

{{all woolly things are sheep}

(TM131b)(Conjunction Sufficiencies)

and {all animals are sheep}}

{not all sheep are woolly animals}

(c ab) = (c a) + (c b)

{{not all sheep are woolly things}

(TM132)(Composition) Transposed

or {not all sheep are animals}}

(a + b c) = (a c) + (b c)

{{not all woolly things are sheep}

(TM131b)(Conjunction Sufficiencies)
Transposed

or {not all animals are sheep}}

(ca +b) (c a) + (c b)

Cannot be broken down into simple
propositions

{not all woolly things and animals
are sheep}

{all sheep are woolly things or
animals}
{all woolly animals are sheep}

(TM170)(Disjunction of Necessities)
(ab  c) (a c) + (b c)
(TM169)(Disjunction of Sufficiencies)

{not all sheep are woolly things or
animals}

{not all woolly animals are sheep}

{no sheep are woolly animals}

(c a + b)  (c a)(c b)

{{not all sheep are woolly things}

(TM170)(Disjunction of Necessities)
Transposed

and {not all sheep are animals}}

(ab  c) (a c)(b c)

{{not all woolly things are sheep}

(TM169)(Disjunction of Sufficiencies)
Transposed

and {not all animals are sheep}}

(ca +b) (c a) + (c b)

Cannot be broken down into simple
propositions

(TM170)(Disjunction of Necessities)
{no woolly things or animals are
sheep}

Cannot be broken down into simple
propositions

(a + b c) = (a c)(b c)

{{no woolly things are sheep}

(TM131b)(Conjunction Sufficiencies)

and {no animals are sheep}}
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Step 5) Symbolising Propositions
Propositions can be translated into standard, universal, existential or equality form. However, for
propositions with the subject quantifier “all”, the standard form is probably the simplest to recall, due
to its similarity to natural language. For example, compare “All sheep are animals” with a b.
For propositions with the subject quantifier “no”, the existential form may be easier to recall. A
proposition such as “No pigs can fly” can be re-expressed “Flying pigs do not exist” which readily
translates to the existential form ab = . Alternatively, “No pigs can fly” can be re-expressed “All pigs
are things which do not fly” and the standard form, with a negative object, used a b.
It should be noted that, in the example above, the subject quantifier “all” was removed by ellipsis and
has been reintroduced, in braces, below.
Example contd.
Full translation of the propositions in the examples above into standard form would be:
(All) People who do not travel by air are people who travel by train.
pja  pjt
(All) People who travel by air are people who travel by car.
pja  pjc
(All) People who travel by train are people who do not travel by bus.
pjt  pjb
However, allowing for context, this can be simplified, as follows:
(All) People who do not travel by air travel by train.
pj:(a  t)
(All) People who travel by air also travel by car.
pj:(a  c)
(All) People who travel by train do not travel by bus.
pj:(t  b)
And by removing the context:
In the context of people who travel
pj:
(All) Non-Air Users are Train Users.
(a  t)
(All) Air Users are Car Users.
(a  c)
(All) Train Users are Non-Bus Users
(t  b)

Step 6) Combination and Simplification of Propositions
The propositions must now be combined and manipulated to yield one with the subject “People who
travel by bus…” Several different strategies exist, and these are demonstrated in the examples below.
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a) Using Universal Form
pj: 





(Conditions)
at
(Proposition 1)
E=a+t
(TM064)(Universal Form)(Eqn1)
ac
(Proposition 2)
E=a+c
(TM064)(Universal Form)(Eqn2)
tb
(Proposition 3)
E=t+b
(TM064)(Universal Form)(Eqn3)
E = E.E.E
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)(Eqn4)
E = (a + t)(a + c)(t + b)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1,2&3 into Eqn4)
bE = b(a + t)(a + c)(t + b)
(TM233)(Deduction)
b = b(a + t)(a + c)(t + b)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
b = (a + t)(a + c)(bt + bb)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = (a + t)(a + c)(bt + )
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = bt(a + t)(a + c)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = (bta + btt)(a + c)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = (bta + b)(a + c)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = (bta + )(a + c)
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
b = bta(a + c)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = btaa + btac
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = bt + btac
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b =  + btac
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
b = btac
(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction)
b  tac
(AMX44)(Equality Form)
bc
(TM073)(Single Premise Syllogism)
Thus pj:(b  c) i.e. People who travel by bus also travel by car.

b) Using Existential Form
pj:
(Conditions)
a  t
(Proposition 1)
= at
(TM735)(Existential Form)(Eqn1)
ac
(Proposition 2)
= ac
(TM735)(Existential Form)(Eqn2)
tb
(Proposition 3)(Eqn3)
 = tb
(TM735)(Existential Form)
 = +  + 
(AMX01)(Disjunction Tautology)(Eqn4)
 = at + ac + tb
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1,2&3 into Eqn4)
 = b(at + ac + tb)
(TM350)
 = b(at + ac + t)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
 = b(at + at + ac + t)
(TM063)(Partial Redundancy)
 = b(a(t + t) + ac + t)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
 = b(aE + ac + t)
(TM671)(Tertium non Datur)
 = b(a + ac + t)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
 = b(a + ac + ac + t)
(TM063)(Partial Redundancy)
 = b(a + (a + a)c + t)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
 = b(a + Ec + t)
(TM671)(Tertium non Datur)
 = b(a + c + t)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
 = b(a + c + ~t)
(AMX13)(Double Complement Axiom)
 = b.~(act)
(TM187)(DeMorgan’s Law for Series)
b  act
(TM735)(Existential Form)
bc
(TM073)(Single Premise Syllogism)
Thus pj:(b  c) i.e. People who travel by bus also travel by car.
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c) Using Equality Form and General Universal Equation
pj: 





(Conditions)
at
(Proposition 1)
a = at
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn1)
(t a)
(TM012)(Transposition)
t = ta
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn2)
ac
(Proposition 2)
a = ac
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn3)
ca
(TM012)(Transposition)
c = ca
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn4)
tb
(Proposition 3)
t = tb
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn5)
bt
(TM012)(Transposition)
b = bt
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn6)
E = (b + b)(c + c)(a + a)(t + t)
(TM004)(General Universal Eqn)(Eqn7)
E = (bt + b)(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1to6 into Eqn7)
bE = b(bt + b)(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(TM233)(Deduction)
b = b(bt + b)(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
b = (bbt + bb)(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = (bbt + )(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = bbt(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = bt(c + ca)(ac + at)(tb + ta)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
b = b(c + ca)(ac + at)(ttb + tta)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = b(c + ca)(ac + at)(b + tta)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = b(c + ca)(ac + at)( + tta)
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
b = b(c + ca)(ac + at)tta
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = bta(c + ca)(ac + at)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
b = ba(c + ca)(tac + tat)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = ba(c + ca)(tac + a)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = ba(c + ca)(tac + )
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
b = ba(c + ca)tac
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = btac(c + ca)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
b = bta(cc + cca)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
b = bta(cc + a)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
b = bta(cc + )
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
b = btacc
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
b = btac
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
b  tac
(AMX44)(Equality Form)
bc
(TM073)(Single Premise Syllogism)
Thus pj:(b  c) i.e. People who travel by bus also travel by car.
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d) Using Equality Form and Substitution
pj: 





(Conditions)
at
(Proposition 1)
a = at
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn1)
t a
(TM012) (Transposition)
t = ta
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn2)
ac
(Proposition 2)
a = ac
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn3)
ca
(TM012)(Transposition)
c = ca
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn4)
tb
(Proposition 3)
t = tb
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn5)
bt
(TM012)(Transposition)
b = bt
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn6)
b = bta
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn6)(Eqn7)
b = btac
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn3 into Eqn7)
b  tac
(AMX44)(Equality Form)
bc
(TM073)(Single Premise Syllogism)
Thus pj:(b  c) i.e. People who travel by bus also travel by car.

e) Using Standard Form and Syllogisms
pj: 





(Conditions)
at
(Proposition 1)(Eqn1)
t a
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn2)
ac
(Proposition 2)(Eqn3)
ca
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn4)
tb
(Proposition 3)(Eqn5)
bt
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn6)
ba
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns6&2)(Eqn7)
bc
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns7&3)
Thus pj:(b  c) i.e. People who travel by bus also travel by car.

Each strategy has its advantages and disadvantages. For example:
(1)

The use of syllogisms on propositions in standard form is clearly the quickest and most natural
approach. However, it is less systematic than the use of the universal form and may be difficult
to apply to more complex problems.

(2)

The Universal, Existential, and Equality Forms create a model or schema, i.e., a single equation
which represents all that is known. Deduction can then be applied to the “model” to obtain
information about any characteristic or combination of characteristics found within it.
Syllogisms do not provide such a model and each deduction must be carried out individually.
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16.3 Contradictions
Sometimes two or more propositions may contradict one another. Where this occurs the subject of the
contradiction becomes null, i.e., it cannot exist.
Again, some of the theorems used below are conditional but since p, w and f are not the null set entity
or its complement and these conditions are complied with.
Example
Pigs do not have wings. All pigs can fly. Only things with wings can fly.
p
(pigs)
w
(things with wings)
f
(things that can fly)
p w
(Pigs do not have wings)
E = (p + w)
(TM067)(Universal Form)(Eqn1)
p f 




(All pigs can fly)
E = (p + f)
(TM067)(Universal Form)(Eqn2)
fw
(Only things with wings can fly)
E = (f + w)
(TM067)(Universal Form)(Eqn3)
EEE = (p + w)(p + f)(f + w)
(TM231)(Combination of Eqns1,2&3)
E = (p + w)(p + f)(f + w)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
pE = p(p + w)(p + f)(f + w)
(TM233)(Deduction)
p = p(p + w)(p + f)(f + w)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
p = (pp + pw)(p + f)(f + w)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
p = ( + pw)(p + f)(f + w)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
p = pw(p + f)(f + w)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
p = w(pp + pf)(f + w)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
p = w( + pf)(f + w)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
p = pwf(f + w)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
p = p(wff + wfw)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
p = p(w + f)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
p = p( + )
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
p = p




(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
p = 




(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
i.e., pigs do not exist.

16.4 Single Instances of Logically Negative Propositions
Logically negative propositions are those with the subject quantifier “not all” or “some” and thus
which, in the standard form, use the negative conditional, ,rather than , e.g. “Not all sheep are
white” or “Some sheep are white” rather than “All sheep are white” or “No sheep are white”.
Often, logically negative propositions are combinations of several simple propositions and can be
broken down as indicated below.
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Sentence

Conversion Rule

Propositions

{some sheep are woolly animals}

(c a + b)  (c a)(c b)

{{some sheep are woolly things}

(TM170)(Disjunction of Necessities)
Transposed

and {some sheep are animals}}

(a + b c) = (a c) + (b c)

{{some woolly things are sheep}

(TM131b)(Conjunction Sufficiencies)
Transposed

or {some animals are sheep}}

{no sheep are woolly things or
animals}

(c ab) = (c a)(c b)

{{no sheep are woolly things}

(TM132)(Composition)

and {no sheep are animals}}

{no woolly animals are sheep}

(ab  c) (a c) + (b c)

Cannot be broken down into simple
propositions

{some woolly things or animals are
sheep}

(TM169)(Disjunction of Sufficiencies)
{some sheep are woolly things or
animals}
{some woolly animals are sheep}

(c ab) = (c a) + (c b)

{{some sheep are woolly things}

(TM132)(Composition) Transposed

or {some sheep are animals}}

(ab  c) (a c)(b c)

{{some woolly things are sheep}

(TM169)(Disjunction of Sufficiencies)
Transposed

and {some animals are sheep}}

Several possible strategies exist for solving problems containing a single logically negative
proposition and these are demonstrated in the examples below. It should be noted, however, that these
strategies can deal with only one negative proposition. If there are two or more, the problem may be
insoluble by these techniques.
Some of the theorems used below are conditional but, since p, w and f are not the null set entity nor
its complement, these conditions are complied with.
Example:
Some cats have tails. All cats are animals. Do some animals have tails?
Cats
=c
Things that have tails
=t
Animals
=a
Some Cats have tails
=ct

All Cats are animals
= c a
a) Substitution of Universal into Existential Form
ct
ct 
c a
E=c+a
ctE 
ct(c + a) 
ctc + cta 
t + cta 




 + cta  




cta 
ta 
at
i.e., Some animals have tails.




(Some cats have tails)
(TM735)(TM008)
(All cats are animals)
(TM735)(Universal Form)(Eqn1)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn2)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
(TM350)(TM012)
(TM735)(TM008)
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b) Substitution of Equality into Existential Form
ct
ct 
c a
c = ca
cat 
ta 
at
i.e., Some animals have tails.

(Some cats have tails)
(TM735)(TM008)(Eqn1)
(All cats are animals)
(AMX44)(Equality Form) (Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
(TM350)(TM012)
(TM735)(TM008)

c) Syllogism
(a  c)(b  c)  (b  a)
(a  c)(t  c)  (t  a)
ct
t c
c a
a c
t a
a t
i.e., Some animals have tails.

(TM140) (1st Transposed Syllogism)
(Resymbolising)(Eqn1)
(Some cats have tails)
(TM012)(TM008)(Eqn2)
(All cats are animals)
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn3)
(TM140)(1st Transposed Syllogism Eqns 1,2&3)
(TM012)(TM008)

16.5 Multiple Instances of Logically Negative Propositions
Not all problems containing more than one logically negative proposition have a single solution. More
often, there are several possible solutions.
For any two sets a and b, the possible logically positive propositions are:
(a b), (a b), (a b), (a b), (a = b), (a = b), (a b)

The approach for dealing with multiple logically negative propositions is to combine them and
simplify the resulting equation until it is a disjunction of these possible membership relationships, as
shown in the example below. This yields an equation containing several possible relationships between
two sets, which can be used in remainder of the solution.
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Example
Apples
Bramleys
Not all apples are bramleys
Some apples are bramleys
All Coxes are bramleys
Are all Coxes apples?

=a
=b
= (a b)
= (a b)
= (c  b)
= (c  a)

a b
(Not all apples are bramleys)
(a b) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn1)
a b
(Some apples are bramleys)
(a b) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn2)
E = EE
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)(Eqn3)
E = (a b)(a b)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1&2 into Eqn3)
E = (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)
(TM198)
E = (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)E
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)(Eqn4)
E = (a b) + (a b) + (a b) + (a b) + (a = b) + (a = b) + (a b)
(TM174)(Binary Relation Disjunction Rule)(Eqn5)
E = (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)((a b) + (a b) + (a b) + (a b) + (a = b) + (a = b) + (a b))
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn5 into Eqn4)
E = (a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +
(a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +
(a = b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a = b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +
(a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
E = (a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a ~b)(a  b)(a  b) + (a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +
(a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a ~b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b) +
(a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)
(TM621)(Complement Conjunction)
E =  + + (a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +  +  +
(a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)
(TM050)(Null Set Conjunction)
E = (a b)(a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) + (a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b) +
(a b) (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)
(TM668)(Null Set Disjunction)
E = (a ~b)(a  b)(a ~b)(a  b)((a b) + (a b) + (a b))
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
E = (a b) + (a b) + (a b)
(TM084)(Eqn6)
From this it can be seen that one possibility is that a b , i.e., all bramleys are apples but that this is not certain.
cb
(All Coxes are bramleys)
(c  b) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom) (Eqn7)
E = EE
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)(Eqn8)
E = ((a b) + (a b) + (a b))(c  b)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns6&7 into Eqn8)
E = ((a b)(c  b) + (a b)(c  b) + (a b)(c  b))
(TM407)(Distribution of . over +)
E = ((b  a)(c  b) + (a b)(c  b) + (a b)(c  b))
(TM195)(Reverse of )
E = ((c  a) + (a b)(c  b) + (a b)(c  b))
(TM402)
From this it can be seen that one possibility is that (c  a) , i.e. that all Coxes are apples but that this is not
certain.
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16.6 Probabilistic Propositions
If a problem contains one or more probabilistic propositions, then (AMX16), the Order Axiom, should be
used to ensure that all the propositions are in that form. They can then be combined using the
Probabilistic Conjunction Theorems. An example is given below:
Example
It is possible that all cats have fur. All things with fur are animals. Is it possible that all cats are animals?
Cats
=c
Things that have fur
=f
Animals
=a
All cats have fur
=cf
It is possible that all cats have fur = (c  f)
All things with fur are animals
= (f a)
a) Substitution of Equality into Existential Form
(c  f) 



f a
(f a)= E
(c  f)(f a) 


((c  f)(f a) )= E
(c  f)(f a) (c  a)
((c  f)(f a) (c  a)) = E
((c  f)(f a)) ((c  a))
E ((c  a))
E =((c  a))
(c  a) 



i.e., it is possible that all cats are animals.

(It is possible that all cats have fur) (Eqn1)
(All things with fur are animals)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom) (Eqn2)
(TM110)(Probabilistic Conjunction Eqns1&2)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn3)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM096)(Probabilistic Rule)(Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn3 into Eqn4)
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
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16.7 Complex Problems - Second Order, Probabilistic & Disjoined Propositions
Second order propositions have first order propositions embedded in both their subject and object. A
method of solving problems containing second order propositions is described below. This example
also includes a probabilistic proposition and a complex disjoined proposition to also demonstrate the
techniques for solving problems which contain them.
Example
If all cats are animals, then I will eat my hat. All cats have tails or fur. All things with tails are animals. It is possible
that all things with fur are animals. Will I eat my hat?
Cats
=c
Things that have tails
=t
Things that have fur
=f
Animals
=a
I
=i
Things that will eat their hat
=h
All cats are animals
= (ca)
I will eat my hat
= (i  h)
If all cats are animals, then I will eat my hat
= (ca) (i  h)
All cats have tails or fur
= (c t + f)
All things with tails are animals
= (t a)
All things with fur are animals
= (f  a)
It is possible that all things with fur are animals = (f  a) 

a) Solution
(ca) (i  h)
(If all cats are animals, then I will eat my hat)
(ca) = (ca)(i  h)
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn1)
(c t + f)
(All cats have tails or fur)
(c t + f) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn2)
(t a)
(All things with tails are animals)
(t a) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn3)
(f  a)  




(It is possible that all things with fur are animals)(Eqn4)
(f  a)(t a)  



(TM110)(Probabilistic Conjunction Eqns3&4)

(f + t a) 




(TM132)(Composition)(Eqn5)
(f + t a)(c t + f)  


(TM110)(Probabilistic Conjunction Eqns2&5)
(f + t a)(c f + t)  


(TM403)(Commutative +)
((f + t a)(c f + t) ) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn6)
(f + t a)(c f + t) (ca)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism)
((f + t a)(c f + t) (ca)) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
((f + t a)(c f + t) ) ((ca) )
(TM096)(Probabilistic Rule)(Eqn7)
E ((ca) )
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn6 into Eqn7)
E = ((ca) )
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)
(ca)  




(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn8)
(ca)(i  h) 



(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn8)
(i  h) 




(TM350)(TM012)
i.e., It is possible that I will eat my hat.
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16.8 Single Element Sets
In the above example, “I” was in fact a single element set and more correctly should have been
symbolised i1. Use of the more general i does not make the proof invalid, however.
There are several special theorems which may be used to manipulate propositions containing single
element sets. One example is the Inverse Unit Subset Rule:
((a1 ) = E)  ((a1  b) = (a1  b)) (TM090).

Their use is demonstrated in the example below.
Example
Among all the passengers only Jack is a baby. Not all babies who are passengers will get milk. Will Jack get Milk?
Jack
Passengers
Babies
Things that will get milk.

.

p:
j1 = b
bm
j1  m
j1  m
Thus p:(j1  m)
i.e., Jack will not get milk.

= j1
=p
=b
=m
(Conditions)(Passengers)
(Only Jack is a baby) (Eqn1)
(Not all babies will get milk.)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn2)
(TM090)(Inverse Unit Subset Rule) N.B. Jack exists or j1 
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Part II

Relationship Theory
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Chapter 17 Relationships
17.1

Introduction

This chapter explains the nature of relationships and provides the symbolism to describe them. It also
explains several important types of relationship set.
The concepts and symbolism described in this, and subsequent chapters are used to develop a body of
theory known as Relationship Theory. This theory can be applied to the description and manipulation
of natural language propositions containing non-copular verbs.
The word “relationship” can be used in two ways: to refer to an individual relationship between two
entities or to refer to a collection of individual relationships when they are of a particular type. Where
there is a risk of ambiguity, I will use the terms “individual relationship” and “relationship set”.

17.2 The Nature of a Relationship
Physical entities are the material from which the universe is built but the structure of the universe is
defined by individual relationships between those entities. The same is true of knowledge. Hume
believed that knowledge comes from the association of ideas, and an association of ideas implies an
individual relationship between two entities. Knowledge comprises not only component facts, but also
relationships between those facts which join them together in a structured way.
All individual relationships can be regarded as having a direction which distinguishes between the two
related entities, and which identifies one as the subject of the relationship and the other as the object.
Thus, an individual relationship can be expressed iconically as shown in Fig. 13 below.
Fig. 13

Subject Entity

Object Entity

Iconic Representation of an
Individual Relationship.
Individual Relationship

However, this arrow is merely an iconic analogue. In reality, an individual relationship is two physical
entities as they exist, for a time, in particular states, as shown in Fig.14 below. Because it comprises
part of each of two physical entities, an individual relationship is, itself, a physical entity, albeit one
which is discontinuous in space.
The nature of the relationship depends on the states of the entities and its direction depends on which
entity is regarded as the subject and which as the object. The latter is a matter of human convention
rather than any physical law. However, when collections of individual relationships are used, there are
some concepts which can only expressed if one collection of related entities is treated as the subject
rather than the object. There are also concepts which can only be expressed if one collection is treated
as the object rather than the subject. The distinction between a relationship and its reverse is necessary,
therefore.
The states of entities change with time and so too do the relationships between them. Thus, an
individual relationship is not necessarily between two entities for so long as they exist but can be
between them for a lesser period while they are in the necessary states. It can exist, cease to exist, and
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then exist once more. However, like other physical entities, an individual relationship must exist for a
continuous, unbroken span of time. Thus, if it exists, then ceases to exist, and then exists once again,
we have two individual relationships.
Any physical entity comprises component parts. Generally, these component parts maintain the same
physical relationship to one another. They can be static relative to one another, or they may be attached
but free to move or rotate in the same way as the hands of a clock. Thus, physical entities comprise
more than just their physical components. They, also, comprise relationships between those
components in the form of what might be described as a system.
The whole of the universe can be described in this way, i.e., it comprises component entities which
have relationships between them. Those component entities, in turn, comprise other entities with
similar relationships between them and so on ad infinitum.

a

Space

1

Subject

Individual Relationship
b

1

Object
Time

Fig. 14 Space-Time Representation of an Individual Relationship

17.3 Relationship Sets
Every two entities must have an individual relationship between them. If we see such relationships as
recurring and, thus, as being of a particular type, then they are remembered, are meaningful to us, and
are given a name. However, if we do not see an individual relationship as recurring, then it is not
meaningful, and we do not name it. For example, there is no meaningful relationship between the
planet Saturn and a blade of grass. However, a meaningful relationship does exist between the planet
Saturn and the Sun because, like other celestial bodies, the former orbits the latter.
Because meaningful relationships recur, they can be collected into sets known as relationship sets and
it is to these sets that names and symbols are given rather than to individual relationships. Thus, when
we refer to a relationship by name, we are often referring to a collection of individual relationships of
a particular type. Care must be taken, therefore, to ensure that the word “relationship” is correctly
interpreted. For example, the word “climbs” represents a relationship set comprising all individual
relationships in which climbing takes place. However, if, for example, Andrew climbs Mont Blanc
just once in his life, then the statement “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” describes an individual
relationship.
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Each individual relationship in a relationship set has its own subject and object. Thus, a relationship
set has a subject set associated with it and, also, an object set. In the case of the relationship set
“climbs”, the subject set is the collection of “things that climb”, and the object set is the collection of
“things that are climbed”. This is demonstrated in Fig. 15, below.

Object Set

Subject Set

Fig. 15
Subject, Object and Relationship Sets
Relationship Set

If the relationship set, subject set, and object set are each be regarded as a singular entity, then they
are referred to as the relationship set entity, subject set entity and object set entity, respectively.

17.4 Relationships in Natural Language
In all natural languages the basic unit of information is the sentoid, which comprises a subject, a verb,
and an object, although the order of these components may differ. While, non-transitive sentoids, such
as “I am ski-ing”, appear to have no object, it does, in fact, exist but is the universal set. On the other
hand, some sentences appear to relate more than two entities or collections of entities, e.g., “John
travelled from London to Leicester by car”. However, such sentences are formed by simplifying a few
simpler sentoids, each comprising the three components.
The verb part of the sentoid is normally a relationship set rather than an individual relationship. For
example, in the sentoid “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” the verb “climbs” represents the set of all
relationships in which climbing takes place. It is the subject and the object which specify the particular
climbs. Even so, they may not identify just one climb. For example, in his lifetime Andrew may climb
Mont Blanc several times. Thus, a natural language sentoid is not necessarily an individual relationship
and may in fact be a plural collection of relationships. Fig. 16, below, gives an example in which the
subject set, object set, and relationship set specify two individual relationships.
Object Set

Subject Set
Fig. 16
Example of the use of Subject, Object and
Relationship Sets in a Natural language
Sentoid.
Relationship Set
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The same structure as the natural language sentoid appears in more formal languages such as
mathematics. For example, in the algebraic equation x = 2y, x is the subject, 2y the object and = the
relationship set. Similarly, in the arithmetical equation 1 > 2, 1 is the subject, 2 the object and > the
relationship set.
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Chapter 18 Symbolising Relationships
18.1 Basic Symbolism
Individual relationships can be gathered into plural collections known as relationship sets. However,
because they are physical entities the same form of symbolism is used, e.g., a, b, c, etc.
Individual relationships are also individual physical entities, albeit spatially discontinuous ones, and
are, therefore, symbolised a1, b1, c1, etc.
Relationship set entities are symbolised in the same way, i.e., a1, b1, c1, etc.

18.2 Union Function Operator
Symbolism and Meaning
If a1 is the subject entity, b1 the object entity, and c1 the individual relationship between them, then the
subject entity can be defined, using the relationship together with the object entity, using the equation
a1 = c1b1, where the binary operator , or “star”, is known as the union function operator or more
simply the function operator.
A relationship set and the union function operator can also operate on an object set to yield a subject
set. For example, if c is the relationship set and b the object set, then cb represents the subject set.
This subject set represents things that do c to a member or members of b. It is important to note,
however, that it is the subject of a set of relationships that is being referred to here, rather than the
subject of a proposition. In fact, an expression, such as cb, is more commonly used as the predicate
in a proposition. For example, if a means “apes” and cb means “things that consume bananas” then
the proposition a  cb or “(All) apes (are things that) consume bananas” has the former as its subject
and the latter as its predicate.
The existence of a subject set cb depends on matching between the relationship set cand the object
set b. For the subject set cb not to be null there must be at least one individual relationship, of type
c, which has a member of the set b as its object. If no member of the relationship set matches a member
of the object set, in this way, then there will be no subject set. Nonsense phrases such as “…climbs
the River Thames” demonstrate such a lack of matching. Where matching does occur, then cb will
comprise the subjects of all the individual matches between a member of c and a member of b. This is
demonstrated by Fig. 17 below.
Subject Set, cb

Object Set, b

Fig. 17
The Definition of a Subject Set using the
Union Function Operator.

Relationship Set, c
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Clearly, the object set, and the relationship set are different classes of set and, thus, the union function
operator is not commutative, i.e., cb is not the same as bc.
Simplification of the Union Function Operator
The repeated use of the union function operator symbol can make equations unwieldy, and it is helpful,
therefore, to omit it where possible. However, the dot operator .(dot) can also be omitted from
equations and simplification rules are needed, therefore, to avoid ambiguity.
(1)

Where a lower-case letter is used and there is no operator between it and the following set, then
the missing operator is assumed to be .(dot). Thus, ab = a.b.

(2)

Where an upper-case letter or any other symbolism which clearly defines a relationship set is
used and there is no operator between it and the set which follows, then the missing operator is
assumed to be  or the union function operator. Thus Xa = Xa.

The following conventions are also used for negative and complement operators:
~Xa = ~(Xa)

Xa = Xa

Xa = Xa

Xa = Xa

18.3 Intersection Function Operator
A different function operator is used to describe situations in which all possible relationships between
entities in the object set and the subject set are of a specified type. This binary operator is known as
the intersection function operator and is symbolised , or “pip”.
For the subject set cb not to be null it must have at least one member, and this member must be related
to every member of b by a relationship c. If cb is plural then every member must be related to every
member of b in the same way, as described diagrammatically in Fig. 18, below.
Subject Set, cb

Object Set, b

Fig. 18
The Definition of a Subject Set using the
Intersection Function Operator.

Relationship Set, c

This function is defined from the union function operator as follows:
c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11… cbn1

(DS15)(Definition of the Intersection Function Operator)

Again, the intersection function operator is not commutative, i.e., cb is not the same as bc.
If b is singular, i.e. b1, then cb1 is exactly the same as cb1.
Finally, expressions which contain the intersection function operator cannot be simplified by omitting
the  (pip) symbol as this would lead to ambiguity. This operator must always be stated explicitly.
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18.4 Complementary Function Operators
Both cb and cb represent collections of physical entities and every collection of physical entities
has a complementary set. The complements of cb and cb are, of course, ~(cb) and ~(cb) or, using
alternative symbolism, cb and cb.
There is a polar relationship between the sets cb, cb and their complements as follows.
(1)

a = cb means that the relationships between all the members of the object set b and each member
of the set a are of the type c.

(2)

a = cb, which is the same as a = ~(cb), means that the relationships between not all the members
of the object set b and each member of the set a are of the type c.

(3)

a = cb

(4)

a = cb, which is the same as a = ~(cb) , means that relationships between
of the object set b and each member of the set a are of the type c.

means that the relationships between some of the members of the object set b and each
member of the set a are of the type c.
none of the members

18.5 Complementary Relationship Sets
In the expression ca, the symbol c represents a complementary relationship set, i.e., the set of all
things which are not relationships of type c.
When a complementary relationship set is applied as a function to a single entity which exists, then
the following rule holds true:
(a1 ) = (ca1 = ca1)

(TR245)

However, when it is applied to a plural set, this is not the case and the following rule holds true:
(a  ) = (ca = ca)

(AR10) Axiom of Complementary Relationship Sets

For this reason, complementary relationship sets are not normally used in Symbolic Reasoning to
express natural language negatives such as “Andrew does not climb Mont Blanc”.

18.6 Reserved and Variable Relationship Sets
Some relationship sets and their equivalent functions are used sufficiently frequently to warrant a
standard, easily remembered method of symbolism. For such relationship sets upper-case letters such
as N, T, etc., or upper-case letters followed by a subscript, are used. Most upper-case letters are
reserved, i.e., they cannot be used to represent set other than the one for which they are intended. For
example: Sc or Sc is the set of subject entities of the relationship set c; and Nc1 or Nc1 is the quantity
of members of the set c.
These special functions will be described in more detail in later chapters. For the present, however, it
is sufficient to note that S and N, for example, are relationship sets and follow the same general rules
as other relationship sets.
The letters X, Y and Z are not reserved but, rather, variable relationship sets which may be used to
indicate any particular relationship set specified by the user. When symbolising a series of particular
relationship sets or functions which are not reserved subscripts may also be used, e.g., X1 to Xn.
The letters X, Y and Z may also be used to describe any of the relationship sets given in a list. For
example X = (S, Q, V) means that when X is used in an equation, the equation is true if X is replaced by
S, Q or V. Thus, for example X = (S, Q, V): Xa = Xb means that all the following are true: (Sa = Sb),
(Qa = Qb) and (Va = Vb).
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Chapter 19 Sub-relationships
19.1 Introduction
An individual relationship is something that links two physical entities or parts of them, i.e., the subject
and the object. It is, in fact, a physical entity comprising those two entities or parts. A relationship
must exist between every two physical entities or parts, although not necessarily a meaningful one.
There must, therefore, be relationships between our original relationship and every other physical
entity in the universe, although again not necessarily meaningful ones. These sub-relationships, in
turn, are physical entities and, so, there must be sub-sub-relationships between them and every other
physical entity. This argument can continue ad infinitum. At first sight this may appear to create
difficulties for the Universal Set. However, it must be remembered that the term infinity does not
describe a particular quantity but rather the unbounded nature of quantity.
Most sub-relationships are of little interest. However, there are three which are of importance in
Symbolic Reasoning: that between an individual relationship and its subject; that between the
individual relationship and its object; and that between the individual relationship and its reverse.

19.2 The Reverse Function
If relationships are directional, then between any two entities, a1 and b1, there must be two
relationships: one whose direction is from a1 to b1 and another whose direction is from b1 to a1. They
are referred to as the relationship and its reverse. The reverse relationship is defined by reversing the
subject and object entities and is described diagrammatically in Fig. 19 below.

Fig. 19
A Relationship and its Reverse,
their Sub-relationship and its
Reverse.

Subject Entity

Relationship

Sub-Relationship

Object Entity

Reverse Sub-Relationship

Reverse Relationship

Similarly, for every set of relationships there is an equivalent reverse relationship set which is defined
by reversing the subject and object sets.
Consider, for example a relationship set in which each individual relationship describes one entity as
“orbiting” another, e.g., the moon and the earth. Each individual relationship in the reverse relationship
set describes one entity as “being orbited by” another. Thus, the relationship set, and the reverse
relationship set are equivalent to active and passive verbs in natural language.
The existence of these two sets of relationships implies that there must exist a function which, when
applied to the one, defines the other. This function is symbolised V and the reverses of the set of
relationships c are Vc or Vc.
The function V plays an important role in Symbolic Reasoning. Not only does it define the reverse of
a relationship but also the symmetrical opposite of an equation. It is, therefore, known as the symmetry
function. However, in the context of relationships, it is also known as the reverse function. In this
context, the set V represents a set of sub-relationships between each relationship and its reverse.
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The reverse function defines one set of relationships from another. Thus, when applying it, brackets
must be used to make it clear that only the relationship set which follows is being operated on. Thus,
(Vc)b means that the reverse of c is operating on b. If the brackets were omitted, i.e., Vcb, this
expression would be ambiguous and could also mean that V is operating on the whole of cb. These
brackets can lead to some very complex symbolism and, so, a simpler alternative is provided. This
comprises prefixing the relationship set with the reverse function as a superscript, e.g., Vcb. Thus:
V

c = Vc

(DR27) Simplification of the Relationship Symmetry Function

If the reverse of a more complex expression is required then brackets must be used, e.g., V(a + b).
Clearly, the reverse of the reverse of a set or entity is the original set or entity and thus:
VV

a= a

(TR012k) Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

Every relationship must have a reverse and the same is true of sub-relationships. The reverses of V can
be symbolised VV. However, VV defines the set of reverse relationships and is, therefore, identical to V.
Thus:
V

V=V

(TS548) Reverse of the Relationship Symmetry Function

The expression Vc is null if c comprises more than one member because no relationship can have
more than one reverse. V is therefore an example of a one-to-one relationship set, i.e., one which
defines only a single subject for each object to which it is applied as a function. This is expressed by
the theorem (c1 )  (Vc1 = (Vc1)1) (TR463) which means that, providing c1 is not null, Vc1 is singular.

19.3 The Subject and Object Sub-Relationship Functions
There are also sub-relationships between an individual relationship and its subject and object. If the
individual relationship is symbolised c1 then the former are described as being “the subject of c1” and
“the object of c1”, respectively. Linguistically, “the subject of” and “the object of” are functions which
operate on c1 and the same is true in Symbolic Reasoning. The two sub-relationships, which define
the subject and object from the individual relationship, are members of two sets of such subrelationships, S and Q. Thus, Sc1 or Sc1 defines the subject of c1 and Qc1 or Qc1 defines its object.
Similarly, if c is a set of relationships, then Sc or Sc defines the matching subject set and Qc or Qc
the matching object set. Fig. 20, below, describes these subject and object sub-relationships and their
reverses diagrammatically.
Fig. 20

Object Entity

Subject Entity

The Subject and Object Subrelationships and their Reverses.
Relationship

Each individual relationship has only one subject and only one object, i.e., the functions S and Q
define only one subject entity and only one object entity for each individual relationship to which they
are applied. S and Q are also, therefore, examples of one-to-one relationship sets. This is stated
formally by the following axiom. Where RO is the set of one-to-one relationships:
(X = (V, S, Q)):(X1 RO) (AR04) One-to-one Sub-relationship Axiom

which can also be expressed (V1 RO).(S1 RO).(Q1 RO).
If a set of relationships c has a single common subject or a single common object, these are described
by Sc and Qc respectively. A common subject is described diagrammatically by Fig. 21 below.
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Fig. 21
A Set of Relationships with a Single Common
Subject.

c

For every set of relationships there must exist a set of reverse relationships and the same is true of subrelationships. The sets of reverse subject and object sub-relationships are symbolised VS and VQ,
respectively. Thus, the expression VSa1 describes the set of all relationships which have the entity a1
as their subject and VQb1 the set of all relationships which have the entity b1 as their object. Similarly,
the expression VSa describes all relationships which have a member of the set a as their subject and
V
Qb all relationships which have a member of the set b as their object.
V

Sa

is null if the set a has more than one member because no relationship can have more than one
subject. Similarly, VQb is null if the set b has more than one member. Thus, the theorems:
(a  a1) = (VSa = )
1

V

(a  a ) = ( Qa = )

(TR576) Sub-Relationship Intersection Function Theorem
(TR577) Sub-Relationship Intersection Function Theorem

Similarly:
(a  a1) = (VVa = )

(TR578)

Note that a = a1 means that a is a unit set, i.e., a set with only one member and thus a  a1 means that a
is not a unit set.
If X is a variable set, then the above theorems are derived from the more general equation:
(X = S, Q, V): ((a  a1) = (VXa = ))

(TS184)

which states that no individual relationship may have more than one subject, object, or reverse.

19.4 Summary
The special relationships, known as sub-relationships, can now be summarised as follows:
V

is the collection of sub-relationships which join two reverse relationships or two other
symmetrically opposite entities;

S

is the collection of sub-relationships with a relationship as its object and the subject of the
relationship as its subject;

V

S

is the collection of sub-relationships with the subject of a relationship as its object and the
relationship as its subject;

Q

is the collection of sub-relationships with a relationship as its object and the object of the
relationship as its subject; and

V

Q

is the collection of sub-relationships with the object of a relationship as its object and the
relationship as its subject.

The symbols S, Q, and V are reserved letters in Symbolic Reasoning.
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19.5 Relationships between Entities
Relationships which have a1 as their subject and b1 as their object are described by the expression
V
Sa1.VQb1. VS and VQ are not one-to-one relationship sets and, thus, a relationship must be defined using
both its subject and its object. This is explained graphically for a single point in time in Fig. 22, below.
However, relationships between two entities change with time and there can, therefore, be more than
one. Thus, VSa1.VQb1 is not necessarily singular.

V

Sa1

V

Qb1

b1

a1

Fig. 22 The Definition of a Relationship from its Subject and Object.
If two physical entities, a1 and b1 say, exist then so too must relationships VSa1.VQb1 between them and
vice versa. This is demonstrated by the axiom:
(a1 )(b1 ) = (VSa1.VQb1 )

(AR11) Inter-relationship Axiom

from which the following theorems may be derived:
(a1= ) (VSa1.VQb1= )
1

V

1 V

1

(b = ) ( Sa . Qb = )

(TR651)
(TR652)

i.e., if a1 or b1 do not exist then neither does a relationship with them.
Relationships between entities can be described in more detail by adding additional symbolism. For
example, VSa1.VQb1 means all relationships between Andrew and Mont Blanc but VSa1.c.VQb1 describes
all relationships between Andrew and Mont Blanc which involve the subject climbing the object.
Because VSa1.c.VQb1 is a set of relationships it is also a set of physical entities rather than a proposition
or truth set.
The expression VSa.VQb describes the set of all possible relationships between members of the set a
and members of the set b. Thus, VSa.c.VQb, for example, describes all relationships of type c between
any member of a and any member of b.

19.6 Sub-relationships with E1 and 1
When used as the object of a sub-relationship a sub-relationship, E1 and 1 represent the sets E and 
as set entities or concepts. These concepts exist and it is inherent in relationship theory that E1 and
1 . Thus, VSE1, VQE1, VS1 and VQ1 are not null. So:
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SE1  (TT853)

V

QE1  (TT854)

V

S1  (TT855)

V

Q1  (TT856)

V

If it were the case that E1= and 1= then, because VS=  and VQ= , it would not be possible
for the relationship VSa1.{}.VQ1, for example, to represent the existence of the entities a.
E1 and 1 can be regarded as relationships with themselves. Thus, the subjects and objects of E1 and 1

are the same entity, i.e.:
SE1 = E1 (TT752)

QE1 = E1 (TT754)

S1 = 1 (TT751)

Q1 = 1 (TT753)

The subjects of everything apart from 1, i.e., S~1, comprise the universal set. This is because there
are relationships with 1 other than 1 itself. Similarly, the objects of 1 and the subjects and objects
of E1 comprise the universal set. Thus:
S~1 = E (TT755)

S~E1 = E (TT756)

Q~1 = E (TT757)

Q~E1 = E (TT758)

Relationships whose subjects are a member of ~1, i.e., VS~1, comprise all relationships that do not
have 1 as their subject, i.e., ~VS1. This is because every physical entity can also be regarded as a
relationship, albeit one with itself as subject and object. Thus:
S~1 = ~VS1 (TT869)

V

Q~1 = ~VQ1 (TT870)

V

S~E1 = ~VSE1 (TT871)

V

Q~E1 = ~VQE1 (TT872)

V

19.7 Matching
The expression cb describes the subjects of any member of the relationship set c operating on a
member of the object set b. It is not necessarily the case, however, that every individual relationship
in c has an object which is a member of b. This is the case only for individual relationships which are
members of c.VQb and not for members of c.~VQb. Thus, if c is replaced by ~VQb in the expression
cb, this yields the null set, i.e., (~VQb)b = (TR154). For the purpose of the expression cb, members
of c which are c.~VQb are superfluous and, thus, cb = (c.VQb)b (TR098).
Similarly, the set b comprises all entities of a particular type, and it is not necessarily the case that
every member of b is the object of a member of the relationship set c. This is the case only for members
of b.Qc and not for members of b.~Qc. So, by a similar argument cb = c(b.Qc) (TR099).
This concept is known as matching. In the example above, cb is the matching subject set, c.VQb is
the matching relationship set, and b.Qc is the matching object set. The equation that describes this is
cb = (c.VQb)(b.Qc) (TR106). Matching is a binary relationship, i.e., one entity must match just one
other, and it can be seen, from the example above, that the sub-relationship sets S, Q, VS and VQ are
instrumental in this. In summary, if the variable relationship X stands for V, S or Q , i.e., if
X = (V, S, Q), then the definitions of matching are as follows. Providing that (b ) and (c ) then:
b

matches c if (b = Xc)

b

does not match c if (b  Xc)

b

mismatches c if (b  ~Xc)

b

does not mismatch c if (b  ~Xc)

b

partially matches c if (b  Xc)

b

does not partially match c if (b  Xc)

Matching sets are demonstrated graphically in Fig. 23, below.
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b.Qc

Fig. 23
Matching Sets.
cb or
(c.VQb)(b.Qc)

c

c.VQb

b

In mathematics, the matching subject set is known as the range of the relationship set and the matching
object set the domain of the relationship set.
Examples of matching will now be given to explain some of the important rules of sub-relationships.
If a subject, a1, a relationship, c1, and an object, b1 match, then sub-relationships exist between them.
Because S and Q are one-to-one relationship sets, the subject and object can be defined from the
relationship by the equations a1 =Sc1 and b1 =Qc1 respectively. These two definitions can be substituted
into a1= c1b1 to yield Sc1= c1Qc1 (TR462). Furthermore, since members of ~Qc1 do not match the
relationship c1, i.e., since c1~Qc1 = (TR579), then Sc1 = c1(Qc1 + ~Qc1) or more simply Sc1 = c1E
(TR210). The same argument applies to plural subjects and objects. Suppose that the subject set, a, the
relationship set, c, and the object set, b, match. The subject set and object set can be defined from the
relationship set by the equations a =Sc and b =Qc. These two definitions can be substituted into
a = cb to yield Sc = cQc (TR020a). Furthermore, since members of ~Qc do not match the relationship
set c, i.e., since c~Qc = (TR160), then it is true that Sc = c(Qc + ~Qc) (TR215) or more simply Sc = cE
(TR210).

An individual entity b1 is the matching object of the relationship set VQb1. The matching subject set
for the relationship set VQb1 is SVQb1. However, because there is a relationship between each individual
entity, in this case b1, and every entity in the universe, then the matching subject set SVQb1 is the same
as the universal set. Thus, providing b1 is not null, SVQb1 = E, i.e., (b1 ) = (S(VQb1) = E) (TR055). The
same is true for an object set b. Its matching relationship set is VQb. The subject set which matches this
relationship set is SVQb. Providing b is not null, SVQb is also the universal set, and so, SVQb = E, i.e.,
(b ) = (S(VQb) = E) (TR060).
Similarly, the individual entity a1, is the matching subject of the relationship set VSa1. The matching
object set for the relationship set VSa1 is QVSa1. This is also the universal set and, thus, providing a1 is
not null, QVSa1 = E, i.e., (a1 ) = (QVSa1 = E) (TR057). The same is true for a subject set a. Its matching
relationship set is VSa. The object set which matches this relationship set is QVSa. Providing a is not
null, QVSa = E, i.e., (a ) = (QVSa = E) (TR062).
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Chapter 20 Types of Relationship
20.1 Introduction
Many classifications of relationships apply, not to individual relationships but rather to relationship
sets. For example, the familiar term “one-to-one relationship” actually applies to a relationship set
and, correctly, should be referred to as a “one-to-one relationship set” therefore.
The main categories of relationship set are as follows:
(1)

Reflexive and Irreflexive Relationships. A relationship set is described as reflexive if every
individual relationship has the same entity as its subject and object. It is described as irreflexive
if, for each individual relationship the subject and object differ.

(2)

One-to-One and One-to-Many. A relationship set is described as one-to-one if it defines only
one subject for each matching object entity. It is defined as one-to-many if it defines more than
one subject for some or all matching object entities.

(3)

Symmetrical or Asymmetrical. A relationship set is described as symmetrical if it includes the
reverse relationship of every member of the set and as asymmetrical if it does not.

(4)

Transitive, Intransitive or Anti-transitive. A transitive relationship set is one for which any
subject defined by applying two relationships successively to a matching object can also be
defined by applying a single relationship of the same type to the same object. An intransitive
relationship set is one which does not have this characteristic. An anti-transitive relationship set
is one in which no subject defined by applying two relationships successively to a matching
object can be defined by applying a single relationship of the same type to the same object.

These categories are described in more detail below.

20.2 Reflexive and Irreflexive Relationship Sets
The subject and object of a relationship need not necessarily differ. An individual relationship may
exist between an entity and itself. This is known as a reflexive relationship and an example is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 24, below.

Fig. 24
A Reflexive Relationship

Subject &
Object Entity

Relationship

The relationship c1 is reflexive if its subject is the same as its object, i.e., if Sc1 = Qc1 or c1Qc1 = Qc1
or c1b1 = b1. Similarly, the relationship c1 is irreflexive if its subject differs from its object, i.e.,
if Sc1  Qc1 or c1Qc1  Qc1 or c1b1  b1.
A set of relationships whose members are all reflexive is known as a reflexive relationship set and a
set of relationships whose members are all irreflexive as an irreflexive relationship set. The set of all
reflexive relationships, {=}, is known as the reflexive relationship set and the set of all irreflexive
relationships, {}, as the irreflexive relationship set.
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Not all sets of relationships comprise only reflexive or irreflexive relationships. Some comprise a
combination of the two and cannot, therefore be described as either reflexive or irreflexive.

20.3 One-to-one, One-to-many, and Pairing Relationship Sets
Introduction
Computer science sometimes refers to one-to-none relationships. However, in Symbolic Reasoning a
relationship must have a subject in order to exist and one-to-none relationships are, therefore,
impossible. Those types of relationship set which are possible are shown in the diagram below.

Subject Set

Object Set

One to One Relationship Set

Subject Set

Object Set

One to Many Relationship Set

Subject Set

Object Set

Fig. 25
Types of Relationship Set
Pairing Relationship Set

One-to-One Relationship Sets
In the context of a particular individual relationship the expression “one-to-one” is superfluous. This
is because an individual relationship has only one object entity and one subject entity. Thus, every
individual relationship could be described as “one-to-one”. Rather it is relationship sets that are oneto-one.
The relationship set c is one-to-one if, for every b1 which is the matching object of a relationship in
the relationship set, there is a single subject cb1, i.e., if b1 Qc, then cb1 = (cb1)1.
The set of one-to-one relationship sets is symbolised RO. Thus, if a relationship set c is one-to-one then
c1 RO. The symbol c1 is used in this equation because it is the set as an entity which has the
characteristic of being one-to-one rather than the individual members of the set. Thus, the definition
of a one-to-one relationship set is:
((c1 RO) = E)= ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

(DR30) Definition of a One-to-One Relationship Set
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One-to-Many Relationship Sets
The expression “one-to-many relationship” is also meaningless in the context of a particular individual
relationship which can, of course, have only one subject. Again, the expression refers to a relationship
set.
The relationship set c is one-to-many if, for some members of the object set Qc application of the
function cyields more than one member of the subject set. Thus, if b1 is a member of Qc, this does
not imply that cb1 = (cb1)1.
The set of one-to-many relationship sets is symbolised RM. Thus, if a set of relationships c is one-tomany then c1 RM. The definition of a one-to-many relationship set is:
((c1 RM) = E) = ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

(DR36) Definition of a One-to-Many Relationship Set

The Relationship between One-to-One and One-to-Many Relationship Sets
The sets of one-to-one and one-to-many relationship sets are binary opposites. If a relationship set is
one-to-one it is not one-to-many, and if it is one-to-many it is not one-to-one. i.e.:
RO =~RM

(AR20) One-to-One Relationships Axiom

RM =~RO

(TR586).

and

The biconditional in these equations can be explained by the fact that all entities can be regarded as
relationships, all relationships can be regarded as relationship sets, and all relationship sets are either
one-to-one or one-to-many.
Reverses of One-to-One and One-to-Many Relationship Sets
If a relationship set is one-to-one or one-to-many, this does not necessarily imply that the reverse
relationship set is the same. A one-to-one relationship set, for example, may have a reverse relationship
set which is not one-to-one. Typical examples are the sub-relationship sets S and Q.
Since every individual relationship only has only one subject, one object and one reverse, the subrelationship sets S, Q and V are one-to- one, i.e.:
(X = (V, S, Q)):(X1 RO)

(AR04) One-to-One Sub-relationship Axiom.

However, every entity is both the subject and object of many relationships and, thus, VS and VQ are
one-to-many, i.e.:
(X = (VS, VQ)):(X1  RM)

(AR31) One-to-Many Sub-relationship Axiom.

are therefore examples of one-to-one / one-to-many relationship sets and VS and VQ examples
of one-to-many / one-to-one relationship sets.
S and Q
V

however, is the same relationship set as V and so VV is also one-to-one. Every relationship and its
reverse exist as a closed pair and V is therefore an example of a one-to-one / one-to-one relationship
set or a pairing relationship set. The collection of pairing relationship sets is symbolised RP and, thus,
V1 RP (TR582).
V,

Pairing relationship sets have the following characteristics:
(1)

The subject entity for each relationship in the set is different; and

(2)

The object entity for each relationship in the set is different.

A pairing relationship set is, of course a special case of a simple one-to-one relationship set and, thus,
RP RO (TR523). The symbolic definition of a pairing relationship set is:
(c1 RP) = (c1 RO).((Vc)1 RO)

(DR31) Definition of a Pairing Relationship Set
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20.4 Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Relationship Sets
It is possible for a relationship set to be identical to its reverse relationship set, i.e., for it to comprise
both the individual relationships and their reverses. A relationship set of this type is known as a
symmetrical relationship set.
The principal feature of a symmetrical relationship set is that its matching subject set and its matching
object set can be exchanged without altering the meaning of an expression. For example, in algebra,
the equality relationship is bi-directional, and the two sides of an equation can be reversed without
altering its meaning, e.g., y = x2 is the same as x2 = y.
A set of relationships, c, is symmetrical if Vc = c. Alternatively, a set, c, is symmetrical if, for every
member of the set, cn1, the set also includes the reverse relationship Vcn1.
The set of all symmetrical relationship sets is represented by the symbol RS. Thus, if c1 is a member
of RS then it is a symmetrical relationship set. This can be expressed in the form of an equation as
shown below.
(c1 RS) =(Vc = c)

(DA94) Definition of a Symmetrical Relationship Set

The application of a function to its matching object entities always yields the matching subject entities.
However, in the case of a symmetrical relationship set, it is also true that application of the function
to its matching subject entities yields its matching object entities, i.e., Qc = cSc or, alternatively,
Qc = ccQc as shown in the theorem below.
(c1  RS) (Qc = ccQc)

(TS183) Symmetrical Relationships Theorem

If a symmetrical relationship set is one where the reverse of every member of the set is also a member
of the set, then an asymmetrical relationship set is the opposite, i.e., one where no reverse of a member
of the set is included in the set. Thus, if c is an asymmetrical relationship set then Vc c. The set of all
asymmetrical relationship sets is symbolised RA and, so, the definition of an asymmetrical relationship
set is:
(c1 RA) =(Vc c)

(DA145) Definition of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

If a relationship set is not symmetrical then this does not necessarily imply that it is asymmetrical and
vice versa. The two concepts are polar opposites rather than negatives. This can be seen from the
definitions of sets which are not symmetrical and not asymmetrical, below:
(c1  RS) =(Vc  c)

(TR583) Definition of a Relationship Set which is not Symmetrical

(c1 RA) =(Vc c)

(TR584) Definition of a Relationship Set which is not Asymmetrical

20.5 Transitive, Anti-transitive and Intransitive Relationship Sets
The set of all transitive relationship sets is represented by the symbol RT. Thus, if c1, is a member of
RT then c is a transitive relationship set. A transitive relationship set, c, can be described as one in
which all entities that can be defined by applying c as a function twice in succession to a matching
object entity can also be defined by applying it as a function just once to the same entity. An example
of a transitive relationship set is the mathematical binary relation > or “is greater than”, e.g., if x > y
and y > z then x > z.
Thus, the definition of a transitive relationship set is:
(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1)

(DR47) Definition of a Transitive Relationship Set

This definition can be rearranged to yield a theorem from which syllogisms may be derived, i.e.:
((c1 RT) = E)  ((a1 cb1)(b1 cd1)  (a1 cd1))

(TR623)
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An anti-transitive relationship set, c, is one where no entities that can be defined by applying c as a
function twice in succession to a matching object entity can be defined by applying it as a function
just once to the same entity. An example of an anti-transitive relationship set is the reverse relationship
set V, i.e., VVa1  Va1 or, alternatively, VVa1  Va1. This is because the reverse of the reverse of a
relationship is the original relationship and not the reverse relationship as would be the case if V were
transitive. The set of all anti-transitive relationship sets is represented by the symbol RU. Thus, if c1, is
a member of RU then c is an anti-transitive relationship set.
The definition of an anti-transitive relationship set is:
(DR46) Definition of an Anti-transitive Relationship Set

(c1 RU) (cca1 ca1)

It is axiomatic that V is anti-transitive and thus:
(AR28) Nature of V

V1  RPRSRU

There is a polar relationship between the concepts of transitive and anti-transitive relationship sets
and, thus, there can exist sets of relationships which are neither transitive nor anti-transitive.
An intransitive relationship set is one where not all entities defined by applying it as a function twice
in succession to a matching object entity can be defined by applying it as a function just once to the
same entity. An intransitive relationship set is therefore a set which is not transitive. It may be antitransitive but not necessarily so.
The definition of an intransitive relationship set is derived from the definition of a transitive
relationship set and is therefore a theorem, i.e.:
(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RT)

(TR648) Definition of an Intransitive Relationship Set

It is possible to describe some relationship sets as being non-anti-transitive. Because of the polar
relationship, transitive relationship sets are a special case of sets which are non-anti-transitive. In
practice this description is rarely used. However, for the sake of completeness, the theorem which
describes this type of relationship set is:
(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RU)

(TR649) Definition of a Non-Anti-transitive Relationship Set

20.6 Summary of Types of Relationship Set
All of the categories of relationship set which have been described above can be summarised as
follows:
Set of
Relationship
Sets

Category of
Relationship Sets

Definition

RO

One-to-one

((c1 RO) = E)= ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1)) (DR30)

RM

One-to-many

((c1 RM) = E) = ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1)) (DR36)

RP

Pairing

(c1 RP) = (c1 RO).((Vc)1 RO) (DR31)

RS

Symmetrical

(c1 RS) =(Vc = c) (DA94)

RA

Asymmetrical

(c1 RA) =(Vc c) (DA145)

Not Symmetrical

(c1  RS) =(Vc  c) (TR583)

Not Asymmetrical

(c1 RA) =(Vc c) (TR584)

Transitive

(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1) (DR47)

RT
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RU

Anti-transitive

(c1 RU) (cca1 ca1) (DR46)

Intransitive

(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RT) (TR648)

(Not Transitive)
(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RU) (TR649)

Not Anti-transitive

20.7 Special Relationship Sets
Physical Objects are Relationships
A relationship is normally thought of as something which joins two different physical entities.
However, a single physical object can be regarded as a relationship whose subject, object, and the
relationship between them are all the same.
A relationship, e.g., c1, comprises two entities, a subject, and an object, i.e., c1 = (Sc1 + Qc1)1. However,
a physical object such as a1 comprises just one entity. In effect, a1 = Sa1 and a1 = Qa1.
Physical objects are a special form of relationship, however, and to distinguish between the two, the
set of physical objects is symbolised as ~RR and the set of other relationships as RR. Thus, a physical
object can be defined as follows:
(a1  ~RR) = (a1 = Sa1).(a1 = Qa1)

(DS16) (Definition of a Physical Object)

For example, the Universal Set Entity E1 and the Null Set Entity 1 are physical objects, i.e.:
(AS77)(Nature of E1and 1)

(a1 = E1, 1):(a1  ~RR)

and thus:
SE1 = E1

(TT752)

QE1 = E1

(TT754)

S1 = 1

(TT751)

Q1 = 1

(TT753)

Conversely, a relationship can be regarded as a physical object because every relationship comprises
parts of two entities in a particular state at a particular time. The physical object is therefore the
aggregate of these two entities.
The F Function
The F function was used in the Substitution Axiom (AMX19). It does not behave like other functions and,
rather than operating on one set to yield another, it operates on one expression or equation to yield
another containing it. For example, F(a) = (a b) or F(a b) = ((a b) = (c d)). The subjects and
objects of F are singular entities in the sense that they are singular items of information rather than
singular physical entities. Thus, F is an example of a one-to-one relationship set and its reverse VF is
also one-to-one. This is expressed formally by the following axiom where RP is the set of one-to-one/
one-to-one or pairing relationship sets.
F1  RP

(AS63) F Function Axiom

Any set, a, may form part of a more complex expression or equation, for example a + c d, and another
set, b, may take its place in an otherwise identical expression, b + c d. There is therefore a relationship
which has a as its object and (a + c d) as its subject. Furthermore, there is a similar relationship
between the expression b and the expression (b + c d).
The above equations can be generalised to F(x) = (x + c d), where x is any set. Where F has been
defined in this way then F(x) provides a shorthand method of describing the expression (x + c d).
However, once F has been defined, it retains this definition and yields the same form of expression
until such time as it is redefined. Sometimes, it may be necessary to define several different
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expressions in this shorthand manner. In these circumstances, subscripts may be used, e.g., F1, F2, F3,
Fn-1, Fn, Fn+1, etc.
The set F1 and its variants can remain undefined, however. If this is the case, then F1(x) means any
expression which includes x, and F2(x) means any other expression which also includes x and which
may be the same as or different to F1(x).
In algebra, an equation containing the terms a and b would be described as a function of a and b or
f(a, b). However, in Symbolic Reasoning, an equation such as a + b c, is expressed F1(a).F2(b).F3(c),
i.e., as the conjunction of three different functions with an identical subject.
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Chapter 21 Non-copular Equations and Propositions
21.1 Introduction
Equations for non-copular propositions can take the same form as those for copular propositions
except that the object, b, is replaced by one of cb or cb, as shown in the table below.
Name

Copular Symbolism

Equivalent Noncopular Symbolism

Standard Form

a b

a cb

Superset Form

ba

cb  a

Equality Form

a=ab

a=a(cb)

Existential Form

ab = 

a(cb) = 

Universal Form

E=a+b

E = a + (cb)

Entity Form

(c1  a) (c1  b)

(c1  a) (c1  cb)

Probabilistic Form

(a=E) (b=E)

(a=E) ( cb=E)

21.2 Standard Form
In a standard form equation, the subject of the proposition is on the left-hand side of the equation and
the predicate on the right-hand side. In a copular proposition, the predicate is a collection of entities.
However, in a non-copular proposition it is a collection comprising the subjects of a set of
relationships. So, equations for non-copular propositions can be created by substituting the latter for
the former in a copular proposition. These substitutions are demonstrated in the table below. Copular
propositions are singly quantified in the subject only. However, unless the subject or object is a
singular entity, non-copular propositions are doubly quantified in both the subject and the object. Thus,
there are four possible substitutions. Note that the natural language descriptions of the predicates can
be simplified from, for example, “…are things that consume all bananas” to “…consume all bananas”.
Subject

Copular
Predicate

Non-copular Predicate

…are brown
things.

…are things that
consume all
bananas.

…are things that
consume not all
bananas.

…are things that
consume (some)
bananas.

…are things that
consume no
bananas.

(All) apes…

a b

a cb

a cb

a cb

a cb

No apes…

a ~b

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)

Not all apes…

a b

a cb

a cb

a cb

a cb

Some apes…

a ~b

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)

a ~(cb)
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The non-copular equations above form duplicate pairs and the number of equations is reduced from
sixteen to eight, therefore. These duplications are shown in the table below. Note that, in the English
language, when the object quantifier is linguistically negative, i.e., “not all” or “no”, then negation can
shift to the verb. For example, “(All) apes consume not all bananas” becomes “(All) apes do not
consume all bananas.” Note also, that “All” is optional in the subject quantifier, and “some” is optional
in the object quantifier. Finally, equations and natural language propositions that are not normally used
because of double negatives are indicated by an asterisk.
Proposition

Equation

Alternative
Equation

Alternative Proposition

(All) apes consume
all bananas.

a cb

a ~(cb)*

No apes consume not all bananas.* /

No apes consume all
bananas.

a ~(cb)

Not all apes consume
all bananas.

a cb

Some apes consume
all bananas.

a ~(cb)

(All) apes consume
(some) bananas.

a cb

No apes consume
(some) bananas.

a ~(cb)

Not all apes consume
(some) bananas.

a cb

Some apes consume
(some) bananas.*

a ~(cb)

No apes do not consume all bananas.*
a cb

(All) apes consume not all bananas. /
(All) apes do not consume all bananas.

a ~(cb)*

Some apes consume not all bananas. /
Some apes do not consume all bananas.

a cb

Not all apes consume not all bananas.* /
Not all apes do not consume all bananas.*

a ~(cb)*

No apes consume no bananas.* /
No apes do not consume (some) bananas*.

a cb

(All) apes consume no bananas. /
(All) apes do not consume (some) bananas.

a ~(cb)*

Some apes consume no bananas. /
Some apes do not consume (some) bananas.

a cb

Not all apes consume no bananas.*/
Not all apes do not consume (some) bananas.*

The reverse of the relationship set c is symbolised Vc. All the above propositions use the relationship
set c and are known, in English grammar, as active propositions. However, it is also possible to use
the reverse relationship set Vc to create equations representing passive propositions. For example, b
V
ca or “All bananas are consumed by all apes”.
The method of translation is summarised in the table below:
a 

All apes

none

(do)/ are

(c

consume

b)

all bananas.

a

Not all apes

~

do not/ are not

(Vc

consumed by

b)

not all bananas.

a  ~

Some apes



b)

(some) bananas.

a ~

No apes



b)

no bananas.

If the subject or object are singular entities rather than plural collections, then these equations simplify
as follows.
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Equation

Meaning

a1 cb

The ape consumes all bananas.

a1 cb

The ape does not consume all bananas.

a1 cb

The ape consumes (some) bananas.

a1 cb

The ape consumes no bananas.

a cb1

Apes consume the banana.

a cb1

Apes do not consume the banana.

a1 cb1

The ape consumes the banana.

a1 cb1

The ape does not consume the banana.

21.3 Active and Passive Standard Form
Propositions containing passive verbs, e.g., “Bananas are eaten by apes” are expressed using a reverse
relationship set, i.e., bVca. Where a proposition has a single entity or a unit set as its subject and
object, then the active and passive forms are directly equivalent as shown by the following theorems:
(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TR519)

(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TR612)

(a cb ) = (b  ca )

(TR613)

(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TR614)

1

1

1

V

1

However, where a proposition has a plural collection as its subject and object then some actives have
an equivalent passive, and some do not. Similarly, some passives have an equivalent active, and some
do not. These are indicated in the table below. Where appropriate, the theorem for converting active
to passive and vice versa is given.
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

(All) apes consume (some) bananas.

a cb

None

None

None

None

b  Vca

(All) bananas are consumed by (some) apes.

Not all apes consume (some) bananas.

a cb

None

None

None

None

b   Vca

Not all bananas are consumed by (some)
apes.

Some apes consume (some) bananas.

a  cb

b Vca
(TR458)

Some bananas are consumed by (some)
apes.

No apes consume (some) bananas.

a  cb

b Vca
(TR457)

No bananas are consumed by (some) apes.

(All) apes consume all bananas.

a cb

b  Vca
(TR293)

(All) bananas are consumed by all apes.

Not all apes consume all bananas.

a cb

b  Vca
(TR691)

Not all bananas are consumed by all apes.
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Some apes consume all bananas.

a cb

None

None

None

None

b  Vca

Some bananas are consumed by all apes.

No apes consume all bananas.

a cb

None

None

None

None

b  Vca

No bananas are consumed by all apes.

However, some actives imply a passive but not vice versa and some passives imply an active but not
vice versa. These are shown in the tables below.
Active

Implied Passive

Some apes consume all bananas.

a cb

b vca

All bananas are consumed by (some) apes.

No apes consume all bananas.

a cb

b vca

Not all bananas are consumed by all apes.

All apes consume (some) bananas.

a cb

b vca

Some bananas are consumed by (some) apes

Not all apes consume (some) bananas.

a cb

b  vca

No bananas are consumed by all apes.

Passive

Implied Active

Some bananas are consumed by all apes.

b vca

a cb

All apes consume (some) bananas.

No bananas are consumed by all apes.

b vca

a cb

Not all apes consume all bananas.

All bananas are consumed by (some) apes.

b vca

a cb

Some apes consume (some) bananas

Not all bananas are consumed by (some)
apes.

b vca

a  cb

No apes consume all bananas.

These transformations are based on the following theorems:
(TR540)

((a ) = E)  ((a cb)  (b  Vca))
((b  ) = E) ((a cb) (b  ca))

(TR541)

((b Qc) = E) ((a  cb) (b Vca))

(TR542)

V

21.4 The Quantifier and Quantifier Modifier “Only”
The word “only” acts either as a quantifier or modifies the quantifier “some”. In the case of sentoids
with non-copular verbs it can be applied to the subject, the object or both, e.g., “only some apes
consume only bananas”.
The table below demonstrates the translation of propositions with the modifier “only” in the subject.
Proposition

Meaning

Symbolism

Only apes consume (some) bananas.

Some apes consume bananas, and no
non-apes consume bananas.

(a cb).(a cb)

Only some apes consume (some)
bananas.

Some apes consume bananas, and not
all apes consume bananas.

(a cb).(a cb)

Not only apes consume bananas.

Some apes consume bananas, and
some non-apes consume bananas.

(a cb).(a cb)
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Not only some apes consume
bananas.

All apes consume bananas.

(a cb)

The table below demonstrates the translation of propositions with the word “only” in the object.
Proposition

Meaning

Symbolism

(All) apes consume only bananas.

(All) apes consume bananas and do
not consume non-bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

(All) apes consume only some
bananas.

(All) apes consume some bananas
and do not consume all bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

(All) apes consume not only bananas.

(All) apes consume bananas and
consume non-bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

(All) apes consume not only some
bananas.

(All) apes consume all bananas.

(a cb)

There are 16 possible combinations which use the word “only” in both the subject and the object and
these are set out in the table below.
Proposition

Meaning

Symbolism

Only apes consume only bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and do
not consume non-bananas. No nonapes consume bananas and do not
consume non-bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Only apes consume only some
bananas.

Some apes consume some bananas
and do not consume all bananas. No
non-apes consume some bananas and
do not consume all bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Only apes consume not only bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and
consume non-bananas. No non-apes
consume bananas and consume nonbananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Only apes consume not only some
bananas.

Some apes consume all bananas. No
non-apes consume all bananas.

(a ~(cb)).

Only some apes consume only
bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and do
not consume non-bananas. Not all
apes consume bananas and do not
consume non-bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Only some apes consume only some
bananas.

Some apes consume some bananas
and do not consume all bananas. Not
all apes consume some bananas and
do not consume all bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Only some apes consume not only
bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and
consume non-bananas. Not all apes
consume bananas and consume nonbananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~(cb))

(a (cb).(cb))

(a (cb).(cb))

(a (cb).(cb))
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Only some apes consume not only
some bananas.

Some apes consume all bananas. Not
all apes consume all bananas.

(a ~(cb)).

Not only apes consume only bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and do
not consume non-bananas. Some
non-apes consume bananas and do
not consume non-bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Not only apes consume only some
bananas.

Some apes consume some bananas
and do not consume all bananas.
Some non-apes consume some
bananas and do not consume all
bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Not only apes consume not only
bananas.

Some apes consume bananas and
consume non-bananas. Some nonapes consume bananas and consume
non-bananas.

(a ~((cb).(cb))).

Not only apes consume not only
some bananas.

Some apes consume all bananas.
Some non-apes consume all bananas.

(a ~(cb)).

Not only some apes consume only
bananas.

All apes consume bananas and do not
consume non-bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

Not only some apes consume only
some bananas.

All apes consume some bananas and
do not consume all bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

Not only some apes consume not
only bananas.

All apes consume bananas and
consume non-bananas.

(a (cb).(cb))

Not only some apes consume not
only some bananas.

All apes consume all bananas.

(a cb)

(a cb)

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~((cb).(cb)))

(a ~(cb))

21.5 Probabilistic Form
This form has the advantage that it follows the structure of natural language more closely than subject
centred form. It can therefore be used to explain, symbolically, some of the grammatical
transformations used in natural language.
Non-copular propositions in natural language can also be readily translated into probabilistic form,
e.g. “All apes consume all bananas” becomes (a = E) (E = cb). The method of translation is as set
out in the table below:
(a = E)(E =

All apes

None

(do)/ are

(c

consume

b))

all bananas.

(a = E)(E 

Not all
apes

~

do not/ are not

(Vc

consumed by

b))

not all bananas.

(a = E)( =

Some apes



b))

(some) bananas.

(a = E)( 

No apes



b))

no bananas.
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The probabilistic form of equation, can of course be simplified to the more familiar forms, as
demonstrated below. Also, the eight resulting propositions can be named in a similar manner to copular
propositions.
Proposition & Alternative

Probabilistic Form

Standard
Form

Existential
Form

(All) apes consume all bananas. / No apes do not consume
all bananas.

(a = E) (E = cb)

a cb

a.(cb) = 

Not all apes consume all bananas. / Some apes do not
consume all bananas.

(a = E) (E cb)

a cb

a.(cb) 

No apes consume all bananas. / (All) apes do not consume
all bananas.

(a = E) (= cb)

a cb

a.(cb) = 

Some apes consume all bananas. / Not all apes do not
consume all bananas.

(a = E) ( cb)

a cb

a.(cb) 

All apes consume (some) bananas. / No apes do not
consume (some) bananas.

(a = E) (E = cb)

a cb

a.(cb) = 

Not all apes consume (some) bananas. / Some apes do not
consume (some) bananas.

(a = E) (E cb)

a cb

a.(cb) 

No apes consume (some) bananas. / (All) apes do not
consume (some) bananas.

(a = E) (= cb)

a cb

a.(cb) = 

Some apes consume (some) bananas. / Not all apes do not
consume (some) bananas.

(a = E) ( cb)

a cb

a.(cb) 

The above equations are derived using the following theorems and their variants, together with
appropriate substitutions.:
((a  b) = E) =((a=E) (b=E))

(TM094) Probabilistic Rule

(a  b) = (ab = )

(TM735)Existential Form

21.6 Binary Relationship Form
A relationship set, e.g., c, can be expressed as an operator by enclosing it in triangular braces, i.e., c.
Thus, for example, the equation a1 cb1 can be expressed a cb, where the relationship set c becomes
the binary operator c.
Binary relationship form is the closest in form to natural language and can therefore help in translation.
For example, “The apes consume the bananas” can be symbolized by the transitional equation a1cb1,
which can then be transformed into a1 cb1 or VSa1.c.VQb1  . Note that in this example, “the apes”
and “the bananas” despite appearances to the contrary are in fact singular entities, i.e., sets as entities
rather than sets as collections. Hence the use of a1 and b1.
This form can also be used to express propositions with more obvious singular subjects or objects, for
example, “the ape consumes the banana” would be symbolized a1cb1 which also transforms into a1
cb1 or VSa1.c.VQb1  .
It can also be used to express propositions with plural subjects and objects. For example, “(All) apes
consume (some) bananas” can be symbolized by the transitional equation acb, which can then be
transformed into a cb.
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Chapter 22 Conventional Predicate Logic
22.1 Introduction
Predicate logic is usually attributed to the German mathematician Gottlob Frege who first published a
form of notation for expressing quantified sentoids in 1879. The system was further developed and by
Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead who used it extensively in their Principa Mathematica,
published in three parts in 1910, 1912 and 1913. However, the form of symbolism currently used is
attributed to David Hilbert and Wilhelm Ackermann who used it in their “Principles of Mathematical
Logic” published in 1928.
Predicate logic is divided into three main branches. There is little agreement on the names of these
branches, but the following will be used here: propositional logic, first order predicate logic and second
order predicate logic.
Propositional logic, which was covered in Chapter 7, treats each proposition as an indivisible entity
which is either true or false. The entities which comprise the proposition, i.e., the subject, object and
verb or cannot be described and predicate logic overcomes this limitation. First and second order
predicate logic are discussed below.

22.2 First Order Predicate Logic
In first order predicate logic, lower-case letters are used to represent defined entities, for example the
letter a may mean “the ape”. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is a1. They can also be variables
representing any one of a range of entities. In isolation, the variable, x for example, represents any
entity or any member of the universal set. The equivalent in symbolic reasoning is x1.
Copular sentoids are symbolised using a variable to represent the subject and a capital letter to
represent the predicate. Thus, for example Ax may mean “the entity x is an ape” or “it is true that x is
an ape”. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is x1  a.
Non-copular sentoids are symbolised using one variable to represent the subject, a second variable to
represent the object and a capital letter to express the verb. Thus, for example, Cxy may mean “the
entity x consumes the entity y” or “it is true that the x consumes the y”. In Symbolic Reasoning the
equivalent is x1 cy1.
Sentoids expressed in this way may be operated on by the function ~ meaning “not”. Thus, ~Ax means
“the entity x is not an ape” or “it is not true that x is an ape”. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is
x1 a. Sentoids may also be combined into an equation using the binary operators & (“and”), v (“or”),
(“if… then…” or “implies that”) and  (“if and only if… then…”). Thus, for example Ax & By
Cxy means “If x is an ape and y is a banana then x consumes y”. The equivalent in Symbolic
Reasoning is (x1 a).(y1 b) (x1 cy1).
These equations are of course expressions in entity form. The equation in Symbolic Reasoning can
therefore be simplified to its equivalent in standard form, i.e., a cb or “All apes consume all
bananas”. Conventional predicate logic, however, uses only entity form. Thus, all natural language
expressions must first be translated into that form before they can be symbolised.
In predicate logic quantifiers are expressed using the universal quantifier and the existential
quantifier . These quantifiers are followed by a variable, e.g., x or x.
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x means that the statement which follows is true no matter what x represents. Thus, for example,
x(Ax) means “for all x it is true that x is an ape” or “everything is an ape”. In Symbolic Reasoning the
equivalent of x is x1 E and the equivalent of x(Ax) is (x1 E) (x1 a) which simplifies to a = E.
x

means that the statement which follows is true for some of the things that x represents. Thus, for
example, x(Ax) means “there exists at least one x such that it is true that x is an ape” or “something is
an ape”. In Symbolic Reasoning the equivalent of x is x1  and the equivalent of x(Ax) is
(x1 ).(x1 a) = E which simplifies to a  .
The quantifiers in predicate logic can also be negated. ~x means it is not the case that the statement
which follows is true no matter what x represents. Thus, ~x(Ax) means “not everything is an ape” and
is the equivalent of a  E.
Similarly, ~x means that the statement which follows is not true for any of the things that x represents.
Thus, ~x(Ax) means “nothing is an ape” and is the equivalent of a = .
These quantifiers can also be conjoined to symbolise doubly quantified non-copular propositions. For
example, xy(Cxy) or “everything consumes something” and xy(Ax & By Cxy) or “all apes
consume (some) bananas”.
The table below gives a full list of the symbols of first order predicate logic. However, some authors
use the alternative symbols given in brackets. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is also given for
comparison.
Description or

First Order Predicate Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

a, b, c, etc

a1, b1, c1, etc

Entities.

x, y, z, etc

x1, y1, z1, etc

Variables.

A, B, C, etc

a, b, c, etc

The predicate in a copular sentoid or
the verb in a non-copular sentoid.

~ (- !)

~

“not”

& (. )

. (dot)

“and”

 (+ )

+

“or”

()



“If… then…”

(= )

=

“If and only if… then…”

x

See text above.

“For all x, it is true that…”

x

See text above.

“There exists at least one x, such
that…”

“Natural Language Equivalent”

The table below shows the way in which these symbols are used to describe natural language
propositions.
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Description or

First Order Predicate Logic

Symbolic Reasoning

ab

a1 = b1

“The apple is the bramley”

~(a  b)

a1  b1

“The apple is not the bramley”

Ax

x1 a

“x is an apple.”

Bx

x1 b

“x is a bramley.”

~Ax

x1 a

“x is not an apple.”

x(Ax)

a = E

“Everything is an apple.”

~x(Ax)

aE

“Not everything is an apple.”

x(~Ax)

a=E

“Everything is not an apple.”

x(Ax)

a 

“Something is an apple.” Or
“Apples exist”.

~x(Ax)

a =

“Nothing is an apple” or “Apples do
not exist”

x(~Ax)

a 

“Something is not an apple”

x(AxBx)

ab

“All apples are bramleys.”

~x(AxBx)

ab

“Not all apples are bramleys.”

x(AxBx)

ab

“Some apples are bramleys.”

~x(AxBx)

ab

“No apples are bramleys.”

x(Ax~Bx)

ab

“All apples are not bramleys.”

Cxa

x1  ca1

“x consumes the apple.”

x(Cxa)

ca1 = E

“Everything consumes the apple.”

~x(Cxa)

ca1  E

“Not everything consumes the
apple.”

x(Cxa)

ca1 

“Something consumes the apple.”

~x(Cxa)

ca1 = 

Nothing consumes the apple.”

Cay

a1  cy1

“The ape consumes y.”

y(Cay)

a1 cE

“The ape consumes everything.”

~y(Cay)

a1  cE

“The ape does not consume
everything.”

y(Cay)

a1 cE

“The ape consumes something.”

~y(Cay)

a1 cE

“The ape does not consume
anything.”

“Natural Language Equivalent”
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xy(Cxy)

E =cE

“Everything consumes everything”

xy(Cxy)

E =cE

“Everything consumes something.”

xy(Cxy)

cE

“Something consumes everything.”

xy(Cxy)

cE

“Something consumes something.”

y(By  Cay)

a1  cb

“The ape consumes all bananas”

y(By & Cay)

a1  cb

“The ape consumes some bananas”

xy(Ax & By  Cxy)

a  cb

“All apes consume all bananas”

x(Ax  y(By & Cxy))

a  cb

“All apes consume some bananas”

x(Ax & y(By  Cxy))

a  cb

“Some apes consume all bananas”

xy(Ax & By & Cxy)

a  cb

“Some apes consume some
bananas”

The rules of first order predicate logic and the equivalent theorems of Symbolic Reasoning are set out
in the table below.
Rule of First Order
Predicate Logic

x(AxBx) 
(AcBc)

Mnemonic and Name or
“Natural Language
Equivalent”
E Universal Quantifier
Elimination (the reverse is
I Universal Quantifier
introduction and can only
be used after E)

Ac & Bc 
x(Ax & Bx)

Ac & Bc 
x(Ax & Bc)
Ac & Bc 
x(Ac & Bx)

I Existential Quantifier
Introduction (the reverse is
E Existential Quantifier
Elimination and can only
be used subject to
conditions)

Equivalent Theorem of
Symbolic Reasoning

Theorem and Name

((a  b) = E) 

(TM099)

1

1

((c  a) (c  b))

Entity Mode / Set Mode Rule

(c1a).(c1b).(c1)

(TM410) Existential Quantifier
Introduction

(ab )
(c1a).(c1b).(c1)
1

(ac )
(c1a).(c1b).(c1)

(TM411) Existential Quantifier
Introduction

(bc1 )

(TM411) Existential Quantifier
Introduction

C becomes C, (a = a)

=I Identity Introduction

c = c.(a1 = a1)

(TM413) Identity Introduction

Ca, a = b  Cb

=E Identity Elimination

(a1 c).(a1 = b1)
(b1c)

(TM414) Identity Elimination

~x(~Ax)x(Ax)

“If not everything is not an
ape then something is an
ape” and vice versa.

(a  E) = (a )

(TM415)

~x(Ax)x(~Ax)

“If not everything is an
ape then something is not
an ape” and vice versa.

(a  E) = (a )

(TM416)
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x(~Ax)~x(Ax)

“If everything is not an
ape then nothing is an ape”
and vice versa.

(a = E) = (a = )

(TM417)

x(Ax)~x(~Ax)

“If everything is an ape
then nothing is not an ape”
and vice versa.

(a = E) = (a = )

(TM014)

22.3 Second Order Predicate Logic
The rules of first order predicate logic have equivalents in membership theory rather than in
relationship theory and, thus, anything represented by a capital letter, e.g., the predicate of a copular
sentoid or the verb in a non-copular sentoid, cannot be quantified or manipulated. Second order
predicate logic is an extension to first order predicate logic which allows those things represented by
a capital letter to be quantified and, potentially, to be manipulated.
When the capital letter represents a predicate, P(Pa) , for example, means “There exists a property, P,
such that the ape has that property”. The property referred to in this example is the object of a
copular sentoid and, thus, the translation can be simplified to “The ape is something”.
However, a capital letter can also be used to represent the verb part of a non-copular sentence. For
example, “the ape consumes the banana” can be symbolised Cab. In second order predicate logic such
capital letters can be quantified. For example, C(Cab) or “There exists something such that the ape
does that thing to the banana” or, more simply, “the ape does something to the banana”.
Further quantifiers can be introduced. For example, xC(AxCxb) or “For all x, if x is an ape then it
does something to the banana” or “All apes do something to the banana”.
All of these expressions can be represented in Symbolic Reasoning, however, as demonstrated in the
table below.
Second Order
Predicate Logic

Natural Language

Symbolic Reasoning

P(Pa)

“The ape is something”

a1E

C(Cab)

“The ape does something to the banana”

a1Eb1

xC(AxCxb)

“All apes do something to the banana”.

a Eb1
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Chapter 23 Relationship-based Propositions
23.1 Introduction
Because relationships such as VSa.c.VQb or “Circumstances in which apes consume bananas” are
collections of physical entities, they too can be used in equations.
A range of different forms of equation are possible. For example, if a means “apes”, and b means
“bananas” and c means “consumes” then “Some apes consume bananas” can be expressed in the
following forms.
Name

Symbolism

Subject centred form

a ~S(c.VQb)

Object centred form
Relationship centred form
Existential form

b ~Q(Vc.VSa)
c ~(VSa. VQb)
V

Sa.c.VQb 

Probabilistic form

(a = E) ( S(c.VQb))

Binary relationship form

a1cb1

23.2 Existential Form
The simplest and most useful form is existential form, which states whether or not a circumstance
exists. It is described in the table below.
Equation

Meaning

V

Sa.c.VQb  

Circumstances in which apes consume bananas exist. / Apes consume bananas.

V

Sa.c.VQb = 

Circumstances in which apes consume bananas exist do not exist. / Apes do not consume bananas.

These equations can be modified in various ways to give different meanings as described in the table
below.
Symbolism

Meaning

Sa or VSa.E.VQE

The set of relationships of any type with an ape as their subject and anything as their object,
i.e., the set of circumstances involving an ape.

V

V

Sa

The relationships described above exist, i.e., it is true that an ape does something to
something. N.B. If apes exist this must be the case.

V

Sa =

The relationships described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that an ape does something
to something, or it is true that each ape does nothing to anything. N.B. This can only be the
case if apes do not exist.

Qb or VSE.E.VQb

The set of relationships of any type with anything as their subject and a banana as their object,
i.e., the set of circumstances involving bananas.

V
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V

Qb 

The relationships described above exist, i.e., it is true that something does something to a
banana. N.B. If bananas exist this must be the case.

V

Qb =

The relationships described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that something does
something to a banana or it is true that nothing does anything to bananas. N.B. This can only
be the case if bananas do not exist.

V

Sa.VQb

The set of relationships of any type between an ape and a banana.

V

Sa.VQb 

The relationships described above exist, i.e., it is true that an ape does something to a banana.
N.B. If both apes and bananas exist this must be the case.

V

Sa.VQb =

The relationships described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that an ape does something
to a banana. N.B. This can only be the case if either apes or bananas or both do not exist.

V

Sa.c.VQb

The set of relationships of type c with an ape as their subject and a banana as their object,
i.e., the set of circumstances in which an ape consumes a banana.

V

Sa.c.VQb 

Relationships of the type described above exist, i.e., it is true that at least one ape consumes
at least one banana, i.e., “Some apes consume (some) bananas”. N.B. for such circumstances
to exist it is necessary that apes and bananas both exist.

V

Sa.c.VQb =

Relationships of the type described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that an ape consumes
a banana i.e., “No apes consume (some/any) bananas”. N.B This may be the case even if both
apes and bananas exist.

V

Sa.c.VQb

The set of relationships between apes and bananas which are not of type c, i.e. the set of
circumstances in which an ape does something to a banana other than consume it, e.g., peels
it, etc.

V

Sa.c.VQb 

Relationships of the type described above exist, i.e., it is true that at least one ape does
something to a banana other than consume it, i.e. “Some apes do things to (some) bananas
other than consume them”.

V

Sa.c.VQb =

Relationships of the type described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that some apes do
things to bananas other than consume them, i.e., “No apes do things to bananas other than
consume them”. Such circumstances are unlikely to exist.

V

Sa.c.VQb

The set of relationships of type c with an ape as their subject and anything other than a banana
as their object, i.e., the set of circumstances in which at least one ape consumes something
other than a banana.

V

Sa.c.VQb 

Relationships of the type described above exist, i.e., it is true that at least one ape consumes
something other than a banana.

V

Sa.c.VQb =

Relationships of the type described above do not exist, i.e., it is not true that at least one ape
consumes something other than a banana.

The existential form is also used in an equation capable of describing whether a relationship, of the
type described by the verb, c, exists between each member of the subject set, a, and each member of
the object set, b. This equation takes the form:
((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

The example given above means “If x1 is a member of a, then if y1 is a member of b, then a relationship
of type c does not exist between x1 and y1” or, more simply, “there are no relationships of type c
between members of a and members of b”.
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Variants of this equation can be obtained by negating any of its binary relations except those in x1a
and y1b. For example, if they are all negated then:
((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

This leads to eight equations which are listed in the table below together with their simplified forms,
their equivalent in standard form, and their meaning. The theorems used to derive the simplified and
the standard forms are given in brackets.
Existential Form

Simplifications

Standard
Form

Meaning

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a) (VSx1.c.VQb  ) (TS261)

a  cb

(All) apes
consume (some)
bananas.

((x1a) = E)((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)(VSx1.c.VQb = ) (TS265)

(TS272)
acb
(TS273)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

Sa.c.VQb  (TS081)

a cb

(x1a)(VSx1.c.VQb  )) (TS264)

(TS274)

V

(x a)(y b)( Sx .c. Qy  ) (TS266)
1

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

1

V

1

V

1

Sa.c.VQb = (TS082)

a cb

(x a) ( Sx .c. Qb = ) (TS262)

(TS275)

V
1

V

1

V

(x1a)(y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ) (TS263)
((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(x1a)(y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ) (TS260)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(x1a)(y1b)(VSx1.c. VQy1 = ) (TS267)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

none

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)
(VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

none

a cb
(TS270)
a cb
(TS271)
a cb
(TS269)
a cb
(TS268)

Not all apes
consume (some)
bananas.
Some apes
consume (some)
bananas.

No apes
consume (some)
bananas.

(All) apes
consume all
bananas.
Not all apes
consume all
bananas.
Some apes
consume all
bananas.
No apes
consume all
bananas.

As can be seen from the table below, the full equation uses the same convention for describing a
proposition as that of conventional predicate logic.
Existential Form

Predicate Logic

Meaning

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

x(Ax  y(By & Cxy))

(All) apes consume (some) bananas.

((x1a) = E)((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = )) ~x(Ax  y(By & Cxy)) Not all apes consume (some) bananas.
((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

xy(Ax & By & Cxy)

Some apes consume (some) bananas.

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

~xy(Ax & By & Cxy)

No apes consume (some) bananas.
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((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

xy(Ax & By  Cxy)

(All) apes consume all bananas.

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

~xy(Ax & By  Cxy)

Not all apes consume all bananas.

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

x(Ax & y(By  Cxy))

Some apes consume all bananas.

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  )) ~x(Ax & y(By  Cxy))

No apes consume all bananas.

Clearly, if a or b or both a and b are singular entities rather than plural collections, these equations
will simplify as follows.
Existential Form

Simplifications

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa1.c.VQb  

Standard
Form

Meaning

a1  cb

Andrew
consumes
(some) bananas.

1

(TS087)

a  cb

Sa1.c.VQb = 

a1cb

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(TS088)

a1 cb

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(y1b) (VSa1.c.VQy1  )

a1 cb

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(TR670)

a1 cb

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(y1b) (VSa1.c.VQy1  )

a1 cb

1

1

1

V

1

V

1

((x a ) = E) ((y b) ( Sx .c. Qy = ))
((x1a1) = E)((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

((x a ) = E) ((y b) ( Sx .c. Qy  ))

(TR671)

a  cb

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a) (VSx1.c.VQb1  )

a  cb1

1

1

1

V

1

V

1

1

1

((x a) = E) ((y b ) ( Sx .c. Qy  ))

(TS276)

a cb

((x1a) = E)((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)(VSx1.c.VQb1  )

acb1

1

1

1

1

1

1

V

V

1

1

V

V

1

(TS277)

1

((x a) = E) ((y b ) ( Sx .c. Qy  ))
((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.c.VQb1  
(TS278)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))
((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.c.VQb1 = 

a cb1
a cb1
a cb1

Sa1.c.VQb1  

a1  cb1

(TR608)

a1 cb1

V

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

a cb1

(TS279)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))
((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

a cb

1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

a1 cb1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

a1 cb1

((x1a1) = E)((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))
((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 = 

a1cb1

(TR609)

a1 cb1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

a1 cb1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

a1 cb1

Andrew
consumes no
bananas.
Andrew
consumes all
bananas.
Andrew does
not consume all
bananas.
(All) apes climb
Mont Blanc.
Not all apes
climb Mont
Blanc.
Some apes
climb Mont
Blanc.
No apes climb
Mont Blanc.
Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

Andrew does
not climb Mont
Blanc.
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23.3 Intransitive Propositions
Intransitive propositions are those where there is no stated object and the predicate comprises only a
verb, e.g., “The audience clapped”. Verbs with no objects are known as intransitive verbs.
In practice, intransitive propositions and verbs do have an object but this is indeterminate and omitted
through ellipsis, for example: “The audience clapped (someone)”; “Andrew climbs (something)”; “All
Swiss ski (somewhere)”; “Pigs fly (somewhere)”; and “The clock chimed (something)”.
Only non-copular propositions may be intransitive. Copular propositions must be transitive. It is
meaningless, for example, to say “Andrew is.”, “Pigs do.”, etc.
A list of intransitive propositions is given in the table below.
Existential Form

Simplification

Meaning

Std.
Form

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a) (VSx1.c.VQE  )

All audiences clap
(someone)./
No audiences clap
no-one.

a cE

((x1a) = E)((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)(VSx1.c.VQE  )

Not all audiences
clap (someone)./
Some audiences clap
no-one.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.c.VQE  

Some audiences clap
(someone)./
Not all audiences
clap no-one.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.c.VQE = 

No audiences clap
(anyone)./
(All) all audiences
clap no-one.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

None

(All) audiences clap
everyone.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

None

Not all audiences
clap everyone.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

None

Some audiences clap
everyone.

a cE

((x1a) = E) ((y1E) (VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

None

No audiences clap
everyone.

a cE

Note that the universal set is used to represent the object, “someone”, “something”, “somewhere”,
“anyone”, anything”, anywhere”, etc. Thus, for example, “The audience clapped (someone)” becomes
V
Sa1.c.VQE  which simplifies to VSa1.c .
The quantified objects “everyone”, “everything”, “everywhere”, “no-one”, “nothing”, “nowhere”,
etc., which are not eliminated from the natural language proposition by ellipsis, can be expressed in a
similar way and are therefore included in the table above.
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23.4 Copular Propositions as Special Cases of Non-Copular Propositions
The table below is derived by substituting {=} for c in the general relationship form proposition, and
then simplifying the resulting expressions, using the theorems b = {=}b (TA080) and b = {=}b
(TA080)(TM008). These resulting equations represent sentoids containing the copular verb “is” or “are”.
The relationship form then describes membership relationships in terms of the individual relationships
between members of the two sets.
General Relationship Form

Simplified Relationship
Form

Meaning

Standard
Form

((x1a) = E) ((y1b)(VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)

(All) apes are
brown (things).

ab

Not all apes are
brown (things).

ab

V

1

V

( Sx .{=}. Qb  )
((x1a) = E)((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)
V

1

V

( Sx .{=}. Qb  )
((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.{=}.VQb  

Some apes are
brown (things).

a b

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.{=}.VQb = 

No apes are
brown (things).

a b

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

None

All apes are
every brown
thing.*

a {=}b

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

None

Not all apes are
every brown
thing.*

a {=}b

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

None

Some apes are
every brown
thing.*

a {=}b

((x1a) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

None

No apes are
every brown
thing.*

a {=}b

The propositions indicated by an asterisk, *, are technically possible but are not commonly used in
natural language. This is because circumstances in which one entity can be described as the same as
each of many, are rare. No ellipsis and the quantifier “every…” are used in these propositions as this
best describes their meaning.
If the subject is a single entity or unit set, then these equations become:
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General Relationship Form

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b)(VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

Simplified Relationship
Form
V

Sa1.{=}.VQb  

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))
((x1a1) = E)((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa1.{=}.VQb = 

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))
((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(y1b)

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(VSa1.{=}.VQy1  )

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(y1b)

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(VSa1.{=}.VQy1  )

Meaning

Standard
Form

Andrew is (a)
brown (thing).

a1  b

Andrew is not
(a) brown
(thing).

a1b

Andrew is
every brown
thing.*

a1 {=}b

Andrew is not
every brown
thing.*

a1 {=}b

a1 b

a1 b

a1 {=}b

a1 {=}b

If the object is a single entity or unit set, then they become:
General Relationship Form

Simplified Relationship
Form

Meaning

Standard
Form

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1)(VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)

a  b1

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(VSx1.{=}.VQb1  )

All apes are
King Kong.

((x1a) = E)((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

(x1a)

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

(VSx1.{=}.VQb1  )

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.{=}.VQb1  

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))
((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

V

Sa.{=}.VQb1 = 

((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

a {=}b1
ab1

Not all apes
are King
Kong.

a {=}b1
a b1

Some apes are
King Kong.

a {=}b1
a b1

No apes are
King Kong.

a {=}b1

Finally, if both the subject and the object are single entities or unit sets, then they become:
General Relationship Form

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1)(VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

Simplified Relationship
Form
V

Sa1.{=}.VQb1  

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

Meaning

Standard
Form

Andrew is
Bruce.

a1= b1
a1 {=}b1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

a1 b1

((x1a1) = E)((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

a1 {=}b1

((x1a1) = E)((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))
((x1a) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

V

Sa1.{=}.VQb1 = 

Andrew is not
Bruce.

a1b1
a1 {=}b1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1) (VSx1.{=}.VQy1 = ))

a1 b1

((x1a1) = E) ((y1b1)(VSx1.{=}.VQy1  ))

a1 {=}b1
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Chapter 24 Modification of Relationship-based Propositions
24.1 Introduction
This chapter explains how infinitives, gerunds, complementation, adverb phrases, and adverb clauses
modify propositions and how this can be symbolised.

24.2 Infinitives, Gerunds and Verbal Nouns
Introduction
A verbal noun is a noun created from the base form of a verb followed by one of several possible
endings. It can act as the subject or object of a proposition, e.g., “Andrew is a climber”.
An infinitive is the base form of a verb often preceded by “to”. It can act as the subject or object in a
proposition, e.g., Andrew likes to climb”. It can also take its own subject, object or both, e.g., “Andrew
likes Susan to climb”, “Andrew likes to climb Mont Blanc” or “Andrew likes Susan to climb Mont
Blanc”.
A gerund is the base form of a verb followed by “-ing”. It can also act as the subject or object in a
proposition and can take its own object. It also takes its own subject, but this is the subject of the main
proposition, and in natural language it is omitted, therefore, e.g., “Andrew likes climbing mountains”.
Infinitives and Gerunds
Only certain verbs can be associated with an infinitive or gerund and these form classes. An exhaustive
list of classes and the verbs they contain is not provided here. However, a few examples are:
Verbs of Emotion or Intention, e.g., “to want to”, “to hope to”, “to like to”, “to intend to”, etc.
Verbs of Time, e.g.,” “to begin to”, “to continue to”, “to finish ..ing”, etc.
Verbs of Effort, e.g., “to attempt to”, “to pretend to”, “to fail to”, “to succeed in …ing”, etc.
Some verbs which are associated with infinitives or gerunds are given a special form of symbolism.
For example, “should, “ought”, “to begin to” and “to cease to”, are all described in later chapters.
However, many other verbs, and their associated gerunds or infinitives, can be symbolised using the
general method described below.
Infinitives and gerunds are treated as relationships in Symbolic Reasoning. For example, if a1 means
“Andrew”, c means “acts of climbing”, b1 means “Mont Blanc”, and l means “acts of liking”, then:
means “to climb” (infinitive) or “climbing” (gerund);

c
V

c. Qb

means “to climb Mont Blanc” or “climbing Mont Blanc”; and

1

V

Sa1.c. VQb1

means “for Andrew to climb Mont Blanc” or “Andrew climbing Mont Blanc”,

and:
means “Andrew likes anyone to climb (anything) ” or “Andrew likes

a1 lc

(anyone) climbing (anything)”, i.e., he likes the events rather than the people;
a1 l(c.VQb1)

means “Andrew likes anyone to climb Mont Blanc” or “Andrew likes
anyone climbing Mont Blanc”, i.e., he likes the events rather than the people;

1

V

1

a l( Sa .c)

means “Andrew likes (himself) to climb (anything)” or “Andrew likes
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(himself) climbing (anything)”; and
a1 l(VSa1.c.VQb1)

means “Andrew likes (himself) to climb Mont Blanc” or “Andrew likes
(himself) climbing Mont Blanc” i.e., he likes the events rather than himself.

As can be seen from the examples above, infinitives and gerunds do always have a subject and/or an
object, but, in some cases, these are general and represented by the universal set therefore. For
example: c = VSE.c.VQE and c.VQb1 = VSE.c.VQb1.
In some complex natural language sentences, an entity held in common by more than one component
is often omitted via ellipsis. For example, “People like to buy fish” actually means “if x1 is a person
then x1 likes it when x1 buys fish”. This is symbolised (x1  p) (x1  l(VSx1.b.VQf)) rather than p 
l(VSp.b.VQf)) which means “people like people to buy fish” or p  l(b. VQf)) which means “people like
anything to buy fish”.
Sentoids containing infinitives or gerunds as their subject or object can be quantified. However, for
clarity of expression, they are best symbolised probabilistically. For example:
Sentoid

Sentoid expressed Probabilistically

Symbolism

(All) people like to buy fish.

If (it is certain that) something is a person
then (it is certain that) it likes to buy fish.

((x1  p) = E) 

Not all people like to buy
fish.

If (it is certain that) something is a person
then it is uncertain that it likes to buy fish.

Some people like to buy fish.

If (it is certain that) something is a person
then it is possible that it likes to buy fish.

No people like to buy fish.

If (it is certain that) something is a person
then it is impossible that it likes to buy fish.

((x1  l(VSx1.b. VQf)) = E)
((x1  p) = E) 
((x1  l(VSx1.b. VQf))  E)
((x1  p) = E) 
((x1  l(VSx1.b. VQf)) )
((x1  p) = E) 
((x1  l(VSx1.b. VQf)) =)

Verbal Nouns
The symbolism of verbal nouns will be explained using an example. The verbal noun “climber” is
derived from the verb “to climb”. A “climber” is something that climbs, i.e., the subject of a
proposition or propositions containing the verb “to climb”. If:
a1

means “Andrew”; c means “acts of climbing”; and b1 means “Mont Blanc”, then:

Sc means

“things that climb” or “climbers”; and

S(c.VQb1) means
Sc

V

“things that climb Mont Blanc” or “climbers of Mont Blanc”.

1

and S(c. Qb ) are, of course, collections of physical entities and can, therefore, be used in a
proposition. Thus:
a1 Sc means

“Andrew is a thing that climbs” or “Andrew is a climber”; and

a1 S(c.VQb1) or a1  cb1 means “Andrew is a thing that climbs Mont Blanc” or “Andrew is a climber

of Mont Blanc” or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.
Note that S(c.VQb1) and cb1 both mean “things that climb Mont Blanc” and so a1 S(c.VQb1) and
a1  cb1 both mean “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Thus, there is a relationship between predicates
described using a function and predicates described using sub-relationships. This relationship is
formalised by the axiom:
cb = S(cVQb)

(AR27) Function Axiom
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24.3 Complementation
The Nature of Complementation
Complementation is the embedding of one proposition within another as its subject or object. The
order of the proposition depends on the number of levels of complementation used. Thus, for example:
“Apes consume bananas” is a first order proposition;
“John sees that apes consume bananas” is a second order proposition;
“I hope that John sees that some apes consume bananas” is a third order proposition; and so on.
In the final example, “Some apes consume bananas” is a first order proposition. This is embedded as
the object of the second order proposition “John sees (it)”. This, in turn, is embedded as the object of
the third order sentoid “I hope that (it)”.
Theoretically, the number of levels of complementation is unlimited. However, in practice, there are
psychological limits to the number of levels that can be understood. Furthermore, ellipsis is often used
in natural language and, when propositions are embedded within one another, the higher the order, the
more likely it is that this will lead to ambiguity.
First order sentences which describe a physical relationship between a physical subject and a
physical object are mental representations of states, changes of state or events. Thus, if a higher
order sentence is formed by complementation, then this sentence must either:
(1)

describe causality or covariance, i.e., physical relationships between states, changes of state or
events, e.g., “The storm caused the river to flood”; or

(2)

describe a psychological relationship rather than a physical relationship. Consequently, it
frequently has an agent, i.e., a person or creature, as its subject or object. For example, David
(who is an agent) may watch Andrew climb Mont Blanc. The sky (which is not an agent) may
not, except in cases of literary license.

Examples of relationships of a psychological nature are:
(1)

Probability/confidence, e.g., “it is certain/ probable/ possible that…;

(2)

Knowledge, e.g., “David knows that…”;

(3)

Desirability, e.g., “David wants to..”;

(4)

Utility, e.g., “It is helpful that…”;

(5)

Emotion, e.g., “It is wonderful, comforting, encouraging disturbing, frightening that…”;

(6)

Rationality, e.g., “it is reasonable, sensible, irrational to…”;

and so on.
Thus, only certain verbs can be used in the second or higher order parts of a sentence. Some have a
special form of symbolism, as in the case of truth and falsity. Others, however, are expressed in the
same way as general non-copular verbs.
Relationships between Equations?
Relationships exist between physical entities. They do not exist between equations. Although we speak
of relationships between them, this is an idiosyncrasy of natural language.
A second order equation, for example, is said to describe a “relationship” between two first order
equations. For example, in the equation (a1 cb1) = E, a simple “equality relationship” is said to exist
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between a1 cb1 and the universal set. It might be thought, incorrectly, therefore that this
“relationship” should be expressed VS(a1 cb1).{=}.VQE. However, rather than being a physical entity,
an equation is a truth set which can take the value E or . Thus, if a1 cb1 is true, then VS(a1 cb1)
is the same as VSE. The “relationship” VS(a1 cb1).{=}.VQE then becomes VSE.{=}.VQE. Its equivalent
equation is E = E, which, because it is a theorem of Symbolic Reasoning, simplifies to E. So, expressing
“relationships” between equations, in this way, leads to tautologies.
To correctly describe such a relationship, the related equations must be transformed into their
equivalent relationships. For example, “If David finds the equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc” can be described by the second order equation (d1 fe1)  (a1 cb1). It comprises a
“relationship” between two first order equations d1 fe1 and a1 cb1. However, to express this
relationship, the two first order equations must first be converted to their equivalent relationships, i.e.,
to VSd1.f.VQe1 and VSa1.c.VQb1. These then replace the first order equations in the original second order
equation to give (VSd1.f.VQe1)  (VSa1.c.VQb1). This, in turn, can be converted into its equivalent
relationship VS(VSd1.f.VQe1)1.{}.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)1. Finally, if this relationship exists, then this can be
expressed by the equation VS(VSd1.f.VQe1)1.{}.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)1  .
Symbolising Sentences with Complementation
The same is true of complementation. When one proposition is embedded in another, it must be
embedded in the form of a relationship set rather than a truth set. For example, if “John sees that some
apes consume bananas” were symbolised j1  s(a  cb), then, because a  cb is a truth set and
equivalent to E, this would simplify to j1  sE, which means only that “John sees something”. Note
also that the sides of j1  s(a  cb) do not balance. Rather, “John sees that some apes consume
bananas” must be symbolised j1  s(VSa.c.VQb), where VSa.c.VQb is a relationship set and a collection
of physical entities, therefore.
The table below demonstrates how to symbolise the third order proposition “I hope that John sees that
some apes consume bananas” using a step-by-step approach.
Step

Sentence or Event

Type of
Symbolism

Symbolism

1

Some apes consume (some)
bananas.

Sentence

a  cb or VSa.c.VQb 

2
3

John sees that some apes
consume (some) bananas.

4
5

V

Sa.c.VQb

Relationship
Sentence

j1  s(VSa.c.VQb) or VSj1.s.VQ(VSa.c.VQb)1 
V

Sj1.s. VQ(VSa. c.VQb)1

Relationship
I hope that John sees that some
apes consume (some) bananas.

i1  h(VSj1.s. VQ(VSa. c.VQb)) or

Sentence
V

Si1.h.VQ(VSj1.s.VQ(VSa. c.VQb)1)1 

24.4 Adverb Phrases and Clauses
Adverb phrases are groups of words which act as an adverb. For example, in “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc for ten thousand Euros”, the phrase “for ten thousand Euros” is an adverb phrase which further
describes the relationship, “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.
Adverb clauses are special cases of adverb phrases, and comprise sentoids containing a subject and a
predicate. For example, in “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc so that he wins ten thousand Euros”, “so that
he wins ten thousand Euros” is the adverb clause which further describes the relationship.
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Using the above example, the general method of symbolising adverb phrases or clauses, is to:
(1)

identify the principal relationship described by the sentence, i.e., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”
or VSa1.c.VQb1;

(2)

identify the relationship described by the adverb phrase or clause, i.e., “Andrew wins ten
thousand Euros” or VSa1.w.VQt;

(3)

identify how the former relates to the latter, i.e., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, or VSa1.c.VQb1,
has the purpose “Andrew wins ten thousand Euros”, or p(VSa1.w.VQt);

(4)

conjoin the two relationships as follows: VSa1.c.VQb1.(p(VSa1.w.VQt));

(5)

symbolize the truth of the overall proposition as follows: VSa1.c.VQb1.(p(VSa1.w.VQt)).

An alternative approach is as follows. A simple sentoid with a subject and an object describes a twopart relationship. However, the more complex sentence, “Andrew sells the car to Brian for 100
Drachma” describes a relationship between four entities: “Andrew” or a1; “Brian” or b1; “the car” or
c1 and “100 Drachma” or d1, and is, therefore, a four-part relationship.
All n-part relationships are combinations of two-part relationships and, in many cases have been
simplified by ellipsis.
The four-part relationship “Andrew sells the car to Brian for 100 Drachma” is a sale or a member of
s, and has an event, “the sale” or s1, as a common entity. Thus, we can express it as follows: “the sale”
is a member of the collection of all sales s, i.e., sn1  s; Andrew is the seller or the subject in the sale
or a1 Ssn1; Brian is the purchaser in the sale or b1 psn1; the car is the goods or object in the sale or
c1 Qsn1 and 100 Drachma is the money in the sale or d1 msn1. Thus, the four-part relationship can
be symbolised using a conjunction of five equations linked by a common entity, as follows:
(sn1 s).(a1 Ssn1).(b1 psn1).(c1 Qsn1).(d1 msn1) or
(sn1  s).(sn1 VSa 1).(sn1 Vpb1).(sn1 VQc1).(sn1 Vmd1) which
s

1
n

V

1 V

1 V

1 V

 s. Sa . pb . Qc . md

simplifies to

1

and if sn1 exists, then
V

Sa1.s.Vpb1.Vmd1.VQc1 

This n-part relationship is therefore a two-part relationship describing the existence of a sale or sales,
i.e. “Andrew sells the car” or VSa1.s.VQc1 but with the sale or sales more fully defined by specifying
the purchaser and the money paid. With sufficient detailed definition an individual sale can be
specified.
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Chapter 25 Binary Relationship Sets & Binary Operator Sets
25.1 Introduction
In an equation of Symbolic Reasoning, there are three types of operator: a binary relation, such as =,
which joins the two sides of the equation, a binary operator, such as +, which joins two sets and a
unary operator, such as ~, which operates on a single set.
The binary operators encountered in formal languages, including Symbolic Reasoning, can be
regarded as relationships. For example, in the algebraic equation y > x/2 , “i.e. y is greater than x/2”,
there is a relationship “greater than” between the subject, y, and the object, x/2. Similarly, in the
equation, a b, or “a is a subset of b”, there is a relationship “is a subset of” between the subject, a,
and the object, b. In both examples the subject and object are, of course, treated as entities when the
equation is described in this way. Strictly, therefore the latter should be described as a relationship
between a1 and b1.
It can be seen, from the above, that formal languages can be expressed using natural language. For
example, the algebraic expression a > b means “a is greater than b”. Formal languages can also be
embedded in natural language, e.g., “if x = 2y then y = x/2”. They are, therefore, a specialised form of
natural language and, so, can be expressed in Symbolic Reasoning the same way as natural language.
This chapter expands on this concept and explains how such relationships may be symbolised using
Symbolic Reasoning. It focusses on binary relations, such as =, >, , , etc., and on binary operators,
such as the algebraic operators, +, -, /, etc., and the Symbolic Reasoning operators, +, .(dot), , , etc,
and shows how they can also be expressed as relationship sets.

25.2 Symbolising Binary Relationship and Binary Operator Sets
Any binary operator or binary relation in Symbolic Reasoning has a matching relationship set, known
respectively as a binary operator set or binary relationship set, which is symbolised by enclosing the
operator or relation in curly braces, e.g. {}, {>}, {+}, {}, etc.
Conversely, a relationship set can be expressed as an operator by enclosing it in triangular braces, e.g.
o, p, q, etc. Thus, for example, the equation a1 ob1 can be written a ob where the relationship
set o becomes the binary operator o.
These two conventions are the reverses of one another and thus, for example:
{} is

the same as ; and

{o} is

the same as o.

This convention is expressed by the formal definition:
{o} = o

(DA229) Definition of 

and allows a general or variable binary operator to be symbolized by, for example, o and a general
or variable binary operator set to be symbolised by, for example, o.
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25.3 Binary Relationship Sets
Membership Relations and Relationship Sets
A membership relationship set is one which describes the sharing or otherwise of members between
two sets, i.e., whether the one is a subset, superset, intersecting set, etc. of the other. The membership
relationship sets are:
{}

proper subset;

{=}

same set;

{}

subset;

{}

proper superset;

{}

intersecting set;

{}

superset;

and, of course, the same but with each binary relation negated.
Membership relationship sets, but not those with a negated binary relation, are members of the set RB
and a1  RB defines a1 as being a membership relationship set. Thus, where o is a variable set:
(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) = (o1  RB)

(DR94) Definition of a Membership Relationship Set

Note that, since membership relationship sets are types of set, it follows from the set types axiom,
SX , E,  (AMX29), that no membership relationship set may take the value , E,1, ~1, E1 or ~E1.
Ordering Relations and Relationship Sets
An ordering relationship set is one which describes the relative order of the measurable characteristics
of two entities, i.e. whether the one is in some way greater, equal to or less than the other. The ordering
relationship sets are:
{<}

less than;

{>}

greater than;

{=}

equal to;

{}

less than or equal to;

{}

greater than or equal to;

and, of course, the same but with each binary relation negated.
Ordering relationship sets are members of the set RL and a1  RL defines a1 as being an ordering
relationship set. Thus, where o is a variable set:
(o = {=},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RL)

(DR96) Definition of an Ordering Relationship Set

Note that, since ordering relationship sets are types of set, it follows from the set types axiom,
SX , E,  (AMX29), that no ordering relationship set may take the value , E,1, ~1, E1 or ~E1.
Relationships and relationship sets of this type will be described in more detail later.
Binary Relations and Relationship Sets
By combining the above, a general, variable, binary relation, i.e., something which may represent 
or < or any other binary relation, can be defined and symbolized o and the equivalent general,
variable, binary relationship set can be symbolized o. This definition is:
(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RB + RL)(TT711) Definition of a Binary Relationship Set

Again o cannot take the value , E,1, ~1, E1 or ~E1.
Transitive, Asymmetrical, Binary Relations and Relationship Sets
Asymmetrical binary relations are of particular importance in Symbolic Reasoning and the binary
relations , , < and >, fall into this category. Their equivalent relationship sets are the membership
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relationship sets {} and {}, and the ordering relationship sets, {<} and {>}. However, not all
asymmetrical relationship sets are formal relationships of this type and other examples can be found
in natural language, for example “is the ancestor of” and its reverse “is the descendant of”.
Asymmetrical binary relationship sets are members of the set RA and a1  RA defines a1 as being set of
that type. Thus, RA may be defined in the same way as above, i.e.:
(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1 RA)

(AS11) Asymmetrical Relationship Sets

Note, however, that all formal asymmetrical binary relations in Symbolic Reasoning are also
transitive, e.g. {}{}b1  {}b1, and, thus, may also be referred to as transitive asymmetrical binary
relations. This is axiomatic and described symbolically by:
(AS60) Transitive Asymmetrical Axiom

RA  RT

where RT is the set of all transitive relationship sets.
The importance of transitive, asymmetrical, binary relations warrants a more meaningful general
symbolism to distinguish it from that of other types of relation. Transitive, asymmetrical binary
relations are, therefore, represented by the variable relationship set {} where:
{} = {},{},{<},{>}
1

{} RT.RA.(RB + RL)



(DS08) Definition of 
(TT714) Definition of 

This symbolism has the advantage of being visually similar to actual transitive, asymmetrical, binary
relations, e.g.,  and <. Where appropriate therefore {} and {} is used in preference to, for example,
c and Vc. It also permits the creation of general axioms, definitions and theorems for asymmetrical,
transitive, binary relationship sets rather than separate ones for membership theory and ordering
theory.
The reverses of transitive, asymmetrical, binary relations and their equivalent relationship sets are
symbolized  and {} respectively, their complements by ~, ~, {~} and {~} and their disjunctions
with = or {=} by , , {} and {}.
Again, from (AMX29) none of the sets described above may take the value , E,1, ~1,E1 or ~E1.
Symmetrical Relations and Relationship Sets
All binary relations that are not asymmetrical are, of course, symmetrical. The latter are = and , and
their equivalent relationship sets are {=} and {} The formal definition is:
(o = {=},{}): (o1 RS)

(AS09) Symmetrical Relationship Sets

where RS is the set of symmetrical relationship sets.
Note that, whilst {=} is transitive, {} is not. Also, {=} can be a membership relationship set or an
ordering relationship set. However, {} is only a membership relationship set. Thus:
{=}1  RTRS.(RB + RL)
1

{}  RS.RB

(TT740) Reflexive Relationships Theorem
(TT720) Intersecting Relationships Theorem

Disjunctions of Transitive, Asymmetrical, Binary Relationship Sets with {=}
When a general transitive, asymmetrical, binary relationship set, {}, is disjoined with {=} then by
convention {} + {=} is symbolised as {}, i.e.:
{} = {} + {=}

(DA141) Disjunction with {=}

Specific transitive, asymmetrical binary relationship sets such as {} and {} can of course be
substituted for {} to obtain, for example, {} and {}. The theorems {} = {} + {=} and {} = {} + {=}
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are not, however, given their own unique references. Rather they are regarded as special cases of (DA141)
and are referenced as described below.
{} = {} + {=}

(DA141) Disjunction of {} with {=}

{} = {} + {=}

(DA141) Disjunction of {} with {=}

Note that, whilst {} and {} are asymmetrical, {} and {} are not and thus:
{}1 RT
1

{}  RT

(TR600)
(TR602)

Complements of Binary Relationship Sets
If the underline convention is used for complements, then the symbolism for the disjunction of {}
with {=}, i.e. {}, can easily be confused with the negative of {}, which is also {}. To cite another
example, {} is very similar in appearance to {}. Thus, alternative ways of symbolising the negative
are used, i.e., by drawing a slash / through the character, e.g. {}, or by preceding it with a tilde ~, e.g.,
{~}.

By convention, a tilde outside of the curly brackets has the same meaning as one inside. Thus, if is
any binary relationship set, then:
(DA142) Definition of ~{}

~{o} = {~o}

Thus, for example, ~{} = {~} and ~{} = {~}.
Simple substitution into (DA142) Definition of ~{} yields a number of theorems. Again, these are not given
their own unique reference but rather are treated as special cases of the definition and referenced as
follows:
{} = ~{=}

(DA142) Definition of ~{=}

{~}= ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

{~}= ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

{}= ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

{}= ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

{}= ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

Reverses of Binary Relationship Sets
The reverse of a transitive, asymmetrical, binary relationship set, e.g., V{}, is, by convention,
simplified using the symbol reflected about a vertical axis, i.e., {}. In the case of symmetrical sets,
e.g. {=}, this reversal does of course yield the original symbolism, i.e. {=}. Thus:
V

(DA143) Symmetrical Opposite of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

(o1 RS)  (Vo = o)

(DA94) Definition of a Symmetrical Relationship Set

V

(TT741) Definition of V{}

{} = {}
{} = {}

For {}, {} and o, any appropriate binary relationship set can, of course, be substituted. Thus:
V

(DA143) Definition of V{}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{~}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{~}

V

(DA94) Definition of V{=}

V

(DA94) Definition of V{}

V

(DA94) Definition of V{}

V

(DA94) Definition of V{}

V

(TT741) Definition of V{}

V

(TT741) Definition of V{}

{} = {}
{} = {}
{=} = {=}
{} = {}
{} = {}

{~} = {~}
{~} = {~}
{} = {}
{} = {}
{} = {}
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(TT741) Definition of V{}

V

{} = {}

V

{} = {}

(TT741) Definition of V{}

The definition (DA143) has an equivalent for equations, i.e.:
(a  b) = (b  a) where is any asymmetrical binary relation. (DM23) Definition of 

However, despite the similarities (DM23) cannot be proven from (DA143) and vice versa.

25.4 Binary Operator Sets
Introduction
Binary operators, e.g., + , .(dot),  and , have equivalent binary operator sets, i.e., {+}, {.}, {} and {}.
A general binary operator can be symbolised o, p, q, etc. and their equivalent relationship sets as
o, p, q, etc.
Types of Binary Operator
A binary operator can have the property of being associative, commutative or distributive. Where o
and p are general binary operators and:
o1  RV means
1

o  RC

that o is associative;

means that o is commutative;

o1  RDp1

means that o is distributive over p.

then these properties can be defined as follows:
(o1 RV) = ((a o b) o c = a o (b o c)))
(o  RC) = (a o b = b o a)
1

1

(DR39) Definition of an Associative Operator
(DR40) Definition of a Commutative Operator

1

(o  RDp ) = ((a p b) o c = (a o c) p (b o c))

(DR41) Definition of a Distributive Operator

In Symbolic Reasoning it is axiomatic that the binary operators + and .(dot) are commutative and
associative. It is also axiomatic that .(dot) is distributive over +. Thus:
(o = {.}, {+})  (o1  RCRV)
1

{.}  RD{+}

1

(AR12) Commutative & Associative . & +
(AR51) Distribution of . over + Axiom
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Chapter 26 Binary Relationship Functions & Binary Operator
Functions
26.1 Introduction
In membership theory, binary relations, such as , , =, , etc., are known as membership relations and
describe the extent to which the members of one of the related sets are members of the other and vice
versa. Their equivalent relationship sets, i.e., {}, {}, {=}, {}, etc., are known as membership
relationship sets and, when used in a function, e.g., {}, {}, etc., are known as membership
relationship functions.
Similarly, <, >, , , =, etc., are known as ordering relations, and describe whether one entity is less
than, greater than or equal to another in some way. Their equivalent relationship sets, i.e., {<}, {>}, {},
{}, {=}, etc., are known as ordering relationship sets and, when used in a function, e.g. {<}, {>}, etc.,
are known as ordering relationship functions.
Finally, binary operator sets such as {+}, {}, etc. can also be used in functions.
Membership relationship functions and binary operator functions are explained in this chapter but
ordering relationship sets and functions are used in a different branch of Symbolic Reasoning, and will
be explained later, therefore.

26.2 The Reflexive Relationship Set {=} & Reflexive Function {=}
A reflexive relationship is one whose subject entity and object entity are the same. Thus, if Sc1 = Qc1
then the relationship c1 is reflexive. Alternatively, if a1 = b1 then VSa1.VQb1 is a reflexive relationship.
All reflexive relationships are members of the binary relationship set, {=}. This is, therefore, known as
the reflexive relationship set and the function {=} as the reflexive function.
Each subject entity defined by this function is the same as the object entity. The reflexive relationship
set can, therefore, be defined as follows:
{=}b1 = b1 (DA144) Definition of the Reflexive Relationship Set

and the same is true of plural collections, i.e.:
{=}b = b

(TA080)

The reflexive function when applied to an object set does not alter it. It is redundant therefore and can
be introduced into, or eliminated from, an equation as required. Thus, if {=} replaces c in a  cb, the
result is a  b which implies that copular propositions are a special case of non-copular propositions.
Reflexive relationship sets are transitive, i.e., {=}{=}b1  {=}b1. Thus:
{=}1 RT

(TR594)

Reflexive relationship sets are also symmetrical, i.e., V{=} = {=}. Thus:
{=}1 RS

(TR603)

Finally, reflexive relationship sets are pairing relationship sets, i.e., for every subject there is only one
object and vice versa. The fact that the subject and object are the same does not alter this fact.
{=}1  RP

(TT421)
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26.3 The Irreflexive Relationship Set {} & Complement Function {}
An irreflexive relationship is one whose subject entity and object entity differ. Thus, if Sc1  Qc1 then
the relationship c1 is irreflexive. Alternatively, if a1 b1 then the relationship VSa1.VQb1 is irreflexive.
The set {=} comprises every reflexive relationship and, so, any relationship which is not a member of
{=} must be irreflexive. Thus, ~{=} or {} is the collection of all irreflexive relationships. All
membership relationship sets apart from {=} are subsets of {}, therefore.
The irreflexive function {}, when applied to an entity, yields everything which is not that entity, i.e.,
the collection of entities which comprise its complement. Note that {} =  and, thus, the irreflexive
function can be defined as follows:
(b1  ) = ({}b1 = ~(b1))

(TA084)

When applied to a plural collection, {} yields the universal set, however, i.e.:
(b  )(b  b1) = ({}b = E)

(TA086)

The operator ~ is a unary operator which transforms a set into its complement. Many unary operators
in other formal languages can be expressed as functions in Symbolic Reasoning. For example, Sin60o
in trigonometry can be expressed {Sin}V{Degrees}{60}1 in Symbolic Reasoning. It would be possible
to symbolize ~a = b using the alternative {~}a1 = b1, therefore. However, this approach is not used.
Rather, the complement function {}is applied to the set as a collection to define its complement as
a collection. Note again, however that {} =  and thus:
(b  ) = ({}b = ~b)

(TA085) Definition of ~

26.4 Other Membership Relationship Sets & Functions
The Subset Relationship Sets, {} and {} & Subset Functions {} and {}
The functions {}, and {} are known respectively as the proper subset function and the subset
function.
Members of b1 which belong to the set {}b1 are described as sub-entities of b1. Any sub-entity of b1
is a member of b1 but not b1 in its entirety. Any member of the set {}b1 is a sub-entity of b1 or, for
one and only one member, b1 in its entirety. {}b1is therefore the same as {}b1 except that the set
defined by the former also includes the original entity b1 or {=}b1, which is singular, plus the members
of {}b1, which are plural.
Neither {}b1 nor {}b1 are necessarily the same as b, i.e., the members of b1. The functions which
describe b depend on the nature of b1 as will be explained later.
The Superset Relationship Sets {} and {} & Superset Functions {} and {}
The functions {}, and {} are known respectively as the proper superset function and the superset
function.
These functions are similar to the subset relationship functions, except that {}b1 defines those things
of which b1 is a member but not the whole and {}b1 those things of which b1 is a member or, in one
case only, the whole.
Members of the set {}b1 are described as super-entities of b1. Note, however, that a1 {}b1 does
not necessarily imply that b1 is a member of a as will be explained later.
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The Intersection Relationship Set {} & Intersection Function {}
The intersection relationship set, {}, is the collection of all relationships between set entities where
each set comprises members that are members of the other set, and also members that are not. Thus,
if a1 and b1 are set entities then a1  {}b1 means that:
(1)

the set a comprises members of the set b and members of the set ~b; and

(2)

the set b comprises members of the set a, and members of the set ~a.

26.5 Intersection and Union Function Operators in Membership Relationship
Functions
When the object of a membership relationship function is a single entity, the intersection function
operator can replace the union function operator  without altering the outcome. Thus, for example,
{}b1 = {}b1. However, when these functions are applied to an object with more than one member,
the and  operators give different results.
If b is a set of entities b11 to bn1, then:
{}b

is all super-entities of one or more members of b. For example, super-entities of b11, or of
b21 or of b11 and b21.

{}b

is the same as the conjunction of {}b11 to {}bn1. It comprises entities which are superentities of all members of b, i.e., set entities which have all of b11 to bn1 as members. These
proper superset entities can, however, also include other entities that are not members of b.

{}b

is the same as {}b + {=}b and includes, therefore, not only the entities {}b, as described
above, but also the members of b, i.e., b11 to bn1.

{}b

is the same as ({} + {=})b. It is, therefore, the same as the conjunction of ({} + {=})b11 to
({} + {=})bn1. It is not possible for one entity to be the same as two different entities and,
thus, the relationship {=} may only be applied as a function to, at most, one member of b.
This member must, in turn, be a super-entity of every one of the others. For example, if {=}
applies to b11 then b11 must be a super-entity of b21 to bn1, i.e., b11 must be a member of
{}b21 to {}bn1.

{}b

is all sub-entities of one or more members of b. For example, sub-entities of b11, or of b21 or
of b11 and b21.

{}b

is the same as the conjunction of {}b11 to {}bn1. It comprises entities which are subentities of all members of b, i.e., sub-entities of b11 to bn1.

{}b

is the same as {}b + {=}b and includes, therefore, not only the entities {}b, as described
above, but also the members of b, i.e., b11 to bn1.

{}b

is the same as ({} + {=})b. It is therefore the same as the conjunction of ({} + {=})b11 to
({} + {=})bn1. It is not possible for one entity to be the same as two different entities and,
thus, the relationship {=} may only be applied as a function to, at most, one member of b.
This member must, in turn, be a sub-entity of every one of the others. For example, if {=}
applies to b11 then b11 must be a sub-entity of b21 to bn1, i.e., b11 must be a member of {}b21
to {}bn1.
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{}b

where b11 to bn1 are themselves set entities, this expression describes all other set entities
which intersect any one or more of them.

{}b

where b11 to bn1 are themselves set entities, this expression describes all other set entities
which intersect all of them.

26.6 Quantifying Materials
The function {}can be used to quantify materials. For example, if b1 means “brickwork” then:
b1 means

“all brickwork”; and

{}b1 means

“some brickwork”, i.e., any part of the brickwork no matter how large or small and no
matter whether physically continuous or not.
Similarly, if bY1 “the brickwork” and has been previously defined, then:
bY1 means
{}b

1
Y

“all of the brickwork”; and

means “some of the brickwork”.

These terms can then be used in propositions as follows:
SaX1.c.VQ{}b1   means

“The artisans (collectively) construct some brickwork”.

Sa .c. Q{}b =  means

“The artisans (collectively) do not construct any brickwork”.

V
V

1
X

V

1

Note that some sets of entities can be treated either as discrete sets or as a material. For example, “the
bananas” can be treated as either a collection of discrete bananas, as in the example, “the ape throws
some of the bananas”, or as a material, as in the example “the ape consumes some of the bananas”.
Care needs to be taken to identify which is intended if semantic content is not to be lost. In the latter
case, the ape may well consume parts of bananas as well as whole bananas. It is appropriate therefore
to treat it as a material and symbolise it in that way.

26.7 Binary Operator Sets & Binary Operator Functions
The Binary Operator Sets {+} and {.} & the Binary Operator Functions {+} and {.}
Binary operator functions provide an alternative way of symbolising the disjunction and conjunction
of two sets. However, the way in which they are used differs from that of binary relationship sets.
Consider, for example, the equation (a + b)1 = ({+}b1)a1. Firstly, the binary operator set {+} acts as a
function on one entity, b1, to define a set of relationships, ({+}b1). These relationships then act as a
function on a second entity, a1, to yield a third set of entities (a + b)1.
Thus, if a general binary operator is described by the symbol o then:
(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1

(DA11) Definition of a Binary Operator

Note that a and b are collections which may be singular or plural.
This definition holds true for all binary operators and, thus, for example:
(a b)1 = ({}b1)a1
1

1

1

(a b) = ({}b )a

(TR592) Definition of {}
(TR593) Definition of {}

However, for binary operators, such as + and .(dot), that are commutative, the following also holds
true:
(o1  RC)  ((a o b)1 = (oa1)b1)

(TT490)

From which the following may, for example, be derived:
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(TR590) Definition of {+}

(a + b)1 = ({+}a1)b1
1

1

(a.b) = ({.}a )b

(TR591) Definition of {.}

1

Binary operator functions can, of course, operate on sets with more than one member. For example, if
a = a11+ a21 and b = b11+ b21 then ({+}a)b = (a11+ b11)1 + (a11+ b21)1 + (a21+ b11)1 + (a21+ b21)1. Thus, ({+}a)b
is a collection of all pairs of entities, one a member of a and the other a member of b, each pair treated
as an entity. This is the same, of course, as all relationships between members of a in their entirety
and members of a in their entirety.
However, if {.} is substituted for {+} in the above, then then ({.}a)b = (a11.b11)1 + (a11.b21)1 + (a21.b11)1 +
(a21.b21)1. Only where the member of a and the member of b are the same entity is a term not null or
the null set entity, and so:
(TS127)

({.}a)b = a.b

The membership relationship set, {}, can be expressed in terms of the binary relationship set {.} and
the membership relationship set, {}, can be expressed in terms of the binary relationship set {+}, as
follows:
{} = {.}E

(TA177)

{} = {+}E

(TA178)

Thus:
{} = S{.}

(TA181)

{} = S{+}

(TA180)

The sets {.} and {+} are, therefore, relationship sets which have {} and {} respectively as their subject.
The Binary Operator Sets {} and {} and the Binary Operator Functions {} and {}
Although these sets and functions are possible, their use would result in infinite recursion. For
example, if the binary operator, , is replaced by the function, {},in the equation a = cb this would
yield a1 = ({}c1)b1. The two binary operators, , could then be replaced in this latter expression and
so on, ad infinitum.
There is no advantage in using the functions {} and {}, therefore, and they have no equivalent in
natural language or natural reasoning.

26.8 Binary Functions with E1 and 1
Because 1 exists, it must be the object of a relationship with every entity in the universe. The latter
are, of course, super-entities of the former. Thus, VQ1 {} and VQ1 = {}.VQ1. By similar argument
the following theorems can be derived:
S1 {} (TT857)

V

S1 = {}.VS1 (TT861)

V

V

V

SE1 {} (TT858)

V

Q1 {} (TT859)

V

SE1 = {}.VSE1 (TT862)

QE1 {} (TT860)

V

Q1 = {}.VQ1 (TT863)

V

1 SS{.} (TT867)

E1 SS{+} (TT868)

QE1 = {}.VQE1 (TT864)

Note that:
{} = S{.} (TA181)

{} = S{+} (TA180)

and so:
S1 S{.} (TT865)

V

SE1 S{+} (TT866)

V
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Note also that c1 and cE1 must be calculated using the right-hand side of cb = S(c.VQb).
Particularly important examples are the cases where c is a membership relationship set such as {} as
shown in the theorems below:
{=}1 = 1 (TT873)

{}1 = ~1 (TS451)

{}1 = ~1 (TA646)

{~}1 = 1 (TA258)

{}1 =  (TS576)

{~}1 = E (TA257)

{}1 =  (TA276)

{}1 = E (TA278)

{=}E1= E1 (TT874)

{}E1 = ~E1 (TS452)

{}E1 = ~E1 (TA231)

{~}E1 = E1 (TA256)

{}E1 =  (TT875)

{~}E1 = E (TA255)

{}E1 =  (TA275)

{}E1 = E (TA277)
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Chapter 27 Physical Continuum and Discrete Sets
27.1 Introduction
Space-time is a physical continuum, i.e.: every region in space-time intersects infinite other regions;
every region is a component of infinite other regions; and every region comprises infinite component
regions. All entities, all sets as collections of entities, and all set entities are physical and occupy a
region in space-time. They too are physical continua, therefore. Abstract entities can be abstract
continua. These are similar to physical continua but differ in important ways which will be explained
later.
There are infinite regions in space-time and, thus, infinite possible physical entities. We only recognise
and name a small number, usually those on a scale that are not too large or small for us to perceive,
those which appear to have a structure which persists for a time, and those of a type which recurs. It
is this human simplification of the universe that gives rise to the concept of discrete entities and
collections of discrete entities. For something to be discrete anything with which it intersects, or
anything which is a part of it, or anything of which it is a part must be of a different type and, thus,
have a different name.
In this chapter, it will be shown that membership relationship functions can be used to describe these
different types of physical entity and the spatio-temporal relationships between them.
In the text which follows, the terms “part of a1”, “member of a1” and “sub-entity of a1” are
interchangeable. Elsewhere, they may be used in different contexts. However, in Symbolic Reasoning
they all have the same meaning, i.e., something which is “of a1”.
In Symbolic Reasoning, a part, member, or sub-entity of a1 can also be continuous or discontinuous
in space-time.

27.2 Types of Physical Entity
Physical entities and their parts or members can be classified as follows:
(1)

Intersecting / Non-intersecting. If physical entities intersect one another then they have parts
that they share but also parts they do not. The existence of intersecting members has a bearing
on whether a set is continuum, non-continuum, discrete or non-discrete.

(2)

Atomic / Non-atomic. Atomic members form the lower bound of resolution of a set of physical
entities. They are the smallest members of the set and no smaller part of them can be a member
of the set. Joined together to form a single entity, they comprise the lower bound of resolution
of the set.

(3)

Super-atomic / Non-super-atomic. Super-atomic entities are the largest members of a set of
physical entities. Nothing of which they might be a part of can be a member of that set. There
is often only one such entity, but there can be several, and, joined together, they form the upper
bound of resolution of the set.

If all members or parts of the physical set a1 are a, then the different types of member are symbolised
as follows.
Intersecting members:

a.({}a)

Upper bound of resolution:

(a.({}a))1

Atomic members:

a.({}a)

Lower bound of resolution:

(a.({}a))1
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Super-atomic members:

a.({}a)

27.3 Physical Continuum Sets
The Universe as a Physical Continuum
The fact that the universe is a physical continuum can be described using the equation E1  SC, where
SC is the collection of all entities or set entities that are physical continua. Every part of the universe,
i.e., E, except the universe in its entirely, i.e., E1, intersects other parts and thus:
(TS352)

(E1  SC) = (~E1  {}E)

The physical universe in its entirety, E1 is a member of E, but not the only such member. This is an
important property of physical continua which does not apply to discrete sets, and which is expressed
by the theorem:
(TM481) Domain of the Universal Set Entity

E1 E

However, the universe as an entity is not a proper sub-entity of any member of the universal set. The
following equation, which is a special case of (TS360), described later, expresses this:
E1 = {}E

It is also true that every part of the universe, except the universe in its entirety, is a sub-entity of other
parts, i.e.:
(TS455)

~E1 = {}E

and that every part, except the null set entity, is a super-entity of other parts, i.e.:
(TA233)

~1 = {}E
1

The universe as an entity, or E , is the hypothetical upper bound of resolution of the universe, i.e., that
part of the universe which, if it exists, is most extensive in space-time. E 1 is defined by the following
equation:
E1 = ({}E)({}{}E)

(TS462) Definition of the Universal Set Entity

This equation states that the universe is an entity that comprises everything, i.e., {}E, but is not a
proper super-entity of anything else which may comprise everything, i.e., {}{}E. As the latter
super-entities do not exist, this equation simplifies to an equation meaning that the universe is an entity
that comprises everything, i.e.:
E1 = {}E

(TA643)

This theorem simplifies, yet further, to an equation meaning that the collection of every part of the
universe is the same as collection of all entities, i.e.:
E = {}E1

(TA644)

The universe also has a hypothetical lower bound of resolution. This is represented by 1 and is defined
by the following equation:
1 = ({}E)({}{}E)

(TS463) Definition of Null Set Entity

This equation states that the null set entity is a part of every entity in the universe, i.e., {}E, but not
a sub-entity of any other thing which may also be a part of every entity in the universe, i.e., {}{}E.
Because parts of the universe may be separate from and not intersect each other, this leads to the
conclusion that 1 is in one sense singular and in another plural. It is plural in the sense that it exists
at every point in the universe.
There are no things other than the null set entity which are a part of every entity in the universe and
so, the above equation simplifies to:
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(TT845)

1 = {}E

This means simply that the null set entity is a part of everything in the universe.
This theorem simplifies, yet further, to an equation meaning that the null set entity has no parts other
than itself, i.e.:
(TA151)

{}1 = 1

Although E1 and 1 are hypothetical, for the purposes of Symbolic Reasoning, they are regarded as
existing, i.e.:
E1  









(TM773) Existence of E1 and

1  









(TM780) Existence of 1

E1 is

a super-entity of every entity that exists, i.e.:

1

(a )  (E1  {}a1)

(TT848)

This is the equivalent in relationship theory of a  E. The condition a1 is necessary because, if
a1 =,the right-hand side of the equation becomes E1 =.
1

is a sub-entity of every entity that exists, i.e.:

(a1 )  (1 {}a1)

(TT846)

This is the equivalent in relationship theory of a. 1 can be regarded as a physical part of every
entity. However, it is not necessarily a member of every set because some discrete sets may exclude
it.
Lesser Entities as Physical Continua
Any part of a physical continuum is also a physical continuum. This is expressed by the theorem:
(TS604)

(a1 SC) = (a SC)

If a1 is replaced by E1 and a is replaced by E this yields:
(E1 SC) = (E SC)

Strictly, therefore, any lesser part of the universe, a1 say, is also a physical continuum, i.e., a1  SC.
Thus, many of the rules which hold true for the universe in its entirety also hold true for lesser entities.
They are expressed in a slightly different form below and the equivalent equations for the universe in
its entirety are restated to aid comparison.
Every part of a1, i.e., a, except a1 in its entirely, intersects other parts. Strictly, this should be written
(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.~a1.({}(a.~a1))) but it can be simplified as follows:
(a1  SC) = (a.~a1  {}a)
1

1

c.f., (E  SC) = (~E  {}E)

(TS474) Definition of a Continuum Set

or

(TS352)

Alternatively, this rule can be expressed:
(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.{}a)

(TS364)

A physical continuum set entity is a member, but not the only member, of the set as a collection, i.e.:
(a1 SC)  (a1 a)

(TS666)

c.f., E1 E

(TM481) Domain of the Universal Set Entity

However, a1 is not a proper sub-entity of any member of a. This means that a1 is the upper bound of
resolution of the set a, i.e.:
(a1 SC) (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS360)
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c.f., E1 = {}E
It is also true that every part of a1, except a1 in its entirety, is a proper sub-entity of other parts of a1.
This also implies that a1 is the upper bound of resolution of a. This is expressed by the theorem:
(DR62) Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(TS455)

1

c.f., ~E = {}E

Alternatively, this rule can be expressed:
(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.{}a)

(TS363)

Every part of a1 including a1 itself, is a proper super-entity of other parts of a1. This is expressed by
the theorem:
(TS362)

(a1 SC)  (a = a.{}a)

(TA233)

1

c.f., ~ = {}E

This would seem to imply that a physical continuum set has no lower bound of resolution. However,
the theorem a + 1 = a (TT420) implies that 1 must be a member of a, thus, providing that lower bound.
The entity a1 in its entirety is an upper bound of resolution of a. Thus, a1 is defined by the following
equation:
(a )  (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

c.f., E1 = ({}E)({}{}E)

(TS462) Definition of the Universal Set Entity

1

In this case the condition a  SC is omitted because the equation also holds true for entities that are not
physical continua. The condition a is applied, however, because, if a is, then a1 is also .This
would contradict the membership theorem (a = )  (a1 = ) + (a1 = 1) (TM496).
Unlike the universal set, a1 is not the only entity with all members of a as parts and so:
(a  ) (a1  {}a)

(TS215)

c.f., E1 = {}E

(TA643)

However, since a1 is a member of a , the following holds true:
(a1 SC)  (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS361)

The following equation means that, in a physical continuum, a represents every part of a1, including
a1 itself:
(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02) Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets

c.f., E = {}E1

(TA644)

Further Properties of Physical Continua
Any aggregation of physical continua is also a physical continuum. Thus, the disjunction of two
physical continuum sets is also a physical continuum set. This is stated by the equation (a1 + b1 SC) =
((a + b)1 SC). However, the following axiom, which is a variant, is necessary for the derivation of
many of the theorems of physical continuum sets.
(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR01) Axiom of Continuum Sets

1

If a is a physical continuum, then, if one member is a sub-entity of another, it is also a sub-entity of a
sub-entity of the other. A similar rule applies to super-entities. This follows from the fact that, in a
physical continuum, no matter how small the difference between two entities there is always a smaller
difference. Expressed symbolically, these rules are:
((a1SC) = E) ((ar1 a)  ({}{}ar1= {}ar1))

(TS831) and
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(TS832)

((a1SC) = E) ((ar1 a)  ({}{}ar1= {}ar1))
1

1

1

If a is a physical continuum, then a must not be  , which is a discrete set, i.e.:
(TS396)

(a1  SC)(a1  1)

from which can be derived:
(TS356)

((a1 SC) = E) ((a1= ) = (a= ))
((a  SC) = E) ((a  ) = (a ))

(TS357)

((c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a1 = ) = (a= ))

(TS424) and

1

1

1

1

1

((c  SC)(a  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a  ) = (a ))

(TS425)

If a1 is an unordered physical continuum set then {=}, {}, {} and {} and their negatives can be used
to compare members. Thus, where SU is the set of unordered sets:
(a1 SC.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})

(TR723)

The set of membership relationship sets is RB and, because they relate entities in a physical continuum
set, RB must itself be a physical continuum set, i.e.:
(TS420)

RB SC
1

(TS421)

1

(c  RB) (c  SC)

If a membership or any other relationship set is a physical continuum set, then so too must be its set
of subjects or objects, i.e.:
(TS442)

(c1  SC) = ((Sc)1  SC))
1

(TS443)

1

(c  SC) = ((Qc)  SC))
1

(TS441)

1

(c  SC) = ((Sc + Qc)  SC))

Any member of a physical continuum set is itself a physical continuum set. Thus, if a1 is a member of
the set Sc + Qc above, then it is a physical continuum set, i.e.:
(TS423)

(c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) (a1 SC)

Entities related by {>} and {<} can be regarded as being members of an ordered set and similar theorems
for ordering relationship sets are given later.
Other Physical Continuum Sets
All axioms, definitions, and theorems of Symbolic Reasoning, such as (AMX01), (DR09), (TA112), etc., and
all true statements, such as (a b), are universally true and equivalent to the universal set, therefore.
Thus, if the universal set is a physical continuum set then so too are these truth sets.
Sub-relationship, membership relationship and ordering relationship sets such as S and {} are also
physical continuum sets. Thus:
(AA07) Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

(X = S,Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)
1

(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X  SC)

(AA08) Binary Relationship Continuum Axiom

However, {<} and {>} are not. Rather they are abstract continua whose collection is symbolised SC.
These differ from physical continua, and will be explained later.
(X = {<},)  (X1  SC)

(AA09) Ordering Relationship Continuum Axiom
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27.4 Physical Discrete Sets
Introduction
Discrete entities and physical discrete sets are different things. A discrete entity, a1, is its own upper
bound and lower bound of resolution and is a member of SE. A physical discrete set, a1, on the other
hand, comprises more than one discrete entity, a11 to an1, each of which is its own upper and lower
bound of resolution. It is a member of SD. Thus, if a1 is a physical discrete set then a1 SD.
Even if an entity is not a physical continuum, it is a part of the universal set which is. It may also be a
part of a physical continuum of lesser extent than the universal set. Similarly, a set which is not a
physical continuum set is nevertheless a subset of one.
This can be explained symbolically as follows: if a set a1 is not a physical continuum set, then there
exists a set b1 such that the set b1 is one and the members of a are a subset of its members, b, i.e.:
(AR17) (Non Continuum Sets Axiom)

((a1  ~SC) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

Physical discrete sets are special cases of physical non-continuum sets, i.e., the former are a proper
subset of the latter. Thus, it follows from (AR17) that:
(TS606)

((a1  SD) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

Some of the rules for physical continuum sets are not applicable to physical discrete sets and the latter
follow a subset of the rules of the former, therefore. No additional rules are introduced by the fact that
a set is physically discrete. Thus, although physical discrete sets must have a definition, there are no
axioms which solely apply to them. When manipulating axioms, definitions and theorems, the sets and
collections referred to in them must be taken as being physical continua, therefore, if the resulting
equations are to be generally applicable.
Rules for Physical Discrete Sets.
A physical discrete set is one in which no member is a super-entity of any other, i.e., one in which
every member is super-atomic. This is described by the theorem:
(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a1  a)

(TS218) Definition of a Discrete Set

This theorem derives, in part, from the formal definition:
(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR95) Definition of a Discrete Set

and, in part, from the theorem:
(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TR719)

This implies that every member is also atomic, i.e.:
(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a1  a)

(TR720)

The term a1  a means that the set is not the same as its members and is needed to distinguish physical
discrete sets from discrete entities.
No member of a physical discrete set intersects any other member, i.e.:
(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TR704)

Because every member of a physical discrete set, a, is both atomic and super-atomic, their aggregate,
a1, is both the upper bound of resolution of the set and the lower bound of resolution. Both bounds are,
therefore, defined using the same equation as for a physical continuum set, i.e.:
(a )  (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

No physical discrete set may be a member of a physical discrete set, i.e.:
(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1  b)

(DR97) Definition of a Discrete Set
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This equation can be explained as follows. (b1 SD) means that members of the set b are discrete
entities. However, (a1 SD) means that a1 is a discrete set rather than a discrete entity . Thus, a1 cannot
be a member of b.
This implies that, unlike physical continuum sets, the physical discrete set a1 cannot be a member of
a, i.e.:
(TS614)

(a1 SD)  (a1  a)

The null set entity is a discrete entity. This is because it has only one member, itself. Thus:
(TS355)

1  SE

A plural subset of a physical discrete set is also a physical discrete set.
(b1 SD)(a  b)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS221) Subsets of Discrete Sets

However, a singular subset of a physical discrete set is a discrete entity, i.e.:
(b1 SD)(a  b)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(TS616) Members of Discrete Sets

Note that although it is possible for a proper subset of a physical continuum set to be a physical
continuum set, this is not necessarily the case. A theorem similar to (TS221) for continuum sets would
be untrue, therefore.
If a1 is a discrete, unordered set then only {=} and {} may be used to compare its members. This can
be symbolised:
(a1 SD.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {})

(TR721)

Thus, entities related by membership relationship sets other than {=} and {} can be regarded as
members of a continuum set.

27.5 Sets of Unusual Composition
Physical discrete and continuum sets can be defined by the extent to which their members intersect
one another. In a physical discrete set no members intersect one another, i.e., if a1 is a discrete set then
a  {}a. In a physical continuum set every member, except the upper bound of resolution, intersects
other members, i.e., if a1 is a continuum set then a.~ a1  {}a.
Thus, continuum and discrete sets are polar opposites, i.e.:
SC  ~SD

(TS627)

It is theoretically possible therefore for there to be sets which are neither physically discrete nor nor
physically continua, i.e., sets in which some members intersect others or a  {}a and in which
some do not or a.~ a1  {}a. However, such sets are difficult to imagine, we do not use them in our
reasoning processes, and their mathematics will not be considered, therefore.

27.6 Abstract Discrete and Continuum Sets Mentioned in Brief
The form of composition of a set can be defined using its bounds of resolution.
A physical continuum set has 1 as its lower bound of resolution and the set as an entity as its upper
bound of resolution. Between those bounds are sub-entities of the set entity. An abstract continuum
set, on the other hand, has the set entity as its lower bound of resolution and E1 as its upper bound of
resolution. Between those bounds are super-entities of the set entity.
The members of a physical discrete set are sub-entities of the set entity. The members of an abstract
discrete set, on the other hand are super-entities of the set entity.
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The universe in its entirety has 1 as its lower bound of resolution and E1 as its upper bound of
resolution. It is both physical and abstract, therefore.
Finally, a discrete entity is its own upper and lower bound of resolution and is also both physical and
abstract. Because of this, they have not been described as physical or abstract in the text above.
The terms physical and abstract have been used in the text above to distinguish these two types of set
from one another. To simplify the terminology, from this point onwards, “continuum set” will mean
“physical continuum set” and “discrete set” will mean “physical discrete set” unless otherwise stated.
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Chapter 28 Relationship Symmetry
28.1 Introduction
There are two principal symmetries in Symbolic Reasoning: relationship symmetry and aspect
symmetry. In both cases a symmetrical pairing relationship set is involved. This chapter discusses
relationship symmetry. Aspect symmetry and combination of the two symmetries will be discussed in
a later chapter.

28.2 Relationship Symmetry
Introduction
In Symbolic Reasoning, every entity can be regarded as a relationship and, thus, as having a
symmetrical opposite which is its reverse. The set of sub-relationships between each original
relationship and its reverse is a pairing relationship set, i.e., for each original relationship there is just
one reverse. It is also a symmetrical relationship set, comprising both sub-relationships with original
relationships as their subject and their reverses.
The function V is used to define the reverse of a relationship. Thus, Va are the reverses of the
relationships a. V1 is a pairing relationship set, symmetrical and anti-transitive, i.e.:
V1  RPRSRU

(AR28) (Nature of V)

Relationship symmetry is used, in natural language, to describe active propositions, e.g., “Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc”, and passive propositions, i.e., “Mont Blanc is climbed by Andrew”. If their truth
or falsity is disregarded, these propositions are, of course, relationships. The active relationship
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and the passive relationship, “Mont Blanc is climbed by Andrew”
clearly have the same meaning. The two sentences and the symbolic expressions used to describe
them, i.e., VSa1.c.VQb1 and VSb1.Vc.VQa1 respectively, are the reverse of one another but are different
descriptions of the same thing.
Although all physical entities can be regarded as relationships, in the case of physical objects, the
subject, object, and relationship between them are the same physical object. Thus, whether a are
physical objects or more familiar relationships, it is axiomatic that Va = a. The only exceptions to this
rule are the structural sub-relationships S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, and {}, where the latter is a general
asymmetrical relationship set. Thus:
(AS78) (Relationship Symmetry Axiom)

(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, {}): (Va = a)

Note that {} and {} and are derived from {.} and {+}, and so they too are exceptions.
Equivalences in Relationship Symmetry
The Relationship Symmetry Axiom applies to the following types of expression:
Type of Expression

Physical objects.
The universal set and
null set.

Relationship Symmetry
V

b=b
(TT793) Relationship Opposite of E

V

E=E

V

 = 



(TR070) Null Object Theorem
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The universal set entity,
the null set entity, and
their complements.

(TT794)

V

(E1) = E1

V

1

(TT795)

1

( ) = 

V

(~E1) = ~E1

V

1

1

(~ ) = ~

(TT796)
(TT797)

(o1 RS)  (Vo = o)

Symmetrical binary
relationship sets.

(DA94) Definition of a Symmetrical Relationship Set

where o is a general symmetrical relationship set into which specific
symmetrical relationship sets, i.e., {=}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {} and {},
can be substituted. For example:
V

(TA485)

V

(TT724)

V

(TT725)

V

(TT799)

V

(TT800)

{=} = {=}
{} = {}
{} = {}
(cb) = cb

Functions operating on
object sets.

(cb) = cb

(o1 RB):V(a ob) = (a ob) (TT802) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

Equations, truth sets or
propositions.

e.g., V(a  b) = (a  b)
Note that if a proposition is true or certain, it takes the value E and (TT802)
above simplifies to VE = E. If it is false or impossible, it takes the value 
and (TT802) simplifies to V = . Thus, if a proposition is true or certain,
then its relationship opposite or reverse is also true or certain. Similarly,
if a proposition is false or impossible, then its relationship opposite or
reverse is also false or impossible.
V

Sa.c.VQb = VSb.Vc.VQa

Relationships.

Theorems of Relationship Symmetry
V is distributive over . and +. Thus, the relationship opposite or reverse of a.b, i.e., V(a.b),
the relationship opposite or reverse of a + b, i.e., V(a + b) , is Va + Vb. Thus:
(TR012a) Distribution of V over .

V

(a.b) = Va.Vb

V

V

is Va.Vb and

V

(a + b) = a + b

(TS288) Distribution of V over +

These theorems can, of course, be simplified using (AS78) Relationship Symmetry Axiom and either or both
sides can become a.b or a + b respectively.
If a proposition is true for two sets, then it is also true for the relationship reverses of those sets, i.e.:
(o1 RB):(a ob) = (Va oVb)

(TR510) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

and since
(o1 RB):V(a ob) = (a ob)

(TT802) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

this becomes:
(o1 RB): V(a ob) = (Va oVb)

(TT798) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

Substitution into (TR510) yields the following specific theorems:
(a = b) = (Va = Vb)

(TR022)

(a  b) = (Va Vb)

(TR022b)

(a  b) = (Va Vb)

(TR022a)

(a  b) = (Va  Vb)

(TR022c)
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(a  b) = (Va  Vb)

(TR022d)

(a  b) = (Va Vb)

(TR022e)

Non-equivalences in Relationship Symmetry
The relationship opposite or reverse of {.} is {+} and vice versa, i.e.:
(DR51) Definition of V{.}

V

{.} = {+}

V

{+} = {.}

(TS583) Definition of V{+}

The relationship opposites or reverses of S and Q are, of course, VS and VQ respectively and no formal
definition is needed to express this.
The set of relationships whose subjects are a and the set of relationships whose objects are a are
essentially the same. However, to permit active and passive propositions to be distinguished
symbolically, the distinction between them is retained. Thus, the relationship opposite or reverse of
all relationships with a member of a as their object is all relationships with a member of a as their
subject, i.e.:
(AR13) Reversibility of Matching Relationships

V

Sa = V(VQa)

The reverse is also true, and thus:
V

Qa = V(VSa )

(TR019) Reversibility of Matching Relationships

Membership and ordering relationships may be asymmetrical, or symmetrical, or a combination of the
two. The symmetrical opposites or reverses of the asymmetrical relationship sets, {}, {}, {~}, {~},
{<}, {>}, {} and {} are given by the definition:
(DA143) Symmetrical Opposite of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

V

{} = {}

where {} is a general asymmetrical relationship set into which specific asymmetrical relationship sets
can be substituted, e.g., V{} = {} (DA143) Definition of V{}. Thus, if a relationship set is asymmetrical its
reverse is the set with the reflected symbol. Note that {} can also be used as a general asymmetrical
relationship set rather than {}.
The symmetrical opposite of combined relationship sets such as {} is therefore the same symbol
reflected, i.e. {}. In practice the only combinations used are those with {=} and this is formalised by
the theorem:
(a  b) = (b  a) where is any asymmetrical membership or ordering relation. ( TM737) Definition of .

28.3 Complement Symmetry
Theorems of Complement Symmetry
Complement symmetry is a special case of relationship symmetry based on one of the exceptions in
(AS78) Relationship Symmetry Axiom. This exception states that the reverse of the relationship set {.} , i.e.
V
{.}, is {+}. Thus:
V

{.} = {+}

(DR51) Definition of V{.}

In turn, the relationship sets {} and {} are derived from {.} and {+}, as follows:
{} = S{.}

(TA181)

{} = S{+}

(TA180)

The membership relationship sets {=} and {} are symmetrical, i.e., their reverses are the same.
However, the membership relationship sets {} and {} are asymmetrical, with {} and {} as their
reverses, i.e.:
V

{} = {}

(DA143) Symmetrical Opposite of {}
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V

{} = {}

(TT741) Definition of V{}

Complement symmetry means that, for every valid expression comprising two sets, there is an
equivalent valid expression comprising their complements. There are two axioms governing the
transformation from one valid expression to the other. The first, which governs the conjunction or
disjunction of sets, is:
(o = {.}, {+}): (~(aob) = ~aVo~b)

(AS80) DeMorgan’s Law

from which the following theorems can be derived:
~(a.b) = a + b (TM025) DeMorgan’s Law

ab = ~(a + b) (TM026) DeMorgan’s Law

The second, which governs membership relationships sets, is:
(o1  RB):(V(aob) = (~aVo~b))

(AS81) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

from which, for example, the following can be derived:
V

(a b) = (~a ~b)

The following transposition rule can also be derived from (AS81) and (TT802):
(o1  RB):((aob) = (~aVo~b))

(TT773)

Truth Set Symmetry
A particularly important aspect of complement symmetry is truth set symmetry. Every axiom,
definition, or theorem in Symbolic Reasoning has its own unique complement. They are derived using
the axioms, definitions, and theorems above, but the resulting sets, ~a are resymbolised to become a.
For example:
Axiom, Definition or Theorem

Complement

(AMX01)

a+a=a

(TM667)

aa = a

(AMX11)

aE = a

(TM668)

a + = a

(TM052)

(a  ) = (a = )

(TM275)

(E a) = (a = E)
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Chapter 29 Mapping
29.1 Introduction
A mapping relationship is a one-to-one relationship which maps the entities in one set onto equivalent
entities in another. The latter is normally either a set comprising the defining characteristic of each
entity or a set comprising a particular measurable characteristic of each entity, e.g., their length,
weight, time, or some other feature.
A mapped binary relationship is a relationship between the original two entities which describes a
relationship between their characteristics.

29.2 Symbolising Mapping and Mapped Binary Relationships
Script is used, e.g., X rather than X, to distinguish mapping relationship sets from other forms of
relationship. If X is the mapping relationship set which maps entities onto a particular set, e.g., lengths,
weights, times, etc., and o is the binary relation set used to compare these characteristics, then the
mapped binary relation set is oX.
This is described graphically in the figure below.

Characteristic
oXb1

Binary Relationship between Characteristics o

Reverse Mapping
Relationship VX

Entity
a  XoXb1
or a1 oXb1
1

Characteristic
Xb1

Mapping
Relationship X

Entity b1

V

Mapped Binary Relationship oX

Fig. 26 Mapping Relationships and Mapped Binary Relations
For example, if the characteristic in question is length, then, if a1 and b1 are two physical objects, the
length of b1 is Xb1. If the binary relationship set o means “greater than” then oXb1 are those lengths
which are greater than the length of b1. Finally, a1 VXoXb1 means that a1 is one of the things whose
length is greater than the length of b1. This comparison can, however, be simplified by using the
mapped binary relationship set oX, which means “is longer than”, between a1 and b1 to give a1 oXb1
which means “a1 is longer than b1”.
This simplification is expressed symbolically by the definition:
(p = {}, {}, {}, {}): (oX p a = VXo p Xa)

(DR34) Definition of a Mapped Binary Relationship

from which the following theorems may be derived:
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oXa = VXoXa

(TR571)

oXa = VXoXa

(TR572)

oXa = VXoXa

(TR573)

oXa = VXoXa

(TR574)

29.3 The Generality of Mapped Binary Relationships
Mapped binary relationships are a more general way of expressing all binary relationships as will be
explained below.
If X1 is a one-to-one relationship set which maps entities in one set onto entities in another, then to
describe a binary relationship in the latter set using entities in the former, the symbolism oX is used.
The definition below expresses this formally. Its symbolism will be explained in more detail later and,
for the present, it is sufficient to note that (Xa oXb) = (a oX b). For example, where o is , this
becomes (Xa Xb) = (a X b).
(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa oXb) = (a oX b))

(DS36)(Definition of oX )

If X is the reflexive relationship set, i.e., {=}, then the original set and the set onto which it is mapped
are the same. Thus, oX simplifies to o. This is expressed by the definition:
(DR91) Definition of Reflexive Mapping

(X = {=}) = (oX = o)

For example:
(X = {=}) = ({=}X = {=})

(TS448)

Furthermore, the following theorems can be derived from (TR571) above:
(X = {=}) = (oXb = ob)

(TS418)

(X = {=}) = ({=}Xb = {=}b)

(TS419)

Thus, oX and its more specific equivalents such as X, X, X, =X, X, <X or >X, can be used to represent
both mapped and unmapped binary relations Similarly, oX and its more specific equivalents such as
{}X, {}X, {}X, {=}X, {}X, {<}X or {>}X, can be used to represent both mapped and unmapped binary
relationship sets. When X = {=}, they represent direct binary relationships between entities in the
original set and, when X  {=}, they represent mapped binary relationships. However, although this is
true, the resulting symbolism is more complex than that used for the former, so far.
The main advantage of this generality is that axioms, definitions, theorems, and other true equations
which include binary relations, o, and/or binary relationship sets, o, can be regarded as
interchangeable with the otherwise identical axioms, definitions, theorems, or equations which include
binary relations, oX, and/or binary relationship sets, oX. No additional proofs are necessary.
This rule is, itself, an axiom and can be expressed symbolically as:
(X 1  RO) = (F1o1…Fnon  F1o1X …FnonX)

(AR57) Binary Relationship Interchangeability Axiom

i.e. if X 1 is a one-to-one relationship then if an axiom, definition or theorem containing the binary
relations o1 to on is true, then so too is the same axiom definition or theorem containing o1X to
onX. Note, however, that all the binary relationship sets in an expression must be changed for it to
remain valid. For example, the equivalent of
{} = {} + {=}

(DA141)(Disjunction with {=}) is

{}X = {}X + {=}X

(DA141)(Disjunction with {=})

and not, for example, {}X = {} + {=}X or {}X = {}X + {=}.
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Chapter 30 Aspect Symmetry & Combining Symmetries
30.1 Introduction
For every physical entity in the universe, a1 say, there is a matching abstract entity (~a)1 and vice versa.
This is known as aspect matching. The two entities a1 and (~a)1 both occupy a region in the universe
or space-time continuum.
Physical entities, such as a1, can be visualised because they have a boundary or upper-bound of
resolution that we are able to perceive. However, abstract entities, such as (~a)1, cannot. This is because
their upper-bound of resolution is the whole of space-time in its infinite extent. Because we are unable
to visualise such entities, we call them abstract. Nevertheless, they are also physical in the sense that
they do occupy a region of space-time.
Unfortunately, although we have much experience of visualising physical entities, we have none of
visualising abstract entities. We tend to interpret diagrams as representing physical entities, therefore.
Thus, any attempt to describe abstract concepts diagrammatically can lead to confusion and error. To
avoid this, no diagrams will be used to explain abstract concepts.
From the perspective of Symbolic Reasoning the physical universe is all that exists. However, it is
divided into two aspects: the physical aspect which comprises all physical entities and the abstract
aspect which comprises all abstract entities. Due to the mental effort needed to perceive the latter, it
is tempting to regard the physical aspect as being somehow more real than the abstract aspect.
However, for the purposes of Symbolic Reasoning both are regarded as being real.

30.2 The Abstract Relationship Set and The Abstract Function
Complement symmetry is between a plural collection, a, and its complement, ~a. However, aspect
symmetry is between the plural collection, a, treated as a singular entity, i.e., a1, and the plural
collection, ~a, treated as a singular entity, i.e., (~a)1. Clearly, the operator ~ cannot be used to relate a1
and (~a)1 and some other relationship is needed, therefore.
The two sets a1 and (~a)1 essentially divide the universe into just two entities and there is a one-to-one
relationship between them. Similar relationships also exist between other such pairs, e.g., b1 and (~b)1.
Together, these relationships form the set A, which can be defined as follows:
A = [VS(~an)1.VQan1]En=1
A1

(DS20) Definition of A

is a pairing relationship set, symmetrical and anti-transitive, i.e.:

A1 RPRSRU

(AS86) Nature of A

Thus, it satisfies the criteria for a relationship which yields symmetry.
The equivalent function A is referred to as the abstract function and can be simplified in a similar
manner to V, i.e.:
A

a = Aa

(DS18) Simplification of the Abstract Function

This function maps physical entities onto their aspect opposite or their equivalent abstract entities. For
example, Aa1 is the abstract equivalent of a1. Note, that A follows the convention of using uppercase script letters to represent mapping relationship sets.
The aspect opposite of a set entity is its equivalent abstract entity and thus:
A

a1 = (~a)1

(DS21) Aspect Opposite of a1
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For every physical entity there is a matching abstract entity and vice versa. Thus:
(TT436)

(a1 ) = (Aa1 )

For every collection of physical entities there is a matching collection of abstract entities and vice
versa. Thus:
(a = a11 +++ an1) = (Aa = Aa11+++ Aan1)

(TT988)

or alternatively:
(a = a11 +++ an1) = (Aa = (~a1)1 +++ (~an)1)

(TT821)

If, in the above equation, a is replaced by the universal set, E, then it becomes:
A

(AS87) Aspect Opposite of E

E=E

i.e., every member of the universal set has a paired aspect opposite which is itself a member of the
universal set.
However, there is no aspect opposite of the null set and thus:
A

 = 



(TT801) Aspect Opposite of 

30.3 Symbolising Abstract Entities
Both physical and abstract entities occupy regions of space-time. However, the former are finite, tend
to be relatively small in scale, and can often be perceived as iconic images in our minds. Abstract
entities, on the other hand, are infinite in extent and cannot be perceived in this way. This semantic
difference between physical and abstract entities must be recognised if Symbolic Reasoning is to
successfully represent natural language.
A physical entity a1, and its matching abstract entity (~a)1 are related by a member of the set A via the
equation:
Aa1 = (~a)1

(DS21) Aspect Opposite of a1

They are also related via the equation a1 = VA(~a)1, which, because VA = A (TT877), could be simplified
to a1 = A(~a)1. However, to distinguish between abstract and physical entities, this simplification is
not normally used. Rather, the function A is used to map physical entities onto matching abstract
entities and the reverse function VA is used to map abstract entities onto matching physical entities.
Individual physical entities are symbolised using the lower-case, print letters a1, b1, c1, etc. Individual
abstract entities, on the other hand, are symbolised using lower-case, script letters a1, b1, c1, etc.
Collections of physical entities and abstract entities are, of course, symbolised a, b, c, etc. and a, b, c,
etc. respectively.
Thus, all abstract entities are symbolised using a convention in which the set of physical entities, a,
matches the set of abstract entities a. This is expressed formally, as follows:
a =Aa

(DS30) Definition of a Symbolism

30.4 Physical and Abstract Sets and Entities Compared
Introduction
There are three types of physical entity: a continuum entity or set; a discrete set; and a discrete entity.
The terms continuum entity and continuum set are interchangeable. Thus, when a physical continuum
set and its members are referred to below, this can also be taken as being true for a physical continuum
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entity and its parts. Similarly, when an abstract continuum set and its members are referred to below,
this can also be taken as being true for an abstract entity and its parts.
Every physical entity, irrespective of its type, has a matching abstract entity. The relationship between
the physical entity and the abstract entity is described below for each type.
Physical and Abstract Sets in General
Every physical set, a1, has an upper bound of resolution, i.e., a greatest part or aggregate of greatest
parts. A physical set is represented by its upper bound of resolution, which is also symbolised a1. For
every physical set, a1, there is also a matching abstract set, which is represented by its lower bound of
resolution, a1.
The former matches the latter via the equations:
a 1 = Aa1

(TT947)

a = Aa

(TT946)

1

V

1

where a1 = (~a1)1.
The physical set, a1, comprises the collection of sub-entities, a. Each of these sub-entities has a
matching super-entity of a 1, the collection of which is symbolised a. The two collections match via
the equations a = Aa and a = VAa .
Both the physical set, a1, and its upper bound of resolution, a1, are defined from a as follows:
(a )  (a1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

Both the abstract set, a1, and its lower bound of resolution, a1, are defined from a as follows:
(a )  (a 1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(TT945) General Definition of Abstraction

These two equations are aspect opposites of one another.
Physical and Abstract Continuum Sets
If a1 is a physical continuum set, i.e., a1  SC, then it has infinite members or sub-entities, the collection
of which is symbolised a or {}a1. This collection includes a1 itself.
A physical continuum set can be regarded as having no lower bound of resolution or, alternatively, as
having the null set entity, 1, as its lower bound of resolution. The null set entity is both singular and
plural. It is a member of every set and, so, exists at every point in space-time. In this respect, it is
plural. However, it has no extent in any dimension. Thus, wherever it is encountered, it is the same,
and, in this respect, is singular. In its plural sense, it is a sub-entity of every member of a1 and in its
singular sense it is the lower bound of resolution of a1.
The physical collection a may include atomic members, i.e., members which are not super-entities of
any other member. They are symbolised a.({}a). The lower bound of resolution of a physical set is
the aggregate of its atomic members, i.e., (a.({}a))1. A physical continuum set is one in which the
aggregate of its atomic entities is the null set entity, i.e.:
(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = 1)

(TT891)

Every physical continuum set, a1, has a matching abstract continuum set, a1. Abstract continuum sets
are members of SC. They differ from physical continua in that their members are all possible superentities of the set rather than all possible sub-entities. Also, rather than being the greatest sub-entity,
a1 is the least super-entity. a1 is also a physical component of each of its members. Every abstract
continuum set has a lower bound of resolution, i.e., a least part, which is a1 itself. It can also be
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regarded as having no upper bound of resolution or, alternatively, as having the universal set entity as
its upper bound of resolution.
The lower bound of resolution, 1, of a physical continuum set matches the upper bound of resolution,
E1, of its matching abstract continuum set. The universal set entity, E1, is the aspect opposite of the
null set entity. It too is both singular and plural. Each instance of E1 is the aggregate of everything in
the universe except a particular point or set of points and, in this respect, it is plural. Its extent is
infinite, and it is the same no matter which points are excluded. In this respect, it is singular. In its
plural sense, it is a super-entity of every super-entity of a1, and, in its singular sense, it is the upper
bound of resolution of a1.
The null set entity and universal set entity are related via the equations:
A

E1 = 1

(TT803) (Aspect Opposite of E1)

A

1 = E1

(TS450) (Aspect Opposite of 1).

An abstract collection a may include super-atomic members, i.e., members which are not sub-entities
of any other member. They are symbolised a.({}a). The upper bound of resolution of an abstract set
is the aggregate of its super-atomic members, i.e., (a.({}a))1. Thus, an abstract continuum set is one
in which the aggregate of its super-atomic entities is the universal set entity, i.e.:
(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = E1)

(TT891A)

The equations (TT891) and (TT891A) are also aspect opposites of one another.
The Universe as Both a Physical and Abstract Continuum Set
E1

also represents the universe as an entity. It is a continuum set whose members are every possible
sub-entity, including E1 itself, and thus, every entity in the universe.
The abstract equivalent of the universe as an entity, E1, is 1. The null set entity, 1, can be regarded
as an abstract continuum set whose members are every super-entity, including 1 itself, and thus, every
entity in the universe.
The universe is, therefore, both a physical and an abstract continuum. It has no upper or lower bound
of resolution. Alternatively, its upper bound of resolution can be regarded as E1 and its lower bound of
resolution as 1.
Physical and Abstract Discrete Sets
A physical discrete set, a1, comprises more than one discrete entity, a11 to an1, each of which is its own
upper and lower bound of resolution. It is the disjunction of all the members of the set treated as an
entity, i.e., if a = a11+++ an1 then, a1 = (a11+++ an1)1. However, the set is not a member of itself. All
physical discrete sets are members of SD. On the other hand, if the set comprises just one entity, then
it is a discrete entity and a member of SE.
All members of a physical discrete set, a1, are atomic. The set’s lower bound of resolution is the same
as its upper bound of resolution, and both are a1, i.e., the set itself. Thus, a physical discrete set can be
defined by the equation:
(a1SD)  (a1 = (a.({}a))1)

(TT823)

An abstract discrete set is a set comprising the aspect opposites of a number of physical discrete
entities, i.e., a or a11+++ an1 , each of which is its own upper and lower bound of resolution. Again, the
set is not a member of itself. Because the physical discrete set is the least extensive super-entity of all
its member sub-entities, the abstract discrete entity must be the most extensive sub-entity of all its
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member super-entities. All abstract discrete sets are members of SD. On the other hand, if the set
comprises just one entity, then it is an abstract discrete entity and a member of SE.
In an abstract discrete set, a1, all members are super-atomic. The upper bound of resolution is the same
as the lower bound of resolution, and both are also a 1. Thus, an abstract discrete set can be defined by
the equation:
(TT450)

(a 1SD)  (a 1 = (a.({}a))1)

Again, the equations (TT823) and (TT450) are aspect opposites of one another.
Discrete Entities
Discrete entities and discrete sets are different things. A discrete entity, a1, is singular, has no
component sub-entities or super-entities, and is its own upper bound and lower bound of resolution. It
is a member of SE.
Every discrete entity, a1, has an aspect opposite, a 1, which is also a discrete entity. It too is its own
upper and lower bound of resolution, but is a member of SE. The two entities match via the equations
a 1 = Aa1 and a1 = VAa 1. Although all discrete entities are both physical and abstract, a distinction is
made between members of SE and members of SE because the former comprises those which are finite
in extent, e.g., physical objects and events, and the latter comprises those that are infinite in extent,
e.g., characteristics.
The Aspect Opposite of Binary Relations
Membership relationship functions can be applied to both physical and abstract entities. However,
when applied to physical entities, they define other physical entities and, when applied to abstract
entities, they define other abstract entities.
An operation by a membership relationship set in one aspect of the universe is matched by an operation
using the reverse membership relationship set in the other aspect. The only membership relationship
sets whose reverses differ are {} and {}, i.e., V{} = {}. For all other membership relationship sets,
i.e., {=} and {}, the reverse is the same.
Thus, for every valid equation which uses, {}, {}, {=} and {} there is another valid equation where
these membership relationship sets are replaced by {}A, {}A, {=}A and {}A, respectively.
This is described formally by the following axiom:
(AR23) (Reverse Abstract Relationships Axiom) or

(o1  RB) (oA = Vo)
V

(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) (oA = o)

(TS514)

From the above it can be seen that:
{}Aa = {}a

(TS509) and

{}Aa = {}a

(TS510)

that:

30.5 Theorems of Abstract Sets
For every axiom, definition, and theorem of physical sets there is an equivalent theorem of abstract
sets. The symbolism of the former is converted to the latter by the following replacements.
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Physical Sets

Abstract Sets

Theorem used for Conversion

a1

a1 or Aa1 or Aa1

a 1 = Aa1 (TT947)

a

a or Aa or Aa

a =Aa (DS30) Definition of a Symbolism

E1

1

A

1

E1

A

E

E





{=}

{=}

E1 = 1 (TT803) (Aspect Opposite of E1)

1 = E1 (TS450) (Aspect Opposite of 1)
A

A

E = E (AS87) (Aspect Opposite of E)

 = (TT801)(Aspect Opposite of )
A{=}a = {=}a

which can be derived from {=}Aa = {=}a (TR660)
{}

A{}a = {}a

{}

which can be derived from {}Aa = {}a (TS509)
{}

A{}a = {}a

{}

which can be derived from {}Aa = {}a (TS510)
{}

A{}a = {}a

{}

which can be derived from {}Aa = {}a (TS511)
{}

A{}a ={}a

{}

which can be derived from {}Aa = {}a (TR661)
{}

A{}a = {}a

{}

which can be derived from {}Aa = {}a (TR662)
SC

SC

None

SE

SE

None

SD

SD

None

These replacements can lead to equivalences, e.g.:
(a1  SC) = (Aa1  SC)

(AS32) Axiom of Abstract Continuum Sets

(a  SD) = (Aa  SD)

(AS73) Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

(a = b) = (Aa = Ab)

(TT876)

1

1

(a  b) = (Aa  Ab)
1

1
n

(TT429)
1
1

1
n

(a = a1 +++ a ) = ( a = a +++ a )
A

A

A

(TT988)

or they can lead to matching equations. Examples of matching equations that are individually proven
in Volume 2 are:
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Physical Axiom, Definition or Theorem

Abstract Theorem

(a )  (a1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(a )  (a 1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

(TT945) General Definition of Abstraction

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1)) (TS412)

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1)) (TT422)

(a1SD)  (a1 = (a.({}a))1) (TT823)

(a 1SD)  (a 1 = (a.({}a))1) (TT450)

However, any axiom, definition or theorem can be converted using the above replacements. For
example:
Physical Axiom, Definition or Theorem

Abstract Theorem

{}b1 = ({}b).({}b).({}b).({}b)

{}b 1 = ({}b).({}b).({}b).({}b)

(DA08) Definition of Intersection

(DA08A) Definition of Intersection

(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = 1) (TT891)

(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = E1) (TT891A)

The numbering convention for an abstract equation derived using these replacements is as follows.
For some equations only the letters which represent sets or entities are replaced, e.g., a is replaced by
a. In these cases, the equation reference number remains unaltered. However, for equations where the
membership relationship sets {}, {}, {}, {} are replaced or where SC, SE, SD, SP or SM are replaced,
a different convention is used. For example, if (TS414) is used for an equation comprising physical
entities, then (TS414A) is used for the matching equation comprising abstract entities.

30.6 Combining Symmetries for Objects and Events
Every physical object or event has an aspect opposite and a reverse, and these two symmetries can be
combined. For example, the collection of events VSa1.c.VQb1 has the collection of reverses VSb1.Vc.VQa1.
The original collection can, also, be treated as a set entity, i.e., (VSa1.c.VQb1)1, whose reverse is
(VSb1.Vc.VQa1)1. The collection and its reverse are the same thing and so too is the set entity and its
reverse. Thus, the aspect opposite of the one is the same as the aspect opposite of the other. This
implies the following:
The aspect opposite of a set of physical objects or events is the same as the aspect opposite of the set
of their reverses. For example, A(VSa1.c.VQb1)1 = A(VSb1. Vc.VQa1)1. Thus:
(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+},{}): (Aa1 = A(Va)1)

(TT824)

The aspect opposite of a set of physical objects or events has a relationship opposite or reverse.
However, this reverse is the same abstract entity, i.e.:
(Aa  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+},{}): (Aa1 = V(A a1))

(TT825)
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Chapter 31 Characteristics
31.1 Introduction
Entities in the abstract aspect of the universe, whilst still being physical in nature, are in fact
characteristics. Some characteristics are meaningful, but others are not. Meaningful characteristics are
derived by observing similarities between physical entities, i.e., features that they share. Once
recognised, they are named, e.g., “coloured”, “rough”, “loud”, “just”, etc., or described, e.g., “drinks
water”, “climbs mountains”, etc. They can then be used in a sentoid.

31.2 The Nature of Characteristics
Defining Characteristics
The abstract opposite, a1, of a physical entity, a1, is its defining characteristic. A defining characteristic
is that which is held only by the matching physical entity, and that entity in its entirety. Whilst a
physical entity may have a name in natural language, its defining characteristic rarely does.
Given two physical entities a1 and b1, their matching defining characteristics are a1 and b1, respectively,
and the relationship between them is described by the equations a1 = Aa 1 and b1 = Ab1 or by the
equations a1 = VAa 1 and b1 = VAb 1.
Component Characteristics
Proper sub-entities of the defining characteristic are known as component characteristics. These
component characteristics are matched by super-entities of the physical entity, a1, and so, are held by
more physical things than just a1. An example is a collection to which a1 belongs. Some of these
component characteristics have a name in natural language and some do not. To be named they must
be a meaningful characteristic not only of a1 but also of several other entities.
If b1 is a proper super-entity of a1, the spatio-temporal region occupied by b1 includes but is more
extensive than that occupied by a1. Thus, it is something of which a1 is a member, component, or part.
On the other hand, the spatio-temporal region occupied by b 1 is a lesser part of that occupied by a1.
Thus, b 1 is a component characteristic of a1. This is demonstrated by the theorem:
(TT790)

(b1 {}a1) = (b 1 {}a 1)

and in the Venn/Euler diagram below.
1

b
1

a

b

1

1

a

If b1 is a physical super-entity of a1

then b1 is a component characteristic of a1

Fig. 27 Component Characteristics.
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Super-Characteristics
On the other hand, proper super-entities of the defining characteristic, a1, match only parts of the
physical entity, a1. If, for example, if a1 is a set, then a1 may match only some of its members. For ease
of reference the proper super-entities of a defining characteristic are referred to as its supercharacteristics. However, they too usually have no natural language equivalent name.
If b1 is a proper sub-entity of a1, i.e., a member, component, or part of a1, then the spatio-temporal
region occupied by b1 is a part of that occupied by a1. On the other hand, the spatio-temporal region
occupied by b 1 includes that occupied by a1 but is more extensive. b 1 is, therefore, a supercharacteristic of a1. This is demonstrated by the theorem:
(TT804)

(b1 {}a1) = (b 1 {}a 1)

and in the Venn/Euler diagram below.

b

1
1

1

b

a

If b1 is a physical sub-entity of a1

a

1

then b1 is a super-characteristic of a1

Fig. 28 Super-characteristics.

31.3 Physical and Abstract Forms
In a first order natural language proposition, the subject and object must both be either physical or
abstract. A first order proposition cannot include a mixture of physical and abstract entities. This rule
is referred to as aspect exclusivity. For example, “apples are brown”, or more correctly “apples are
brown (things)”, would be expressed in the physical aspect as a  {}VAb1. Conversely, in the abstract
aspect, physical entities must be expressed in terms of their defining characteristic. Thus, for example,
“Brown is a characteristic of apples” means that the characteristic “brown” is a component
characteristic of the defining characteristic of apples and would, therefore, be expressed b1 {}Aa1.
Because the abstract aspect is difficult to visualise, we prefer to express propositions in the more
familiar, physical aspect. Here, the name of a characteristic is treated as an adjective or adverb, and
we combine it with a placeholder noun to form a physical entity which is then used in the proposition.
For example, “Apples are brown (things)”, can be symbolised a ({}VAb 1).E, where a is the
collection of apples, {}VAb 1 is the adjective “brown”, and E the placeholder noun “things”. The
latter can, of course, be omitted from both the natural language proposition and the equation.
A range of examples for copular propositions in standard form is given in the table below.
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Physical Form

Abstract Form

An apple is (a) brown
(thing)

(an1 a).
(a  {}VAb1)

(an1a).
(b  {}Aan1)

Brown is a characteristic of an apple.

The apple is (a) brown
(thing)

an1  {}VAb1

b1  {}Aan1

Brown is a characteristic of the apple.

(All) apples are brown
(things).

a  {}VAb1

b1  {}Aa

Brown is a characteristic of all apples.

Not all apples are
brown (things).

a  {}VAb1

b1  {}Aa or

Brown is not a characteristic of all apples.

Some apples are
brown (things).

a  ~{}VAb1

No apples are brown
(things).

a  ~{}VAb1

1
n

1

b  {}Aa
1

b1  {}Aa or

Brown is a characteristic of some apples.

b1  {}Aa
b1  {}Aa

Brown is a characteristic of no apples.

Non-copular propositions can also be expressed in both physical and abstract form. An example is
given below:
Physical Form
(All) apes consume
(some) bananas.

Abstract Form
a  cb

A(cb)1{}Aa1

(The characteristic of) consuming (some)
bananas is a characteristic of (all) apes.

This example uses the theorem:
((a )(cb ) = E) ((a  cb) = (A(cb)1  {}Aa1)) (TS597)

and can be explained as follows:
cb

is the collection of things that consume (some) bananas;

(cb)1

is the aggregate of things that consume (some) bananas;

A(cb)1
a1
Aa1

is the defining characteristic of things that consume (some) bananas;
is the set of all apes;
is the defining characteristic of apes, i.e., the aspect opposite of the set of all apes;

{}Aa1

is the collection of component characteristics common to all apes, i.e., sub-entities of the
defining characteristic of apes; and

A(cb)1{}Aa1

means that the defining characteristic of things that consume (some) bananas is a component
of the defining characteristic of all apes.
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31.4 Combining Characteristics
We regard physical entities as being defined by a set of characteristics. For example, “green”, “round”,
“sweet” and “edible” or g1, r1, s1, e1 form a set of characteristics which define, among other things,
apples. These entities can be described symbolically in two ways. Firstly, as the conjunction of those
physical entities described by each component characteristic, i.e.:
({}VAg1).({}VAr1).({}VAs1).({}VAe1) or g.r.s.e.

Alternatively, they can be described using a single defining characteristic comprising the aggregate of
the component characteristics, i.e.:
{}VA(g + r + s + e)1.

Note that {}VA(g + r + s + e)1 is the same as {}VA(g1 + r1 + s1 + e1)1.
The component characteristics must be disjoined in this way because more characteristics define fewer
physical entities.
Characteristics can also be combined using “or”. For example, we may wish to define physical entities
which are “brown” or “green”, i.e., b1 or g1. Again, there are two ways to do this symbolically. Firstly,
as a disjunction of the entities described by each characteristic, i.e.:
({}VAb1) + ({}VAg1) or b + g.

Alternatively, they can be described using a single defining characteristic, i.e.:
{}VA(b.g)1.

i.e., the greatest characteristic common to both individual characteristics. The two characteristics must
be conjoined in this way because fewer characteristics define more physical entities.

31.5 Hierarchies of Meaningful Characteristics
Meaningful characteristics frequently form hierarchies. For example, the characteristic “coloured” is
a component characteristic of “red”, “blue”, etc. and the characteristic “red” is a component
characteristic of “scarlet”, “crimson”, etc. Thus, for example, if b1 is the characteristic “blue” and c1 is
the characteristic “coloured” then c 1 {}b 1. However, each characteristic has a matching physical set
entity, i.e., the set of blue things, b1 and the set of coloured things, c1 and the former is a sub-entity of
the latter, i.e., b 1 {}c1 or b c. Clearly these equations are describing the same relationship between
characteristics but in different ways and, thus, (c 1 {}b 1) = (b 1 {}c1) or (c 1 {}b 1) = (b c).
The latter can also be expressed:
(Ac1 {}Ab1) = ({}Ab1 {}Ac1) (TR607)
(c1 {}b1) = (VA{}b1 VA{}c1)

(TS727)

31.6 Aspect Matching
It is rarely the case that named, meaningful physical entities and named, meaningful characteristics
match. For example, “apples”, or the set-entity comprising all apples, a1, is a meaningful physical
entity. However, its matching defining characteristic, a 1, is not meaningful, has no name, and can only
be described as “the defining characteristic of apples”. Component characteristics of a 1, e.g., “green”,
“round”, “sweet”, “edible”, etc. are often meaningful, however.
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Conversely, “brown” or b1 is a meaningful characteristic but its matching physical set entity, b1, is not.
The latter has no name, and can only be described by the phrase “brown things”. Sub-entities of b1,
e.g., “soil”, “wood”, “cardboard”, etc., are often meaningful, however.
Uncountable nouns are often an exception, however. In their case a physical entity and its matching
defining characteristic can both be meaningful. For example, the noun “wood” is meaningful and
describes a physical entity which is the aggregate of all things made of wood. Its defining characteristic
“wooden” is also meaningful. Thus, “termites consume wood” or t  cw and “Termites consume
wooden things” or t  c{}VAw1 have the same meaning.
Sometimes characteristics are related to one another, for example “brown is a colour”. In these
circumstances the simplest approach is to treat the name of the characteristic as a noun and use the
abstract aspect to form the proposition, i.e., b 1{}c1. However, if brown is a colour, then it is also
true that brown things are coloured things, i.e., (b 1{}c1) = ({}VAb1 {}VAc1), and so the
proposition can also be symbolised in the physical aspect with the equation {}VAb 1{}VAc1 or
its simplified equivalent b c.

31.7 Fuzzy Matching between Meaningful Physical Entities and Characteristics
A collection of named component characteristics is rarely sufficient to exactly define a named physical
entity. For example (g + r + s + e)1 is the defining characteristic of a set which includes apples as well
as other green, round, sweet and edible things. Not all component characteristics are meaningful and
have names. To exactly define the set of apples it is necessary include a component characteristic, x1,
which is neither named nor meaningful. The defining characteristic then becomes (g + r + s + e + x)1.
Thus, if a is the set of apples, then:
a = ({}VAg1).({}VAr1).({}VAs1).({}VAe1).({}VAx1)

or a = g.r.s.e.x

Alternatively, using a single defining characteristic:
a = {}VA(g + r + s + e + x)1.

The more meaningful components used, the closer the match between the physical entity and the
characteristic. However, there are rarely sufficient meaningful characteristics to fully specify the
physical entity of interest to the exclusion of all else. Conversely, there are rarely enough meaningful
entities to fully specify a characteristic of interest to the exclusion of all others. For this reason,
matching between characteristics and physical entities must be regarded as fuzzy or imprecise.

31.8 Adverbs
The propositions “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc quickly” and “I eat meat hungrily” contain the adverbs,
“quickly” and “hungrily”, respectively. In traditional English grammar, adverbs are regarded as
attaching a verb, hence their name. In Symbolic Reasoning they are regarded as attaching to a
relationship. Thus, whilst adjectives describe the characteristics of physical objects, adverbs describe
the characteristics of states, change of state and events.
If VSa1.c.VQb1 is the event “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and q1 is the characteristic “quick” then
{}VAq1 is all quick events or things done quickly and VSa1.c.VQb1.{}VAq1 is the set of events “Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc quickly”. This can, of course be simplified to VSa1.c.VQb1.q, where q means all
quick things.
Thus, the proposition “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc quickly” is symbolised VSa1.c.VQb1. {}VAq1 .
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The relationship form can, of course, also be expressed in subject centred form as a1  (c.VA{}q1)b1.
This demonstrates that the adverb attaching to the verb and attaching to the relationship mean much
the same thing.

31.9 The Intersection Function {} and Similarity
The meaning of the intersection function {}differs between the physical aspect of the universe and
the abstract aspect of the universe but serves an important role in defining the nature of both.
In the physical aspect of the universe, if two entities a1 and b1 are related by this function, i.e., if a1
{}b1, then they intersect one another physically, i.e., they have shared physical parts and physical
parts which are not shared.
In the abstract aspect, if two defining characteristics a1 and b1 are related by the {} function, i.e., if
a1 {}b1, then they have shared component characteristics and component characteristics which are
not shared. Thus, the two physical entities which match these defining characteristics can be described
as “similar”.
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Chapter 32 Aggregation, Disaggregation, Abstraction, and
Reverse Abstraction
32.1 Introduction
Aggregation is the process of joining together several physical entities, using the proper superset
function {}, and treating them as a single composite entity. It is important to note, however, that this
joining together is conceptual and is not necessarily a process of physical assembly into a system. For
example, the collection of apples when joined together conceptually can be regarded as the single
entity, “apples”.
The process of aggregation among physical entities takes place in the physical aspect of the universe
is accompanied by a parallel process of abstraction among characteristics in the abstract aspect of the
universe. Abstraction is the process of seeking a common component characteristic held by a
collection of defining characteristics using the proper subset function, {}. For example, a common
characteristic of red, green, blue, etc. might be “coloured”.
Aggregation and abstraction go hand in hand. When a collection of physical entities is aggregated to
form one compound entity, then the matching collection of defining characteristics is abstracted to
identify one common component characteristic. Aggregation and abstraction can therefore be regarded
as the same process, except that the former takes place in the physical aspect of the universe and the
latter in the abstract aspect. For example, each apple has unique a defining characteristic and, when
they are aggregated, the set entity comprising apples also has a unique defining characteristic, i.e., the
common component characteristic shared by all apples.
Disaggregation and reverse abstraction are the reverse processes. Disaggregation is the conceptual
breaking down of a physical entity, e.g., apples, into component parts, i.e., the individual apples, using
the proper subset function {}. Reverse abstraction involves the use of {} and the addition of further
component characteristics to the defining characteristic of the apples, say, to obtain the defining
characteristics of each individual apple.
Disaggregation and reverse abstraction, also, go hand in hand. When a single physical entity is
disaggregated into its component parts, then its defining characteristic is reverse abstracted to form
the defining characteristics of those component parts.
In practice, abstraction and reverse abstraction are often used to identify the common features shared
by a number of physical objects or events in order to predict the behaviour of similar entities. Using
abstraction, we identify component characteristics shared by physical objects or events that experience
tells us have behaved in a particular way. Then, using reverse abstraction, we recognise newly
encountered physical entities with the same component characteristic and anticipate the same
behaviour.
Although these processes go hand in hand, meaningful characteristics and meaningful physical entities
rarely do. Aggregation and disaggregation are used when dealing with meaningful physical entities,
therefore, and abstraction and reverse abstraction when dealing with meaningful characteristics.

32.2 Symbolism
Introduction
Characteristics can be symbolised in several ways. For example, the defining characteristic of apples,
a1, can be symbolised (~a1)1, Aa1, Aa1, or a1. In the examples below, the latter symbolism will be used.
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General Disaggregation and Reverse Abstraction
Disaggregation for both continuum and discrete sets is described by the following equation:
(TS581) General Definition of Disaggregation

a  {}a1

where a1 is the aggregate entity and a its members or component parts. Note that the conditional is
used because it is not necessarily the case that all physical sub-entities of a1 are members of a. Discrete
sets are an example of this.
Reverse abstraction is described by:
a  {}a 1

(TS581A) General Definition of Reverse Abstraction

where a1 is the defining characteristic of the aggregate entity, a1, and a is a collection comprising the
defining characteristic of each of its components, or parts or members, a.
Not surprisingly, the equations a  {}a1 (TS581) and a  {}a 1 are symmetrical opposites. The latter
equation, can also be expressed:
A

a  {}Aa1

which simplifies to
(TS331) General Definition of Reverse Abstraction

a {}Aa1

and yet further to:
(TS581) General Definition of Disaggregation.

a  {}a1

Thus, the equations for aggregation and abstraction are, in fact the same equation expressed in different
ways. The same is true of all the equations which follow.
Disaggregation and Reverse Abstraction for Continuum Sets
Continuum sets use the same equations as above for disaggregation and reverse abstraction except that
the conditions are stated and the biconditional, =, is used, i.e.:
(AR02) Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

and
(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Continuum Sets

which can also be expressed:
(TS471) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Continuum Sets

(a1 SC) = (a = {}Aa1)

Disaggregation and Reverse Abstraction for Discrete Sets
However, the definition of disaggregation for a discrete set is:
(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93) Definition of Disaggregation for Discrete Sets

1

i.e., a are members of a but not super-entities of other members of a1.
Conversely, the definition of reverse abstraction for a discrete set is:
(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Discrete Sets

which can also be expressed:
(a1 SD) = (a = ({}Aa1)({}A{}Aa1))

(TS539) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Discrete Sets
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General Aggregation and Abstraction
The following general definitions of aggregation and abstraction apply to both continuum and discrete
sets.
The general definition of aggregation is:
(a )  (a1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

This equation states that the aggregate entity a1 is a physical super-entity of every member of the set
a, i.e., it includes every member of a, but is not a super-entity of any other super-entity. Note that a1
cannot be a super-entity of any member of the set a. It cannot, therefore, be a super-entity of any
member of {}a as it would then include members of a.
This is conditional on a  because, if a =, then ({}a).({}{}a) =  and a1=whereas a1 may,
in fact, be either or 1.
Conversely, the general definition of abstraction is:
(TT945) General Definition of Abstraction

(a )  (a 1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

which can also be expressed:
(a ) (a1 = ({}Aa)({}A{}Aa))

(TS470) General Definition of Abstraction

The former can be explained as follows. The expression {}a means that a1 is a component
characteristic of every member of a and {}{}a means that a1 is not a component characteristic of
any other component characteristic. Thus, a 1 is the greatest component characteristic. Note that {} is
used rather than {} because there may be one member of a which comprises only the common
component characteristic.
Aggregation and Abstraction for Continuum Sets
In the case of continuum sets and only continuum sets the following alternative definition of
aggregation may be used:
(TS393) Definition of Aggregation for Continuum Sets

(a1 SC) = (a1 = ({}a).({}a))

In a continuum set every part of a1, i.e. {}a1, is a member of a, i.e., {}a1 = a. This implies that every
member of {}a1 is a member of a, i.e., {}a1 = a. This, in turn, can be rearranged to yield a1  {}a
which can replace the condition {}{}a in the more general equation.
By a similar argument, the following is an alternative definition of abstraction:
(a1 SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)

(TS393A) Definition of Abstraction for Continuum Sets

which can also be expressed:
(TS469) Definition of Abstraction for a Continuum Set

(a1 SC) = (a1 = ({}Aa).({}Aa))

32.3 Summary
In summary, therefore, the processes of aggregation, disaggregation, abstraction, and reverse
abstraction are described by the following equations:
(TS581) General Definition of Disaggregation

a  {}a1
1

(AR02) Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets

1

(a  SC)  (a = {}a )
1

1

1

(a  SD) = (a = ({}a ).({}{}a ))
1

(a )  (a = ({}a).({}{}a))
1

1

(a  SC) = (a = ({}a).({}a))

(DR93) Definition of Disaggregation for Discrete Sets
(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation
(TS393) Definition of Aggregation for Continuum Sets
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a  {}a 1

(TS581A) General Definition of Reverse Abstraction

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Continuum Sets

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Discrete Sets

(a )  (a = ({}a).({}{}a))

(TT945) General Definition of Abstraction

(a1 SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)

(TS393A) Definition of Abstraction for Continuum Sets

1
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Chapter 33 Emergent and Vanishing Properties
33.1 The Nature of Emergent and Vanishing Properties.
The concept of emergent properties is important because it is the source of discreteness in a universe
which is otherwise a continuum.
Entities comprise components assembled into physical systems. As we move from very small entities
to very large ones, the complexity of these systems increases and they display characteristics, known
as emergent properties, which their component parts do not have. Emergent properties are features of
the parts of an entity acting together as a system and not of the individual the parts themselves. Such
properties emerge slowly with increasing complexity until they appear, in meaningful form, at a
sufficiently complex level of assembly. For example, emergent properties appear at the molecular
level for materials such as water. A molecule of water is the smallest entity which has the properties
of water. Its constituent parts, hydrogen and oxygen atoms do not. To cite further examples: emergent
properties appear at the cellular level for materials such as wood; at the near human level for traffic;
and at the astronomical level for stars.
The complexity of entities lies on a continuum, and so too do emergent properties. If an entity increases
in size and complexity by an infinitesimal amount, then new properties emerge. However, all emergent
properties are characteristics and, if, for any reason, we are unable to observe a characteristic in a
number of different physical entities, then it will not be meaningful to us. Thus, emergent properties
that are meaningful seem to emerge at discrete stages as complexity increases.
This explains how the concept of discreteness can arise even though the physical aspect of the universe
is a continuum. Every meaningful characteristic or property defines a physical entity and, thus, also,
the physical system which comprises that entity. A physical object in its entirety may comprise the
system but an individual part does not. There must, therefore, exist physical entities in their entirety
or parts of those entities which are atomic for a characteristic, i.e., no part of these atomic entities can
have that characteristic. Thus, the set of physical entities with a particular property has a lower bound
of resolution comprising these atomic entities.
Vanishing properties, on the other hand are properties held by the parts of an entity but not held by the
entity or system as a whole. They too vanish progressively with increasing complexity until we notice
their absence and attach meaning to it.
In carrying out the processes of aggregation/abstraction and disaggregation/ reverse abstraction one
must be aware of systems and their emergent properties. For example, the Eiffel Tower is a system of
iron beams with various emergent properties, e.g., height, national icon, etc. However, when it is
disaggregated into individual beams these properties do not form part of the defining characteristics
of those beams. Furthermore, there are characteristics of the beams which are not held by the tower.
In effect the Eiffel Tower is an atomic entity which cannot be disaggregated. Its defining characteristic
only approximates to the greatest component characteristic of its parts. It is the common characteristic
shared by each of its components, plus emergent properties, less vanishing properties. The greater the
difference in scale between the tower the component parts selected, the greater the difference between
the defining characteristic of the tower and the common characteristic shared by those component
parts. If the defining characteristic of the Eiffel Tower were to be reverse abstracted, then its
components would also be National Icons. They would also lack properties which vanished with the
tower.
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33.2 Symbolism
The individual emergent properties of the physical entity a1 are characteristics held by a1, but not held
by any of its lesser parts, a.~a1. They can be symbolised i.e., ({}Aa1).({}A(a.~a1)1). Since (a.~a1)1
is infinitesimally less than a1 the emergent property of a1 over (a.~a1)1 is infinitesimally small.
However, if, for example, b1 is a part of a1 which is significantly less than a1, the emergent property of
a1 over b1, which is symbolised ({}Aa1).({}Ab1), may be meaningful.
Conversely, the individual vanishing properties of the physical entity a1 are characteristics not held by
a1 but held by all of its parts, i.e., ({}Aa1).({}A(a.~a1)1). This vanishing property is also
infinitesimally small. Again, if b1 is a part of a1 which is significantly less than a1, then the vanishing
property of a1 over b1, which is symbolised ({}Aa1).({}Ab1), is more likely to be meaningful.
So, as entities combine to form more complex systems the properties of the lesser entities progressively
vanish to be replaced by other properties which progressively emerge. However, these changes are not
necessarily ones that we recognise until sufficient change has taken place for the characteristic lost or
gained to be meaningful.
In Summary:
({}Aa1).({}A(a.~a1) 1)
({}Aa1).({}Ab1)

Is the emergent property of a1 over all of its lesser parts.
Is the emergent property of a1 over a particular component part, b1.

or ({}a1).({}b1)
({}Aa1).({}A(a.~a1)1)
({}Aa1).({}Ab1)
or ({}a1).({}b1)

Is the vanishing property of a1 over all of its lesser parts.
Is the vanishing property of a1 over a particular component part, b1.
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Chapter 34 Definitions of Relationship Theory
34.1 Introduction
This chapter lists and explains the definitions of relationship theory.

34.2 The Definitions of Relationship Theory
Definition of the Intersection Function Operator (DS15)
When a function using the intersection function operator, , operates on a plural collection, e.g.,
c(b11 +++ bn1), then this is the same as the conjunction of the same function with the union function
operator, , operating on each member of the collection, i.e., cb11… cbn1. Thus:
c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11… cbn1

(DS15) Definition of the Intersection Function Operator

Definitions of Negated Function Operators (DR04) and (DR24)
If a function operator is negated, e.g., c  b, then this is the same as the complement of the whole
functional expression, i.e., ~(c  b). Thus:
(c  b) = ~(c  b)

(DR04) Definition of 

(c  b) = ~(c  b)

(DR24) Definition of 

Definition of a One-to-One and a One-to-Many Relationship Set, (DR30) & (DR36)
A relationship set is one-to-one if, when it operates on a singular, matching entity, e.g., cb1, this yields
a singular entity, i.e., cb1 = (cb1)1. Thus:
((c1 RO) = E)= ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1)) (DR30) Definition of a One-to-One Relationship Set

A relationship set is one-to-many if, it is not one-to-one, i.e.:
((c1 RM) = E) = ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1)) (DR36) Definition of a One-to-Many Relationship Set

Note that one-to-none relationship sets do not exist in Symbolic Reasoning.
Definition of a Pairing Relationship Set (DR31)
A relationship set is a pairing relationship set if it is one-to-one and its reverse is also one-to-one, i.e.:
(c1 RP) = (c1 RO).((Vc)1 RO)

(DR31) Definition of a Pairing Relationship Set

Definition of Closure (DR57)
Two collections are closed with respect to a relationship if operation of the relationship on the one
yields the other, and operation of the reverse relationship on the other yields the one, i.e.:
((a + b)1 Dc1) = (a = cb)(b = Vca)

(DR57) Definition of Closure

This is similar to pairing, but is the pairing of collections rather than individual entities.
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Definition of ~{} (DA142)
By convention, a tilde outside of the curly brackets has the same meaning as one inside. If, for example,
o is any binary relationship set and ois the equivalent binary relation or operator then:
~{o} = {~o}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

For example, ~{} = {~}.
Definition of (DA229)
Enclosing a binary relation or operator in curly braces, {}, creates a binary relationship or binary
operator set. Enclosing a binary relationship set or binary operator set in triangular braces creates a
binary operator. Thus, the one is the reverse of the other. If o is any binary relationship set then ois
the equivalent binary relation or operator. Thus:
{o} = o

(DA229) Definition of 

Definition of a Physical Object (DS16)
A physical object, e.g., a1, is a special form of relationship in which the relationship, its subject, Sa1,
and its object, Qa1, are the same entity, i.e., a1. The set of physical objects is symbolised as ~RR and
the set of other relationships as RR. Thus, a physical object can be defined as follows:
(a1  ~RR) = (a1 = Sa1).(a1 = Qa1)

(DS16) Definition of a Physical Object

Definition of a Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Relationship Set (DA94) & (DA145)
A symmetrical relationship set is one in which which all members of the reverse relationship set are
also members of the relationship set. Thus, if o is any relationship set:
(DA94) Definition of a Symmetrical Relationship Set

(o1 RS) =(Vo = o)

An asymmetrical relationship set is one in which no member of the reverse relationship set is also a
member of the relationship set, i.e.:
(DA145) Definition of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

(o1 RA) =(Vo o)

Definition of , &  (DS08), (DA141) & (DA143)
The symbol is a general transitive, asymmetrical relation which can stand for any of the particular
transitive, asymmetrical relations , , < or >. Thus:
{} = {},{},{<},{>}





(DS08) Definition of 

If the relationship set {} is disjoined with the reflexive relationship set {=} then this is symbolised {}.
Thus:
{} = {} + {=}

(DA141) Disjunction with {=}

The reverse of the relationship set {} is symbolised {}. Thus:
V

{} = {}

(DA143) Symmetrical Opposite of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

Definition of a Transitive and Anti-Transitive Relationship Set (DR47) & (DR46)
A transitive relationship set is one where all members of the collection of subjects, obtained by
applying the relationship as a function twice to an object, are members of the collection obtained by
applying it just once, i.e.:
(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1) (DR47) Definition of a Transitive Relationship Set
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An anti-transitive relationship set, on the other hand, is one where no members of the collection of
subjects, obtained by applying the relationship, as a function, twice to an object, are members of the
collection obtained by applying it just once.
(c1 RU) (cca1 ca1) (DR46) Definition of an Anti-transitive Relationship Set

Simplification of the Relationship Symmetry Function (DR27)
The symbolism of the symmetry function, V, can be simplified as follows:
V

a = Va

(DR27) Simplification of the Relationship Symmetry Function

Definition of Va1 (DS22)
The expression Va1 could be regarded as ambiguous. However, by convention it is taken as meaning
the aggregate of the reverses of a, i.e. (Va)1, rather than the reverse of the entity a1, i.e. V(a1). Thus:
V 1

a = (Va)1

(DS22) Definition of Va1

This definition is not referred to in the proofs, however.
Definition of a Mapped Relationship (DR34)
If o is any binary relationship set, then the equivalent mapped binary relationship set, oX, is defined by
the following equation:
(p = {}, {}, {}, {}): (oX p a = VXo p Xa)

(DR34) Definition of a Mapped Relationship

For example, if o is {} and p = {} then this equation becomes {}Xa = VX{}Xa.
Definition of Reflexive Mapping (DR91)
If the dimensional mapping relationship set is {=}, then entities are mapped onto themselves and the
mapped relationship between them is the same as the relationship between them, i.e.:
(X = {=}) = (oX = o)

(DR91) Definition of Reflexive Mapping

Definition of a Mapped Reverse Relationship (DA89)
Strictly, a mapped reverse relationship should be symbolised (Vc)X. However, to simplify the
symbolism VcX may be used, i.e.:
(Vc)X = VcX

(DA89) Definition of a Mapped Reverse Relationship

This definition is also not referred to in the proofs.
Definition and Simplification of the Abstract Function (DS21), (DS20), (DS18) & (DS30)
The following equations define the abstract function, A, and show how expressions that use it can be
simplified.
Given a physical entity a1, the matching abstract entity Aa1 is the aggregate of everything that is not a
member or part of a1, i.e.:
A

a1 = (~a)1

A

(DS21) Aspect Opposite of a1

is the collection of all relationships between a physical entity and its matching abstract entity, i.e.:
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A = [VS(~an)1.VQan1]En=1

(DS20) Definition of A

Expressions which include the abstract function Acan be simplified as follows:
A

a = Aa

(DS18) Simplification of the Abstract Function

The symbolism of abstract entities can be simplified as follows:
a =Aa

(DS30) Definition of a Symbolism

Definition of a Binary Operator (DA11)
If o is any binary operator set, e.g. {+}, {.}, etc., then the matching binary operator, i.e. +, . (dot), etc.,
is defined as follows:
(DA11) Definition of a Binary Operator

(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1
1

1

1

For example, (a + b) = ({+}b )a .
Definitions of Associative, Commutative and Distributive Binary Operators (DR39), (DR40) &
(DR41)

If o is any binary operator set, e.g. {+}, {.}, etc., then associative, commutative, and distributive binary
operators can be defined as follows:
(o1 RV) = ((a o b) o c = a o (b o c)))
1

(o  RC) = (a o b = b o a)
1

1

(o  RDp ) = ((a p b) o c = (a o c) p (b o c))

(DR39) Definition of an Associative Operator
(DR40) Definition of a Commutative Operator
(DR41) Definition of a Distributive Operator

For example:
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c))
a+b=b+a
(a + b).c = (a.c) + (b.c)

Definition of V{.} (DR51)
The binary operator set {+} is the reverse of the binary operator set {.}, i.e.:
V

{.} = {+}

(DR51) Definition of V{.}

The Definition of a Binary Relationship Set (DA02)
For any two sets, a and b, say, there must always be a binary relationship, of some type, between them.
For example, if each member of a, is also a member of b, then this relationship is described “a is a
subset of b”. These binary relationships, when expressed as operators, are between the sets as
collections, i.e., a and b, and not between the sets as entities.
The set of all possible equations of the type a  b is represented by the expression:
[[(as  br)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

In this expression, some of the terms, as  br, will be true, i.e., E, and others will be false, i.e., ,
depending on whether the binary relationship  exists between the two sets.
The set of all possible relationships between set entities is represented by the expression:
[[(VSas1VQbr1)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

By conjoining the conditions given in the former expression with the relationships given in the latter
expression, an equation is obtained which defines the set of membership relationships {}, i.e.:
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{} = [[(VSas1VQbr1)(as  br)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

If orepresents any binary relationship operator, this expression can be generalised as follows:
o = [[(VSas1VQbr1)(asobr)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

(DA02) (Definition of a Binary Relationship Set)

In this general definition, o may be replaced by any of the membership relationship sets
{=},{},{},{},{},{},{},{~},{~},{},{},{}
or any of the ordering relationship sets
{<},{>},{},{},{},{},{},{}, which are explained in more detail later, to yield particular definitions, for
example:
{=} = [[(VSbs1VQbr1)(bs = br)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

(DA02) (o = {=})

E
s=1

(DA02) (o = {})

{} = [[(VSbs1VQbr1)(bs  br)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

(DA02) (o = {})

V

{} = [[( Sb

1V
s

1

E
r=1

Qbr )(bs  br)+++]

+++]

Thus, several theorems can be obtained. However, these theorems are not given individual reference
numbers. Rather the general definition (DA02) is used followed by an equation describing the
relationship set substituted for o, e.g., (o = {=}).
Definition of a Membership Relationship Set (DR94)
The membership relationship sets are members of RB, i.e.:
(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) =(o1  RB)

(DR94) Definition of a Membership Relationship Set

Definition of the Reflexive Relationship Set (DA144)
Members of the reflexive relationship set {=} have the same entity as their subject and their object.
Thus when {=} is applied as a function to an object entity this yields the same entity, i.e.:
{=}b1 = b1

(DA144) Definition of the Reflexive Relationship Set

Definition of an Equation (DA00)
If o is a relationship set then the equation a o b is a statement of the existence of a relationship of type
o between the set entities a1 and b1, i.e.:
((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

(DA00) Definition of an Equation

Definition of Intersection (DA08)
The set of all entities which intersect with b1 is defined by the intersection function, {}. If a1 intersects
b1 then some but not all members of a are also members of b. Furthermore, some but not all members
of a are also members of b. This can be symbolised as follows:
{}b1 = ({}b).({}b).({}b).({}b)

(DA08) Definition of Intersection

This definition is particularly relevant to but not limited to continuum sets, in which all members,
except the upper bound of resolution intersect with other members. However, its transposition:
(b1 )  ({}b1 = ({}b) + {}b) + ({}b) + {}b))

(TA097)

is relevant to discrete sets, i.e., sets where no members intersect one another.
General Definition of Aggregation (DR98)
A set as an entity is singular and the aggregate of all parts or members of the set but no more. If a1 is
the set as an entity and a is the set as a collection then this is symbolised a1 = ({}a)({}{}a). This
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equation is true for all sets which are not null, , or the null set entity, 1. These conditions exist
because, substitution of the null set or the null set entity into this equation does not yield the full range
of implications described below:
a=

implies that

a1 = 

a = 1

implies that

a1 = 1

a1 = 

implies that

a=

a1 = 1

implies that

a=

or

a1 = 1

or

a = 1

If a = the equation yields a1 = . However, a1 may be either or 1. Thus, the equation is only true
in the absence of these conditions, i.e., when (a = ) = . These conditions can also be expressed in
the more familiar form (a ) = E or more simply (a ) and, thus, the definition becomes:
(a ) (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

The equivalent theorem for abstract sets is:
(a )  (a 1 = ({}a).({}{}a)) (TT945) General Definition of Abstraction

Definition of a Continuum Set (DR58), (DR62) and (DR59)
The definition of a continuum set comprises three parts:
If a1 is a continuum set, then every member of a1, except a1 itself, i.e., a.~a1, intersects with other
members of the same set. Note, however, they do not intersect with the set entity a1. Thus:
(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a.{}a1)

(DR58) Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

1

If a is a continuum set then every member of a1, except a1 itself, i.e., a.~a1, is a sub-entity of a member
of a. Thus:
(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(DR62) Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

If a1 is a continuum set then every member of a1, i.e., a, is a super-entity of a member of a but not a
super-entity of any member of a. Note, however, they are not super-entities of a1.
(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

(DR59) Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

The equivalent theorems for abstract sets are:
(a1 SC) = (a.~a 1 = {}a.{}a 1)

(DR58A) Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

(a  SC) = (a.~a = {}a)

(DR62A) Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

(DR59A) Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

1

1

Definition of a Discrete Set (DR95) & (DR97)
If no member of a plural set is a super-entity of any other member, i.e., all members are atomic, then
the set is a discrete set. This is expressed symbolically as follows:
(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR95) Definition of a Discrete Set

Furthermore, if a and b are discrete sets then the aggregate set entity a1 is not a member of b, i.e.:
(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1  b)

(DR97) Definition of a Discrete Set

The equivalent theorems for abstract sets are:
(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR95A) Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1 b)

(DR97A) Definition of a Discrete Set
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Definition of Disaggregation for Discrete Sets
If a1 is a discrete set then its members, a, are sub-entities of a1 but not super-entities of any other subentity, i.e.:
(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93) Definition of Disaggregation for Discrete Sets

The equivalent theorem for abstract sets is:
(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Discrete Sets

Definition of a Discrete Entity (DR03)
A discrete entity has only one component, i.e., itself. It has no sub-entities and, thus, if SE is the set of
discrete entities, then:
(DR03) Definition of a Discrete Entity

(a1 SE) = (a1 = a)

From this it can be seen that the null set entity is a discrete entity, i.e.:
(TS224) The Null Set Entity is Discrete

(a1 = 1)  (a1  SE)

The equivalent theorems for abstract sets are:
(a1  SE) = (a1 = a)

(DR03A)

(a = E )  (a  SE)

(TS224A)

1

1

1

Discrete Entities are Atomic (DR06)
A discrete entity has no sub-entities, i.e., it is atomic. Thus:
(DR06) Discrete Entities are Atomic

(a1 SE) =({}a1 = )

The abstract equivalent is:
( 1 SE) =({} 1 = )

(DR06A)

34.3 Summary
General Relationships
(DS15)

Definition of the Intersection
Function Operator

(DR04)

Definition of 

(c  b) = ~(c  b)

(DR24)

Definition of 

(c  b) = ~(c  b)

c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11… cbn1

One-to- One Relationships
(DR30)

Definition of a One-to-One
Relationship Set

((c1 RO) = E)= ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

(DR36)

Definition of a One-to-Many
Relationship Set

((c1 RM) = E) = ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

(DR31)

Definition of a Pairing Relationship
Set

(c1 RP) = (c1 RO).((Vc)1 RO)
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(DR57)

Definition of Closure

((a + b)1 Dc1) = (a = cb)(b = Vca)

Relationship Sets and Operators
(DA142)

Definition of ~{}

~{o} = {~o}

(DA229)

Definition of 

{o} = o

Sub-relationships
(DS16)

Definition of a Physical Object

(a1  ~RR) = (a1 = Sa1).(a1 = Qa1)

Symmetrical Relationship Sets
(DA94)

Definition of a Symmetrical
Relationship Set

(o1 RS) =(Vo = o)

Asymmetrical and Transitive Relationship Sets
(DA145)

Definition of an Asymmetrical
Relationship Set

(DS08)

Definition of 

(DA141)

Disjunction with {=}

(DA143)

Symmetrical Opposite of an
Asymmetrical Relationship Set

(DR47)

Definition of a Transitive
Relationship Set

(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1)

(DR46)

Definition of an Anti-transitive
Relationship Set

(c1 RU) (cca1 ca1)

(o1 RA) =(Vo o)
{} = {},{},{<},{>}



{} = {} + {=}
V

{} = {}

Relationship Symmetry
(DR27)

Simplification of the Relationship
Symmetry Function

(DS22)

Definition of Va1

V

a = Va

V 1

a = (Va)1

Complement Symmetry
None
Mapping
(p = {}, {}, {}, {}): (oX p a = VXo p Xa)

(DR34)

Definition of a Mapped Relationship

(DR91)

Definition of Reflexive Mapping

(X = {=}) = (oX = o)

(DA89)

Definition of a Mapped Reverse
Relationship

(Vc)X = VcX

Aspect Symmetry
(DS21)

Aspect Opposite of a1

(DS20)

Definition of A

A

a1 = (~a)1

A = [VS(~an)1.VQan1]En=1
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(DS18)

Simplification of the Abstract
Function

(DS30)

Definition of a Symbolism

A

a = Aa

a =Aa

Binary Operators
(DA11)

Definition of a Binary Operator

(DR39)

Definition of an Associative
Operator

(o1 RV) = ((a o b) o c = a o (b o c)))

(DR40)

Definition of a Commutative
Operator

(o1 RC) = (a o b = b o a)

(DR41)

Definition of a Distributive Operator

(DR51)

Definition of V{.}

(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1

(o1 RDp1) = ((a p b) o c = (a o c) p (b o c))
V

{.} = {+}

Membership Relationship Sets
(DA02)

Definition of a Binary Relationship
Set

(DR94)

Definition of a Membership
Relationship Set

(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) =(o1  RB)

(DA144)

Definition of the Reflexive
Relationship Set

{=}b1 = b1

(DA08)

Definition of Intersection

{}b1 = ({}b).({}b).({}b).({}b)

(DA00)

Definition of an Equation

((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

(DR98)

General Definition of Aggregation

o = [[(VSas1VQbr1)(asobr)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

(a )  (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

Continuum Sets
(DR58)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a.{}a1)

(DR58A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

(a1 SC) = (a.~a 1 = {}a.{}a 1)

(DR62)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(DR62A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(DR59)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

(DR59A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

Discrete Sets
(DR95)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR95A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR97)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1  b)

(DR97A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1 b)
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(DR93)

Definition of Disaggregation for
Discrete Sets

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93A)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
Discrete Sets

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

Discrete Entities
(DR03)

Definition of a Discrete Entity

(a1 SE) = (a1 = a)

(DR03A)

___

(a1  SE) = (a1 = a)

(DR06)

Discrete Entities are Atomic

(a1 SE) =({}a1 = )

(DR06A)

___

( 1 SE) =({} 1 = )
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Chapter 35 Axioms of Relationship Theory
35.1 The Axioms of Relationship Theory
Distribution of over + (AS64) and + over (AS65)
It is axiomatic that is distributive over + and that + is distributive over . Thus:
c(b11 +++ bm1) = cb11 +++ cbm1
1

1
n

1

1
n

(c1 +++ c )b = c1 b +++ c b

(AS64) Distribution of  over +
(AS65) Distribution of + over 

Axiom of Complementary Relationship Sets (AR10)
The complement of a relationship set is rarely used in Symbolic Reasoning because it has an equivalent
complementary relationship function, for example:
(AR10) Axiom of Complementary Relationship Sets

(a  ) = (ca = ca)

The following theorems, covering other circumstances in which a complementary relationship set may
be found, can be derived from this axiom.
(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TA200)

(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TA199)

(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TA201)

Axiom of Relationship Types (AS41)
RX describes the set of relationship sets of a particular type. The subscript X can be replaced by a letter
which describes that type. For example, RT is the set of transitive relationship sets. Such relationship
sets are, of course, members of the set of all relationship sets, i.e., RX RR. This axiom states that if a

relationship set is of a particular type then all its individual component relationships are also of that
type and vice versa. Thus:
(c  RX) = (c1  RX)

(AS41) Axiom of Relationship Types

Axiom of Relationship Sets (AS59)
This axiom states that if a set of a particular type exists, it is not the null set, not the null set entity or
its complement, not the universal set, and is not the universal set entity or its complement.
(RX RR)  (RX  ).(RX ).(RX E)

(AS59) Axiom of Relationship Sets

Nature of E1and 1 (AS77)
The universal set entity E1 and the null set entity 1, although they may be treated as relationships for
the purpose of relationship symmetry, are not true relationships but rather are more akin to physical
objects. Thus, like physical objects, they are members of the set ~RR, i.e.:
(a1 = E1, 1):(a1  ~RR)

(AS77) Nature of E1and 1
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One-to-One Relationships Axiom (AR20)
A one-to-one relationship set is not a one-to-many relationship set. A one-to-many relationship set is
not a one-to-one relationship set. This is symbolised by the following axiom:
RO =~RM

(AR20) One-to-One Relationships Axiom

One-to-One Relationship Closure Axiom (AR25)
If a relationship set, c1, is the reverse of a one-to-one relationship set, then every set comprising the
objects of c, i.e., b, together with their matching subjects, i.e., cb, is closed with respect to c, i.e.:
((Vc)1 RO)(b Qc)  ((cb + b)1 Dc1) (AR25) One-to-One Relationship Closure Axiom

The One-to-One Relationship Distribution Axiom (AR35)
If a relationship set, c1, is the reverse of a one-to-one relationship set, then the following rule applies.
When the relationship set is applied as a function to the conjunction of two sets then the outcome is
the same as if it had been applied as a function to the sets, individually, and the two results were then
conjoined. This is also true vice versa.
((Vc)1 RO): (cab) = (ca)(cb)

(AR35) One-to-One Relationship Distribution Axiom

One-to-One Relationship Negation Axiom (AR36)
No entity may be the object of a one-to-one relationship and have two matching subjects. Conversely,
no entity may be the subject of a reverse one-to-one relationship and have two matching objects. Thus,
when a reverse one-to-one relationship is applied as a function to both a set and the negation of the
set, then the conjunction of these two operations is the null set.
((Vc)1  RO): (cb)(cb) = 

(AR36) One-to-One Relationship Negation Axiom

One-to-One Relationship Intersection Function Axiom (AR14)
For the same reason, if a relationship set is the reverse of a one-to-one relationship set, then, when it
is applied, using the intersection function operator, to a plural set the result is the null set.
((Vc)1 RO):((b b1) = (cb = ))

(AR14) One-to-One Relationship Intersection Function Axiom

Note that if b = then cb = and the former condition is not required, therefore.
One-to-One Relationships Combination Axiom (AR48)
If a single function replaces two consecutive functions formed from one-to-one relationship sets, then
it is also formed from a one-to-one relationship set.
(Xa1 = YZa1)(Y1  RO)(Z1  RO)  (X1  RO)

F Function

(AR48) One-to-One Relationships Combination Axiom

Axiom (AS63)

The F function is a pairing relationship set, i.e., F operates on one expression or equation to yield just
one other expression or equation and vice versa for VF. Thus:
F1  RP

(AS63) F Function Axiom
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Irreflexive Sub-relationships Axiom (AS89)
The sub-relationships VS and VQ are irreflexive, i.e., the set of relationships that they define from an
entity differ from it. Thus:
(X = VS, VQ) (X{})

(AS89) Irreflexive Sub-relationships Axiom

Note however, that this is not necessarily the case for the sub-relationships S and Q because, for
example, the subject and object of any physical object are the same physical object.
This axiom is not used in the proofs, however.
Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom (AR24)
The relationship set A and the sub-relationship sets S, VS, Q, VQ and V are all distinct categories of
relationship. i.e., no entity may belong to more than one of these sets. For example, if a subrelationship belongs to the set Q then it cannot also belong to the set V. Thus:
(X = (A, V, S, VS, Q, VQ )).(Y = (A, V, S, VS, Q, VQ )).(XY):(X.Y =)
(AR24) Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom

Note that in the case of reflexive relationships, i.e., where a relationship has the same entity as both
its subject and its object, all the associated sub-relationships still exist and differ from one another.
Twenty theorems may be derived, by substitution, from this axiom. However, these theorems are not
given individual references. Rather they are referred to as shown in the examples below:
V.S =

(AR24) Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom (X = V)(Y = S)

S.VQ = (AR24) Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom (X = VS)(Y = VQ)

V
V

(AR24) Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom (X = VQ)(Y = V)

V

(AR24) Categories of Sub-relationship Axiom (X = VQ)(Y = Q)

Q.V =
Q.Q =

This axiom and the theorems derived from it are not used in the proofs, however.
Universal Sub-relationship Axiom (AR34)
Everything is the subject and the object of each type of sub-relationship. i.e., everything is a
relationship, the reverse of a relationship, the subject of at least one relationship and the object of at
least one relationship.
(X = (S, Q))(Y = (V, S, Q, VS, VQ)):(XY = E)

(AR34) Universal Sub-relationship Axiom

A total of ten equations may be derived from this Axiom by substituting the values of X and Y, e.g. SV
= E. However, these are not given unique theorem numbers, but rather, are described as follows:
SV = E

(AR34) Universal Sub-relationship Axiom (X = S)(Y = V)

Relationships with Sub-relationships (AS76)
The only relationship with a sub-relationship is the reverse relationship. Stating this in another way, a
sub-relationship can only be the subject or object of a reverse relationship.
(X = VS, VQ)(Y = S, Q, VS, VQ, V):(XY  V) (AS76) Relationships with Sub-relationships

This axiom is not used in the proofs, however.
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One-to-One Sub-relationship Axiom (AR04)
The sub-relationships V, S and Q are one-to-one, i.e.:
(X = (V, S, Q)):(X1 RO) (AR04) One-to-One Sub-relationship Axiom

One-to-many Sub-relationship Axiom (AR31)
However, the sub-relationships VS and VQ are one-to many, i.e.:
(X = (VS, VQ)):(X1  RM)

(AR31) One-to-many Sub-relationship Axiom

Matching Axiom (AR42)
Every entity that exists must have at least one subject, one object and one reverse. It must, also, be the
subject of one or more relationships and the object of one or more relationships, i.e.:
X = (S, Q, V, VS, VQ): (a1 ) = (Xa1 )

(AR42) Matching Axiom

Five theorems can be derived from this axiom. However, they are not given their own individual
references. Rather they are referred to as described below:
(AR42) Matching Axiom (X = S)

(a1) = (Sa1)
1

(AR42) Matching Axiom (X = Q)

1

(a ) = (Qa )
(a ) = ( a )

(AR42) Matching Axiom (X = V)

(a1) = (VSa1)

(AR42) Matching Axiom (X = VS)

(a1) = (VQa1)

(AR42) Matching Axiom (X = VQ)

1

V 1

Function Axiom (AR27)
The Function Axiom provides a means of expressing a function using sub-relationships as follows:
cb = S(cVQb)

(AR27) Function Axiom

This axiom cannot be proven because of the recursion inherent in it. cb is a simplified way of
expressing S(cVQb). However, VQb or VQb and S(cVQb) or S(cVQb) are similar simplifications of yet
more complex expressions, and so on ad infinitum. The equation must, therefore, be treated as an
axiom.
Universality of Inter-relationships Axiom (AR09)
Relationships with a member of b as their object are symbolised VQb. A relationship exists between
each individual entity and every entity in the Universe. Thus, given a set b, which exists, there is a
relationship between every member of b and each entity in the universe, i.e.:
(b ) = (VQbb = E)

(AR09) Universality of Inter-relationships Axiom

Inter-relationship Axiom (AR11)
if two entities exist then so too does a relationship between them, i.e.:
(a1 ).(b1 ) = (VSa1.VQb1 )

(AR11) Inter-relationship Axiom
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Reversibility of Matching Relationships (AR13)
The subjects of a set of relationships are the objects of the set of reverse relationships, i.e.:
(AR13) Reversibility of Matching Relationships

V

Sa = V(VQa)

Axiom of Relationships (AS68)
V

Sa and VQa are sets

of relationships and, so, are members of RR, i.e.:

(X = S, Q) (Xa RR) (AS68) Axiom of Relationships
V

V

Axiom of Non-relationships (AS66)
This axiom states that the subject and object of the complements of the null set entity and the universal
set entity are the universal set. Thus:
(X = S, Q)(a = ~1, ~E1):(Xa = E)

(AS66) Subjects and Objects of ~E1 and ~1

Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Relationship Sets (AS09) & (AS11)
The membership relationship sets {=} and {} are symmetrical and {}, {}, {<} and {>} are asymmetrical,
i.e.:
(o = {=},{}): (o1 RS)

(AS09) Symmetrical Relationship Sets

(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1 RA)

(AS11) Asymmetrical Relationship Sets

Transitive Asymmetrical Axiom (AS60)
All asymmetrical relationship sets are transitive, i.e.:
RA  RT

(AS60) Transitive Asymmetrical Axiom

Transitive Relationships Disjunction Axiom (AR22)
If a relationship set is transitive then the set formed by its disjunction with the set of reflexive
relationships is also transitive, i.e.:
(AR22) Transitive Relationships Disjunction Axiom

({} + {=})1  RT

The Nature of V (AR28)
The relationship set V is a pairing relationship set, symmetrical and anti-transitive, i.e.:
V1  RPRSRU

(AR28) Nature of V

Relationship Symmetry Axiom (AS78)
Unless a set is one of the structural relationship sets S, VS, Q, VQ, {.} or {+}, or a general asymmetrical
relationship set, {}, it is the same as its reverse, i.e.:
(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, {}): (Va = a)

(AS78) Relationship Symmetry Axiom

Note that {} and {} and are derived from {.} and {+} and so they too are exceptions.
The collections S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, {} are all asymmetrical. This axiom could, therefore, be written
(a1 RA): (Va = a)
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Furthermore, if every set that is not asymmetrical were symmetrical, i.e., if (a1 RA) = (a1 RS), the
axiom could be replaced by the definition:
(c1 RS) =(Vc = c) (DA94) Definition of a Symmetrical Relationship Set

The fact that physical objects and events can be treated as symmetrical relationships suggests that
this may be the case. However, the existence of mixed sets comprising both symmetrical and
asymmetrical relationships has not been disproven. So, the axiom will be retained for the present.
Intersection Function Axiom (AR21)
If all members of a set b are objects of a relationship set c, then the set b is a subset of Vccb, i.e.:
(AR21) Intersection Function Axiom

(b Qc) (b  Vccb)
V

Note that if b =  then b  ccb but so too is b Qc and no explicit mention is needed for these
circumstances, therefore.
Reverse Compound Function Axiom (AR49)
If a function Z is the same as two functions X and Y applied in succession, then the reverse function
V
Z is the same as two functions VX and VY applied in reverse succession.
(Za = XYa) = (VZa = VYVXa)

(AR49) Reverse Compound Function Axiom

DeMorgan’s law (AS80)
The complement of the conjunction of two sets, a and b, is the disjunction of their complements, ~a
and ~b. Conversely, the complement of the disjunction of two sets is the conjunction of their
complements. Thus:
(o = {.}, {+}): (~(aob) = ~aVo~b)

(AS80) DeMorgan’s Law

Relationship Opposite of a Proposition (AS81)
The relationship opposite of a proposition is the same proposition transposed, i.e., the complements
of the related sets joined by the reverse relationship. Thus:
(o1  RB): (V(aob) = (~aVo~b))

(AS81) Relationship Opposite of a Proposition

Binary Relationship Interchangeability Axiom (AR57)
If X 1 is a one-to-one relationship, then axioms, definitions, theorems, and other true equations which
include binary relations, o, and/or binary relationships sets, o, can be regarded as interchangeable
with the otherwise identical axioms, definitions, theorems or equations which include binary relations,
oX, and/or binary relationships sets, oX. No additional proofs are necessary, therefore.
This rule is, itself, an axiom and can be expressed symbolically as:
(X 1  RO) = (F1o1…Fnon  F1o1X …FnonX)

(AR57) Binary Relationship Interchangeability Axiom

i.e. if X 1 is a one-to-one relationship, then if an axiom, definition or theorem containing the binary
relations o1 to on is true then so too is the same axiom definition or theorem containing o1X to onX.
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The Nature of A (AS86)
The relationship set A is a pairing relationship set, symmetrical and anti-transitive, i.e.:
A1 RPRSRU

(AS86) Nature of A

The Aspect Opposite of E (AS87)
The abstract equivalent of the universal set is the universal set, i.e.:
A

E=E

(AS87) Aspect Opposite of E

Axiom of Abstract Continuum Sets (AS32)
If a set or entity is a physical continuum then its defining characteristic is an abstract continuum.
(a1  SC) = (Aa1  SC)

(AS32) Axiom of Abstract Continuum Sets

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets (AS73)
If a physical set is discrete then the equivalent set of defining characteristics is an abstract discrete set.
(a1  SD) = (Aa1  SD)

(AS73) Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

Reverse Abstract Relationships Axiom (AR23)
If o is a membership relationship set then its reverse, Vo, is the matching relationship set in the abstract
aspect of the universe, i.e.:
(o1  RB) (Vo= oA)

(AR23) Reverse Abstract Relationships Axiom

Commutative and Associative . & + (AR12)
The binary relationship sets {.} and {+} are commutative and associative i.e.:
(o = {.}, {+})  (o1  RCRV)

(AR12) Commutative & Associative . & +

Thus, for example,
a+b=b+a

(TM403) Commutative +

ab = ba

(TM404) Commutative .

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

(TM405) Associative +

(a.b).c = a.(b.c)

(TM406) Associative .

Distribution of . over + Axiom (AR51)
The binary relationship set {.} is distributive over {+}, i.e.:
{.}1 RD{+}1

(AR51) Distribution of . over + Axiom

Thus, for example,
a(b + c) = (ab) + (ac)

(TM407) (Distribution of . over +)
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Function Operator Axiom
The relationship sets {}, {}, {} and {} are symmetrical but not commutative, i.e.:
(o = {}, {}, {}, {})  (o1 ~RC.RS)

(AS61) Function Operator Axiom

1st Relational Deduction Axiom (AR08)
This axiom is one of two similar axioms. However, unlike the 2nd Relational Deduction Axiom below,
its use is limited to subset and superset membership relationships.
The axiom states that, if there are two object sets one of which is a subset of the other, and two
relationship sets, one of which is a subset of the other, then, if the latter are applied as functions to the
former, in that order, this yields two subject sets one of which is a subset of the other, i.e.:
(a b)(c d) (ca db)

(AR08) 1st Relational Deduction Axiom

It is tempting to believe that this axiom is a theorem which can be proven from other axioms. However,
any proof uses deduction or syllogisms both of which are derived from rules which depend on this
axiom. Thus, any proof would be circular.
2nd Relational Deduction Axiom (AR38)
The 2nd relational deduction axiom is a special case of the first relational deduction axiom which is
true under certain conditions. If d = c then the term (c d) becomes E and only (a b) remains on the
left-hand side of the axiom. This yields a simplified form of the relational deduction axiom
(a b) (ca cb).

If (a Qc) and (b Qc) then this simplified form of the relational deduction axiom is also true for all
positive membership relations =, , , , , . Thus:
(a  Qc)(b Qc)(o1  RB):(a o b)  (ca ocb)

(AR38) 2nd Relational Deduction Axiom

Axiom of Plural Sets (AR37)
If a set is plural, i.e., neither the null set nor a unit set, then there exist, within it, members which are
not the same as other members, i.e.:
(a  a1)(a ) = (a.{}a  )

(AR37) Axiom of Plural Sets

Intersection Axiom (AA72)
If an entity has no super-entities or no sub-entities, then no entities can intersect with it and vice versa.
({}b1 = ) + ({}b1 = ) = ({}b1 = )

(AA72) Intersection Axiom

This axiom is particularly relevant to discrete sets in which no members intersect with any other
member. However, its inverse:
({}b1  ).({}b1  ) = ({}b1  )

(TA689)

is relevant to sets which are not discrete, i.e., sets where members do intersect one another, and thus
to continuum sets, in which all members, except the upper bound of resolution, intersect other
members.
Note, however, that ({}b  ).({}b  ) = ({}b  ) is not true. This equation allows the possibility
that some members of b do not have super-entities whilst the remaining members of b do not have
sub-entities. In this scenario, no members of b have intersecting entities, i.e., {}b =  and the equation
is therefore false.
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Inclusion Axiom (AS92)
Any super-entity of a set entity is also a super-entity of every member of that set entity. To cite a
practical example, if the farm includes the flock, then that farm includes all the individual sheep in the
flock. This is expressed in the following axiom:
(a )({}a = {}a1)

(AS92) Inclusion Axiom

Axiom of Continuum and Discrete Sets (AR03)
Physical continuum sets, discrete sets and discrete entities form the distinct collections, SC, SD, and SE.
For example, continuum sets are not discrete sets and vice versa. Similarly, continuum sets are not
discrete entities and discrete entities are not discrete sets. The abstract equivalent of continuum sets,
discrete sets and discrete entities, SC, SD and SE are also distinct. This is expressed by the axiom:
(X, Y = SC, SD, SE, SC, SD, SE): (X Y) = (XY = )

(AR03) Axiom of Continuum and Discrete Sets

from which the following theorems can be derived:
SC ~SD

(TS627)

SC ~SD

(TS627A)

SD ~SE

(TS628)

SD ~SE

(TS628A)

SE ~SC

(TS629)

SE ~SC

(TS629A)

Axiom of Continuum Sets (AR01)
If a1 and b1 are continuum sets, then each of their members, a and b is a continuum set, i.e.:
(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR01) Axiom of Continuum Sets

This can, of course, be simplified to:
(a1 SC) = (a SC)

(TS604)

The abstract equivalents are:
(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR01A) Axiom of Continuum Sets

(a1 SC) = (a SC)

(TS604A)

Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets
Every part of a continuum set is a member of the same set, i.e.:
(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02) Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets

The abstract equivalent is:
(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Continuum Sets

Sub-Entity Function Axion for Continuum Sets (AR60)
If a1 is a continuum set, then sub-entities of a are sub-entities of sub-entities of a. Thus:
(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)

(AR60) Sub-Entity Function Axiom for Continuum Sets

Together with the Definition of a Transitive Relationship Set
(c1 RT) (cca ca)

(TS177) Definition of a Transitive Relationship Set

this yields the theorem:
(a1 SC) ({}{}a = {}a)

(TS899) Sub-Entity Function Rule for Continuum Sets
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The abstract equivalents are:
(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)
1

(a SC) ({}{}a = {}a)

(AR60A) Sub-Entity Function Axiom for Continuum Sets
(TS899A) Sub-Entity Function Rule for Continuum Sets

Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom (AA07)
Sub-relationships exist within continuum sets and, so, they too must be continuum sets, i.e.:
(X = S, Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(AA07) Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

The abstract equivalent is:
(X = S, Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(AA07A) Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

Sub-relationships are, therefore, both physical and abstract continua.
Binary Relationship Continuum Axiom (AA08)
Binary relationships exist within continuum sets and, so, they too must be continuum sets, i.e.:
(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(AA08) Binary Relationship Continuum Axiom

The abstract equivalent is:
(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(AA08A) Binary Relationship Continuum Axiom

Binary relationships are also, therefore, both physical and abstract continua.
Continuum Matching Axiom (AR07)
If a relationship set is a continuum set, then so too is its reverse, its set of subject entities and its set of
object entities. Similarly, if a set of entities is a continuum set then so too is the set of relationships of
which it is the subject and the set of relationships of which it is the object. This is symbolised:
((X = S, Q, V, VS, VQ) = E):((c1  SC) = ((Xc)1  SC)) (AR07) Continuum Matching Axiom

The abstract equivalent is:
((X = S, Q, V, VS, VQ) = E):((c1  SC) = ((Xc)1  SC)) (AR07A) Continuum Matching Axiom

Non Continuum Sets Axiom (AR17)
If a set a1 is not a continuum set, then there exists a set b1 such that the set b1 is a continuum set and
the members of a are a subset of the members of b, i.e.:
((a1  ~SC) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(AR17) Non Continuum Sets Axiom

The abstract equivalent is:
((a1  ~SC) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(AR17A) Non Continuum Sets Axiom

Axiom of Discrete Entities (AS53)
The members of a discrete set are discrete entities. This is expressed by the axiom:
(a1 SD) = (a  SE)(a a1)

(AS53) Axiom of Discrete Sets and Entities

The abstract equivalent is:
( 1 SD) = (  SE)(  1)

(AS53A)
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Component Relationships Axiom (AR32)
Relationships between components of a1 and b1 are components of the relationships between a1 and b1,
i.e.:
S{}a1.VQ{}b1 {}(VSa1 .VQb1) (AR32) Component Relationships Axiom

V

Universal Relationships Axiom (AR29)
Because the relationship VSa1.VQ(a)1 is a member of the set of relationships VSa1 and because, in
physical terms, VSa1.VQ(a)1 is the aggregate of a1 and (a)1, i.e. E1, it is also true that E1 VSa1 and, thus,
that E = {}VSa1. By a similar argument E = {}VQa1 and so:
(AR29) Universal Relationships Axiom

(X = VS, VQ) ({}Xa1 = E)

35.2 Summary
General Relationships
(AS64)

Distribution of  over +

c(b11 +++ bm1) = cb11 +++ cbm1

(AS65)

Distribution of + over 

(c11+++ cn1)b = c11b +++ cn1b

(AR10)

Axiom of Complementary
Relationship Sets

(AS41)

Axiom of Relationship Types

(AS59)

Axiom of Relationship Sets

(AS77)

Nature of E1and 1

(a  ) = (ca = ca)
(c  RX) = (c1  RX)
(RX RR)  (RX  ).(RX ).(RX E)
(a1 = E1, 1):(a1  ~RR)

One-to-One Relationships
(AR20)

One-to-One Relationships Axiom

(AR25)

One-to-One Relationship Closure
Axiom

(AR35)

One-to-One Relationship
Distribution Axiom

(AR36)

One-to-One Relationship Negation
Axiom

(AR14)

One-to-One Relationship
Intersection Function Axiom

(AR48)

One-to-One Relationships
Combination Axiom

(AS63)

F Function Axiom

Relationship Sets and Operators
None

RO =~RM
((Vc)1 RO)(b Qc)  ((cb + b)1 Dc1)
((Vc)1 RO):(cab) = (ca)(cb)
((Vc)1  RO):(cb)(cb) = 
((Vc)1 RO):((b b1) = (cb = ))
(Xa1 = YZa1)(Y1  RO)(Z1  RO)  (X1  RO)
F1  RP
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Sub-relationships
(AS89)

Irreflexive Sub-relationships Axiom

(AR24)

Categories of Sub-relationship

(X = VS, VQ) (X{})
(X = (A,V,S,VS,Q,VQ)).(Y = (A,V,S,VS,Q,VQ)).(X Y):
(X.Y = )

(AR34)

Universal Sub-relationship Axiom

(X = (S, Q))(Y = (V, S, Q, VS, VQ )):(XY = E)

(AS76)

Relationships with Sub-relationships

(X = VS, VQ)(Y = S, Q, VS, VQ, V):(XY  V)

(AR04)

One-to-One Sub-relationship Axiom

(X = (V, S, Q)):(X1 RO)

(AR31)

One-to-Many Sub-relationship
Axiom

(X = (VS, VQ)):(X1  RM)

(AR42)

Matching Axiom

(AR27)

Function Axiom

(AR09)

Universality of Inter-relationships
Axiom

(AR11)

Inter-relationship Axiom

(AR13)

Reversibility of Matching
Relationships

(AS68)

Axiom of Relationships

(AS66)

Subjects and Objects of ~E1and ~1

X = (S, Q, V, VS, VQ): (a1 ) = (Xa1 )
cb = S(cVQb)
(b ) = (VQbb = E)
(a1 ).(b1 ) = (VSa1.VQb1 )
V

Sa = V(VQa)

(X = VS, VQ) (Xa RR)
(X = S, Q)(a = ~1, ~E1):(Xa = E)

Symmetrical Relationship Sets
(AS09)

Symmetrical Relationship Sets

(o = {=},{}): (o1 RS)

(AS11)

Asymmetrical Relationship Sets

(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1 RA)

Asymmetrical and Transitive Relationship Sets
(AS60)

Transitive Asymmetrical Axiom

(AR22)

Transitive Relationships Disjunction
Axiom

RA  RT
({} + {=})1  RT

Relationship Symmetry
(AR28)

Nature of V

(AS78)

Relationship Symmetry Axiom

(AR21)

Intersection Function Axiom

(b Qc) (b  Vccb)

(AR49)

Reverse Compound Function
Axiom

(Za = XYa) = (VZa = VYVXa)

V1  RPRSRU
(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, {}): (Va = a)

Complement Symmetry
(AS80)

DeMorgan’s Law

(o = {.}, {+}): (~(aob) = ~aVo~b)
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(AS81)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(o1  RB):(V(aob) = (~aVo~b))

Binary Relationship
Interchangeability Axiom

(X1  RO) = (F1o1…Fnon  F1o1X…FnonX)

Mapping
(AR57)

Aspect Symmetry
(AS86)

Nature of A

A1 RPRSRU

(AS87)

Aspect Opposite of E

(AS32)

Axiom of Abstract Continuum Sets

(a1  SC) = (Aa1  SC)

(AS73)

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

(a1  SD) = (Aa1  SD)

(AR23)

Reverse Abstract Relationships
Axiom

(o1  RB) (Vo= oA)

A

E=E

Binary Operators
(AR12)

Commutative & Associative . & +

(AR51)

Distribution of . over + Axiom

(AS61)

Function Operator Axiom

(o = {.}, {+})  (o1  RCRV)
{.}1 RD{+}1
(o = {}, {}, {}, {})  (o1 ~RC.RS)

Membership Relationship Sets
(AR08)

1st Relational Deduction Axiom

(a b)(c d) (ca db)

(AR38)

2nd Relational Deduction Axiom

(a  Qc)(b Qc)(o1  RB):(a o b)  (ca ocb)

(AR37)

Axiom of Plural Sets

(AA72)

Intersection Axiom

(AS92)

Inclusion Axiom

(a  a1)(a ) = (a.{}a  )
({}b1 = )+({}b1 = ) = ({}b1 = )
(a )({}a = {}a1)

Continuum Sets
(AR03)

Axiom of Continuum and Discrete
Sets

(AR01)

Axiom of Continuum Sets

(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR01A)

Axiom of Continuum Sets

(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR02)

Definition of Disaggregation for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR60)

Sub-Entity Function Axiom for
Continuum Sets

(X, Y = SC, SD, SE, SC, SD, SE): (X Y) = (XY = )

(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)
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(AR60A)

Sub-Entity Function Axiom for
Continuum Sets

(AA07)

Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

(X = S,Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(AA07A)

Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

(X = S, Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(AA08)

Binary Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(AA08A)

Binary Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(AR07)

Continuum Matching Axiom

((X = S, Q, V, VS, VQ) = E):((c1  SC) = ((Xc)1  SC))

(AR07A)

Continuum Matching Axiom

((X = S, Q, V, VS, VQ) = E):((c1  SC) = ((Xc)1  SC))

(AR17)

Non Continuum Sets Axiom

((a1  ~SC) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(AR17A)

Non Continuum Sets Axiom

((a1  ~SC) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)

Discrete Sets
(AS53)

Axiom of Discrete Entities

(a1 SD) = (a  SE)(a a1)

(AS53A)

Axiom of Discrete Entities

( 1 SD) = (  SE)(  1)

Natural Language Propositions
(AR32)

Component Relationships Axiom

(AR29)

Universal Relationships Axiom

V

S{}a1.VQ{}b1 {}(VSa1 .VQb1)

(X = VS, VQ) ({}Xa1 = E)
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Chapter 36 Problem Solving with Non-copular Propositions
36.1

Introduction

Problem solving with non-copular propositions uses all the same rules as with simpler membership
propositions, but terms such as cb are treated as simple sets. In addition, there are several forms of
manipulation particular to non-copular propositions: Implied Characteristics, the Distribution Rules,
Relational Syllogisms, Generalisation, Reversal, and Negation.

36.2 Implied Characteristics
In natural language, some relationships impart characteristics to the subject. For example, “is the father
of” or “is the son of” implies that the subject is male and “is the mother of” or “is the daughter of”
implies that the subject is female. This feature derives from the grammar, or rules, of natural language
rather than from those of Symbolic Reasoning. Such rules may, for example, be expressed “anything
which is a father of something is male” or fE  m.
Relationships, such as “parent of…”, “father of…”, etc., comprise verbal nouns, i.e., “parent” or
“father” which do not have a root verb at all, or which have a root verb, e.g., “to parent” or “to father”,
whose meaning is not consistent with the verbal noun.
This has implications for the equivalent reverse, or passive, sentoids. For example, the reverse of the
sentoid “Andrew is the father of Brian” is “Brian is a son of Andrew”. However, the reverse of
“Andrew is the father of Dianne” is “Dianne is a daughter of Andrew”.
These two reverses are inconsistent. To overcome this, it is necessary to transfer the implied
characteristic contained in the relationship to the subject and to symbolise it explicitly. Thus, the
sentoids become “Andrew is male and the parent of Brian”, “Brian is male and the child of Andrew”,
“Andrew is male and the parent of Dianne” and “Dianne is female and a child of Andrew”. If a1 means
“Andrew”; b1 means “Brian”; d1 means “Dianne”; m is the set of male things; f the set of female things;
and pmeans “is the parent of”, then these can then be symbolised as follows:
a1  m.(pb1)

means “Andrew is male and the parent of Brian”;

b1  m.(Vpa1)

means “Brian is male and a child of Andrew”;

a  m.(pd )

means “Andrew is male and the parent of Dianne”;

d1  f.(Vpa1)

means “Dianne is female and a child of Andrew”.

1

1

36.3 Distribution Rules
The distribution rules of relationship theory reflect the distribution rules of natural language as
demonstrated in the following table.
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Theorem

Example of Meaning in Natural Language

c(b + h) = cb + ch (TR002b)

“things that consume bananas or huckleberries are things that
consume bananas or things that consume huckleberries” and vice
versa.

(c + d)b = cb + db (TR002c)

“things that consume or drop bananas are things that consume
bananas or things that drop bananas” and vice versa.

(cbh) (cb)(ch) (TR219)

“things that consume brown huckleberries are things that consume
brown things and also things that consume huckleberries” but not
necessarily vice versa.

(cdb) (cb)(db) (TR220)

“things that consume and drop bananas are things that consume
bananas and also things that drop bananas” but not necessarily vice
versa.

(cd)b1 = (cb1)(db1) (TR239)

“things that consume and drop the banana are things that consume
the banana and also things that drop the banana” and vice versa.

((b )(h ) = E)
(c(b + h) = (cb)(ch)) (TR235)

cb + db  (c + d)b (TR236)

((bh ) = E) 
((cb)(ch) cbh) (TR238)
cdb = (cb)(db) (TR237)

“things that consume all bananas and huckleberries are things that
consume all bananas and also things that consume all
huckleberries” and vice versa.
“things that consume all bananas or things that drop all bananas
are things that consume or drop all bananas” but not necessarily
vice versa.
“providing brown huckleberries exist, things that consume all
brown things and also consume all huckleberries are things that
consume all brown huckleberries” but not necessarily vice versa.
“things that consume and drop all bananas are things that consume
all bananas and also things that drop all bananas”.

All these expressions can be modified to yield relationships between propositions.
For example, (a  (cd)b1) = (a  (cb1)(db1)) can mean “all apes that consume and drop the banana
are apes that consume the banana and also apes that drop the banana” and vice versa.
Similarly, (a  (cd)b1) = (a  ~((cb1)(db1))) can mean “If some apes consume and drop the banana
then some apes are things that consume the banana and also things that drop the banana” and vice
versa.
They can also be expressed in relationship form.
For example, (VSa.(cd).VQb1 )  (VSa.c.VQb1).(VSa.d.VQb1) can mean “If some apes consume
and drop the banana then some apes consume the banana and some apes drop the banana” but not
necessarily vice versa.
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Demonstration
(a  (cd)b1) = (a  ~((cb1)(db1)))
(VSa.(cd).VQb1 ) = (a  ~((cb1)(db1)))
(VSa.(cd).VQb1 ) = (a  ((cb1) + (db1)))
(a (cb1)) + (a (db1))  (a(cb1) +(db1))
(a(cb1) +(db1)) ~((a (cb1)) + (a (db1)))
(a(cb1) +(db1)) (a (cb1)).(a (db1))
(VSa.(cd).VQb1 )  (a (cb1)).(a (db1))
(VSa.(cd).VQb1 )  (VSa.c.VQb1)).(VSa.d.VQb1))

(TS278)
(TM025)(DeMorgan’s Law)(Eqn1)
(TM170)(Disjunction of Necessities)
(TM012)(Transposition)
(TM026)(DeMorgan’s Law)(Eqn2)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns1&2)
(TS278)

36.4 Relational Syllogisms
Introduction
Relational syllogisms are a combination of relational deduction and the syllogism. The first premise
of the relational syllogism is a non-copular proposition, e.g., a cb, whilst the second premise is
derived, using relational deduction, from a simpler relationship between object or relationships sets,
e.g., b h yields the premisecb ch. Where the two premises are compatible, the rules of
syllogisms can be used to eliminate the middle term, i.e., cb, to yield a conclusion, a ch.
Many relational syllogism can be derived in this way and they are listed in the tables below.
Any premise or conclusion which is marked * or **, i.e., which is negative or includes , is conditional
on the subject of the premise or conclusion not being null, and the object not being universal.
Furthermore, the syllogisms marked ** require that the middle term is not universal, i.e., that cb E.
Middle Term cb
Premise 2
Premise 1
a cb
~(cb) a
a ~(cb)
cb a

c d

b h

d c

h b

cb db

cb ch

db cb

ch cb

a db

a ch

~(db) a

~(ch) a

**

db a

a ~(db)

ch a
**

~(db) a

**

a ~(ch)

**

**

a db

~(ch) a

**

a ~(ch)

db a

ch a

*

----

----

a db

~(cb) a

----

----

~(db) a

a ~(cb)

a ~(db)

cb a

*

db a

a ~(ch)
ch a

*

*

**

a ~(db)

a cb

*

a ch

**

a ch
*

*

~(ch) a

----

----

----

----

*

The full conditional form of these syllogisms and their natural language equivalents are given in the
table below. Not all of these syllogisms are used in natural reasoning – only those highlighted in bold
text. The syllogisms not highlighted in this way are beyond our reasoning abilities and may, therefore,
seem not to make sense.
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Relational Syllogism

Natural Language Equivalent

(a cb)(c d) (a db) (TR388)

If all apes consume bananas and all consumption is
destruction, then all apes destroy bananas.

(a cb)(b h) (a ch) (TR389)

If all apes consume bananas and all bananas are hanging
things, then all apes consume hanging things.

((a  E)(cb E)(db E) = E)

If all apes consume bananas and all destruction is consumption,
then not all things that do not destroy bananas are apes.

((a cb)(d c) (~(db) a)) (TR390)
((a E)(cb E)(ch E) = E)
((a cb)(h b) (~(ch) a)) (TR391)

If all apes consume bananas and all hanging things are bananas,
then not all things that do not consume hanging things are apes.

(~(cb)  a)(c d)(~(db) a) (TR392)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes and all
consumption is destruction, then all things that do not destroy
bananas are apes.

(~(cb)  a)(b h) (~(ch) a) (TR393)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes and all bananas
are hanging things, then all things that do not consume hanging
things are apes.

((a )(cb E)(db E) = E)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes and all
destruction is consumption, then not all apes destroy bananas.

((~(cb) a)(d c) (a db)) (TR394)
((a )(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(h b) (a ch)) (TR395)
((a E)(cb )(db ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (db a)) (TR396)
((a  E)(cb  )(ch) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(b h)  (ch a)) (TR397)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes and all hanging
things are bananas, then not all apes consume hanging things.
If no apes consume bananas and all consumption is destruction,
then not all things that destroy bananas are apes.
If no apes consume bananas and all bananas are hanging things,
then not all things that consume hanging things are apes.

(a ~(cb))(d c)(a ~(db)) (TR398)

If no apes consume bananas and all destruction is
consumption, then no apes destroy bananas.

(a ~(cb))(h b) (a ~(ch)) (TR399)

If no apes consume bananas and all hanging things are
bananas, then no apes consume hanging things.

((a )(cb )(db ) = E)

If all things that consume bananas are apes and all consumption
is destruction, then some apes destroy bananas.

((cb a)(c d) (a ~(db))) (TR400)
((a )(cb  )(ch ) = E) 
((cb a)(b h) (a ~(ch))) (TR401)

If all things that consume bananas are apes and all bananas are
hanging things, then some apes consume hanging things.

(cb a)(d c) (db a) (TR402)

If all things that consume bananas are apes and all
destruction is consumption, then all things that destroy
bananas are apes.

(cb a)(h b) (ch a) (TR403)

If all things that consume bananas are apes and all hanging
things are bananas, then all things that consume hanging
things are apes.
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((a  )(cb  E) = E)
((acb)(d c)  (a  db) (TR404)
((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(h b) (a ch)) (TR405)
((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(d  c)  (~(db) a)) (TR406)
((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(h b) (~(ch) a)) (TR407)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (a ~(db))) (TR408)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(b h) (a ~(ch))) (TR409)
((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(c d) (db a)) (TR410)
((a E)(cb ) = E)
((cb a)(b h) (ch a)) (TR411)

If not all apes consume bananas and all destruction is
consumption, then not all apes destroy bananas.
If not all apes consume bananas and all hanging things are
bananas, then not all apes consume hanging things.
If it is not true that all things that do not consume bananas are
apes and all destruction is consumption, then it is not true that all
things that do not destroy bananas are apes.
If it is not true that all things that do not consume bananas are
apes and all hanging things are bananas, then it is not true that all
things that do not consume hanging things are apes.
If some apes consume bananas and all consumption is
destruction, then some apes destroy bananas.
If some apes consume bananas and all bananas are hanging
things, then some apes consume hanging things.
If not all things that consume bananas are apes and all
consumption is destruction, then not all things that destroy
bananas are apes.
If not all things that consume bananas are apes and all
bananas are hanging things, then not all things that consume
hanging things are apes.

Middle Term cb
Premise 2
Premise 1

c d

h b

d c

b h

cb db

(h ) 

db cb

ch cb

(cb ch)
a cb
~(cb) a
a ~(cb)
cb a

a db

a ch

~(db) a

~(db) a

~(ch)) a

a db

**

db a

a ~(db)

ch a
**

**
**

a ~(ch)

**

**

db a

ch a

*

----

a db

~(cb) a

----

----

~(db) a

a ~(cb)

a ~(db)

cb a

*

db a

*

ch a

*

**

a ~(ch)

----

a ~(ch)

a  ch

a ~(db)

a cb

*

**

~(ch) a

a ch
*

*
*

~(ch) a

----

----

----

----

The full conditional form of these syllogisms and their natural language equivalents are given in the
table below.
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Relational Syllogism

Natural Language Equivalent

(a cb)(c d) (a db) (TR412)

If all apes consume all bananas and all consumption is
destruction, then all apes destroy all bananas.

((h ) = E) 

If all apes consume all bananas and all hanging things are
bananas, then all apes consume all hanging things.

((a cb)(h b) (a ch)) (TR413)
((a  E)(cb E)(db E) = E) 
((a cb)(d c) (~(db) a)) (TR414)
((a  E)(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((a cb)(b h) (~(ch) a)) (TR415)

If all apes consume all bananas and all destruction is
consumption, then not all things that do not destroy all bananas
are apes.
If all apes consume all bananas and all bananas are hanging
things, then not all things that do not consume all hanging
things are apes.

(~(cb) a)(c d) (~(db) a) (TR416)

If all things that do not consume all bananas are apes and all
consumption is destruction, then all things that do not destroy
all bananas are apes.

((h ) = E) 

If all things that do not consume all bananas are apes and all
hanging things are bananas, then all things that do not consume
all hanging things are apes.

((~(cb) a)(h b) (~(ch) a)) (TR417)
((a )(cb E)(dbE) = E)
((~(cb) a)(d c) (a db)) (TR418)
((a )(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(b h) (a ch)) (TR419)
((a E)(cb )(db) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (db a)) (TR420)
((a E)(cb )(ch ) 
((a ~(cb))(h b) (ch a)) (TR421)

If all things that do not consume all bananas are apes and all
destruction is consumption, then not all apes destroy all
bananas.
If all things that do not consume bananas are apes and all
bananas are hanging things, then not all apes consume all
hanging things.
If no apes consume all bananas and all consumption is
destruction, then not all things that destroy all bananas are apes.
If no apes consume all bananas and all hanging things are
bananas, then not all things that consume all hanging things are
apes.

(a ~(cb))(d c) (a ~(db)) (TR422)

If no apes consume all bananas and all destruction is
consumption, then no apes destroy all bananas.

(a ~(cb))(b h) (a ~(ch)) (TR423)

If no apes consume all bananas and all bananas are hanging
things, then no apes consume all hanging things.

((a )(cb )(db ) = E) 

If all things that consume all bananas are apes and all
consumption is destruction, then some apes destroy all bananas.

((cb a)(c d) (a ~(db))) (TR424)
((a )(cb )(ch ) = E) 
((cb a)(h b) (a ~(ch))) (TR425)

If all things that consume all bananas are apes and all hanging
things are bananas, then some apes consume all hanging things.

(cb a)(d c) (db a) (TR426)

If all things that consume all bananas are apes and all
destruction is consumption, then all things that destroy all
bananas are apes.

(cb a)(b h) (ch a) (TR427)

If all things that consume all bananas are apes and all bananas
are hanging things, then all things that consume all hanging
things are apes.
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((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(d c)  (a db)) (TR428)
((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(b h) (a ch)) (TR429)
((a  E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(d c)(~(db) a)) (TR430)
((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(b h)(~(ch) a)) (TR431)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(cd)(a ~(db))) (TR432)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(h b)(a ~(ch))) (TR433)
((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(c d) (db a)) (TR434)
((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(h b) (ch a)) (TR435)

If not all apes consume all bananas and all destruction is
consumption, then not all apes destroy all bananas.
If not all apes consume all bananas and all bananas are hanging
things, then not all apes consume all hanging things.
If not all things that do not consume all bananas are apes and
all destruction is consumption, then not all things that destroy
all bananas are apes.
If not all things that do not consume all bananas are apes and
all bananas are hanging things, then not all things that do not
consume all hanging things are apes.
If some apes consume all bananas and all consumption is
destruction, then some apes destroy all bananas.
If some apes consume all bananas and all hanging things are
bananas, then some apes consume all hanging things.
If not all things that consume all bananas are apes and all
consumption is destruction, then not all things that destroy all
bananas are apes.
If not all things that consume all bananas are apes and all
hanging things are bananas then not all things that consume all
hanging things are apes.

Other Relational Syllogisms
The set a can of course be made the middle term in the two premises. If so, then the conclusion can be
derived using the simple rules of syllogisms.
Also, the above rules can be applied to both the relationship set and the object set. For example,
(a cb)(c d)(b h) (a dh)

This is equivalent to applying the above rules twice, i.e.:
(a cb)(c d) (a db) and
(a db)(b h) (a dh)

36.5 Generalisation
Introduction
Because it is axiomatic that b E and c  E, h or d may be replaced in some of the above equations by
E. If so, then E means “something” in the equivalent natural language proposition.
It is also true that  c and  b and thus h or d in the remainder of the above equations may be
replaced by . However, a trivial conclusion is obtained as shown in the table below.
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Middle Term cb
c E

b E

 c

 b

cb Eb

cb cE

b cb

c cb

a Eb

a cE

E a

E a

~(Eb) a

~(cE) a

a 

a 

a E

a E

 a

 a

Premise 2
Premise 1
a cb
~(cb) a
a ~(cb)
cb a

Eb a

**

cE a
**

a ~(Eb)

**

a ~(cE)

**

a cb

----

----

a 

a 

~(cb) a

----

----

E a

E a

a ~(cb)

a ~(Eb)

----

----

----

----

cb a

*

Eb a

*

a ~(cE)
cE a

*

*

The full conditional form of these generalisations and their natural language equivalents are given in
the table below. Note that the second premise is axiomatic and is therefore omitted.
Relational Syllogism

Natural Language Equivalent

(a cb) (a Eb) (TR436)

If all apes consume bananas, then all apes do something to bananas.

(a cb) (a cE) (TR437)

If all apes consume bananas, then all apes consume something.

(~(cb) a) (~(Eb) a) (TR438)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes, then all things that do
not do something to bananas are apes.

(~(cb) a) (~(cE) a) (TR439)

If all things that do not consume bananas are apes, then all things that do
not consume something are apes.

((a E)(cb ) = E) 

If no apes consume bananas, then not all things that do something to
bananas are apes.

((a ~(cb)) (Eb a)) (TR440)
((a E)(cb ) = E)
((a ~(cb)) (cE a)) (TR441)
((a )(cb ) = E)
((cb a) (a ~(Eb))) (TR442)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((cb a) (a ~(cE))) (TR443)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb)) (a ~(Eb))) (TR444)
((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb)) (a ~(cE))) (TR445)

If no apes consume bananas, then not all things that consume something
are apes.
If all things that consume bananas are apes, then some apes do something
to bananas.
If all things that consume bananas are apes, then some apes consume
something.
If some apes consume bananas, then some apes do something to
bananas.
If some apes consume bananas, then some apes consume something.
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((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a) (Eb a)) (TR446)
((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a) (cE a)) (TR447)

If not all things that consume bananas are apes, then not all things that
do something to bananas are apes.
If not all things that consume bananas are apes, then not all things that
consume something are apes.

Middle Term cb
Because it is axiomatic that b E and c  E, h or d may be replaced in some of the above equations by
E. If so, then E means “something”.
It is also true that  c and  b and, thus, h or d may be replaced in the some of the above equations
by . Note, however, that from (TR262) (h b) (cbch) is conditional on h  and so  cannot be
substituted for h in h b.
As shown in the table below, some of these substitutions yield a trivial conclusion. Only the six in the
right-hand column are meaningful.
c E

No substitution

 c

b  E

cE cb

No substitution

b cb

cE cb

a cb

a E

No substitution

E a

~(cE) a

~(cb) a

a

No substitution

a 

a cE

a ~(cb)

E a

No substitution

a E

a ~(cE)

cb a

a 

No substitution

 a

cE a

a cb

----

----

a 

a cE

~(cb) a

----

----

E a

~(cE) a

a ~(cb)

a 

No substitution

----

----

cb a

E a

No substitution

----

----

Premise 2
Premise 1

**

**

*
*

The full conditional form of these six meaningful syllogisms and their natural language equivalents
are given in the table below. Note that the second premise, b E, is axiomatic, and so, omitted.
Relational Syllogism

Natural Language Equivalent

((a E)(cb E)(cE E) = E) 

If all apes consume all bananas, then not all things that do not consume
everything are apes.

((a cb)  (~(cE) a)) (TR448)
((a )(cb E)(cE E) = E) 
((~(cb) a) (a cE)) (TR449)
(a ~(cb)) (a ~(cE)) (TR450)
(cb a) (cE a) (TR451)

If all things that do not consume all bananas are apes, then not all apes
consume everything.
If no apes consume all bananas, then no apes consume everything.
If all things that consume all bananas are apes, then all things that
consume everything are apes.
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((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb) (a cE)) (TR452)
((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a) (~(cE) a)) (TR453)

If not all apes consume all bananas, then not all apes consume
everything.
If not all things that do not consume all bananas are apes, then not all
things that do not consume everything are apes.

36.6 Reversal and Negation of the Relationship
Reversal of the relationship is based on the following theorems:
Proposition and Reverse

Natural Language Equivalent

(a  ~(cb)) = (b  ~(Vca)) (TR457)

If no apes consume bananas, then no bananas are consumed by apes.

(a  ~(cb)) = (b  ~(Vca)) (TR458)

If some apes consume bananas, then some bananas are consumed by apes.

((cb) a) = (b  ~(Vca)) (TR459)

If all things that consume bananas are apes, then no bananas are consumed
by things that are not apes.

((cb) a) = (b  ~(Vca)) (TR460)

If not all things that consume bananas are apes, then some bananas are
consumed by things that are not apes.

Negation of the relationship is based on the following theorems:
Proposition and Negation

Natural Language Equivalent

(acb) = (~(cb) a) (TM012)

If all apes consume bananas, then all things that do not consume
bananas are not apes.

((a )(cb E) = E)

If not all apes consume bananas, then some things that do not
consume bananas are apes.

((a cb) = (~(cb) a)) (TM012)(TM008)
(cb a) = (a  ~(cb)) (TM012)

If all things that consume bananas are apes, then no things that are
not apes consume bananas.

((a E)(cb ) = E)

If not all things that consume bananas are apes, then some things
that are not apes consume bananas.

((cb a) = (a  ~(cb))) (TM012)(TM008)

36.7 Combining Relational Syllogisms, Generalisation, Reversal and Negation
Introduction
Many rules can be obtained by combining the Relational Syllogism, the Relational Syllogism in its
generalised form, Reversal and Negation. It is not practical to list all of them here. However, a few
examples are given below to demonstrate the possibilities.
Example 1
i.e., “If all things that consume something are apes, then nothing is consumed
by things that are not apes.”
(cE a) = (Vca = ),
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Demonstration
(cb a) = (b  ~(Vca))
(TR459)(Eqn1)
i.e., If all things that consume bananas are apes, then no bananas are consumed by things that are not apes.
Let b = E
(Eqn2)
(cE a) = (E  ~(Vca))
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
(cE  a) = (Vca  ~E)
(TM012)(Transposition)
(cE  a) = (Vca  )
(DM02)(Definition of )
(cE  a) = (Vca = )
(TM052)(Subsets of the Null Set)

Example 2
(a cE) = (~(cE)  a),

i.e., “If all apes consume something, then all things that do not consume

anything are not apes”.
Demonstration
(a cb) = (~(cb)  a)
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn1)
i.e., If all apes consume bananas, then all things that do not consume bananas are not apes.
Let b = E
(Eqn2)
(a cE) = (~(cE)  a)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

Example 3
(a ~(cb)) (Vca  ), i.e. “If some apes consume bananas, then some things are consumed by apes”.
Demonstration
((a )(cb ) = E)  ((a ~(cb)) (a ~(cE))) (TR445)
i.e., If some apes consume bananas, then some apes consume something.
((a )(cb ) = E)  ((a(cb)  )) (a(cE)  ))) (TM735)(Existential Form) &
(TM008)(Inverse of an Equality)
(a )(cb )((a(cb)  )) (a(cE)  )))
(AMX35)(Exportation/Importation)(Eqn1)
(a(cb)  ) (a )(cb )
(TM242)
(a(cb)  ) = (a )(cb )(a(cb)  )
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn2)
(a(cb)  )  (a(cE)  )
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)
V
(a(cb)  ) (E( ca)  )
(TR229)(Inverse Relational Propositions)
(a ~(cb)) (E(Vca)  )
(TM735)(Existential Form) &
(TM008)(Inverse of an Equality)
(a ~(cb)) ((Vca)  )
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)

Example 4
(a  ~(cE)) (b  ~(Vca)), i.e. “If no apes consume anything, then no bananas are consumed by apes.”
Demonstration
(a ~(cb)) (Vca  )
(Proven above)
i.e. “If some apes consume bananas, then some things are consumed by apes”
(Vca = ) (a ~(cb))
(TM012)(Transposition)
(E.(Vca) = ) (a ~(cb))
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
(E  ~(Vca)) (a ~(cb))
(TM735)(Existential Form)
(a  ~(cE)) (b  ~(Vca))
(TR457)(Active/Passive Theorem)
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Example 5
(acb) (~(Eb) a),

i.e. “If all apes consume bananas, then all things that do nothing to bananas

are not apes.”
Demonstration
(a cb) (a Eb)
(TR436)
i.e. If all apes consume bananas, then all apes do something to bananas.
(acb) (~(Eb) a)
(TM012)(Transposition)

Example 6
(a cE) (~(cb) a), i.e. “If not all apes consume anything, then not all things that do not consume

bananas are things other than apes.”
Demonstration
(a cb) (a cE)
(TR437)
i.e., If all apes consume bananas, then all apes consume something.
(a cE) (a cb)
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn1)
(a  cb) = (~(cb)  a)
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn2)
(a cE) (~(cb) a)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

36.8 Probabilistic Deduction
All statements are either factual or probabilistic. Probabilistic equations are used to express
probabilistic statements and, so, when factual statements co-exist with probabilistic statements, they
too must be expressed in probabilistic form.
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is a factual statement, i.e., it is certain “that Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc” and can be symbolized (a1 cb1) = E.
Similarly, the factual statement “Andrew does not climb Mont Blanc” or “It is not possible that
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” can be symbolized (a1 cb1) =.
“Andrew may climb Mont Blanc is a probabilistic statement, i.e., “It is possible that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc” and can be symbolized (a1 cb1) .
Similarly, the probabilistic statement “Andrew may not climb Mont Blanc” or “it is not certain that
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” can be symbolized (a1 cb1)  E.
Example 1
Two statements, probabilistic and factual, can be tested by conjoining them and if the outcome is null
then one of them must be false. For, example, combining the following:
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or ((a1 cb1) = E) or (VSa1.c. VQb1) = E) (factual statement) and
“It is impossible to climb Mont Blanc” or (VSb1.Vc.VQE) = ) (probabilistic statement)
yields the null set and, thus, one of the two statements must be false.
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Demonstration
Let ((a1 cb1) = E)
(VSa1.c. VQb1) = E)
Let (VSb1.Vc.VQE) = )
(VSb1.Vc.E) = )
(VSb1.Vc) = )
(V(VSb1.Vc)) = )
(V(VSb1).V(Vc)) = )
(VQb1.V(Vc)) = )
(VQb1.c) = )
(c. VQb1=) (VSa1.c. VQb1= )
(VSa1.c. VQb1) (c. VQb1)
(E) 
E 

E =




















i.e., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”
(Eqn1)
i.e., “It is impossible to climb Mont Blanc”
(TR116)
(AMX11) (Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
(TS200)
(TR012a)
(TR019)
(TR012k) (Eqn2)
(TM350)
(TM012)(Eqn3) i.e., “If Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, then Mont Blanc
can be climbed”.
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 and Eqn2 into Eqn3)
(TM344)
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)
(TM347)

Example 2
A conclusion can be deduced form a combination of factual and probabilistic propositions. For
example, combining the following:
“It is possible that all mountaineers climb Mont Blanc” or (m cb1)  (probabilistic statement) and
“It is impossible that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or (a1 cb1) = (factual statement)
yields (a1 m) = or “It is impossible that Andrew is a mountaineer” as demonstrated below.
Demonstration
Let (m cb1) 
((m cb1) ) =E
((m cb1) =) =E
((m cb1) =) =
Let (a1 cb1) =


























(a1 m).(m cb1) (a1 cb1)
(a1 cb1) ~((a1 m).(m cb1))
(a1 cb1) (a1 m) + (m cb1)
((a1 cb1) =E) ((a1 m) = E) + ((m cb1) = E)
((a1 cb1) =E) ((a1 m) =E) + ((m cb1) =E)
((a1 cb1) =) ((a1 m) =) + ((m cb1) =)
E ((a1 m) =) +  




E ((a1 m) =)
(E ((a1 m) =)) + (E= ((a1 m) =))
+ (E= ((a1 m) =))
E= ((a1 m) =)
(a1 m) =

(Eqn1) i.e., “It is possible that all mountaineers
climb Mont Blanc.”
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM008 )(Inverse of an Equality)
(DM02)(Definition of ) (Eqn2)
(Eqn3) i.e., “it is impossible that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.”
(TM139)
(TM012)
(TM025)(DeMorgan’s Law)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM008 )(Inverse of an Equality)
(DM02)(Definition of ) (Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns2&3 into Eqn4)
(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction)
(TM266)(Definition of )
(TM098b )(Proper Superset of the Universal Set)
(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom) i.e. “It is impossible that
Andrew is a mountaineer.”
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Chapter 37 Theorems of Relationship Theory
A list of theorems used in relationship theory is provided below. Although previously listed, the
axioms and definitions are also included for comparison and for the sake of completeness. Not all
these theorems have natural language equivalents, and many are intermediate steps in the proof of
more useful theorems. These proofs are given in Volume 2.
THEOREMS OF GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS
Definitions
(DR04)

Definition of 

(cb) = ~(cb)

(DR24)

Definition of 

(cb) = ~(cb)

(DM15)

Definition of a Variable Set

(TM716)

___

(DM16)

Definition of 

(x = (a, b, c)) = (x = a) + (x = b) + (x = c)
(x  (a, b, c)) = (x  a).(x  b).(x  c)
 = 1, ~1, E1, ~E1

Definitions of and 
(TT747)

(TT749)

(TR003)

(TT748)

(TT750)

Definition of the Union Function
Operator

(c11+++ cn1)(b11+++ bm1) =

Definition of the Union Function
Operator

(b = b11 +++ bm1).(c = c11+++ cn1) 

Alternative Definition of the Union
Function Operator

(b = b1 1 +++ bm1).(c = c11 +++ cn1) 

(c11b11 +++ cn1b11)+++(c11bm1+++ cn1bm1)

(cb = (c11b11 +++ cn1b11)+++(c11bm1 +++ cn1bm1))

(cb = (c11b11 +++ c11bm1)+++(cn1b11 +++ cn1bm1))

Definition of the Intersection
Function Operator

(c11+++ cn1)(b11+++ bm1) =

Definition of the Intersection
Function Operator

(b = b1 1 +++ bm1).(c = c11+++ cn1 ) 

(c11b11 +++ cn1b11)…(c11bm1 +++ cn1bm1)

(cb = (c11b11 +++ cn1b11)…(c11bm1 +++ cn1bm1))

Distribution of  and +
(AS64)

Distribution of  over +

c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11 +++ cbn1

(TR001a)

Distribution of  over +

(b = b11 +++ bm1) (cb = cb11 +++ cbm1)

(TS282)

Distribution of  over +

c1(b11 +++ bn1) = c1b11 +++ c1bn1

(TR002)

Distribution of  over +

(b = b11 +++ bm1) (c1b = c1b11 +++ c1bm1)

(TR002b)

Distribution of  over +

c(b + h) = cb + ch

(AS65)

Distribution of + over 

(c11+++ cn1)b = c11b +++ cn1b

(TR002a)

Distribution of + over 

(c = c11+++ cn1) (cb = c11b +++ cn1b)

(TS284)

Distribution of + over 

(c11+++ cn1)b1 = c11b1 +++ cn1b1
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(TR001)

Distribution of + over 

(c = c11+++ cn1 ) (cb1 = c11b1+++ cn1b1)

(TR002c)

Distribution of + over 

(c + d)b = cb + db

(TR002d)

Distribution of  and +

(c + d)(b + h) = cb + db + ch + dh

Distribution of  and .
(TR221)

Conditional Distribution

(cbh = )(cbh = )  ((cb)(ch) = (cbh))

of  over .
(TR219)

Conditional Distribution

(cbh) (cb)(ch)

of  over .
(TR222)

Conditional Distribution

(cdb = )(cdb = ) ((cb)(db) = (cdb))

of . over 
(TR220)

Conditional Distribution

(cdb) (cb)(db)

of . over 
(TR239)

Distribution of . over for Entities

(cd)b1 = (cb1)(db1)

Distribution of  and +
(DS15)

Definition of the Intersection
Function Operator

c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11… cbn1

(TR233)

Non Distribution of  over +

(b = b1 1 +++ bm1) (cb = cb11 … cbm1)

(TR234)

Non Distribution of  over +

(b = b11+++ bm1) (c1b = c1b11… c1bm1)

(TR235)

Non Distribution of  over +

(b )(h ): c(b + h) = (cb)(ch)

(TR231)

Distribution of + over  for Entities

(TR236)

Non Distribution of + over 

(TR253)

Distribution of  and +

(c = c11 +++ cn1) (cb1 = c11b1 +++ cn1b1)
cb + db  (c + d)b
(b )(h ):
cd(b + h) = (cb)(db)(ch)(dh)

(TR646)

Distribution of  over +

c(b11 +++ bn1) = cb11 +++ cbn1

(TS285)

Distribution of  over +

(b )(h ): c(b + h) = cb + ch

Distribution of  and .
(TR238)

Non Distribution of  over .

(TR237)

Distribution of . over 

(bh ):(cb)(ch) cbh
cdb = (cb)(db)

Relationship between  and 
(TR232)

Interchangeability of  and  for
Entities

cb1 = cb1

(TR241)

___

cb cb

(TR242)

___

~(cb) ~(cb)
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Second Order Distribution Theorems
(TR164)

___

(cb = ) (cd b = )

(TR165)

___

(cb = ) (cbh = )

(TR166)

___

(cb = E) ((c + d)b = E)

(TR167)

___

(cb = E) ((c(b+h) = E)

(TS246)

___

(cb = )  (cb =)

(TR254)

___

((cb) = ) ((cdb) = )

(TR255)

___

(b ):((cb) = ) (c(b + h) = )

(TR256)

___

((cb) = E) ((c + d)b = E)

Functions and the Universal Set
(TR223)

___

cb cE

(TR224)

___

cb Eb

(TS245)

Universality of Inter-relationships
Theorem

(b ) = (Eb = E)

(TS244)

Universality of Inter-relationships
Theorem

(b ) = (Eb = E)

(TS243)

Universality of Inter-relationships
Theorem

(b1 ) = (Eb1 = E)

Functions and the Null Set
(TR174)

Null Object Theorem

c = 

(TS181)

Null Object Theorem

c= 

(TR073)

Null Object Theorem

=

(TR173)

Null Function Theorem

b = 

(TR072)

Null Function Theorem

b=

Triad Rules
(TR171b)

___

(cb ) (c )

(TS303)

___

(c =) (cb =)

(TR170)

___

(cb ) (b )

(TS304)

___

(b =) (cb =)

(TS546)

___

(b = )  (cb = )

(TS547)

___

(cb ) (b )

(TR171)

___

(c ) = (cE )
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(TS305)

___

(c =) = (cE =)

Complementary Relationship Sets
(AR10)

Axiom of Complementary
Relationship Sets

(a  ) = (ca = ca)

(TA200)

___

(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TA199)

___

(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TA201)

___

(b  ) = (cb = cb)

(TT840)

___

(b  ):(cb  cb)

(TT841)

___

(b  ):(cb  cb)

(TR245)

Negative Rule for Single Element
Object

(b1 ) = ((cb1) = ~(cb1))

(TR089)

___

(b )(cb = ) (cb = E)

(TR249)

___

cb + cb = E

(TR248)

___

cb + cb = E

(TR246)

Conditional Negative Theorem

(cb)(cb) = 

(TR842)

Conditional Negative Theorem

(cb)(cb) = 

(TR497)

___

cE  cE

Active/Passive Theorems
(TR519)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a1  cb1) = (b1  Vca1)

(TR612)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TR614)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TR613)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a1cb1) = (b1Vca1)

(TS247)

Active/Passive Theorem

((a1  )(b1  ) = E)  ((a1 = c1b1) = (b1 = Vc1a1))

(TS524)

Active/Passive Theorem

((a Sc) = E)  ((b = Vca)  (a  cb))

(TR457)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a cb) = (b Vca)

(TR458)

Active/Passive Theorem

(a cb) = (b Vca)

(TR293)

(TR691)

(TS030)

Active/Passive Theorem

Active/Passive Theorem
Active/Passive Theorem

((b  )(a  ) = E) + ((a = )(b = ) = E) 
((a cb) = (b Vca))
((b  )(a  ) = E) + ((a = )(b = ) = E) 
((a cb) = (b Vca))
(a1 cb) = (b Vca1)
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(TS031)
(TS028)

(TS029)

(TR521)

Active/Passive Theorem
Active/Passive Theorem

Active/Passive Theorem
Active/Passive Theorem

(a1 cb) = (b Vca1)
((b  )(a1  ) = E) + ((a1 = )(b = ) = E) 
((a1 cb) = (b Vca1))
((b  )(a1  ) = E) + ((a1 = )(b = ) = E) 
((a1 cb) = (b Vca1))
((b1  )(a  ) = E) + ((a = )(b1 = ) = E) 
1

1

((a cb ) = (b Vca))
(TS286)

Active/Passive Theorem

((b1  )(a  ) = E) + ((a = )(b1 = ) = E) 
1

1

((a cb ) = (b Vca))
(TT385)

___

((a) = E) = ((a cb)  (b Vca))

(TT387)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1  cb) = (b Vca1))

(TR229)

Inverse Relational Propositions

(a.(cb) ) = (b.(Vca) )

(TR230)

Inverse Relational Propositions

(a.(cb) = ) = (b.(Vca) = )

(TR459)

Active/Passive Theorem

(cb  a) = (b  ~(Vca))

(TR460)

Active/Passive Theorem

(cb  a) = (b  ~(Vca))

(TT388)

___

((a QVc) = E) ((Vca b) (a cb))

(TT389)

___

((a Qc) = E) ((ca b) (a Vcb))

(TR540)

___

((a ) = E)  ((a cb)  (b  Vca))

(TR541)

___

((b  ) = E) ((a cb) (b Vca))

(TR542)

___

((b Qc) = E) ((a  cb) (b Vca))

Relational Deduction
(AR08)

1st Relational Deduction Axiom

(TR196)

Relational Deduction

(a b) (ca  cb)

(TR197)

Relational Deduction

(c d) (ca da)

(TR198)

Relational Deduction

(ca db) (a  b)+(c d) 

(TR199)

Relational Deduction

(ca  cb) (a b)

(TR200)

Relational Deduction

(ca da) (c d)

(TS287)

Relational Deduction

(a = b)(c = d) (ca = db)

(TR522)

Relational Deduction

(a = b)  (ca = cb)

(TR522b)

Relational Deduction

(c = d)  (cb = db)

(TS502)

___

(a b)(c d) (ca db)

(a  b)  (cb.ca = cba.ca)
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(TR264)

Relational Deduction

(a )(a b)(c d)  (cb da)

(TR262)

Relational Deduction

(a )(a b)  (cb ca)

(TR263)

Relational Deduction

(c d) (cb db)

(TS475)

Relational Deduction

(a =b)  (ca =cb)

(AR38)

2nd Relational Deduction Axiom

(TR535)

___

(a  Qc)(b Qc)(o1  RB):(a o b)  (ca ocb)
((Vc)1 RO)(a Qc)(b Qc)(o1  RB):
(a o b) = (ca ocb)

(TR856)

___

((Vc)1RO)(a1Qc)(b1Qc) ((a1= b1) = (ca1 = cb1))

Closure
(DR57)

Definition of Closure

(TS532)

___

(a1 Dc1) = (a = ca + Vca)

(TS531)

___

(((a + b)1 Dc1) = E)  ((a = cb) = (b = Vca))

(TS525)

___

((a + b)1 Dc1) = ((a + b)1 D(Vc)1))

(TT893)

Theorem of Closed Reverses

(TS526)

___

(AR21)

Intersection Function Axiom

(b Qc) (b  Vccb)

(TR544)

___

(b Qc) (b Vccb)

(TR527)

___

(b Qc) (b Vccb)

(TR526)

___

(b1 Qc) (b1  Vccb1)

(TR543)

___

(b Qc).(b  ).(cb  )  (b  Vccb)

(TR545)

___

(b Qc).(b  ).(cb ) (b  Vccb)

(TT348)

___

b Vccb

(TT506)

___

V

((a + b)1 Dc1) = (a = cb)(b = Vca)

(c + Vc)1 DV1
((cb + b)1 Dc1) = (b = Vccb)

ccE = VcE

Relational Syllogisms
(TR388)

Relational Syllogism

(a cb)(c d) (a db)

(TR389)

Relational Syllogism

(a cb)(b h) (a ch)

(TR390)

Relational Syllogism

((a  E)(cb E)(db E) = E)
((a cb)(d c) (~(db) a))

(TR391)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb E)(ch E) = E)
((a cb)(h b) (~(ch) a))

(TR392)

Relational Syllogism

(~(cb)  a)(c d)(~(db) a)

(TR393)

Relational Syllogism

(~(cb)  a)(b h) (~(ch) a)
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(TR394)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E)(db E) = E)
((~(cb) a)(d c) (a db))

(TR395)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(h b) (a ch))

(TR396)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb )(db ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (db a))

(TR397)

Relational Syllogism

((a  E)(cb  )(ch) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(b h)  (ch a))

(TR398)

Relational Syllogism

(a ~(cb))(d c)(a ~(db))

(TR399)

Relational Syllogism

(a ~(cb))(h b) (a ~(ch))

(TR400)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb )(db ) = E)
((cb a)(c d) (a ~(db)))

(TR401)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb  )(ch ) = E) 
((cb a)(b h) (a ~(ch)))

(TR402)

Relational Syllogism

(cb a)(d c) (db a)

(TR403)

Relational Syllogism

(cb a)(h b) (ch a)

(TR404)

Relational Syllogism

((a  )(cb  E) = E)
((acb)(d c)  (a  db)

(TR405)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(h b) (a ch))

(TR406)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(d  c)  (~(db) a))

(TR407)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(h b) (~(ch) a))

(TR408)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (a ~(db)))

(TR409)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(b h) (a ~(ch)))

(TR410)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(c d) (db a))

(TR411)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb ) = E)
((cb a)(b h) (ch a))

(TR412)

Relational Syllogism

(a cb)(c d) (a db)

(TR413)

Relational Syllogism

((h ) = E)  ((a cb)(h b) (a ch))
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(TR414)

Relational Syllogism

((a  E)(cb E)(db E) = E) 
((a cb)(d c) (~(db) a))

(TR415)

Relational Syllogism

((a  E)(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((a cb)(b h) (~(ch) a))

(TR416)

Relational Syllogism

(~(cb) a)(c d) (~(db) a)

(TR417)

Relational Syllogism

((h ) = E)  ((~(cb) a)(h b) (~(ch) a))

(TR418)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E)(dbE) = E)
((~(cb) a)(d c) (a db))

(TR419)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E)(ch E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(b h) (a ch))

(TR420)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb )(db) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(c d) (db a))

(TR421)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb )(ch ) 
((a ~(cb))(h b) (ch a))

(TR422)

Relational Syllogism

(a ~(cb))(d c) (a ~(db))

(TR423)

Relational Syllogism

(a ~(cb))(b h) (a ~(ch))

(TR424)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb )(db ) = E) 
((cb a)(c d) (a ~(db)))

(TR425)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb )(ch ) = E) 
((cb a)(h b) (a ~(ch)))

(TR426)

Relational Syllogism

(cb a)(d c) (db a)

(TR427)

Relational Syllogism

(cb a)(b h) (ch a)

(TR428)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(d c)  (a db))

(TR429)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb E) = E) 
((a cb)(b h) (a ch))

(TR430)

Relational Syllogism

((a  E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(d c) (~(db) a))

(TR431)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb E) = E) 
((~(cb) a)(b h) (~(ch) a))

(TR432)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(cd) (a ~(db)))

(TR433)

Relational Syllogism

((a )(cb ) = E) 
((a ~(cb))(h b) (a ~(ch)))
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(TR434)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(c d) (db a))

(TR435)

Relational Syllogism

((a E)(cb ) = E) 
((cb a)(h b) (ch a))

Relational Syllogisms and the Universal Set
(TR436)

___

(a cb) (a Eb)

(TR437)

___

(a cb) (a cE)

(TR438)

___

(~(cb) a) (~(Eb) a)

(TR439)

___

(~(cb) a) (~(cE) a)

(TR440)

___

((a E)(cb ) = E)  ((a ~(cb)) (Eb a))

(TR441)

___

((a E)(cb ) = E) ((a ~(cb)) (cE a))

(TR442)

___

((a )(cb ) = E) ((cb a) (a ~(Eb)))

(TR443)

___

((a )(cb ) = E)  ((cb a) (a ~(cE)))

(TR444)

___

((a )(cb ) = E)  ((a ~(cb)) (a ~(Eb)))

(TR445)

___

((a )(cb ) = E)  ((a ~(cb)) (a ~(cE)))

(TR446)

___

((a E)(cb ) = E)  ((cb a) (Eb a))

(TR447)

___

((a E)(cb ) = E)  ((cb a) (cE a))

(TR448)

___

((a E)(cb E)(cE E) = E) 
((a cb)  (~(cE) a))

(TR449)

___

((a )(cb E)(cE E) = E) 
((~(cb) a) (a cE))

(TR450)

___

(a ~(cb)) (a ~(cE))

(TR451)

___

(cb a) (cE a)

(TR452)

___

((a )(cb E) = E)  ((a cb) (a cE))

(TR453)

___

((a E)(cb E) = E)  ((~(cb) a) (~(cE) a))

THEOREMS OF SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP SETS
General Theorems of Relationship Types
(AS41)

Axiom of Relationship Types

(TT534)

___

(AS59)

Axiom of Relationship Sets

(TT701)

___

(c  RX) = (c1  RX)
(a b)(b1 RX)  (a1 RX)
(RX RR)  (RX  ).(RX ).(RX E)
((a1 ) = E)  ((a1  RX) = (a1  ~RX))
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Symmetrical Relationship Sets
(DA94)

Definition of a Symmetrical
Relationship Set

(c1 RS) =(Vc = c)

(DA145)

Definition of an Asymmetrical
Relationship Set

(c1 RA) =(Vc c)

(TR583)

Definition of a Relationship Set
which is not Symmetrical

(c1  RS) =(Vc  c)

(TR584)

Definition of a Relationship Set
which is not Asymmetrical

(c1 RA) =(Vc c)

(TS183)

Symmetrical Relationships Theorem

(c1  RS) (Qc = ccQc)

One-to-One Relationship Sets
(DR30)

Definition of a One-to-One
Relationship Set

((c1 RO) = E)= ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

(TR533)

Definition of a One-to-One
Relationship set

(c1 RO)(b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1)

(DR36)

Definition of a One-to-Many
Relationship Set

(AR20)

One-to-One Relationships Axiom

RO =~RM

(TR586)

___

RM =~RO

(AR25)

One-to-One Relationship Closure
Axiom

(TS519)

___

(AR35)

One-to-One Relationship
Distribution Axiom

(AR36)

One-to-One Relationship Negation
Axiom

(AR14)

One-to-One Relationship
Intersection Function Axiom

(TR547)

___

(b1 Qc):(b1 Vccb1)  ((Vc)1 ~RO)

(TS529)

___

((Vc)1RO)(b Qc)  (b =Vccb)

(TS518)

___

(c1RO)(a Sc)  (a =cVca)

(TS533)

___

((Vc)1 RO)(b Qc)  (a = cb)(b = Vca)

(TS534)

___

(c1 RO)(a Sc)  (a = cb)(b = Vca)

(TS528)

___

(((Vc)1 RO)(b Qc) = E)  ((b = Vca) = (a = cb))

(TS520)

___

(((Vc)1 RO)(b1 Qc) = E)  ((b1 = Vca) = (a = cb1))

(TS522)

___

((c1RO)(a Sc) = E)  ((b = Vca) = (a = cb))

((c1 RM) = E) = ((b1 Qc)(b1)  (cb1 = (cb1)1))

((Vc)1 RO)(b Qc)  ((cb + b)1 Dc1)
((Vc)1RO)(b1Qc)  (b1 =Vc cb1)
((Vc)1 RO):(cab) = (ca)(cb)
((Vc)1  RO):(cb)(cb) = 
((Vc)1 RO):((b b1) = (cb = ))
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(TR535)

___

((Vc)1 RO)(a Qc)(b Qc)(o1  RB):
(a o b) = (ca ocb)

(TR856)

___

((Vc)1RO)(a1Qc)(b1Qc) ((a1= b1) = (ca1 = cb1))

Pairing Relationship Sets
(DR31)

Definition of a Pairing Relationship
Set

(TR523)

___

RP RO

(TS530)

___

(c1 RP)  (c1 RO)

(TS517)

___

(c1 RP) = ((Vc)1 RP)

(c1 RP) = (c1 RO).((Vc)1 RO)

THEOREMS OF RELATIONSHIP SYMMETRY
Axioms and Definitions of Relationship Symmetry
(AR28)

Nature of V

(TR582)

___

(AS78)

Relationship Symmetry Axiom

(DR27)

Simplification of the Relationship
Symmetry Function

(DS22)

Definition of Va1

V1  RPRSRU
V1 RP
(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+}, {}): (Va = a)
V

a = Va

V 1

a = (Va)1

One-to-One Relationship Symmetry Function
(TS171)

___

(a1)  ((Va1) = (Va1)1)

(TS172)

___

(a1)  (VVa1 = (VVa1)1)

(TT837)

___

(a  a1) = (Va = )

(TR578)

___

(a  a1) = (VVa = )

Equivalence of Relationships and their Reverses
(TS548)

Reverse of the Relationship
Symmetry Function

(TT793)

Relationship Opposite of E

V

(TR070)

Null Object Theorem

V

(TT795)

___

V

(TT794)

___

V

(TT797)

___

V

(TT796)

___

V

(TS521)

___

V

V

V=V
E =E
=

(1) = 1
(E1) = E1
(~1) = ~1
(~E1) = ~E1
VE = E
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(TS170)

___

E = VE + VVE

The Relationship Symmetry Function is a Continuum Set
(TA288)

___

V = {}V

Distribution of The Relationship Symmetry Function
(TR012a)

Distribution of V over .

V

(TS288)

Distribution of V over +

V

(a.b) = Va.Vb
(a + b) = Va + Vb

Conjunction and Disjunction of Reverses and their Complements
(TS293)

___

V

(TS294)

___

~Va.~Va = 

(TR035)

___

V

(TS302)

___

V V

(TR135a)

___

V 1V 1

(TR137a)

___

(a1 b1) = (Va1Vb1 = )

a + Va = E

a = ~Va
a a = 
a a = 

Double Application of the Relationship Symmetry Function
(TR012k)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

(TT838)

VV

a= a

VVa = a

(TS173)

___

V

(TS174)

___

VVVa = a

(TS537)

___

V

(TS298)

___

~V~VVa = a

(TR012f)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

(TS175)

___

VVa1 = a1

(TS176)

___

V

VVa = a

VVVa = a

VV 1

a = a1

VVVa1 = a1

The Existence of Reverses
(TR049)

Triad Theorem

(a ) = (Va )

(TR053)

___

(a = ) = (Va = )

(TS515)

___

E = SV

(TS536)

___

E = QV

(TS535)

___

E = SV + QV

(TS516)

___

a  SV

Universality of Reverses
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(TS523)

___

a  QV

Reverses of {.} and {+}
(DR51)

Definition of V{.}

V

(TS583)

Definition of V{+}

V

(TA179)

___

{.}E = ({+}E)

(TA182)

___

V

{.} = {+}
{+} = {.}
V

(S{+}) = S{.}

Relationship between 1, E1, {.} and {+}
(TT865)

___

V

(TT866)

___

V

(TT867)

___

1 SS{.}

(TT868)

___

E1 SS{+}

(TT799)

___

V

(TT800)

___

V

S1 S{.}
SE1 S{+}

Reverses of {} and {}
(cb) = cb
(cb) = cb

Reverses of Propositions
(TT802)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(TT839)

Relationship Opposite of a Series of
Propositions

(o1 RB):V(a ob) = (a ob)
(o1 RB):
E

[[V(ar obs)+++]

r=1

E

+++]

s=1

E

= [[(ar obs)+++]

(TT798)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(o1 RB): V(a ob) = (Va oVb)

(TR510)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(o1 RB):(a ob) = (Va oVb)

(TR029)

___

(TR022)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(a = b) = (Va = Vb)

(TR022a)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(a  b) = (Va Vb)

(TR022b)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(a  b) = (Va Vb)

(TR022c)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(a  b) = (Va  Vb)

(TR022d)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(a  b) = (Va  Vb)

(o1 RB):~(a ob) = ~(Va oVb)

r=1

+++]

E

s=1
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(TR022e)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(TR139a)

___

(a  b) = (Va Vb)
(a1 = b1) = (Va1 = Vb1)

Relationship Symmetry and 
(TT819)

___

V

(TT820)

___

(a  ) = (Va  )

(a  ) = (a  )

THEOREMS OF COMPLEMENT SYMMETRY
Axioms of Complement Symmetry
(AS80)

DeMorgan’s Law

(AS81)

Relationship Opposite of a
Proposition

(o = {.}, {+}): (~(aob) = ~aVo~b)
(o1  RB): (V(aob) = (~aVo~b))

Membership Opposite of a Proposition
(TT773)

(o1  RB):((aob) = (~aVo~b))

___

THEOREMS OF MAPPING
Mapped Relationships
(p = {}, {}, {}, {}): (oX p a = VXo p Xa)

(DR34)

Definition of a Mapped Relationship

(DA89)

Definition of a Mapped Reverse
Relationship

(TR571)

Definition of a Mapped Relationship

oXa = VXoXa

(TR572)

___

oXa = VXoXa

(TR573)

___

oXa = VXoXa

(TR574)

___

oXa = VXoXa

(TS418)

___

(X = {=}) = (oXb = ob)

(TS419)

___

(X = {=}) = ({=}Xb = {=}b)

(DR91)

Definition of Reflexive Mapping

(TS448)

___

(Vc)X = VcX

The Reflexive Dimension

(X = {=}) = (oX = o)
(X = {=}) = ({=}X = {=})

THEOREMS OF ASPECT SYMMETRY
Definitions of Aspect Symmetry
(DS18)

Simplification of the Abstract
Function

(TS505)

___

A

a = Aa

cAa = VAcAa
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(TS506)

___

cAa = VAcAa

(TS507)

___

cAa = VAcAa

(TS508)

___

cAa = VAcAa

(DS30)

Definition of a Symbolism

(TT947)

___

a1 = Aa1

(TT946)

___

a1 = VAa1

a =Aa

Characteristics of the Abstract Relationship Set
(AS86)

Nature of A

A1 RPRSRU

(TT816)

Aspect Closure Theorem

(TT877)

___

V

(TT880)

___

(Ab + b)1 DA1

(TT876)

___

(a = b) = (Aa = Ab)

(TT429)

___

(a  b) = (Aa  Ab)

(TT878)

___

b = AVAb

(TT438)

___

Aa1 = (Aa)1

AA

a= a

A=A

The Abstract Function and Collections
(TT821)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1) = (Aa = (~a1)1 +++ (~an)1)

(TT988)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1) = (Aa = Aa11+++ Aan1)

(AS87)

Aspect Opposite of E

A

E=E

(TT801)

Aspect Opposite of 

A

=

(TT832)

___

V

(TT833)

___

E = SA

(TT834)

___

E = QA

(TT835)

___

a  SA

(TT836)

___

a  QA

AE = E

The Abstract Function and The Universal and Null Set Entities
(TT803)

Aspect Opposite of E1

A

E1 = 1

(TS450)

Aspect Opposite of 1

A

1 = E1
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Abstract and Physical Membership Relationship Sets
(AR23)

Reverse Abstract Relationships
Axiom

(TS514)

___

(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) (oA = Vo)

(TR660)

___

{=}Aa = {=}a

(TS509)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TS510)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TS511)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TR661)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TR662)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TS512)

___

{=}Aa = {=}a

(TR658)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TR690)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TR685)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TR604)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TS513)

___

{}Aa = {}a

(TT828)

___

A{}a1 = {}Aa1

(TT830)

___

A{}a1 = {}Aa1

(TT831)

___

V

(TT829)

___

V

(TS538)

___

(a1 {}b1) = (Aa1 {}Ab1)

(TT953)

___

(a1 {}b1) = (Aa1 {}Ab1)

(TT804)

___

(b1 {}a1) = (b 1 {}a 1)

(TT790)

___

(b1 {}a1) = (b 1 {}a 1)

(TT954)

___

(a  ) = (Aa  )

(TT436)

___

(a1 ) = (Aa1 )

(TT952)

___

(a.{}b  ) = (Aa.{}Ab  )

(TT951)

___

(a.{}b  ) = (Aa.{}Ab  )

(TT422)

___

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

(o1  RB) (Vo= oA)

A{}b1 = {}VAb1
A{}b1 = {}VAb1
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Abstract Continuum and Discrete Sets
(AS32)

Axiom of Abstract Continuum Sets

(a1  SC) = (Aa1  SC)

(AS73)

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

(a1  SD) = (Aa1  SD)

(TT823)

___

(a1SD) (a1 = (a.({}a))1)

(TT450)

___

(a 1SD)  (a 1 = (a.({}a))1)

Abstraction and Reverse Abstraction
(TT879)

___

(TT945)

General Definition of Abstraction

(a )  (a 1 = ({}a).({}{}a))

(TS470)

General Definition of Abstraction

(a ) (a1 = ({}Aa)({}A{}Aa))

(TS469)

Definition of Abstraction for a
Continuum Set

(a1 SC) = (a1 = ({}Aa).({}A a))

(TS331)

General Definition of Reverse
Abstraction

a {}Aa1

(TS471)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction
for Continuum Sets

(a1 SC) = (a = {}Aa1)

(TS539)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction
for a Discrete Set

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}Aa1)({}A{}Aa1))

(a )  (Aa1 = ({}Aa)({}{}Aa))

Bounds of Resolution
(TT891)

___

(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = 1)

(TT891A)

___

(a 1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = E1)

(TT850)

___

(a1SC)  ((a.({}a))1 = E1)

Simple Theorems of Abstract Membership Relationship Sets
(TS331)

General Definition of Reverse
Abstraction

a {}Aa1

(TS332)

___

a1 {}Aa1

(TS333)

___

cb  c{}Ab1

(TS334)

___

c{}Ab1  cb

(TS335)

___

cb1  c{}Ab1

(TS336)

___

c{}Ab1  cb1

(TT824)

___

(a  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+},{}):(Aa1 = A(Va)1)

(TT825)

___

(Aa  S, VS, Q, VQ, {.}, {+},{}):(Aa1 = V(A a1))

Combined Symmetry
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THEOREMS OF SUB-RELATIONSHIPS
The Nature of Sub-Relationships
(DS16)

Definition of a Physical Object

(AR34)

Universal Sub-relationship Axiom

(X = (S, Q))(Y = (V, S, Q, VS, VQ )):(XY = E)

(AS76)

Relationships with Sub-relationships

(X = VS, VQ)(Y = S, Q, VS, VQ, V):(XY  V)

(AR24)

Categories of Sub-relationship
Axiom

(a1  ~RR) = (a1 = Sa1).(a1 = Qa1)

(X = (A,V,S,VS,Q,VQ)).(Y = (A,V,S,VS,Q,VQ)).(X Y):
(X.Y = )

(AR04)

One-to-One Sub-relationship Axiom

(X = (V, S, Q)):(X1 RO)

(AR31)

One-to-Many Sub-relationship
Axiom

(X = (VS, VQ)):(X1  RM)

(TR517)

Triad Theorem

(X = (V, S, Q))(b1 ):(Xb1 = (Xb1)1)

(TR463)

Triad Theorem

(c1 )  (Vc1 = (Vc1)1)

(TR464)

Triad Theorem

(c1 )  (Sc1 = (Sc1)1)

(TR465)

Triad Theorem

(c1 )  (Qc1 = (Qc1)1)

Definition of the Universal Set
(TR114)

Definition of Universal set using
Relationships

E = [[VSbr1.VQbs1+++]Er=1+++]E s=1

Distribution of Sub-Relationships
(TR012b)

Distribution of VS over .

V

(TR012c)

Distribution of VQ over .

V

(TR012d)

Distribution of S over .

S(cd)  Sc.Sd

(TR012e)

Distribution of Q over .

Q(cd)  Qc.Qd

(TS289)

Distribution of VS over +

V

(TS290)

Distribution of VQ over +

V

(TS291)

Distribution of S over +

S(c + d) = Sc + Sd

(TS292)

Distribution of Q over +

Q(c + d) = Qc + Qd

S(ab) = VSa.VSb
Q(ab) = VQa.VQb

S(a + b) = VSa + VSb
Q(a + b) = VQa + VQb

Sub-Relationships and the Universal Set
(TR115)

___

V

(TR116)

___

V

(TR124)

___

SE = E

(TR127)

___

QE = E

(TS115)

___

Sa + Sa = E

SE = E
QE = E
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(TS114)

___

~Sa.~Sa = 

(TS295)

___

Qa + Qa = E

(TS296)

___

~Qa.~Qa = 

Sub-Relationships and the Null Set
(TR067)

Null Object Theorem

V

(TR069)

Null Object Theorem

V

(TR066)

Null Object Theorem

S=

(TR068)

Null Object Theorem

Q=

S=
Q=

Sub-Relationships and the Universal and Null Set Entities
(TT751)

___

S1 = 1

(TT752)

___

SE1 = E1

(TT753)

___

Q1 = 1

(TT754)

___

QE1 = E1

(AS66)

Subjects and Objects of ~E1and ~1

(TT755)

___

S~1 = E

(TT756)

___

S~E1 = E

(TT757)

___

Q~1 = E

(TT758)

___

Q~E1 = E

(AS89)

Irreflexive Sub-relationships Axiom

(TT853)

___

V

(TT854)

___

V

(TT855)

___

V

(TT856)

___

V

(AS68)

Axiom of Relationships

(TT761)

___

V

(TT762)

___

V

(TT763)

___

V

(TT764)

___

V

(TT765)

___

V

(TT766)

___

V

(X = S, Q)(a = ~1, ~E1):(Xa = E)

(X = VS, VQ) (X{})
SE1 
QE1 
S1 
Q1 

(X = VS, VQ) (Xa RR)
Sa  1
Sa  E1
Qa  1
Qa  E1
Sa  ~1
Sa  ~E1
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(TT767)

___

V

(TT768)

___

V

(AR13)

Reversibility of Matching
Relationships

V

(TR508)

Reversibility of Matching
Relationships

V

(TR019)

Reversibility of Matching
Relationships

V

(TR017)

Reversibility of Matching
Relationships

V

(TS208)

___

V

(TS297)

___

(TR015)

Reversibility of Matching Entities

Sc = QVc

(TR015a)

Reversibility of Matching Entities

Sc1 = QVc1

(TR016)

Reversibility of Matching Entities

SVc = Qc

(TR014)

Reversibility of Matching Entities

SVc1 = Qc1

(TR217)

___

c  VSQVc

(TR218)

___

c  VQSVc

Qa  ~1
Qa  ~E1

Reversibility
Sa = V(VQa)
Sa1 = V(VQa1 )
Qa = V(VSa )
Qa1 = V(VSa1)
QE = V(VSE)

V

SE = V(VQE)

Sub-Relationships and Complementary Sets
(TR036)

Sub-Relationship Negative Theorem

V

(TR037)

Sub-Relationship Negative Theorem

V

(TR168)

Sub-Relationship Negative Theorem

~Sc  Sc

(TR169)

Sub-Relationship Negative Theorem

~Qc  Qc

(TS300)

___

V

(TS301)

___

V

(TR134)

___

V

(TR135)

___

V

(TS117)

___

~S~VSa = a

(TS299)

___

~Q~VQa = a

Sa = ~VSa
Qb = ~VQb

SaVSa =
QbVQb = 
Sa1VSa1 =
Qb1VQb1 = 

Sub-Relationships and Complementary Sets for 1 and E1
(TT869)

___

V

(TT870)

___

V

S~1 = ~VS1
Q~1 = ~VQ1
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(TT871)

___

V

(TT872)

___

V

S~E1 = ~VSE1
Q~E1 = ~VQE1

Second Order Theorems of Complementary Relationship Sets
(TS110)

___

(b ~Sa) (b Sa)

(TS111)

___

(b Sa) (b ~Sa)

(TS112)

___

(b ~Sa) (b Sa)

(TS113)

___

(b Sa) (b ~Sa)

(TS118)

___

(VSa b) = (Sb a)

(TS119)

___

(VSa b) = (a ~Sb)

(TS120)

___

(VSa b) = (a ~Sb)

Sub-Relationships and the Intersection Function
(TS184)

Sub-Relationship Intersection
Function Theorem

(X = S, Q, V): ((a  a1) = (VXa = ))

(TR576)

Sub-Relationship Intersection
Function Theorem

(a  a1) = (VSa = )

(TR577)

Sub-Relationship Intersection
Function Theorem

(a  a1) = (VQa = )

Function Theorems
(AR27)

Function Axiom

(TR020)

Function Theorem

(TR260)

___

(b  ) = (cb = ~S(cVQb))

(TR261)

___

(a  ) = (Vca = ~Q(~(Vc)VSa))

(TR598)

___

(a1  cb) = (a1  S(c.VQb))

(TS087)

___

((a1  ) = E)((a1 cb) =(VSa1.c.VQb ))

(TR228)

___

(a (cb) = ) = (VSa. c. VQb = )

(TS082)

___

(a cb) = (VSa.c.VQb =)

(TS081)

___

(a cb) = (VSa.c.VQb )

(TT456)

___

((b ) = E)  ((VSa1.VQb  c)  (a1  cb))

cb = S(cVQb)
V

ca = Q(cVSa)

Function Theorems and the Universal Set
(TR210)

___

Sc = cE

(TR211)

___

Qc = VcE

(TR215)

___

Sc = cb + cb
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(TR216)

___

Qc = Vca + Vca

(TR528)

___

cb  Sc

(TR529)

___

V

(TR530)

___

(a cb)  (a  Sc)

(TR531)

___

(a Vcb)  (a Qc)

(TR505)

___

(a  Sc)(Qc  b)  (a  cb)

(TR506)

___

(a = Sc)(b = Qc)  (a = cb)

cb  Qc

Matching
(TS200)

Matching Theorem

X = (S, Q, V, VS, VQ): (a ) = (Xa )

(AR42)

Matching Axiom

X = (S, Q, V, VS, VQ): (a1 ) = (Xa1 )

(TR047)

Triad Theorem

(c ) = (Qc )

(TR048)

Triad Theorem

(c ) = (Sc )

(TR051)

___

(c = ) = (Qc = )

(TR052)

___

(c = ) = (Sc = )

(TR136)

___

(a1 b1) = (VSa1VSb1 = )

(TR137)

___

(a1 b1) = (VQa1VQb1 = )

(TR138)

___

(a1= b1) = (VSa1 =VSb1)

(TR139)

___

(a1= b1) = (VQa1 =VQb1)

Matching Set Introduction
(TR098)

___

(cVQb)b = cb

(TR099)

___

c(bQc) = cb

(TR106)

___

(cb) = ((cVQb)(bQc))

(TR100)

___

V

(TR101)

___

V

(TR107)

___

(Vca) = (V(cVSa)(aSc))

(TR020a)

___

Sc = cQc

(TR020b)

___

Qc = VcSc

(TR463a)

___

V 1

(TR462)

___

c1Qc1 = Sc1

(TT843)

___

(c =) = (cQc =)

(TT844)

___

(c =) = (VcSc =)

(cVSa)a = Vca
c(aSc) = Vca

c Sc1 = Qc1
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(TR159)

___

(c ) = (cQc )

(TR161)

___

(c ) = (VcSc )

(TS410)

___

(b1 )(cb1) (b1 Qc)

(TS410b)

___

(cb1) (b1 Qc)

(TS410c)

___

(b1 Qc)(b1) (cb1 )

(TT702)

___

((b1 ) = E) ((b1 Qc) = (cb1))

(TT970)

___

(b ~Qc) (cb =)

Inter-Relationships & Reflexive Relationships
(TR147)

Inter-Relationship Theorem

(AR11)

Inter-relationship Axiom

(TS238)

___

(a = ) (VSa.VQb = )

(TR651)

___

(a1= ) (VSa1.VQb1= )

(TS239)

___

(b = ) (VSa.VQb = )

(TR652)

___

(b1= ) (VSa1.VQb1= )

(TR065)

Reflexive Relationship Theorem

(b ) = (VSbVQb ) 

(TR145a)

Reflexive Relationship Theorem

(b1 ) = (VSb1.VQb1 )

(a ).(b ) = (VSa.VQb )
(a1 ).(b1 ) = (VSa1.VQb1 )

Universality of Inter-Relationships
(AR09)

Universality of Inter-relationships
Axiom

(b ) = (VQbb = E)

(TR061)

___

(b ) = (VQbb = E)

(TR056)

___

(b1 ) = (VQb1b1 = E)

(TR269)

___

(a ) = (V(VSa)a = E)

(TR063)

___

(b ) = (V(VSa)b = E)

(TR058)

___

(b1 ) = (V(VSb1)b1 = E)

(TR060)

___

(b ) = (SVQb = E)

(TR055)

___

(b1 ) = (SVQb1 = E)

(TR062)

___

(b ) = (QVSb = E)

(TR057)

___

(b1 ) = (QVSb1 = E)

(TR080)

___

(b )(VQb c) (cb = E)

(TR085)

___

(a )(VSa c) (Vca = E)
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First Order Mismatching
(TR152)

___

V

(TR153)

___

V

(TR155)

___

V V

(TR156)

___

V V

(TR157)

___

V

(TR158)

___

~V(VSa)a = 

(TR154)

___

~VQbb = 

(TR103)

___

c(b~Qc) = 

(TR579)

___

c1~Qc1 = 

(TR160)

___

c~Qc = 

(TR162)

___

V

(TR102)

___

(c~VQb)b = 

(TR104)

___

V

(TR105)

___

V

(TR270)

___

(c~VQb)b =

(TR271)

___

c(b~Qc) =

(TR272)

___

V

(TR273)

___

V

(TR278)

___

V

(TR279)

___

V

(TR280)

___

~VQbb =

(TR281)

___

V V

(TR282)

___

V V

(TR283)

___

V

(TR284)

___

~V(VSa)a =

(TR285)

___

c~Qc =

(TR286)

___

V

Qbb = 
Qbb = 
( Sa)a = 
( Sa)a = 
(~VSa)a = 

c~Sc = 

(c~VSa)a = 
c(a~Sc) = 

(c~VSa)a =
c(a~Sc) = 
Qbb =
Qbb = 

( Sa)a =
( Sa)a =
(~VSa)a =

c~Sc =

Second Order Mismatching
(TR079)

___

(VQb  c) = (cb = )
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(TR082)

___

(Qc b) = (cb = )

(TR084)

___

(VSa c) = (Vca = )

(TR087)

___

(Sc a) = (Vca = )

Active/Passive Theorems for Sub-Relationships
(TR090)

___

(b ~Qc) = (c ~VQb)

(TR092)

___

(b ~Qc) = (c ~VQb)

(TR091)

___

(a ~Sc) = (c ~VSa)

(TR093)

___

(a  ~Sc) = (c  ~VSa)

(TS240)

___

(Qc b) = (c VQb)

(TS306)

___

(Qc b) = (c VQb)

(TS241)

___

(Sc a) = (c VSa)

(TS307)

___

(Sc a) = (c VSa)

(TR094)

___

(c = VQb)  (b = Qc)

(TR095)

___

(c = VSa)  (a = Sc)

(TR096)

___

(VQb  c) (b  Qc)

(TR097)

___

(VSa  c)  (a  Sc)

(TR500)

___

(Sc a)(Qc  b) = (c VSaVQb)

(TR507)

___

(Sc = a)(Qc = b) (c VSa VQb)

(TS444)

___

c1  VSSc1. VQQc1

Sub-Relationships and Deduction
(TR515)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(X = VS,VQ)(o1  RB):(a ob) = (Xa oXb)

(TR511)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(o1  RB):(a ob) = (VSa oVSb)

(TR512)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(o1  RB):(a ob) = (VQa oVQb)

(TR023)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a = b) = (VSa = VSb)

(TR023a)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a  b) = (VSa  VSb)

(TR023b)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a  b) = (VSa  VSb)

(TR024)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a = b) = (VQa = VQb)

(TR024a)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a  b) = (VQa VQb)

(TR024b)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a b) = (VQa  VQb)

(TR023c)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a  b) = (VSa  VSb)

(TR023d)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a b) = (VSa  VSb)
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(TR023e)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a  b) = (VSa  VSb)

(TR024c)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a b) = (VQa VQb)

(TR024d)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a b) = (VQa  VQb)

(TR024e)

Sub-Relationship Deduction

(a b) = (VQa VQb)

(TS168)

___

(a b) = (VSa VSb)

(TR028)

___

(X = V,VS,VQ)(o1  RB):~(a ob) = ~(Xa oXb)

(TR030)

___

(o1  RB):~(a ob) = ~(VSa oVSb)

(TR031)

___

(o1  RB):~(a ob) = ~(VQa oVQb)

(TR187)

___

(o1  RB):(VSa oVSb) = (VQa oVQb)

(TR188)

___

(o1 RB):(Va o Vb) = (VSa o VSb)

(TR189)

___

(o1 RB):(Va oVb) = (VQa oVQb)

(TR190)

___

(o1 RB):~(VSa oVSb) = ~(VQa oVQb)

(TR191)

___

(o1 RB):~(Va o Vb) = ~(VSa o VSb)

(TR192)

___

(o1 RB):~(Va o Vb) = ~(VQa o VQb)

(TR516)

___

(X = (S, Q))(o1 RB):((c od)  (Xc oXd))

(TR513)

___

(o1 RB):((c od)  (Sc oSd))

(TR514)

___

(o1 RB):((c od)  (Qc oQd))

(TR026)

___

(c = d)  (Sc = Sd)

(TR026a)

___

(c d)  (Sc  Sd)

(TR026b)

___

(c d)  (Sc  Sd)

(TR027)

___

(c =d)  (Qc =Qd)

(TR027a)

___

(c d)  (Qc Qd)

(TR027b)

___

(c d)  (Qc Qd)

(TR026c)

___

(c d)  (Sc  Sd)

(TR026d)

___

(c d)  (Sc  Sd)

(TR026e)

___

(c d)  (Sc  Sd)

(TR027c)

___

(c d)  (Qc Qd)

(TR027d)

___

(c d)  (Qc Qd)

(TR027e)

___

(c d)  (Qc Qd)

(TR032)

___

(X = S, Q)(o1 RB):~(Xc oXd)  ~(c o d)

(TR033)

___

(o1 RB):~(Sc o Sd)  ~(c od)
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(TR034)

___

(o1 RB):~(Qc o Qd)  ~(c o d)

(TR193)

___

(o1 RB):(c od)  (Sc oSd)(Qc oQd)

(TR194)

___

(o1 RB):~(Sc oSd) + ~(Qc oQd)  ~(c od)

Sub-Relationship Closure
(TR012l)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

b = QVQb

(TR012g)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

b1 = QVQb1

(TR012m)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

a = SVSa

(TR012h)

Sub-Relationship Closure Theorem

a1 = SVSa1

(TR012n)

Sub-Relationship Non-Closure
Theorem

c VQQc

(TR012i)

Sub-Relationship Non-Closure
Theorem

c 1 VQQc1

(TR012o)

Sub-Relationship Non-Closure
Theorem

c VSSc

(TR012j)

Sub-Relationship Non-Closure
Theorem

c 1 VSSc1

Matching Object Closure
(TR020c)

Matching Object Closure Theorem

Qc = VccQc

(TR020d)

Matching Object Closure Theorem

Sc = cVcSc

The Subject and Object of Inter-Relationships
(TS248)

___

(b ) + (a = ) = (S(VSaVQb) = a)

(TS249)

___

(a ) + (b = ) = (Q(VSaVQb) = b)

(TR489)

___

(b1 ) + (a1=) =(S(VSa1 VQb1) = a1)

(TR490)

___

(a1 ) + (b1=) =(Q(VSa1 VQb1) = b1)

(TR498)

___

((c1  ) = E) ((c1 VSa1 VQb1)= (a1 = Sc1)(b1 = Qc1))

(TS250)

___

(b ) + (a = ) = (VSab = a)

(TS251)

___

(b ) + (a = ) = (VSab = a)

(TS252)

___

(b ) + (a = ) = ((VSaVQb)b = a)

(TS828)

___

(b ) + (a = ) = ((VSa.VQb)b = a)

Propositions in Relationship Centred Form
(TR499)

___

((c1  ) = E) ((c1  VSa1 VQb1) = (a1 = c1b1))

(TR503)

___

((b ) + (a = ) = E)((VSaVQb = c)  (cb = a))
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THEOREMS OF TRANSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Note that any equation in {} has a symmetrically opposite equation in {} and vice versa. Only one form is listed below,
and the other may be regarded as having the same reference number. The symbol {} can be replaced by any transitive
asymmetrical relationship set or its reverse, for example {} and {}. Note also that any transitive relationship set may
be replaced by a dimensional equivalent, for example c may be replaced by cX and {} by {}X.
Definitions
(DR47)

Definition of a Transitive
Relationship Set

(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1)

(DR46)

Definition of an Anti-transitive
Relationship Set

(c1 RU) (cca1 ca1)

(TR648)

Definition of an Intransitive
Relationship Set

(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RT)

(TR649)

Definition of a Non-Antitransitive
Relationship Set

(ccd1 cd1) (c1 ~RU)

The Symbolism of Transitive Relationship Sets
(AS11)

Asymmetrical Relationship Sets

(DS08)

Definition of 

(AS60)

Transitive Asymmetrical Axiom

(TT717)

___

(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1  RTRA)

(TT718)

___

RA  RB + R L

(TT714)

Definition of 

(TT719)

___

(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1  RTRA(RB + RL))

(TT739)

___

{}1 RTRA

(DA141)

Disjunction with {=}

(TA059)

___

(DA143)

Symmetrical Opposite of an
Asymmetrical Relationship Set

V

(TA448)

___

V

(TT741)

Definition of V{}

V

(TA449)

___

V

(o = {},{},{<},{>}) = (o1 RA)
{} = {},{},{<},{>}



RA  RT

{}1 RT.RA.(RB + RL)

{} = {} + {=}
{} = {}.{}
{} = {}
{}b1 = {}b1
{} = {}
{}b1 = {}b1

The Disjunction of Transitive and Reflexive Relationship Sets
(AR22)

Transitive Relationships Disjunction
Axiom

({} + {=})1  RT

Relationship between the Transitive Relationship Union and Intersection Functions
(TS380)

___

{}a {}a
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Transitive Relationship Functions Doubly Applied
(DR47)

Definition of a Transitive
Relationship Set

(c1 RT) (cca1 ca1)

(TR648)

Definition of an Intransitive
Relationship Set

(cca1 ca1) (c1 ~RT)

(TR625)

___

(c1 RT)(a1 Qc) (cca1 ca1)

(TR632)

___

(a1 Qc)(cca1 ca1) (c1 ~RT)

(TS177)

Definition of a Transitive
Relationship Set

(TR644)

___

(c1 RT) (ccQc cQc)

(TS414)

___

{}{}a  {}a

(TS415)

___

{}{}a = {}a

(TS406)

___

{}{}a = {}a

(TS407)

___

{}{}a = {}a

(TA283)

___

{}{}b1  {}b1 or

(c1 RT) (cca ca)

{}{}b1  {}b1
(TA555)

___

{}{}b1 = {}b1

(TA556)

___

{}{}b1 = {}b1

(TA711)

Transitive Function Theorem

{}{}b1 = {}b1

(TA310)

___

{}{}b  {}b

(TS965)

___

{}{}b  {}b

(TS966)

___

{}{}b  {}b

(TA817)

___

{}{}b = {}b

(TS897)

___

{}a1 {}({}a1)

Transitive Syllogisms
(TS551)

Transitive Syllogism

(TR623)

___

(TA319)

Transitive Asymmetrical Syllogism

(TS550)

___

(a1 {}c1)(c1 {}b1) (a1 {}b1)

(TR630)

___

((a1 cb1)(b1 cd1)  (a1 cd1)) ((c1  ~RT)  )

(TA317)

___

(a {}b)  ({}a {}b)

(TS555)

___

(a {}b)  ({}a {}b)

((c1 RT) = E)  ((a  cb)(b  cd)  (a  cd))
((c1 RT) = E)  ((a1 cb1)(b1 cd1)  (a1 cd1))
((a {}c)(c {}b) (a {}b))

Transitive Deduction
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(TS556)

___

(a {}b)  ({}a {}b)

(TS557)

___

(a {}b)  ({}a {}b)

(TA187)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ({}a1 {}b1)

(TS552)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ({}a1 {}b1)

(TS553)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ({}a1 {}b1)

(TS554)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ({}a1 {}b1)

(TS558)

___

((b  )(a  ) + (a = )(b = )= E)
((a {}b) ({}b {}a))

(TS559)

___

((b  )(a  ) + (a = )(b = )= E)
((a {}b) ({}b {}a))

(TS560)

___

((b  )(a  ) + (a = )(b = )= E)
((a {}b) ({}b {}a))

(TS561)

___

((b  )(a  ) + (a = )(b = )= E)
((a {}b)  ({}b {}a))

(TA312)

___

((b1  )(a1  ) + (a1 = )(b1 = )= E)
((a1 {}b1) ({}b1 {}a1))

(TS408)

___

((b1  )(a1  ) + (a1 = )(b1 = )= E)
((a1 {}b1) ({}b1 {}a1))

(TA313)

___

((b1  )(a1  ) + (a1 = )(b1 = )= E)
((a1 {}b1) ({}b1 {}a1))

(TA314)

___

((b1  )(a1  ) + (a1 = )(b1 = )= E)
((a1 {}b1) ({}b1 {}a1))

Application of a Transitive Relationship Function and its Reverse
(TA127)

___

({}b1 ) (b1  {}{}b1)

(TA123)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA404)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA143)

___

({}b1 ) (b1  {}{}b1)

(TA130)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA128)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA159)

___

({}b1 ) (b1  {}{}b1)

(TA157)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA153)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)
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(TA165)

___

({}b1 ) (b1  {}{}b1)

(TA163)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

(TA161)

___

({}b1 ) ({}b1  {}{}b1)

Transitive Relationship Function Distribution Theorems
(TS437)

___

{}(({}a1).({}b1)) = ({}{}a1).({}{}b1)

(TS438)

___

{}(({}a1).({}b1)) = ({}{}a1).({}{}b1)

(TS439)

___

{}(({}a1).({}b1)) = ({}{}a1).({}{}b1)

(TS440)

___

{}(({}a1).({}b1)) = ({}{}a1).({}{}b1)

(TS429)

___

{}({}a11… {}an1) = ({}{}a11… {}{}an1)

(TS430)

___

{}({}a11… {}an1) = ({}{}a11… {}{}an1)

(TS431)

___

{}({}a11… {}an1) = ({}{}a11… {}{}an1)

(TS432)

___

{}({}a11… {}an1) = ({}{}a11… {}{}an1)

THEOREMS OF BINARY RELATIONSHIP SETS
The Symbolism of Binary Relationship Sets
(DA02)

Definition of a Binary Relationship
Set

(DA142)

Definition of ~{}

~{o} = {~o}

(DA229)

Definition of 

{o} = o

(DA00)

Definition of an Equation

o = [[(VSas1VQbr1)(asobr)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

The Definition of a Binary Relationship Set
(DA02)

Definition of a Binary Relationship
Set

o = [[(VSas1VQbr1)(asobr)+++]Er=1+++]Es=1

The Definition of a Membership Relationship Set
(TT711)

Definition of a Binary Relationship
Set

(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{},{<},{>},{},{}) =
(o1  RB + RL)

(DR94)

Definition of a Membership
Relationship Set

(TT779)

___

(o1 RB) = ((Vo)1 RB)

(TT695)

___

{=}1  RB

(TT696)

___

{}1  RB

(TT697)

___

{}1  RB

(TT698)

___

{}1  RB

(TT699)

___

{}1  RB

(o = {=},{},{},{},{},{}) =(o1  RB)
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(TT700)

___

{}1  RB

The Characteristics of Membership Relationship Sets
(TT740)

Reflexive Relationships Theorem

(TR594)

Fourth Peano Axiom

{=}1  RT

(TR603)

Third Peano Axiom

{=}1  RS

(TT421)

___

{=}1  RP

(TA007)

___

{=}1 RO

(TT715)

____

{}1  RTRA

(TR601)

___

{}1  RTRA

(TA241)

___

{}1  RT

(TA247)

___

{}1  RT

(TR600)

___

{}1  RT

(TR602)

___

{}1  RT

(TT720)

Intersecting Relationships Theorem

{=}1  RTRS.(RB + RL)

{}1  RS.RB

Reverses of Symmetrical Membership Relationship Sets
(TA485)

___

V

(TA488)

___

V

(TA491)

___

V

(TA494)

___

V

(TA175)

___

(c  {=}) = (Vc  {=})

(TA176)

___

(c {}) = ( Vc  {})

{=} = {=}
{} = {}
{} = {}
{} = {}

The Reflexive Relationship Set
(TS449)

___

(DA144)

Definition of the Reflexive
Relationship Set

(TA246)

Definition of a Reflexive
Relationship

(b1  )(c1  )(c1b1 = b1)  (c1 {=})

(TA299)

Definition of a Reflexive
Relationship

(VSb1VQb1) {=}

(TA080)

___

(TA250)

Definition of a Reflexive Set

(c  {=})  (Sc = Qc)

(TA301)

Definition of a Reflexive Set

(c  {=})  (Qc = cQc)

{=}
{=}b1 = b1

{=}b = b
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(TA079)

___

(TA081)

Reflexive Intersection Function
Theorem

(TT892)

___

{=}b1 = b1
((b  b1) ({=}b = )
(ab = ) = (VSa. {=}. VQb = )

The Irreflexive Relationship Set
(TA085)

Definition of ~

(TA084)

___

(b1  ) = ({}b1 = ~(b1))

(TR599)

___

b1 = {}~(b1)

(TA086)

___

(b  b1)(b  )  ({}b = E)

(TA087)

___

({}b  ) = ({}{}b = b)

(AR37)

Axiom of Plural Sets

(a  a1)(a ) = (a.{}a  )

(TS661)

___

(a = a1) + (a = ) = (a.{}a = )

(TS640)

___

(VSa. {}.VQa  )  (a  a1)(a )

(b  ) = ({}b = b)

Intersection
(DA08)

Definition of Intersection

(TA097)

___

(AA72)

Intersection Axiom

({}b1 = )+({}b1 = ) = ({}b1 = )

(TA689)

___

({}b1  ) = ({}b1  )({} b1  )

(TA692)

___

({}b1 = ) ({}b1 = )

(TA693)

___

({}b1 = ) ({}b1 = )

(TT883)

___

({}b = ) ({}b = )

(TT882)

___

({}b = ) ({}b = )

(TA190)

___

{}b1 = {}b1

{}b1 = ({}b).({}b).({}b).({}b)



(b1 )  ({}b1 = ({}b) + {}b) + ({}b) + {}b))

The Subjects and Objects of Membership Relationship Sets
(TA251)

___

S{=} = E

(TA252)

___

Q{=} = E

(TA259)

___

S{} = ~E1

(TA262)

___

Q{} = ~1

(TA261)

___

S{} = ~1

(TA260)

___

Q{} = ~E1

(TA253)

___

S{} = E
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(TA254)

___

Q{} = E

(TA268)

___

S{} = E

(TA270)

___

Q{} = E

(TA267)

___

S{} = E

(TA269)

___

Q{} = E

Relationships between Membership Relationship Sets
(TA189)

___

E = {}+{=}+{}+{}+{~}{}{~}{}

(TA103)

___

{} {}

(TA104)

___

{} {}

(TA106)

___

{} {~}

(TA105)

___

{} {}

(TA107)

___

{} {~}

(TA108)

___

{} {~}

(TS212)

___

{=}b1 {}b1

(TS213)

___

{=}b1 {}b1

(TS562)

___

{=}b1 {}b1

(TS563)

___

{}b1 {}b1

(TS564)

___

{}b1 {}b1

(TS565)

___

{}b1 {}b1

(TT775)

___

(a1  {}b1) = (b1  {}a1)

Conjunctions of Membership Relationship Sets
(TA109)

___

{}{=} = 

(TA110)

___

{}{=} = 

(TA111)

___

{}{=} = 

(TA112)

___

{}{} = 

(TA113)

___

{}{} = 

(TA114)

___

{}{} = 

(TA226)

___

{}{} = {=}

(TA227)

___

{} = {}{}

(TA228)

___

{} = {}{}
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Membership Relationship Functions and the Universal Set
(TS455)

___

{}E = ~E1

(TS196)

___

{}E = E1

(TS192)

___

{}E = 

(TA233)

___

{}E = ~1

(TR639)

___

{}E = 1

(TT845)

___

{}E = 1

(TS456)

___

{}E = 

(TS453)

___

{}E = E

(TA221)

___

{}E = E

(TA219)

___

{}E = E

(TA643)

___

{}E = E1

(TS566)

___

{}E = ~1

(TA273)

___

{}E = 

(TA272)

___

{}E = ~E1

(TA274)

___

{}E = 

(TS199)

___

{}E = {}E

Membership Relationship Functions and the Universal Set Entity
(TT874)

___

{=}E1= E1

(TA231)

___

{}E1 = ~E1

(TT875)

___

{}E1 = 

(TA275)

___

{}E = 

(TA644)

___

{}E1= E

(TA218)

___

{}E1 = E

(TA215)

___

{}E1 = E1

(TA216)

___

{}E1 = E1

(TS452)

___

{}E1 = ~E1

(TA256)

___

{~}E1 = E1

(TA255)

___

{~}E1 = E

(TA277)

___

{}E1 = E

1
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(TS195)

___

{}~E1 = E1

Relationship between 1, E1 and Other Entities
(TT846)

___

(a1 )  (1 {}a1)

(TT848)

___

(a1 )  (E1  {}a1)

Membership Relationship Functions and the Null Set Entity
(TT873)

___

{=}1 = 1

(TS576)

Null Set Entity Theorem

{}1 = 

(TA646)

___

{}1 = ~1

(TA276)

___

{}1 = 

(TA151)

___

{}1 = 1

(TA152)

___

{}1= 1

(TA149)

___

{}1 = E

(TA150)

___

{}1 = E

(TS451)

___

{}1 = ~1

(TA257)

___

{~}1 = E

(TA258)

___

{~}1 = 1

(TA278)

___

{}1 = E

(TS461)

___

{}~1 = ~1

Relationships with the Universal and Null Set Entities
(TT857)

___

V

(TT858)

___

V

(TT859)

___

V

(TT860)

___

V

(TT861)

___

V

(TT862)

___

V

(TT863)

___

V

(TT864)

___

V

S1 {}
SE1 {}
Q1 {}
QE1 {}
S1 = {}.VS1
SE1 = {}.VSE1
Q1 = {}.VQ1
QE1 = {}.VQE1

Definitions of Membership Relationships
(TR653)

Definition of a Relationship

((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) =(a1 ob1))

(TT736)

Definition of a Relationship

((a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a o b ) =(a1 ob1))

1

1
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(TS308)

___

((a1 )(b1  ) = E)((a = b) = (a1  {=}b1))

(TS416)

___

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

(TS417)

___

((a1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

(TS567)

___

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

(TS412)

___

((b1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

(TS413)

___

((a1 ) = E) ((a  b) = (a1 {}b1))

The Definition of a Membership Equation
(DA00)

Definition of an Equation

((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

Syllogisms
(TS351)

___

(a {=}b)(b {=}c) (a {=}c)

(DR98)

General Definition of Aggregation

(a )  (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

(TS215)

___

(a  ) (a1  {}a)

(TS220)

___

(a  ) (a1  {}{}a)

(TT271)

___

a1 = {}a1.({}{}a1)

(TS462)

Definition of Universal Set Entity

E1 = ({}E).({}{}E)

(TS463)

Definition of Null Set Entity

1 = ({}E).({}{}E)

(TS222)

Aggregation with 1

(TT420)

___

a + 1 = a

(TS619)

___

(a )  ({}a )

Aggregation

(a + 1)1 = a1

Disaggregation & Reverse Abstraction
(TS581)

General Definition of
Disaggregation

a  {}a1

(TS581A)

General Definition of Reverse
Abstraction

a  {}a 1

(TS843)

___

{}a {}a1

Intersection Function Rule
(TS391)

___

(a  )({}a + {=}a1= {}a)

Application of a Membership Relationship Function and its Reverse
(TS540)

___

b  {}{}b
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Inclusion Rules
(AS92)

Inclusion Axiom

(a )({}a = {}a1)

(TS844)

___

(a )({}a1  {}a)

(TS402)

___

(a ) ({}a1= {}a)

(TA095)

___

(a )(a1 ) ({}a1= {}a)

(TS381)

___

(a )({}a1{}a)

(TA533)

___

(a ) ({}a1 {}a)

Theorems used in Causality
(TR553)

___

((b) = E) = ((b {}a) (a ~{}b))

(TR956)

___

((a) = E) = ((a {}b) (b ~{}a))

THEOREMS OF BINARY OPERATOR SETS
Definitions of Binary Operator Sets
(DA11)

Definition of a Binary Operator

(TT490)

___

(DR39)

Definition of an Associative
Operator

(o1 RV) = ((a o b) o c = a o (b o c)))

(DR40)

Definition of a Commutative
Operator

(o1 RC) = (a o b = b o a)

(DR41)

Definition of a Distributive Operator

(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1
(o1  RC)  ((a o b)1 = (oa1)b1)

(o1 RDp1) = ((a p b) o c = (a o c) p (b o c))

The Characteristics of Binary Membership Operator Sets
(AR12)

Commutative & Associative . & +

(TS568)

Commutative +

{+}1  RC

(TS569)

Commutative .

{.}1  RC

(TS570)

Associative +

{+}1  RV

(TS571)

Associative .

{.}1  RV

(AR51)

Distribution of . over +

(o = {.}, {+})  (o1  RCRV)

{.}1  RD{+}1

Definitions of Binary Membership Operator Sets
(TR590)

Definition of {+}

(a + b)1 = ({+}a1)b1

(TR591)

Definition of {.}

(a.b)1 = ({.}a1)b1

(TS468)

___

(a1.b1)1 = ({.}a1)b1

(TS127)

___

a.b = ({.}a)b

(TT881)

___

E = (({.}a1)b1 = (a1b1)1) + (({.}a1)b1 = )
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Membership Relationship Sets and Binary Membership Operator Sets
(TA177)

___

{} = {.}E

(TA178)

___

{} = {+}E

(TA181)

___

{} = S{.}

(TA180)

___

{} = S{+}

(TS593)

___

{} = Q{.}

(TS594)

___

{} = Q{+}

(TS591)

___

Q{.} = S{+}

(TS592)

___

Q{+} = S{.}

(TT826)

___

{.}  VS{}

(TT827)

___

{+}  VS{}

(TS585)

___

{.}a {}

(TS586)

___

{+}a {}

(TA293)

___

{+} = {}{+}

(TA294)

___

{.} = {}{.}

Function Operator Sets {} and {}
(TR592)

Definition of {}

(a b)1 = ({}b1)a1

(TR593)

Definition of {}

(a b)1 = ({}b1)a1

(AS61)

Function Operator Axiom

(TT724)

___

V

(TT725)

___

V

(o = {}, {}, {}, {})  (o1 ~RC.RS)
{} = {}
{} = {}

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTINUUM SETS, DISCRETE SETS AND DISCRETE ENTITIES
Relationship between Continuum Sets, Discrete Sets and Discrete Entities
(AR03)

Axiom of Continuum and Discrete
Sets

(TS627)

___

SC ~SD

(TS627A)

___

SC ~SD

(TS628 )

___

SD ~SE

(TS628A)

___

SD ~SE

(TS629)

___

SE ~SC

(TS629A)

___

SE ~SC

(X, Y = SC, SD, SE, SC, SD, SE): (X Y) = (XY = )
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(TS606)

___

((a1  SD) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(TS606A)

___

((a1  SD) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(TS624)

___

((a1  SE) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )

(TS624A)

___

((a1  SE) = E)  ((b1  SC)(a  b)  )
THEOREMS OF CONTINUUM SETS

Membership Relationship & Binary Operator Sets are Continuum Sets
(AA08)

Binary Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(AA08A)

Binary Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {},{},{},{=},{},{},{+},{.},{},{})  (X1  SC)

(TS420)

___

RB SC

(TS420A)

___

RB SC

(TS421)

___

(c1  RB) (c1  SC)

(TS421A)

___

(c1  RB) (c1  SC)

(TS423)

___

(c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) (a1 SC)

(TS423A)

___

(c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) (a1 SC)

Membership Relationship of Membership Relationships
(TA289)

___

{} = {}{}

(TA290)

___

{} = {}{}

(TA291)

___

{=} = {}{=}

(TA292)

___

{} = {}{}

(TA297)

___

{} = {}{}

(TA298)

___

{} = {}{}

Sub-Relationships are Continuum Sets
(AA07)

Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

(X = S,Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(AA07A)

Sub-relationship Continuum Axiom

(X = S,Q ,V,VS,VQ)(X1  SC)

(TA286)

___

S = {}S

(TA287)

___

Q = {}Q

(TA295)

___

V

(TA296)

___

V

S = {}VS
Q = {}VQ
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General Theorems of Continuum Sets
(AR01)

Axiom of Continuum Sets

(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(AR01A)

Axiom of Continuum Sets

(a1 + b1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(TS604)

___

(a1 SC) = (a SC)

(TS604A)

___

(a1 SC) = (a SC)

(TS442)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Sc)1  SC))

(TS442A)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Sc)1  SC))

(TS443)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Qc)1  SC))

(TS443A)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Qc)1  SC))

(TS441)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Sc + Qc)1  SC))

(TS441A)

___

(c1  SC) = ((Sc + Qc)1  SC))

The Definition of a Continuum Set
(DR58)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a.{}a1)

(DR58A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part1

(a1 SC) = (a.~a 1 = {}a.{}a 1)

(DR62)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(DR62A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part2

(a1 SC) = (a.~a1 = {}a)

(DR59)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

(DR59A)

Definition of a Continuum Set Part3

(a1 SC) = (a = ({}a)({}a))

(TS474)

Definition of a Continuum Set

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1  {}a)

(TS474A)

Definition of a Continuum Set

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1  {}a)

(TS364)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.~a1.{}a)

(TS364A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.~a1.{}a)

(TR703)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = ({}a).({}a))

(TR703A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = ({}a).({}a))

Conditions for a Continuum Set
(TS665)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS665A)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS708)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS708A)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS709)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )
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(TS709A)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS669)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

(TS669A)

___

(a1 SC) (VSa.{}.VQa )

Continuum Sets, the Null Set, and the Null Set Entity
(TS834)

___

(a1 SC)  (1  a)

(TS834A)

___

(a1 SC)  (E1  a)

(TS833)

___

(a1 SC)  (1 = a.1)

(TS833A)

___

(a1 SC)  (E1 = a.E1)

(TS460)

___

(a1  SC)(a1  )

(TS460A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1  )

(TS396)

___

(a1  SC)(a1  1)

(TS396A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1  E1)

(TS459)

___

(a1  SC)(a  )

(TS459A)

___

(a1 SC)(a  )

(TS403)

___

(a1  SC)(a  1)

(TS403A)

___

(a1 SC)(a  E1)

(TS667)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1  )

(TS667A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1  )

(TS356)

___

((a1  SC) = E)((a1 = ) = (a = ))

(TS356A)

___

((a1 SC) = E)((a1 = ) = (a = ))

(TS357)

___

((a1  SC) = E)((a1  ) = (a  ))

(TS357A)

___

((a1 SC) = E)((a1  ) = (a  ))

(TS424)

___

((c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a1 = ) = (a= ))

(TS424A)

___

((c1 SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a1 = ) = (a = ))

(TS425)

___

((c1  SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a1 ) = (a ))

(TS425A)

___

((c1 SC)(a1  Sc + Qc) = E) ((a1  ) = (a  ))

Relationship between a Continuum Set as an Entity & as a Collection
(TR716)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 a)

(TR716A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 a)
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(TS666)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 a)

(TS666A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 a)

(TS495)

___

(a1  SC) (a a1)

(TS495A)

___

(a1 SC) (a a1)

(TS668)

___

(a1 SC) (a  a1)(a )

(TS668A)

___

(a1 SC) (a a1)(a )

(TS339)

___

(b1 SC)  (cb1  cb)

(TS339A)

___

(b1 SC)  (cb1  cb)

(TS340)

___

(b1 SC)  (cb  cb1)

(TS340A)

___

(b1 SC)  (cb cb 1)

(TS311)

___

((a1  SC) = E)  ((a  b) (a1  b))

(TS311A)

___

((a1 SC) = E)  ((a  b) (a1  b))

(TS394)

___

((b1  SC) = E)((a  b) = (a1  b))

(TS394A)

___

((b1 SC) = E)((a  b) = (a1  b))

(TS937)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = (a1 + b1 SC)

(TS937A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = (a1 + b1 SC)

(TS938)

___

((a + b)1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(TS938A)

___

((a + b)1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(TS939)

___

(a1 + b1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS939A)

___

(a1 + b1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS940)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS940A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS941)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(TS941A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = (a + b SC)

(TS942)

___

(a1 SC)(b1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS942A)

___

(a1 SC)(b1 SC) = ((a + b)1 SC)

(TS943)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a1 + b)1 SC)

(TS943A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a1 + b1)1 SC)

(TS944)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a + b1)1 SC)

(TS944A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC) = ((a1 + b1)1 SC)
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(TS601)

___

((a1 + b1)1  SC)  ((a1+ b)1 = (a + b)1)

(TS601A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC)  ((a1+ b)1 = (a + b)1)

(TS602)

___

((a1 + b1)1  SC)  ((a + b1)1 = (a + b)1)

(TS602A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC)  ((a + b1)1 = (a + b)1)

(TS603)

___

((a1 + b1)1  SC)  ((a1+ b1)1 = (a + b)1)

(TS603A)

___

((a1 + b1)1 SC)  ((a1+ b1)1 = (a + b)1)

(TT990)

___

(a1 SC)(b a)(b )(b b1) (b1 SC)

(TT990A)

___

(a1 SC)(b a)(b )(b b1) (b1 SC)

(TT730)

___

(a1 SCSU)(b a)(b )(b b1) (b1 SCSU)

(TT730A)

___

(a1 SCSU)(b a)(b )(b b1) (b1 SCSU)

Membership Function Equivalences for Continuum Sets
(TS367)

___

(a1  SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS367A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS378)

___

(a1  SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS378A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS237)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS237A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TA094)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TA094A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a1 = {}a)

(TS382)

___

(a1  SC)({}a1 {}a)

(TS382A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a 1 {}a)

(TS384)

___

(a1  SC)({}a {}a)

(TS384A)

___

(a1 SC)({}a {}a)

Simple Membership Function Theorems for Continuum Sets
(AR02)

Definition of Disaggregation for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(TS359)

___

(a1 SC) (a = {}a)

(TS359A)

___

(a1 SC) (a = {}a)

(TS371)

___

(a1  SC)(a  {}a1)
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(TS371A)

___

(a1 SC)(a  {}a1)

(TS373)

___

(a1  SC)(a  {}a)

(TS373A)

___

(a1 SC)(a  {}a)

(TS375)

___

(a1  SC)(a = {}a)

(TS375A)

___

(a1 SC)(a = {}a)

(TS370)

___

(a1  SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS370A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS491)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1  {}a)

(TS491A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1  {}a)

(TS374)

___

(a1  SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS374A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS376)

___

(a1  SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS376A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1  {}a)

(TS360)

___

(a1 SC) (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS360A)

___

(a1 SC) (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS362)

___

(a1 SC)  (a = a.{}a)

(TS362A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a = a.{}a)

(TS361)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS361A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a1 = a.{}a)

(TS472)

___

(a1  SC) (a1 {}(a.~a1))

(TS472A)

___

(a1 SC) (a1 {}(a.~a1))

(TS366)

___

(a1  SC)(a.~a1 = {}a1)

(TS366A)

___

(a1 SC)(a.~a1 = {}a1)

(TS368)

___

(a1  SC)(a.~a1 = {}a)

(TS368A)

___

(a1 SC)(a.~a1 = {}a)

(TS363)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a1 = a.{}a)

(TS363A)

___

(a1 SC)  (a.~a 1 = a.{}a)

The Aggregation and Disaggregation of a Continuum Set
(TS393)

Definition of Aggregation for
Continuum Sets

(a1  SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)
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(TS393A)

Definition of Abstraction for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)

(TS386)

___

(a1  SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)

(TS386A)

___

(a1 SC)(a1 = {}a.{}a)

(AR02)

Definition of Disaggregation for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a1)

(AR02A)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC)  (a = {}a 1)

Relationships between {}, {} and {} for Continuum Sets
(TS476)

___

(a1 SC)  ({}a1  {}a)

(TS476A)

___

(a1 SC)  ({}a 1  {}a)

(TS492)

___

(a1 SC)  ({}a  {}a)

(TS492A)

___

(a1 SC)  ({}a  {}a)

(TS467)

___

(b1 SC)  (({}b).({}b) {}b)

(TS467A)

___

(b1 SC)  (({}b).({}b) {}b)

(TS346)

___

(b1 SC)  (({}b) ({}b) + ({}b))

(TS346A)

___

(b1 SC)  (({}b) ({}b) + ({}b))

(TR702)

___

(b1 SC)  (b.({}b).({}b) b.({}b))

(TR702A)

___

(b1 SC)  (b.({}b).({}b) b.({}b))

(TS343)

___

((b1 SC) = E)  ((x1 b.({}b)).(x1 b.({}b)) 
(x1 b.({}b)))

(TS343A)

___

((b1 SC) = E)  ((x1 b.({}b)).(x1 b.({}b)) 
(x1 b.({}b)))

Relationships between {}, {} and {} for the Universal Set
(TS352)

___

(E1  SC) = (~E1  {}E)

(TS352A)

___

(1  SC) = (~1  {}E)

(TS344)

___

(E1 SC)  (({}E).({}E) {}E)

(TS344A)

___

(1  SC)  (({}E).({}E) {}E)

(TS347)

___

(E1 SC)  ({}E ({}E) + ({}E))

(TS347A)

___

(1  SC)  ({}E ({}E) + ({}E))

(TS345)

___

(E1 SC)  (S{}.S{}  S{})

(TS345A)

___

(1  SC)  (S{}.S{}  S{})
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(TS348)

___

(E1 SC)  (~S{} ~S{} + ~S{})

(TS348A)

___

(1  SC)  (~S{} ~S{} + ~S{})

Definition of an Equation for Continuum Sets
(TS324)

___

((b1  SC) = E) ((a  b) =(a1 {}b1))

(TS324A)

___

((b1 SC) = E) ((a  b) =(a1 {}b1))

(TS312)

___

((b1  SC)(a  ) = E) ((a  b) =(a1 {}b1))

(TS312A)

___

((b1 SC)(a  ) = E) ((a  b) =(a1 {}b1))

Membership Relationship Sets Doubly Applied to Continuum Sets
(TS458)

___

(b1  SC)(b = {}{}b)

(TS458A)

___

(b1 SC)(b = {}{}b)

(AR60)

(AR60A)

Sub-Entity Function Axiom for
Continuum Sets
Sub-Entity Function Axiom for
Continuum Sets

(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)

(a1 SC) ({}a {}{}a)

(TS899)

Sub-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b = {}b)

(TS899A)

Sub-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b = {}b)

(TA438)

Super-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b = {}b)

(TA438A)

Super-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b = {}b)

(TS900)

Sub-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b1 = {}b1)

(TS900A)

Sub-Entity Function Rule for
Continuum Sets

(b1 SC) ({}{}b1 = {}b1)

(TS831)

___

((b1SC) = E) ((br1 b)  ({}{}br1= {}br1))

(TS831A)

___

((b1 SC) = E) ((br1 b)  ({}{}br1= {}br1))

(TS832)

___

((b1SC) = E) ((br1 b)  ({}{}br1= {}br1))

(TS832A)

___

((b1 SC) = E) ((br1 b)  ({}{}br1= {}br1))

THEOREMS OF DISCRETE ENTITIES AND SETS
Discrete Entities
(DR03)

Definition of a Discrete Entity

(a1 SE) = (a1 = a)
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(a1  SE) = (a1 = a)

(DR03A)

___

(DR06)

Discrete Entities are Atomic

(a1 SE) =({}a1 = ) 

(DR06A)

___

(1 SE) =({} 1 = )

(TS355)

The Null Set Entity is Discrete

1  SE

(TS355A)

___

E1  SE

(TS224)

The Null Set Entity is Discrete

(a1 = 1)  (a1 SE)

(TS224A)

___

(a1 = E1)  (a1  SE)

General Theorems of Discrete Sets
(TS221)

Subsets of Discrete Sets

(b1 SD)(a  b)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS221A)

Subsets of Discrete Sets

(b1 SD)(a  b)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS616)

Members of Discrete Sets

(b1 SD)(a  b)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(TS616A)

Members of Discrete Sets

(b1 SD)(a  b)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(TS226)

___

((a + b)1 SD)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS226A)

___

((a + b)1 SD)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS615)

___

((a + b)1 SD)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(TS615A)

___

((a + b)1 SD)(a = a1) (a1 SE)

The Definition of a Discrete Set
(DR95)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(DR95A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a  {}a)(a a1)  (a1 SD)

(TS967)

___

(a a1)  ((a.{}a)1  SD)

(TS967A)

___

(a a1)  ((a.{}a)1  SD)

(DR97)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1 b)

(DR97A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD)(b1 SD)  (a1 b)

(TS614)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  a)

(TS614A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  a)

(TS625)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  a)

(TS625A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  a)

(TR717)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1 ~ a)

(TR717A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1 ~ a)
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(TS626)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  )

(TS626A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  )

(TS230)

___

(a1 SD)((a + b)1 SD)  (a1  b)

(TS230A)

___

(a1 SD)((a + b)1 SD)  (a1  b)

Conditions for a Discrete Set
(TS707)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS707A)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS705)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS705A)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS706)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS706A)

___

(a1 SD) (VSa. {}.VQa = )

(TS656)

___

(a1 SD)  (VSa.VQa {~}{~}{})

(TS656A)

___

(a1 SD)  (VSa.VQa {~}{~}{})

Aggregation and Disaggregation of a Discrete Set
(DR93)

Definition of Disaggregation for
Discrete Sets

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a1))

(DR93A)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
Discrete Sets

(a1 SD) = (a = ({}a1).({}{}a 1))

(TR684)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}{}a1)

(TR684A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}{}a 1)

(TS623)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a1)

(TS623A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a1)

Simple Membership Function Theorems for Discrete Sets
(TS217)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  {}a)

(TS217A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a1  {}a)

(TS234)

___

(a1 SD) (a1  {}a)

(TS234A)

___

(a1 SD) (a1  {}a)

(TS218)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a1  a)

(TS218A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a1  a)

(TR720)

___

(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a1  a)

(TR720A)

___

(a1 SD) = (a  {}a)(a 1  a)
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(TS219)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD) = (a  ({}a)({}a))(a1  a)

(TS219A)

Definition of a Discrete Set

(a1 SD) = (a  ({}a)({}a))(a 1  a)

(TR719)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TR719A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TS611)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TS611A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TR704)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TR704A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a  {}a)

(TS994)

___

(a1  SD)  (a.({}a)  )

(TS994A)

___

(a1 SD)  (a.({}a)  )

THEOREMS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE PROPOSITIONS
The Subject and Object of a Relationship
(TT359)

___

(VSa1.x1.VQb1) = (S(VSa1.x1.VQb1) = a1)

(TT360)

___

(VSa1.x1.VQb1) = (Q(VSa1.x1.VQb1) = b1)

(TT366)

___

S(VSa.c.VQb)  a

(TT367)

___

Q(VSa.c.VQb)  b

Simple Deductions from Propositions
(TT363)

___

(VSa.c.VQb )  (a )

(TT364)

___

(VSa.c.VQb )  (b )

(TT365)

___

(VSa.c.VQb )  (c )

Component Relationships
(AR29)

Universal Relationships Axiom

(X = VS, VQ) ({}Xa1 = E)

(TS618)

V

(TS609)

V

(TS607)

(x1 {}a1)  (VSx1 {}VSa1)

(TS608)

(y1 {}b1)  (VQy1 {}VQb1)

S{}a1 {}VSa1
Q{}b1 {}VQb1

(AR32)

Component Relationships Axiom

V

(TS612)

___

V

(TS610)

S{}a1.VQ{}b1 {}(VSa1 .VQb1)
Sa.VQb {}(VSa1 .VQb1)

(x1 {}a1)(y1 {}b1)  (VSx1.VQy1{}(VSa1 .VQb1))
___
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Active/Passive Theorems in Relationship Form
(TS613)

___

V

(TS210)

___

V V

(TS617)

___

V

(TS280)

___

(VSa.c.VQb ) = (VSb.Vc.VQa )

(TS281)

___

(VSa.c.VQb =) = (VSb. Vc.VQa =)

(TR615)

___

(VSa1.c.VQb1 ) = (VSb1. Vc.VQa1 )

(TR616)

___

(VSa1.c.VQb1 =) = (VSb1. Vc.VQa1 =)

Sa.VQb = VQa.VSb
( Sa1.c.VQb1) = (VSb1. Vc.VQa1)
Sa.c.VQb = VSb.Vc.VQa

Copular Propositions in Relationship Form
(TT894)

___

(a  b) = (VSa.{=}.VQb = )

(TT895)

___

(a  b) = (VSa.{=}.VQb = )

(TT896)

___

(a  b) = (VSa.{=}.VQb  )

(TT897)

___

(a  b) = (VSa.{=}.VQb  )

The General Relationship Form Proposition
(TS272)

___

((((x1 )(y1 ) = E) = E) = E) ((((a cb) = E) = E)
=(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 =))))

(TS273)

___

((((x1 )(y1 ) = E) = E) = E) ((((a cb) = E) = E)
=(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 =))))

(TS274)

___

((((x1 )(y1 ) = E) = E) = E) ((((a cb) = E) = E)
=(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 =))))

(TS275)

___

((((x1 )(y1 ) = E) = E) = E) ((((a cb) = E) = E)
=(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 =))))

(TS270)

((((x1 )(y1 )(a )(b ) = E) = E) = E)
___

((((a cb) = E) = E) =
(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 ))))

(TS271)

((((x1 )(y1 )(a )(b ) = E) = E) = E)
___

((((a cb) = E) = E) =
(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 ))))

(TS269)

((((x1 )(y1 )(a )(b ) = E) = E) = E)
((((a cb) = E) = E) =
___

(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 ))))
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(TS268)

((((x1 )(y1 )(a )(b ) = E) = E) = E)
___

((((a cb) = E) = E) =
(((x1 a) = E) ((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 ))))

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS261)

(TS276)

___

___

(((x1  ) = E) = E)
(((a cb) = E) = ((x1a) (VSx1.c.VQb  )))
(((x1  ) = E) = E)
(((a cb1) = E) = ((x1a) (VSx1.c.VQb1  )))

(TS087)*

___

((a1  ) = E)((a1 cb) =(VSa1.c.VQb ))

(TR608)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1 cb1) = (VSa1.c.VQb1 ))

(TS620)

___

(VSa1.c.VQb1 ) (b1  Vca1).(a1  cb1)

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS265)
(TS277)

___
___

((x1  ) = E) ((a cb) = (x1a)(VSx1.c.VQb = )))
(((x1 ) = E) = E) 
(((a cb1) = E) =((x1 a) ( VSx1.c.VQb1 )))

(TS088)

___

((a1  ) = E)((a1 cb) =(VSa1.c.VQb =))

(TR609)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1 cb1) = (VSa1.c.VQb1 =))

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS266)

___

((x1  )(y1  ) = E)
((a cb) = (x1a)(y1b)(VSx1.c.VQy1  ))

(TS264)

___

((x1  ) = E) ((a cb) = (x1a)(VSx1.c.VQb  ))

(TS081)

___

(a cb) = (VSa.c.VQb )

(TS089)

___

(a1 cb) = (VSa1.c.VQb )

(TS278)

___

(a cb1) = (VSa.c.VQb1  )

(TR610)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1cb1) =(VSa1.c.VQb1 ))

(TR227)

___

(a (cb) ) = (VSa .c. VQb )

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS263)

(TS262)

(TS082)

___

___
___

(((x1  )(y1  ) = E) = E)
(((a cb) = E) = ((x1a)(y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1 = )))
(((x1  ) = E) = E)
(((a cb) = E) = ((x1a) (VSx1.c.VQb = )))
(a cb) = (VSa.c.VQb =)
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(TS090)

___

(a1 cb) = (VSa1.c.VQb =)

(TS279)

___

(a cb1) = (VSa.c.VQb1 = )

(TR611)

___

((a1  ) = E) ((a1cb1) = (VSa1.c.VQb1 =))

(TR228)*

___

(a (cb) = ) = (VSa. c. VQb = )

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS260)

(TR670)

___

___

(((x1  )(y1  )(a )(b ) = E) = E)
(((a cb) = E) = ((x1a)(y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  )))
(((x1  )(y1  )(a )(b ) = E) = E)
(((x1 cb) = E) = ((y1b) (VSx1.c.VQy1  )))

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TS267)

___

((x1  )(y1  )(a )(b ) = E)
((a cb) = (x1a)(y1b)(VSx1.c. VQy1 = ))

Simplifications of the General Relationship Form Proposition for a cb
(TR671)

___

(((x1 )(y1 )(a )(b ) = E) = E)
(((x1 cb) = E) =((y1 b) ( VSx1.c.VQy1 )))

Copular Propositions in Relationship Form
(TT391)

___

((a1)(b1) = E)  ((a b) = (VSa1.{}.VQb1  ))

(TT392)

___

((a1)(b1) = E)  ((a b) = (VSa1.{}.VQb1  ))

(TT393)

___

((a1) = E)  ((a =) = (VSa1.{=}.VQ1  ))

(TT394)

___

((a1) = E)  ((a ) = (VSa1.{}.VQ1  ))

Propositions in Complementary (Negated) Relationship Form
(TS080)

___

(a cb)  (VSa.~(c.VQb) )

(TS079)

___

(VSa.~(c.VQb) =)  (a cb)

(TS086)

___

((a  ) = E)  ((a cb) (VSa.~(c.VQb) ))

(TS085)

___

((a  ) = E)  ((VSa.~( c.VQb) =) (a cb))

(TS091)

___

((a1  ) = E)((a1 cb)  (VSa1.~(c.VQb) ))

(TS093)

___

((a1  ) = E)((a1 cb)  (VSa1.~(c.VQb) ))

(TS092)

___

((a1  ) = E)  ((VSa1.~(c.VQb) =)  (a1 cb))

(TS094)

___

((a1  ) = E)  ((VSa1.~(c.VQb) =) (a1 cb))

___

(Ac1 {}Ab1) = ({}Ab1 {}Ac1)

Characteristics
(TR607)
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(TS727)

___

(c1 {}b1) = (VA{}b1 VA{}c1)

(TS103)

___

({}Aa1 cb1) = (VS{}Aa1.c.VQb1 )

(TS104)

___

({}Aa1 cb1) = (VS{}Aa1.c.VQb1 =)

(TS105)

___

(a1 c{}Ab1) = (VSa1.c.VQ{}Ab1 )

(TS106)

___

(a1 c{}Ab1) = (VSa1.c.VQ{}Ab1 =)

(TS107)

___

({}Aa1 c{}Ab1) = (VS{}Aa1.c.VQ{}Ab1 )

(TS108)

___

({}Aa1 c{}Ab1) = (VS{}Aa1.c.VQ{}Ab1 =)

Propositions using Characteristics
(TT902)

___

((a1 )(b1  ) = E)  ((a1 {}b1) = (Aa1 {}Ab1))

(TT903)

___

((a ) = E) (Aa1  {}Aa)

(TT904)

___

{}a = {}Aa

(TT905)

___

{}a = {}Aa

(TT906)

___

((a ) = E) ({}Aa1= {}Aa)

(TT907)
___
(TS597)
___

((a )(cb ) = E)
((a  cb) = (A(cb)1  {}Aa))
((a )(cb ) = E)
((a  cb) = (A(cb)1  {}Aa1))
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Part III

Theory of Ordered Sets and Dimensions
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Chapter 38 Introduction to Dimensions, Measurable
Characteristics and Ordered Sets
38.1 Introduction
Many characteristics are binary. That is, they are either held or not held by a physical entity. However,
some are measurable. For example, the mass of a physical object can be stated in kilograms. The mass
of one entity may not be the same as that of another. Nevertheless, the two masses, along with all
others, can be collected together into a set known as a dimension. A dimension is a set of characteristics
whose members represent all possible values of a particular variable feature of entities. These values
are not necessarily numerical. However, as will be explained later, numbers can be used to label them.
Every physical entity has a measurable characteristic which is a member of that dimension albeit, in
some cases, a member with a null value.
The members of a dimension are abstract but have a physical equivalent in the same way as all other
characteristics. For example, the characteristic “having a mass of 1kg.” is the aggregate of all physical
entities, including empty space, which do not have a mass of 1kg. Take, for example, a rock with a
mass of 1kg. The abstract equivalent or defining characteristic of this rock is the aggregate of
everything except the rock in its entirety. This defining characteristic is a physical super-entity of the
characteristic of having a mass of 1kg. and, thus, the members of a dimension follow the same rules
as those of other characteristics, including the reversal of  and. Because, the members of a
dimension are abstract, they are symbolised in the same way as other abstract entities using script,
e.g., a1, rather than type, e.g., a1.

38.2 Ordering within Dimensions
Dimensions are the only ordered sets that exist. Thus, all ordered sets are collections of abstract
entities, as specified by the axiom below:
(a1 SO)  (a AE)

(AS62) Ordered Sets are Abstract

where SO is the set of all ordered sets.
It is true that the universe of space-time is regarded as being ordered. However, we use dimensions to
describe that order. One entity may further away than another, or it may occur later than another.
However, these differences are described using a single spatial or time dimension in which the spatial
or temporal characteristic of the one is said to be greater than that of the other.
If a1 and b1 are physical entities occupying space-time it is meaningless to say that one is greater than
the other, i.e., a1 > b1. If a1 is an ape, for example, it is meaningless to describe other entities as simply
being greater or less than the ape. It is, however, meaningful to say that some other entity is greater in
age, size, happiness, or enthusiasm, than the ape. Each member of a dimension has a value or range of
values which can be described as greater than or less than that of some other member in a particular
way. Thus, a dimension is ordered, and its members can be compared using ordering relationship sets,
e.g., {>}, and functions, e.g., {>}.
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38.3 Visualising Dimensions
A dimension can be thought of in two ways:
(1)

As a set of measurable characteristics of a particular type, e.g., masses, spatial extents, durations,
etc., each individual member of which is exists in space-time as an entity comprising the
aggregate of everything except the physical entities which have that characteristic. This spacetime model is the true nature of a dimension.

(2)

It can also be thought of as a line onto which a particular measurable characteristic of physical
entities can be mapped. In one direction the value of the measurable characteristics increase, and
in the other they decrease. This line model is an iconic analogue, is not real, and has limitations,
therefore. For example, because the analogue is visualised in the same manner as physical
objects, the reversal of  and which occurs when comparing abstract entities does not appear.
Nevertheless, it is far easier for us to imagine a dimension in this way.

To understand a dimension, it is necessary to hold both models in one’s mind, to know that the spacetime model is real and that the line model is an iconic analogue without which the former cannot be
imagined.

38.4 Spans
If a dimension is imagined as the iconic analogue, i.e., as a line, then a physical entity with a particular
measurable characteristic that has an extent, for example, the timespan 2019 to 2020, maps onto a
section of the line. These sections are known as spans. However, if the dimension is imagined in its
true form, then the entity with a timespan of 2019 to 2020 maps onto the aggregate of every physical
thing except entities with that timespan, i.e., the whole of the physical universe except entities with
that timespan. The latter is clearly not a span in the geometric sense. Nevertheless, it has qualities
which enable it to be represented in that way by the iconic analogue.

38.5 Sub-Spans
A span in a dimension can be broken down into an infinite number of sub-spans. Using the line
analogue, these are sub-sections of the line representing the span. However, in the space-time model,
these sub-spans are super-entities of the original entity. Thus, the span a1 can be broken down into the
sub-spans {}a1 or a. Similarly, several spans a can combine to form a single span a1. It is important
to remember that the line model is not real but an iconic analogue. It is tempting, therefore, to believe
that that the sub-spans of a1 are {}a1 as would be the case for the sub-entities of a physical entity.
However, this would be incorrect.

38.6 Points
If a dimension is imagined using the line model, then a physical entity with a particular measurable
characteristic, such as a 1kg. mass, maps onto a point in the line. However, if the dimension is
imagined using the spatio-temporal model, then a physical entity with a 1kg. mass maps onto another
an abstract entity comprising the aggregate of everything except physical entities with that mass. The
latter is clearly not a point in the geometric sense. Nevertheless, it has qualities which enable it to be
represented in that way on the line model. To distinguish sets of points from sets of spans, the former
are symbolised using lower case Greek letters, e.g. , , , etc.
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Points in The Physical Aspect
Sets of points in the physical aspect of the universe are members of the set SP. In the physical aspect a
point has a location but no extent. It is possible for a point to have any location. Thus, it is a sub-entity
of every physical entity. The set of points is therefore the same as the null set entity, 1. Points in the
physical aspect, i.e., the space-time polydimension, are not ordered.
Points in The Abstract Aspect
Points in the abstract aspect of the universe are members of the set SP. In a dimension, points are
ordered and this is particularly the case if the line model is used to visualise them. In this model of a
a dimension, points form the boundaries between spans. They are the beginnings and ends of these
spans. However, because dimensions and polydimensions are abstract, points within them are not 1
but rather its abstract opposite, E1. Bearing in mind that 1 is plural in the sense that it is at every
location in space-time, its abstract opposite, E1, must also be plural and each member must comprise
the universe in its entirety except one particular point in space-time.

38.7 Polydimensions
A polydimension is a set of dimensions which are inter-related in some way. Polydimensions have the
same properties as individual dimensions except that they are not ordered. The classical example is,
of course, space which has three dimensions. Another example is space-time which has four
dimensions, three of space and one of time, all of which are inter-related. The space-time
polydimension is the abstract equivalent of the physical universe which, in turn, is of course the same
as the physical universe.
A feature of the space polydimension is that spans in all the individual dimensions which comprise it
map onto the same “length” dimension. Thus, spans in two different dimensions in the polydimension
can be compared. For example, the length of a ship can be greater than its breadth.
In the same way as dimensions, a polydimension can be thought of in two ways:
(1)

It can be thought of as a set of measurable characteristics of a particular type, e.g., areas, volumes,
spatio-temporal extents, etc., each individual member of which is exists in space-time as an entity
comprising the aggregate of everything except the physical entities which have that
characteristic. This space-time model is the real nature of a poly-dimension.

(2)

However, it can also be thought of as an iconic analogue. Just as a single dimension is thought
of as a line onto which particular characteristics of physical entities can be mapped, a twodimensional polydimension can be thought of as a plane surface, a three-dimensional
polydimension as a volume, and a four-dimensional polydimension as a four-dimensional
volume. Apart from the latter, all these iconic analogues are imagined as existing in space.

The members of a polydimension, when treated as an iconic analogue, also comprise spans and points.
However, spans are defined differently from those on a line. For example, in a three-dimensional
polydimension, a span is the volume encompassed by an entity.
Again, to understand a polydimension it is necessary to hold both models in one’s mind, to know that
the space-time model is real, and that the iconic analogue is a mental construct without which the
former cannot be imagined. Unfortunately, this can lead to some confusion. The only actual
polydimensional characteristics that we are aware of are spatial areas, spatial volumes, and regions of
space-time. This means, for example, that the iconic representation of the characteristic “spatial
extent” is the same as the physical volume of space occupied by the entity with that spatial extent. The
true representation is, however, the aggregate of everything which does not have that spatial extent.
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38.8 Types of Dimension and Polydimension
In the following it should be remembered that points are a simplification of probability fields, which
do exist, to entities with no extent, which do not. There are three types of dimension:
Mixed continuum dimensions. These are used to describe the position or extent of entities in spacetime, i.e., where they are and what length area, volume, or timespan they occupy. These dimensions
comprise both spans and points. Every span can be broken down into infinite sub-spans and so too can
those sub-spans. Every pair of points has infinite points between them and so too do those intermediate
points. The points are not in a separate dimension from the spans because it is possible for a point to
be greater or less than a span in the manner dictated by the dimension. For such comparisons to be
possible both points and spans must occupy the same dimension.
Point continuum dimensions. These are used to describe measurable characteristics, such as
probability, which have no span in space-time. Point continuum dimensions comprise only points and
not spans. Every two points have infinite points between them, and so too do pairs of those
intermediate points.
Point discrete dimensions which are used to describe discrete characteristics such as quantity. Again,
these dimensions comprise just points and not spans. Some pairs of points, e.g., those representing a
quantity of 76 and a quantity of 77 have no other points between them.
Similarly, there are three types of polydimension: mixed continuum polydimensions, point continuum
polydimensions and point discrete polydimensions.

38.9 Summary
To summarise: in practice, physical entities are ordered via the measurable characteristics that they
hold in the abstract aspect of the universe which together form ordered sets known as dimensions. A
line can be used as an iconic analogue for a dimension and measurable characteristics are represented
by spans or points on that line. These spans or points are then related to one another using ordering
and membership relationship sets between them.
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Chapter 39 Change and Boundaries
39.1 Change
Change occurs when an entity comes into existence, ceases to exist, or alters in state. At any point in
time, all physical entities which exist in the universe are frozen in the same position in space and in
the same state. Their position and state only alter as time progresses. Thus, change and time are
intimately related, and the former cannot exist without the latter. The passage of time results in the
physical universe being in a constant and all-pervading state of change. However, we are unable to
recognise all the infinite and infinitesimal changes that are occurring. If we could, then each entity in
the universe would exist only for an instant before expiring. In practice however, we experience a
much greater degree of constancy in the things that we define as entities. This constancy is
psychological in nature and is based on our ability to recognise changes and on conventions which
dictate the way in which they alter entities.
Individual changes can be classified as follows:
Existential changes are those which occur when a physical entity gains or loses a characteristic which
is a necessary component of its defining characteristic, i.e., an existential characteristic. Such changes
only occur at the beginning or end of its life.
Discrete changes of state occur when an entity gains or loses a characteristic which is a necessary
component of the defining characteristic of its state, i.e., a characteristic of state, but not an existential
characteristic. Such changes occur at the beginning and end of a state. For example, a set of traffic
lights has two states, red and not red, and cycles between them as time progresses. Redness is not a
defining characteristic of the traffic lights, therefore. It is a defining characteristic of their state.
Continuum changes of state occur when a measurable characteristic of an entity alters. For example,
when a child puts on weight or grows in height or when an entity changes its position in space. Such
changes can be imperceptible in the short term but aggregate over time. Thus, in the longer term, a
person can, for example, change in state from that of being a child to that of being an adult. Emergent
and vanishing properties are thought to be subject to continuum changes of state. Consciousness, for
example, is an emergent property in living beings but, in any individual, it can vary in magnitude with
time, e.g., from when we are sleeping to when we are focussed on a difficult activity. We experience
different states of consciousness.
Meaningless changes are those which do not result in an entity coming into existence, ceasing to
exist, or changing in state. Frequently, such changes do not impinge upon our awareness. They may
however aggregate over time to produce a meaningful change.
Meaningful changes are changes which are either existential or changes of state. They are aggregates
of meaningless changes.

39.2 Boundaries
Any boundary that we define between what is an entity and what is not that entity is often regarded as
a precise point in time, an envelope in space or an envelope in space-time. Strictly, these points or
envelopes have no span or thickness in one dimension and have no physical equivalent, therefore.
However, our practical experience of boundaries is that they do in fact have physical equivalents. This
can be explained as follows. Boundaries are characterised by change, i.e., a meaningful change must
have taken place and circumstances on either side of the boundary must differ before it can be said
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that an entity has begun, or ended, or that a state has changed. However, a meaningful change is an
aggregation of component meaningless changes each of which occurs at a different location. Thus, the
beginning, end or change of state of an entity, takes place within a range of locations and there is no
exact location at which it can be said to have occurred.
In practice, therefore, the bounds of extent of physical entities are fuzzy, i.e., the boundary exists
within a zone of uncertainty and at any point in this zone there is only a probability that the change
has occurred. This zone of uncertainty has a span and thus boundaries are perceived as having physical
equivalents. An example is the point in time that we call the present, i.e., the boundary between the
past and the future.
In the line model of a dimension, a span is a bridge between two points: its beginning and its end.
Conventionally, we regard a point as being a position in space-time with no extent in any dimension.
When situated on a line, the point is a boundary between the two parts of the line to either side.
Similarly, a line situated in a two dimensional medium, e.g., on a sheet of paper, has no extent or
thickness in one of those dimensions and is a boundary between two areas. A plane situated in the
three dimensions of space also has no thickness in one of those dimensions and is a boundary between
two regions of space and so on. However, such entities when imagined in this way are simplifications
of reality. Because they have no extent in one of their spatio-temporal dimensions they cannot be
perceived or observed in any way and do not actually exist as physical entities.
However, consider for example the boundary between a human being and the rest of the universe. At
first sight we may say that it is the surface of his skin, i.e., a two dimensional, relatively smooth plane
wrapped around him. However, on closer inspection we see that there are pores and hairs in this skin,
so the boundary becomes more rugged. On closer inspection still, we find that that it comprises
molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons, and electrons with comparatively huge regions of empty space
between them. Furthermore, these particles have a wave like behaviour, and it is not possible to
determine exactly where they are. So where is this boundary? It has disappeared and all we can say is
that as we approach the person the probability that we are within him and not outside of him increases
over a range of values from 0% to 100%. So too with a point on a line. As we approach it from one
end the probability that we are at that end and not the other diminishes between one location and
another. Thus, boundaries do have an extent. However, this extent is a probability field. The concept
of a point, as we conventionally understand it, is a simplification and a necessary artifice which enables
us to describe a position in the line, including the beginning or end of a span, without bringing
probability into the matter.
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Chapter 40 Ordering Relationships
40.1 Binary Ordering Relations
In arithmetic, one number is frequently described as being greater than another by using the binary
relation >. For example 2 > 1. There are several such binary relations, i.e.:
< less

than;

> greater than;
= equal

to;



less than or equal to;



greater than or equal to;

and their complements , , , , and .
Unlike membership relationships, it is two entities that are related in this way rather than two sets. In
algebra, “a is less than b” is symbolised a < b. In Symbolic Reasoning the expression a1 <b1 is used,
therefore. Note that only the members of a dimension, i.e., measurable characteristics, can be related
in this way. Hence, the symbols a1 andb1 are used rather than a1 andb1.
A binary relationship of this nature exists between, for example, any two numbers and it is this
property which specifies that a set is an ordered set, i.e., a dimension or subset of a dimension.

40.2 The Relative Axiom (AS93)
In Symbolic Reasoning the convention a  b means that the collection a is a subset of the collection
b, where a and b may be singular or plural. This differs from the convention used in conventional set
theory where a and b are singular, i.e., sets as entities. In mathematics, relative relationships such as
a is less than b are normally regarded as being between two singular entities, i.e., a1 < b1. However, in
Symbolic Reasoning, it is also possible for two plural collections to be related in the same way, i.e.,
a < b. This form of expression means that every member of a is less than at least one, perhaps several
and, possibly all members of b. Conversely, every member of b is greater than at least one, perhaps
several and, possibly all members of a.
The relationships “greater than” and “less than” are between the measurable characteristics of entities,
e.g., their position in space, length, area, volume, position in time, duration, mass, etc. Certainly, in
the case of the physical dimensions of space and time, if the members of one set as a collection are
less than another, then the set as an entity is also less than the other, i.e., (a < b) = (a 1 < b 1). The same
is true for the relationship greater than, i.e., (a > b) = (a 1 > b 1). This is demonstrated by the figure
below.
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Fig. 29 A Comparison of the Measurable Characteristics of Two Sets of Spatial Objects
A similar argument applies to masses. Any physical object can be regarded as a set of parts whose
individual masses range from zero to the full mass of the object. If the mass of a1 is greater than the
mass of b1 then every part of a1, i.e., every member of a, is more massive than at least one part of b1,
i.e., at least one member of b. Conversely, every part of b1 is less massive than at least one part of a1.
Thus, again (a >M b) = (a1 >M b1), where the symbolism >M means “has a greater mass than” and will be
explained in more detail below. Note that although mass has a lower bound of extent, i.e., zero mass,
the mass dimension is a point continuum dimension and so for any part of a1 a less massive part of b1
can always be found.
The binary relations <, >, =,  and  are transitive asymmetrical ordering relations. The sets {<}, {>},
{=}, {} and {} are transitive asymmetrical ordering relationships sets. A transitive, asymmetrical
ordering relationship set is a set like any other and can be symbolised using a lower-case letter, e.g.,
o. Where it appears as a binary relation in an equation, it is then symbolised o. The symbolism {o}
is then, of course, the same as o. However, the symbolism {} is favoured when expressing a general
transitive, asymmetrical relationship set and the symbolism when expressing a general transitive,
asymmetrical relation.
Thus:
((o 1 RL) = E)  ((a o b) = (a1 o b1))

(AS93)(Relative Axiom)

where RL is the set of ordering relationship sets, e.g. {>}, {<}, etc.
It has already been shown that:
(a1 = b1) = (a = b)

(TM479)

and, thus, it can be proven that:
(({}1 RL) = E)  ((a  b) = (a1  b 1))

(TT889)

The definitions (a  b) = (a  b) + (a = b) (DM18)(Definition of ) and (a  b) = (b  a) (DM23)(Definition of ),
where is any asymmetrical membership or ordering relation, are suitable, therefore, for general use
with both membership equations and ordering equations. However, in the case of the latter, we are
more familiar with the form in which (a  b), (a  b), and (a = b) are replaced by (a 1  b 1), (a 1  b 1), and
(a 1 = b1). The latter is favoured, therefore.
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40.3 Ordering Relationship Sets
Introduction
The concepts of the directionality of relationships and of order within sets are associated. The direction
of a relationship gives order to the two related entities.
The order of entities in a set is established by a transitive asymmetrical ordering relationship set. This
relationship set is such that its subjects are in some way greater, e.g., “heavier”, or less, e.g., “lighter”,
than one or more of its objects. If there is only one subject and only one object, then the former is, of
course, greater than or less than the latter. The transitive characteristic means, for example, that if “3”
is greater than “2” and “2” is greater than “1” then “3” is greater than “1”. The asymmetrical
characteristic means that all relationships of the type “greater than” belong to one set whilst their
reverses “less than” belong to another entirely different set.
Ordering relationship sets follow all the rules of transitive, asymmetrical relationship sets which were
explained earlier.
Symbolising Ordering Relationship Sets
Ordering relationship sets are described by enclosing the conventional algebraic symbols in curly
brackets. The ordering relationship sets are:
{<}

less than;

{>}

greater than;

{=}

equal to;

{}

less than or equal to;

{}

greater than or equal to;

and, of course, the complement of each.
All ordering relationship sets are members of the set RL, i.e., the set of ordering relationship sets, which
can be expressed formally by the definition:
(o = {=},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RL)

(DR96) Definition of an Ordering Relationship Set

Disjunctions of Ordering Relationship Sets
When a general transitive, asymmetrical relationship set, {}, is disjoined with {=} then by convention
{} + {=} is expressed {}. This is formalised by the following definition:
{} = {} + {=}

(DA141) Disjunction with {=}

For {} we can, of course, substitute specific transitive asymmetrical binary relationship sets such as
{<} and {>} to obtain, for example, {} and {}. The theorems {} = {<} + {=} and {} = {>} + {=} are not,
however, given their own unique reference. Rather they are regarded as special cases of (DA141) and
referenced as described below.
{} = {<}+{=}

(DA141) Disjunction of {<} with {=}

{} = {>}+{=}

(DA141) Disjunction of {>} with {=}

Complements of Ordering Relationship Sets
The symbolism for disjunction of {} with {=}, i.e., {}, can, unfortunately, be confused with the
negative of {}, which is, also, {}. For example, {<} is very similar in appearance to {}. Thus, where
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this confusion might arise, an alternative means of symbolising the negative is used by drawing a slash
/ through the character, e.g., {}, or by preceding it with a tilde ~, e.g., {~<}.
A tilde outside of the curly brackets has the same meaning as one inside, i.e.:
~{o} = {~o}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

Thus, for example, ~{<} = {~<}.
Simple substitution into (DA142) (Definition of ~{}) yields a number of theorems. Again, these are not given

a unique reference, but rather are considered special cases of the definition and referenced as follows:
{} = ~{=}

(DA142) Definition of ~{=}

{~>} = ~{>} (DA142) Definition of ~{>}

{~<} = ~{<} (DA142) Definition of ~{<}

{} = ~{}

{} = ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

(DA142) Definition of ~{}

Reverses of Ordering Relationship Sets
The reverse of a transitive asymmetrical relationship set, V{}, is, by convention, simplified using the
symbol reflected about a vertical axis, {}. Thus:
V

{} = {}

(DA143) Symmetrical Opposite of an Asymmetrical Relationship Set

For {} can be substituted any of the asymmetrical binary relationship sets and this yields special cases
of the definition as follows:
V

(DA143) Definition of V{<}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{>}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{~<}

V

(DA143) Definition of V{~>}

{<} = {>}
{>} = {<}
{~<} = {~>}
{~>} = {~<}

Similarly, into V{} = {} (TT741) (Definition of V{}) can be substituted any of the asymmetrical binary
relationship sets to yield the following:
V

(TT741) (Definition of V{})

V

(TT741) (Definition of V{})

V

(TT741) (Definition of V{})

V

(TT741) (Definition of V{})

{} = {}
{} = {}
{} = {}
{} = {}

Ordering Relationship Functions
Ordering relationship functions are used to define one set from another. For example, {<}b1 is the set
of all entities which are less than b 1. If a 1 is a member of this set, then this is symbolised a 1 {<}b 1.
Ordering relationship functions have the following meanings:
{>}b 1

is the set of all entities which are greater than b 1;

{<}b 1

is the set of all entities which are less than b 1;

{=}b 1

is the set of all entities which are the same as b 1;

{}b 1

is the set of all entities which are greater than or equal to b 1.

{}b 1

is the set of all entities which are less than or equal to b 1.

The relationship sets {<}, {}, {>}, and {} are all transitive, for example, {<}{<}b 1  {<}b 1.
Furthermore {<} and {>} are asymmetrical. These features of ordering relationships can be expressed
symbolically as follows:
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(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  RTRA)

(AR62) Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom

1

(TT921)

1

(TA248)

1

{>}  RTRA

(TA249)

{}1 RT

(TR696)

{<}  RTRA
{}  RT

It is axiomatic that no member of the ordering relationship set, {<} or {>}, is a member of the reverse
set, a member of the reflexive relationship set {=}, a member of {} or a member of {}. However, it
may be a member of {} because, in a continuum ordered set, some members which are greater than or
less than others may intersect with those others. Thus:
(X = {<}, {>}) (X {}{~}{~}.~VX)

(AR61) 2nd Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom

Equations using Ordering Relationship Sets and Functions
Previously, it was shown that a general equation in Symbolic Reasoning can be defined as follows:
((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

(DA00) Definition of an Equation

and that for an ordering relationship:
((o 1 RL) = E)  ((a o b) = (a1 o b1))

(AS93) Relative Axiom

From this definition and axiom can be derived the definition of an ordering equation as follows:
((o1  RL)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1o b1) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))
(TT890) Definition of an Ordering Equation

The definition is given in this form because, although it is possible to compare two plural collections
of entities via an ordering relationship, e.g., a > b, it has long been a convention that an ordering
relationship is between two singular entities, i.e., a1 > b1.
The conditions (a1 ) and (b1 ) imply that, if a and b are null, i.e., , then a1 and b1 must be the
null set entity, 1. If this were not the case then the equation VSa1.o.VQb 1  would be a contradiction.
The following useful theorem may also be derived from the definition. However, the conditions
(a1 ) and (b1 ) are not implicit in a1 ob1 and must, therefore, be stated explicitly.
((o1  RL)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1 o b 1) =(a 1 ob1))

(TS411) Definition of an Ordering Relation
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Chapter 41 Ordered and Unordered Sets
41.1 Definitions
Ordered Sets
SO

is the set of all ordered sets. Thus, if a 1 is an ordered set, then a 1 SO. In an ordered set a 1 all
members of a except a 1, which may or may not be a member, are either greater than or less than other
members, i.e., (a.~a 1  ({>}a.~a 1) + ({<}a.~a 1). This yields the definition:
(a 1 SO) = (a.~a 1  ({>}a.~a 1) + ({<}a.~a 1))

(DR60) Definition of an Ordered Set

Note that in this equation, the set a is a set of measurable characteristics of physical entities rather
than the physical entities themselves, e.g., lengths, weights, etc.
Unordered Sets
SU is the set of all unordered sets in the physical aspect of the universe and SU the set of unorederd sets
in the abstract aspect. Thus, if a1 is an unordered physical set, then a1 SU and, if a1 is an unordered
abstract set, then a1 SU. In a physical unordered set all members, including a1 if it is a member, are
neither greater than nor less than any other member, i.e., a  ({>}a)({<}a). This yields the definition:
(a1 SU) = (a  ({>}a)({<}a))

(TS655)

The abstract equivalent is (a1 SU) = (a  ({>}a)({<}a)).
From these equations it can be seen that ordered sets, which only exist in the abstract aspect, and
unordered sets are polar opposites, i.e., that:
SO  ~SU

(TR706)

Theoretically, therefore, there are sets which are partially ordered although they are not encountered
in practice.
Conditions for Ordered Sets (a1SO)
If an equation Fa is conditional on a being an ordered set, then this is symbolised (a1SO) Fa.
However, some of the axioms, definitions and theorems which include relationship sets such as {>},
{<}, {}, {}, B, VB, C and VC do not include this condition. This is because the equation is also true for
sets which are not ordered. An example is (a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) ) (TS647). This equation is true
whether or not a is an ordered set. The condition is omitted, therefore, and the general form of
symbolism for a set is used. If a is not an ordered set, then both {>}a and {<}a are null. This equation
becomes ( ) = ( ), therefore, and simplifies to =  which is, of course, true.
Such equations are easily converted to ones specifically for ordered sets as described below.
Example of Introduction of Ordered Set Conditions
(a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) )
((a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) )) = E
((a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) )) = E
(a1SO) E
(a1SO) ((a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) ))

(TS647)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
Resymbolising (Eqn1)
(TM744)(Universal Set Theorem)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn2)
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41.2 Rules for Ordered and Unordered Sets
The members of sets can be compared using membership and ordering relationship sets. The type of
set determines which it is valid to use, i.e.:
(1)

Members of all types of set may be compared using {=}and {}, i.e., an entity may be the same
as another or it may not.

(2)

Members of ordered sets, i.e., dimensions and parts of dimensions, may be compared using {>}
and {<} but members of unordered sets may not.

(3)

Members of continuum sets, mixed continuum dimensions and their parts, may be compared
using {} {} and {} but members of discrete sets, point continuum dimensions, point discrete
dimensions or their parts may not.

If a1 is an unordered set, then, by definition, no member of the set may be greater than or less than any
other member of the set, i.e.:
(DR84) Definition of an Unordered Set

(a1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

If a1 is a discrete unordered set, then only {=} and {} may be used to compare members, i.e.:
(TR721)

(a1 SD.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {})
1

If a is a continuum unordered set, then only {=} {} {} and {} and their negatives may be used to
compare members, i.e.:
(a1 SC.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})

(TR723)

If a1 is an ordered set, then each relationship between any two members must be one of {>}, {<}, {=},
{}, {} or {}, i.e.:
(a 1 SO)  (VSa.VQa  {>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {})

(DR99) Definition of an Ordered Set Part 2

If 1 is a discrete ordered set, then {>} and {<} replace {} in (TR721) i.e.:
( 1 SD.SO) (VS.VQ {=} + {<} + {>})

(TR722)

If a 1 is a continuum ordered set, then {>} and {<} replace ~({=} + {} + {} + {}) and
(a 1 SC.SO) (VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {<} + {>})

(TR724)

Note that the relationship {} can exist between two members of a continuum ordered set even when
one or both members are not continuous.
In any ordered set, there must be at least two members which have the relationship “greater than” or
“less than” between them, but which do not have the intersection or equality relationship between
them. It is not necessary to specify that the two members are not the same as this is implied by “greater
than” or “less than”. Note also, that the ordered set as an entity is not greater than or less than any
member of the set. Thus:
(a 1 SO) (VS(a.~a 1).({>} + {<}).{}.VQ(a.~a 1) )

(AR33) Axiom of Ordered Sets

This is true of all ordered sets irrespective of whether they are discrete or continuum sets.
In any continuum ordered set, there must be members which have the relationship “greater than” or
“less than” between them, and which also have the intersection relationship between them. Thus:
(a1 SCSO) (VSa.({>} + {<}).{}.VQa )

(AR40) Axiom of Continuum Ordered Sets

This is not the case for discrete sets because their members are atomic and have no intersection
relationship between them. Discrete ordered sets do obey (AR33), however.
Point continuum dimensions and point discrete dimensions are discrete ordered sets. To distinguish
sets of points from sets of spans, the former are symbolised using lower case Greek letters, e.g. , ,
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, etc. If  1 is a discrete ordered set, then any plural subset of the members of  is also a discrete ordered
set. Note that, although the null set is a subset of , it cannot be regarded as ordered because it has no

members. Similarly, a unit set has only one member and, in isolation, it cannot therefore be regarded
as ordered. Thus:
(1  SDSO)( )(  )(  1) (1  SDSO)

(TT957)

This theorem derives from the more general axiom:
(b1SO)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SO)

(AS48) Subsets of Ordered Sets

And the comparable axiom for unordered sets is:
(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AS27) Subsets of Unordered Sets

41.3 Non-Ordered and Non-Unordered Sets
Theoretically, it is possible for sets to exist in which just some members hold an ordering relationship
with other members of the set whilst other members do not. Such sets are described as being nonunordered or non-unordered. They comprise some members from an ordered set and some members
for a set which is not ordered or is ordered in some other way. In practice, such sets are rarely used in
our reasoning processes.
Non-unordered sets include ordered sets and partially ordered sets. The conditions for a non-unordered
set are:
(a1 SU)= (a.{>}a  )(a.{<}a  )

(TS648A)

Non-ordered sets include unordered sets and partially ordered sets. If the set a1 is non-ordered then
there is a plural proper subset of a, i.e., b, such that (ab)1 is unordered and (ab)1 is ordered. Note,
however, that b may be ordered in a way that is totally independent of the way in which a is ordered.
(a1 ~SO) = (b  )(b  b1)(b a)((ab)1 SO)((ab)1 SU)

(DS29) Definition of a Non-Ordered set
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Chapter 42 Ordering, Symbolism and Rules
42.1 Types of Ordered Set
Symbolising Types of Ordered Set
There are four types of ordered set:
(1)

Sets of abstract spans. Sets of this type are abstract continuum sets and, thus, members of SC.
Although they form a part of mixed continuum dimensions, no dimension is entirely a set of
abstract spans.

(2)

Abstract point continuum sets where between every pair of points there are infinite other points.
Each point has no span or component parts. Sets of this type are abstract discrete, i.e., members
of SD. However, they are a special case of abstract discrete sets which are also members of SP.
Strictly therefore, they are members of SD.SP. Point continuum dimensions are abstract point
continuum sets.

(3)

Abstract point discrete sets where there are no other points between every pair of adjacent points.
Sets of this type are abstract discrete sets but not of type SP and, thus, are members of SD.~(SP).
Point discrete dimensions are abstract point discrete sets.

(4)

Abstract mixed continuum sets comprising both a set of spans and a set of points. Sets of this
type are members of SM. Mixed continuum dimensions are abstract mixed continuum sets.

Ordered sets of spans, point continuum ordered sets, point discrete ordered sets and mixed continuum
ordered sets are symbolised SCSO, SPSO, SDSO.~(SPSO) and SMSO respectively. Similarly, their unordered
equivalents are, in the abstract aspect, symbolised SCSU, SPSU, SDSU.~(SPSU) and SMSU respectively, and
in the physical aspect symbolised SCSU, SPSU, SDSU.~(SPSU) and SMSU respectively.
Strictly, the physical universe is a physical continuum unordered set, i.e., a member of SCSU. However,
in practice, we treat it as a mixed continuum unordered set SMSU as this allows us to specify precise
locations within it.
All dimensions are ordered and are of three types. Firstly, point continuum ordered dimensions where
each value is discrete and where between any two values there are infinite other values. As will be
explained later, these dimensions are normally sub-dimensions, for example the lengths of the spans
in a spatial dimension. These dimensions are members of SPSO. Secondly, mixed continuum ordered
dimensions, such as time, which can be used to measure and compare both spans of time and points
in time. These are members of SMSO. Finally, point discrete dimensions, e.g. the set of natural numbers,
comprise sets of type SDSO.~(SPSO).
All polydimensions such as those used to compare entities in space and space-time are unordered and
comprise the same three types, i.e. SPSU , SMSU and SDSU.~(SPSU).
Parts of dimensions and polydimensions are sets of the same nature as the dimension.
Rules of Types of Ordered Set
All dimensions, poly-dimensions and their parts are abstract. Thus, together the set of mixed sets, SM,
and the set of discrete sets, SD, which includes SP, comprise the set of abstract sets, SA, i.e.:
SM + SD= SA

(DS35) Definition of SA

If a1 is an abstract set, then a.{}a are its discrete members, i.e.:
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(a1 SA) ((a.{}a)1 SD)

(AR78) Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

However, if the abstract set is a mixed set or set of points, then a.{}a are its point members, i.e.:
(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{}a)1 SP)

(AR76A) Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

Note that this is the reverse of sets in the physical aspect of the universe where the atomic entities in
a set a are a.{}a.
Strictly, physical points in space-time are an artificial construct which enables us to determine exact
positions in space-time. They are everywhere, form a part of everything, have no component parts
and, thus, are identical. The null set entity, 1, has these properties and, thus, can be regarded as being
the same as the set of physical points in space-time. However, points in a dimension are the abstract
opposite of points in space time. Each point in a dimension comprises the aggregate of everything
except a physical point in space-time. Points in a dimension are also many but identical. Note that the
abstract opposite of 1, is A1, (~1)1, or E1. Points in a dimension can therefore be represented by
the universal set entity, E1, i.e.:
SP = E1

(AR77A) 2nd Axiom of Points

42.2 Ordered Sets of Points
An ordered set of points, i.e., a member of SP, can be imagined as a set of positions on a line, each
position having no length or extent. A set of points is a discrete set, i.e., one point cannot be a superset,
a subset, or an intersecting set of another. Thus, it is a member of SD, and so:
SP SD

(AR53A) Axiom of Points

All members of discrete ordered sets, including sets of points, are symbolised using a convention
which replaces the script letter a by the equivalent Greek letter , i.e.:
(a1 SDSO) = ( =a)

(DS31) Definition of  Symbolism

Points are, however, related to spans in the following ways. Firstly, using the line analogy, point
continuum ordered sets aggregate to form spans. Thus, if  is a plural continuum set of points then 1
is a span and can also be represented by a1, i.e.:
(1SPSO).( 1)  (1  a 1)

(AS79) Axiom of Points and Spans

It is not true that 1 = a 1, of course, because individual points have no span and no matter how many
are used, they cannot form a span, therefore. The symbolism 1  a 1 , i.e. 1 is equivalent to a 1, is used
to remind us that points are an artifice, and also to avoid the use of 1 = a 1 which would lead to
contradictions.
In a mixed continuum ordered set or a point continuum ordered set, i.e., a member of SMSO or SPSO,
between any two points or spans there are infinite other points or spans. Thus:
(o = {}, {}, {<}, {>})(a1 = SMSO + SPSO)  (oa  ooa)

(AR87) Axiom of Reverse Transitivity

This axiom, in conjunction with:
(c1 RT) (cca ca)

(TS177) Definition of a Transitive Relationship Set

yields the theorems:
(a 1SMSO + SPSO) ({<}{<}a = {<}a)

(TS925)

(a 1SMSO + SPSO) ({>}{>}a = {>}a)

(TS926)

i.e., if one member of a mixed continuum ordered set or a point continuum ordered set, is greater than
another, then it is greater than an intermediate member which, in turn, is greater than the other. This
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implies that at least one member lies between every two different members. Note that a is used in
these equations rather than  because they can apply to spans as well as points.
The demonstration below shows why, in members of SPSO, there are infinite points between any two
different points.
Demonstration
Let  r1 SPSO
{<}{<}r1= {<}r1
{<}{<}{<}r1= {<}{<}r1
{<}{<}{<}r1= {<}r1
{<}{<}{<}{<}r1= {<}{<}{<}r1
{<}{<}{<}{<}r1= {<}r1
And so on ad infinitum

(TS925)(Eqn1)
(TR196)(Relational Deduction)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)(Eqn3)
(TR196)(Relational Deduction)(Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn4 into Eqn3)(Eqn5)

Finally, if the disjunction of  and  is an ordered set of points, then so too are  and  and vice versa,
i.e.:
((a 1SMSO + SPSO)( a)( a) = E) ((( + )1 SPSO) = (1 + 1 SPSO))
(AR88) Disjunctions of Sets of Points
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Chapter 43 Bounds of Extent in Ordered Sets
43.1 Introduction
Bounds of extent are a feature of ordered sets and do not exist in unordered sets. Only dimensions and
parts of dimensions are ordered sets and, so, bounds of extent are a feature of dimensions. For this
reason, the symbolism a is used in the explanation below rather than a.
In a dimension each span has two bounds of extent, a lower bound and an upper bound, both of which
are points. The lower bound of extent is the least point in the span and the upper bound of extent the
greatest. In a polydimension, however, a span has just one bound of extent, i.e., the boundary between
what is and what is not that span. This boundary cannot be described as an upper or lower bound,
therefore.
The lower bound of extent of a span in an ordered set, a1, is described by the expression Ba1, where
the function B is known as the beginning function. Thus, if a span has a lower bound of extent, then
it is a member of QB and, if a point is a lower bound of extent, it is a member of SB.
If 1 is a point in a dimension, then the reverse relationship set VB1 defines all points or spans for
which it is the lower bound of extent. Many spans, but just one point, can have the same lower bound
of extent.
Similarly, the upper bound of extent of a span a 1 is described by the expression Ca1, where the function
C is known as the end function. Thus, if a span has an upper bound of extent, then it is a member of
QC and, if a point is an upper bound of extent it is a member of SC.
The reverse, VC1, defines points or spans for which 1 is the upper bound of extent. Again, many
spans, but just one point, can have the same upper bound of extent.

43.2 The Order of Spans
If 1 and 1 are members of a set of points then, to describe the former as being greater than the latter,
the expression (1 {>}1) is used.
However, in mixed continuum sets, spans intersect one another, and it is possible for one intersecting
span to be greater than the other. If a1 and b1 are spans in a mixed continuum set then, for the former
to be greater than the latter, the lower bound of extent of a1 must be greater than the lower bound of
extent of b1. Furthermore, the upper bound of extent of a 1 must be greater than the upper bound of
extent of b1. This is demonstrated by the diagram below.
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a

Upper Bounds of Extent

1

>

b

1

Lower Bounds of Extent

Fig. 30 Diagram showing the conditions for one span to be greater than another.
This is expressed symbolically by the following general definition of {>}:
(b1  {>}a1) =
(Bb1).((Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =)).(Ca1).((Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))
(DR63) Definition of {>}

Similarly:
(b1  {<}a1) =
(Ba1).((Bb1).(Bb1  {<}Ba1) + (Bb1 =)).(Cb1).((Ca1).(Cb1  {<}Ca1) + (Ca1 =))
(TT981) Definition of {<}

If the set to which  and  belong is a set of points, then  = B = C and 1 = B1 = C1 and the
former definition simplifies to the tautology (1  {>}1) = (1  {>}1).(1  {>}1).
1

1

1

1

1

Note, that these definitions are circular, i.e., the definition of {>} includes {>}. Nevertheless, they are
described here because they express an important feature of {>} and {<}. Both the lower and upper
bounds of extent of two entities must be related by an ordering relationship set before it can be claimed
that the two entities themselves are related by the same ordering relationship set.

43.3 Defining Points and Spans in a Mixed Ordered Set
The relationship sets, B and C, can be used to define the set of points in a mixed ordered set.
Suppose that a 1 is a mixed ordered set comprising members, a, which are both spans and points. The
set of points, distinguished by using the equivalent Greek letter, , is a subset of the set of both points
and spans. It can, therefore, be symbolised a. and the set of spans can be symbolised a..
The set of points  can be defined as the beginnings and ends of all members of the mixed ordered set
a1, i.e.,  = Ba + Ca. Note that the beginning and end of a point are the same point. So, it is unnecessary
to distinguish between members that are spans and members that are points on the right-hand side of
this equation.
The spans in the set a1 can be defined by substituting  = Ba + Ca into to a. to yield a.~(Ba + Ca).
If a span has both a lower and an upper bound of extent, then it is finite in extent. However, if one of
these bounds is absent, then it is infinite. If  is a set of points, then the expression VB.VC defines a
set comprising all of those points and all spans between them. Thus, .VB.VC is all finite spans. Note
that, if the point which is the object of VB is less than the point which is the object of VC, then a span
is defined. If the two points are the same, then a point is defined. However, if the point which is the
object of VB is greater than the point which is the object of VC, then the result is null.
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Chapter 44 Measurable Characteristics & Dimensions
44.1 Symbolising Measurable Characteristics and Dimensions
A dimension is an abstract, ordered set of measurable characteristics onto which physical entities map.
It is a special case of an ordered set and, thus, can be of different types in the same way as other
ordered sets. These types are shown in the table below.
Type of
Dimension

Type of Dimension

Type of Ordered
Set

DM

Mixed ordered continuum dimensions comprising both spans and points.

SMSO

DP or
DDDP.

Ordered continuum dimensions comprising only points. There are infinite other
points between any two points.

SPSO or SDSO. SPSO

DD.~DP

Discrete ordered dimensions comprising only points. There are no other points
between any two adjacent points.

SDSO.~(SPSO)

All dimensions, when treated as singular entities, are members of the set DA, and thus:
DA = DM + DP + DD

(DS33) Definition of DA

or more strictly, DA = DM + DDDP + DD.~DP which does, of course, simplify to DA = DM + DD.
A dimension is defined by its dimensional mapping relationship set, X, and the dimension as a singular
entity is symbolised by (XE)1. Dimensional mapping relationship sets are always symbolised using
script capitals, e.g., X. If, for example, a dimensional mapping relationship set X maps entities onto a
mixed continuum dimension, then (XE)1  DM. Physical entities are mapped onto a dimension by
applying the dimensional mapping relationship set as a function to the entity. Thus, for example, Ta1
represents the timespan of the physical object a1 and T(VSa1.c.VQb1) the timespans of the set of events
V
Sa1.c.VQb1.

Xa
Mixed Continuum
Dimension

a
Physical
Space-Time

Fig. 31 Mapping Entities onto a Mixed Continuum Dimension
The diagram above shows how physical entities map onto a mixed continuum dimension. If X is a
mixed continuum dimension mapping relationship set, then Xa maps the physical entities a onto a
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mixed ordered set in the dimension (XE)1. If this dimension is regarded as a line comprising both spans
and points, then Xa maps each entity a onto a part or span in that line.
The diagram below shows how physical entities map onto a point continuum dimension when the
latter is shown as a line analogue. If X is a point continuum dimension or point discrete dimension
mapping relationship set, then Xa maps the entities a onto an ordered set of points in the dimension
(XE)1.

Xa
Point Continuum
Dimension

a
Physical
Space-Time

Fig. 32 Mapping Entities onto a Point Continuum or Discrete Dimension
The members of the dimension, i.e., SX or XE, are abstract entities. Each physical entity, i.e., each
member of QX or VXE, maps onto just one of them. Furthermore, every physical entity maps onto a
member of every dimension, albeit in many cases a member with a null value. Thus QX = E.
Dimensional mapping relationship sets are therefore one-to-one. Their reverses, however, are not.
The difference between DM, DP, DD and SMSO, SPSO, SDSO is as follows. Any set of entities which maps
onto a mixed continuum dimension maps onto a mixed ordered set in that dimension, i.e., (Xa)1  SMSO.
However, the universal set maps onto the whole dimension, i.e. (XE)1  DM. Similarly, any set of
entities which maps onto a point continuum dimension maps onto a set of points in that dimension,
i.e., (Xa)1  SPSO, and any set of entities which maps onto a point discrete dimension maps onto a
discrete set in that dimension, i.e. (Xa)1  SD.
Dimensions are, therefore, special cases of ordered sets, and so:
DM  SMSO

(TT926)

DP  SPSO

(TT927)

DD  SDSO

(TT928)

from which:
DA  SMSO + SDSO

(TT929)

44.2 Symbolising Polydimensions
Physical entities also map onto polydimensions. A polydimension comprises two or more dimensions
which are inter-related in some way, e.g. three dimensional space.
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The different types of polydimension are symbolised as follows:
PM

mixed continuum polydimensions;

PP

point continuum polydimensions;

PD

discrete polydimensions; and

PA all

polydimensions,

where:
PA = PM + PP + PD

(DS34) Definition of PA

The rules of polydimensions are the same as those of dimensions except that polydimensions are
unordered and have no bounds of extent. Thus, a polydimension is a special case of an unordered set,
and:
((XE)1 PA)((Xa)1  SU)

(TT919)

PM  SMSU

(TT999)

PP  SPSU

(TT994)

PD  SDSU

(TT993)

PA  SMSU + SDSU

(TT992)

44.3 The Physical Nature of Measurable Characteristics
Measurable characteristics and dimensions are a part of the abstract aspect of the universe. A
measurable characteristic is the abstract equivalent of the aggregate of all physical entities which have
that characteristic. Suppose that the measurable characteristic of interest is x1, in the dimension defined
by the dimensional mapping relationship set X. The physical entities which have this characteristic are
V
Xx1, their aggregate is (VXx1)1. The defining characteristic of this aggregate, i.e., the characteristic
that its components all share is A(VXx1)1 which is, of course, the same as x1. Thus, x1 = A(VXx1)1 which
implies that the measurable characteristic x1 is an abstract entity like all other characteristics.
Now, Aa1 = (~a)1 so A(VXx1)1 = (VXx1)1 and, thus, x1 = (VXx1)1. This means that a measurable
characteristic is the aggregate of every physical thing which does not hold that characteristic. In the
case of a timespan, for example, it is the aggregate of everything which does not have that timespan.

44.4 The Nature of Sub-spans and Super-spans
The term “span” is derived from the iconic analogue for a dimension, i.e., a line, and is a section of
the line between two points. The term sub-span also derives from the iconic analogue and is a
section of a span between two points. Thus, if Xa1 or a1 is a span, we might expect its sub-spans to
be members of {}Xa1or {}a1. However, this is not the case. The line model of a dimension is a
physical analogue and does not show the correct relationship between spans, sub-spans and superspans. The span Xa1 is a characteristic of a1 and, thus, an abstract entity. Thus, a sub-span of Xa1 or
a1 is, in fact, a member of {}Xa1or {}a1. Similarly, a super-span of Xa1 or a1 is a member of
{}Xa1or {}a1.
Thus, if the abstract entity a1 is a mixed or discrete ordered set, then its components a are super-entities
of a1 or equal to a1 i.e. {}a 1. This is expressed symbolically by the theorem:
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)  (a = {}a 1)

(TT760)
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44.5 Theorems of Dimensions Derived from the Theorems of Ordered Sets
Because a dimension is a special case of an ordered set, many of the theorems of dimensions can be
obtained from those of ordered sets by altering the symbolism used. The following replacements can
be used to convert a theorem of ordered sets to one of dimensions:
Symbolism used in Ordered
Sets

Symbolism used in
Dimensions

a 1SMSO + SDSO

(XE)1DA

a 1SMSO

(XE)1DM

a 1SPSO

(XE)1DP

a 1SDSO

(XE)1DD

an  a

Xa  XE or E

a1

(XE)1

a

XE

an 1

(Xa)1 or Xa1

an

Xa

Using this symbolism, the set of points in a dimension is BXE + CXE or XE.(BXE + CXE), the set of
spans is XE.~(BXE + CXE) and the set of both points and spans is XE.
Further examples of conversions are given in the table below:
Theorem of Ordered Sets

Equivalent Theorem of Dimensions

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a).(Ban1)(Can1) 

((XE)1DA) (BXa1)(CXa1) 

(Can1  {}Ban1) (AR98)

(CXa1  {}BXa1) (TT937)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Ban  {}an)

((XE)1DA) ({}BXa  {}Xa) (TT938)

(AS02)
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Can  {}an)
(AS03)

((XE)1DA)  ({}CXa  {}Xa) (TT939)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) 

((XE)1 DA) 

(Ba n1 = an.({>}a n).({}a n)) (DR53)

(B(Xa)1 = Xa.({>}Xa).({}Xa)) (TT209)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) 

((XE)1 DA) 

(Ca n1 = an.({<}a n).({}a n)) (DR54)

(C(Xa)1 = Xa.({<}Xa).({}Xa)) (TT210)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ba n1 ) 

((XE)1 DA)(BXa1 ) 

(Ba n1 = (Ban1)1) (TT955)

(BXa1 = (BXa1)1) (TS740)
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(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ca n1 ) 

((XE)1 DA)(CXa1 ) 

(Can1 = (Can1)1) (TT956)

(CXa1 = (CXa1)1) (TT030)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba = Ca) (TT932c)

((XE)1DA) (BXE = CXE) (TT940)

(a 1  SMSO) 

((XE)1  DM) 

((a.~(Ba + Ca))1  SCSO) (TT936)

((~(BXE + CXE).XE)1  SCSO) (TT941)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C)

((XE)1DA)(X = B,C)

(Xa =a.({}a)) (AS74)

(XXE =XE.({}XE)) (TT942)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca a) (TS986)

((XE)1  DA) (BXE + CXE  XE) (TS945)

(b1  {>}a1) =

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Xb1  {>}Xa1) =

(Bb1).((Ba1).

(BXb1).((BXa1).

(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1=)).

(BXb1  {>}BXa1) + (BXa1 =)).

(Ca1).((Cb1).

(CXa1).((CXb1).

(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))

(DR63)

(CXb1  {>}CXa1) + (CXb1 =)))

(TT949)

(b1  {<}a1) =

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Xb1  {<}Xa1) =

(Ba1).((Bb1).

(BXa1).((BXb1).

(Bb1  {<}Ba1) + (Bb1=)).

(BXb1  {<}BXa1) + (BXb1 =)).

(Cb1).((Ca1).

(CXb1).((CXa1).

(Cb1  {<}Ca1) + (Ca1 =))

(TT981)

(CXb1  {<}CXa1) + (CXa1 =))) (TT948)

44.6 Theorems of Beginnings and Ends
To distinguish them from spans, points in a dimension are symbolised using Greek letters. Let 1 be
any point in the dimension (XE)1. Then VB1 is all points or spans in the dimension (XE)1 whose
beginning is 1 and VXVB1 is all physical entities whose beginning in the dimension (XE)1 is 1.
The latter can also be described as all physical entities whose spans in the dimension (XE)1 are superspans of 1 but not super-spans of any span less than 1, i.e. VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1). Thus:
((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE )  (VXVB1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1))

(TR896)

Similarly, all physical entities whose end in the dimension (XE)1 is 1 are:
((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE )  (VXVC1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{>}1))

(TR897)

Finally, all entities whose beginning and end in the dimension (XE)1 is 1 are:
((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE ) (VXVB1. VXVC1 = VX{}1.( VX{}{<}1).( VX{}{>}1))

(TR898)

which in turn simplifies to:
((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE )  (VX1 =VXVB1.VXVC1)

(TS749)
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Chapter 45 Prototypes, Relative, Comparative and Superlative
Adjectives
45.1 Prototypes
A prototype is a simplified iconic representation which displays the meaningful characteristics that a
collection of physical entities share. For example, we create visual prototypes of objects such as “cars”,
“trees”, etc.; auditory prototypes of sounds such as, violins, explosions, etc; taste and smell prototypes
of things such as oranges, bananas, etc. Indeed, a prototype can comprise a combination of all our
sensory impressions. For example, the prototype orange is likely to comprise appearance, texture,
taste, and odour.
Once a prototype has been established, we recognise other physical entities based on their similarity
to it, i.e., the extent to which they also hold the same collection of meaningful component
characteristics. This enables us to recognise objects and events in the external world, classify them
and predict their behaviour.
However, a prototype is not an exact and detailed replica of a physical entity in the external world.
Rather, it is a simplified sketch of several entities of a recurring type in which common meaningful
characteristics are portrayed. For example, in the case of the collection “sheep” the prototype may
have four legs and a tail, be woolly and make the sound “baa”. However, it may not be any particular
colour because sheep can be black, brown or white.
Thus, a prototype holds all the meaningful characteristics shared by members of the collection and, in
the case of measurable characteristics, the mean value. A prototype does not, however, necessarily
hold other, unshared characteristics.
Because its measurable characteristics have a mean value, a prototype can be used as a reference entity
for the measurable characteristics of other members of the collection.
If c is a collection of entities, then the prototype entity is symbolised cP1.

45.2 Relative Adjectives
Some adjectives are only meaningful relative to the nouns that they describe. For example “a large
mouse” is very different in size to “a large elephant”. Size is a measurable characteristic of entities.
The sizes of entities form a discrete ordered set and, thus, a point continuum dimension. However, in
these examples, there is no absolute standard against which size is judged. Rather it is judged against
a prototype mouse or elephant respectively. Thus, “this mouse is large” actually means “this mouse is
large for a mouse”. Relative adjectives are symbolised as shown in the following example. Let:
m

mean “mice”;

m

mean “the mouse”;

mp1

mean “the prototype mouse”; and

X

mean “the size of …”, then:

1
X

mx1  VX{>}Xmp1

or mx1  {>}Xmp1

means “the mouse is a large mouse”.
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45.3 Comparative Adjectives
Comparative adjectives, however, do not use a prototype for comparison but rather some other
physical entity. For example:
a1  VX{>}Xb1

or a1{>}Xb1

means “a1 is larger than b1”; and

a1  VX{<}Xb1

or a1{<}Xb1

means “a1 is smaller than b1”.

45.4 Superlative Adjectives
Superlative adjectives do not use a prototype either, but rather an entire collection of entities and can
be symbolised as shown in the following examples:
a1  VX{}XE

or a1{}XE

means “a1 is the largest thing”;

a1  VX{}XE

or a1{}XE

means “a1 is the smallest thing”;

a1  m.(VX{}Xm)

or a1 m.({}Xm)

means “a1 is the largest mouse”; and

a1  m.(VX{}Xm)

or a1 m.({}Xm)

means “a1 is the smallest mouse”.
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Chapter 46 The Physical Dimensions
46.1 Introduction
The Main Physical Dimensions
In the branch of physics known as dimensional analysis three main physical dimensions are
recognised: mass (M), length (L) and time (T). The measurement of any other property of a physical
entity is regarded as a combination of measurements in these dimensions. For example, velocity is a
measurement of length divided by a measurement of time, i.e., L/T or LT-1. Using this convention, the
more complex property, energy, can be represented as ML2T-2.
However, physical space has three length dimensions which can be represented LX, LY and LZ and
strictly, therefore, there are 5 physical dimensions, M, LX, LY, LZ and T.
These dimensions are regarded as being independent of one another, i.e., values in one dimension do
not affect and are not affected by values in another. This is not strictly true, of course but at the human
scale it is a good approximation and forms the basis of our reasoning processes, therefore.
Of course, we frequently use measurable characteristics and dimensions other than mass, length, and
time, and the more important of these are described in the next section.
Single Spatial Dimensions
Conventionally, we regard the three dimensions of space as existing in the physical aspect of the
universe. They are commonly described using the cartesian convention, i.e., they are mutually at 90
degrees to one another, so that a positional change in one dimension does not result in a positional
change in any of the other two. These three dimensions are not absolute. Rather their position and
orientation are relative to points in space regarded as being static. These points can be defined in many
ways. Typically, spatial dimensions are taken as being relative to and as having the same orientation
as a human observer. However, there are numerous other conventions. For example, the height of
objects is measured on a dimension passing through both the object and the centre of the earth. The
length of an object is measured on a dimension which passes through the object and is orientated to
give the greatest value.
If, for example, we define the spatial dimensions relative to ourselves, i.e., forward/backward,
left/right, and up/down, then our senses tell us that every physical entity has a distance, a beginning
point, an end point, and a length in each dimension. All of these are determined by the span of the
entity in each dimension. This span is akin to a perpendicular projection of the entity’s shadow onto a
line representing the dimension. Depending on their position in space, the spans of two entities can
overlap in any one of the three dimensions.
This conventional view is, of course, the origin of the line model of a dimension. However, distances
and lengths are measurable characteristics. They are abstract and follow different rules to those of
physical entities. To distinguish between the two types of entity, Symbolic Reasoning treats spatial
dimensions as existing in the abstract aspect of the universe rather than the physical aspect. This
perspective is valid because there is a one-to-one relationship between every physical entity and its
abstract equivalent.
The distance, beginning point, end point and length of a physical entity in any dimension can, of course
change with time. Entities move, grow, and shrink. Thus, measurements of distance and length are
conditional. They can, for example, be at a point in time, or the maximum at all points in time, or the
minimum at all points in time, and so on.
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Because they comprise both spans and points, spatial dimensions are mixed continuum dimensions.
We can, for example, measure the distance of objects in one of the dimensions and rank them in an
ordered set so that the distance of one is greater than, equal to or less than the distance of another.
Lengths of objects can be ranked in the same way.
Mass
The mass of a physical object also maps onto a mixed continuum dimension. Everything has a mass,
albeit zero mass in some cases. The mass of one physical entity can be greater than, less than or equal
to that of another. However, unlike the spatial dimensions the mass dimension is clearly not of the
physical aspect. Mass cannot be projected in the form of a shadow onto a physical line. Rather, it is
clearly a characteristic, and its dimension must, therefore, be abstract. The mass of an object also
varies with time, and so, will map out a span in the mass dimension. To eliminate this variability, we
place similar conditions on the measurement of mass to those placed on the spatial dimensions. For
example, we measure it at a point in time, take its maximum at all points in time, take its minimum at
all points in time and so on. Under these conditions, the mass of an object maps onto a single point.
Time
The orientation of the time dimension does not vary in the same way as spatial dimensions, but it too
is a mixed continuum dimension and uses a fixed reference point for measurement. This dimension
can be imagined as a line running from the past, through the present, to the future. With a little thought,
we can also imagine a physical entity, for so long as it exists, as having its shadow projected onto this
line, and thus, as mapping out a timespan with a beginning and an end. We are also able to imagine
physical entities as having overlapping timespans. The timespan of a physical object has a position in
time relative to some reference point. This is often the time at which a statement is made, e.g., “The
flight will depart two days from now”. The timespan of a physical entity also has a duration. For
example, “The flight will take two hours”. Despite this line analogy, distances and durations in time
are also characteristics, and thus, the time dimension is abstract in the same way as the other
dimensions. Unlike the other dimensions, however, we do not make time measurements at a point in
time.

46.2 Reserved Symbols for Dimensional Mapping Relationship Sets
The following symbols are reserved for special dimensional mapping relationship sets. These mapping
relationship sets map physical entities onto points or spans in the relevant dimension. Thus, for
example, Ta1 is the time span of a1, or the period during which a1 exists.
Measurable Characteristic

Dimensional
Mapping
Relationship Set

The Mass mixed continuum dimension

M

The Time mixed continuum dimension (Used, for example, to measure positions in time and
durations)

T

A single Spatial mixed continuum dimension relative to c1. (Used, for example, to measure
lengths.)

(LXc1)

Two Spatial dimensions relative to c1. (Used, for example, to measure areas.)

(LXYc1)

The Spatial mixed continuum polydimension relative to c1. (Used, for example, to measure
volumes.)

(LXYZc1)
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The Space-time mixed continuum polydimension. (This is the same as the abstract aspect of
the universe.)

A

The Quantity point discrete dimension or set of natural numbers.

N

The Probability point continuum dimension, conditional on c or the set of real numbers
from zero to one.

(Pc1)

Subjective Value or Worth.

V

Variables.

X,Y,Z

Cost.

£

Note that LX, LYZ and O are all relative to some physical entity which is regarded as being static in
spatial position and orientation.
Note, also, that in Symbolic Reasoning, the physical aspect of the universe and space-time are
treated as being the same. Every physical entity, a1 say, is defined by the region of space-time that it
occupies, and this spatio-temporal span maps onto an equivalent defining characteristic in the
abstract aspect, i.e. (~a1)1 or Aa1. Thus, no special dimensional mapping relationship set is needed to
map physical entities onto their measurable characteristics in the space-time poly-dimension. Rather,
the abstract function A is used.
Finally, note that some subsets of the set of real numbers are equivalent to a dimension. The set NN
forms the quantity dimension, and the set of real numbers from zero to one forms the probability
dimension.

46.3 Mapping Onto a Dimension at a Point in Time
In the introduction it was mentioned that, except in the case of time, conditions are normally used
when mapping a physical entity onto a dimension. Thus, for example, we would map a physical entity,
a1, at a point in time, 1, onto a spatial dimension using (LXc1)(@T1)a1. We would also map it onto the
mass dimension using M(@T1)a1. The expression (@T1)a1 means a1 as it exists at the point in time 1,
and will be explained in more detail in a subsequent chapter. (LXc1)(@T1)a1 is a span in the relevant
spatial dimension. However, M(@T1)a1 is a point.

46.4 Sub-Dimensions
To measure the length or extent of a span in a mixed continuum dimension it must be mapped onto a
point in a point continuum sub-dimension. This is, of course, unnecessary if, as is often the case with
mass, an entity has already been mapped onto a point in the mixed continuum dimension. This second
mapping is carried out using the dimensional mapping relationship set D. Thus, for example, D maps
timespans in the time dimension onto points in the duration sub-dimension. Thus, if Ta1 is the time
span of a1, then DTa1 is the duration of that timespan. Note that in carrying out this second mapping
any information on position in time is lost.
The points in this sub-dimension represent the length or extent of spans in the original dimension
irrespective of their position in it. Thus, for example, two entities a1 and b1 may exist for the same
length of time even though one may have begun its life much earlier than the other. Although T a1 and
T b1 may be different spans in the time dimension, they have the same duration or extent and so DTa1
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and DT b1, are the same point in the sub-dimension. In summary, we may know for how long a physical
entity exists, but we do not know when.
D also maps spans in a spatial dimension onto points in the length sub-dimension. Thus, for example,
D(LXc1)(@T1)a1 is the length of a1 in the spatial dimension LXc1 at the point in time 1. Again, any
information on position in space relative to c1 is lost. We may know how long the entity is, but we do
not know where it is. Similarly, for a two-dimensional spatial span D(LYZc1)(@T1)a1 specifies the area
of a1 at time 1, but information on its position relative to c1 is lost. Finally, for a three dimensional
spatial span, D(LXYZc1)(@T1)a1 specifies the volume of a1 at time 1, but information on its position
relative to c1 is lost.

A span in the mass dimension represents the way in which the mass of the associated physical entity
varies over time. Thus, D maps spans in the mass dimension onto a point continuum sub-dimension
which describes the mass variance of entities. For example, if the mass of an object varies between
4kg and 6kg over its lifetime, then its mass variance is 2kg. We rarely use this form of measurement,
in practice, however. Rather, we define points in the mass dimension using conditions. For example,
the beginning of the span, i.e., BMa1, is a point representing the minimum mass of a1 during its life.
The end of the span, i.e., CMa1, is also a point and represents the maximum mass of a1 during its life.
M(@T1)a1 is, of course, also a point representing the mass of a1 at the point in time 1. The functions B
and C can be applied to spans in any dimension, such as time or a single spatial dimension, but cannot
be applied to spans in a polydimension. These functions will be explained in more detail later.

46.5 Scales
To measure a characteristic of a physical entity, it is first mapped onto a mixed continuum dimension
by a one-to-one dimensional mapping relationship set, e.g., M, T ,(LXc1), etc. This will normally result
in a span in the relevant dimension. These spans are then mapped onto a point continuum subdimension using the mapping relationship set D.
Finally, a numerical value is obtained by mapping points in the sub-dimension onto the set of numbers.
This is done using a mapping relationship set known as a scale. Scales are conventions for expressing
measurable characteristics as numbers. For example, temperature may be measured in degrees
Fahrenheit, degrees Celsius or degrees Kelvin, and so on. Each scale is a relationship set and may be
expressed using its conventional symbol in curly braces, e.g. {oF}, {oC}, {oK}, {ft.}, {m.}, {cm.}, etc.
Thus, for example, the timespan in seconds of a physical entity a1 would be {secs.}DTa1 and may be
the number 20. If so, then {secs.}DTa1 = {20}1 means that a1 exists for 20 seconds. The expression
{20}1 is the convention for expressing numbers in Symbolic Reasoning and will be explained in more
detail later.
For some measurable characteristics, e.g., mass, temperature, etc., we select a point in time or some
other condition which yields a point in the original mixed continuum dimension. In these cases, it is
not necessary to use a sub-dimension. The point can be mapped directly onto the set of numbers via a
scale. For example, if a1 is a physical entity at at the point in time 1, then {kg.}M(@T1)a1 = {2}1 means
that a1 has a mass of 2 kilograms at that point in time.
Finally, physical entities can also map directly onto point discrete dimensions such as that for quantity,
N, or onto point continuum dimensions such as that for probability, Pc1. The concept of number was
originally conceived as a way of expressing quantity, and the two concepts are therefore strongly
interlinked. However, number has since evolved to describe other measurable characteristics which
map onto it via scales. Thus, in Symbolic Reasoning, the quantity dimension is not regarded as
numeric. Rather it is regarded as a point discrete dimension which maps onto the set of natural numbers
and zero, i.e., NN, via the scale {=}. The same is true for probability. The probability dimension is not
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regarded as numeric in Symbolic Reasoning, rather it maps onto the set of real numbers, NR, from 0 to
1, via the scale {=}. This does, of course, mean that, for quantity and probability, the principal
dimension and the numeric dimension are the same. However, it also means that quantity and
probability follow the same general rules as those for other dimensions.
Scales have the following features:
(1)

They are mapping relationship sets.

(2)

The set of scales is symbolized by RN. Thus, if Y1 is a scale then Y1  RN.

(3)

All scales are pairing relationship sets. Thus, RN  RP and if Y1 is a scale then Y1  RP. Thus, for
all scales, the following holds true: (Y1 RN)  (Y1 RP) (TT428), i.e., if Y1 is a scale then it is a
pairing relationship set.

(4)

All scales take either a point continuum dimension or the set of points in a mixed continuum
dimension as their object set. Thus, for example, the scale {hours} has the point continuum
dimension, duration, as its object set, i.e., Q{hours} = DTE. Also, for example, the scale for
absolute time {years AD} has the set of points in the mixed continuum dimension, time, as its
object set, i.e., Q{years AD} = (B + C)TE.

(5)

A particular scale relates to a particular dimension. It is, for example, meaningless to attempt to
measure mass in degrees Kelvin. Only temperature may be measured in this way. If a dimension
defined by the relationship set X and a scale symbolised by Y match, then SX = QY. If they do
not then SX.QY =.

(6)

All scales map onto the set of real numbers, i.e., SY NR. However, not all scales map onto this
set in its entirety but rather to a subset of real numbers. For example, {hours} maps onto the set of
positive real numbers and the scale for quantity maps onto the set of positive integers.

46.6 Conventions for Scales
All the spans and points in physical dimensions, sub-dimensions, and numeric dimensions are abstract
entities. They are the aggregate of everything in space-time which does not have that characteristic.
Clearly, however, these aggregates are impossible for us to visualise and so the spatial analogy of a
line must be used.
By convention scales are measured relative to some reference point. In the case of space and time this
reference point is normally some recognisable feature or event, e.g., the birth of Christ or the
Greenwich Meridian. However, in the case of all other measurable characteristics the reference point
is the null entity or nothing. Scales normally map the characteristic of this reference point onto the
number zero.
Often scales map a familiar entity or event, e.g., a year, a pace, etc., onto the number 1, and this entity
or event is described as the unit of measure. However, familiar entities or events can also be mapped
onto other numbers, e.g., the boiling point of water onto 100 degrees Celsius, or one thousand paces
onto a Roman Mile.

46.7 Measurement
Measurement of a measurable characteristic involves allocating a number to a point in a dimension or
sub-dimension, via a scale. There are three forms of measurement, therefore:
(1)

Points in a continuum dimension. For example, the mass of a brick, a1 at time 1 in kilograms
would be {kg}M(@T1)a1;
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(2)

The beginnings or ends of spans in a continuum dimension. For example, the greatest mass of
a person, a1, during their life would be {kg}CMa1; and

(3)

The extent of spans in a continuum dimension as represented by points in a sub-dimension.
For example, the life of object, a1, or length of time that it exists for is {hrs.}DTa1.

The following is an example of the latter. The timespan Ta1 has a duration of DTa1 with a numerical
value in hours of {hrs.}DTa1. If this is 3.095 hours then the equation {hrs.}DTa1 = {3.095}1 is a
statement of that fact. Conversely, the set of timespans which are 3.095 hours long are
V
DV{hrs.}{3.095}1. Thus, Ta1  VDV{hrs.}{3.095}1 means “the timespan Ta1 has a duration of 3.095
hours”. This can also be expressed by the equation a1 VTVDV{hrs.}{3.095}1 or “a1 is an entity whose
timespan has a duration of 3.095 hours.”
Note that several scales can be used, e.g., the duration of an event can be expressed in a combination
of hours minutes and seconds. If, for example, an event lasts for 3 hours, 40 minutes and 15 seconds
then this can be expressed on a single scale by converting all measures to that scale and adding them
together. For example, the duration of the above event in seconds is {secs.}V{hrs.}{3}1 +
{secs.}V{mins.}{40}1 + {15}1 . Thus, a1  VTVDV{secs.}({secs.}V{hrs.}{3}1 + {secs.}V{mins.}{40}1 + {15}1)1
or “a1 is an entity whose timespan has a duration is 3hrs., 40mins. and 15secs.”.

46.8 Summary of Dimensional Mapping
Dimensional mapping relationship sets map onto either a mixed continuum dimension, a point
continuum dimension or a point discrete dimension. The latter two include sets of numbers. Thus,
space, time, space-time, and mass map onto mixed continuum dimensions; probability onto numbers
in a point continuum dimension and quantity onto numbers in a point discrete dimension.
The table below summarises dimensional mapping for typical measurable characteristics.
Time

Length

Mass

Quantity

Probability

Physical Universe
(Entity)

a1

(@T1)a1

(@T1)a1

a1

a1

Mapping
Relationship Set

T

LXc1

M

N

(Pc1)

Mapping onto Mixed
Continuum
Dimension (Point or
Span)

Ta1

(LXc1)(@T1)a1

M(@T1)a1

___

___

Mapping
Relationship Set

D

D

___

___

___

Mapping onto Point
Discrete or Point
Continuum SubDimension

DTa1

D(LXc1)(@T1)a1

___

Na1

(Pc1)a1

Scale

{sec}

{m}

{kg}

{=}

{=}

Measurable
Characteristic in
Numeric Dimension

{sec}DTa1

{m}D(LXc1)(@T1)a1

{kg}M(@T1)a1

Na1

(Pc1)a1
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46.9 The Physical Basis of Ordering
The physical basis for order can be explained as follows. Number was originally used to describe
quantity. A collection with 10 members is regarded as being greater than a collection with 5 members
because the former can contain the latter. Thus, the direction of ordering in a numeric dimension is
from the member with the least numerical value to the member with the greatest numerical value. This
convention was retained as the system of numbers grew more sophisticated and included, for example,
non-integers and negatives. As number became used to describe variable characteristics other than
quantity, this convention was transferred, via a scale, to the dimensions which map onto it. For
example, 1-metre-long entities are shorter than 2-metre-long entities; 1 kilogram entities are lighter
than 2 kilogram entities and entities with a 1 minute timespan have a shorter duration than entities
with a 2 minute timespan.
In these examples, 2-metre-long entities can physically contain 1-metre-long entities; 2 kilogram
entities can physically contain 1 kilogram entities, and entities with a 2 minute timespan can physically
include entities with a 1 minute timespan. Thus, if the physical entity a1 is contained by the physical
entity b1, i.e., if a1 is a sub-entity of b1, then the measurable characteristic of a1 in the DX dimension is
less than that of b1, i.e.:
(a1 {}b1)  (DXa1 {<}DXb1)

This is true for the three individual dimensions of space, for time, for mass and for quantity but not
necessarily true for other dimensions such as density which comprise more than one such dimension,
i.e., ML-3. For example, it is possible for a component of an object to have a greater density than the
object as a whole. So, conditions need to be introduced as follows:
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A): ((a1 {}b1)  (DXa1 {<}DXb1))
(AR83)(Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities)

Physical entities can also map directly onto point discrete dimensions such, as N , or onto point
continuum dimensions, such as Pc1. In these cases, D is not required. The equivalent axiom is,
therefore:
(((XE)1 DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1 {<}Xb1))
(AS33) Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities for Discrete Dimensions

Another axiom relates spans in a mixed continuum dimension to points in a discrete sub-dimension.
This axiom is consistent with the one above but is not limited by the same conditions.
If D maps the entities a1 and b1 in a mixed continuum dimension or polydimension onto a discrete
dimension (including a point continuum dimension) then, if a1 is a sub-entity of b1, Da1 is greater than
Db1. Thus:
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {>}Db1))
(AS30) Axiom of Dimensional Proper Sub-entities

Note that a1 and b1 are abstract entities, so, if a1 is a sub-entity of b1 then, in the line analogy for a
dimension, a1 will appear to be a super-span of b1.
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Chapter 47 Mapped Relationships and Functions
47.1 Introduction
Expressions involving dimensions can be simplified using mapped relationships. A mapped
relationship is a relationship between two physical entities that is equivalent to the relationship
between matching characteristics in the common dimension onto which the entities are mapped. Its
symbolism is explained by the theorems below:
BXa1 = VXBXa1

(TR727)

CXa1 = VXCXa1

(TR728)

{}Xa = X{}Xa

(TR729)

{=}Xa1 = VXXa1

(TT909)

1

V

1

where {}X is a general transitive asymmetrical relationship set which can be replaced by {}X, {}X, {<}X
or {>}X.

47.2 Mappped Functions
The BX and CX Functions
Although the beginning function, B, is used as an example in the explanation below, the same is valid
for the end function, C.
The lower bound of extent of a span a 1, i.e., Ba 1, is given by the equation:
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)  (Ba n1 = a n.({>}a n).({}a n))

(DR53) Definition of the Beginning Function

where a are the members of a 1. Note that {} is used rather than {} because a n are abstract entities.
For the dimension (XE)1, a n1 may be replaced by Xa1 and an by Xa. This yields:
((XE)1 DA) (B(Xa)1 = Xa.({>}Xa).({}Xa))

(TT209)

where B(Xa)1 is the least member of all the points in the X dimension which are encompassed by a1.
Providing (Xa)1= Xa1, the relationships B, {=}, {>} and {} can then be replaced by mapped relationships
to yield:
((XE)1 DA)((Xa)1= Xa1) (BXa1 = ({=}Xa).({>}Xa).({}Xa)) (TR725) Definition of BX

where BXa1 is all physical things whose beginning in the X dimension is the same as the beginning of
a1 in the X dimension.
The {=}BX and {=}CX Functions
All physical entities whose spans in the X dimension begin at the same point as that of a1 are members
of the collection {=}BXa1. For example, in the time dimension, all things which begin at the same time
as a1 are members of the collection {=}BTa1. Similarly, all things whose spans in the X dimension end
at the same point as that of a1 are members of the collection {=}CXa1.
This symbolism can be explained as follows. If a1 is a physical entity, then Xa1 is its span in the X
dimension, and BXa1 is the point at which that span begins. The expression VBBXa1 represents the set
of spans which begin at the point BXa1. There are many such spans because VB is not a one-to-one
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relationship set. Finally, VX VBBXa1 is the set of physical entities whose spans in the X dimension begin
at the same point as that of a1. The latter can also be expressed VX VB{=}BXa1 which simplifies to {=}BXa1.
A similar explanation applies to {=}CXa1.
The {>}BX {<}BX {>}CX and {<}CX Functions
In a dimension which comprises only points, the meaning of {>} and {<} are clear, i.e., if a1 and b1 are
physical enities and (XE)1 is a point continuum or point discrete dimension then:
Xa1 {>}Xb1 means

that a1 is greater in the X dimension than b1 and

Xa1 {<}Xb1 means

that a1 is less in the X dimension than b1.

However, in the case of mixed continuum dimensions which comprise both points and spans, the
criterion for one span being greater than or less than another is more complex. By convention, for one
span to be greater than another the beginning of the one must have a value greater than the beginning
of the other. Also, the end of the one must have a value greater than the end of the other.
This is symbolized by substituting into:
(b1  {>}a1) =
(Bb1).((Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =)).(Ca1).((Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))
(DR63) Definition of {>}

and into:
(b1  {<}a1) =
(Ba1).((Bb1).(Bb1  {<}Ba1) + (Bb1 =)).(Cb1).((Ca1).(Cb1  {<}Ca1) + (Ca1 =))
(TT981) Definition of {<}

as follows:
(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Xb1  {>}Xa1) = (BXb1).((BXa1).(BXb1  {>}BXa1) +
(TT949)

(BXa1 =)).(CXa1).((CXb1).(CXb1  {>}CXa1) + (CXb1 =)))
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(((XE) DA) = E) ((Xb  {<}Xa ) = (BXa ).((BXb ).(BXb  {<}BXa ) +
(BXb1 =)).(CXb1).((CXa1).(CXb1  {<}CXa1) + (CXa1 =)))

(TT948)

These theorems, in turn, simplify to:
(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((b1  {>}Xa1) =
(BXb1).((BXa1).(b1  {>}BXa1) + (BXa1 =)).(CXa1).((CXb1).(b1  {>}CXa1) + (CXb1 =)))
(TR738) Definition of {>}X
(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((b1  {<}Xa1) =
(BXa1).((BXb1).(b1  {<}BXa1) + (BXb1 =)).(CXb1).((CXa1).(b1  {<}CXa1) + (CXa1 =)))
(TR739) Definition of {<}X

47.3 The Derivation of Axioms, Definitions and Theorems for Dimensions
The process described above can be generalised. Because a dimension is a set like any other, it follows
the same general rules of sets. Thus, axioms, theorems and definitions associated with the X dimension
can be obtained by substituting Xa, Xb, etc. for a, b, etc. in the more general axioms, definitions and
theorems of sets and then simplifying the equation.
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Chapter 48 @ Functions
48.1 The @ Function
Definition
The @ function is used to define the greatest sub-entity held in common by two entities. It is used in
an expression as follows (@a1)b1 which can be simplified to (@a1)b1.
Let a1 and b1 be two physical entities. Then {}a1 and {}b1 are the physical parts of those entities,
{}a1.{}b1 are the physical parts shared by a1 and b1, and {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1)) is the greatest
of those parts. Thus:
(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))
1

1

1

1

1

1

(@b )a = {}a .{}b .({}({}a .{}b ))

(DR05) Definition of @

and:

(TR983)

from which the following theorems can be derived:
(a = a11 +++ an1)  ((@a)b1 = {}a11.{}b1.({}({}a11.{}b1)) +++ {}an1.{}b1.({}({}an1.{}b1)))
(TT610)
1

1
m

1

1
n

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
m

(b = b1 +++ b )  ((@a )b = {}a .{}b1 .({}({}a .{}b1 )) +++ {}a .{}b .({}({}a1.{}bm1)))
(TT627)
1

1
m

(a = a1 +++ a ).(b = b1 +++ b ) 
((@a)b = (({}a11.{}b11.({}({}a11.{}b11)) +++ {}a11.{}bm1.({}({}a11.{}bm1))) +++
({}an1.{}b11.({}({}an1.{}b11)) +++ {}an1.{}bm1.({}({}an1.{}bm1)))))

(TT652)

Axioms and Theorems
The @ function is a one-to-one relationship, i.e.
(AS18) 1st @ Function Axiom

(@a1)1 RO

The expression (@a1){}b1 describes members of b, i.e., {}b1, which are also members of a. This is
the same as the set of sub-entities of both a1 and b1, i.e., {}(@a1)b1. Thus:
(AS08) 2nd @ Function Axiom

(@a1){}b1 = {}(@a1)b1

It is possible to represent the same concept using @ as a binary relation, e.g. b1 @a1, and it can be
seen from the above equations that @ is commutative, i.e., a1 @b1 = b1 @a1 or
@1 RC

(TT721)

This, in turn, implies that:
(@a1)b1 = (@b1)a1

(TT276)

If one of the two related entities is the universal set entity, then the definition simplifies as follows:
(@a1)E1 = a1

(TR985)

If both entities are the same, then their greatest common sub-entity is also the same:
a1= (@a1)a 1

(TR984)

This is also for the universal set entity, i.e.:
E1= (@E1)E1

(TR986)

If the two entities related by the @ function do not share common sub-entities then application of the
@ function to them yields the null set, i.e.:
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({}a1.{}b1 = ) ((@a1)b1 = )

(TT267)

The expression E describes the collection of all entities in space-time. Thus, the collection of all
physical parts of the entity a1 is described by the expression (@E)a1. This is of course the same as {}a1
and, thus:
(@E)a1= {}a1

(TR987)

The @ function applied to a disjunction of two collections is the same as the disjunction of the @
function applied to each individual collection, i.e.:
@(a + b) = @a + @b

(TT530)

48.2 The @X Function and its use with Dimensions
Introduction
The @ function, e.g. (@b1)a1, relates two physical entities, a1 and b1, and is the greatest common
component shared by those entities. However, one physical entity may be defined by reference to a
dimension. For example, VTt1 is the plural collection of physical entities each of which has the timespan
t1. Thus, (VTt1)1 is the aggregate of all such physical entities. This is the same as the universe in its
entirety as it exists for the timespan t1. The expression (@(VTt1)1)a1 means, therefore, a1 as it exists for
the timespan t1.
More generally, the expression (@(VXb1)1)a1 means a1 as it exists for the span b1 in the X dimension.
However, this symbolism can be simplified to (@Xb1)a1, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE)  ((@Xb 1)a1 = (@(VXb 1)1)a1)

(TT908)

A variant of the @ function, the @X function, can be used to describe the relationship between a
physical entity in its entirety, e.g., a1, and the same physical entity but only as it exists at some point
or for some span, b1, in the X dimension or polydimension, i.e., (@Xb 1)a1.
The definition of the @X function can be derived from the definition of the @ function, i.e.:
(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))

(DR05) Definition of @

by reversing the left hand side, i.e.:
(@b1)a1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))

and substituting (VXb 1)1 for b1 to yield:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) ((@Xb 1)a1 = {}a1.{}(VXb 1)1.({}({}a1.{}(VXb 1)1)))
(DR35) Definition of @X

In practice, the span or point in a dimension or polydimension is frequently defined by another physical
entity. In the example above, b1 may, for example, be defined by the physical entity b1, i.e., b1 = Xb1.
Thus, (@XXb1)a1 or more simply (@XXb1)a1 is a1 as it exists for the point or span in the X dimension
onto which b1 maps. This allows phrases such as “London during the election” to be symbolised
(@TTe1)l1 for example. The equivalents using the @ function are (@(VXXb1)1)a1 and (@(VTTe1)1)l1.
Some of the features of the @X function are described below.
1. If a1 is a point or span in the X dimension and b1 is a physical entity, then, at a1, sub-entities of b1
are sub-entities of b1 at a1, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1){}b1 = {}(@Xa 1)b1)

(AS10) @X Function Axiom
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2. Matching between a1 and b1 in the X dimension or polydimension is necessary for (@XXb1)a1 to
exist, i.e., the spans Xa1 and Xb1 must have sub-spans, i.e. members of {}Xa1 and {}Xa1, in common.
If there is no such matching then (@XXb1)a1= . Thus:
(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) (({}Xa1.{}Xb1 = )  ((@XXb1)a1= ))

(TT298)

3. An X section of a physical entity is the greatest physical part of that entity which has a particular
point or span in the X dimension. For example, a temporal section of an entity is that entity as it exists
in its spatial entirety for a specified timespan or span in the time dimension. The expression XE
describes the collection of all spans and points in the X dimension or polydimension. Thus, the
collection of all X sections of the physical entity a1 is described by the expression (@XXE)a1. These X
sections are a special subset of all sub-entities of a1, i.e.: (@XXE)a1 {}a1.
4. Every physical entity has, at most, just one X section for each point or span in the time dimension,
in any of the three dimensions of space, in the space polydimension or in the space-time
polydimension. For this section to exist the span must match the entity, as described above. In these
circumstances, @XXa1 is a one-to-one relationship set. However, the reverse is not necessarily true,
and the X sections of many entities may map onto a single span.
Thus, if the @X function has, as its arguments, singular entities which match, i.e., if it is true that
{}Xa1. {}b1  , then it defines another singular entity, i.e.:
((X = T, (LXc1), (L Yc1), (L Zc1), (LXYZc1), A).(b1  XE) = E) 
(({}Xa1. {}b1  )  ((@Xb1)a1 = ((@Xb1)a1)1))

(AR91) 2nd @X function Axiom

One or both of the arguments of the @X function may, of course, be plural, e.g. (@Xb)a1, (@Xb 1)a
or (@Xb)a. If so, then, depending on matching between the spans and the physical entities, this may
yield any number of entities from zero upwards.
In the case of some dimensions, such as mass, there may be several sections of a single entity with the
same value in the dimension, e.g., a person may weigh 48kg at different points in time, and thus,
(@Mb1) , where b1 is a point in the mass dimension, is not one-to-one and the axiom (AR91) does not
apply.
5. The expression Xa1 describes the span or point in the X dimension or polydimension which exactly
matches the physical entity a1. Thus, the section of a1 which is defined by Xa1 is a1 in its entirety. Thus:
((XE)1 DA + PA) ((@XXa1)a1 = a1)

(TT257)

However, this is not the case for other dimensions, such as mass, because a span describing the
variability in mass of an object throughout its lifespan may also apply to a part of that lifespan.
6. If a1 is a span or point in the X dimension or polydimension, then the expression (@Xa1)E describes
all physical entities with that span or a part of it, i.e. {}VXa1. Thus, the theorem:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1)E = {}VXa 1)

(TS735)

7. There are two potential reverses of the @X function. If b1 is a point or span in the X dimension or
polydimension then these two reverses are V(@Xb1) and V@Xb 1. However, they are not considered
further.
The Variation of Measurable Characteristics with Time.
The measurable characteristics of an entity can vary with time as it moves from one state to another.
Thus, for example, its length, may map onto one value at one point in time and onto another at a
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different point in time. In practice, therefore, when we refer to the measurable characteristic of an
entity we are doing so at a particular point in time. This is normally implicit in the context. The use of
the @T function enables us to state this point in time explicitly. If the entity is a1 and the point in time
is 1, then the span in the (LXc1) dimension, for example, is described by the expression (LXc1)(@T1)a1,
where (@T1)a1 is a1 at the point in time 1 and (LXc1)(@T1)a1 is its span in the (LXc1) dimension at that
time.
The time dimension is, of course, an exception. Providing (@T 1)a1 is not null, i.e. providing a1 exists
at that point in time, the expression T(@T 1)a1 simplifies to 1. Thus:
(1TE.{}TE)((@T1)a1  ) (T(@T1)a1 = 1)

(TS738T)

where TE.{}TE is the set of beginnings and ends of all timespans and, thus, the set of all points in
time.
Comparison in Dimensions at a Point in Time
Two physical entities may be compared at a particular point in time via a measurable characteristic.
This comparison does not require number. Every measurable characteristic is an ordered set, and thus,
its members can be compared using the relationship sets, {>}, {<}, {}, {}, {=} and their complements.
For example, at the point in time 1, the length of the entity a1 in a particular direction may be less than
the length of the entity b1. This can be expressed symbolically as follows:
D(LXc1)(@T1)a1  {<}D(LXc1)(@T1)b1

However, whilst this symbolism correctly expresses the comparison, it is complex and would benefit
from simplification.
Fortunately, (@T1) is a one-to-one or one-to-zero relationship set and (LXc1) and D are one-to-one
relationship sets. Thus, the function D(LXc1)(@T1) may be replaced by a single function using
another one-to-one or one-to-zero relationship set, e.g., m, which may be defined by the equation
mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1, where x1 is a variable representing any entity. Substituting this into the
above equation yields the much simpler equation:
(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1):(ma1  {<}mb1)

Since m is a one-to-one relationship set this equation can be further simplified using mapped
relationships to yield:
(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1):(a1  {<}mb1)

or the more familiar:
(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1):(a1 <m b1)

The use of the circumstantor, :, allows m to be defined just once at the beginning of a series of equations
involving relationships between the lengths of entities at a particular point in time. It sets the context
for the equations which follow which are then much simpler and easier to comprehend. For example:
Demonstration
(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1):
(a1  {<}mb1)
(Eqn1)
(b1  {<}mc1)
(Eqn2)
(a1  {<}mc1)
(TA319)(Transitive Asymmetrical Syllogism)

Thus, entities can be related to one another via their length as follows:
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(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T1)x1):
{>}mb1

is, at the point in time 1, all entities whose length is greater than that of b1;

{<}mb1

is, at the point in time 1, all entities whose length is less than that of b1;

{}mb1

is, at the point in time 1, all entities whose length is greater than or equal to that of b1; 

{}mb1

is, at the point in time 1, all entities whose length is less than or equal to that of b1; and

{=}mb1

is, at the point in time 1, all entities whose length is the same as that of b1.

Two such entities can then be compared using ordering relationship functions and ordering relations
as follows:
(mx1 = D(LXc1)(@T 1)x1):
a1  {>}mb1

or a1 >m b1 or a1 is, at the point in time 1, an entity whose length is greater than that of b1;

a1  {<}mb1

or a1 <m b1 or a1 is, at the point in time 1, an entity whose length is less than that of b1;

a1  {}mb1
that of b1;

or a1 m b1 or a1 is, at the point in time 1, an entity whose length is greater than or equal to

a1  {}mb1
of b1; and

or a1 m b1 or a1 is, at the point in time 1, an entity whose length is less than or equal to that

a1  {=}mb1

or a1 =m b1 or a1 is, at the point in time 1, an entity whose length is the same as that of b1.
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Chapter 49 Symbolising Space-Time
49.1 Symbolism
When we refer to a physical entity, we are referring to that entity in its spatial entirety, i.e., the whole
entity, and in its temporal entirety, i.e., for all the time that it exists. A physical entity is therefore
defined by the space-time that it occupies. For example, a1 represents both a physical entity and the
space-time that it occupies. The entity a1 maps onto its defining characteristic which can also be
regarded as the spatio-temporal span of that entity. This is the aggregate of everything but the entity,
i.e., (~a1)1, or Aa1.
Spatio-temporal spans are not relative to a reference entity in the same way as entities in the spatial
polydimension. Entities in space-time are fixed relative to one another whilst entities in space can
move over time relative to one another. Thus, the simple, non-relative dimensional mapping
relationship set, A, is used rather than a relative dimensional mapping relationship set such as, (LXYZc1).
The spatio-temporal spans or defining characteristics of physical entities can be compared. For
example, if a1 is a part of b1 then this would be described by the equation Aa1 {}Ab1 or a1 {}Ab1.
However, physical entities in space-time are equally capable of being compared directly and the
symbolism involved is much simpler, i.e., a1 {}b1. The latter is preferred, therefore.
Note that, in the example given above, the relationship set {}A is used to describe a1 as being a part of
b1, i.e.  is reversed when followed by a subscript representing a dimensional mapping relationship
set. This convention applies to all dimensions. For example, {}T means “is a sub-span of…” in the
time dimension.

49.2 Properties of the Space-Time Polydimension
The space-time polydimension is a mixed continuum dimension. Thus:
(AE)1 PM

(TT289) Space-time is a Mixed Continuum Polydimension

The physical aspect of the universe, E1, the abstract aspect, (AE)1, and the space-time polydimension,
(AE)1, are all one and the same thing. Thus:
E1 PM

(TT278)

i.e. the universe is a mixed continuum polydimension.
The aggregation of the defining characteristics or spatio-temporal spans of several physical entities is
the same as the defining characteristic or spatio-temporal span of their aggregate, i.e.:
(Aa)1 = Aa1

(AS05 A)

There is a pairing relationship between physical entities, e.g., a1, and their spatio-temporal span or
defining characteristic, Aa1. As for all dimensions, for each physical entity a1 there is only one
equivalent spatio-temporal span, Aa1. In the case of the space-time polydimension, it is also true that
for each spatio-temporal span or defining characteristic, Aa1, there is only one physical entity a1.
Thus:
A 1  RP

(TT281)

Because space-time is a polydimension, there is only one boundary between what is and what is not a
particular physical entity. This boundary is both its beginning and its end. Thus, if a1 is a physical
entity then both Ba1 and Ca1 are the boundary of the entity.
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Chapter 50 Symbolising Time
50.1 Symbolising Timespans and Points in Time
Time is a mixed continuum dimension and, thus, comprises both points and spans. The timespan of a
physical entity is that span in the time dimension during which the physical entity exists. If an entity
exists only for an instant, then it exists at a point in time.
The timespan of a physical entity a1 is symbolised Ta1 and the collection of timespans of a collection
of physical entities, a, is symbolised Ta. Thus, for example, if VSa1.c.VQb1 is a collection of instances
of a state, change of state or event then T(VSa1.c.VQb1) is the collection of timespans or points in time
during which they exist.
The set of all timespans is symbolised TE and the time dimension in its entirety is symbolised (TE)1.
Timespans and points in time, map via the dimensional mapping relationship set D onto a discrete
ordered set of measurable characteristics known as duration. Thus, Ta1, the timespan of a physical
entity a1, has the duration DTa1. As it is a characteristic, the duration of a timespan is abstract. Duration
can, in turn, map onto the ordered set of numbers via a scale, e.g., {hrs}.

50.2 Properties of the Time Dimension
Time is a mixed continuum dimension and thus:
(TE)1  DM

(TT287) Time is a Mixed Continuum Dimension

The dimensional mapping relationship set T is a set of one-to-one relationships, i.e.:
T 1  RO

(AS45T)

Because T is a set of one-to-one relationships, Ta1 is a single unique span or point in the time
dimension, i.e., the timespan of a singular entity is itself a singular entity. Thus:
(Ta1 ) (Ta1 = (Ta1)1)

(TS746T)

The aggregate of the timespans of a collection of physical entities is the same as the timespan of the
aggregate physical entity, i.e.:
(Ta)1 = Ta1

(AS05T)

It is unclear whether the timespan of the universe is bounded, i.e., has a beginning and end. Both
alternatives can be symbolised, however.
If E1 is the universe as an entity, then BTE1 is its beginning in time. If BTE1 =  this means that the
universe had no beginning and if BTE1 this means that it did.
If the universe does have a beginning in time then nothing can have existed before it, i.e., {<}TBTE1 =
, and if it has an end then nothing will exist after it, i.e., {>}TCTE1 = .
For the purposes of Symbolic Reasoning time is assumed to be unbounded, i.e., to have no beginning
or end. This is expressed by the axiom:
(X = {>}, {<}) (XTE = TE)

(AS14)(Axiom of Unbounded Time)
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50.3 Theorems for Bounds of Extent in Time
Knowing that (T a)1 = T a1, the following theorems can be obtained by substituting T for X, and t1 or 1
for x1 in the general equations for measurable characteristics.
BTa1 = Ta.({>}Ta)({}Ta)

(TR907T)

CTa1 = Ta.({<}Ta)({}Ta)

(TR908T)

BTa = {=}Ta.({>}Ta).({}Ta))

(TR725T)

1

CTa1 = {=}Ta.({<}Ta).({}Ta))

(TR726T)

(  (B + C)TE) ( T B = T{} .( T{}{<} ))

(TR909T)

(1 (B + C)TE) (VTVC1 = VT{}1.( VT{}{>} 1))

(TR910T)

(1 (B + C)TE) (VTVB1. VTVC1 = VT{}1.(VT{}{<}1).(VT{}{>}1))

(TR911T)

(  (B + C)TE) ( T B . T C = T )

(TR912T)

1
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1
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50.4 Temporal Sections
If t1 is a single span or point in time, then:
(@Tt1)a1

is the physical entity a1 as it exists in its spatial entirety for that point or span in time, i.e., a
temporal section of the entity; and
(@Tt1)b1 is
section b1.
V

the set of physical entities in their spatio-temporal entirety which, have the temporal

This is described diagrammatically in the figure below.
Space

Physical Object
or Event

Time

Temporal
Section

Physical Equivalent of aTimespan

Fig. 33 A Temporal Section.
Note that if the entity a1 does not exist during the span or point in time t1 then neither does a temporal
section of it, i.e., (@Tt1)a1 = .
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The set of all temporal sections of the physical entity a1 is (@TTE)a1.
The entire physical entity a1 is (@TTa1)a1. Thus:
(@TTa1)a1 = a1

(TT257T)

The set of temporal sections of a1 which begin at the same time as the beginning of a1 may also be
regarded as beginnings in some contexts, although they are not defined by the function B. Rather
they are defined by @T(TVTVBBTa1)a1, which simplifies to @T(T{=}BTa1)a1, or by @T(VBBTa1)a1,
which simplifies to @T ({=}BTa1)a1.

50.5 The Temporal Sections of a Collection
The expression, VSa, describes the collection of relationships between each temporal section of each
member of a and each member of the universal set E. The expression {=} describes the collection of
reflexive relationships, i.e., relationships between an entity and itself. VSa.{=} is therefore the collection
of relationships between each temporal section of each member of a and itself.
Now, a relationship is the aggregate of the two related entities, e.g., the relationship between x1 and y1
is (x1 + y1)1. If the two entities are the same then this becomes (x1 + x1)1 or more simply, x1. Thus, the
relationships between the temporal section of an entity and itself is the temporal section of the entity.
This leads to the theorem:
Sa.{=} = (@TTE)a

V

(TT703)

It can also be shown that:
Qa.{=} = (@TTE)a

V

(TT704)

and these two theorems combine to yield:
(X = VS, VQ)  (Xa.{=} = (@TTE)a)

(AS94) Axiom of Temporal Sections

50.6 The @ Function and Measurable Characteristics
T

All measurable characteristics of physical entities vary with time. To describe a measurable
characteristic of a1 at any point in time, the @ T function must be used. If 1 is any point in time, then
(@T1)a1 is a1 as it exists at that point in time. Thus, For example, M(@T1)a1 is the mass of a1 at that
point in time.
Because the function T also defines a measurable characteristic, it too can be applied after @T1
function. However, the outcome is trivial, yielding only the same point in time, 1.
(1TE.{}TE) (T(@T 1)E = 1)

(TR879T)

(1TE.{}TE) (TS(@T 1) = 1)

(TR880T)

Similarly:
(t1  TE) ((@Tt1)E1 = VTt1)

(TT295T)

(t1  TE) ( S@Tt1 = {}VTt1)

(TT254T)

50.7 Defining Timespans and Points in Time using Physical Entities
In the examples given above, the argument of the @T function is given as a timespan t1, e.g., (@Tt1)a1.
More commonly however, it is defined by reference to some physical entity which has that timespan,
e.g., (@TTb1)a1.
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However, except for beginnings, ends and changes of state, there are few meaningful physical entities
which map onto a point in the time dimension. Commonly, therefore, points are defined either using
some scale together with a system of numbers or by using the point in time at which some physical
entity begins or ends.

50.8 Symbolising Changes of State
A change of state is the beginning or end of a state, i.e., the first or last temporal section of the state.
Thus, if:
x1  VSa1.{=}.VQVA{}b1

means “x1 is a state in which the ape is brown”; then

(@TBTx1)x1

means the “beginning of a state in which the ape is brown”; and

(@TCTx1)x1

means the “end of a state in which the ape is brown”.
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Chapter 51 Symbolising Places
51.1 Places
A place is a spatio-temporal or physical entity that is defined by some physical object or event which
occupies it, has occupied it, or will occupy it, e.g., “where the fair is held”, “where the race began”,
“where tea will be drunk”, etc. Places exist before the entity that defines them has come into existence.
They also exist after it has ceased to exist. Places may be bounded in space, but they are unbounded
in time, therefore.
A place can be defined by a physical entity in its spatio-temporal entirety, e.g., “where the fair is held”,
or by a physical entity at some point in time, e.g., “where the fair was held last Saturday”. In the latter
case, the space occupied by the fair last Saturday and that occupied by the place last Saturday are the
same. However, unlike the fair, the place is unbounded in time, and the space occupied by it is the
same at all points in time. However, in the case of a place defined by an entity in its physical entirety,
the entity may move about with time and, thus, sweep out a place comprising a greater region of space
than the entity at any particular point in time. The region of space swept out is the same at all points
in time.
Places are specified relative to a reference entity which is treated as being fixed in space and unmoving
over time. The reference entity may be moving relative to another object. For example, the surface of
the earth is spinning about the earth’s axis and the earth itself is rotating about the sun. Nevertheless,
for example, we specify the place of an aircraft at a particular point in time relative to the surface of
the earth as though the surface of the earth is unmoving.
The reference entity may be the same as the entity that defines the place, or it may be another entity
entirely. If the former, then the place is defined by an unmoving entity and is, therefore, more compact
than would be the case if some other reference entity was chosen. For example, if the reference entity
and the defining entity are both an aircraft, then the extent of the place defined is much the same as
that of the aircraft. However, because a physical entity can change in size and shape, its place
encompasses the maximum extent of the entity in all directions. On the other hand, if the reference
entity is the surface of the earth, then the place defined by an aircraft comprises the aggregate of the
space occupied by it at every point in its many flight paths, taxi paths and parking spots. This is a very
complex web indeed.
The physical object or event which defines a place may alter its position in space relative to the
reference entity from one time to the next. However, the place that it defines does not. Rather it is
fixed and unmovable relative to the reference entity. At every point in time, a place is the aggregate
of the regions of space ever occupied by the defining entity relative to the reference entity. Thus, for
example, the place of a cage bird, i.e., the interior of its cage, is defined by the cage bird because, at
some point or points in time, the bird has occupied or will occupy every part of it. Furthermore, the
place of the cage bird existed in space-time before the cage bird hatched and will continue to exist
after it has died.
Physical entities that are immobile relative to their reference entity, for example the Eiffel Tower,
define a more compact place than those that are not. For example, circuses move about and, if one is
defining a place, then it sweeps out a far more extensive place than if we were to specify the circus as
it exists at a particular time. Places can, therefore, also be defined more precisely by specifying a
timespan or a particular point in time, e.g., “where the circus was last Saturday”. Events of short
duration also define a relatively compact place, for example, “where the explosion took place”.
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The place of an immobile entity or of a physical entity at a particular point in time is a relatively easy
concept to grasp because we can create an iconic image of it. The former is the unchanging region of
space always occupied by that entity. The latter is the region of space occupied by the entity at that
time. For example, the volume of space occupied by an aircraft at 3pm on 26th October, 2015.
However, the place of an entity not constrained by time is a more complex concept. It occupies the
same region of space at every point in time, and encompasses all the space that has been, is or will be
occupied by that entity at any point in time. It comprises all locations in space before, during and after
occupation by the entity irrespective of whether the entity currently exists or currently occupies that
location.
In all cases, however, a place has the same spatial extent at all points in time.
A typical place, its defining entity, and its reference entity are described in the figure below.
Space

Place does not
Move relative to
Reference Entity.

Defining Entity can move
relative to Reference Entity.

Reference Entity to which spatial dimensions are anchored.

Time

Fig. 34 A typical place, its defining entity, and its reference entity.

51.2 Symbolising Places
Symbolising Places
Although a place is a physical entity, it has an abstract equivalent or defining characteristic, and it is
the latter that is used in Symbolic Reasoning. If a1 is the entity which defines the place, and c1 is the
static reference entity, then (Oc1)a1 or (Oc1)a1 is the defining characteristic of the place. Oc1 can be
regarded as carrying out two operations. Firstly, it maps the physical entity a1 onto the place, which is
another physical entity. Then it maps the place onto its abstract equivalent or defining characteristic.
Both are one-to-one relationships, and so, they can be combined into a single one-to-one relationship.
Should it be necessary to symbolise the physical place rather than its defining characteristic, then this
can be achieved using the expression VA(Oc1)a1 or VA(Oc1)a1. The function VA is, of course, also
one-to-one.
Alternatively, a place can be defined as follows.
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V

(Oc1)(Oc1)a1

or V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1 is the collection of all physical entities which, relative to c1, define
the same place as that defined by a1, relative to c1. These entities may be meaningful, but the majority
are not.
(V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1 or (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1 is the aggregate of the physical entities described above and is,
therefore, the place defined by a1 relative to c1. Thus:
A(Oc1)a1 = (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1

V

(AS34O)

which can be derived from the more general axiom:
((XE)1 DA + PA) (VAXa1 = (VXXa1)1)

(AS34) Axiom of Defining and Measurable Characteristics

Alternatively, again, a place can be defined from its defining characteristic using the @Oc1 function as
follows:
(@Oc1(Oc1)a1)E1 = (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1

(TT419O)

which can be derived from the more general theorem:
((XE)1 DA + PA)  ((@XXa1)E1 = (VXXa1)1)

(TT419)

Finally, because VA(Oc1)a1 is the physical place defined by a1 relative to c1, the same physical place
can be defined by (@VA(Oc1)a1)E1. Because VA is one-to-one, this can also be expressed (@A(Oc1)a1)E1.
In summary, therefore, VA(Oc1)a1, (@A(Oc1)a1)E1, (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1, and (@Oc1(Oc1)a1)E1 all represent the
place defined by a1 relative to c1.
A place can, of course, be defined by a physical entity relative to itself, i.e., VA(Oa1)a1, (V(Oa1)(Oa1)a1)1,
and (@Oc1(Oa1)a1)E1. At any point in time, it is similar to the space occupied by a1. However, if the
volume of a1 expands and contracts over time then this place is a1 at its greatest extent.
In the example “David finds the equipment where Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, the place “where
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” may be symbolised by (V(Ob1)(Ob1)(VSa1.c.VQb1))1 or more simply
by VA(Ob1)(VSa1.c.VQb1). This place is a physical entity comprising the aggregate of all regions of
space occupied by Andrew while he is climbing Mont Blanc. In this expression, the place is defined
relative to Mont Blanc or b1 but, since Mont Blanc is static relative to France and the planet earth,
either of these would be equally valid. Similarly, the place “Where David finds the equipment” can be
symbolised by VA(Ob1)(VSd1.f.VQe1).
Symbolising Places defined by Physical Entities at a Point in Time.
The @T function, using a timespan or point in time as an argument, can be used to define places more
precisely. The expression (@T1)a1 means a1 as it exists at the point in time 1. The expressions:
A(Oc1)(@T1)a1, (V(Oc1)(Oc1)(@T1)a1)1 and (@Oc1(Oc1)(@T1)a1)E1
entity a1 at the point in time 1 relative to c1.
V

all describe the place defined by the

Similarly, if x1 = (@T1)a1
A(Ox1)x1, (V(Ox1)(Ox1) x1)1 and (@Ox1(Ox1)x1)E1 all describe the place defined by the entity a1 at the point
in time 1 relative to itself. At any point in time, the space occupied by the place is identical to the
space occupied by a1 at the point in time 1.
V

To give a practical example, “the place where the fair, f1, was last Saturday, s1” is static relative to the
earth, e1, and can be symbolised VA(Oe1)(@Ts1)f1, (V(Oe1)(Oe1)(@Ts1)f1)1, or (@Oe1(Oe1)(@Ts1)f1)E1.
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Symbolising Places defined by the State of a Physical Entity
Spans in a dimension are often defined by reference to some physical entity which maps onto them,
e.g., Tb1 is the timespan onto which the physical entity b1 maps and Mb1 is the span in the mass
dimension onto which b1 maps. Spans defined in this way can then be used in the @X function.
For example, VA(Oc1)(@TTb1)a1, (V(Oc1)(Oc1)(@TTb1)a1)1 and (@Oc1(Oc1)(@TTb1)a1)E1 represent the place
defined by a1 during the lifespan of b1 relative to c1. Similarly, VA(Oc1)(@M1)a1, (V(Oc1)(Oc1)(@M1)a1)1
and (@Oc1(Oc1)(@M1)a1)E1 represent the place defined by a1 relative to c1 while the former has the mass
1. Thus, places can be specified by entities in a particular state, e.g., while they exist or while they
have a particular mass. To cite a practical example, a place might be specified by a circus while it is
performing. At other times it might, for example, be travelling or carrying out winter maintenance.

51.3 Properties of Oc1
The expression (Oc1)E represents the collection of all defining characteristics of places relative to the
entity c1. They form an unordered abstract continuum polydimension. Thus:
((Oc1)E)1  PM

(TT288)

Each physical entity maps onto just one member of (Oc1)E. Thus, (Oc1) is a set of one-to-one
relationships, i.e.:
(Oc1)1  RO

(AS45O)

However, because more than one entity may define the same place, the reverse relationship is one-tomany, i.e.:
(V(Oc1))1  RM

(AR06O)

For example, if two birds occupy a cage then each of them will occupy a part of the cage at any point
in time and, thus, the cage is a place defined by either bird.
Because (Oc1)1 is a one-to-one relationship set, (Oc1)a1 is a single unique span. Thus:
((Oc1)a1 )  ((Oc1)a1 = ((Oc1)a1)1)

(TS746O)

The aggregate of the spans of a collection of physical entities is the same as the span of the aggregate
physical entity, i.e.:
((Oc1)a)1 = (Oc1)a1

(AS05O)
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Chapter 52 Symbolising Space
52.1 Spatial Spans
A spatial span is also defined by a physical entity. However, this span is spatial rather than spatiotemporal and abstract rather than physical. At any point in time, it is the abstract equivalent of the
space occupied by the entity at that point in time, i.e., the aggregate of all regions of space-time, except
that occupied by the entity. Because most entities move with time, their abstract equivalent spatial
spans will be different at different points in time. Furthermore, most entities also exist for a finite time.
Thus, they have no spatial span before they came into existence, and no spatial span after they have
ceased to exist. These two features contrast with those of a place, whose spatial span is the same at all
points in time.
The spatial span of a physical entity is taken at a point in time. The function (LXYZc1)is used to map
a physical entity onto its spatial span. However, it is the physical entity at a point in time that is mapped
rather than the physical entity in its entirety. Thus, the spatial span of a1 relative to c1 at the point in
time 1 is (LXYZc1)(@T1)a1 or (LXYZc1)(@T1)a1.

52.2 Points in Space
Points in space are places with a position but no extent or volume. They can, however, have an extent
in time. Any volume of physical space contains an infinite quantity of such points and there is no
smallest distance between any two. In the same way as other places, the locations of these points are
described as being relative to some physical entity deemed to be static. For example, a point in London
is defined relative to the planet earth.
A point in space must be defined by:
(1)

a definition of each of the three spatial dimensions;

(2)

a scale; and

(3)

a system of numbers.

For example, the three spatial dimensions (LXc1), (LYc1) and (LZc1) are defined as being relative to a
point c1. A statement also needs to be made that they are cartesian axes and two other points are needed
to fix their direction and orientation. Let x1, y1 and z1 be a point in each dimension (LXc1), (LYc1) and
(LZc1). Then the point in space that they define is (@LXc1x1)(@LYc1y1)(@LZc1z1)E1. The points x1, y1 and
z1 can, of course, be specified numerically using scales but this is not necessary for the purpose of this
example.
This is not the approach used in natural reasoning to define locations and volumes in space but rather
that used by more formal systems. However, this example serves to demonstrate that Symbolic
Reasoning is, also capable of expressing the latter.

52.3 Length, Area and Volume
Length, area, and volume are point continuum sub-dimensions comparable to that of duration in the
case of time. It is important to note that the length, area, or volume of a physical entity may vary with
time. Thus, when we refer to any length, area, or volume we are doing so at a point in time which may
be implied rather than explicitly stated.
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For example, the volume of an entity a1 at the point in time 1 is derived by mapping its spatial span
relative to c1, i.e., (LXYZc1)(@T1)a1, onto the volume sub-dimension using the dimensional mapping
relationship set D, i.e., D(LXYZc1)(@T 1)a1. However, because the volume of a1 at the point in time 1 is
the same irrespective of the reference entity used to define the spatial span of a1 it is true that
D(LXYZc1)(@T 1)a1 = D(LXYZd1)(@T 1)a1, i.e., the volume of a1 relative to c1 is the same as the volume of
a1 relative to d1. Volume is not relative, therefore.

52.4 Spatial Sections or Natural Components
The spatial span of an entity relative to itself can be used to define the spatial sections or natural
components of the entity, i.e., what we naturally regard as the components of an entity or those
physical parts of it which persist for a period of time.
A spatial section or natural component of an entity is described diagrammatically in the figure below.

Physical Equivalent of a Spatial Span

Space

Physical Object or Event to which
Spatial Dimensions are Anchored.

Spatial Section or
Natural Component

Time

Fig. 35 A Spatial Section or Natural Component of an Entity.
A(Oa1)E

is the collection of all places relative to a1. Thus, (@VA(Oa1)E)a1 is the set of all spatial
sections or natural components of the physical entity a1.
V

(Oa1)E is

the collection of defining characteristics of all places relative to a1.

If b1 is just one of these defining characteristics, i.e., b1  (Oa1)E, then VAb1 is just one of the equivalent
places, i.e. VAb1  VA(Oa1)E.
The natural component of a1 that occupies this place is obtained by substituting VAb1 for a1 and a1 for
b1 in:
(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))

which yields:
(@VAb1)a1 = {} VAb1.{}a1.({}({} VAb1.{}a1))

(DR05)(Definition of @)
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and thus, since VAb 1 = (VAb 1)1:
(@Ab1)a1 = {}VAb1.{}a1.({}({} VAb1.{}a1))

(TT417)

However, a place is normally defined in terms of some entity which has, is or will occupy it. Thus, for
example if b1 is any physical entity which defines the place VA(Oa1)b1 relative to a1 then b1 = (Oa1)b1
which may be substituted into the above, to yield the following:
(@A(Oa1)b1)a1 = {} VA(Oa1)b1.{}a1.({}({} VA(Oa1)b1.{}a1)) (TT417O) Definition of a Natural Component

Note however, that this definition applies only to components which are static relative to a1. It would
not, for example, apply to the hands of a clock, which move relative to the clock.

52.5 Component Types
In summary, the various types of component of a physical entity are as follows:
(1)

(@E)a1

are the spatio-temporal components of a1, i.e. {}a1 or {}a1;

(2)

(@TTE)a1

(3)

(@VA(Oa1)E)a1

are the temporal sections of a1; and

or (@A(Oa1)E)a1 are the spatial sections or natural components of a1, commonly
referred to simply as the components of a1.
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Chapter 53 Continuity
53.1 The Spatio-Temporal Nature of Physical Entities
Continuity in space and time plays an important role in the recognition of meaningful physical entities.
There are several types of entity that we regard as meaningful, and they differ according to the number
of regions that they occupy in space and time.
A physical object, for example a sheep, has a continuous timespan, i.e., it cannot exist for one
timespan, cease to exist for another and then exist once more. It is possible for two physical objects,
separated by a timespan, to be so similar that the only characteristics which differ are those associated
with time. However, continuity in time is broken and, by convention, the two objects must, therefore,
differ. This is not a rule of the natural universe but rather a convention by which we, as human beings,
define physical objects. Physical objects are also spatially continuous at all points in time for which
they exist, i.e., they have a single unbroken spatial span.
A family is also continuous in time with a beginning, an end, and an unbroken timespan in-between.
However, at any point in time, it may occupy several spatial spans. It is, therefore, spatially
discontinuous. It is important to note that the timespans of the individual members of the family are
not necessarily contemporaneous. For example, the timespan of a great, great, grandparent does not
normally overlap that of his or her great, great, grandchild. Thus, when the family is, for example,
described as fighting in the First World War what “the family” means is the family as it existed at that
time, i.e., a temporal section comprising just some members of the whole family. In Symbolic
Reasoning it is important to distinguish between these two definitions.
Finally, the abstract concept, justice, comprises a set of just events each of which, like the sheep, has
a continuous span in both space and time. However, the aggregate entity, justice, is discontinuous in
both space and time.

Time
Physical Equivalent of Temporal Span

Physical Equivalent of Spatial Span

Space

A general physical entity, a1, occupies both space and time, therefore, and is recognised by virtue of
its parts being united in a structure which has a continuous span or discontinuous spans in both space
and time. The three types of physical entity mentioned above are described diagrammatically in the
figures below.

Entity continuous in space
and time, e.g., a sheep.

Time

Physical Equivalent of Spatial Span

Space
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Entity discontinuous in space
but continuous in time, e.g.,
a family.

Time

Physical Equivalent of Spatial Span

Space

Physical Equivalent of Temporal Span

Entity discontinuous in space
and time, e.g., justice.

Physical Equivalent of Temporal Span

Fig. 36 Continuous and Discontinuous Entities

53.2 Symbolising Continuity in Space-Time
It is possible for a spatial section or natural component of a physical entity a1, i.e., a member of
(@A(Oa1)E)a1, to be temporally continuous or temporally discontinuous. In other words, all, not all,
some or none of the spatial sections or natural components of a physical entity a1 are temporally
continuous. If MCT is the set of all entities which are temporally continuous then:
(@A(Oa1)E)a1 MCT

means that all natural components of a1 are temporally continuous;

(@A(Oa1)E)a1 MCT

means that not all natural components of a1 are temporally continuous;

(@A(Oa1)E)a1 ~MCT

means that some natural components of a1 are temporally continuous; and

(@A(Oa1)E)a1 ~MCT

means that no natural components of a1 are temporally continuous.

For a1 to be a temporally continuous physical entity, there must exist natural components which are
temporally continuous and which have the same timespan as a1. Thus, if:
(@A(Oa1)E)a1
TTa1

are the natural components of a1;

V

are entities with the same timespan as a1;

MCT

are entities with a continuous timespan; and
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@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT

are entities with all of these features; then

(a1 MCT) = (@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)

(DR81) Definition of a Temporally Continuous Physical Entity

Similarly, all, not all, some, or none of the temporal sections of an entity a1 may be spatially
continuous. If MCS is the set of all entities which are continuous in space, then these conditions can be
described as follows:
(@TTE)a1 MCS

means that all temporal sections of a1 are spatially continuous;

(@TTE)a1 MCS

means that not all temporal sections of a1 are spatially continuous;

(@TTE)a1 ~MCS

means that some temporal sections of a1 are spatially continuous; and

(@TTE)a1 ~MCS

means that no temporal sections of a1 are spatially continuous.

By convention, for the entity a1 to be a spatially continuous physical entity all of its temporal sections
must be spatially continuous, i.e.:
(a1 MCS) = ((@TTE)a1 MCS)

(DR82) Definition of a Spatially Continuous Physical Entity

A spatially and temporally continuous physical entity is a member of MCS.MCT, i.e., one which is
spatially continuous at all points in time and has at least some natural components with the same
timespan which are temporally continuous. Physical objects, e.g., sheep, are of this type but not
collections of physical objects, e.g., flocks of sheep.
Spatially and temporally continuous physical entities are a special case of spatio-temporally
continuous physical entities.
A spatio-temporally continuous physical entity, also known as a physically continuous entity, is a
member of MCP and one for which it is possible to pass from one point in space-time contained by the
entity to every other without passing through space-time not contained by the entity. For this to be
possible the entity must be temporally continuous. However, it need only be spatially continuous at
some but not necessarily all points in time. Thus:
(a1 MCP) = ((@TTE)a1 ~MCS).(@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)
(DR83) Definition of a Spatio-temporally Continuous Physical Entity

An example of a spatio-temporally continuous physical entity is an exploding shell. The shell is not
spatially continuous after the explosion. However, it is possible to travel from one fragment to another
by travelling backwards to a point in time when the shell was intact and then travelling forwards once
more, i.e., by moving through space-time.
In summary, continuity is symbolised as follows:
MCS is

the set of all spatially continuous physical entities.

MCT is

the set of all temporally continuous physical entities.

MCP is

the set of all spatio-temporally continuous or physically continuous entities.

MCS.MCT is

the set of all spatially and temporally continuous entities.

53.3 Rules of Continuity
If an entity is not continuous in space or time, then it is described as being spatially or temporally discontinuous. If it is not continuous in space-time, it is described as spatio-temporally dis-continuous.
The following rules, some of which are trivial, apply to continuity:
If an entity is both spatially and temporally continuous, then it is spatially continuous, i.e.:
MCS.MCT  MCS

(TR888)
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If an entity is both spatially and temporally continuous, then it is temporally continuous, i.e.:
MCS.MCT  MCT

(TR889)

If an entity is spatio-temporally continuous, then it is also temporally continuous. However, if it is
temporally continuous this does not necessarily imply that it spatio-temporally continuous, i.e.:
MCP  MCT

(TR891)

If an entity is temporally discontinuous, then it is also spatio-temporally discontinuous. However, if it
is spatio-temporally discontinuous this does not necessarily imply that it is temporally discontinuous,
i.e.:
~MCT  ~MCP

(TR890)

53.4 Events
Events can be sub-divided into those which are entirely physical actions, e.g., “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc” and those involving knowledge and decision making, e.g., “Andrew avoids Mont Blanc”. All
events are temporally continuous and members of MCT. Again, this is a convention by which we
recognise and define events. However, whether or not an event is spatio-temporally continuous, i.e., a
member of MCP, depends on whether or not it is entirely physical.
In the case of the entirely physical event, “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” the verb “climbs” implies
physical contact between Andrew and Mont Blanc at least part of the time and, thus, the event is also
spatio-temporally continuous and a member of MCP. Thus, the full symbolism of this event is
V
Sa1.c.MCT.MCP.VQb1 or more simply VSa1.c.MCP.VQb1.
However, in the case of the event “Andrew avoids Mont Blanc” the verb “avoids” implies knowledge
and decision making. This is not an entirely physical event, therefore. The verb also implies a lack of
contact and, thus, although the event is temporally continuous, i.e., a member of MCT, it is not spatiotemporally continuous, i.e., it is a member of ~MCP. The full symbolism of “Andrew avoids Mont
Blanc” is therefore VSa1.v.MCT.~MCP.VQb1.
Symbolising the continuity of events in this way allows deductions to be made or proven, e.g.:
“When Andrew avoids Mont Blanc he does not climb Mont Blanc” or VSa1.v.VQb1  ~(VSa1.c.VQb1),
which can be proven as demonstrated below.
Demonstration
Avoidance is discontinuous in space. Thus:
v  ~MCP
(Eqn1)
Climbing is continuous in space. Thus:
c  MCP
~MCP  ~c
(TM012)(Transposition)(Eqn2)
v  ~c
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns1&2)
V
Sa1.v.VQb1  VSa1.~c.VQb1
(TM029)(Deduction)(Eqn3)
V
Sa1.~c.VQb1  ~c
(TM083)(Conjunction Elimination)(Eqn4)
~c ~VSa1 + ~c + ~VQb1
(TM082)(Disjunction Introduction)
~c ~(VSa1. c.VQb1)
(TM025)(DeMorgan’s Law)(Eqn5)
V
Sa1.~c.VQb1 ~(VSa1. c.VQb1)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns4&5)(Eqn6)
V
Sa1.v.VQb1  ~(VSa1.c.VQb1)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns3&6)
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Chapter 54 Comparison in the Physical Dimensions
54.1 Introduction
Let VSa1.c.VQb1  mean “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and VSd1.f.VQe1  mean “David finds the
equipment”. Their conjunction, i.e. (VSa1.c.VQb1  ).(VSd1.f.VQe1 ) means “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc and David finds the equipment” but provides information only about the truth of the two events.
It says nothing about their juxtaposition in space and time. A simple conjunction of this nature cannot
be used, therefore, to symbolise events which are related in space or time such as “David finds the
equipment where Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc while David finds the
equipment”. This chapter explains how such relationships may be symbolised.

54.2 Comparing the Measurable Characteristics of Two Entities
When two physical entities are mapped onto points in a mixed continuum dimension, point continuum
dimension, or point discrete dimension, the point onto which one maps can be greater than, less than
or equal to the point onto which the other maps. Thus, they can be compared using the ordering
relationship sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {} and {}. When they are mapped onto a mixed
continuum dimension, the span of one can also be a sub-span, super-span or intersecting span of the
other. Thus, they can be compared using the membership relationship sets {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {~},
{~}, {}, {} and {}.
There are four rules for comparing two entities in this way:
(1)

The same dimension must be used for both entities.

(2)

If they are compared numerically, then the same scale must also be used for both.

(3)

Dimensions are abstract and what may, for example, appear to be a sub-span in the line model
is, in fact, a super-entity and vice versa.

(4)

The measurable characteristic of an entity can vary with time. In natural language, if a point in
time is not stated then it is assumed that the comparison is at the point in time when the statement
is made. In Symbolic Reasoning, however, this and any similar inherent assumptions must be
symbolised explicitly. Thus, for example, M(@T1)a1 {>}M(@T1)b1 means that the mass
of a1, at the point in time 1, is greater than that of b1. If no point in time is selected, then a span
describing a range of measurable characteristics results. For example, Ma1 {>}Mb1 means
that all the values of mass ever held by a1 are greater than some of the values of mass ever held
by b1.

(5)

The measurable characteristics of two entities can, of course, be compared at two different points
in time but this is unusual. For example, X(@T1)a1  {>}X(@T1)b1 means that the measurable
characteristic of a1 in the X dimension, at the point in time 1, is greater than that of b1at the point
in time 1.

54.3 Simplification of Comparisons
An expression such as X(@T1)a1  {>}X(@T1)b1 can be simplified as follows:
X(@T1)a1 {>}X(@T1)b1;
a1 V(@T1)VX{>}X(@T1)b1;
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a1 V(@T1){>}X(@T1)b1;
a1  {>}X (@T 1)b1;

or

a1 >X(@T 1) b1.

If X is defined as follows, i.e., (Xx1 = X(@T1)x1), and this definition is given in the form of a
circumstantor, then the expression simplifies yet further to:
(Xx1 = X(@T1)x1): a1  {>}Xb1;

or

(Xx1 = X(@T1)x1): a1 >X b1

The function {>}X above simplifies the symbolism considerably. Similar functions can be derived for
all of the ordering relationship and membership sets, i.e.: {=}X, {>}X, {<}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X,
{}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {~}X, {~}X, {}X, {}X and {}X. These simplified forms of expression
provide a succinct means of comparing two entities via a particular measurable characteristic and are,
therefore, preferred in Symbolic Reasoning.
Note that the negatives {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X, {}X,{~}X, {~}X, {}X, {}X and {}X can be converted to
positives using the theorems below and are not normally used therefore.
(a1  ) = (ca1 = ca1)

(TR245)

(a  ) = (ca = ca)

(AR10) (Axiom of Complementary Relationship Sets)

54.4 Comparing the Measurable Characteristics of Two Sets
The examples above are comparisons between individual entities. However, quantified comparisons
may also be made between plural sets of entities. There are a very large number of potential examples.
However, a few typical ones are given below using the membership relationship set {>}M(@T 1). For
example:
a {>}M(@T 1)b

means, at the point in time 1, all as have a mass greater than that of some bs;

a {>}M(@T 1)b

means, at the point in time 1, not all as have a mass greater than that of some bs;

a {>}M(@T 1)b means,

at the point in time 1, some as have masses greater than that of every b.

54.5 Complements
When we say, for example, that an entity does not have a mass of 10kg we imply that it has another
mass, i.e., that its mass is not 10kg. Thus, the complement of a measurable characteristic, x1, in the X
dimension is not ~x1. This describes all entities other than x1, irrespective of whether they are
measurable characteristics in the X dimension. Rather the complement is XE.~x1, i.e., all members of
the dimension apart from x1.
Thus, for example, if 1 is a point in time, then the complement of 1 is all points or spans in time other
than 1, i.e., TE.~1. Similarly, if t1 is a timespan, then the complement of t1 is all points or timespans
other than t1, i.e., TE.~t 1.
If 1 is a point in space relative to a1 then the complement of 1 is all points or spans in space relative
to a1 other than 1, i.e. (LXYZa1)E.~1. Similarly, if s1 is a spatial span relative to a1 then the complement
of s1 is all spatial spans or points in space relative to a1 other than s1, i.e. i.e. (LXYZa1)E.~s1.
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Chapter 55 Comparison in Time
55.1 Introduction
Unlike other measurable characteristics, when comparing the spans and points in time of two physical
entities, a single point in time is not specified. Rather, comparisons are made using the entire span or
point in time encompassed by each entity. Thus, for example, if t11 and t21 are two timespans or points
in time then: t11{=}t21 means that t11 is the same time as or contemporaneous with t21; t11{>}t21
means that t11 is later than or after t21; and t11{<}t21 means that t11 is earlier than or before t21. “Before”
and “after” are defined using the relative position in time of the beginnings and the ends of the two
spans.
However, it is normally the timespans of two physical objects or events that are compared. Thus, if a1
and b1 are two physical entities, then:
Tb1

means the timespan or point in time of b1;

{>}Tb1

means all timespans or points in time that are greater than that of b1;

T{>}Tb1 or {>}Tb1 is all physical entities whose timespan or point in time is greater than that of b1; and

V

a1 {>}Tb1

means that the timespan or point in time of a1 is greater than that of b1, i.e. a1 occurs later
than or after b1.
Because of their importance in expressing tenses, the functions {<}T and {>}T are known as tense
functions.
Similar functions can be derived for all of the ordering relationship sets, i.e.: {=}T, {>}T, {<}T, {}T and
{}T, and for all of the membership relationship sets: {=}T, {}T, {}T, {}T, {}T and {}T. Note, however,
that {}T, {}T, {}T and {}T are mapped relationships and the dimension onto which they map is
abstract. Thus, there is a reversal in meaning and a1 {}Tb1, for example, does not mean “a1 occurs
during b1” but rather the opposite, i.e., “b1 occurs during a1”. The mapped relationships, {=}T, {>}T, {<}T,
{}T, {}T, and {}T, are not affected in the same way and retain their intuitive meaning.

55.2 The Abstract Nature of Timespans
A physical entity, a1, exists for a timespan or point in time, Ta1, and, thus, that timespan or point in
time is a characteristic of the entity and is abstract, therefore. This characteristic is shared by many
other physical entities, VTTa1. When these entities are aggregated, i.e., (VTTa1)1, this represents the
entire universe for that point in time or timespan. However, in the same manner as all other
characteristics, a timespan or point in time is the aggregate of everything which does not exist for that
timespan or point in time, i.e., (~VTTa1)1.
The defining characteristic of the physical entity a1 is (~a)1, and the timespan or point in time of a1 as
a physical entity is (~VTTa1)1. Consistent with the nature of characteristics, (~VTTa1)1 is, therefore, a
component characteristic of (~a)1, i.e., (~VTTa1)1 is a sub-entity in space time of (~a)1. Thus:
(~VTTa1)1  {}(~a)1.

Consistently, also, the physical entity defined by the characteristic (~VTTa1)1, i.e., the entire universe
for the timespan or point in time of a1, is a super-entity of the physical entity defined by the
characteristic (~a)1, i.e., a1. Thus:
(~VTTa1)1  {}a1.
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55.3 Comparing Two Physical Entities in Time
Two entities a1 and b1 can be compared as shown in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 {=}Tb1

a1 occurs at the same time as or contemporaneously with b1

a1 {>}Tb1

a1 occurs later than or after b1

a1 {<}Tb1

a1 occurs earlier than or before b1

a1 {}Tb1

a1 occurs during b1

a1 {}Tb1

b1 occurs during a1

In the meanings given above, a1 and b1 can, of course, be replaced by meaningful nouns or noun
phrases, and the linking text by an appropriate verb or verb phrase. For example, if a1 is taken as
meaning the 1st World War, b1 is taken as meaning the 2nd World War, and the linking verbal phrase
is “takes place” then a1 {<}Tb1 means “The 1st World War takes place after the 2nd World War”.

55.4 Comparing the Beginnings and Ends in Time of Two Entities
The beginnings and ends in time of two physical entities can be compared in a similar way. If a1 and
b1 are the two physical entities then:
Tb1

means the timespan or point in time of b1;

BTb1

means the point in time at which b1 begins;

TBTb1 or BTb1 means all physical things which exist precisely for the point of time at which b1 begins.

V

a1  BTb1

means that a1 is a physical entity which exists for precisely the point in time at which b1

begins.
The table below sets out all relationships of this type between two entities.
Symbolism

Meaning

a1  BTb1

a1 exists for precisely the point in time at which b1 begins.

a1  CTb1

a1 exists for precisely the point in time at which b1 ends.

a1 VBTb1

a1 begins at the point in time occupied by b1.

a1 VCTb1

a1 ends at the point in time occupied by b1.

The dimensional mapping relationship sets, BT and CT, can also be combined with {=}T, {>}T, {<}T, {}T,
{}T, {}T, {}T, {}T, {}T and {}T to yield the more complex comparisons listed below.
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Symbolism

Meaning

a1 VBT{>}TBTb1

a1 begins after (the beginning of) b1.

a1 VBT{>}TCTb1

a1 begins after b1 ends.

a1 VBT{<}TBTb1

a1 begins before (the beginning of) b1.

a1 VBT{<}TCTb1

a1 begins before b1 ends.

a1 VCT{>}TBTb1

a1 ends after b1 begins.

a1 VCT{>}TCTb1

a1 ends after b1 ends.

a1 VCT{<}TBTb1

a1 ends before b1 begins.

a1 VCT{<}TCTb1

a1 ends before (the end of) b1.

a1 VBT{=}TBTb1 or a1 VBTBTb1

a1 begins at the same time as (the beginning of) b1.

a1 VBT{=}TCTb1 or a1 VBTCTb1

a1 begins at the same time that b1 ends.

a1 VCT{=}TBTb1 or a1 VCTBTb1

a1 ends at the same time that b1 begins.

a1 VCT{=}TCTb1 or a1 VCTCTb1

a1 ends at the same time as (the end of) b1

a1  VBT{}Tb1

a1 begins during (the lifespan of) b1

a1  VCT{}Tb1

a1 ends during (the lifespan of) b1

55.5 Comparing the Timespans and Points in Time of Two Collections
Comparisons may also be made between collections of entities as shown in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

a {=}Tb

All as occur at the same time as or contemporaneously with a b

a {>}Tb

All as occur later than or after some bs

a {<}Tb

All as occur earlier than or before some bs

a {}Tb

All as occur during some bs

a {}Tb

All as have some bs occurring during them

a {}Tb

All as occur during some bs

a {}Tb

Not all as occur during some bs

a {}Tb

Some as occur during some bs

a {}Tb

No as occur during any bs

a {>}Tb

All as occur later than or after all bs
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a {>}Tb

Not all as occur later than or after all bs

a {>}Tb

Some as occur later than or after all bs

a {>}Tb

No as occur later than or after all bs

A meaningful substitution for a {}Tb would, for example, be “Not all ascents of Mont Blanc take
place during periods of bad weather”.
Relationships between collections of timespans are mainly used in conjunction with events. The
symbolism used for events, e.g., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or VSa1.c.VQb1, describes every event
where a relationship of type c holds between a1 and b1. There may be more than one such event, and
the symbolism represents a collection, therefore. These collections of events can be compared in the
same way as described above. For example:
Root
Proposition

Comparison of Measurable Characteristics
V

a cb

a cb

V

1

V

1

V

1

V

1

( Sa .c. Qb ) {=}T( Sd .f. Qe )
(VSa1.c.VQb1) {>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

Sa1.c.VQb1 always occurs contemporaneously with
some of VSd1.f.VQe1, e.g., “Andrew always climbs Mont
Blanc whilst David finds the equipment”.
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 does not always occur later than some of
Sd1.f.VQe1, e.g., “Andrew does not always climb Mont
Blanc after David finds the equipment”.

V

V

a  cb

a  cb

Sa1.c.VQb1 sometimes occurs earlier than some of
Sd1.f.VQe1, e.g., “Andrew sometimes climbs Mont
Blanc before David finds the equipment”.

(VSa1.c.VQb1) {<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

V

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 never occurs during any of VSd1.f.VQe1.
e.g., “Andrew never climbs Mont Blanc while David is
finding the equipment”.

(VSa1.c.VQb1) {}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

V

a cb

V

1

V

1

V

1

V

1

( Sa .c. Qb ) {>}T( Sd .f. Qe )

Sa1.c.VQb1 always occurs after all of VSd1.f.VQe1, e.g.,
“Andrew always climbs Mont Blanc after every instance
of David finding the equipment”.
V

a cb

(VSa1.c.VQb1) {<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

a cb

(VSa1.c.VQb1) {>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

Sa1.c.VQb1 does not always occur before all of
Sd .f.VQe1, e.g., “Andrew does not always climb Mont
Blanc before every instance of David finding the
equipment”.

V

1

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 sometimes occurs after all of VSd1.f.VQe1,
e.g., “Andrew sometimes climbs Mont Blanc after every
instance of David finding the equipment”.

V

a cb

V

1

V

1

V

1

V

1

( Sa .c. Qb ) {<}T( Sd .f. Qe )

Sa1.c.VQb1 never occurs before all of VSd1.f.VQe1, e.g.,
“Andrew never climbs Mont Blanc before every instance
of David finding the equipment”.

The final four propositions are rarely used. For such propositions to be true, all instances of one or
both collections of events would have to be contemporaneous or clustered in time, and this is
something that we rarely observe in practice.
In practice, it is normally the temporal relationship between two individual events that we wish to
describe. For example, when we say that “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc after David finds the
equipment” we are normally referring to a particular instance of the former event occurring after a
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particular instance of the latter. However, the expressions VSa1.c.VQb1 and VSd1.f.VQe1 refer to
collections of events which include these instances as well as others. If the other instances are
considered, then it may be true that “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc before David finds the equipment”.
Particular instances of an event can be specified by including information which may have been
omitted from the natural language statement, e.g. “Today, Andrew climbs Mont Blanc after David
finds the equipment”.
Alternative forms may also be used to express these propositions. For example, the relationship form
propositions:
S(VSa1.c.VQb1).{>}T.VQ(VSd1.f.VQe1))  or“Andrew

V

sometimes climbs Mont Blanc after David finds

the equipment”; and
S(VSa1.c.VQb1).{>}T.VQ(VSd1.f.VQe1)) =or“Andrew

V

never climbs Mont Blanc after David finds the

equipment”.
Significant events can be named and symbolised by a single letter. If they occur only once, e.g., “the
1st World War”, then they are symbolised w1, for example. If they occur more than once e.g.,
“festivals”, then they are symbolised f, for example. Events described in this way can also be compared
in time. For example:
“No festivals are held during the 1st World War” may be symbolised or VSf.Vh.VQE {}Tw1,
V
Sf.Vh {}Tw1 or VSf.Vh.{}Tw1 = . The statement “John meets Sally during the 1st World War” does
not prevent him from meeting her at other times. Thus, VSj1.m.VQs1 may represent several such
meetings, and the equation VSj1.m.VQs1{}Tw1 or VSj1.m.{}Tw1.VQs1 describes some rather than
all of them as occurring during the 1st World War.

55.6 Comparing the Beginnings and Ends in Time of Two Collections
Collections of entities can also be compared in time via their beginnings and ends. In particular,
collections of events such as VSa1.c.VQb1 and VSd1.f.VQe1 can be compared in this way. These
comparisons can be carried out using:
(1)

the eight standard propositions;

(2)

beginnings or ends;

(3)

points in time or spans;

(4)

the ordering relationship sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {} and {} and the membership
relationship sets {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {~}, {~}, {}, {} and {}.

The number of possible comparisons is very large, and just a few typical examples are given below.
Symbolism

Meaning

Sa1.c.VQb1  VBT{}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

All instances of VSa1.c.VQb1 begin during the timespan of some
/ at least one instance of VSd1.f.VQe1.

Sa1.c.VQb1 VCT{}T(VSd1.f.VQe1)

All instances of VSa1.c.VQb1 end during the timespan of some / at
least one instance of VSd1.f.VQe1.

Sa1.c.VQb1 VBT{>}TBT( VSd1.f.VQe1)

All instances of VSa1.c.VQb1 begin after the beginning of some /
at least one/ the first instance of VSd1.f.VQe1.

Sa1.c.VQb1 VBT{>}TBT( VSd1.f.VQe1)

All instances of VSa1.c.VQb1 begin after the beginning of all
instances of VSd1.f.VQe1, i.e., begin after the beginning of the last
instance of VSd1.f.VQe1.

V

V

V

V
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55.7 Comparing the Durations of Two Entities
Duration is a measurable characteristic of entities and can be used to compare them in the same way
as other measurable characteristics. However, it is a sub-dimension, i.e., a measurable characteristic
of the members of another dimension. It is also a point continuum dimension and, thus, the relationship
sets {}, {}, {}, {} and {} cannot be used.
Comparisons between durations are carried out as follows. If a1 and b1 are physical entities, then:
Tb1

is the timespan or point in time of b1.

DTb1

is the duration of the timespan or point in time of b1. It is null in the case of a point in time
because such a point has no duration.
{>}DTb1

is all durations which are greater than that of b1.

D{>}DTb1

V

or {>}DTb1 is all timespans with a duration greater than that of b1.

TVD{>}DTb1

V

a1 {>}DTb1

or {>}DTb1 is all physical entities whose timespan has a duration greater than that of b1.

means that the duration of a1 is greater than that of b1.

If a timespan is continuous, as is the case with all meaningful entities, there is a numerical relationship
between the beginning of the span, the end of the span and its duration. If {x} is a scale which maps
both points in time and the duration of timespans onto the set of numbers, then:
(a1 MCT) = ({x}DTa1= {x}CTa1- {x}BTa1)

(DR33) Definition of Duration
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Chapter 56 Spatio-Temporal Comparison
56.1 Natural Language and Spatio-Temporal Comparison
Symbolic Reasoning makes a wide range of spatio-temporal comparisons possible. However, they
frequently, exceed the capacity of natural language and, thus, translation from Symbolic Reasoning to
natural language can be difficult. Some of the translations below may appear clumsy, therefore. The
problem of translation is exacerbated by our tendency to simplify natural language statements through
ellipsis, and so, care must be taken to understand the meaning of a natural language statement to
correctly translate it into symbolic form.

56.2 Spatio-temporal Comparison of Two Entities
Comparisons between two entities can be made using their spatio-temporal spans. For example,
“Andrew is always in Brighton” or, more precisely, “Andrew, in his entirety and for so long as he
exists, is in Brighton” can be symbolised Aa1 {}Ab1 or a1 {}Ab1. However, a simpler
comparison can be made using the two physical entities, i.e., a1 {}b1.
Similar comparisons can be made using the membership relationship sets {}, {}, {}, {} and {}. The
ordering relationship sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {} and {} may not be used, however, as they apply only to
dimensions and not to polydimensions. Examples and their meanings are given below.
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 {=}b1

a1 occupies the same space-time as b1 or a1 is the same as b1.

a1 {=}b1

a1 occupies different space-time to b1 or a1 is not the same as b1.

a1 {}b1

a1 is always in b1 or a1 is always contained by b1.

a1 {}b1

a1 is not always in b1 or a1 is not always contained by b1.

a1 {}b1

b1 is always in a1 or a1 always contains b1.

a1 {}b1

b1 is not always in a1 or a1 does not always contain b1.

a1 {}b1

a1 is partly contained by b1 and partly not.

The @T function can also be used to specify a particular timespan during which a relationship is true.
An example is given in the table below:
Symbolism

Meaning

(@Tt1)a1 {}b1

a1 is contained by b1 today.

The expression TE describes the set of all spans and points in time. Thus, (@TTE)a1 is the set of
temporal sections of a1, i.e., a1 as it exists in its spatial entirety during each span or point in time.
Describing a1 as a set of temporal sections in this manner explains the use of the quantifier “always”
in the examples above, e.g., (@TTE)a1 {}b1 means that every temporal section of a1 is contained by
b1 or a1 is always contained by b1.
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Similar symbolism can be used to express the quantifiers “not always”, “sometimes” or “never” as
described in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 {}b1

a1 is always contained by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}b1

a1 is always contained by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}b1

a1 is not always contained by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}b1

a1 is sometimes contained by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}b1

a1 is never contained by b1.

A meaningful substitution for (@TTE)a1 {}b1 would, for example, be “Andrew (in his entirety) is
not always in Brighton”.
Finally, parts of the space-time of Brighton are symbolised {}b1 and Andrew in his spatial entirety
during any timespan is symbolised (@TTE)a1. Thus, (@TTE)a1.{}b1 means “Andrew while he is in
Brighton” and T((@TTE)a1.{}b1) means “while Andrew is in Brighton”.

56.3 Spatio-temporal Comparison of Two Collections
Comparisons may also be made between sets of entities using the standard propositions. For example:
Symbolism

Meaning

a {=}b

All as are the same as some bs.

a {=}b

All as are not the same as some bs.

a {}b

All as aontain some bs.

a {}b

All as do not contain some bs.

a {}b

All as are contained by some bs.

a {}b

All as are not contained by some bs.

a {}b

All as are partly the same as and partly different to some bs.

a {}b

All as are contained by some bs.

a {}b

Not all as are contained by some bs.

a {}b

Some as are contained by some bs.

a {}b

No as are contained by some bs.

a {}b

All as are contained by all bs.

a {}b

Not all as are contained by all bs.

a {}b

Some as are contained by all bs.

a {}b

No as are contained by all bs.
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A meaningful substitution for a {}b would, for example, be “All apples are always held by some
barrels” Again, the quantifier “always” is used because the symbolism states that these apples in their
spatio-temporal entirety are held by the barrels. However, since barrels do not intersect one another,
and no apple may be in more than one place at once, correctly this should be “All apples are always
held by a barrel”.
The collections a and b above can, of course, be replaced by collections of events. For example,
a {}b could become VSa1.c.VQb1 {}(VSd1.f.VQe1). Spatio-temporal relationships between sets of
events are of particular importance because they are the basis of causality, as will be explained later.
Again, comparisons can be quantified or made more specific using the @T function as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

a {}b

All as are always contained by some bs.

(@TTE)a {}b

All as are always contained by some bs.

(@TTE)a {}b

It is not true that all as are always contained by some bs.

(@TTE)a {}b

It is not true that all as are never contained by any bs.

(@TTE)a {}b

All as are never contained by any bs.

(@Tt1)a {}b

All as are contained by some bs today.

(@TTE)a {}b

All as are never contained by all bs.

A meaningful substitution for (@TTE)a {}b would, for example, be “All apes are always in some
banana trees”. However, since apes cannot be in more than one place, unless those places intersect,
the above sentence should more correctly be “in a banana tree” rather than “some banana trees”.
Alternatively, a valid sentence could be obtained by using b1 to represent “the banana tree”.
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Chapter 57 Comparing Places
57.1 Introduction
A place, p1, is a spatio-temporal entity which is defined by another physical entity which has, does, or
will occupy it. It is important to note, however, that this entity need not always occupy the specified
place. A circus, for example, may not always exist, but any place that it defines does.
Because a place is a spatio-temporal entity, its abstract defining characteristic and its measurable
characteristic in the spatio-temporal polydimension are the same. The latter can, therefore, be
expressed Ap1 or p1.
However, the abstract equivalent of a place is normally specified by applying the dimensional mapping
relationship set (Oe1) to the physical entity which defines the place. For example, if y1 is the timespan
“yesterday” and c1 is the circus, then (Oe1)(@Ty1)c1 is the defining characteristic of “the place where
the circus was yesterday”. A place is also defined relative to some physical entity, e.g., the earth or e1,
so that, as time varies, its position in space does not.
The place as a physical entity, p1, can be defined from its abstract equivalent, p1, by the expressions
V
Ap1 and (~p1)1. Thus, where its abstract equivalent is specified by (Oe1)(@Ty1)c1, for example, the
place as a physical entity can be defined by the expressions VA(Oe1)(@Ty1)c1 and (~(Oe1)(@Ty1)c1)1. As
explained in a previous chapter, it can also be defined by the expressions (@A(Oe1)(@Ty1)c1)E1,
(V(Oe1)(Oe1)(@Ty1)c1)1, and (@Oc1(Oe1)(@Ty1)c1)E1.
Comparisons can be made between places, e.g., “the circus and the fair are held in the same place”.
Such comparisons disregard time. Strictly, the full meaning of this example is, therefore, “The circus
and the fair are held in the same place irrespective of the time that each is held”.
There are three important points to note regarding comparisons between places.
(1)

In Symbolic Reasoning, places are physical but the spatio-temporal polydimension which ca
be used to compare them is abstract. Thus, when comparing the abstract equivalents of places,
{} means “is a sub-entity of the place …” and {} means “is a super-entity of the place …”.

(2)

When comparing two places, the same reference entity must be used, e.g., e1 in the examples
above. It can be any reference entity, and the result will remain valid. Thus, for example, if
Andrew’s home is in Brighton, then it remains in Brighton irrespective of whether we are
defining these places relative to the earth or the moon.

(3)

If the physical entity used to define a place moves significantly during its lifespan, relative to
the reference entity, as would be the case with a circus, then the place defined by it will, often,
not be meaningful. However, if it is static relative to the reference entity, as is the case with
Brighton relative to the earth, then the place will be more meaningful.

57.2 Comparing Two Places
Like timespans and points in time, the abstract equivalents of places can be compared with one another
using the membership relationship sets {}, {}, {}, {} and {}. However, the ordering relationship
sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {} and {} cannot be used because space-time is a polydimension rather than a single
dimension. For example, if p11 and p21 are the defining characteristics of two places then:
p11{=}p21
p11{}p21

or more simply p11{=}p21 means that p11 is the same place as p21;

means that p11 is contained by p21; and
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p11{}p21

means that p11 contains p21.

Thus, for example, (Oe1)a1  {}(Oe1)b1 means that, the place occupied by a1 during its lifespan, relative
to e1, is contained by the place occupied by b1 during its lifespan, relative to e1.
This equation can be simplified, as follows, so that the comparison is made between the two physical
entities which define the places:
(Oe1)a1  {}(Oe1)b1;
a1  V(Oe1){}(Oe1)b1
a1  {}Oe1b1;

or

a Oe1 b.

Similar equations can be derived for all of the membership relationship sets: {}Oe1, {}Oe1, {}Oe1, {}Oe1,
{=}Oe1 and {}Oe1. For example:
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 {=}Oe1b1

The place defined by a1 the same as the place defined by b1.

a1 {}Oe1b1

The place defined by a1 is contained by the place defined by b1.

a1 {}Oe1b1

The place defined by a1 contains the place defined by b1.

A meaningful substitution for a1 {=}Oe1b1 would be “The place where the acrobat performs is the
same as the place as where the band plays”.
Comparisons can be quantified or made more specific using the @T function.
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 {}Oe1b1

The place defined by a1 is contained by the place defined by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}Oe1b1

The places defined by a1 are always contained by the place defined by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}Oe1b1

The places defined by a1 are not always contained by the place defined by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}Oe1b1

The places defined by a1 are sometimes contained by the place defined by b1.

(@TTE)a1 {}Oe1b1

The places defined by a1 are never contained by the place defined by b1.

(@Tt1)a1 {}Oe1b1

The place defined by a1 today is contained by the place defined by b1.

(@Tt1)a1 {}Oe1(@Ty1)b1

The place defined by a1 today is contained by the place defined by b1 yesterday.

A meaningful substitution for (@TTE)a1 {}Oe1b1 would be “The places where Andrew is are not
always places where the circus takes place” or “Andrew is not always where the circus takes place”.
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57.3 Comparing Two Collections of Places
Comparisons may also be made between collections of places using the standard propositions, for
example:
Symbolism

Meaning

a {=}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as are the same as (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as are contained by (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as contain (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as are contained by (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

Not all of the places as are contained by (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

Some of the places of as are contained by (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

None of the places of as are contained by (some of) the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as are contained by all of the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

Not all of the places of as are contained by all of the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

Some of the places of as are contained by all of the places of bs.

a {}Oe1b

None of the places of as are contained by all of the places of bs.

A meaningful substitution for a {=}Oe1b would be “The places where acrobats perform are the same
as some of the places where bands play”.
Again, comparisons can be quantified or made more specific using the @T function.
Symbolism

Meaning

a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as always contains (some of) the places of bs.

(@TTE)a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as always contains (some of) the places of bs.

(@TTE)a {}Oe1b

Not all of the places of as always contain (some of) the places of bs.

(@TTE)a {}Oe1b

Not all of the places of all as never contain (some of) the places of bs.

(@TTE)a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as never contain (some of) the places of bs.

(@Tt1)a {}Oe1b

(All of) the places of as today contain (some of) the places of bs.

(@Tt1)a {}Oe1(@Ty1)b

(All of) the places of as today contain (some of) the places of bs yesterday.

A meaningful substitution for (@TTE)a {}Oe1b would be “The place of every apple is always a place
where some bands play” or “Every apple is always where bands play”.
Clearly, the place occupied by an entity for its entire life, contains the place occupied by the same
entity for a part of its life. Thus, (Ob1)a1 {}(Ob1)(@Tt1)a1, which can be rearranged to yield:
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(Ob1)(@Tt1)a1 {}(Ob1)a1

(TR892)(O,T)

Events are often used to define the places. However, the language and symbolism used for events
describes collections rather than a particular instance. Thus, for example, when we say “John camps
where the festival is held” both “John camps” and “the festival is held” may represent more than one
event. Furthermore, this statement does not exclude the possibility that John also camps elsewhere.
These alternatives are allowed for if the existential form is used, e.g.:
(Oe1)(VSj1.c.VQE).{}.({}(Oe1)(VSf1.Vh.VQE)) . Note that both places are relative to the planet earth
which is symbolised e1.

57.4 Natural Components
The expression, (Ob1)E describes all places relative to b1. Thus, (@A(Ob1)E)b1 is all spatial sections of
b1 relative to itself. If b1 has a structure which is static and persists for the life of b1 then this expression
can be regarded as describing the natural components of b1. This concept cannot be used, however,
with entities whose parts can move relative to one another such as a flock of sheep or a clock.
In these very special circumstances, this allows us to describe the relationship between a physical
entity and a natural component, as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

a1 (@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 is always a part of b1.

(@TTE)a1 (@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 is always a part of b1.

(@TTE)a1 (@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 is not always a part of b1.

(@TTE)a1 ~(@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 is sometimes a part of b1.

(@TTE)a1 ~(@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 is never a part of b1.

(@Tt1)a1 (@A(Ob1)E)b1

a1 today is a part of b1.

A meaningful substitution for (@TTE)a1 (@A(Ob1)E)b1 would be “The axle is always a part of the
Bentley”.
More generally, the @A function can be used with the abstract equivalent of a place, e.g., (Oe1)b1, as
an argument to describe an entity, e.g. a1, while it is in that place. Thus, for example (@A(Oe1)b1)a1
describes a1 so long as it is in the place (Oe1)b1, e.g., “Andrew while he is in the place where the beer
festival is, was, or will be held”. This compares with (@b1)a1 which means “Andrew while he is where
the beer festival is being held”.
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Chapter 58 Spatial Comparison
58.1 Spatial Dimensions
Physical entities can be compared in a single spatial dimension using the membership relationship sets
{}, {}, {}, {} and {}. The ordering relationship sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {} and {} may also be used.
However, it is the characteristics of the entities rather than the entities themselves which are compared
in this way.
For example, if (LXo1) is a dimensional mapping relationship set which specifies points or spans,
relative to o1, in the single spatial dimension whose direction is X, then (LXo1)a1{>}(LXo1)b1 means
that a1 is further along that dimension than b1. If, for example, o1 is an observer then it means that a1 is
further from the observer in the X direction than b1.
These points or spans can be measured using the dimensional mapping relationship set D. For
example, D(LXo1)a1 is the length of a1 in the X direction. These lengths form a point continuum
dimension whose members can be compared using the ordering relationship sets {=}, {>}, {<}, {} and
{}. For example, D(LXo1)a1{>}D(LXo1)b1 means that a1 is longer in the X direction than b1.
Other examples of such measurements include position in one of the spatial dimensions, length, width,
breadth, distance from a reference point in a defined spatial dimension, distance from a reference
object, etc. The ways of specifying the three spatial dimensions and of measuring points and spans
within them are numerous and no letters are reserved, therefore. However, they can be described, and
comparisons can be made using non-reserved letters. For example, if distances from Oliver in any
direction are do1, and Peter is p1, and Jane is j1, then the distance of Peter and Jane from Oliver are
(do1)p1 and (do1)j1 respectively. “Peter is further from Oliver than Jane” can be symbolised
(do1)p1 {>}(do1)j1 or p1 V(do1){>} (do1)j1 or p1 {>}(do1)j1 or p1 >(do1) j1.
Some of these relationships are transitive. For example, if “The building is to the right of the tree” and
“The tree is to the right of the war memorial” then “The building is to the right of the war memorial”.
Others are not. For example, “You are on my left” and “The tree is on your left” does not necessarily
imply that “The tree is on my left”. This will depend on the directions in which “you” and “I” are
facing. There are, however, conventions in natural language which will assist the reader in deciding
which descriptions of direction are transitive and which are not.

58.2 Relationships between Entities in both Space and Time
Complex relationships in both space and time can, of course, exist between two or more physical
entities. Furthermore, these entities can be events as well as objects. The techniques used to symbolise
them are demonstrated in the following example: “This villa is the place where Nero fiddled while
Rome burned”.
Let VSr1.b.VQE or VSr1.b be the events “Rome burns”;
then T(VSr1.b) are the timespans of the events “Rome burns”.
Let VSn1.f.VQE or VSn1.f be the events “Nero fiddles”;
then (@TT(VSr1.b))(VSn1.f) are the events “Nero fiddles while Rome burns”;
and (Oe1)(@TT(VSr1.b))(VSn1.f) are the abstract equivalents of the places, relative to the earth, where
Nero fiddles while Rome burns. It can safely be assumed that there is only one such place. However,
this is not always the case for such comparisons.
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Let v1 be “this villa”; then
(Oe1)v1

is the abstract equivalent of the place occupied by this villa, relative to the earth.

Nero is smaller than the villa and the former must therefore contain the latter. However, as it is
characteristics that are being compared {} is used rather than {}. Thus:
(Oe1)v1{}(Oe1)(@TT(VSr1.b))(VSn1.f) or
v1{}Oe1(@TT(VSr1.b))(VSn1.f)

means that the place occupied by this villa contains a place where

Nero fiddles while Rome burns.
Further symbolism is required to indicate that the statement is made after the event “Nero fiddles while
Rome burns” and this will be explained in the chapter on Tense which follows.
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Chapter 59 Relationships as Physical Entities
59.1 Introduction
Events and other types of relationship between physical entities are, themselves, physical in nature.
In the same way as physical objects, one of their characteristics is their location in space-time. The
physical nature of relationships will be described below followed by an explanation of how they are
the subject of aggregation, disaggregation, abstraction, and reverse abstraction in the same way as all
other physical entities.

59.2 The Physical Nature of Relationships
By convention, relationships are represented graphically by an arrow from one point, representing a
physical entity b1, to another, representing a physical entity a1. However, this iconic analogue is an
oversimplification and can lead to a misunderstanding of the nature of a relationship. Firstly, it
suggests that the two entities are related in their entirety taking no account of any changes, over time,
in the nature of the relationship between them. Secondly, it suggests that a relationship, i.e., the arrow,
is in some way different from other physical entities in the universe.
Relationships such as VSa1.c.VQb1 are, in fact, the physical aggregation of a temporal section of one
entity, a1, and a temporal section of another, b1, together with further information, c, which establishes
the nature of the relationship, and yet further information, VS and VQ, which establishes its direction.
A temporal section is defined as the entity in its full spatial entirety but not necessarily in its full
temporal entirety, i.e., the spatial whole of the entity as it exists for a sub-span of its whole timespan.
Thus, there is no difference between relationships and other physical entities, except that they have a
direction inherent in them and their related parts are ordered.
This description of a relationship is comparable to the ordered pair of conventional set theory, except
that the ordered pair comprises the two related entities in their entirety. This difference arises because
conventional set theory was created to deal with numbers, and numbers are atomic entities.
Consider an individual relationship x1. This comprises a temporal section of each of two entities, i.e.,
each entity in its spatial entirety but only for the timespan that it holds the specified relationship with
the other entity. The two entities are the subject of the relationship, Sx1, and the object Qx1. Their
relevant temporal sections are (@Sx1)x1 and (@Qx1)x1, i.e., the intersection in space-time of Sx1 and x1
and of Qx1 and x1. Thus, a relationship in its physical form comprises the aggregation of the
intersection of the relationship with its subject and the intersection of the relationship with its object.
This is described by the following equation:
x1 = ((@Sx1)x1 + (@Qx1)x1)1

(AS13)(Axiom of Physical Relationships)
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Fig. 37 The Spatio-temporal Equivalent of a Relationship

If x1 is one member of the set of relationships VSa1.c.VQb1 where a1 is the subject and b1 is the object
then this equation becomes:
(x1  VSa1.c. VQb1)(VSa1.x1.VQb1) (x1 = ((@a1)x1 + (@b1)x1)1)

(TT321)

It is also true that if a relationship exists then so too do the subject and object parts of that
relationship, both of which are physical in nature. This is described by the following equation:
(X = S, Q) = E)  ((x1 )  ((@Xx1)x1 ))

(AS16) 2nd Axiom of Physical Relationships

A particular temporal section of a1 can be symbolised (@Tt1)a1 where t1 is any timespan. (@Tt1)a1 is a1
as it exists in its spatial entirety for the timespan t1. If this timespan occurs before or after the existence
of a1 then (@Tt1)a1 is, of course null. Thus, since TE is the collection of all timespans, the collection of
all temporal sections of the entity a1 can be expressed (@TTE)a1.
The set of all relationships with an entity a1, i.e., VSa1.E.VQE, or more simply VSa1, and VSE.E.VQa1, or
more simply VQa1, are sets of relationships between every temporal section of a1 and every temporal
section of every entity in the universe, regardless of whether or not the former and the latter are
contemporaneous, and regardless of whether the temporal section of the former occurs before, after or
at the same time as the latter.
In effect, therefore, VSa1 and VQa1 are the collection of all physical super-entities of all temporal
sections of a1. Thus, VSa1 and VQa1 are {}(@TTE)a1 or ({+}E)(@ TTE)a1. This yields the theorems:
Sa1 = {}(@TTE)a1

(TS764)

Qa1 = {}(@TTE)a1

(TS765)

V
V

Sa1 = ({+}E)(@ TTE)a1

(TS766)

Qa = ({+}E)(@TTE)a

(TS767)

V
V

1

1
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Note that the symbolism (@TTE)a1 is used both in the equation for VSa1 and in the equation for VQa1. It
says nothing about the direction of a relationship, therefore. The entities (@TTE)a1 are sub-entities of
both VSa1 and VQa1 and are, in fact, the set of reflexive relationships for temporal sections of a1.

Space

Typical Super-entities of
1
1
Temporal Section (@Tt )a
1

1

Temporal Section (@Tt )a
1

a
Physical Equivalent
1
of Timespan t
Time

Fig. 38 Typical Super-entities of a Temporal Section

59.3 The Characteristics of a Relationship
Clearly there are infinite relationships between any two entities. For example, VSa1.VQb1 is the set of
all relationships between a1, or Andrew, and b1, or Mont Blanc. However, it is possible to reduce their
number by specifying the nature of the relationship by including a term c, which corresponds to the
verb in natural language. For example, if c is the set of relationships in which the subject entity climbs
the object entity, then VSa1.c.VQb1, is the set of relationships in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
Similarly, VSa1.c.VQb1 is the set of relationships between Andrew and Mont Blanc which are not ones
in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
The verb in a relationship, i.e., c1, is the physical equivalent of a characteristic of the relationship, i.e.,
Ac1. From the rules of Symbolic Reasoning, VSa1.c.VQb1  c and, thus, (VSa1.c.VQb1)1  {}c1. It is also
true that VSa1.c.VQb1{}( VSa1.c.VQb1)1 and, thus, that VSa1.c.VQb1{}c1 and VSa1.c.VQb1{}Ac1.
Now, if VSa1.c.VQb1 means “the apes consume the bananas” then VSa1.c.VQb1{}Ac1 means that c1 or
“consumption” is a characteristic of all such events.
The verb establishes two important features of the relationship:
(1)

its direction. In the absence of the verb, c, VQa1.VSb1 is the same as VSa1.VQb1, i.e. VSa1.VQb1 =
V
Qa1.VSb1, which is a special case of VSa.VQb = VQa.VSb (TS613); and

(2)

its temporal type. Whether the two related entities are contemporaneous or not can also be
determined from the verb.
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59.4 Temporal Types of Relationship
Many of the relationships which are meaningful to us are between contemporaneous temporal sections
of two entities. For example, VSa1.c.VQb1  , or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and VSa.c.VQb  , or
“Some apes consume some bananas”. Such relationships are known as events or event relationships.
They are meaningful to us because they occupy space for a particular timespan, and we can perceive
them during that timespan.
Relationships between two temporal sections with different timespans also exist and are known as
trans-temporal relationships, for example “Andrew is the great, great, grandfather of Brian”. Such
relationships are often, but not necessarily, causal relationships. The closer the two temporal sections
are in space-time, the more likely we are to recognise any relationship between them. Temporal
sections relatively distant from one another may, however, be related through a chain of causality.
Events are members of the set RE, which can be defined as follows:
(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1)x1 = T(@Qx1)x1)

(DR37)(Definition of an Event Relationship)

i.e., the timespan of the temporal section of the subject is the same as the timespan of the temporal
section of the object.
From this it follows that if the temporal sections of the subject and object of a relationship do not
have the same timespan then the relationship is not an event but rather trans-temporal.
(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1)x1  T(@Qx1)x1)

(TT322)(Definition of a Trans-temporal Relationship)

Note that all entities are relationships and if a relationship is not an event, it must be a transtemporal. It is not necessary therefore to use a separate letter to define the set of trans-temporal
relationships. The simple statement that an entity is not an event, i.e., x1 RE, is sufficient.
Because a relationship comprises the aggregate of two temporal sections, it follows that if they have
the same timespan then the event itself must also have that timespan. Thus, the timespan of an event
is the same as the timespan of the relevant temporal section of its subject and of its object, i.e.:
(x1 RE)  (T(@Sx1)x1 = Tx1)

(TT357)

(x1 RE)  (T(@Qx1)x1 = Tx1)

(TT358)

For a set of relationships VSa1.c. VQb1 which are events these theorems become:
((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE)  (T(@a1)( VSa1.c. VQb1) = T( VSa1.c. VQb1))

(TT325)

((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE)  (T(@b1)( VSa1.c. VQb1) = T( VSa1.c. VQb1))

(TT326)

Given a set of relationships VSa1.c. VQb1 , for example, it is c which determines whether or not they
are events. For the set of relationships c to be events then c1 must be a member of RE. If c1 is a
member of RE then (VSa1.c. VQb1)1 must, in turn, be a member of RE. Thus:
(c1  RE) ((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE)

(TT319)
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Chapter 60 Absolute Temporal Quantification
60.1 Introduction
The quantifiers “always”, “not always”, “sometimes” and “never” can be used as relative temporal
quantifiers, i.e., given some condition, for example “if David finds the equipment”, they quantify the
dependent circumstances, e.g., “then sometimes Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. However, “always”,
“not always”, “sometimes” and “never” can also be used as absolute temporal quantifiers. When used
in this way, they act on the whole of a proposition and quantify the timespans in which it is true. For
example, “always” implies that the quantified proposition is true for all timespans. However, the
timespans in question are only those during which the subject and object of the proposition exist. We
may, for example, say that “the animals are always in the barn”. If so, then “the animals are in the
barn” is true so long as both the animals and the barn exist. However, if one or the other do not exist
then it is not true.
Temporal quantification relies on the use of temporal sections, i.e., entities in their spatial entirety but
only for a specified timespan. Suppose that the collection a means “apes”, then the temporal sections
of this collection are (@TTE)a, where TE is the collection of all timespans. If t1 is any individual
timespan, i.e. t1  TE, then (@Tt1)a  means that at least one ape exists during that timespan. The
latter equation is an important condition in absolute temporal quantification.

60.2 Copular Propositions with Absolute Temporal Quantification
Consider the proposition with an absolute temporal quantifier, “All apes are always, brown”. Let a be
the collection of apes and b be the collection of brown things. Let t1 be any timespan during which
apes exist, i.e., (t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ). If so, then (@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b means that, during that timespan,
“all apes are brown”, i.e., the temporal section of every ape for that timespan is brown. Note that as
this proposition is copular, the subject and object must have the same timespan, t1.
The same approach can be used for other quantifications and propositions, as follows.
Firstly, the absolute temporal quantifier is symbolised. Where {p} is a proposition:
Always…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Not always…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Sometimes…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ~{p}

Never…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ~{p}

Secondly, the proposition is symbolised:
…all apes are brown.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)

…not all apes are brown.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)

…some apes are brown.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  ~(@Tt1)b)

…no apes are brown.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  ~(@Tt1)b)
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Finally, the two parts are combined by substituting the latter into the former and simplify the resulting
equation. This simplification shows that there are sixteen propositions comprising eight pairs each
with the same meaning. They are shown in the table below.
It can be seen from this table that some but not all the propositions can be simplified. The theorem
used in its simplification is given with the resulting equation. It can also be seen that the standard form
propositions have hidden absolute temporal quantifiers. For example, a  b which is normally
expressed “all apes are brown” is actually “always, all apes are brown” and a  b which is normally
expressed “some apes are brown” is actually “sometimes some apes are brown”.

Natural Language Proposition

Symbolism

Always, all apes are brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Never are not all apes brown.

((@Tt )a  (@Tt )b)

Always are not all apes brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Never are all apes brown.

((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)

Always, some apes are brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Never are no apes brown.

((@Tt1)a  ~(@Tt1)b)

Always, no apes are brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Never are some apes brown.

((@Tt )a  ~(@Tt )b)

Not always are all apes brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Sometimes, not all apes are
brown.

((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)

Not always are not all apes
brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

1

1

Relationship
Form

Std.
Form

Sa.{=}.VQb = 

ab

(TT898)

(TT894)

None

None

None

None

Sa.{=}.VQb = 

ab

(TT899)

(TT895)

Sa.{=}.VQb  

ab

(TT900)

(TT896)

None

None

None

None

Sa.{=}.VQb  

ab

(TT901)

(TT897)

V

1

V

1

Sometimes, all apes are brown.

((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)

Not always are some apes brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Sometimes, no apes are brown.

((@Tt1)a  ~(@Tt1)b)

Not always are no apes brown./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 

Sometimes, some apes are brown.

((@Tt1)a  ~(@Tt1)b)

V

V

If the subject of the proposition is singular, e.g., “Andrew is a barrister”, then propositions with
absolute temporal quantification simplify as follows.
Natural Language Proposition
Always, Andrew is a barrister.
Not always is Andrew a barrister.
Sometimes, Andrew is a barrister.
Never is Andrew a barrister.

Relationship Form
V

Sa1.{=}.VQb = 

V

Sa1.{=}.VQb  

V

Std. Form
a1  b
None

Sa1.{=}.VQb  

None

Sa1.{=}.VQb = 

a1  b

V
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60.3 Non-Copular Propositions with Absolute Temporal Quantification
Non-copular propositions, such as “All apes consume bananas”, can also be given absolute temporal
quantifiers to yield, for example, “Sometimes, all apes are consuming bananas”. Note that the
continous tense, “are consuming”, is used because this describes the circumstances during a particular
timespan whereas the non-continuous tense, “consume”, does not. The quantification is carried out as
follows.
Firstly, the absolute temporal quantifier is symbolised in the same manner as a copular proposition,
i.e.:
Always…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Not always…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Sometimes…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Never…

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  {p}

Secondly, the proposition is symbolised:
…all apes are consuming bananas.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  cb)

…not all apes are consuming bananas.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  cb)

…some apes are consuming bananas.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  cb)

or {p} = (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb  )

…no apes are consuming bananas.

{p} = ((@Tt1)a  cb)

or {p} = (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb = )

Note, that although the above examples have a contemporaneous subject and object, this is not
necessarily the case for other non-copular propositions. Some can be trans-temporal. If so, their objects
have a different timespan to their subjects. For this reason, a particular temporal section of the object
is not specified.
Finally, the two parts are combined and simplified to yield the equations below. Note, however, that
they do not simplify in the same way as the equations for copular propositions. Note, also, that again
there are sixteen propositions comprising eight pairs with the same meaning.
Natural Language Proposition

Symbolism

Always, all apes are consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Never are not all apes consuming bananas.
Always, not all apes are consuming bananas./
Never are all apes consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Always, some apes are consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Never are no apes consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb  )

Always, no apes are consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Never are some apes consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb = )

Not always are all apes consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Sometimes, not all apes are consuming bananas.
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Not always are not all apes consuming bananas./
Sometimes, all apes are consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Not always are some apes consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Sometimes, no apes are consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb  )

Not always are no apes consuming bananas./

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  ((@Tt1)a  cb)

Sometimes, some apes are consuming bananas.

(t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  )  (VS((@Tt1)a).c.VQb = )
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Chapter 61 Component Relationships
61.1 Introduction
Because relationships are physical entities, they aggregate and disaggregate in much the same way as
other physical entities, i.e., a relationship disaggregates into component relationships and a collection
of relationships aggregates into a relationship set entity.
Thus, for example, because the relationships, VSa1.c.VQb1, or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” are
physical, they can disaggregate into relevant temporal sections or parts of temporal sections of Andrew
and Mont Blanc which represent stages in the climb. Furthermore, the set VSa1.c.VQb1 can aggregate to
form the set entity (VSa1.c.VQb1)1. Finally, the various stages in one instance of VSa1.c.VQb1 can also
aggregate to form the entire event.
Similarly, the relationships, VSa.c.VQb, or “Apes consume bananas” can disaggregate into relevant
temporal sections or parts of temporal sections of apes and bananas which represent particular acts,
for example, a single ape taking a bite out of a banana.

61.2 Rules for Relationships and Component Relationships
The rules for relationships and component relationships can be derived from the geometry of spacetime. Given two entities a1 and b1, then if x1 is a component of a1, i.e. x1 {}a1, and if y1 is a component
of b1, i.e. y1 {}b1, then since {}a1 are physical parts of a1 and {}b1 are physical parts of b1, every
relationship which has x1 as its subject and y1 as its object must be a physical component of relationships
which have a1 as their subject and b1 as their object, i.e., VSx1.VQy1{}(VSa1 .VQb1).
The two temporal sections can, be contemporaneous in which case VSx1.VQy1 is an event. Also, x1 can,
of course, be a temporal section of a1 and y1 a temporal section of b1.
Thus:
(x1 {}a1)(y1 {}b1)  (VSx1.VQy1{}(VSa1 .VQb1))

(TS610)

which can be derived from:
(AR32) Component Relationships Axiom

V

S{}a1.VQ{}b1 {}(VSa1 .VQb1)
1

1

which since a {}a and b {}b further simplifies to:
V

Sa.VQb {}(VSa1 .VQb1)

(TS612)
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Fig. 39 A Typical Relationship between Components of Entities

61.3 Necessary & Sufficient Relationships
The verb part of a relationship and the verb part of one of its component relationships are not
necessarily the same. Often they will differ. For example, “Andrew’s hand grasps the ledge” or
V
Sh1.g.VQl1 is a component relationship of “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or VSa1.c.VQb1.
Note that, for the former to be a component relationship of the latter, the subject of the former must
be a component of either the subject or the object of latter. Also, the object of the former must be a
component of the remaining entity in the latter. The temporal section of Andrew’s hand which grasps
the ledge is a sub-entity of the temporal section of Andrew who climbs Mont Blanc. Furthermore, the
ledge is a physical part of Mont Blanc, and so, the criteria are met.
It may be necessary for a component relationship of one type to exist for a relationship of another type
also to exist. Thus, for example it may be necessary for Andrew to grasp the ledge to climb Mont
Blanc. Alternatively, if a relationship of one type exists then this may be sufficient for a component
relationship of another type to exist, i.e., if Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, then he must grasp the ledge.
Such necessary component relationships and sufficient super-relationships form an important part of
our reasoning process.
Here, the term component relationship is used rather than sub-relationship because the latter has
already been used, elsewhere, to describe a different concept.
If both VSa1.c.VQb1, or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” , and VSh1.g.VQl1, or “Andrew’s hand grasps the
ledge” , are single relationships and the latter a component of the former, then this could be symbolised
by either VSh1.g.VQl1 {}(VSa1.c.VQb1) or VSa1.c.VQb1 {}(VSh1.g.VQl1).
However, both VSa1.c.VQb1 and VSh1.g.VQl1 normally represent a plural collection of relationships and
the rules of necessity and sufficiency apply. For example, it may be necessary for Andrew’s hand to
grasp the ledge whenever he climbs Mont Blanc. If so, then Andrew’s hand grasping the ledge is a
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necessary component of all relationships in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc. Conversely, Andrew
climbing Mont Blanc is a sufficient super-relationship of Andrew’s hand grasping the ledge. Both can
be symbolised VSa1.c.VQb1 {}( VSh1.g.VQl1).
It could be argued that all acts of climbing involve acts of grasping, i.e., that to grasp is necessary to
climb, and that to climb is sufficient to grasp. If so, then this would be symbolised c {}g, which
more clearly demonstrates that the verb part of a relationship and the verb part of one of its component
relationships need not necessarily be the same.

61.4 Emergent Properties in Relationships
Consider the relationship set VSa1.c.VQb1. This can mean “The apes (collectively) consume the
bananas”. If so, then a1, or “the apes” , is a discrete set comprising individuals apes as its atomic
components and b1, or “the bananas” , is a continuum set in which bananas are a material.
For VSa1.c.VQb1 to occur it is necessary that some of the apes consume some of the bananas, including
parts of the bananas, i.e., that VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1 occurs. Thus,
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}(VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1)

where both VSa1.c.VQb1 and VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1 are sets of relationships.
However, parts of an ape cannot consume anything. It is the ape in its entirety and acting as a system
which does this. Thus, VS{}a.c = . However, parts of bananas can be consumed. Thus, c.VQ{}b1
. These two conditions combine with the above equation to yield:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}(VSa.c.VQ{}b1)

i.e., it is necessary for an ape to consume a banana or part of a banana for the apes to consume the
bananas.
Suppose now that VSa1.c.VQb1 means “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. There are emergent properties in
this statement which are not inherent in VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1. For example, emergent properties dictate
that parts of Andrew, e.g., his leg, cannot climb anything. Rather it is Andrew in his entirety or as a
system who climbs things. Thus, VS{}a1.c = . Similarly, emergent properties may dictate that if
something is climbed then it is climbed in its entirety and not in part. In the latter case, the appropriate
verb would be “climbs on”. Thus, c.VQ{}b1 = . These two conditions combine with the above
equation to yield:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Emergent properties play an essential part in deciding the correct rule to use. Thus, it is more
meaningful to express the above equations in terms of abstraction, i.e.:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1)

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa.c.VQ{}b1)

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Many rules of this type are possible, and the choice will depend on the user’s understanding of the
relevant emergent properties. For example, whether the property of being able to consume something
first emerges with parts of apes, VS{}a.c  , individual apes, VSa.c  , or apes collectively,
V
Sa1.c  . Thus, these equations are not universally true but rather, case specific semantic rules. They
are not, therefore, axioms, definitions, or theorems of Symbolic Reasoning.
A full list of possible rules is given below where the property referred to is the capability of an event
to be of type c.
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V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Property first emerges at a1 and b1

V

Property first emerges at a1 and b

V

Property first emerges at a1 and {}b

V

Property first emerges at a and b1

V

Property first emerges at a and b

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa1.c.VQb)
Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa1.c.VQ{}b1)
Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa.c.VQb1)
Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa.c.VQb)

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VSa.c.VQ{}b1)

V

1

V

1

V

1

V

1

Sa .c. Qb {}A( S{}a .c. Qb )
Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VS{}a1.c.VQb)

Property first emerges at a and {}b
Property first emerges at {}a and b1

V

Property first emerges at {}a and b

V

Property first emerges at {}a and {}b

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}A(VS{}a1.c.VQ{}b1)
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Chapter 62 Tense
62.1 Introduction
An untensed proposition, e.g., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, says nothing about the time at which the
event or events described take place. When a proposition is tensed, its verb is altered to convey such
information, e.g., “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc”. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning can be
achieved by applying a function to the relationship part of the proposition. For example, to VSa1.c.VQb1
rather than to the truth set VSa1.c.VQb1 .

62.2 Truth Sets and Tense
Every proposition has a matching truth set. Every member of this truth set is a circumstance in which
the proposition is true. If a proposition is not tensed, then its truth set is the universal set. For example,
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is true in every circumstance. However, if a proposition is tensed, then
this modifies the truth set. For example, the sentence “Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc” is only true
in circumstances which exist after the first instance of Andrew having finished climbing Mont Blanc”.
The truth set for a series of propositions, e.g., a paragraph, conversation, or book, is the conjunction
of the truth sets for each individual proposition it contains.

62.3 The Tensing of Events and Trans-temporal Relationships
An expression such as VSa1.c.VQb1 can describe either an event, in which the relevant temporal
sections of a1 and b1 are contemporaneous, or it can describe a trans-temporal relationship in which
they are not. In the latter case it is the subject part of a relationship, i.e., (@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1), which is
tensed. However, when the relationship is an event, the timespan of the subject part of the
relationship is the same as the timespan of the entire relationship and the latter, i.e., VSa1.c. VQb1 is
tensed. Whether the relationship VSa1.c.VQb1 is an event relationship or a trans-temporal relationship
will depend on the meaning assigned to the relationship by the verb part, c. If c implies an event,
then c1 is a member of RE. If it implies a trans-temporal relationship, then it is a member of ~RE.
The process for tensing an event relationship, where c1 RE, is as follows. If VSa1.c. VQb1 means
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, then:
V

Sa1.c. VQb1

describes all events in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc and

V

describes the proposition “(It is true that) Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

Sa1.c. VQb1  

The relationship part of this proposition, i.e., VSa1.c. VQb1, can be tensed as follows:
{>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)

describes all circumstances which occur after an event in which Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc. For each of these circumstances it is true that “Andrew
climbed Mont Blanc” and, thus, they are the truth set for that proposition.

{>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  

states that such circumstances exist, i.e., it is true that “Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc”.

The process for tensing a trans-temporal relationship where c1 ~RE, is as follows. If VSa1.c. VQb1
means “Andrew condemns Babylon”, where Andrew is a present day person and Babylon an historic
city, then:
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(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)

describes Andrew when he condemns Babylon, i.e., one or more temporal
sections of Andrew when he is engaged in that practice.

(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  

describes the proposition “Andrew condemns Babylon”, i.e. “there exists a
temporal section of Andrew during which he condemns Babylon”.

The left-hand side of this proposition can then be tensed as follows:
{>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)

describes all circumstances which occur after one in which Andrew
was in a state of condemning Babylon.

1

V

1

V

states that such circumstances exist, i.e., it is true that “Andrew

1

{>}T(@a )( Sa .c. Qb )  

condemned Babylon”.

62.4 Absolute Tenses
The Symbolism of Absolute Tenses for Events
An absolute tense uses the time at which the statement is made, i.e., “now”, as its point of reference
for the past, present or future described in the proposition. The symbolism of the absolute tenses for
events is given in the table below.
Name of Tense

Natural Language

Symbolism

Tenseless

Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.

Continuous

Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc.

{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 2)

Imperfect

Andrew climbed Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 3)

Imperfect Continuous

Andrew was climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 4)

Perfect

Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 5)

Perfect Continuous

Andrew has been climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 6)

Future

Andrew will climb Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 7)

Future Continuous

Andrew will be climbing Mont Blanc.

{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) (Note 8)

V

Sa1.c.VQb1(See Note 1 below)

This symbolism is explained by the following notes:
(1)

The expression VSa1.c.VQb1 is a collection of circumstances in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
If such circumstances do exist, then this is symbolised VSa1.c.VQb1 . The addition of is
the same as adding the phrase “Circumstances exist in which…” to the natural language
proposition. However, this phrase is normally simplified to “it is true that”. On the other hand,
V
Sa1.c.VQb1 =, means “Circumstances do not exist in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or “It
is false that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. On its own, VSa1.c.VQb1 represents the adverb phrase
“when and where Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

(2)

The expression {}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) describes the set of all circumstances whose physical timespans
are sub-spans of the physical timespans of VSa1.c.VQb1, i.e. all circumstances which occur “whilst
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Note that {}T is used because T maps entities onto the abstract
time dimension. Thus, the equation {}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the sentence “(It is true that)
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Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc” and {}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the adverb phrase “when
Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc”.
(3)

When an imperfect tense is used, it is certain that the event it describes has begun but it is not
certain that it has ended. The expression {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) describes the set of all circumstances
which begin after the beginning of any instance VSa1.c.VQb1 and end after its end, i.e. all
circumstances which occur “after Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Thus, {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)
represents the sentence “(It is true that) Andrew climbed Mont Blanc”. {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)
represents the adverb phrase “after Andrew climbed Mont Blanc”.

(4)

The functions {>}T and {}T are combined to yield the imperfect continuous tense.

(5)

When the perfect tense is used, it is certain that the event it describes has both begun and ended.
The expression {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) describes the set of all circumstances which both begin and
end after any instance of VSa1.c.VQb1, i.e. all circumstances which occur “after Andrew has
climbed Mont Blanc”. Thus, {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the sentence “(It is true that)
Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”. {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the adverb phrase “after
Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”.

(6)

The functions {>}T, CT and {}T are combined to yield the perfect continuous tense.

(7)

The expression {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) describes the set of all circumstances whose timespans begin
before the beginning of any instance of VSa1.c.VQb1 and end before its end, i.e. all circumstances
which occur “before Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Thus, {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the
sentence “(It is true that) Andrew will climb Mont Blanc”. {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) represents the
adverb phrase “before Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

(8)

The functions {<}T and {}T are combined to yield the future continuous tense.
The Symbolism of Absolute Tenses for Trans-temporal Relationships

The symbolism of tensed trans-temporal relationships is similar, except that the expression
(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1), which describes the relevant temporal section of the subject, replaces the
relationship VSa1.c.VQb1.
Name of Tense

Natural Language

Symbolism

Tenseless

Andrew condemns Babylon.

(@a1)( VSa1.c.VQb1)

Continuous

Andrew is condemning Babylon.

{}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect

Andrew condemned Babylon.

{>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect Continuous

Andrew was condemning Babylon.

{>}T{}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect

Andrew has condemned Babylon.

{>}TCT(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect Continuous

Andrew has been condemning Babylon.

{>}TCT{}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future

Andrew will condemn Babylon.

{<}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future Continuous

Andrew will be condemning Babylon.

{<}T{}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)
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Absolute Tenses of Named Objects or Events
Tenses are applied to relationships such as states, changes of state or events. However, all physical
things, for example apples, dogs, the First World War, etc., are also events. They differ only in that
they have names and can be symbolised by an individual letter, e.g., a, d or w1. The fact that they exist,
occur, take place, or happen is, for example, symbolised a  which may mean “apples exist” or
w1may mean “the First World War happens”. This implies that tenses can also be applied to named
objects or events, e.g., “apples will exist” or “the First World War has happened”.
If, for example, w1 means the 1st World War, then {>}TCTw1 is all circumstances after the 1st World War.
For each circumstance it is true to say that “The 1st World War has happened”. If such circumstances
exist then {>}TCTw1, which means “The 1st World War has happened.”
Further tensed propositions of this nature are given in the table below.
Tense

Natural Language

Symbolism

Tenseless

The 1st World War happens.

w1

Present Continuous

The 1st World War is happening.

{}Tw1

Imperfect

The 1st World War happened.

{>}Tw1

Imperfect Continuous

The 1st World War was happening.

{>}T{}Tw1

Perfect

The 1st World War has happened.

{>}TCTw1

Perfect Continuous

The 1st World War has been happening.

{>}TCT{}Tw1

Simple Future

The 1st World War will happen.

{<}Tw1

Future Continuous

The 1st World War will be happening.

{<}T{}Tw1

62.5 Relative Tenses
Introduction
An absolute tense uses the time at which the statement is made, i.e., “now”, as its point of reference.
Relative tenses, on the other hand, use some other time as their reference point. The latter is not
necessarily “now”, but may be in the future or past relative to now. Relatively tensed propositions
must, however, always be paired with another absolutely tensed proposition which establishes “now”
as a reference point. In natural language this paired proposition is not always explicitly stated and is
frequently deduced from the context. However, in Symbolic Reasoning it must be stated explicitly.
For example, the relatively tensed proposition “Andrew had climbed Mont Blanc” is, on its own,
meaningless without an absolutely tensed proposition or an understanding of the context of the
statement.
The symbolism of a relatively tensed proposition and its reference proposition differs depending on
how the two propositions are combined to form a sentence. Two examples are given below. They are
combination by complementation, e.g., “David finds that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and conditional
combination, e.g., “If David finds the equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.
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Combination by Complementation - Tense Levels
In complementation a sentence comprises propositions which are embedded as the subject or object
of other propositions. For example, in the sentence “David finds that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”
comprises the superior sentoid “David finds (it)” and the embedded sentoid “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc”. It is, of course, possible for sentences to comprise sentoids which are doubly embedded, e.g.
“I hope that David finds that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, or triply embedded and so on. However,
such sentences are rare and increasingly difficult to comprehend.
Tenses may be applied not only to an embedded sentoid, but also to any superior sentoid in which it
is embedded. Thus, it is possible for one, two, three or more tenses to operate on a single sentoid, for
example, in the sentence “David will find that Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”.
Tense Level 1 , which is described diagrammatically below, comprises the event or events described
by the proposition, i.e., the relationship “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, rather than the truth set “(It is
true that) Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. Tense level 1 for a continuous tense is derived in a similar
way. For example, the relationship, “Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc”, rather than the truth set “It is
true that Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc”.

The white ellipse is an event in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
Fig. 40 Tense Level 1
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Tense Level 2 comprises all circumstances after application of the first tense function to the sentoid;
e.g., circumstances in which it is true that “Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”;

The light grey ellipses are typical circumstances in which “Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”

The dark grey ellipses are circumstances in which “David finds that Andrew has climbed Mont
Blanc”
Fig. 41 Tense Level 2
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Tense Level 3 comprises circumstances after application of two tense functions, e.g., circumstances
for which it is true that “David will find that Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”; and so on.

The black ellipses are typical circumstances in which “David will find that Andrew has climbed
Mont Blanc”
Fig. 42 Tense Level 3

Combination by Complementation - Symbolism
Events are used in the following description and examples. However, the same applies to transtemporal relationships and if, for example, VSa1.c.VQb1 is replaced by (@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1), then transtemporal examples can be obtained.
When two tenseless relationships, e.g., VSd1.f.VQi1 or “David finds it” and VSa1.c.VQb1 or “Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc”, are combined by complementation, one relationship is embedded in the other as
its subject or object, e.g., VSd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1) or “David finds that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc".
The relationships in such a sentence can be tensed by applying tense functions to one, the other, or
both. Examples are VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1), or “David finds that Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc”,
{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)), or “David found that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, and
{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)), or “David found that Andrew had climbed Mont Blanc”.
In these examples:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1
V

1

V

is a tense level 1 relationship;
1

{>}T( Sa .c. Qb )

is a tense level 2 relationship;

V

is also a tense level 2 relationship; and

Sd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) is

a tense level 3 relationship.

The possible relative tenses that can be obtained in this way are tabulated below. Note that not all of
them have an equivalent in the English language.
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Note that if both the superior relationship and the embedded relationship are operated on by a tense
function, then the embedded relationship is twice displaced in time. Different language is sometimes
used to express a tense with a double displacement and a tense with a single displacement.
Name of Tense

Natural Language

Symbolism

Tenseless superior
relationship

David finds that…

Tenseless

… Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

Present Continuous

… Andrew is climbing
Mont Blanc.

V

Imperfect

… Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

V

Imperfect Continuous

… Andrew was
climbing Mont Blanc.

Perfect

…Andrew has climbed
Mont Blanc.

Perfect Continuous

…Andrew has been
climbing Mont Blanc.

Future

…Andrew will climb
Mont Blanc.

Future Continuous

…Andrew will be
climbing Mont Blanc.

Superior relationship
in the imperfect tense

David found that…

Imperfect-relative
Tenseless

… Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Imperfect-relative
Present Continuous

… Andrew was
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 1)

Imperfect-relative
Imperfect

…Andrew had climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 2)

Imperfect-relative
Imperfect Continuous

…Andrew had been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 2)

Imperfect-relative
Perfect

…Andrew had climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Imperfect-relative
Perfect Continuous

…Andrew had been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Imperfect-relative
Future

…Andrew will climb
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Imperfect-relative
Future Continuous

…Andrew will be
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

V

Sd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Sd1.f.VQ{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)
Sd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

V

Sd1.f.VQ{>}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)
Sd1.f.VQ{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

V

Sd1.f.VQ{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

V

V

Sd1.f.VQ{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

V

Sd1.f.VQ{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)
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Superior relationship
in the perfect tense

David has found
that…

Perfect-relative
Tenseless

… Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Perfect-relative Present
Continuous

… Andrew was
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 1)

Perfect-relative
Imperfect

…Andrew had climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 2)

Perfect-relative
Imperfect Continuous

…Andrew had been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) (Note 2)

Perfect-relative Perfect

…Andrew had climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Perfect-relative Perfect
Continuous

…Andrew had been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Perfect-relative Future

…Andrew will climb
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Perfect-relative Future
Continuous

…Andrew will be
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Superior relationship
in the future tense

David will find that…

Future-relative
Tenseless

…Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative Present
Continuous

…Andrew is climbing
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative
Imperfect

… Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative
Imperfect Continuous

… Andrew was
climbing Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}T{}T (VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative Perfect

…Andrew has climbed
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative Perfect
Continuous

…Andrew has been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative Future

…Andrew will climb
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Future-relative Future
Continuous

…Andrew will be
climbing Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

2nd Superior
relationship in the
imperfect tense

George intended
that…

1st Superior
relationship in the

…David had found
that…
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perfect-relative
perfect tense
Imperfect-relative
Perfect-relative Future

…Andrew will climb
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSg1.i.VQ{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)))

Imperfect-relative
Perfect-relative Future
Continuous

…Andrew will be
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSg1.i.VQ{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQ{<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)))

2nd Superior
proposition in the
imperfect tense

George intended
that…

1st Superior
proposition in the
future-relative
perfect tense

David will find that…

Imperfect-relative
Future-relative Perfect

…Andrew had climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSg1.i.VQ{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)))

Imperfect-relative
Future-relative Perfect
Continuous

…Andrew had been
climbing Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSg1.i.VQ{<}T(VSd1.f.VQ{>}TCT{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)))

Notes:
(1)

When the superior sentoid is in the perfect or imperfect tense and the embedded sentoid in the present
continuous tense, it is a peculiarity of the English Language that the latter is actually spoken using the imperfect
continuous tense.

(2)

When the superior sentoid is in the perfect or imperfect tense and the embedded sentoid is in the imperfect or
imperfect continuous tense, it is a peculiarity of the English language that the latter are actually spoken using
the perfect and perfect continuous tenses respectively.

(3)

A sentence such as “It will be the case that Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc” is an alternative way of saying
“Andrew will have climbed Mont Blanc”.

Conditional Combination - Symbolism
Conditional sentences are those in which two relationships each form part of an “if… then…”
conjunction, e.g., “If David finds the equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. This sentence can
be symbolized as a proposition, i.e., (VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1). It can also be symbolized as a
relationship, i.e., VS(VSd1.f.VQe1)1.{}.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)1 and, if a member or members of this relationship
exist, this can be symbolized as VS(VSd1.f.VQe1)1.{}.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)1  . This follows from:
((a1 )(b1 ) = E) ((a o b) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

(DA00) Definition of an Equation

However, the relationships described by VS(VSd1.f.VQe1)1.{}.VQ(VSa1.c.VQb1)1 are not events but rather
trans-temporal, i.e., David may find the equipment at different times to those in which Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc. If they were to be tensed, therefore, then the tense would only apply to the subject, i.e.,
to “David finds the equipment”.
In practice, the two propositions are tensed separately. This means that the two tenses are independent
of one another and the tense of one implies nothing about the tense of the other.
Examples are given in the table below. To simplify this table the continuous tenses have been omitted.
However, their symbolism can be derived by including {}T in the tense operators of the relevant
proposition.
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Events are used in these examples but similar examples for trans-temporal relationships can be derived
by, for example, replacing VSa1.c.VQb1 with (@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1).

Name of Tense

Natural Language

Symbolism

Tenseless condition

If David finds the
equipment then…

Tenseless

… Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

(VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect

… Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect

…Andrew has
climbed Mont
Blanc.

(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future

…Andrew will
climb Mont Blanc.

(VSd1.f.VQe1) {<}T( VSa1.c.VQb1)

Condition in
imperfect tense

If David found the
equipment then…

Tenseless

…Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect

…Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect

…Andrew has
climbed Mont
Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}TCT (VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future

…Andrew will
climb Mont Blanc.

{>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Condition in perfect
tense

If David has found
the equipment
then…

Tenseless

…Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect

…Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect

…Andrew has
climbed Mont
Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future

…. Andrew will
climb Mont Blanc.

{>}TCT(VSd1.f.VQe1) {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Condition in future
tense

If David will find
the equipment
then…
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Tenseless

…Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1)

Imperfect

…Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Perfect

…Andrew has
climbed Mont
Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

Future

…Andrew will
climb Mont Blanc.

{<}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

The Second and Third Conditional Tenses - Symbolism
In conventional English Grammar there are four conditional tenses known as the Zero, First, Second
and Third Conditional. These are:
(1)

Zero conditional tense: e.g., “If David finds the equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.
This can be found in the table above and is symbolized (VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1).

(2)

First conditional tense: e.g., “If David finds the equipment, then Andrew will climb Mont
Blanc”. This is symbolized (VSd1.f.VQe1) {<}T( VSa1.c.VQb1) and can also be found in the table
above.

(3)

Second conditional tense: e.g., “If David were to find the equipment, then Andrew would climb
Mont Blanc”. In this conditional, the first part “If David were to find the equipment” is
hypothetical and assumed not to have actually occurred whilst the second part “Andrew would
climb Mont Blanc” is the likely consequence of the first part happening. Although the past tense
is used in the conditional part, strictly, this proposition is regarded as being tenseless. More
correctly therefore, the sentence means “David does not find the equipment but if David does
find the equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.”. Thus, this sentence can be symbolised
(VSd1.f.VQe1 =).((VSd1.f.VQe1) (VSa1.c.VQb1)).

(4)

Third conditional tense: e.g., “If David had found the equipment, then Andrew would have
climbed Mont Blanc”. This is similar to the second conditional but is tensed in the past and,
again, the condition is assumed not to have occurred. It is therefore symbolized
({>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) =).({>}T(VSd1.f.VQe1) {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)) and more correctly means “David did
not find the equipment but, if David found the equipment, then Andrew climbed Mont Blanc.”
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Chapter 63 Adverbs of Time
63.1 Introduction
An adverb of time modifies a collection of relationships by reducing it in number. For example, the
collection described by “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc” is all such events. However, “Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc after the 1st World War” is only those which occur after the 1st World War.
Adverbs of time are of the following types:
(1)

Absolute Location in Time, i.e., those which describe the location in time of an event on some
scale, e.g., “in 55BC, “at 2pm”, etc.

(2)

Relative Location in Time, i.e., those which describe the location in time of an event relative to
the time at which the statement is made, i.e., tomorrow, yesterday, last year, etc. or alternatively,
to some other reference event, e.g., “when the 1st World War took place”, “before”, “after” or
“during the 1st World War”, etc.

(3)

Duration, i.e., those which describe the length of a timespan, e.g., “for two days”, “for a long
time”, etc.

(4)

Frequency, i.e., those which describe the frequency of a recurring event, e.g., “often”, “rarely”,
“frequently”, etc.

(5)

Relationship quantifiers, i.e., “always”, “not always”, “sometimes” and “never”, whose use has
been described in previous chapters.

.

63.2 Adverbs of Position in Time Measured Relative to the Time of the
Statement
There are many adverbs and adverb phrases which describe a measured position in time relative to the
time of the statement, for example, if the measurement is in days: “three days ago”, “the day before
yesterday”, “yesterday”, “today”, “tomorrow”, “the day after tomorrow”, “three days from now”, etc.
Any defined timespan, e.g., a millennium, century, decade, year, month, week, day, hour, minute or
second can be used to form such adverbs or adverb phrases. However, the timespan of a day beginning
at 12 midnight and ending the following 12 midnight will be used below to demonstrate the symbolism
used.
“Tomorrow” is an adverb which modifies a relationship to specify a time during which the event or
events described by the relationship occur. For example, the collection of circumstances described by
the sentence “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc, tomorrow” is true in every circumstance which occurs
one day before Andrew climbs Mont Blanc. Thus, if:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 are relationships

T( Sa .c. Qb ) are the
V

1

V

1

or events in which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc; then

timespans of those events; and

BT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)

are the beginnings of those timespans. The beginning of the timespan is chosen to
represent the event “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” because the event itself may be spread over several
days whilst its beginning will occur within one day. This is thought to be the true semantic
representation of the expression.
If the function d is a user defined function that maps any span or point in time onto the collection of
timespans comprising days from 12pm to 12pm, then:
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dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1) are

the days during which Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc.

Let the scale {day}relate all spans which represent a day to a number. These numbers are of course
integers and which day is selected as having the value zero is not relevant. Thus:
{day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1) are

the reference numbers of the days in during which Andrew begins to

climb Mont Blanc.
The function ({-}{1}1)operates on a number to reduce it by one. Thus:
({-}{1}1){day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)

are the reference numbers of the days one day before Andrew

begins to climb Mont Blanc.
V

{day}({-}{1}1){day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1) are timespans, which are days from 12pm to 12pm one day

before Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc.
dV{day}({-}{1}1){day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1) are

V

all timespans or points in time which occur during
the day from 12pm to 12pm one day before Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc.
TVdV{day}({-}{1}1){day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)

V

are all circumstances with timespans or points in
time which occur during the day from 12pm to 12pm one day before Andrew begins to climb Mont
Blanc. This is the same as circumstances in which it is true that Andrew will climb Mont Blanc
tomorrow.
This statement can be simplified with a user defined function, d, as follows:
Simplification
V
TVdV{day}({-}{1}1){day}dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)
V
TVdV{day}({-}{1}1){day}dTVTBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)
V
TVdV{day}({-}{1}1){day}dTBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)
({-}{1}1){day}dTBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)
Let ({-}{1}1){day}dT = ({-}{1}1)d
({-}{1}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)

(TS784T)
(TR571)
(TR571)(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

Finally, a statement that such circumstances exist completes the proposition, i.e.:
({-}{1}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb 1)  

which means “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc tomorrow”

Examples of similar expressions are:
({+}{0}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb1)  means

“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, today” and similarly:

means “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc tomorrow”;

({+}{-1}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb1) 
({+}{-10}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc, ten days from now”;

({+}{1}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc yesterday”; and

({+}{2}1)dBT(VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc, the day before yesterday”.

63.3 Adverbs of Position in Time Relative to a Relationship in the Statement
Positions in time can be stated relative to a named collection of timespans or points in time. For
example, if m is the collection of timespans with the name “Monday”, then VTm is the collection of
physical entities with one of those timespans. Similarly, if  is the collection of points in time “2pm”,
then VT is the collection of physical entities defined by one of those points. Tense functions can then
be applied to these expressions to yield adverbs of time. For example:
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Symbolism
BTVTm
{<}TBTVTm

Meaning
…at the beginning of Monday…
…before (the beginning of) Monday…

{}TVTm

…(during) Monday…

{>}T VT

…after 2pm…

Note that because named timespans and points in time such as “Monday” and “2pm” are plural
collections this leads to ambiguity in any statements that contain them, i.e., which “Monday” or “2pm”
is being referred to? In natural language this is overcome by conventions such as “by Monday”
meaning “by next Monday”. Although these conventions are implicit in natural language, they must
be stated explicitly in Symbolic Reasoning if the equation is not also to be ambiguous. For example,
“next Monday” could be symbolised mn.
Positions in time can also be defined relative to a named reference event such as the 1st World War, or
w1, or a collection of reference entities. For example:
Symbolism

Meaning

BTw1

…at the beginning of the 1st World War…

CTw1

…at the end of the 1st World War…

{>}TBTw1

…after the beginning of the 1st World War…

{<}TBTw1

…before the beginning of the 1st World War…

{>}TCTw1

…after the end of the 1st World War…

{<}TCTw1

…before the end of the 1st World War…

{=}Tw1

…contemporaneously with the 1st World War…

{}Tw1

…during the 1st World War…

{}Tw1

…encompassing the 1st World War…

Finally, positions in time can also be described relative to a relationship described by a clause, e.g.,
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, or VSa1.c.VQb1. For example:
Symbolism

Meaning

BT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…when Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc…

CT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…when Andrew finishes climbing Mont Blanc…

{>}TBT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…after Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc…

{<}TBT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…before Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc…

{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…after Andrew finishes climbing Mont Blanc…
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{<}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…before Andrew finishes climbing Mont Blanc…

{=}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…contemporaneously with Andrew climbing Mont Blanc…

{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…whilst Andrew climbs Mont Blanc…

{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)

…during which Andrew climbs Mont Blanc…

63.4 Modification of Relationships by Adverbs of Position in Time
Collections of relationships are modified by conjoining them with adverbs of position in time. For
example, if VSd1.f.VQe1 are the relationships “David finds the equipment”, then:
(VSd1.f.VQe1).{}TVTm

is the collection of relationships “David finds the equipment
on Monday”;

(VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}T VT

is the collection of relationships “David finds the equipment
after 2pm”;

(VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}TCTw1

is the collection of relationships “David finds the equipment
after (the end of) the 1st World War”; and

(VSd1.f.VQe1).({>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

is the collection of relationships “David finds the equipment
after Andrew finishes climbing (or has climbed) Mont
Blanc”.

Note that, in the final example, because {>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) is a tensed relationship meaning “Andrew
has climbed Mont Blanc”, the adverb clause can also be expressed “after Andrew has climbed Mont
Blanc”.
The whole expression can then be tensed, for example:
{>}T{}T((VSd1.f.VQe1).{}TVTm)

is the collection of relationships “David was finding the
equipment on Monday”;

{<}T ((VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}T VT)

is the collection of relationships “David will find the
equipment after 2pm”;

{>}TCT((VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}TCTw1)

is the collection of relationships “David has found the
equipment after (the end of) the 1st World War”; and

{>}T((VSd1.f.VQe1).({>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)))

is the collection of relationships “David found the
equipment after Andrew finished climbing (or had*
climbed) Mont Blanc”.

*Note that, in the final example, it is a linguistic convention to use the perfect tense in the minor
proposition.
Finally, a proposition is formed by equating these modified and tensed relationship to the null set. For
example:
{<}T ((VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}T VT) 

means “David will find the equipment after 2pm”; and

{<}T ((VSd1.f.VQe1).{>}T VT) =

means “David will find the equipment after 2pm”.
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Positions in time can dictate the tense of a relationship. For example, the 1st World War is currently in
the past. Thus, if making a statement now, any event happening before or during the 1st World War is
given a past tense. For example, rather than saying “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc during the 1st World
War” we would now say “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc during the 1st World War”, i.e.,
{>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}Tw1) . If we do encounter a statement “Andrew will climb Mont Blanc during
the 1st World War, then we know that this statement must have been made in the past before the 1st
World War.
Relationships can also dictate how an adverb of time is symbolised. For example, in the case of
“Andrew climbed Mont Blanc in September”, we know that Andrew could not have been climbing
Mont Blanc for the whole of September, and so, deduce that he was only climbing it for part of the
month. We would, therefore, symbolise this {>}T((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTs) rather than
{>}T((VSa1.c.VQb1).VTs). Conversely, in the case of “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc at 2pm”, we know
that he was unable to climb the whole mountain in the instant the clock struck 2pm. Thus, he either
began climbing it at 2pm, i.e., {>}T(BT(VSa1.c.VQb1).VT), or he was climbing it at 2pm, i.e.,
{>}T({}T(VSa1.c.VQb1).VT).
Every relationship in a proposition can be modified by an adverb. Which adverb modifies which
relationship can be inferred from their proximity to one another. For example, the sentence “By
Monday, David will find that Andrew had climbed Mont Blanc during the daytime” can be symbolised
as follows:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1

is the minor or embedded relationship
“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”;

{}TVTd1

is the adverb “during the daytime”;

(VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1

is the modified relationship “Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc during the
daytime”;

{>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1)

is the tensed and modified relationship
“Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc
during the daytime”;

V

Sd1.f.VQ{minor relationship}

is the major relationship “David finds
that {minor relationship}”;

V

Sd1.f.VQ({>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1))

is the minor relationship embedded in
the major relationship to give the
compound relationship “David finds
that Andrew has climbed Mont Blanc
during the daytime”;

{<}TVTm1

is the adverb “by Monday”;

(VSd1.f.VQ({>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1)).{<}TVTm1

is the modified compound relationship
“By Monday, David finds that Andrew
has climbed Mont Blanc during the
daytime”

{<}T ((VSd1.f.VQ({>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1)).{<}TVTm1)

is the tensed and modified compound
relationship “By Monday, David will
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find that Andrew had* climbed Mont
Blanc during the daytime”; and
{<}T((VSd1.f.VQ({>}TCT((VSa1.c.VQb1).{}TVTd1)).{<}TVTm1)  

is the proposition “(it is true that) by
Monday, David will find that Andrew
had climbed Mont Blanc during the
daytime”.

*Note that it is a linguistic convention to use the perfect tense in the minor proposition.

63.5 Adverbs of Duration
Adverbs of duration describe the length of the timespan of an event either in absolute terms, e.g., “for
two days”, or in relative terms, e.g., “for a long time”.
The adverb phrase “for two hours” is absolute. Thus, for example:
(VSa1.c.VQb1).(VTVDV{days}{2}1)   means

“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc for two days”.

The adverb phrase “for a long time” is relative. Thus, for example:
(VSa1.c.VQb1).({>}DTcP1)   means “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc for a long time”, where cP1 is the
average or prototype climb and {>}DTcP1is all entities with a duration greater than the prototype

climb.

63.6 Adverbs of Frequency
Adverbs of frequency describe the frequency of a recurring event, e.g., “often”, “rarely”, “frequently”,
etc.
It is, of course, possible to define the frequency of an event numerically by measuring the average
duration of timespans between successive instances of the event. However, in natural language,
frequency is normally described relative to a prototype event. For example, if on average mountaineers
climb Mont Blanc once a decade but Andrew climbs it once a year, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc
frequently.
Let e be a collection of events such as “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” then:
e1 is

the equivalent set as an aggregate entity;

Te1 is

the discontinuous timespan of e1;

FTe1 is

the frequency of the events in e1;

{>}FTe1 is

all frequencies greater than that of e1;

F{>}FTe1 is

V

all discontinuous timespans with a frequency greater than that of e1;

TVF{>}FTe1 is

V

{>}FTe1 is the

all aggregate entities whose frequency is greater than that of e1.

above expression simplified.

Thus, if cP1 is the aggregate of events in which a prototype mountaineer climbs Mont Blanc and has a
frequency against which others are compared then:
(VSa1.c.VQb1)1.({>}FTcP1)   means

“Andrew climbs Mont Blanc frequently”.

Note that frequencies are compared between sets as entities rather than sets as collections. Thus,
(VSa1.c.VQb1)1 is used in this equation rather than VSa1.c.VQb1.
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63.7 Relationship Quantifiers
The relationship quantifiers “Always”, “Not Always”, “Sometimes” and “Never” can be used to
describe relationships between states, changes of state and events. Thus, for example, given the two
collections of events “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or VSa1.c.VQb1 and “Things done quickly” or q the
following temporally quantified propositions can be formed:
Temporally Quantified Sentoid

Symbolism
Sa1.c.VQb1 q

Alternative Symbolism

Andrew always climbs Mont Blanc quickly.

V

V

Andrew does not always climb Mont Blanc quickly.

V

V

Andrew sometimes climbs Mont Blanc quickly.

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 q

V

Andrew never climbs Mont Blanc quickly.

V

Sa1.c.VQb1  q

V

Sa1.c.VQb1 q

Sa1.c.VQb1.q = 
Sa1.c.VQb1.q  
Sa1.c.VQb1.q  

Sa1.c.VQb1.q = 

Parts of a proposition can also be generalised, i.e., replaced by the universal set, as shown in the
examples below.
Temporally Quantified Sentoid

Symbolism
V

Sa1  q

Things that Andrew does are (always) done quickly.
V

Sa1.c  q

Andrew (always) climbs quickly.

V

Qb1  q

Things done to Mont Blanc are (always) done quickly.

c.VQb1  q

Climbing Mont Blanc is (always) done quickly.
V

Sa1.VQb1  q

Things done by Andrew to Mont Blanc are (always) done quickly.
Andrew always climbs Mont Blanc quickly.

V

Sa1.c.VQb1  q

Climbing is (always) done quickly.

c q

Climbing is not always done quickly.

c q

Climbing is sometimes done quickly.

c q

Climbing is never done quickly.

c q
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Chapter 64 Temporal Matching
64.1 Introduction
Temporal matching is a form of deduction that applies to tensed relationships. Given a tensed
relationship, information can be deduced regarding the timespans of its components. However, the
type of information that can be deduced depends on whether the relationship is an event or transtemporal.

64.2 Temporal Matching and Events
If VSa.c.VQb describes a collection of events, i.e., c1 RE, then a member of the subject set, a, a member
of the object set, b, and a relationship of type c between them must exist at the same time as the event.
In other words, the time during which each of the three components of the proposition exist must
match.
If VSa1.c. VQb1  means “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.”, it can be shown by simple manipulation of
this equation that:
V

“Andrew does something.”;

c

“Climbs exist.”; and

V

“Mont Blanc has something done to it.”

Sa1 

Qb1 

Demonstration
(VSa1 =)  (VSa1.c. VQb1 =)
(VSa1.c. VQb1 ) (VSa1 )

(TM350)
(TM012)(Transposition)

and, in turn, that:
a1 
1

b 

“Andrew exists.”; and
“Mont Blanc exists.”

Demonstration
(VSa1.c. VQb1 ) (VSa1 )
(VSa1 ) (a1 )
(VSa1.c. VQb1 ) (a1 )

(Eqn1)
(TR170)(Eqn2)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns1&2)

Similarly, the sentence “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc.” can be symbolised {>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)   and
it can be shown that:
{>}TVSa1 

“Andrew did something.”;

{>}Tc  

“Climbs existed.”; and

{>}TVQb1 

“Mont Blanc had something done to it.”

It can also be shown that:
{>}T{}Ta1 

“Andrew existed or was existing.”; and

{>}T{}Tb1 

“Mont Blanc existed or was existing.”
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Thus, the following theorems are true:
((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}TVSa1 ))

(TT329)

((c RE) = E) (({>}T( Sa .c. Qb )  )  ({>}Tc  ))

(TT330)

((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}TVQb1 ))

(TT331)

((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}T{}Ta1 ))

(TT332)

1

V

1

V

1

1

V

V

1

1

1

((c RE) = E) (({>}T( Sa .c. Qb )  )  ({>}T{}Tb  ))

(TT333)

Note that {>}T{}Ta1  means that a1 or a temporal section of a1 existed in the past. This does not
prevent other temporal sections of the same entity from existing in the present or the future. Thus, in
the example given above, Andrew may also exist now and in the future as well as in the past.

64.3 Temporal Matching in Trans-Temporal Relationships
If a relationship is trans-temporal, then temporal matching applies only to the subject. All that can be
said about the object is that if the relationship exists then so too does the object. No deduction can be
made about when it exists.
If VSa1.c. VQb1  means “Andrew condemns Babylon” then it can be concluded in the same way as
above that:
“Andrew does something”;

V

Sa1  

c

“Condemnations exist”;

V

“Babylon has something done to it”;

1

Qb  

a1 

“Andrew exists”; and

b1  

“Babylon exists”.

However, if a tense is introduced, e.g., {>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) or “Andrew condemned Babylon”
then it can only be concluded that:
V

“Andrew does something”;

c

“Condemnations exist”;

Sa1 

“Babylon has something done to it”;

V

Qb1 

{>}T{}Ta  

“Andrew existed or was existing”; and

b1  

“Babylon exists”.

1

Thus, the theorems:
({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (VSa1 )

(TT334)

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (c  )

(TT335)

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (VQb1 ))

(TT336)

({>}T(@a )( Sa .c. Qb )  )  ({>}T{}Ta  )

(TT337)

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (a1 )

(TT380)

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (b1 )

(TT338)

1

V

1

V

1

1
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Chapter 65 Tensing Quantified Propositions
65.1 Quantifiers
Introduction
A typical proposition has three quantifiers: its subject quantifier, object quantifier and temporal
quantifier. The grammatical rules of quantification are as follows.
(1)

Every proposition with a plural subject always has a subject quantifier, e.g. “All…”, “Not
all…”, “Some…”, or “No apes consume bananas”. However, the quantifier “all” is often
omitted through ellipsis.

(2)

Every non-copular proposition with a plural object always has an object quantifier, e.g. “The
ape consumes all bananas”, “…not all bananas”, “…some bananas” or “…no bananas.”.
However, the quantifier “some” is often omitted through ellipsis.

(3)

When a subject or object is singular, these quantifiers are replaced by “all of”, “not all of”,
“some of” or “none of”, respectively.

(4)

Finally, every proposition has a temporal quantifier affecting the times at which the stated
relationship occurs, e.g., “Always…”, “Not always…”, “Sometimes…” or “Never do apes
consume bananas.” The quantifier “Sometimes” can be omitted through ellipsis. Note,
however, that the proposition, “Andrew is always climbing Mont Blanc” does not mean that
Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc at all times”. Rather it means “So long as Andrew and Mont
Blanc exist, Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc”.

Thus, a typical tenseless proposition is structured as follows: “Sometimes (temporal quantifier), all
(subject quantifier) apes (subject) consume some (object quantifier) bananas (object).”
Such propositions are, of course, rearranged so that they follow the grammatical rules of natural
language. For example, “Never do apes consume bananas” becomes “Apes never consume bananas”.

65.2 The Universal Propositional Equation
Introduction
Unfortunately, the standard form of proposition, e.g., a  cb or “Some apes consume all bananas”,
cannot be tensed. For tensing to be possible, propositions must be expressed in the form of
relationships. Although expressing propositions in this way is complex, it does allow the rich semantic
content of the quantified and tensed propositions found in language to be symbolised.
In the examples below, the active form of proposition is used, e.g., “the apes covet the bananas”.
However, this can be altered to a passive proposition, i.e., “The bananas are coveted by the apes”, by
exchanging the subject and object sets and using the reverse relationship set Vc.
Un-tensed Subject, Object, and Temporally Quantified Trans-temporal Propositions.
Consider the un-tensed subject, object, and temporally quantified trans-temporal proposition “All
Australians always condemn all Babylonians”. This refers to all Australians and all Babylonians
irrespective of when they exist. Thus, if x1 is an Australian, i.e. x1 a, and x1 exists at any time, i.e.,
x1 , then he or she must always condemn all Babylonians. So, if y1 is a temporal section of x1, i.e.,
y1  (@TE)x1, then y1 condemns all Babylonians. Similarly, if z1 is a Babylonian, i.e. z1 b, and z1
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exists at any time, i.e. z1 , then he or she is condemned by y1. This can be expressed by the
following equation:
((((c1  ~RE) = E) = E) = E) 

i.e., if the relationship c1 is a trans-temporal relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an Australian who exists, then

(((y1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which exists, then

((z1  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a Babylonian who exists (albeit in the past) then

(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

condemns z1.

Un-tensed Subject, Object, and Temporally Quantified Event Propositions
Consider the un-tensed subject, object, and temporally quantified event proposition, “All apes
always covet all bananas”. The subject is all apes, irrespective of when they exist. Thus, if x1 is an
ape, i.e. x1 a, and x1 exists at any time, i.e., x1 , then it must always covet all bananas. If y1 is a
temporal section of x1, i.e., y1  (@TE)x1, then y1 covets all bananas. However, the bananas that the
ape covets are only those which exist at the same time as the relevant temporal section of the ape.
Thus, if z1 is a banana, i.e., z1 b, and z1 exists at the same time as the temporal section y1 of the ape,
i.e. {}Tz1.y1 , then it is coveted by y1. This can be expressed by the following equation:
((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

i.e., if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

(((y1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which exists, then

(({}Tz1.y1 )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which exists at the same time as y1, then

(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

covets z1.

Tensed Subject, Object, and Temporally Quantified Trans-temporal Propositions
Consider the tensed subject, object, and temporally quantified trans-temporal proposition “All
Australians always condemned all Babylonians.”
The temporal sections of the Australians being referred to are only those which existed in the past.
Thus, if x1 is an Australian, i.e., x1 a, x1 exists, i.e., x1 , y1 is a temporal section of x1, i.e., y1 
(@TE)x1, and y1 existed in the past, i.e., {>}Ty1 , then y1 condemned all Babylonians.
However, since the relationship c is trans-temporal, the Babylonians being referred to are all
Babylonians irrespective of when they exist. Thus, if z1 is a Babylonian, i.e., z1 b, and z1 exists at
any time, i.e., z1 , then he or she was always condemned by all Australians. This can be expressed
by the following equation:
((((c1  ~RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is a trans-temporal relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an Australian who exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

((z1 )(z1 b)

if z1 is a Babylonian who exists (albeit in the past), then

({>}T(@y1)(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

condemned z1.
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Tensed Subject, Object, and Temporally Quantified Event Propositions
Finally, consider the tensed subject, object, and temporally quantified event proposition, “All apes
always coveted all bananas”. The apes are all apes that existed in the past. Thus, if x1 is an ape, i.e., x1
a, and x1 exists, i.e., x1 , y1 is a temporal section of x1, i.e., y1  (@TE)x1, and y1 existed in the past,
i.e., {>}Ty1 , then y1 coveted all bananas. However, the bananas that the y1 coveted are only those
which existed in the past at the same time as y1. Thus, if z1 is a banana, i.e., z1 b, and z1 exists in the
past at the same time as y1, i.e. {>}T({}Tz1. y1)  , then it was coveted by y1. This can be expressed by
the equation:
((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

i.e., if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

(({>}T({}Tz1. y1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which existed in the past at the time of y1, then

({>}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

coveted z1.

The Universal Propositional Equation
All of the equations above can be given in the simplified form of truth sets, i.e.:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p})))

where {r} states whether the relationship type is trans-temporal or an event; {s} describes the
appropriate subject entities; {t} states the conditions for the temporal quantifier; {o} describes
appropriate object entities and {p} states the relationship between appropriate subject and object
pairs. This is known as the universal propositional equation and can be modified to yield all other
tensed and quantified propositions as explained in the subsequent section.

65.3 Modification of The Universal Propositional Equation
Introduction
The following components of the universal propositional equation can be modified to yield many
propositions, i.e., the:
(1)

Subject Quantifier;

(2)

Object Quantifier;

(3)

Temporal Quantifier;

(4)

Relationship Type; and

(5)

Tense.

These modifications will be described in the sub-sections which follow.
Modification of the Subject, Object, and Temporal Quantifiers
Modifications to the subject, temporal, and object quantifiers take place at truth set level. It is
unnecessary to show these truth sets in detail and their simplified form will be used.
The subject and object quantifier “all”, can be altered to “not all”, “some” or “no” and the temporal
quantifier “always” can be altered to “not always” “sometimes” or “never”. This is effected by altering
the universal propositional equation itself, as shown in the table below, before substituting the detailed
contents into it.
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There are 64 possible combinations of subject, object, and temporal quantifier but only 16 possible
modifications of the equation. Thus, for each modification of the equation there are four combinations
of quantifier, all of which have the same meaning. These are also shown in the table below.
Some combinations of quantifier are not used in natural language. They are those with more than one
linguistically negative quantifier, i.e., “not all”, “not always”, “no” or “never”. This is due to the
difficulty we have in comprehending double negatives. Linguistically favoured options are shown in
bold and those which are never used are struck out.
Some quantifiers are omitted through ellipsis, i.e., the subject quantifier “all”, the temporal quantifier
“sometimes” and the object quantifier “some”. These are indicated as being optional using braces.
Finally, in the object quantifier, “any” is a more commonly used alternative to “some” when
preceded by a negative temporal quantifier.
Symbolism

Alternative Combinations of Quantifier
(Subject quantifier.., temporal quantifier, object quantifier…)

{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))

(all)…
always…
all…
(all)…
always…
not all…
(all)…
always…
(some)…
(all)…
always…
no…
(all)…
not always…
all…
(all)…
not always…
not all…
(all)…
not always…
(some/any)…
(all)…
not always…
no…
not all…
always…
all…
not all…
always…
not all…
not all…
always…
(some)…
not all…
always…
no…
not all…
not always…
all…

(all)…
never…
not all…
(all)…
never…
all…
(all)…
never…
no…
(all)…
never…
(some/any)…
(all)…
(sometimes)…
not all…
(all)…
(sometimes)…
all…
(all)…
(sometimes)…
no…
(all)…
(sometimes)…
(some)…
not all…
never…
not all…
not all…
never…
all…
not all…
never…
no…
not all…
never…
(some/any)…
not all…
(sometimes)…
not all…

no…
not always…
all…
no…
not always…
not all…
no…
not always…
(some/any)…
no…
not always…
no…
no…
always…
all…
no…
always…
not all…
no…
always…
(some)…
no…
always…
no…
some…
not always…
all…
some…
not always…
not all…
some…
not always…
(some/any)…
some…
not always…
no…
some…
always …
all…

no…
(sometimes)…
not all…
no…
(sometimes)…
all…
no…
(sometimes)…
no…
no…
(sometimes)…
(some)…
no…
never…
not all…
no…
never…
all…
no…
never…
no…
no…
never…
(some/any)…
some…
(sometimes)…
not all…
some…
(sometimes)…
all…
some…
(sometimes)…
no…
some…
(sometimes)…
(some)…
some…
never …
not all…
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{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}~{p}))

not all…
not always…
not all…
not all…
not always…
(some/any)…
not all…
not always…
no…

not all…
(sometimes)…
all…
not all…
(sometimes)…
no…
not all…
(sometimes)…
(some)…

some…
always…
not all…
some…
always…
(some)…
some…
always…
no…

some…
never …
all…
some…
never …
no…
some…
never …
(some/any)…

These alternatives are obtained using the theorem (TM259)(Definition of ) and comparing the results with
the standard propositions, i.e.:
a b

means “all as are bs”;

a b

means “not all as are bs”;

a b

means “some as are bs”; and

a b

means “no as are bs”.

as shown in the following demonstration.
Demonstration
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ~({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ~({t}  ~({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ~({t}  ({o}{p}))

(TM259)(Definition of )
(TM259)(Definition of )
(TM259)(Definition of )

(all)… always… all…
(all)… never… not all…
no… (sometimes)… not all…
no… not always… all…

Combinations of quantifiers which have the same meaning can also be obtained by substituting either
the first, the second, or both pairs of quantifiers shown in the table below.
Alternative Combinations of
Quantifiers (1)
(Subject quantifier…, temporal
quantifier…)
(all)…
no…
always…
not always…
(all)…
no…
not always…
always…
not all…
some…
always…
not always…
not all…
some…
not always…
always…
(all)…
no…
(sometimes)…
never…
(all)…
no…
never…
(sometimes)…
not all…
some…
(sometimes)…
never …
not all…
some…
never…
(sometimes)…

Alternative Combinations of
Quantifiers (2)
(Temporal quantifier…, object
quantifier…)
always…
never…
all…
not all…
always…
never…
not all…
all…
always…
never…
(some)…
no…
always…
never…
no…
(some/any)…
not always…
(sometimes)…
all…
not all…
not always…
(sometimes)…
not all…
all…
not always…
(sometimes)…
(some/any)…
no…
not always…
(sometimes)…
no…
(some)…

Quantification of Singular Subjects and Objects
Singular subjects and objects can, of course, be quantified using the quantifiers “all of”, “not all of”,
“some of” and “none of”, e.g. “All of Andrew climbs some of Mont Blanc.” Where this is the case,
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the proposition is symbolised by the universal propositional equation and a subject or object
comprising a set of components or parts rather than a collection of entities. The method for
symbolising these components or parts will depend on the type of subject or object. For example, if
the entity a1 is a rigid structure such as an airport, then the parts chosen may be its spatial sections or
natural components (@A(Oa1)E)a1. Alternatively, if a1 comprises a number of discrete components,
e.g., “the army”, then the parts chosen may be {}a1.
Modification of Relationship Type in the Universal Propositional Equation
Unlike the modification of quantifiers, the modification of relationship type and tense do require the
propositions to be expressed in detail.
Modification of the relationship type is relatively straightforward. For example, by altering c1  RE
to c1  ~RE and {>}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  to {>}T(@y1)(VSy1.c.VQz1)  , and {>}T({}Tz1.y1)   to z1 , the
symbolism for events such as “All apes always coveted all bananas” becomes the symbolism for
trans-temporal relationships such as “All Australians always condemned all Babylonians”.
The former or “All apes always coveted all bananas” can be explained as follows:
((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

(({>}T({}Tz1.y1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which existed in the past at the time of y1, then

({>}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

coveted z1.

The latter or “All Australians always condemned all Babylonians” can be explained as follows:
((((c1  ~RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is a trans-temporal relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an Australian who exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

((z1 )(z1 b)

if z1 is a Babylonian who exists (albeit in the past), then

({>}T(@y1)(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

condemned z1.

Modification of the Tense of the Universal Propositional Equation
The tense used in the universal propositional equation is altered by using one of the tense operators
given previously. For example, the proposition “All apes always coveted all bananas”, which uses
the imperfect tense, becomes “All apes will always covet all bananas”, which is in the future tense.
The former, or “All apes always coveted all bananas” can be explained as follows:
((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

(({>}T({}Tz1.y1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which existed in the past at the time of y1, then

({>}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

coveted z1.

The latter or “All apes will always covet all bananas” can be explained as follows:
((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then
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((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

(((<}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which will exist in the future, then

(({<}T({}Tz1.y1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which will exist in the future at the time of y1,

({<}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

then y1 will covet z1.

65.4 Simplification of the Universal Propositional Equation
Simplification of the Universal Propositional Equation – All and Always
When the quantifiers “all” and “always” are juxtaposed in a proposition, e.g., “All apes always coveted
all bananas”, then the universal propositional equation can be simplified using the following theorem:
(a  ) + (ab = ):(((ab  c) = E) =((a = E) (b  c)))

(AMX35) Exportation/Importation

which, when applied to truth sets, becomes:
(AMX35) Exportation/Importation

({a}{b}  {c}) =({a} ({b} {c}))

Simplification of the Universal Propositional Equation – Some and Sometimes
When the object quantifier “some” or the temporal quantifier “sometimes” is used in a proposition,
the relevant part of the universal propositional equation can be omitted.
For example, in the case of “All apes (sometimes) coveted all bananas” the conditions for the
temporal proposition are omitted and the universal propositional equation:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p})))

becomes:
{r}  ({s}  ({o}{p}))

where {r} states whether the relationship type is trans-temporal or an event, {s} describes the appropriate
subject entities, {o} describes appropriate object entities, and {p} states the relationship between
appropriate subject and object pairs. If the detail is then substituted, the following is obtained:
(((c1  RE) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

(((x1 )(x1 a) = E) 

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

(({>}T({}Tz1.{}Tx1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana that existed in the past at the same time as x1,

({>}T(VSx1.c. VQz1)  )))

then x1 coveted z1.

Also, for example, in the case of “All apes always coveted (some) bananas”, the conditions for the
object quantifier can be omitted and the universal propositional equation becomes:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  {p}))

where {r} states whether the relationship type is trans-temporal or an event, {s} describes the appropriate
subject entities, {t} states the conditions for the temporal quantifier, and {p} states the relationship
between appropriate subject and object pairs. If the detail is then substituted, the equation becomes:
(((c1  RE) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

(((x1 )(x1 a) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

(({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

({>}T(VSy1.c.VQb)  )))

y1

coveted (some) b.
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The two simplifications above can be combined in a [proposition such as, “All apes sometimes coveted
some bananas”. The universal propositional equation then becomes:
{r}  ({s}  {p})

or
((c1  RE) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

(({>}T{}Tx1 )(x1 a)

if x1 is an ape which existed in the past, then

({>}T(VSx1.c.VQb)  ))

x1

coveted (some) b.

In the final example, “Some apes sometimes coveted some bananas”, the object quantifier can also be
omitted, the universal propositional equation becomes merely {r}  {p} and the detailed equation
becomes (c1  RE)  ({>}T(VSa.c.VQb)  ).
Note however, that “Some apes always coveted all bananas” cannot be simplified in this way.
Simplification of the Universal Propositional Equation – Singular Subjects and Objects
When all of a singular subject and all of an object are used in a proposition, e.g., the literal
interpretation of “Andrew always climbed Mont Blanc”, then the subject and object parts of the
universal propositional equation are omitted, and it becomes:
{r}  ({t}  {p})

and substitution of the detail yields:
((c1  RE) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

(({>}T({}Tb1.y1)(y1 (@TE)a1) 

if y1 is a temporal section of a1 which existed in the past and
during the timespan of b1, then

({>}T(VSy1.c. VQb1)  ))

y1

climbed b1

Note, that the proposition “Andrew always climbed Mont Blanc” is also used colloquially to express
the idea that Andrew frequently climbed Mont Blanc. It can also be used with conditions such as
“whenever, he was in France, Andrew always climbed Mont Blanc”. Such conditions can also be
implied but omitted through ellipsis. In all three circumstances, translation of the proposition into
symbolic form differs from that described above.
Simplification of The Detailed Content of the Universal Propositional Equation
Finally, in some cases, the detailed content of the universal propositional equation can be simplified
using the Entity Mode/ Set Mode Rule, i.e. ((a  b) = E)  ((c1  a) (c1  b)) (TM099). These
simplifications are given in Chapter 37, Theorems of relationship theory, under the sub-heading
“Theorems of natural language propositions”.

65.5 Deductions from Universal Propositional Equations
Due to its complexity and rich semantic content, it is usually deductions made from the universal
propositional equation that are used in our reasoning processes rather than the entire equation itself.
Examples of these simpler deductions are given below.
For example, from the proposition “All apes always coveted all bananas”, i.e.:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))

or
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((((c1  RE) = E) = E) = E) 

if the relationship c1 is an event relationship, then

((((x1 )(x1 a) = E) = E)

if x1 is an ape which exists, then

((({>}Ty1 )(y1 (@TE)x1) = E) 

if y1 is a temporal section of x1 which existed in the past, then

(({>}T({}Tz1.y1)  )(z1 b)

if z1 is a banana which existed in the past at the time of y1, then

({>}T(VSy1.c.VQz1)  ))))

y1

coveted z1.

it can be deduced by temporal matching that:
{>}Ta  

apes existed in the past;

{>}Tb  

bananas existed in the past; and

{>}Tc  

covetous feelings existed in the past.

If an entity is involved in an event at a particular time, then it exists at that time. Thus:
(TR935)

(c1  RE) ({}T(VSx1.c.VQy1) ({}Tx1.{}Ty1))
(c1  RE) ({<}T{}T(VSx1.c.VQy1) {<}T({}Tx1.{}Ty1))
1

V

1

V

1

1

1

(c  RE) ({>}T{T}( Sx .c. Qy ) {>}T({T}x .{}Ty ))

(TR936)
(TR937)

Deductions can also be made from the alternative quantifiers for a proposition, e.g., from:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ({o}{p}))

“All apes always coveted all bananas.”

it can be deduced that:
{r}  ({s}  ({t}  ~({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ~({t}  ({o}{p}))
{r}  ({s}  ~({t}  ~({o}{p}))

“All apes never coveted not all bananas”;
“No apes did not always covet all bananas”; and
“No apes sometimes coveted not all bananas”.
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Chapter 66 Conventional Tense Logic
66.1 Symbolism
Tense Logic was developed by Arthur Prior during the 1950s and 60s, using modal logic as a basis.
In Prior’s system, a proposition is represented by a letter, e.g., p or q, and modified by an operator
which gives it tense.
Prior proposed four operators. Where p is any proposition:
(1)

Pp means “It has at some time (or sometimes) been the case that p”

(2)

Fp means “It will at some time (or sometimes) be the case that p”

(3)

Hp means “It has at all times (or always) been the case that p”

(4)

Gp means “It will at all times (or always) be the case that p”

In the table below, Prior’s symbolism and its natural language description are presented alongside an
example of the equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning in which {p} is a proposition such as a b. Both
have the same basic structure even though their symbolism differs.
Prior’s
Symbolism

Natural Language Sentence

SR Symbolism

p

It is the case that p.

{}T{p}

~p

It is at not the case that p.

{}T{p}

Fp

It will (sometimes) be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p}

~Fp

It will never be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p}

Pp

It was (sometimes) the case that p.

{>}T{}T{p}

~Pp

It was never the case that p.

{>}T{}T{p}

Gp

It will always be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p}

~Gp

It will not always be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p}

Hp

It was always the case that p.

{>}T{}T{p}

~Hp

It was not always the case that p.

{>}T{}T{p}

66.2 Theorems
Various rules which use Prior’s notation have been proposed and these are listed below. Note that
these rules were not originally expressed in this way. For example, logical implication was expressed
 and for ease of comprehension, has been replaced with the Symbolic Reasoning equivalent .
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Rule

Meaning

Equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning

Not
Symbolised

From a proof of p, derive a proof of Hp.
If in every circumstance it is the case that
p, then in every circumstance it was
always the case that p.

({}T{p} = E)  ({>}T{}T{p} = E)

Not
Symbolised

From a proof of p, derive a proof of Gp.
If in every circumstance it is the case that
p, then in every circumstance it will
always be the case that p.

({}T{p} = E) ({<}T{}T{p} = E)

Gp = ~F~p

Circumstances in which it will always be
the case that p are circumstances in which
it will never be the case that not p and
vice versa.

{<}T{}T{p} =~({<}T~({}T{p}))

Circumstances in which it has always
been the case that p are circumstances in
which it has never been the case that not
p and vice versa.

{>}T{}T{p} = ~({>}T~({}T{p}))

Circumstances in which it will always be
the case that p are circumstances in which
it will sometimes be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p} {<}T{}T{p}

Hp = ~P~p

Gp Fp

Fp FFp

p HFp

p GPp

H(p  q) 
(Hp  Hq)

G(p  q) 
(Gp  Gq)

(TT339) First Rule of Tense Logic

(TT341) Second Rule of Tense Logic

(Trivial) Third Rule of Tense Logic

(Trivial) Fourth Rule of Tense Logic

(TT343) Fifth Rule of Tense Logic

Circumstances in which it will sometimes
be the case that p are circumstances in
which it will sometimes be the case that
it will sometimes be the case that p.

{<}T{}T{p} ={<}T{}T{<}T{}T{p}

Circumstances in which it is the case that
p are circumstances in which it was
always the case that it will be the case that
p.

{}T{p} {>}T{}T{<}T{}T{p}

Circumstances in which it is the case that
p are circumstances in which it will
always be the case that it was the case that
p.

{}T{p} {<}T{}T{>}T{}T{p}

If it was always the case that p implied q,
then, if it was always the case that p, it
was always the case that q.

{>}T{}T({p} {q}) ({>}T{}T{p}
{>}T{}T{q})

If it will always be the case that p implies
q, then, if it will always be the case that
p, it will always be the case that q.

{<}T{}T({p} {q}) ({<}T{}T{p}
{<}T{}T{q})

(TR932) Sixth Rule of Tense Logic

(TT344) Seventh Rule of Tense Logic

(TT345) Eighth Rule of Tense Logic

(TR933) Ninth Rule of Tense Logic

(TR934) Tenth Rule of Tense Logic

66.3 Limitations
Conventional tense logic uses propositions rather than relationships or events. Any true proposition,
such as {p}, is equivalent to the universal set. This means that, in any particular circumstance, it is the
case that {p}. Furthermore, for every circumstance in its past, it was the case that {p}, i.e., it was always
the case that {p}. Similarly, for every circumstance in its future, it will be the case that {p}, i.e., it will
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always be the case that {p}. An examination of the other rules of conventional tense logic shows them
also to be trivial.
There are two other limitations to conventional tense logic.
Firstly, it fails to distinguish between continuous and other tenses. In Symbolic Reasoning, which uses
relationships or events rather than propositions, the expression {}T( VSa1.c.VQb1) comprises two parts:
{=}T( VSa1.c.VQb1) which describes circumstances with the same timespan as an instance of VSa1.c.VQb1

and which, for example, means “it is the case that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”; and
{}T( VSa1.c.VQb1) which describes circumstances which occur during the timespan of an instance
V
Sa1.c.VQb1 and which, for example, means “it is the case that Andrew is climbing Mont Blanc”.

of

A combination of the two, i.e., {}T( VSa1.c.VQb1), as used in the theorems of conventional tense
logic above, describes circumstances for which “it is the case that Andrew climbs or is climbing
Mont Blanc”.
Secondly, the statement “Andrew will always be climbing Mont Blanc” actually means “Andrew, for
so long as he exists, will always be climbing Mont Blanc”. It does not mean “At every time in the
future, Andrew will be climbing Mont Blanc”. The interpretation of “Andrew will always be climbing
Mont Blanc” used in Symbolic Reasoning takes account of the fact that Andrew will not always exist.
However, conventional tense logic does not.
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Chapter 67 Causality - Introduction
67.1 Introduction
It is impossible for us to know the future through sensory experience or through the reports of others.
Because of sensory limitations, it is also impossible for us to know all of the present and all of the
past. Thus, to increase our knowledge, we attempt to identify causal rules and from them predict events
that we cannot otherwise perceive. These causal rules relate physical entities of one type, known as
“the cause”, to physical entities of another type, known as “the effect”.
When describing causal rules below, the term “circumstance” is often used as an alternative to “cause”
and “consequence” as an alternative to “effect”.
In natural language the nouns “cause” and “effect”, although they are singular, describe collections of
entities of a particular type. Their plurals, i.e., “causes” or “effects”, describe collections of such
collections. An individual entity is, therefore, referred to as an instance of a cause or effect. Thus, a
cause would, for example, be symbolised a, and an instance of the cause would be symbolised a11
where a11  a.
An instance of a cause is any physical entity which, in space-time, contains the beginning of another
physical entity, i.e., an instance of effect. Instances of causes and effects may be physical entities of
any type, such as physical objects, events, physical relationships, states, changes of state, materials,
places, the physical manifestation of characteristics and so on. All physical entities are similar in that
they occupy a region of space-time. However, different names are given to these entities in different
contexts. Thus, whilst it is possible, for example, for one physical object to cause another, the language
used to describe this relationship may not explicitly refer to causality. For example, the phrase “the
factory manufactures the product” is used rather than “the factory causes the product”. Similarly, a
physical object can cause an event and vice versa. Again, however, the language used does not
necessarily explicitly refer to causality. An example is “Peter started the argument”. Events are,
however, the most common causally related physical entities and will, therefore, be used in the text
which follows. However, the reader should remember that other physical entities can be substituted
for events.
An instance of a cause is always an event in its entirety. An instance of an effect, however, can be an
event in its entirety, the beginning or end of an event, or a change of state.
Individual instances of a cause and an effect can form pairs. Causal rules are identified by observing
recurring events of a particular type and how they pair with recurring events of another type. The
reliability of a causal rule depends on the observation of actual events and the more support there is
for the rule the more confidence we can have in its predictions. However, events can never be predicted
with absolute certainty. What may have been an infallible causal rule, in the past, may not necessarily
be so in the future. What may be an infallible causal rule in one type of circumstance may not
necessarily be so in another.
When we reason using causality, the events that we use are meaningful entities. However, this is a
simplification which enables us to understand, and to a limited extent predict, the workings of the
universe. In reality, every event comprises numerous lesser events which are also causally related. So
too do those lesser events and so on ad infinitum. Thus, causality pervades the entire universe and, at
the level of the very small, is based on the physical rules of the universe.
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67.2 Causal Rules
Introduction
Conditional statements such as “if…then…”, “…implies that…”, etc. are not necessarily statements
of causality. Hume observed that for causality to exist:
(1)

An instance of the effect must always begin after an instance of the cause; and

(2)

the instances of the effect and cause must be contiguous in space.

In Symbolic Reasoning, for causality to exist an instance of the effect, e.g., the beginning, end, or all
of an event, must be a spatio-temporal component of an instance of the cause. However, causal rules
are derived from collections of events and the way in which individual pairings are repeated. Two sets
of events are described as being causally related if:
(1)

the spatio-temporal span of an event of one type (the cause) always contains an event of another
type (the effect), i.e., an instance of the cause is sufficient for an instance of the effect; or

(2)

the spatio-temporal span of an event of one type (the effect) is always contained by an event of
another type (the cause), i.e., an instance of the cause is necessary for an instance of the effect to
occur.

If an event of a particular type occurs, then these causal rules allow us to deduce, with varying degrees
of certainty, what causes have taken place or what effects will take place.
Sufficient Cause
The first condition above describes the rule of sufficient cause. This states that an instance of the cause
always results in an instance of the effect. However, an instance of the effect can still take place in the
absence of an instance of the cause. If, for example, an event of type a always causes, or is sufficient
to cause, an effect of type b, then, given an a, we are able to predict a b. This rule enables us to observe
an event of type a, and to predict that an effect of type b will occur as a consequence. Alternatively,
we may wish to carry out an act of type a, with the intention of causing an effect of type b.
The term “necessary effect” is sometimes used as an alternative to describe this causal relationship.
Fig. 43 below illustrates a typical spatio-temporal relationship between instances of the cause and
instances of the effect for the rule of sufficient cause. Here, the effect is the beginning of the event
shown in grey.
Necessary Cause
The second condition above describes the rule of necessary cause. This states that an instance of the
effect always follows an instance of the cause. However, when an instance of the cause occurs, an
instance of the effect can, but does not necessarily, occur. If, for example, an effect of type b always
follows an event of type a, i.e., an instance of a is necessary to cause an instance of b, then we know
that, given a b, an a has also occurred. This approach is the one adopted in forensic investigations.
In this case, the term “sufficient effect” is not an alternative. An effect can only be described as
sufficient if it has just one possible cause. So, when the effect occurs the cause must also have
occurred. In practice this is very rare.
Fig. 44 below illustrates a typical spatio-temporal relationship between instances of the cause and
instances of the effect for the rule of necessary cause. Again, the effect is the beginning of the event
shown in grey.
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Fig. 43 Sufficient Cause.

Fig. 44 Necessary Cause.
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67.3 Chains of Causality
Although some instances of a cause and an effect may appear to be separated by distance in space,
time, or both, this is due to a failure to observe some intermediate event or events linking the two. In
practice, a chain of causality is involved. For example: an event a1 may cause an event b1 to begin; the
event b1, in turn, may cause an event c1 to begin, and so on. In these circumstances a1 is commonly
described as causing c1 to begin even though the former may not contain the beginning of the latter.
Intermediate causes and effects which form the chain have been neglected.
Often, intermediate causal rules are assumed to be common knowledge. They may not be explicitly
stated in natural language, therefore. However, common knowledge is personal to an individual or
group, and any assumptions about sharing may be incorrect. Thus, in Symbolic Reasoning,
intermediate causal rules must be stated explicitly.
There are, however, limits to the amount of detail that can be described. Take, for example, the
statement, “The sun shines and this causes the trees to grow”. In this case, the two propositions are
related via a chain of cause and effect which has not been fully described because the links are assumed
to be known by the reader. A fuller description of cause and effect might be: “The sun shines. Its rays
travel to the earth and strike the trees. This causes a chemical reaction which enables the trees to
grow”. Even this statement can be described in more detail, and, clearly, it is impractical to describe
the full micro-causality of such a process.
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Chapter 68 Simple Causality
68.1 Introduction
To simplify the explanation of causal relationships it is assumed, in this chapter, that only two
collections of events are related, one being a cause and the other an effect. In practice, however, this
is rarely the case. Usually, multiple causes are related to multiple effects. An explanation of such
complex causality will follow in the next chapter.

68.2 Symbolising Causes and Effects
Let b be a collection of instances of a cause which are related to a collection of instances of an effect
via a causal rule.
The collection of instances of the cause, b, can also be symbolised (@b)E1 and, for reasons which will
become clear when complex causality is discussed, this is the convention that will be used.
The effect can take one of three different forms:
(1)

a collection of events of a particular type in their entirety comprising the members, a11 to an1, of
a; or

(2)

a collection of beginnings of events of a particular type comprising (@TBTa11)a11 to (@TBTan1)an1,
i.e., the earliest temporal section of each of a11 to an1; or

(3)

a collection of ends of events of a particular type comprising (@TCTa11)a11 to (@TCTan1)an1 , i.e.,
the latest temporal section of each of a11 to an1.

The expressions which describe the beginnings and ends, in time, of a collection of physical entities
are complex. Where a is a11+++an1, the earliest temporal sections of a are (@TBTa11)a1
+++((@TBTan1)an1. Unfortunately, this expression cannot be simplified to (@TBTa)a because, when the
timespans of the earliest temporal section of one member of a intersect another, different member, the
resulting temporal section is not necessarily the beginning of the latter. Thus, to simplify these
expressions, the following relationship sets are defined:
The set of relationships between an entity in its entirety and the earliest temporal section of that entity
is symbolised B and is defined as follows:
(a = a11+++an1)(Ba = (@TBTa11)a11 +++ (@TBTan1)an1)

(DR61) Definition of B

which, for an individual entity a1, becomes Ba1 = ((@TBTa1)a1

(TT383)

The set of relationships between an entity in its entirety and the latest temporal section of the entity is
symbolised C and is defined as follows:
(a = a11+++an1)(Ca = (@TCTa11)a11 +++ (@TCTan1)an1)

(DR85) Definition of C

which, for an individual entity a1, becomes Ca1 = (@TCTa1)a1

(TT384)

Note that members of Ba and Ca have no timespan but rather exist at a point in time.
For practical day-to-day purposes, we do not regard events as being infinite in time. All events have
beginnings and ends, except possibly the universe when it is treated as an event. Thus, if a1 is an
individual event, then:
(a1  )(a1  E1) = (Ba1  )

(TS775)

(a1  )(a1  E1) = (Ca1  )

(TS776)
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Both of these theorems are derived from the more general axiom:
((X = B, C) = E)  ((a1  )(a1  E1) = (Xa1  ))

(AR44) Axiom of Spatio-temporal Beginnings and Ends

For an event to occur it must begin, and for it to begin it must occur. Thus, for example, if it is true
that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, then Andrew must have begun to climb Mont Blanc. Conversely, if
Andrew begins to climb Mont Blanc, then he climbs Mont Blanc. There is, therefore, a one-to-one
relationship between climbing and beginning a climb. This is symbolised:
B1 RO

(TS777)

Similarly, for an event to end it must occur, and for an event to occur it must end. Thus, there is a oneto-one relationship between climbing and ending a climb. This can be symbolised:
C1 RO

(TS778)

68.3 Symbolising Causal Rules
Causal rules are simple propositions of spatio-temporal containment, for example “all bs contain the
beginning of an a”. This example can be symbolised (@b)E1 {}(((@BTa11)a11)1+++((@BTan1)an1)1),
which, of course, simplifies to (@b)E1 {}Ba. This equation means that “an instance of b is sufficient
to cause an instance of a to begin” or “b is sufficient to cause of a (to begin)”. Further examples are
given below. Note that {}(@b)E1 simplifies to (@b)E and both expressions describe the set of subentities of instances of b.
Equation

Meaning

a {}(@b)E1 or

All instances of a in their entirety are sub-entities of an instance of b. Thus, an instance of b
is necessary for any instance of a to occur from beginning to end. In other words, an instance
of b is necessary for an instance of a to be occurring.

a (@b)E
Ba{}(@b)E1 or
Ba(@b)E
Ca{}(@b)E1 or
Ca(@b)E

All of the beginnings of instances of a are sub-entities of an instance of b. Thus, an instance
of b is necessary for any instance of a to begin. In other words, b is necessary to cause of a
(to begin).
All of the ends of instances of a are sub-entities of an instance of b. Thus, an instance of b is
necessary for an instance of a to end.

(@b)E1 {}a

All instances of b are super-entities of an instance of a. Thus, an instance of b is sufficient for
an instance of a to occur from beginning to end. In other words, and instance of b is sufficient
for an instance of a to be occurring.

(@b)E1 {}Ba

All instances of b are super-entities of the beginning of an instance of a. Thus, an instance of
b is sufficient for an instance of a to begin. In other words, b is sufficient to cause a (to
begin).

(@b)E1 {}Ca

All instances of b are super-entities of the end of an instance of a. Thus, an instance of b is
sufficient for an instance of a to end.

Causal relationships between two collections of entities can also be expressed using subject
quantifiers, e.g., “All/not all/some/no bs cause as” , as shown in the table below. Note that the effect
Ba can be replaced by a or Ca.
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Meaning using Necessary and
Sufficient

Meaning using Subject
Quantifiers

Meaning using Temporal
Quantifiers

Ba {}(@b)E1

An instance of b is necessary to
cause an instance of a (to begin).

All instances of a are
caused by an instance of b.

An instance of a is always
caused by an instance of b.

Ba {}(@b)E1

An instance of b is not necessary to
cause an instance of a (to begin).

Not all instances of a are
caused by an instance of b.

An instance of a is not always
caused by an instance of b.

All instances of b cause an
instance of a.

An instance of b always
causes an instance of a.

Not all instances of b
cause an instance of a.

An instance of b does not
always cause an instance of a.

Symbolism

An instance of b is sufficient to
cause an instance of a (to begin).
(@b)E1 {}Ba

(The beginning of) an instance of a
is a necessary effect of an instance
of b.
An instance of b is not sufficient to
cause an instance of a (to begin).

(@b)E1 {}Ba

(The beginning of) an instance of a
is not a necessary effect an instance
of b.

Ba {}(@b)E1

None.

Some instances of a are
caused by an instance of b.

An instance of a is sometimes
caused by an instance of b.

Ba {}(@b)E1

None.

No instances of a are
caused by an instance of b.

An instance of a is never
caused by an instance of b.

(@b)E1 {}Ba

None.

Some instances of b cause
an instance of a.

An instance of b sometimes
causes an instance of a.

(@b)E1 {}Ba

None.

No instances of b cause an
instance of a.

An instance of b never causes
an instance of a.

The above expressions can be combined. For example:
Combination

Meaning

(Ba {}(@b)E1)((@b)E1 {}Ba)

An instance of b is both necessary and sufficient to cause an instance of a (to
begin).

(Ba {}(@b)E1)((@b)E1 {}Ba)

An instance of b is necessary but not sufficient to cause an instance of a (to
begin).

(Ba {}(@b)E1)((@b)E1 {}Ba)

An instance of b is sufficient but not necessary to cause an instance of a (to
begin).

(Ba {}(@b)E1)((@b)E1 {} Ba)

An instance of b is neither necessary nor sufficient to cause an instance of a
(to begin).

Note that if an instance of b is always sufficient to cause an instance of a (to begin), i.e.,
(@b)E1 {}Ba, this does not imply that an instance of a (beginning) is always caused by an instance
of b, i.e., Ba {}(@b)E1. Rather, it implies that an instance of an event of type a (beginning) is
sometimes caused by an instance of an event of type b, i.e. Ba {}(@b)E1. This is derived from the
theorem:
((b) = E) = ((b {}a) (a ~{}b))

(TR553)
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in which b is replaced by (@b)E1 and a is replaced by Ba. Similarly, if an instance of a (beginning) is
always caused by an instance of b, i.e., Ba {}(@b)E1, this implies that an instance of b sometimes
causes an instance of a (to begin), i.e., (@b)E1 {}Ba. This is derived from the theorem:
(TR956)

((a) = E) = ((a {}b) (b ~{}a))
1

again, in which b is replaced by (@b)E and a is replaced by Ba.

68.4 Chains of Causality
If a is necessary to cause b (to begin), i.e., Bb {}(@a)E1, and b is necessary to cause c (to begin),
i.e., Bc {}(@b)E1, then it is not necessarily the case that the relevant member of a contains the
beginning of the relevant member of c. It is not necessarily the case that Bc {}(@a)E1. Nevertheless,
an a is in some sense necessary for a c (to begin) and is, therefore, described as an indirect necessary
cause of c.
Similarly, if a is sufficient to cause b (to begin), i.e., (@a)E1 {}Bb, and b is sufficient to cause c (to
begin), i.e., (@b)E1 {}Bc, then it is not necessarily the case that the relevant member of a contains
the beginning of the relevant member of c. It is not necessarily the case that (@a)E1 {}Bc.
Nevertheless, an a is in some sense sufficient for a c (to begin) and is, therefore, described as an
indirect sufficient cause of c.
These indirect causes are members of a chain of causality.
However, when a causal rule is one in which causes are necessary or sufficient for events to occur in
their entirety from beginning to end, then the latter are fully contained by the former, and the following
rules can be derived.
If a is necessary to cause b to occur from beginning to end, i.e., b {}(@a)E1, and b is necessary to
cause c to occur from beginning to end, then a is necessary for c to occur from beginning to end, i.e.,
c {}(@a)E1. This yields the rule:
(b {}(@a)E1).(c {}(@b)E1) (c {}(@a)E1)

(TT621)

Similarly, if a is sufficient to cause b to occur from beginning to end, i.e. (@a)E1 {}b, and b is
sufficient to cause c to occur from beginning to end, i.e. (@b)E1 {}c, then a is sufficient to cause
c to occur from beginning to end, i.e., (@a)E1 {}c. This yields the rule:
((@a)E1 {}b).((@b)E1 {}c) ((@a)E1 {}c)

(TT613)

68.5 Causal Relationships between Set Entities
The natural language expression “Fighting causes injury” relates two set entities, “fighting” and
“injury”. We might, therefore, expect it to be symbolised by an equation of the form f1ci1. The
expression “Fighting causes injury” also implies that “Injury is caused by fighting” and vice versa.
We would therefore expect this to symbolised in the form:
(f1 ci1) = (i1 Vcf1)

(TR519)(Active/ Passive Theorem).

However, the set entity “fighting” is the aggregate of a collection of events, i.e., “fights”, and “injury”
is the aggregate of a collection of physical objects, i.e., “injuries”.
The equivalent of “Fighting causes injury” using these collections is “Some fights cause injuries” or
(f ci). Similarly, the equivalent of “Injury is caused by fighting” is “Some injuries are caused by
fights” or (i Vcf). It is also true that “Some fights cause injuries” implies that “Some injuries are
caused by fights” and vice versa. Thus, it is also true that:
(f ci) = (i Vcf)

(TR458) (Active/ Passive Theorem).
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Expressing this using the normal convention for causality yields
((@f)E1 {}Bi) = (Bi {}(@f)E1)

(TT604)
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Chapter 69 Complex Causality
69.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter, it was assumed, for ease of explanation, that just one cause results in just one
effect. Causality of this nature is known as simple causality. In practice, however, causality often
involves multiple causes and effects. Causality of this nature is known as complex causality.
A model of complex causality, known as the “Sufficient-Component Cause Model”, was proposed, in
1976, by the epidemiologist, Ken Rothman. In this model, a number of causes, e.g., a, b, c and d, are
described as “necessary components” of a sufficient cause e. This model has much broader application
than the field of epidemiology for which it was developed. However, the terms “Sufficient-Component
Cause” and “necessary components” are inconsistent with those of Symbolic Reasoning, and will not
be used, therefore.
In the explanation below, the word “individual” is used when it is necessary to distinguish a cause or
circumstance of a particular type from multiple causes or circumstances of several types. It is also
used when it is necessary to distinguish an effect or consequence of a particular type from multiple
effects or consequences of several types.
Thus, the terms “cause”, “circumstance”, “individual cause” and “individual circumstance” are
interchangeable. Similarly, the terms “effect”, “consequence”, “individual effect” and “individual
consequence” are interchangeable. Both describe a collection of instances of physical entities of a
particular type: in the former case, instances of the (individual) cause or circumstance and, in the latter
case, instances of the (individual) effect or consequence.

69.2 Multiple Causes
Introduction
An instance of a cause or circumstance is not necessarily something that we recognise as a meaningful
entity, or which has a simple natural language description. Often, the only way of describing it is to
specify a set of meaningful circumstances which overlap in space-time. For example, if the cause or
circumstance e is sufficient to cause the effect or consequence j then the only way of understanding
and describing the former may be as a conjunction of more familiar and easily described causes or
circumstances a, b, c, and d say. Where an instance of a, an instance of b, an instance of c and an
instance of d intersect to form a region in space-time then this region is an instance of e. Together
these instances form the cause or circumstance e.
In the example above, a, b, c, and d together comprise multiple causes or circumstances. The terms
“multiple causes” and “multiple circumstances” describe a collection, each member of which is an
individual cause or circumstance of a particular type. In turn, each of these individual causes or
circumstances is a collection of instances of that cause or circumstance.
Necessary Causes
In simple causality, a “necessary cause” or “necessary circumstance” is one in the absence of which a
stated effect or consequence does not occur. The same is true of complex causality. Here, in the
absence of any one of multiple “necessary causes or circumstances”, e.g., a, b, c and d, a stated
individual effect or consequence does not occur.
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Each of a, b, c and d can also be referred to as an “individual contributory cause or circumstance”
Together, they can be referred to as “multiple contributory causes or circumstances”.
Necessary causes or circumstances are those in which an effect or consequence can occur. They may
also be referred to as “enabling causes or circumstances” therefore. This is in contrast to “inhibiting
causes or circumstances”, described below, in which an effect or consequence cannot.
Sufficient Causes
In simple causality, a “sufficient cause” or “sufficient circumstance” is one in the presence of which a
stated effect or consequence must occur. The same is true of complex causality. Here, “sufficient
causes or circumstances” are those, in the presence of any one of which, the effect or consequence
must occur.
Suppose that the individual causes a, b, c, and d are together sufficient to cause j. Suppose, also, that
each of a, b, c, and d is necessary to cause j. If d comprises two classes of cause d1 and d2, i.e., d = d1
+ d2, then it can be said that a, b, c and d1 are together sufficient to cause j and so too are a, b, c and
d2. However, it cannot be said that d1 is necessary to cause j because it can be replaced by d2. It can
only be said that a, b, c and d1 or d2 are necessary.
An example is a gas explosion in a building. For the explosion to occur gas and oxygen must be present
and there must also be a source of ignition, i.e., an electrical spark or a flame. The gas, oxygen and
source of ignition are all necessary, and together they are sufficient for the explosion. They are,
therefore, all necessary individual contributory causes. A spark is also an individual contributory
cause, but it is not necessary as a flame will also do. Sufficient circumstances for an explosion are
therefore a spark, gas, and oxygen or alternatively a flame, gas and oxygen.
Clearly, from the above it is important to choose one’s description of causes with care. The more
general and less specific the cause the better.

69.3 Multiple Effects
Effects or consequences are normally meaningful entities and are not complex in the same way as
causes or circumstances. However, causes can result in multiple effects” or consequences.
Thus, for example, if the multiple causes or circumstances in question comprise the individual causes
or circumstances a, b, c, and d, and the multiple effects or consequences in question comprise the
individual effects or consequences f, g, h and i, then an instance of a, an instance of b, an instance of
c and an instance of d intersect to form an instance of e which causes an instance of f, an instance of
g, an instance of h and an instance of i. Note that multiple effects of a common cause do not necessarily
intersect in space-time. Rather they cluster together in space-time such that each is a sub-entity of the
cause.
If e is a sufficient cause of f, g, h, and i, then it is valid to say that that f, g, h and i are necessary effects
or consequences” of e. Necessary effects or consequences are multiple effects or consequences such
that if any one is absent, then so too is the stated cause or circumstance. Thus, in the presence of any
one of the necessary effects or consequences the stated cause or circumstance may also be present. In
the absence of one or more necessary effects or consequences it cannot.
Determining a cause from multiple effects is, therefore, a probabilistic or inductive exercise and some
of the techniques that can be used are explained a subsequent chapter.
Note that if the multiple effects or consequences f, g, h and i are described as “sufficient effects or
consequences” of e then this implies that e is the only possible cause of that combination of effects.
Thus, if f, g, h and i occur then it is known that e must also have occurred.
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69.4 Symbolising Complex Causality
The Rothman model of causality treats a sufficient cause as the intersection in space-time of several
necessary causes. These necessary causes are collections of spatio-temporal entities. If the necessary
causes are a, b and c, then the intersection in space-time of three instances of these causes, an1, bn1and
cn1 is (@a1)(@b1)(@c1)E1 as described in fig.45 below. Here, the effect is the beginning of the event
shown in grey.

Fig. 45 An Instance of the Intersection in Space-time of a Number of Necessary Causes.

Fig. 46 The Intersection in Space-time of a Number of Necessary Causes.
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The intersection in space-time of the necessary causes a, b and c is (@a)(@b)(@c)E1 described in fig.46
above, and there may be several such intersections. Note however, that an instance of a may not
necessarily intersect an instance of b to yield a sufficient cause. It is only where all three intersect to
yield a common region of space-time that a sufficient cause exists.
Thus, if a, b, c, and d are together sufficient to cause j (to begin), then this is symbolised:
((@a)(@b)(@c)(@d1)E1 {}Bj)

If a, b, c, and d are necessary to cause j (to begin), then this is symbolised:
(Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d1)E1)

The latter is the same each of a, b, c, and d being necessary for j (to begin), i.e.:
(Bj {}(@a)E1).(Bj {}(@b)E1).(Bj {}(@c)E1).(Bj {}(@d)E1)

69.5 Causal Propositions
The full range of causal propositions in which an event is caused (to begin) are set out in the table
below. The effect Bj can, of course, be replaced by j if the cause is necessary to sustain the event or
by Cj if the cause causes j to end.
Equivalent propositions for simple and complex causality are shown next to one another for
comparison.
Simple Causality
Symbolism

Bj {}(@e)E1

Bj {}(@e)E1

Meaning
e is necessary to
cause j.

Complex Causality
Symbolism
Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1

a, b, c, and d are
necessary to cause j.

j is (always) caused
by e.
e is not necessary
to cause j.
j is not always
caused by e.

Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1

e is sufficient to
cause j.
(@e)E1 {}Bj

Meaning

e (always) causes j.

It is not true that a, b, c,
and d are necessary to
cause j.

e is sufficient to cause f,
g, h, and i.
(@e)E1 {}Bf.{}Bg.{}Bh.{}Bi

j is a necessary
effect of e.
e is not sufficient
to cause j.
(@e)E1 {}Bj

e does not always
cause j.
j is not a necessary
effect of e.

(@e)E1 {}Bf.{}Bg.{}Bh.{}Bi

It is not true that e is
sufficient to cause f, g, h,
and i.
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1

Bj{}(@e)E

j is sometimes
caused by e.
(See Note 1)

1

(@e)E {}Bj

e sometimes causes
j.

j is sometimes caused by
a, b, c, and d together.
Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1
a, b, c, and d together
sometimes cause j.

(See Note 1)

1

Bj {}(@e)E

j is never caused by
e.
(See Notes 2 & 3)

(@e)E1 {}Bj

j is never caused by a, b,
c, and d together.
Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1
a, b, c, and d together
never cause j.

e never causes j.
(See Notes 2 & 3)

Notes:
(1)

According to the Active/Passive Theorem (TR458) (Bj{}(@e)E1) = ((@e)E1 {}Bj), i.e., if e
sometimes causes j then j is sometimes caused by e and vice versa. Thus, Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1
is correct in both cases.

(2)

According to the Active/Passive Theorem (TR457) (Bj {}(@e)E1) = ((@e)E1 {}Bj), i.e., if e never
causes j then j is never caused by e and vice versa. Thus, Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1 is correct in both
cases.

(3)

e can also be described as an inhibitor of j, as explained in the next section.

69.6 Inhibitors, Prevention and Capability
Inhibitors are the opposite of causes or circumstances and prevent an effect from occurring. For
example, holding an umbrella during a rainstorm will prevent a person from becoming soaked. The
Rothman model states that for an effect to occur there must be sufficient necessary causes or
circumstances. This model can be modified to include inhibitors if their absence is included among
those sufficient necessary causes or circumstances. For example, a rainstorm may be necessary to
cause a person to become soaked but sufficient causes are a rainstorm, which is necessary, and the
absence of an umbrella, which is also necessary.
The absence of inhibitors is the basis of capability. If nothing is preventing an event from occurring,
then the event is capable of occurring or can occur.
If e is an inhibitor, then the effect Bj cannot be a sub-entity of e, i.e. Bj  {}(@e)E1. This is the same
as j is never caused by e. Thus, the table above can be modified to include inhibitors as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

Bj  {}(@e)E1

e is necessary to cause Bj

(@e)E1 {}Bj

e is sufficient to cause Bj

Bj  {}(@e)E1

e is sufficient to inhibit Bj

(@e)E1 {}Bj

e is necessary to inhibit Bj

Inhibitors can be complex in the same way as causes. An inhibitor may not be meaningful in its own
right, but may comprise the intersection in space-time of a number of meaningful circumstances.
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Thus, for example if a, b, c, and d are necessary to inhibit Bj, but only together are they sufficient to
inhibit Bj, then this would be symbolised Bj  {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1.
This does not, of course, imply that any one of a, b, c, or d is sufficient to inhibit Bj. It is not therefore
the case that (Bj  {}(@a)E1).(Bj  {}(@b)E1).(Bj  {}(@c)E1).(Bj  {}(@d)E1). Rather it implies
that if one of the components of the inhibitor is absent then Bj is not inhibited.

69.7 Alternative Symbolism
The following alternative forms of symbolism can also be used to describe causality:
Symbolism

Alternative Symbolism

Theorem

(@a)E1

a

(TT689)

{}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1

(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E

(TT587)

{}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1

{}a.{}b.{}c.{}d

(TT595)

{}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1

{}a + {}b + {}c + {}d

(TT580)

Thus, for example Bj {}(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1 is the same as Bj  {}a.{}b.{}c.{}d. However,
this is only true if all instances of a, b, c, and d are discrete, i.e., no two instances of any one of those
sets have a common region in space-time. As this is not necessarily always the case this symbolism
will not be used.
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Chapter 70 The Practical Application of Causality
70.1 The Practical Symbolism of Causes and Effects
Introduction
In the preceding chapters, causes were symbolised using a single letter of the alphabet, e.g., a. Effects
were symbolised by b, Bb, or Cb. Single letters are normally used for collections of physical objects.
However, causes and the entities associated with effects can any other type of physical entity,
including events. The detailed symbolism associated with each type, e.g., VSa1.c.VQb1, may therefore
replace the single letter.
The symbolism used for each type of physical entity is explained below.
Physical Objects as Causes of Other Physical Objects
Some effects may only take place within objects of a particular type and, thus, being a part of a physical
object may be a necessary cause. For example, natural photosynthesis can only take place within a
plant, so being part of a plant is necessary to cause photosynthesis. An effect can also be a physical
object, for example “The factory produces the aircraft”. Physical objects of a particular type are, of
course symbolised, a, b, c, etc.
Thus, for example, “only factories produce aircraft” or “A factory is necessary to cause an aircraft to
begin” can be symbolised Ba {}(@f)E1.
Physical Objects as Causes of Events
For an event to occur it is necessary for its subject and object to exist. The subject and object are not
normally regarded as cause of the event, but they can be treated as such. For example, it is necessary
that Andrew and Mont Blanc exist if the event “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is to occur. Thus, for
example:
(VSa1.c.VQb1  )  (a1  )

(TT363)

However, when Andrew climbs Mont Blanc the spatio-temporal region encompassed by Mont Blanc
intersects the spatio-temporal region encompassed by Andrew. The whole of the event is contained by
these intersecting spatio-temporal regions, which satisfies the criterion for cause and effect. Thus:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1 {}(@a1)(@b1)E1

from which the simpler equation above can be derived.
Events as Causes and Effects
Most commonly, causes are events and effects the beginnings, entirety, or ends of events. Collections
of events may be symbolised VSa.c.VQb, for example. However, VSa.c.VQb is plural, so any one
instance must be symbolised (VSa.c.VQb)r1, for example.
An event can be caused to begin, occur or end and these options are symbolised B(VSa.c.VQb),
V
Sa.c.VQb, and C(VSa.c.VQb) respectively. Thus, for example, “If David finds the equipment, then this
always causes (or is sufficient to cause) Andrew to begin climbing Mont Blanc” can be symbolised
@(VSd1.f.VQe1)E1 {}B(VSa1.c.VQb1).
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States as Causes
For an event to occur, it may also be necessary for its subject and object to have particular
characteristics, i.e., to be in a particular state. These can be expressed as necessary causes of the event
as explained in the following demonstration.
Let d1 be the characteristic “daring” then:
{}d1

are the defining characteristics of things that are daring;

A{}d1

V

are things that are daring;

a1VA{}d1

means that Andrew is daring; and

Sa1.{}.VQ(VA{}d1)1

V

are circumstances in which Andrew is daring.

Thus, for example, if it is necessary for Andrew to be daring for him to begin climbing Mont Blanc,
then:
B(VSa1.c.VQb1) {}@(VSa1.{}.VQ(VA{}d1)1)E1.

Changes of State as Effects
Changes of state are usually an effect of some cause. For example, if “Andrew is daring” is symbolised
a1  VA{}d1 then circumstances in which “Andrew becomes daring” may be symbolised
B(VSa1.{}.VQ(VA{}d1)1) and circumstances in which “Andrew ceases to be daring” may be symbolised
C(VSa1.{}.VQ(VA{}d1)1).
Thus, for example, “consuming the beer is sufficient to cause Andrew to become daring” can be
symbolised:
@(VSa1.c.VQb1)E1 {}B(VSa1.{}.VQ(VA{}d1)1).

Times as Causes
A particular timespan may be a cause. Timespans are abstract and are, for example, symbolised t.
However it is their spatio-temporal equivalents, VTt, which are regarded as causes.
Thus, for example, if it is necessary for it to be a February, f, for snow, s, to fall, f, then this can be
symbolised:
(VSs.f) {}(@Tf)E1.

Places as Causes
A particular place may also be a cause. For example, memorials are often built where an event has
taken place. Places are defined relative to some physical entity and by an event that has taken place,
is taking place or will take place there. Thus, if VSd.f.VQg are defining events, then the places in which
they occur relative to the planet earth, e1, is (Oe1)(VSd.f.VQg). Again, these places are abstract and it is
their spatio-temporal equivalents, V(Oe1)(Oe1)(VSd.f.VQg), which are causes.
Thus, for example if a memorial, m, is always built, b, where an event VSd.f.VQg takes place, i.e., an
event VSd.f.VQg is sufficient to cause a memorial to be built where it took place, then this can be
symbolised:
(@A(Oe1)(VSd.f.VQg))E1{}(b.VQm).
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The Practical Symbolism of Complex Causality
A complex cause can comprise the intersection of several circumstances each of a different nature, for
example:
(@(VSa.c.VQb))(@Tc)( @A(Oe1)(VSd.f.VQg))(@h)E1

Thus, if the above set of simple causes is sufficient to cause an event VSj.k.VQl to begin then every
circumstance in which all of these causes intersect is a super-entity of the beginning of an instance of
V
Sj.k.VQl, i.e.:
(@(VSa.c.VQb))(@Tc)(@A(Oe1)(VSd.f.VQg))(@h)E1 {}B(VSj.k.VQl)

Simplifying this symbolism so that the structure of the equation can be seen better yields:
(@a)(@b)(@c)(@d)E1 {}Be

70.2 Successful and Unsuccessful Events
In natural language, events such as “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” can be of three types:
(1)

Successful events, in which Andrew reaches the peak of Mont Blanc. The natural language
description of such events is frequently the subject of ellipsis, e.g., “Andrew successfully
climbs Mont Banc” is simplified to “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

(2)

Unsuccessful events in which Andrew does not reach the peak of Mont Blanc. The natural
language description of such events, “Andrew fails to climb Mont Blanc” is not simplified in
the same way, however.

(3)

Events which can either end in success or failure. Such events are described simply by the
sentence “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” with no condition that this event ends either in success
or a failure.

Thus, “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” can have two meanings and, when converting it to symbolic form,
care needs to be taken to choose the correct option.
The two options can be distinguished by defining necessary conditions for the end of the event, e.g.,
when the event “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” ends, it is necessary that “Andrew is at the summit of
Mont Blanc”. However, rather than being causal, such conditions define the meaning of the verb used
in the relationship describing the event.
The symbolism of the above example is demonstrated below:
V

Sa1.c.VQb1
x1

Cx1
s1
(@Cx1)s1
a1
(@Cx1)a1

are the events “Andrew (successfully) climbs Mont Blanc”;
is any single event in which “Andrew (successfully) climbs
Mont Blanc”, i.e., x1 VSa1.c.VQb1;
is the end of the event, x1;
is the summit of Mont Blanc;
is the summit of Mont Blanc at the end of the event x1;
is Andrew;
is Andrew at the end of the event x1;
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V

S(@Cx1)a1.{}.VQ(@Cx1)s1

is the event “Andrew is at the summit of Mont Blanc at the end
of the event x1”;

x1 VS(@C x1)a1.{}.VQ(@C x1)s1

means that the event x1 is one in which Andrew is at the summit
of Mont Blanc at its end;

(x1  VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means that an event in which Andrew (successfully) climbs
Mont Blanc is one in which Andrew is at the summit of Mont
Blanc at its end.

(x1  (VS(@Cx1)a1.{}.VQ(@Cx1)s1))

70.3 Simple Deduction using Causal Rules
Two causal rules allow a conclusion to be deduced with certainty from a particular circumstance.
These are:
(@b)E1 {}Ba or “an instance of b
of b cause an instance of a”; and
Ba {}(@b)E1 or
of a are caused by

is sufficient to cause an instance of a to begin” or “all instances

“an instance of b is necessary to cause an instance of a to begin” or “all instances
an instance of b”.

This is demonstrated below using the example “All climbs cause damage” and “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc”, therefore “Damage occurs”.
Demonstration
Let (@c)E1 {}Bd
i.e., “All climbs cause damage.”
Let VSa1.c.VQb1  
i.e.,“It is true that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.”
c   


(TM242)
(@c)E1  

(TT689)
{}Bd   

(TM777)
Bd  


(TR171b)
d   


(TR171b) i.e.,“Damage occurs.”
Thus ((@c)E1 {}Bd).(VSa1.c.VQb1  )  (d  )

The causal rules (@b)E1 {}Ba or “some instances of b (are sufficient to) cause an instance of a to
begin” and Ba {}(@b)E1 or “some instances of a are caused by an instance of b to begin”, are also
of interest. They allow a possible conclusion to be deduced in a particular circumstance. For example,
“Some climbs cause damage” and “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, therefore “It is possible that damage
occurs”.
Demonstration
(@c)E1 {}Bd
c {}Bd
V
Sa1.c.VQb1  c
V
( Sa1.c.VQb1  {}Bd)
(@(VSa1.c.VQb1)E1  {}Bd)

i.e., “Some climbs (are sufficient to) cause damage”
(TT689)(Eqn1)
(TM083)(Conjunction Elimination)(Eqn2)
(UM010)(Probability Syllogism Eqns2&1)
(TT689) i.e. “it is possible that Andrew climbing Mont Blanc is
sufficient to cause damage”.
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Chapter 71 Causality and Induction
71.1 Mill’s Methods
Mill’s methods are an inductive process that identifies possible cause and effect. The British
philosopher, John Stewart Mill, 1806–1873, described these methods in his book “A System of Logic”,
published in 1843. The methods compare instances of a phenomenon or effect, with the circumstances
in which it occurs. Every effect must have a necessary cause or causes, and this comparison allows us
to identify them.
Three of the methods, i.e., agreement, difference, and concomitant variation, were first described by
Avicenna, in “The Canon of Medicine”, 1025. The remaining two methods, the method of residues
and the joint method of agreement and difference, are attributable to Mill.
Mill’s methods do not yield certainty but rather possibilities. Care must also be taken in using them
for the following reasons.
It is not necessarily the case that when two events occur together one is the cause and the other the
effect. They may, in fact, be effects of a third event which causes both. It is also possible that two
events may have occurred contemporaneously for no reason other than simple chance. Greater
confidence is, of course, provided by more observations. However, total confidence is impossible in
practice, as this would require the observation of all instances of the effect.
It is also possible to confuse cause and effect, particularly when two events mutually reinforce one
another through a process of feedback. For example, when a child misbehaves, and the parent is angry,
it is unclear which is the cause and which the effect. Such errors can be avoided by carefully
considering the sequence of the two events in time.
Mill’s methods are based on certain assumptions:
(1)

Every phenomenon must have a cause;

(2)

What we consider to be the possible causes of a phenomenon are those circumstances which are
observed to occur in conjunction with the phenomenon. They are therefore meaningful and finite
in number;

(3)

Sufficient causes or circumstances are normally complex and not necessarily meaningful in
themselves. Rather they may comprise several meaningful causes some of which are necessary
and others of which are not; and

(4)

The necessary causes of a phenomenon are identified by a process of eliminating possible causes
which prove unnecessary.

Thus, for example, if x is a phenomenon, for example the beginning or end of an event or an event in
its entirety, and if a and b are the only possible potential causes of the phenomenon x, then:
(x {}(@a)E1) + (x {}(@b)E1) = E

However, if b is proven not to be necessary for x, then:
(x {}(@b)E1) = 

and, thus, by substitution a must be necessary for x, i.e.:
(x {}(@a)E1) = E

Mill makes no mention of whether the circumstances precede the phenomenon under investigation or
vice versa. Thus, he is unable to say with certainty which is the cause and which the effect. In the
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discussion and analysis of Mill’s methods which follow, it will however be assumed that the
circumstances do precede the phenomenon and, thus, that the former are potential causes of the latter.
The Direct Method of Agreement
Mill described this method as follows: “If two or more instances of the phenomenon under
investigation have only one circumstance in common, the circumstance in which alone all the
instances agree, is the cause (or effect) of the given phenomenon."
In other words, if a circumstance of a particular type is necessary to cause an effect of a particular
type, then the former will always occur in conjunction with the latter. This can be explained as follows.
Let x be all instances the phenomenon under investigation, e.g., the beginning or end of some
consequence, and let a and b be circumstances of particular types. Furthermore, a and b represent all
possible necessary causes of x. Thus, the method of agreement can be described as follows:
x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 

means that some instances of the effect x occur in conjunction with
instances of the circumstance a and instances of the circumstance b; and
x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 

means that some instances of the effect x occur in conjunction with
instances of the circumstance a but in the absence of any instance of the circumstance b.
This symbolism differs from that previously used. However, the theorem (TT579) states that
{}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1. Thus, x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1  , for example, is the same as
the more familiar x {} (@a)(@b)E1.
From the two equations above, it can be proven that (x {}(@b)E1) =  or x {}(@b)E1, i.e., it is
false that b is necessary to cause x. However, from both the former and the latter statements it can be
shown that x {}(@a)E1 and, thus, that (x {}(@a)E1) . The latter means that it is possible that
a is a necessary cause of x.
Demonstration.
Let x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 
x.{}(@b)E1  


x {}(@b)E1
(x {}(@b)E1) = E
(x {}(@b)E1) =  

i.e., b is not necessary to cause x













(TM350) & (TM012)
(TM735) & (TM012)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM008) & (DM02)

Let (x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 )(x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 )
(x.{}(@a)E1 )(x.{}(@a)E1 )
(TM350) & (TM012)
x.{}(@a)E1  





(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
x {}(@a)E1
(TM735) & (TM012)
(x {}(@a)E1) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(x {}(@a)E1) 





(UM004)
i.e., it is possible that a is a necessary cause of x.

The Method of Difference
Mill described this method as follows: “If an instance in which the phenomenon under investigation
occurs, and an instance in which it does not occur, have every circumstance in common save one, that
one occurring only in the former; the circumstance in which alone the two instances differ, is the
effect, or the cause, or an indispensable part of the cause, of the phenomenon.”
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In other words, if a circumstance of a particular type is necessary to cause an effect of a particular type
then the effect will occur in the presence of the circumstance but not in its absence. Thus, the method
of difference can be described as follows:
Consider the following cases:
Case 1 - an x occurs in circumstances a and circumstances b. From this it can be deduced that
sometimes an x occurs in circumstances a and circumstances b, i.e., x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 .
This can be rewritten (x {}(@a)E1).(x {}(@b)E1) which means some instances of x occur in
circumstances a and some x occur in circumstances b.
Case 2 –instances of x do not occur in the absence of circumstances a and the presence of
circumstances b. From this it can be deduced that not all x occur in the presence of circumstances b,
i.e., (x {}(@b)E1). This does not contradict the conclusion from case 1 and it remains true that some
x occur in circumstances a, i.e. (x {}(@a)E1).
Thus, from the conclusion that some x occur in circumstances a, i.e. (x {}(@a)E1) it can be deduced
that:
(x {}(@a)E1)  i.e.,

it is possible that a is a necessary cause of x.

However, the conjunction (x {}(@b)E1).(x {}(@b)E1) implies:
(x {}(@b)E1) =  i.e.,

it is not possible that is b necessary cause of x.

Demonstration
Let x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 
(x.{}(@a)E1 ).(x.{}(@b)E1 )
(x {}(@a)E1).(x {}(@b)E1)
(x {}(@a)E1).(x {}(@b)E1) = E
(x {}(@a)E1) = E
(x {}(@a)E1)  



(TM350) & (TM012)
(TM735) & (TM012)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM084)
(UM004)

Let (x {}(@b)E1). (x {}(@b)E1)
(x {}(@b)E1). (x {}(@b)E1) = E
(x {}(@b)E1) =  



(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(TM584)

The Joint Method of Agreement and Difference
Mill described this method as follows: "If two or more instances in which the phenomenon occurs
have only one circumstance in common, while two or more instances in which it does not occur have
nothing in common save the absence of that circumstance: the circumstance in which alone the two
sets of instances differ, is the effect, or cause, or a necessary part of the cause, of the phenomenon."
This method combines the method of agreement with the method of difference, i.e., if a circumstance
of a particular type is necessary to cause an effect of another particular type, then the former will
always occur in conjunction with the latter and latter will never occur in the absence of the former.
Consider the following cases:
Case 1 - x.{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1  or (x {}(@a)E1).(x {}(@b)E1) means some instances of x
occur in circumstances a and some instances of x occur in circumstances b; and
Case 2 - x.{}(@a)E1.{}c  or (x {}(@a)E1).(x {}c) means some instances of x occur in
circumstances a and some instances of x occur in circumstances c; and
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Case 3 - (x {}(@b)E1) means that x does not occur in the absence of circumstances a but the
presence of circumstances b; and
Case 4 - (x {}(@c)E1) means that x does not occur in the absence of circumstances a but the
presence of circumstances c.
From these cases it can be concluded, in the same way as described above, that:
(x {}(@a)E1)  i.e.

it is possible that is a necessary cause of x;

(x {}(@b)E1) =  i.e.

it is not possible that is b necessary cause of x; and

(x {}(@c)E1) =  i.e.

it is not possible that is c necessary cause of x.

The Method of Residues
Mill described this method as follows: "Deduct from any phenomenon such part as is known by
previous inductions to be the effect of certain antecedents, and the residue of the phenomenon is the
effect of the remaining antecedents."
This method can be expressed in symbolic form as follows:
The initial phenomenon can be described as a disjunction of two effects x and y conjoined with the
disjunction of two necessary causes a and b, i.e.: (x + y)({}(@a)E1 + {}(@b)E1)
If it has been proven that b is necessary to cause y then y {}(@b)E1.
If the cause b is “removed”, i.e., b = , then it is also the case that {}(@b)E1 =  and y = .
Substituting these into the original equation yields x.{}(@a)E1  or x {}(@a)E1.
From which it can be deduced that (x {}(@a)E1) , i.e., it is possible that a is a necessary cause of
x.
Demonstration
Let (x + y)({}(@a)E1 + {}(@b)E1)
Let y {}(@b)E1
Let b =  




{}(@b)E1 = 




y 





(y  ) + (y = )
 + (y = )
y = 





(x + )({}(@a)E1 + )


x.{}(@a)E1 



x {}(@a)E1
(x {}(@a)E1) = E
(x {}(@a)E1) 




(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(Eqn3)
(TS304)(Eqn4)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn4 into Eqn2)
(TM266)(Definition of )
(TM053)(Proper Subset of the Null Set)
(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction) (Eqn5)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns4&5 into Eqn1)
(TM668) (Null Set Disjunction)
(TM735) & (TM012)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
(UM004)

The Method of Concomitant Variations
Mill described this method as follows: "Whatever phenomenon varies in any manner whenever
another phenomenon varies in some particular manner, is either a cause or an effect of that
phenomenon or is connected with it through some fact of causation."
Unlike the four previous methods this method does not involve the elimination of other possible
causes. Rather it compares the changes of two factors.
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Thus, for example:
if, in one situation x and a b c occur together
and if, in another situation, there has been a change in x and change in a but no change in b or c
then x and a may be causally connected.
Normally, these changes are in some measurable feature, such as the mass of a physical object or the
duration of an event. However, if the change is logical, i.e., the presence or absence of a circumstance,
then this method becomes the same as the method of differences.
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Chapter 72 Auxilliary Verbs
72.1 Introduction
Auxiliary verbs are a group of verbs in the English language which, rather than describing a
relationship between the subject and the object, modify the meaning of the sentoid or proposition that
contains them. These auxiliary verbs include:
Future Tense

Tenseless

Past Tense

will do

do

did

will be able to

can

could / could have

must

must

must have

will have to

has to

had to

ought to

ought to

ought to have

shall

should

should have

might

may

may have

They are used to describe the following concepts:
(1)

Emphasis, e.g., “Andrew does climb Mont Blanc”;

(2)

Negatives, e.g., “Andrew does not climb Mont Blanc”;

(3)

Capability, e.g., “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc”;

(4)

Permission, e.g., “Andrew may or can climb Mont Blanc”;

(5)

Opinion, e.g., “According to the bible, Christians must (or have to) be charitable”.

They are also used to describe the following special cases of opinion:
(1)

Logical necessity, e.g., “Andrew may have climbed Mont Blanc”;

(2)

Internal desirability, e.g., “I must climb Mont Blanc”; and

(3)

External desirability, e.g., “You should have climbed Mont Blanc”.

Auxiliary verbs are often used to describe more than one concept. For example, “may”, can be used
to describe the likelihood of an event, e.g. “I may climb Mont Blanc”, or an event that is permitted,
e.g. “I may climb Mont Blanc”. The auxiliaries can be highly ambiguous, therefore, and great care is
needed to determine their true meaning from the context of the sentoid.
Each concept will be described in detail below and in the chapters which follow, together with an
explanation of the symbolism used to express it.
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72.2 Emphasis and Negatives – “Do” & “Do not”
The auxiliary verb “do” is used in emphasis, e.g., “Andrew does climb Mont Blanc” is more emphatic
that “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. It is also used in negatives, e.g., “Andrew does not climb Mont
Blanc”. No special symbolism is required to represent this auxiliary.

72.3 Capability and Permission – “Can” and “Cannot”
The auxiliary “can” is used to express:
(1)

Capability, e.g., “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc” meaning “Andrew is able to climb Mont
Blanc”; or

(2)

Permission, e.g., “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc” meaning “Andrew is permitted to climb
Mont Blanc”.

In the latter context, “can” and its past tense “could” are used as simple alternatives to “is permitted
to” and “was permitted to”. This will be covered in a subsequent chapter. However, the main use of
“can”, “could” and their future tense “will be able to” is to describe capability.
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Chapter 73 Capability
73.1 The Nature of Capability
Capability applies to events and not physical objects. For example, it is valid to say “Andrew is
capable of climbing Mont Blanc” but not to say that “Andrew is a capable thing” unless, of course,
there is an inherent implication that he is capable of doing or being something.
The concepts of causality and capability are related. In the case of causality, for an effect to occur all
necessary causes which together comprise a sufficient cause must be present, and all inhibitors must
be absent. In the case of capability, if all inhibitors are absent, then the effect can occur, but it is not
necessarily the case that it does occur.
Capability can be explained by the following example. If the causes or circumstances a and b together
with the absence of the inhibitors c and d are sufficient for the effect f then this is symbolised as
follows:
f {}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1

This equation is an expanded version of the form of symbolism previously used and allows the
incorporation of inhibitors. Its expansion uses theorem {}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1 (TT579).
Altering the right-hand side of the equation has the following implications:
Explanation of Righthand Side

Equation

Implication

f {}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1

All necessary causes are
present, and all inhibitors
are absent.

f does occur.

f ~({}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1)
or

It is not the case that all
necessary causes are
present, and all inhibitors
are absent.

f does not occur.

All inhibitors are absent.

f can occur.

It is not the case that all
inhibitors are absent.

f cannot occur.

f {}(@a)E1 + {}(@b)E1 + {}(@c)E1 + {}(@d)E1
f {}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1
f ~({}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1) or
1

1

f {}(@c)E + {}(@d)E

Murphy’s Law is a humorous but clearly false proposition which states that “if an event can occur it
will occur”. However, the Reverse Murphy’s Law, which states that “If an event does occur then it
can occur”, is valid and a special case of the theorem aba (TM083) Conjunction Elimination. This is
demonstrated by substituting the right-hand sides of the relevant equations above for a and b, i.e.:
“If the event f does occur then it can occur” or
{}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1 {}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1

Conversely, “if the event f cannot occur then it does not occur” or
~({}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1) ~({}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1)
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73.2 Symbolising Capability
All of the following statements are true. If an event can occur, then it is possible that it does occur. If
it is possible that an event occurs, then it can occur. Similarly, if an event cannot occur, then it is
impossible that it does occur. If it is impossible that an event occurs, then it cannot occur. Thus, there
is an equivalence relationship between capability and probability and the former can, therefore, be
represented by probabilistic equations.
For example, if f means that f exists or occurs, then:
If the event f does occur, then it is certain that it does occur, i.e., (f ) = E. Alternatively, it is
impossible that it does not occur which is symbolised (f =) = .
Conversely, if the event f does not occur, then it is impossible that it does occur, i.e., (f ) = .
Alternatively, it is certain that it does not occur which is symbolised (f =) = E.
These expressions are summarised in the table below.
Proposition

Equivalent using Probability

Symbolism

f does occur.

It is certain that f occurs.

(f ) = E

It is impossible that f does not occur.

(f =) =

It is impossible that f occurs.

(f ) = 

It is certain that f does not occur.

(f =) = E

f does not occur.

Using this symbolism and the example in the previous section, “if it is certain that f occurs then it is
certain that all necessary causes are present, and all inhibitors absent” is expressed:
((f ) = E)({}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1.{}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1 ) = E).

Capability can also be expressed probabilistically as shown in the following table. Note, that there
are two negatives of “can” with different meanings, i.e., “cannot and “can not”, where “cannot occur”
means “is not capable of occurring”, and “can not occur” means “is capable of not occurring”.
Proposition

Equivalent using “capable”

Equivalent using Probability

Symbolism

f can occur.

f is capable of occurring.

It is possible that f occurs.

(f ) 

It is uncertain that f does not occur.

(f =)  E

It is possible that f does not occur.

(f =) 

It is uncertain that f occurs.

(f )  E

It is impossible that f occurs.

(f ) = 

It is certain that f does not occur.

(f =) = E

It is impossible that f does not occur.

(f =) = 

It is certain that f occurs.

(f ) = E

f can not occur.

f cannot occur.

f cannot not occur.

f is capable of not occurring.

f is not capable of occurring.

f is not capable of not occurring.

Using this symbolism and the above example, then “if it is possible that f occurs (or f can occur), then
it is certain that all inhibitors absent” is expressed:
((f ) ) (({}(@c)E1.{}(@d)E1 ) = E)

The rules of capability are as follows:
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Again, the Reverse Murphy’s Law applies, i.e., “If the event f does occur then it can occur” or
((f ) = E) ((f ) )

which is a version of (a = E)  (a ) (TM058).
Conversely, “if the event f cannot occur, then it can not occur (is capable of not occurring)” or
((f ) = ) ((f )  E)

which is a version of (a = )  (a E) (TM059) .
It is also true that “if the event f cannot occur, then it does not occur and vice versa” or
((f ) = ) =((f =) = E)

which is a version of (a = E) = (a = ) (TM014).

73.3 Capability and Tense
Tenses can be applied to statements of capability in the normal way. For example:
Proposition

Equivalent using “capable”

Equivalent using Probability

Symbolism

f could occur.

f was capable of occurring.

It is possible that f occurred.

({>}Tf ) 

It is not certain that f did not occur.

({>}Tf =)  E

f was capable of not
occurring.

It is possible that f did not occur.

({>}Tf =) 

It is not certain that f occurred

({>}Tf )  E

f was not capable of
occurring.

It is impossible that f occurred.

({>}Tf ) = 

It is certain that f did not occur.

({>}Tf =) = E

f could not occur.*

f couldn’t occur.*

f couldn’t not
occur.*

f was not capable of not
occurring.

It is impossible that f did not occur.

({>}Tf =) = 

It is certain that f occurred.

({>}Tf ) = E

f will be able to
occur.

f will be capable of
occurring.

It is possible that f will occur.

({<}TBTf ) 

It is not certain that f will not occur.

({<}TBTf =)  E

f will be able to
not occur.

f will be capable of not
occurring.

It is possible that f will not occur.

({<}TBTf =) 

It is not certain that f will occur.

({<}TBTf )  E

f will not be able
to occur.

f will not be capable of
occurring

It is impossible that f will occur.

({<}TBTf ) = 

It is certain that f will not occur.

({<}TBTf =) = E

f will not be able
to not occur.

f will not be capable of not
occurring

It is impossible that f will not occur.

({<}TBTf =) = 

It is certain that f will occur.

({<}TBTf ) = E

*Note that the two negatives of “ f could occur” are “ f couldn’t occur” and “ f could not occur”. In spoken language
the apparent ambiguity is dealt with by emphasis. This emphasis is shown by underlining.

Again, the Reverse Murphy’s Law applies, i.e.: “If the event f did occur, then it could occur” or
(({>}Tf ) = E) (({>}Tf ) )
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Conversely, “if the event f couldn’t occur (was not capable of occurring), then it could not occur (was
capable of not occurring)” or
(({>}Tf ) = ) (({>}Tf )  E)

However, from the theorem (a = E) = (a = ) (TM014), it is also true that “if the event f couldn’t occur,
then it did not occur” or
(({>}Tf ) = ) =(({>}Tf =) = E)

73.4 Practical Symbolism
The examples given above use a single letter, e.g., f, to describe events which might typically be
symbolised VSa1.c.VQb1 or its passive equivalent VSb1.Vc.VQa1. Thus, for example, if:
V

means “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” then:

(VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc”;

({>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

means “Andrew could climb Mont Blanc”;

({>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

means “Andrew could have climbed Mont Blanc” and

({<}TBT ( Sa .c. Qb ))

means “Andrew will be able to climb Mont Blanc”.

Sa1.c.VQb1

V

1

V

1

Events can be expressed in active or passive form but, nonetheless, remain the same event. Thus, for
example if:
(VSa1.c.VQb1) 

means “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc”, then

(VSb1.Vc.VQa1) 

means “Mont Blanc can be climbed by Andrew”

Where ((VSa1.c.VQb1) ) = ((VSb1.Vc.VQa1) )

73.5 Capability and Deduction
Various deductions are possible using capability, e.g., If “Andrew can climb Mont Blanc”, then
“Andrew can climb (something)”, i.e.:

((VSa1.c.VQb1) ) ((VSa1.c) )

“Mont Blanc can be climbed (by something)”, i.e.:

((VSa1.c.VQb1) ) ((c.VQb1) )

“Climbs are capable of occurring”, i.e.:

((VSa1.c.VQb1) ) ((c ) )

“Andrew is capable of some relationship with Mont Blanc”, i.e.:
((VSa1.c.VQb1) ) ((VSa1.VQb1) )

73.6 Structural Theorems of Capability
There are special rules of capability which are concerned with sub-relationships.
From the Inter-relationship Axiom (AR11), if two entities exist then so too does a relationship between
them and vice versa, i.e.:
((a1 ).(b1 ) = E) = ((VSa1.VQb1 ) = E).

Furthermore, from (TM058) if a relationship exists then it is capable of existing, i.e.:
((VSa1.VQb1 ) = E) ((VSa1.VQb1)).

Thus, if two entities exist a relationship is capable of existing between them, i.e.:
((a1 ).(b1 ) = E) ((VSa1.VQb1))
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Chapter 74 Definitions of Ordered Sets and Dimensions
74.1 Introduction
This chapter lists and explains the definitions of ordered sets and dimensions.

74.2 Definition of @ (DR05)
(@a1)b1

is the greatest region of space-time occupied by both a1 and b1, i.e.:

(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))

(DR05) Definition of @

74.3 The Definitions of Ordered Sets
Definition of an Ordering Relationship Set (DR96)
The relationship sets {=},{<},{>},{},{} are ordering relationship sets. This is expressed formally by the
definition:
(o = {=},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RL)

(DR96) Definition of an Ordering Relationship Set

Definition of an Ordered Set (DR60) & (DR99)
An ordered set is one whose members are each greater than or less than at least one other member of
the set, i.e.:
(a 1 SO) = (a.~a 1  ({>}a.~a 1) + ({<}a.~a 1))

(DR60) Definition of an Ordered Set

It is also one in which any two members are related by the relationship set {>} , {<} , {=} , {} , {} or {},
i.e.:
(a 1 SO)  (VSa.VQa  {>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {})

(DR99) Definition of an Ordered Set Part 2

Definition of a Non-ordered Set (DS29)
If a set is non-ordered, then more than one of its members is ordered and at least one of its members
is not ordered, i.e.:
(a1 ~SO) = (b  )(b  b1)(b a)((ab)1 SO)((ab)1 SU)

(DS29) Definition of a Non-Ordered Set

Definition of an Unordered Set (DR84)
If a set is unordered then none of its members are greater than or less than any other member, i.e.:
(a1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(DR84) Definition of an Unordered Set

The equivalent for abstract sets is:
(a 1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(DR84A) Definition of an Unordered Set

Definition of SA (DS35)
The set of abstract sets comprises the set of mixed sets and the set of discrete sets, i.e.:
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SM + SD= SA

(DS35) Definition of SA

Definition of  Symbolism (DS31)
Greek letters, such as , are used to describe collections of members of discrete ordered sets. Thus, if
a is used in a general ordered set, it is replaced by  when the set is also discrete, i.e.:
(a1 SDSO) = ( =a)

(DS31) Definition of  Symbolism

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for Members of SA (DS28)
If a 1 is a member of SA, then its members are its spatio-temporal super-entities, i.e.:
(a 1 SA)  (a = {}a1)

(DS28) Definition of Reverse Abstraction for members of SA

Definition of the Beginning and End Functions (DR53) and (DR54)
If an1 is a member of a mixed or discrete ordered set, i.e., an1  a and a1  SMSO + SDSO, then an1 is an
abstract entity and its components, a n, are its spatio-temporal super-entities.
The beginning or lower bound of extent of an1 is that component which is not greater than any other
and not a spatio-temporal sub-entity of any other, i.e.:
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)  (Ba n1 = a n.({>}a n).({}a n))

(DR53) Definition of the Beginning Function

The end or upper bound of extent of an1 is that component which is not less than any other and not a
spatio-temporal sub-entity of any other, i.e.:
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)  (Ca n1 = a n.({<}a n).({}a n))

(DR54) Definition of the End Function

For discrete ordered sets an becomes n and, by definition, members are not super-entities or subentities of any other member. Thus, these definitions simplify to:
(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Bn1 =  n.({>} n))

(TS818b)

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Cn1 =  n.({<} n))

(TS819b)

or
(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Bn1 = n.({}n))

(TS730b)

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Cn1 = n.({}n))

(TS733b)

In a mixed or discrete ordered set a 1, if there are members which are not greater than other members,
i.e., {>}a, and which are super-atomic, i.e., {}a, then a 1 has a lower bound of extent, i.e.:
((a1  SMSO + SDSO) = E)  ((a.({>}a).({}a)) (a 1 QB))

(TR710)

Similarly, if there are members which are not less than other members, i.e., {<}a, and which are superatomic, i.e., {}a, then a 1 has an upper bound of extent, i.e.:
((a1  SMSO + SDSO) = E)  ((a.({<}a).({}a)) (a 1 QC))

(TR708)

Definition of VB & VC (DR50)
If the point 1 is a member of a mixed or discrete ordered set, i.e.,  1  a and a1  SMSO + SDSO, then 1
is abstract. Other members of the set which begin with 1 are spatio-temporal sub-entities of 1, but
not spatio-temporal sub-entities of any member less than 1.
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Similarly, other members of the set which end with 1 are spatio-temporal sub-entities of 1, but not
spatio-temporal sub-entities of any member greater than 1.Thus:
(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1)).(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))
(DR50) Definition of VB &VC

Note that because 1 is abstract the expression {}1 is used rather than {}1.
Definition of {>} (DR63)
If b1 is greater than a1, i.e., b1  {>}a1, then the following conditions apply:
b1 and a1

are abstract entities.

a1 either

has no beginning or one that is less than that of b1, i.e., (Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =).

a1

must have an end or upper bound of extent, i.e., (Ca1).

b1 either
b1

has no end or one that is greater than that of a1, i.e., (Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =).

must have a beginning or lower bound of extent, i.e. (Bb1).

These conditions can be combined to yield a definition of the ordering relationship set, {>}, as follows:
(b1  {>}a1) =
(Bb1).((Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =)).(Ca1).((Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))
(DR63) Definition of {>}

74.4 Definitions of Dimensions
Definition of DA (DS33)
The set of all dimensions comprises the set of mixed continuum dimensions, the set of point continuum
dimensions, and the set of discrete dimensions, i.e.:
(DS33) Definition of DA

DA = DM + DP + DD

The following theorems can be derived from this definition:
(XE)1 DM)  ((XE)1 DA)

(TT923)

(XE)1 DP)  ((XE)1 DA)

(TT924)

1

1

(XE) DD)  ((XE) DA)

(TT925)

i.e., a dimension of a particular type follows the general rules all for dimensions.
Definition of PA (DS34)
The set of all poly-dimensions comprises the set of mixed continuum poly-dimensions, the set of point
continuum poly-dimensions, and the set of discrete poly-dimensions, i.e.:
PA = PM + PP + PD

(DS34) Definition of PA

Definition of oX (DS36)
Let X be a dimensional or poly-dimensional mapping relationship set, i.e., (XE)1  DA + PA, and let o
be any ordering or membership relationship set. Then a comparison, in the X dimension, of the
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measurable characteristics of two sets of physical entities, Xa oXb, can be simplified to a oX b.
Thus:
(DS36) Definition of oX

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa oXb) = (a oX b))

Definition of @X (DR35)
Let X be a dimensional or poly-dimensional mapping relationship set, i.e., (XE)1  DA + PA, let b1 be
any member of that dimension or poly-dimension, and let a1 be any physical entity. Then (@Xb 1)a1 is
the greatest part of a1 that is also part of the aggregate of all physical entities that map onto b1, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE)  ((@Xb 1)a1 = {}a1.{}( VXb 1)1.({}({}a1.{}( VXb 1)1)))
(DR35) Definition of @X

74.5 Definitions of Space and Time
Physical Definition of VS & VQ (DR32)
Relationships with the subject or object a1 are physical entities and super-entities of temporal sections
of a1, i.e.:
(X = S, Q) (VXa1 = {}(@TTE)a1)

(DR32) Physical Definition of VS & VQ

Definition of an Event Relationship (DR37)
If x1 is an event, i.e., x1 RE, then the timespan of its subject part is the same as the timespan of its
object part, i.e.:
(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1)x1 = T(@Qx1)x1)

(DR37) Definition of an Event Relationship

Definition of Temporally, Spatially and Spatio-temporally Continuous Physical Entities
(DR81), (DR82) and (DR83)
The following definitions are explained in section 53.2.
(a1 MCT) = (@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT) (DR81) Definition of a Temporally Continuous Physical Entity
(a1 MCS) = ((@TTE)a1 MCS)

(DR82) Definition of a Spatially Continuous Physical Entity

(a MCP) = ((@TTE)a ~MCS).(@A1(Oa )E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)
1

1

1

(DR83) Definition of a Spatio-temporally Continuous Physical Entity

Definition of Duration (DR33)
If a spatio-temporal event is temporally continuous and {x} is a scale which maps both points in time
and the duration of timespans onto the set of numbers, then the duration of the event is the diffence
between its beginning and its end, i.e.:
(a1 MCT) = ({x}DTa1= {x}CTa1- {x}BTa1)

(DR33) Definition of Duration
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74.6 Definitions of Capability and Causality
Definitions of B and C (DR61) and (DR85)
B

and C are relationship sets that define the beginnings and ends in time of physical entities. The
beginning in time of a1 is, for example, Ba1 or (@TBTa1)a1. For a collection a, Ba is the disjunction of
the beginnings in time of the members of a, i.e.:
(a = a11+++an1)(Ba = (@TBTa11)a11 +++ (@TBTan1)an1)

(DR61) Definition of B

Similarly, Ca is the disjunction of the ends in time of the members of a, i.e.:
(a = a11+++an1)(Ca = (@TCTa11)a11 +++ (@TCTan1)an1)

(DR85) Definition of C

74.7 Summary of Definitions
Continuity
None
The @ Function
(DR05)

Definition of @

(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))
Ordered Sets

(DR96)

Definition of an Ordering
Relationship Set

(DR60)

Definition of an Ordered Set

(DR99)

Definition of an Ordered Set Part 2

(DS29)

Definition of a Non-Ordered Set

(a1 ~SO) = (b  )(b  b1)(b a)((ab)1 SO)((ab)1 SU)

(DR84)

Definition of an Unordered Set

(a1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(DR84A)

Definition of an Unordered Set

(a 1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(DS35)

Definition of SA

(DS31)

Definition of  Symbolism

(DS28)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction
for members of SA

(DR53)

Definition of the Beginning
Function

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an1  a) 

Definition of the End Function

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an1  a) 

(DR54)

(o = {=},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RL)
(a 1 SO) = (a.~a 1  ({>}a.~a 1) + ({<}a.~a 1))
(a 1 SO)  (VSa.VQa  {>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {})

SM + SD= SA
(a1 SDSO) = ( =a)
(a 1 SA)  (a = {}a1)

(Ba n1 = a n.({>}a n).({}a n))

(Ca n 1 = a n.({<}a n).({}a n))
(DR50)

Definition of VB &VC

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1)).
(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))
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(DR63)

Definition of {>}

(b1  {>}a1) =
(Bb1).((Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =)).
(Ca1).((Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))
Dimensions

(DS33)

Definition of DA

DA = DM + DP + DD

(DS34)

Definition of PA

PA = PM + PP + PD

(DS36)

Definition of oX

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa oXb) = (a oX b))

(DR35)

Definition of @X

((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) 
((@Xb 1)a1 = {}a1.{}( VXb 1)1.({}({}a1.{}( VXb 1)1)))
Space and Time

(DR32)

Physical Definition of VS & VQ

(DR37)

Definition of an Event Relationship

(DR81)

Definition of a Temporally
Continuous Physical Entity

(DR82)

Definition of a Spatially Continuous
Physical Entity

(DR83)

Definition of a Spatio-temporally
Continuous Physical Entity

(DR33)

Definition of Duration

(X = S, Q) (VXa1 = {}(@TTE)a1)
(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1)x1 = T(@Qx1)x1)
(a1 MCT) = (@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)
(a1 MCS) = ((@TTE)a1 MCS)
(a1 MCP) =
((@TTE)a1 ~MCS).(@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)
(a1 MCT) = ({x}DTa1= {x}CTa1- {x}BTa1)

Capability and Causality
(DR61)

Definition of B

(a = a11+++an1)(Ba = (@TBTa11)a11 +++ (@TBTan1)an1)

(DR85)

Definition of C

(a = a11+++an1)(Ca = (@TCTa11)a11 +++ (@TCTan1)an1)
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Chapter 75 Axioms of Ordered Sets and Dimensions
75.1 The @ Function
1st @ Function Axiom (AS18)
The @ function is a one-to-one relationship, i.e.:
(@a1)1 RO

(AS18) 1st @ Function Axiom

2nd @ Function Axiom (AS08)
The @ function defines the greatest sub-entity held in common by two physical entities. Thus,
(@a1){}b1 is a set comprising members of b, i.e., {}b1, which are also members of a. This is the same
as the set of sub-entities of both a1 and b1, i.e. {}(@a1)b1. Thus:
(@a1){}b1 = {}(@a1)b1

(AS08) 2nd @ Function Axiom

This axiom is true of both continuum sets and discrete sets.
3rd @ Function Axiom (AS25)
The application of two @ functions to the universal set is the same as the conjunction of each @
function applied individually to the universal set, i.e.:
(@a)(@b)E = (@a)E.(@b)E

(AS25) 3rd @ Function Axiom

75.2 Ordered Sets
Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom (AR62)
Ordering relationships are transitive and asymmetrical, i.e.:
(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  RTRA)

(AR62) Ordering Relationships Sets Axiom

Ordering Relationship Continuum Axiom (AA09)
Ordering relationship sets are abstract continuum sets, i.e.:
(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  SC)

(AA09) Ordering Relationship Continuum Axiom

2nd Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom (AR61)
Ordering relationship sets are distinct from one another and from membership relationship sets, i.e.
they have no members in common. Thus:
(X = {<}, {>}) (X {}{~}{~}.~VX)

(AR61) 2nd Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom

Relative Axiom (AS93)
This axiom is explained in section 40.2.
((o 1 RL) = E)  ((a o b) = (a1 o b1))

(AS93) Relative Axiom
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Axiom of Points (AR53)
Sets of points are discrete sets, i.e.:
(AR53) Axiom of Points

SP SD

The abstract equivalent of this axiom is:
SP SD

(AR53A) Axiom of Points

2nd Axiom of Points (AR77)
Sets of points in a dimension are the same thing as the universal set entity, i.e., they are the abstract
opposite of the null set entity which is everywhere in space-time but has no span. This is explained
further in section 42.1b. Thus:
SP = E1

(AR77A) 2nd Axiom of Points

The equivalent of this axiom in the physical aspect is:
(AR77) 2nd Axiom of Points

SP = 1

Mixed Sets are not Discrete (AS26)
It is axiomatic that mixed sets are not discrete. Thus:
(AS26) Mixed Sets are not Discrete

SM ~SD

The abstract equivalent of this axiom is:
SM ~SD

(AS26A) Mixed Sets are not Discrete

Ordered Sets are Abstract (AS62)
If is a1 an ordered set, then its members are abstract entities, i.e.:
(a1 SO)  (a AE)
1 and E1

(AS62) Ordered Sets are Abstract

are not Ordered (AA01)

The null set entity and universal set entity are both singular and plural in nature. They are each one
thing which exists at many locations. Thus, they are not ordered and cannot be members of an ordered
set, therefore. This implies, of course that they cannot be members of a dimension. This is expressed
by the axiom:
(a1  SO)(n1  ) (n1  1)(n1  E1)

(AA01)(1 and E1 are not ordered)

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets (AR78)
If a is an abstract set, then a.{}a are its discrete members, i.e.:
1

(a1 SA) ((a.{}a)1 SD)

(AR78) Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

In the physical model of a dimension, such discrete members are super-atomic.
Axiom of Abstract Point Sets (AR76)
If a1 is an abstract mixed set or set of points, then a.{}a are its point members, i.e.:
(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{}a)1 SP)

(AR76A) Axiom of Abstract Point Sets
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In the line model of a dimension, these entities are points but in the physical model of a dimension
they are the universal set entity.
The equivalent in the physical aspect is:
(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{} a)1 SP)

(AR76) Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

These physical points are the null set entity.
Axiom of Ordered Sets (AR33)
If a is an ordered set, then it has members which are greater than or less than others, but which do not
intersect them, i.e.:
1

(a 1 SO) (VS(a.~a 1).({>} + {<}).{}.VQ(a.~a 1) )

(AR33) Axiom of Ordered Sets

Axiom of Continuum Ordered Sets (AR40)
If a1 is a continuum ordered set, then it has members which are greater than or less than others, and
which intersect them, i.e.:
(a1 SCSO) (VSa.({>} + {<}).{}.VQa )

(AR40) Axiom of Continuum Ordered Sets

Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets (AR96)
If b1 is a mixed continuum set and a comprises at least two of its members, then a1is a mixed
continuum set, i.e.:
(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(AR96A) Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

The physical equivalent of this axiom is:
(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(AR96) Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

Subsets of Ordered Sets (AS48)
If b is an ordered set and a comprises at least two of its members, then a1is an ordered set, i.e.:
1

(b1SO)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SO) (AS48) Subsets of Ordered Sets

Subsets of Unordered Sets (AS27)
If b is an unordered set and a comprises some of its members, then a1is an unordered set, i.e.:
1

(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AS27) Subsets of Unordered Sets

The equivalent for abstract sets is:
(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AS27A) Subsets of Unordered Sets

Axiom of Bounds of Extent (AR99)
The beginning and end of a span, a 1 say, are Ba 1 and Ca1. In the line model of a dimension, these
points appear to be sub-entities of the span, i.e., Ba 1  {}a 1 and Ca 1  {}a 1. However, because the
line model is a physical analogue, this is incorrect. Dimensions are abstract, and so, parts of a span are
super-entities of the span and the following are correct, therefore: Ba 1  {}a 1 and Ca 1  {}a 1.
This is formalised by the axiom:
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(X = B, C)  (X {})

(AR99) Axiom of Bounds of Extent

The same reversal applies to all axioms, definitions and theorems which describe relationships
between abstract entities.
2nd Axiom of Bounds of Extent (AR41)
A span may only have one lower bound of extent and one upper bound of extent. Thus, B and C are
one-to-one relationship sets, i.e., members of RO. However, VB and VC are not. The former is
symbolised as follows:
(X = B, C)  (X1  RO)

(AR41) 2nd Axiom of Bounds of Extent

and yields the following theorems:
B 1  RO

(TS728)

C  RO

(TS731)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ba n1 )  (Ba n1 = (Ban1)1)

(TT955)

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ca n1 )  (Can1 = (Can1)1)

(TT956)

1

where a may be a span or a point.
1
n

Bounds of Extent of Sets (AS55)
The beginnings and ends or bounds of extent of a mixed or discrete ordered set are the same as the
bounds of extent of the set of its discrete members. This is expressed by the axiom:
(X = B, C)(a1  SMSO + SDSO) (Xa1 = X1)

(AS55) Bounds of Extent of Sets

Bounds of Extent of Set Members (AS67)
If an entire ordered set has a beginning or lower bound of extent, then every member has a lower
bound of extent. Similarly, if an entire ordered set has an upper bound of extent, then every member
has an upper bound of extent. This is expressed by the axiom:
((X = B, C) = E)  ((Xa1)(b1  a)(b1) (Xb1)) (AS67) Bounds of Extent of Set Members

Beginnings and Ends in an Ordered Set (AR50)
For any ordered set, the beginnings and ends of its members, i.e., their bounds of extent, form a discrete
ordered set, i.e.:
((X = B,C) = E)  ((a 1 SO) ((Xa)1 SDSO))

(AR50) Beginnings and Ends in an Ordered Set

Spans are Continua (AS75)
For any mixed ordered set, its spans, form a continuum set, i.e.:
((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO) = ((a.~(Xa))1 SCSO))

(AS75) Spans are Continua

which yields the following theorem:
(a 1  SMSO)  ((a.~(Ba + Ca))1  SCSO)

(TT936)
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Axiom of Finite Spans (AS54)
More than one finite span, i.e., a span with both an upper bound and a lower bound of extent, exists in
every mixed ordered set, i.e.:
(a1 SMSO)  (.VB.VC )(.VB.VC (.VB.VC)1)

(AS54) Axiom of Finite Spans

Axiom of Non-Ordered Sets (AR05)
If a1 is not an ordered set, i.e., a1 ~SO, then:
a1 does

not have a lower bound of extent, i.e., (a1  QB);

a1 does

not have an upper bound of extent, i.e., (a1  QC);

a1

is not greater than anything, i.e., (a1  Q{>});

a1

is not less than anything, i.e., (a1  Q{<});

not all of its members, a, have a lower bound of extent, i.e., (a  QB) ;
not all of its members, a, have an upper bound of extent, i.e., (a  QC);
not all of its members, a, are greater than anything, i.e., (a  Q{>}); and
not all of its members, a, are less than anything, i.e., (a  Q{<}).
However, the reverse of each of the above statements is not necessarily true.
These rules combine to give the following axiom:
((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))

(AR05) Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

The abstract equivalent is:
((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))

(AR05A) Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

Axiom of Unordered Sets (AS70)
1

If a is an unordered set, i.e., a1 SU, then:
a1 does

not have a lower bound of extent, i.e., (a1  ~QB);

a1 does

not have an upper bound of extent, i.e., (a1  ~QC);

a1

is not greater than anything, i.e., (a1  ~Q{>});

a1

is not less than anything, i.e., (a1  ~Q{<});

none of its members, a, have a lower bound of extent, i.e,. (a  ~QB);
none of its members, a, have an upper bound of extent, i.e., (a  ~QC);
none of its members, a, are greater than anything, i.e., (a  ~Q{>}); and
none of its members, a, are less than anything, i.e., (a  ~Q{<}).
However, the reverse of each of the above statements is not necessarily true.
These rules combine to give the following axiom:
((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 SU) (a1  ~QX)(a  ~QX))

(AS70) Axiom of Unordered Sets

The equivalent for abstract sets is:
((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 SU) (a1  ~QX)(a  ~QX))

(AS70A) Axiom of Unordered Sets
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4th Axiom of Bounds of Extent (AS74)
For a mixed or discrete ordered set, a, using the line analogy, the beginnings and ends of the members
of this set are not super-entities of other members. However, because members of such sets are abstract
characteristics, this is expressed using {}. This yields the axiom:
(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (Xa =a.({}a))

(AS74) 4th Axiom of Bounds of Extent

from which the following theorems can be derived:
(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca =a.({}a))

(TT059)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca a)

(TS986)

(a SMSO + SDSO) ( =a.({}a))

(TT070)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) ( a)

(TS987)

((X = B,C) = E) ((1  SDSO)  ( = X).(  VX))

(TT251)

1

For any mixed ordered set, the beginnings and ends of its members form an ordered set of points, i.e.:
((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO)  ((Xa)1 SPSO))

(TT778) Bounds of Extent are Points

which yields the following theorem:
(a1 SMSO) ((Ba + Ca)1 SPSO)

(TT143) Beginnings and Ends in a Mixed Ordered Set

The Order of Bounds of Extent (AR98), (AS02) & (AS03)
The end or upper bound of extent of an entity is always greater than or equal to the beginning or lower
bound of extent of the same entity, i.e.:
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ban1)(Can1)  (Can1  {}Ban1)

(AR98) Order of Bounds of Extent 1

If an entity is less than or equal to all beginnings of a set of entities, then it is less or equal to than all
members of the same set of entities.
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Ban  {}an)

(AS02) Order of Bounds of Extent 2

Conversely, if an entity is greater than or equal to all ends of a set of entities then it is greater than or
equal to all members of the same set of entities.
(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Can  {}an)

(AS03) Order of Bounds of Extent 3

Axiom of Mixed & Discrete Ordered Sets (AR67)
Only points can be the beginnings or ends of members of an ordered set, i.e.:
(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (VX(a) = )

(AR67) Axiom of Mixed & Discrete Ordered Sets

Axiom of Mixed Ordered Sets (AR64)
The following axiom describes the relationship between points and spans in a mixed ordered set, i.e.,
the points are the beginnings and ends of spans and the spans begin and end at points.
((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1SMSO) ( = Xa)(VX  a))

(AR64) Axiom of Mixed Ordered Sets

Axiom of Discrete Ordered Sets (AS69)
The following axiom states that the beginning and end of a member of a discrete ordered set are the
same as the member. Furthermore, the member is a subset of those things which begin or end with it.
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((X = B,C) = E) ((1  SDSO)(n1  )  (n1 = Xn1)(n1  VXn1)) (AS69) Axiom of Discrete Ordered Sets

From this axiom it can be seen that:
( 1SDSO) (B = C)

(TT932)

(1 SDSO) ( = B + C)

(TT931)

Axiom of Points and Spans (AS79)
This axiom is explained in section 42.2.
(1SPSO).( 1)  (1  a 1)

(AS79) Axiom of Points and Spans

Disjunctions of Sets of Points (AR88)
If the disjunction of  and  is an ordered set of points then so too are  and , and vice versa, i.e.:
((a 1SMSO + SPSO)( a)( a) = E) ((( + )1 SPSO) = (1 + 1 SPSO))
(AR88) Disjunctions of Sets of Points

Axiom of Reverse Transitivity (AR87)
In a mixed continuum ordered set or a point continuum ordered set, i.e., a member of SMSO or SPSO,
between any two points or spans there are infinite other points or spans. Thus:
(o = {}, {}, {<}, {>})(a1 = SMSO + SPSO)  (oa  ooa)

(AR87) Axiom of Reverse Transitivity

75.3 Dimensions
Axiom of Dimensions and Polydimensions (AR82)
A dimension is not a poly-dimension, i.e.:
DA  ~PA

(AR82) Axiom of Dimensions and Polydimensions

Axiom of Ordered Dimensions (AS28)
All dimensions are ordered, i.e.:
DA  SO

(AS28) Axiom of Ordered Dimensions

Axiom of Unordered Polydimensions (AS29)
All polydimensions are unordered, i.e.:
PA  SU

(AS29) Axiom of Unordered Polydimensions

Axiom of Polydimension Plurality (AS06)
Polydimensions have plural members, i.e.:
((XE)1 PA) (XE (XE)1)

(AS06) Axiom of Polydimension Plurality

There is no equivalent axiom for individual dimensions because they are plural by virtue of their
members being ordered.
Axiom of One-to-One Mapping (AS45)
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The axiom:
(AS45) Axiom of One-to-One Mapping

((XE)1 DA + PA) (X1  RO)

and the theorem:
(TS746)

((XE)1 DA + PA)(Xa1 ) (Xa1 = (Xa1)1)

state that every dimensional mapping relationship set is one-to-one. From this it can be shown that:
((XE)1 DA) (X1  RO)

(TS718)

((XE)1 PA) (X1  RO)

(TS718b)

((XE)1 DM)  (X1  RO)

(TS782)

((XE) DP) (X  RO)

(TT995)

((XE)1 DD)  (X1  RO)

(TS719)

1

B, C

1

and X are also one-to-one relationship sets and thus:
(TS740)

((XE)1 DA)(BXa1 ) (BXa1 = (BXa1)1)
((XE) DA)(CXa ) (CXa = (CXa ) )

(TT030)

((XE)1 DA)(Xa1 ) (BXa1= B(Xa1)1)

(TS743)

((XE)1 DA)(Xa1 ) (CXa1= C(Xa1)1)

(TT032)

1

1

1

1 1

1 1 1

((XE) DA)(BXa ) (BXa = (B(Xa ) ) )

(TS745)

((XE)1 DA)(CXa1 ) (CXa1= (C(Xa1)1)1)

(TT034)

1

1

1

Axiom of One-to-Many Reverse Mapping (AR06)
The axiom:
((XE)1 DA + PA) ((VX)1  RM)

(AR06) Axiom of One-to-Many Reverse Mapping

states that many physical entities can map onto the same point or span in a dimension.
Axiom of Universal Mapping (AS36)
The axiom:
((XE)1 DA + PA) (QX = E) (AS36) Axiom of Universal Mapping

states that every dimension has every physical entity in the universe mapped onto it. From this it can
be shown that:
((XE)1 DA) (QX = E)

(TS797)

((XE)1 PA) (QX = E)

(TS797b)

((XE)1 DM)  (QX = E)

(TS720)

((XE) DP)  (QX = E)

(TT997)

((XE)1 DD)  (QX = E)

(TS721)

1

Axiom of the Physical Universe (AR79)
The axiom:
((XE)1 DA + PA) ((QX)1  SCSU)

(AR79) Axiom of the Physical Universe
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states that the physical universe, whose members are the objects of mapping relationship sets, is an
unordered continuum set.
Axiom of Mixed Continuum Dimensions (AS12)
Mixed Continuum Dimensions and Polydimensions are mixed sets, i.e.:
DM + PM SM

(AS12) Axiom of Mixed Continuum Dimensions

Axiom of Point Continuum Dimensions (AS01)
Point Continuum Dimensions and Polydimensions are sets of points, i.e.:
DP + PP SP

(AS01) Axiom of Point Continuum Dimensions

Axiom of Discrete Dimensions (AR97)
Discrete Dimensions and Polydimensions are discrete sets, i.e.:
DD + PD SD

(AR97) Axiom of Discrete Dimensions

Theorems from the above Axioms
From the following axioms:
DA  ~PA

(AR82) Axiom of Dimensions and Polydimensions

DA  SO

(AS28) Axiom of Ordered Dimensions

PA  SU

(AS29) Axiom of Unordered Polydimensions

DM + PM SM

(AS12) Axiom of Mixed Continuum Dimensions

DP + PP SP

(AS01) Axiom of Point Continuum Dimensions

DD + PD SD

(AR97) Axiom of Discrete Dimensions

it can be seen that:
((XE)1 DA)((XE)1  SO)

(TT933)

((XE) PA)((XE)  SU)

(TT922)

((XE)1 DM + PM) ((XE)1  SM)

(TT918)

((XE)1 DP + PP) ((XE)1  SP)

(TT915)

((XE) DD + PD) ((XE)  SD)

(TT916)

((XE)1 DM)  ((XE)1  SMSO)

(TT022)

((XE)1  DD)  ((XE)1 SDSO)

(TS723)

((XE)  DP)  ((XE)  SPSO)

(TT023)

((XE)1 DM + PM)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1) ((Xa)1  SM)

(TT917)

((XE)1 DD + PD) ((Xa)1  SD)

(TT912)

((XE) DP + PP) ((Xa)  SD)

(TT913)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i.e., a dimension or polydimension of a particular type follows the rules for sets of that type.
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Point Dimensions are Discrete (AR94)
All point continuum dimensions are discrete dimensions, i.e.:
(AR94) Point Dimensions are Discrete

DP  DD

Point Polydimensions are Discrete (AR95)
All point continuum polydimensions are discrete polydimensions, i.e.:
(AR95) Point Polydimensions are Discrete

PP  PD

Axiom of Abstract Dimensions (AR84)
If o1 is a membership relationship set, then its mapped abstract equivalent, oA, is a subset of any mapped
dimensional equivalent, oX, i.e.:
((XE)1  DA + PA)(o1  RB) (oA oX)

(AR84) Axiom of Abstract Dimensions

Note that is used rather than because both A and X map entities onto the abstract aspect of the
universe.
Axiom of Defining and Measurable Characteristics (AS34)
Given a measurable characteristic of a physical entity, Xa1, then its aspect opposite is the aggregate of
all entities with that characteristic, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA) (VAXa1 = (VXXa1)1)

(AS34) Axiom of Defining and Measurable Characteristics

From this it can be shown that, physically, the defining characteristic of an entity is a super-entity of
its measurable characteristics, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1SC)  (Aa1 {}Xa1)

(TT771)

Axioms of Ordering and Membership Relationships (AS51) & (AR73)
Membership and ordering relationship sets can only relate entities in the same dimension. For
example, the mass of one entity can only be said to be greater than the mass of another. However, it
cannot be said to be greater than the length of another. Thus, if the object of an ordering relationship
or a membership relationship is a member of a particular dimension, then so too is the subject and vice
versa. The same is true of beginning and end relationship sets, B and C.
Ordering, equality, beginning, and end relationships apply only to dimensions. However, membership
relationships apply to both dimensions and polydimensions. There are two axioms, therefore:
((Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C).((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))
(AS51) Axiom of Ordering Relationships
((Y {}+{}+{}).((XE) DA + PA) = E) ((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))
1

(AR73) Axiom of Membership Relationships

1 and E1 do

not Map (AR92)

The defining characteristic of the universal set entity, i.e., AE1, is 1. The component characteristics
of a defining characteristic are its sub-entities. However, 1 has no sub-entities and, thus, E1 has no
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component characteristics. This, in turn, means that it has no measurable characteristics, i.e., that
XE1 = .

Conversely, the defining characteristic of the null set entity, i.e., A1, is E1. The component
characteristics of a defining characteristic are its sub-entities, but everything is a component of E1.
This implies that, for a particular measurable characteristic, 1 takes every value, which is, of course,
impossible. Thus, it is the convention in Symbolic Reasoning that X1 = .
Neither 1 nor E1 map onto any dimension therefore, and this is described symbolically by:
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(Y = 1, E1) = E) ((a = Y) (Xa1 = ))

Furthermore, if 1 and E1 do not map not a dimension, then the reverse is true, and nothing in a
dimension maps onto them. This is described symbolically by:
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(Y = 1, E1) = E) ((a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 Y))

These two equations combine to yield the axiom:
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(Y = 1, E1) = E) ((a = Y) (Xa1 = )).((a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 Y))
(AR92) 1 and E1 do not Map

which simplifies to the following theorems:
(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = 1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS796) 1 does not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = E1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS788) E1 does not Map

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 1)

(TS598)

((XE) DA + PA)(a XE)  (( Xa ) E )

(TS599)

1

1

V

1 1

1

Dimensional Components Axiom (AS07)
If a1 is an entity in the mixed continuum dimension defined by X, then entities which map onto a superentity of a1 are sub-entities of entities which map onto a1. This is because an entity in a dimension is
the aggregate of every physical thing which does not have the characteristic described by that entity.
Thus:
((XE)1 DA + PA)  (VX{}a1 = {}VXa 1)

(AS07) Dimensional Components Axiom

N.B.: this axiom does not apply to point continuum or point discrete dimensions where {}a1 = a1.
@X Function

Axiom (AS10)

If a1 is a point or span in the X dimension and b1 is a physical entity, then, at a1, sub-entities of b1 are
sub-entities of b1 at a1, i.e.:
((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1){}b1 = {}(@Xa 1)b1)

(AS10) @X Function Axiom

Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities (AR83)
This axiom is explained in section 46.9.
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A): ((a1 {}b1) (DXa1 {<}DXb1))
(AR83) Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities
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Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities for Discrete Dimensions
This axiom is also explained in section 46.9.
(((XE)1 DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1 {<}Xb1))
(AS33) Axiom of Physical Proper Sub-entities for Discrete Dimensions

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Sub-entities (AS30)
This axiom is also explained in section 46.9.
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {>}Db1))
(AS30) Axiom of Dimensional Proper Sub-entities

75.4 Space and Time
Dimension Types (AR89) (AS19) & (AR85)
These three axioms describe the type of each dimension.
The space-time or abstract dimension, A, the abstract dimension of places, Ob1, and the spatial
dimension, LXYZb1, and are all polydimensions, i.e.:
(X = A, Ob1,LXYZb1) ((XE)1  PM)

(AR89) Axiom of Polydimensions

The mass dimension, M, the time dimension, T, and the three individual spatial dimensions, LX, L Y and
L Z, are mixed ordered dimensions, i.e.:
(X = M,T,LX,L Y,L Z) ((XE)1 DM) (AS19) Spatio-temporal Dimensions are Continua

Finally, the probability dimensions P and (Pc1) are point ordered dimensions, i.e.:
(X = P, Pc1) ((XE)1  DP)

(AR85) Axiom of Point Ordered Dimensions

Physical Dimension Aggregation Axiom (AS05)
A particular feature of the time dimension, directions in space, the spatial polydimension, and the
spatio-temporal polydimension which distinguishes them from other dimensions is that the aggregate
of the spans and points onto which the parts of a physical entity a map is the same as the span of the
entire physical entity a1. This is expressed by the following axiom:
((XE)1  DM + PM) = ((Xa)1 = Xa1)

(AS05) Physical Dimension Aggregation Axiom

Axiom of Temporal Sections (AS94)
This axiom is explained in section 50.5.
(X = VS, VQ)  (Xa.{=} = (@TTE)a)

(AS94) Axiom of Temporal Sections

Axiom of Unbounded Time (AS14)
For the purposes of Symbolic Reasoning, time is assumed to have no beginning and no end. This is
expressed by the axiom:
(X = {>}, {<}) (XTE = TE)

(AS14) Axiom of Unbounded Time
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Axiom of Event Relationships (AS17)
If a set is a set of events, then each member is a set of events, albeit a single member set, and vice
versa, i.e.:
(AS17) Axiom of Event Relationships

(c RE) = (c1 RE)

Axioms of Physical Relationships (AS13) & (AS16)
These axioms are explained in section 59.2.
(AS13) Axiom of Physical Relationships

x1 = ((@Sx1)x1 + (@Qx1)x1)1
1

1

(AS16) 2nd Axiom of Physical Relationships

1

(X = S, Q) = E)  ((x  )  ((@Xx )x  ))

2nd @X Function Axiom
Every physical entity has, at most, just one X section corresponding with each point or span in the
time dimension, the three dimensions of space, the space polydimension or the space-time
polydimension. For this section to exist the span must correspond to the entity. In these circumstances,
@XXa1 is a one-to-one relationship set. However, the reverse is not necessarily true, and the sections
of many entities may map onto a single span.
Thus, for these dimensions, if the @X function has singular entities which correspond as its arguments,
i.e., if it is true that {}Xa1.{}b1  , then it defines another singular entity, i.e.,:
((X = T, (LXc1), (L Yc1), (L Zc1), (LXYZc1), A).(b1  XE) = E) 
(({}Xa1.{}b1  )  ((@Xb1)a1 = ((@Xb1)a1)1))

(AR91) 2nd @X function Axiom

75.5 Causality and Capability
Axiom of Spatio-temporal Beginnings and Ends (AR44)
If an event a1 exists and it is not the entire universe, then it must have a spatio-temporal beginning and
end, i.e.:
((X = B, C) = E)  ((a1  )(a1  E1) = (Xa1  ))

(AR44) Axiom of Spatio-temporal Beginnings and Ends

75.6 Summary of Axioms
The @ Function
(AS18)

1st @ Function Axiom

(@a1)1 RO

(AS08)

2nd @ Function Axiom

(@a1){}b1 = {}(@a1)b1

(AS25)

3rd @ Function Axiom

(@a)(@b)E = (@a)E.(@b)E
Ordered Sets

(AR62)

Ordering Relationships Sets Axiom

(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  RTRA)

(AA09)

Ordering Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  SC)
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(AR61)

2nd Ordering Relationship Sets
Axiom

(AS93)

Relative Axiom

((o 1 RL) = E)  ((a o b) = (a1 o b1))

(AR53)

Axiom of Points

SP SD

(AR53A)

Axiom of Points

SP SD

(AR77)

2nd Axiom of Points

SP = 1

(AR77A)

2nd Axiom of Points

SP = E1

(AS26)

Mixed Sets are not Discrete

SM ~SD

(AS26A)

Mixed Sets are not Discrete

SM ~SD

(AS62)

Ordered Sets are Abstract

(a1 SO)  (a AE)

(AA01)

1 and E1 are not ordered

(a1  SO)(n1  ) (n1  1)(n1  E1)

(AR78)

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

(AR76)

Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{} a)1 SP)

(AR76A)

Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{}a)1 SP)

(AR33)

Axiom of Ordered Sets

(AR40)

Axiom of Continuum Ordered Sets

(a1 SCSO) (VSa.({>} + {<}).{}.VQa )

(AR96)

Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(AR96A)

Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(AS48)

Subsets of Ordered Sets

(b1SO)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SO)

(AS27)

Subsets of Unordered Sets

(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AS27A)

Subsets of Unordered Sets

(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AR99)

Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(X = B, C)  (X {})

(AR41)

2nd Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(X = B, C)  (X1  RO)

(AS55)

Bounds of Extent of Sets

(AS67)

Bounds of Extent of Set Members

(AR50)

Beginnings and Ends in an Ordered
Set

(AS75)

Spans are Continua

(AS54)

Axiom of Finite Spans

(a1 SMSO)  (.VB.VC )(.VB.VC (.VB.VC)1)

(AR05)

Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))

(X = {<}, {>}) (X {}{~}{~}.~VX)

(a1 SA) ((a.{}a)1 SD)

(a 1 SO) (VS(a.~a 1).({>} + {<}).{}.VQ(a.~a 1) )

(X = B, C)(a1  SMSO + SDSO) (Xa1 = X1)
((X = B, C) = E)  ((Xa1)(b1  a)(b1) (Xb1))
((X = B,C) = E)  ((a 1 SO) ((Xa)1 SDSO))
((X = B, C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO) = ((a.~(Xa))1 SCSO))
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(AR05A)

Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

(AS70)

Axiom of Unordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))
((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E) 
((a1 SU) (a1  ~QX)(a  ~QX))

(AS70A)

Axiom of Unordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E) 
((a1 SU) (a1  ~QX)(a  ~QX))

(AS74)

4th Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (Xa =a.({}a))

(AR98)

Order of Bounds of Extent 1

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ban1)(Can1) 
(Can1  {}Ban1)

(AS02)

Order of Bounds of Extent 2

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Ban  {}an)

(AS03)

Order of Bounds of Extent 3

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Can  {}an)

(AR67)

Axiom of Mixed & Discrete
Ordered Sets

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (VX(a) = )

(AR64)

Axiom of Mixed Ordered Sets

(AS69)

Axiom of Discrete Ordered Sets

((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1SMSO) ( = Xa)(VX a))
((X = B,C) = E)
((1  SDSO)(n1  )  (n1 = Xn1)(n1  VXn1))

(AS79)

Axiom of Points and Spans

(AR88)

Disjunctions of Sets of Points

(1SPSO).( 1)  (1  a 1)
((a 1SMSO + SPSO)( a)( a) = E)
((( + )1 SPSO) = (1 + 1 SPSO))

(AR87)

Axiom of Reverse Transitivity

(o = {}, {}, {<}, {>})(a1 = SMSO + SPSO)  (oa  ooa)
Dimensions

(AR82)

Axiom of Dimensions and
Polydimensions

(AS28)

Axiom of Ordered Dimensions

DA  SO

(AS29)

Axiom of Unordered
Polydimensions

PA  SU

(AS06)

Axiom of Polydimension Plurality

(AS45)

Axiom of One-to-One Mapping

((XE)1 DA + PA) (X1  RO)

(AR06)

Axiom of One-to-Many Reverse
Mapping

((XE)1 DA + PA) ((VX)1  RM)

(AS36)

Axiom of Universal Mapping

(AR79)

Axiom of the Physical Universe

(AS12)

Axiom of Mixed Continuum
Dimensions

DA  ~PA

((XE)1 PA) (XE (XE)1)

((XE)1 DA + PA) (QX = E)
((XE)1 DA + PA) ((QX)1  SCSU)
DM + PM SM
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(AS01)

Axiom of Point Continuum
Dimensions

DP + PP SP

(AR97)

Axiom of Discrete Dimensions

DD + PD SD

(AR94)

Point Dimensions are Discrete

DP  DD

(AR95)

Point Polydimensions are Discrete

PP  PD

(AR84)

Axiom of Abstract Dimensions

(AS34)

Axiom of Defining and Measurable
Characteristics

(AS51)

Axiom of Ordering Relationships

((XE)1  DA + PA)(o1  RB) (oA oX)
((XE)1 DA + PA) (VAXa1 = (VXXa1)1)
((Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C).((XE)1 DA) = E)
((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))

(AR73)

(AR92)

Axiom of Membership
Relationships

((Y {}+{}+{}).((XE)1 DA + PA) = E)

1 and E1 do not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA)(Y = 1, E1) = E)

((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))

((a = Y) (Xa1 = )).((a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 Y))
(AS07)

Dimensional Components Axiom

(AS10)

@X Function Axiom

(AR83)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities

(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A):

(AS33)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities for Discrete Dimensions

(((XE)1 DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1 {<}Xb1))

(AS30)

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Subentities

((XE)1  DA + PA)  (VX{}a1 = {}VXa 1)
((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1){}b1 = {}(@Xa1)b1)

((a1 {}b1) (DXa1 {<}DXb1))

(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {>}Db1))

Space and Time
(AR89)

Axiom of Polydimensions

(AS19)

Spatio-temporal Dimensions are
Continua

(AR85)

Axiom of Point Ordered
Dimensions

(AS05)

Physical Dimension Aggregation
Axiom

((XE)1  DM + PM) = ((Xa)1 = Xa1)

(AS94)

Axiom of Temporal Sections

(X = VS, VQ)  (Xa.{=} = (@TTE)a)

(AS14)

Axiom of Unbounded Time

(X = {>}, {<}) (XTE = TE)

(AS17)

Axiom of Event Relationships

(AS13)

Axiom of Physical Relationships

(X = A, Ob1,LXYZb1) ((XE)1  PM)
(X = M,T,LX,L Y,L Z) ((XE)1 DM)
(X = P, Pc1) ((XE)1  DP)

(c RE) = (c1 RE)
x1 = ((@Sx1)x1 + (@Qx1)x1)1
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(AS16)

2nd Axiom of Physical Relationships

(AR91)

2nd @X function Axiom

(X = S, Q) = E)  ((x1 )  ((@Xx1)x1 ))
((X = T, (LXc1), (L Yc1), (L Zc1), (LXYZc1), A).(b1  XE) = E)
(({}Xa1. {}b1  )  ((@Xb1)a1 = ((@Xb1)a1)1))

Causality and Capability
(AR44)

Axiom of Spatio-temporal
Beginnings and Ends

((X = B, C) = E)  ((a1  )(a1  E1) = (Xa1  ))
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Chapter 76 Theorems of Ordered Sets and Dimensions
76.1 Introduction
Equations involving Asymmetrical Transitive Relationship Sets
The theorems listed below are particular to the ordering relationship sets {<} and {>}. However, because
{<} and {>} are transitive asymmetrical relationship sets, the general theorems for that type of set also
apply. Thus, for example, {<} can be substituted for {} in the theorem {}{}a  {}a (TS414) to yield
{<}{<}a  {<}a. When a substitution of this nature is made, the reference number used for transitive,
asymmetrical relationship sets is retained.
Equations involving Polydimensions
Some of the general equations refer to ordered sets, i.e., members of SO. When these are converted to
the space and space-time polydimensions SO is replaced by SU, i.e., the set of unordered sets.
In the case of the space polydimension, a and b1 are physical entities at a particular point in time.
Equations involving Time, Space, Place, and Space-time
Particular theorems for the dimensions of time, space, place and space-time can be derived from more
general theorems of dimensions and polydimensions. The reference numbers for such theorems are
the same as the general theorem, but followed by T, LXYZ, O, or A, respectively, e.g., (TT020T), (TT020O)
or (TT020A).
It is axiomatic that time is a mixed continuum dimension, i.e., (TE)1  DM, and that space, place and
space-time are mixed continuum poly-dimensions, i.e., ((LXYZb1)E)1  PM, ((Ob1)E)1  PM and (AE)1  PM.
However, these axioms are not stated explicitly in any derivations from the more general theorems.
Equations involving Plural Subsets of Ordered Sets
There are two main types of equation for ordered sets.
(1)

Equations such as (a 1SO) (Fa) where Fa is a statement or equation containing the ordered
set, a1, in its entirety and/or all its members, a. An example is (a 1SO)  (a1 {<}a1).

(2)

Equations such as (a1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1)  (Fan) where Fan is a statement or equation
containing a plural subset of the ordered set expressed as a singular set entity, an1 , and/or a plural
subset of the ordered set expressed as a plural collection, an. An example is
(a1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1)  (an1 {<}an1).

Note that a can represent an entire ordered set or a plural subset of an ordered set. To distinguish
between the two, an is used for the latter.
Plural subsets of ordered sets are themselves ordered sets, and this is expressed by the following axiom.
(a1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1) (an1SO)

(AS48) Subsets of Ordered Sets

So, if it is true that (a 1SO) (Fa), and an is a plural subset of a, then it is also true that (an1SO)
(Fan). This is demonstrated below. From this demonstration it can be seen that (a 1SO) (Fa) implies
that (a1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1) (Fan). This is the rule for converting equations of the first type
into those of the second type.
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Demonstration of Conversion of Type 1 to Type 2
Let (a 1SO) (Fa)
((a 1SO) (Fa)) = E
(an1SO) (Fan)
Let (a 1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1)

i.e., any general rule for ordered sets
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn1)
Resymbolising the general rule (Eqn2)
i.e., a is an ordered set
and an is a plural subset of it.
(a 1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1) = E
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn3)
1
1
1
(a SO)(an a)(an )(an an ) (an SO)
(AS48)(Subsets of Ordered Sets)(Eqn4)
E (an1SO)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn3 into Eqn4)
E = (an1SO)
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)(Eqn5)
E (Fan)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn5 into Eqn2)
E = (Fan)
(AS48)(Subsets of Ordered Sets)
(Fan)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
Thus ((a 1SO) (Fa)).(a 1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1) (Fan)
(AMX02)(Conditional Introduction)(Eqn6)
E.(a 1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1) (Fan)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn6)
1
1
(a SO)(an a)(an )(an an ) (Fan)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)

Equations of the second type can be transformed into those of the first type as described below. This
is a much simpler process but, in some cases, it results in a trivial equation.
This conversion is done by substituting a1 for an1 and a for an. The term (a a) is then eliminated and
the terms (a ) and (a a1) absorbed into (a 1SO).
Demonstration of Conversion of Type 2 to Type 1
(a 1SO)(an a)(an )(an an1)  (Fan)
Let an1 = a1
an = a
(a 1SO)(a a)(a )(a a1)  (Fa)
(a 1SO)((a a) + (a = a))(a )(a a1)  (Fa)
(a 1SO)((a a) + E)(a )(a a1)  (Fa)
(a 1SO)E(a )(a a1)  (Fa)
(a 1SO)(a )(a a1)  (Fa)
(a1SO) (a )(a a1)
(a1SO) = (a1SO)(a )(a a1)
(a 1SO)  (Fa)

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(TM479)(Eqn3)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns2&3 into Eqn1)
(TM266)(Definition of )
(TM001)(Universality of (DM00) Definition of =)
(TM055)(Universal Set Disjunction)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)(Eqn4)
(TS641)
(AMX44)(Equality Form)(Eqn5)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn5 into Eqn4)

76.2 List of Theorems
The @ Function
(TT721)

___

(AS18)

1st @ Function Axiom

(DR05)

Definition of @

@1 RC
(@a1)1 RO
(@a1)b1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}( {}a1.{}b1))
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(AS08)

2nd @ Function Axiom

(TT676)

___

(@a){}b1 = {}(@a)b1

(TT636)

___

(@a){}b = {}(@a)b

(TR983)

___

(@b1)a1 = {}a1.{}b1.({}({}a1.{}b1))

(TT276)

___

(@a1)b1 = (@b1)a1

(TT642)

___

(@a)b = (@b)a

(TT772)

___

(@b1)a1 = (a @ b)1

(TR984)

___

a1= (@a1)a1

(TR985)

___

a1= (@a1)E1

(TT689)

___

(@a)E1= a

(TT277)

___

(@E1)a1 = a1

(TR986)

___

E1= (@E1)E1

(TR987)

___

(@E)a1= {}a1

(TR988)

___

(@a1)E = {}a1

(TT688)

___

(@a)E = {}a

(TT369)

___

(@a1)b1 {}a1

(TT370)

___

(@a1)b1 {}b1

(TT294)

___

{}a1 = S@a1

(TT267)

___

({}a1.{}b1 = ) ((@a1)b1 = )

(TT368)

___

((@a1)b1)  ((@a1)b1 = ((@a1)b1)1))

(TT361)

___

((@a1)b1)  ((@Sa1)b1 = ((@Sa1)b1)1)

(TT362)

___

((@a1)b1)  ((@Qa1)b1 = ((@Qa1)b1)1)

(TT694)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1)  ((@a)b1 = (@a11)b1 +++ (@an1)b1)

(TT693)

___

(b = b11 +++ bn1)  ((@a1)b = (@a1)b11 +++ (@a1)bn1)

(TT690)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1)(b = b11 +++ bm1) 

(@a1){}b1 = {}(@a1)b1

((@a)b = [[(@ar1)bs1+++ ]nr = 1]ms = 1)
(TT610)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1) 
((@a)b1 = {}a11.{}b1.({}({}a11.{}b1)) +++
{}an1.{}b1.({}({}an1.{}b1)))

(TT627)

___

(b = b11 +++ bm1) 
((@a1)b = {}a1.{}b11.({}({}a1.{}b11)) +++
{}a1.{}bm1.({}({}a1.{}bm1)))
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(TT652)

___

(a = a11 +++ an1).(b = b11 +++ bm1) 
((@a)b = (({}a11.{}b11.({}({}a11.{}b11)) +++
{}a11.{}bm1.({}({}a11.{}bm1))) +++
({}an1.{}b11.({}({}an1.{}b11)) +++
{}an1.{}bm1.({}({}an1.{}bm1)))))

(TT530)

___

@(a + b) = @a + @b

(TT643)

___

(@a)b = (@a)(@b)E1

(TT638)

___

(@a)(@b)E1 = (@b)(@a)E1

(TT640)

___

(@a)(@b)E = (@b)(@a)E

(TT587)

___

{}(@a)(@b)E1= (@a)(@b)E

(TT595)

___

{}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}a.{}b

(TT579)

___

{}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}(@a)E1.{}(@b)E1

(TT580)

___

{}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}a + {}b

(TT563)

___

{}(@a)(@b)E1 = {}(@a)E1 + {}(@b)E1
Ordered Sets

Definition of an Ordering Relationship Set
(DR96)

Definition of an Ordering
Relationship Set

(o = {=},{<},{>},{},{}) = (o1  RL)

The Nature of Ordering Relationship Sets
(AA09)

Ordering Relationship Continuum
Axiom

(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  SC)

(AR62)

Ordering Relationship Sets Axiom

(X = {<}, {>})  (X1  RTRA)

(TA249)

___

{>}1 RTRA

(TT921)

___

{<}1 RTRA

(TA248)

___

{}1 RT

(TR696)

___

{}1 RT

1 and E1 are not ordered
(a1  SO)(n1  ) (n1  1)(n1  E1)

(AA01)

1 and E1 are not ordered

(TS600)

___

(a1  SO)(n1  ) (n1  1)

(TS605)

___

(a1  SO)(n1  ) (n1  E1)

Ordering Relationship Equations
(AS93)

Relative Axiom

(TT889)

___

((o 1 RL) = E)  ((a o b) = (a1 o b1))
(({}1 RL) = E)  ((a  b) = (a1  b1))
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(TT890)

Definition of an Ordering Equation

((o1  RL)(a1 )(b1 ) = E) 
((a1 o b1) = (VSa1.o.VQb1 ))

(TS411)

Definition of an Ordering Relation

(TT962)

___

((a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1 > b1) =(a1 {>}b1))

(TT963)

___

((a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1 < b1) =(a1 {<}b1))

((o1  RL)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)  ((a1 o b1) =(a1 ob1))

The Transitive Nature of Ordering Relationship Sets
(TS435)

Definition of 

(({}1 RL) = E)  ((a1  b1) = (a1  b1) + (a1 = b1))

(TS436)

Definition of 

(({}1 RL) = E)  ((a1  b1) = (b1  a1))

(TT887)

Definition of 

(a1  b1) = (a1 < b1) + (a1 = b1)

(TT888)

Definition of 

(a1  b1) = (a1 > b1) + (a1 = b1)

(TT886)

___

(a1 < b1) = (b1 > a1)

(TT776)

___

(a1  {<}b1) = (b1  {>}a1)

Ordering Relationship Sets and Membership Relationship Sets
(AR61)

2nd Ordering Relationship Sets
Axiom

(TS677)

___

{<} {}{~}{~}.{}

(TS678)

___

{>} {}{~}{~}.{}

(TS644)

___

{>} + {<}  {}{~}{~}

(TS643)

___

{<} {}

(TS679)

___

{<} {~}

(TS680)

___

{<} {~}

(TS681)

___

{<} {}

(TS642)

___

{>} {}

(TS682)

___

{>} {~}

(TS683)

___

{>} {~}

(TS684)

___

{>} {}

(TS685)

___

{<} = {<}.{}

(TS686)

___

{<} = {<}.{~}

(TS687)

___

{<} = {<}.{~}

(TS688)

___

{<} = {<}.{}

(TS689)

___

{>} = {>}.{}

(X = {<}, {>}) (X {}{~}{~}.~VX)
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(TS690)

___

{>} = {>}.{~}

(TS691)

___

{>} = {>}.{~}

(TS692)

___

{>} = {>}.{}

(TS829)

___

{} {}

(TS830)

___

{} {}

(TS693)

___

{<}{=} = 

(TS694)

___

{<}{} = 

(TS695)

___

{<}{} = 

(TS696)

___

{<}{>} = 

(TS697)

___

{>}{=} = 

(TS698)

___

{>}{} = 

(TS699)

___

{>}{} = 

(TT118)

___

{<}a1 {}a1

(TT120)

___

{<}a1 {}a1

(TT121)

___

{>}a1 {}a1

(TT122)

___

{>}a1 {}a1

(TT113)

___

a1  ({<}a1).({>}a1)

(TT119)

___

a1 {<}a1

(TT123)

___

a1 {>}a1

(TT111)

___

a1  {}({<}a1 + {>}a1)

(TT124)

___

a1 = a1.({}{<}a1)

(TT125)

___

a1 = a1.({}{>}a1)

(TT112)

___

a1  {}({<}a1 + {>}a1)

(TT126)

___

a1 = a1.({}{<}a1)

(TT127)

___

a1 = a1.({}{>}a1)

Relationships Between the Members of a Set
(TS651)

(TS657)

(TS660)

V

___

Sa.VQa 

{>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{}{}{~}{~}{}
V

___
___

Sa.VQa = VSa.({>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {} +

{}{}{}{~}{~}{}).VQa
V

Sa.({>} + {<} + {} + {} + {}).VQa

 VSa. {}.VQa
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(TS659)

___

(TS658)

___

(TS676)

___

V

Sa.({>} + {<} + {}).VQa  VSa.({}{~}{~}).VQa

V

Sa.({>} + {<}).VQa  VSa.({}{~}{~}).VQa

V

Sa.({>} + {<}){}.VQa  VSa.({}{~}{~} {}).VQa

The Existence of Reverse Ordering Relationships
(TS647)

___

(a.({>}a) ) = (a.({<}a) )

Relationships Between a Set and Its Members
(TS671)

___

a1 {<}a .{>}a

(TS672)

___

a {<}a1.{>}a1

The Nature of Unordered Sets
(DR84)

Definition of an Unordered Set

(a1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(DR84A)

Definition of an Unordered Set

(a 1 SU) = (VSa.VQa {}{})

(TS654)

___

(a1 SU)  (VSa. {}{~}{~}{}.VQa {}{})

(TS654A)

___

(a1 SU)  (VSa. {}{~}{~}{}.VQa {}{})

(TS653)

___

(a1 SU)
(VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})

(TS653A)

___

(a1 SU)
(VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})

(TS655)

___

(a1 SU)  (a  ({>}a)({<}a))

(TS655A)

___

(a1 SU)  (a  ({>}a)({<}a))

(AS27)

Subsets of Unordered Sets

(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

(AS27A)

Subsets of Unordered Sets

(b1SU)(a b) (a1SU)

Continuum Unordered Sets
(TR723)

(a1 SC.SU)

_

(TR723A)

(VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})
___

(a1 SC.SU)
(VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {}{~}{~}{})

Discrete Unordered Sets
(TR721)

___

(a1 SD.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {})

(TR721A)

___

(a1 SD.SU) (VSa.VQa {=} + {})

___

(a1 SU)= (a.{>}a  )(a.{<}a  )

Non-unordered Sets
(TS648)
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(TS648A)

___

(a1 SU)= (a.{>}a  )(a.{<}a  )

(TS664)

___

(a1 SU) (VSa.({>} + {<}).VQa )

(TS664A)

___

(a1 SU) (VSa.({>} + {<}).VQa )

(TS639)

___

(a1 SU) (a.{}a  )

(TS639A)

___

(a 1 SU) (a.{}a  )

The Relationship between Ordered and Unordered Sets
(TR706)

___

SO  ~SU

The Nature of Non-ordered Sets
(TT972)

___

((an a)(an )(an an1) = E) 
((an1~SO) (a1~SO))

(TT972A)

___

((an a)(an )(an an1) = E) 
((an1~SO) (a1~SO))

(TT968)

Theorem of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (Xa1 = ))

(TT968A)

Theorem of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (Xa1 = ))

(TT966)

___

(a1 ~SO) ({<}a1 = )

(TT966A)

___

(a1 ~SO) ({<}a1 = )

(TT967)

___

(a1 ~SO) ({>}a1 = )

(TT967A)

___

(a1 ~SO) ({>}a1 = )

(TT969)

Theorem of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a  QX))

(TT969A)

Theorem of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a  QX))

(TT958)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  Q{<})

(TT958A)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  Q{<})

(TT959)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  Q{>})

(TT959A)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  Q{>})

(TT964)

___

(((a1 + b1)1 ~SO)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)((a1 > b1) =)

(TT964A)

___

(((a1 + b1)1 ~SO)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)((a1 > b1) =)

(TT965)

___

(((a1 + b1)1 ~SO)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)((a1 < b1) =)

(TT965A)

___

(((a1 + b1)1 ~SO)(a1 )(b1 ) = E)((a1 < b1) =)
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The Nature of Ordered Sets
(AS48)

Subsets of Ordered Sets

(TT971)

___

(DR60)

Definition of an Ordered Set

(DR99)

Definition of an Ordered Set Part 2

(AR33)

Axiom of Ordered Sets

(TS704)

___

(a1 SO) (VSa.({>} + {<}).{}.VQa )

(TS652)

___

(a1 SO) (VSa.{}{~}{~}{}.VQa {>} + {<})

(TS650)

___

(a1 SO)

(b1SO)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SO)
((an a)(an )(an an1) = E)  ((a1SO) (an1SO))
(a 1 SO) = (a.~a 1  ({>}a.~a 1) + ({<}a.~a 1))
(a 1 SO)  (VSa.VQa  {>} + {<} + {=} + {} + {} + {})
(a 1 SO) (VS(a.~a 1).({>} + {<}).{}.VQ(a.~a 1) )

(a {>}a + {<}a + {=}a + {}a + {}a + {}a)
(TS674)

___

(a1 SO) (VSa.{}{~}{~} {}.VQa )

(TS701)

___

(a1 SO) (a.~a1 )

(TS702)

___

(a1 SO) (a )

(TT691)

___

(a1SO) (a1)

(TS638)

___

(a1 SO) (a1 )

(TT692)

___

(a1SO) (a11)

(TS700)

___

(a1 SO)  (a.~a1  {}a.~a1)

(TS673)

___

(a1 SO)  (a.~a1  {}a)

(TS703)

___

(a1 SO) (a.{}a  )

(TS641)

___

(a1 SO) (a  a1)(a )

(TT976)

___

((an  a)(an  )(an  an1) = E)  ((a1 SC)  (an1 SC))

(TT977)

___

((an  a)(an  )(an  an1) = E) 

Continuum Ordered Sets

((a1SCSO)  (an1SCSO))
(AR40)

Axiom of Continuum Ordered Sets

(TR724)

___

(a 1 SCSO) (VSa.VQa {=} + {} + {} + {} + {<} + {>})

(TS896)

___

(a1 SCSO) (a)

(TS898)

___

(a1 SCSO) (a1)

(TT991)

___

(a1 SCSO)(b a)(b )(b b1) (b1 SCSO)

(a1 SCSO) (VSa.({>} + {<}).{}.VQa )
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Discrete Ordered Sets
(TT973)

___

((an a)(an an1) = E)  ((a1SD) (an1SD))

(TT973A)

___

((an a)(an an1) = E)  ((a1SD) (an1SD))

(TT974)

___

((an a)(an an1) = E)  ((an1~SD) (a1~SD))

(TT974A)

___

((an a)(an an1) = E)  ((an1~SD) (a1~SD))

(DS31)

Definition of  Symbolism

(TT975)

___

(a 1 SDSO)  (a = )
((n )(n  )(n  n1) = E) 
((1  SDSO) (n1  SDSO))

(TT957)

___

( 1  SDSO)( )(  )(  1) (1  SDSO)

(TR722)

___

(1  SDSO) (VS.VQ {=} + {<} + {>})

(TS826)

___

(1  SDSO) (.{>} = .{})

(TS827)

___

(1  SDSO) (.{<} = .{})

(AS53)

Axiom of Discrete Entities

(a1 SD) = (a  SE)(a a1)

(AS53A)

Axiom of Discrete Entities

( 1 SD) = (  SE)(  1)

(TT128)

___

(1  SD)(1 )  (1= {}1)

(TT140)

___

(1  SD)(1 )  (1= {}1)

(TT737)

___

( 1  SDSO)( ) ( = .{})

Theorems for Discrete Ordered Sets of Points
(AR53)

Axiom of Points

SP SD

(AR53A)

Axiom of Points

SP SD

(AR77)

2nd Axiom of Points

SP = 1

(AR77A)

2nd Axiom of Points

SP = E1

(TT722)

___

{}SP = 

(TT722A)

___

{}SP = 

(TT716)

___

{}SP = SP

(TT716A)

___

{}SP = SP

(AR78)

Axiom of Abstract Discrete Sets

(AR76)

Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{} a)1 SP)

(AR76A)

Axiom of Abstract Point Sets

(a1 SM + SP) ((a.{}a)1 SP)

(a1 SA) ((a.{}a)1 SD)
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(TT818)

Subsets of Point Continuum Sets

(b1SP)(a b)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TT818A)

Subsets of Point Continuum Sets

(b1SP)(a b)(a a1) (a1 SD)

(TS595)

Members of Point Continuum Sets

(b1SP)(a b)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(TS595A)

___

(b1SP)(a b)(a =a1) (a1 SE)

(AR88)
Disjunctions of Sets of Points
(TT935)

___

((a 1SMSO + SPSO)( a)( a) = E)
((( + )1 SPSO) = (1 + 1 SPSO))
((a1 SMSO + SPSO) = E)
(((Ba + Ca)1 SPSO) = ((Ba)1 + (Ca)1 SPSO))

(AS79)

Axiom of Points and Spans

(TS929)
___

(1SPSO).( 1)  (1  a 1)
((a 1SMSO + SPSO)( a)( a) = E)
((( + )1 SPSO) = ( 1 SPSO)( 1 SPSO))

(TT312)

___

(1  SPSO)  ( = .{})

(TS995)

___

(1  SPSO)  (.({})  )

(TT050)

___

(1 SPSO)  ()

(TT051)

___

(1 SPSO)  (1)

(TT036)

___

(1 SPSO)  (B)

(TT037)

___

(1 SPSO)  (C)

Theorems of Mixed Continuum Sets
(AS26)

Mixed Sets are not Discrete

SM ~SD

(AS26A)

Mixed Sets are not Discrete

SM ~SD

(TT423)

___

SM ~SP

(TT423A)

___

SM ~SP

(AR96)

Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(AR96A)

Subsets of Mixed Continuum Sets

(b1SM)(a b)(a )(a a1) (a1SM)

(TT822)

Definition of a Mixed Continuum
Ordered Set

(a1 SMSO)  ((a.~(Ba + Ca))1 SCSO).
((a.(Ba + Ca))1 SPSO).(a1 SO).(Ba + Ca =a.({}a))

Theorems of Reverse Transitivity
(AR87)

Axiom of Reverse Transitivity

(TS925)

___

(a1SMSO + SPSO) ({<}{<}a = {<}a)

(TS926)

___

(a 1SMSO + SPSO) ({>}{>}a = {>}a)

(o = {}, {}, {<}, {>})(a1 = SMSO + SPSO)  (oa  ooa)
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Aggregation and Disaggregation of Mixed Continuum Ordered Sets
(DS28)

Definition of Reverse Abstraction for
members of SA

(TT760)

___

(a 1 SMSO + SDSO)  (a = {}a1)

(TT930)

___

(a 1 SMSO)  (a = {}a 1)

(TT072)

___

(a1  SMSO)(a1  a)

(TT049)

___

(a 1 SMSO) (a )

(TS904)

___

(a1 SMSO) (a1)

(a 1 SA)  (a = {}a1)

Bounds of Extent
The Nature of the Beginning and End Functions
(AR41)

2nd Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(TS728)

___

B 1  RO

(TS731)

___

C1  RO

(TT955)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ba n1 ) (Ba n1 = (Ban1)1)

(TT956)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ca n1 ) (Can1 = (Can1)1)

(TS729)

___

(a1 QB)(a1 )  (Ba1 = (Ba1)1)

(TS732)

___

(a1 QC)(a1 )  (Ca1 = (Ca1)1)

(TT047)

___

(Ba1 )  (Ba1 = (Ba1)1)

(TT048)

___

(Ca1 )  (Ca1 = (Ca1)1)

(X = B, C)  (X1  RO)

Bounds of Extent are Sub-entities
(AR99)

Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(TT001)

___

B {}

(TT002)

___

C {}

(TT003)

___

V

(TT004)

___

V

(TT006)

___

Ba {}a

(TT007)

___

Ca {}a

(TT008)

___

Ba + Ca {}a

(TT009)

___

(X = B, C)  (X {})

B {}
C {}

Ba {}a

V
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(TT010)

___

V

(TT011)

___

V

(TT012)

___

Ba1 {}a1

(TT013)

___

Ca1 {}a1

(TT014)

___

(Ba1)  (a1 {}Ba1)

(TT015)

___

(Ca1)  (a1 {}Ca1)

Ca {}a
BaVCa {}a

Bounds of Extent
(AS67)

Bounds of Extent of Set Members

(TT984)

___

(Ba1)(b

(TT985)

___

(Ca1)(b

(AS74)

4th Axiom of Bounds of Extent

(DR53)

Definition of the Beginning
Function

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) 

Definition of the End Function

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) 

(DR54)

((X = B, C) = E)  ((Xa1)(b1  a)(b1) (Xb1))
1

 a)(b1) (Bb1)

1

 a)(b1) (Cb1)

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (Xa =a.({}a))

(Ba n1 = an.({>}a n).({}a n))

(Ca n1 = an.({<}a n).({}a n))
(TT986)

___

(a 1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ba 1 = a.({>}a).({}a))

(TT987)

___

(a 1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ca 1 = a.({<}a).({}a))

(TR710)
___
(TR708)
___

((a1  SMSO + SDSO) = E) 
((a.({>}a).({}a)) (a 1 QB))
((a1  SMSO + SDSO) = E) 
((a.({<}a).({}a)) (a 1 QC))

(TS990)

___

((a 1 SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((a.({}a) = )  (Ba1 = ))

(TS991)

___

((a1 SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((a.({}a) = )  (Ca1 = ))

(TS992)

___

((a1 SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((Ba1 )  (a.({}a)  ))

(TS993)

___

((a1 SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((Ca1 )  (a.({}a)  ))

(TT723)

___

((X = B,C) = E) ((a1  SMSO + SDSO)  (Xa  a .({}a)))

(TT726)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)  (Ba  a .({}a))

(TT727)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)  (Ca  a .({}a))

(TT728)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca  a.{}a)
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The Order of Bounds of Extent
(AR98)

Order of Bounds of Extent 1

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ban1)(Can1) 
(Can1  {}Ban1)

(TS956)

Order of Bounds of Extent

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a)(Ban1)(Can1) 
(Ban1  {}Can1)

(AS02)

Order of Bounds of Extent 2

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Ban  {}an)

(AS03)

Order of Bounds of Extent 3

(a1  SMSO + SDSO)(an  a) ({}Can  {}an)

(TS961)

___

(Ba1)  ({>}a1  {>}Ba1)

(TS962)

___

(Ca1)  ({<}a1  {<}Ca1)

(TS963)

___

(Ba1) ({>}a  {>}Ba)

(TS964)

___

(Ca1) ({<}a  {<}Ca)

The Order of Spans
(DR63)

Definition of {>}

(b1  {>}a1) =
(Bb1).((Ba1).(Bb1  {>}Ba1) + (Ba1 =)).
(Ca1).((Cb1).(Cb1  {>}Ca1) + (Cb1 =))

(TT981)

Definition of {<}

(b1  {<}a1) =
(Ba1).((Bb1).(Bb1  {<}Ba1) + (Bb1 =)).
(Cb1).((Ca1).(Cb1  {<}Ca1) + (Ca1 =))

(TT982)

___

(b1  {>}a1)  (Bb1)(Ca1)

(TT983)

___

(b1  {<}a1)  (Ba1)(Cb1)

The Relationship Between an Ordered Set and Its Bounds of Extent
(TS710)

___

(Ba 1) (a1 QB)

(TS711)

___

(Ca 1) (a 1 QC)

(AR05)

Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))

(AR05A)

Axiom of Non-ordered Sets

((X = {<}, {>}, B, C) = E)  ((a1 ~SO) (a1  QX)(a  QX))

(TS717)

___

(a1  QB) (a1  SO)

(TS712)

___

(a1  QC) (a1  SO)

(TS713)

___

(Ba1) (a1  SO)

(TS714)
___

(Ca1) (a1  SO)
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The Relationship between a Set which is Non-Ordered or Unordered and Its Bounds of Extent
(TS715)

___

(a1  ~SO) (Ba1=)

(TS715A)

___

(a1  ~SO) (Ba 1=)

(TS716)

___

(a1  ~SO) (Ca1=)

(TS716A)

___

(a 1  ~SO) (Ca 1=)

(TT960)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  QB)

(TT960A)

___

(a 1 ~SO) (a  QB)

(TT961)

___

(a1 ~SO) (a  QC)

(TT961A)

___

(a 1 ~SO) (a  QC)

(TS621)

___

(a1  SU)(Ba1 = )

(TS621A)

___

(a1  SU)(Ba1 = )

(TS622)

___

(a1  SU)(Ca1 = )

(TS622A)

___

(a1  SU)(Ca1 = )

(TS978)

___

(a1  SU)(Ba = )

(TS978A)

___

(a1  SU)(Ba = )

(TS979)

___

(a1  SU)(Ca = )

(TS979A)

___

(a1  SU)(Ca = )

The Bounds of Extent of Members of an Ordered Set
(AR50)

Beginnings and Ends in an Ordered
Set

(TT713)

___

(TT712)

Bounds of Extent are Points

(TT778)

___

((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO)  ((Xa)1 SPSO))

(TS981)

___

(a  QB) + (a  QC)  (a1 SO)

(TS974)

___

(a  QB) (a1 SO)

(TS975)

___

(a  QC) (a1 SO)

(TS885)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ba)1SO)

(TS970)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ba)1SD)

(TS886)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ca)1SO)

((X = B,C) = E)  ((a 1 SO) ((Xa)1 SDSO))
((X = B,C) = E) ((a1  SMSO + SDSO)  ((Xa)1  SO)
((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO + SDSO)  ((Xa)1 SPSO))
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(TS971)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ca)1SD)

(TS968)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ba)1SDSO)

(TS969)

___

(a1 SO)  ((Ca)1SDSO)

(TS887)

___

(a 1 SO)  (Ba )

(TS888)

___

(a 1 SO)  (Ca )

(TS951)

___

(Ba=) (a1 ~SO)

(TS952)

___

(Ca=) (a1 ~SO)

(TS947)

___

Ba = BBa

(TS948)

___

Ba = CBa

(TS949)

___

Ca = BCa

(TS950)

___

Ca = CCa

The Bounds of Extent of Discrete Ordered Sets
(TS818b)

___

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Bn1 =  n.({>} n))

(TS819b)

___

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Cn1 =  n.({<} n))

(TS730b)

___

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Bn1 = n.({}n))

(TS733b)

___

(1  SDSO)(n  )  (Cn1 = n.({}n))

(TS818)

___

(1  SDSO)  (B1 = .({>}))

(TS819)

___

(1  SDSO)  (C1 = .({<}))

(TS730)

___

(a1SDSO)  (B1 = .({}))

(TS733)

___

(1SDSO)  (C1 = .({}))

The Bounds of Extent of Members of a Mixed Ordered Set
(AS75)

Spans are Continua

(TT936)

___

(a 1  SMSO)  ((a.~(Ba + Ca))1  SCSO)

(TS889)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ba)

(TS890)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ca)

(TS891)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca)

(TT989)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO)  (a.({}a)  )

(TT016)

___

(a1  SMSO) (a.({}a)  )

((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1 SMSO) = ((a.~(Xa))1 SCSO))
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(TT143)

Beginnings and Ends in a Mixed
Ordered Set

(TS927)

___

(a1 SMSO)  ((Ba)1 SPSO)

(TS928)

___

(a1 SMSO)  ((Ca)1 SPSO)

(TT059)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca =a.({}a))

(TS986)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba + Ca a)

(TS921)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba a)

(TS922)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO) (Ca a)

(a1 SMSO) ((Ba + Ca)1 SPSO)

The Bounds of Extent of Mixed and Discrete Ordered Sets
(TT068)
___
(TT069)
___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO)
(Ba1 = ({}a1).({}{}a1).({>}{}a1))
(a1 SMSO + SDSO)
(Ca1 = ({}a1).({}{}a1).({<}{}a1))

(TS957)

___

(a 1  SMSO + SDSO)(Ba1) (Ba1 = a.({}a).({}a))

(TS958)

___

(a 1  SMSO + SDSO)(Ca1) (Ca1 = a.({}a).({}a))

The Bounds of Extent of Members of a Discrete Ordered Set
(AS69)

Axiom of Discrete Ordered Sets

((X = B,C) = E)
((1  SDSO)(n1  )  (n1 = Xn1)(n1  VXn1))

(TT978)

___

(1  SDSO)(n1  )  (Bn1 = n1)

(TT979)

___

(1  SDSO)(n1  )  (Cn1 = n1)

(TT251)

___

((X = B,C) = E) ((1  SDSO)  ( = X).(  VX))

(TS893)

___

( 1 SDSO)  (B = )

(TS894)

___

( 1 SDSO)  (C = )

(TT252)

___

( 1 SDSO)  (  VB)

(TT253)

___

( 1 SDSO)  (  VC)

(TT932)

___

( 1SDSO) (B = C)

(TT931)

___

(1 SDSO) ( = B + C)

The Relationship between a Member of a Set and Members which Begin or End with It
(TT082)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO)( a) = E) ((VB ) = (VC ))

(TT083)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a) = E) ((VB1 ) = (VC1 ))
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(DR50)

Definition of VB &VC

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1)).
(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))

(TT114)

(a1SMSO)(1  a)
___

(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1)).
(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))

(TT115)

___

(1 SDSO)(1 ) (VB1 = 1).(VC1 = 1)

(TT780)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO)(1 ) (VB1VC1 = 1)

(TT087)
___
(TT088)
___
(TT089)
___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1))
(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))
(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(VB1.VC1 = ({}1).({}{<}1).({}{>}1))

(TT091)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a) (

1

 VB1.VC1)

(TT105)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a) (

1

 VB1)

(TT106)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a) (

1

 VC1)

(TT090)
___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(1 a)
(

1

 ({}1).({}{<}1).({}{>}1))

The Nature of 
(TT931b)

Definition of  from a

(TS895)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) ( = Ba + Ca)
(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (1 = (Ba + Ca)1)

Discrete Members of a Mixed Ordered Set
(TT777)

___

(a1 SMSO)  (1 SPSO)

(TS987)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) ( a)

(TS882)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) ()

(TS883)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (1)

(TT070)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) ( =a.({}a))

(TT018)

___

(a1 SMSO) ({}  )

(TT017)

___

(a 1 SMSO + SDSO) (.({})  )
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The Relationship between , Ba and Ca for a Mixed Ordered Set
(AR64)

Axiom of Mixed Ordered Sets

(TS916)

___

(a1SMSO) ( = Ba)

(TS917)

___

(a1SMSO) ( = Ca)

(TT094)

___

(a1 SMSO) (Ba = Ca)

(TT944)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO)  (Ba = Ca)

(TT950)

___

(a1 SMSO + SDSO)  (a.~(Ba) = a.~(Ca))

(TT980)

___

(a1SMSO) ( = Ba + Ca)

(AS55)

Bounds of Extent of Sets

(TT077)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO) (Ba1 = B1)

(TT078)

___

(a1  SMSO + SDSO) (Ca1 = C1)

((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1SMSO) ( = Xa)(VX a))

(X = B, C)(a1  SMSO + SDSO) (Xa1 = X1)

The Relationship between a, Ba and Ca for a Mixed Ordered Set
(AR64)

Axiom of Mixed Ordered Sets

(TT932c)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (Ba = Ca)

(TS918)

___

(a 1SMSO) (VB  a)

(TS919)

___

(a 1SMSO) (VC  a)

(TS871)

___

(a1 SMSO) (VB.VC  a)

(TS902)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (VB =VBa)

(TS907)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (VC =VCa)

((X = B,C) = E) ((a 1SMSO) ( = Xa)(VX a))

The Relationship between a, VBa and VCa for a Mixed Ordered Set
(TS901)

___

(a1SMSO) (VBa.VCa  a)

(TS866)

___

(a1 SMSO) (VBBa a)

(TS867)

___

(a1 SMSO) (VBCa a)

(TS868)

___

(a1 SMSO) (VCBa a)

(TS869)

___

(a1 SMSO) (VCCa a)

The Relationship between , VB and VC for a Continuum Set of Points
(TT250)

___

((X = B,C) = E) ((1  SPSO)  ( = X).(  VX))

(TT226)

___

(1 SPSO) (  VB)
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(TT227)

___

(1 SPSO) (  VC)

(TT228)

___

(1 SPSO) (  VB.VC)

(TT229)

___

(1SPSO) (VB = VC)

The Nature of  for a Continuum Sets of Points
(DS31)

Definition of  Symbolism

(a 1 SDSO)  (a = )

(TT116)

___

(a1SPSO) ( = a)

The Relationship between Discrete Members of a Set and Members which Begin or End There
(TT107)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (a1 VB(a1))

(TT108)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (a1 VC(a1))

(TT101)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)  (a  VB(a))

(TT102)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)  (a  VC(a))

(TT099)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((VB(b) ) = (a ))

(TT100)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO) = E) ((VC(b) ) = (a ))

(TT109)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO)( a) = E) ((VB ) = (a ))

(TT110)

___

((a1SMSO + SDSO)( a) = E) ((VC ) = (a ))

The Complement of  for Mixed Ordered Sets
(TS946)

___

(a 1 SMSO)  ((.a)1  SCSO)

(TS914)

___

(a1 SMSO)  ((.VB.VC)1  SCSO)

(TS906)
___

(a1 SMSO) 
((~(Ba + Ca).VB(Ba + Ca).VC(Ba + Ca))1  SCSO

(AR67)

Axiom of Mixed & Discrete
Ordered Sets

(TS923)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (VB(a) = )

(TS924)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO) (VC(a) = )

(TT097)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(b a) (VB(b) = )

(TT098)

___

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(b a) (VC(b) = )

(a 1SMSO + SDSO)(X = B,C) (VXa = )

Ordering Relationships, a and  for Mixed and Discrete Ordered Sets
(TT064)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)(Ba1) ({>} = {>}a)

(TT065)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)(Ca1) ({<} = {<}a)
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(TT066)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)(Ba1) ({>}a = {>})

(TT067)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO)(Ca1) ({<}a = {<})

(TT076)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO) ({} = {}a)

(TT075)

___

(a1SMSO + SDSO) ({} = {}a))

(TR729)

___

{}Xa1 = VX{}Xa1

(TR727)

___

BXa1 = VXBXa1

(TR728)

___

CXa1 = VXCXa1

(TT909)

___

{=}Xa1 = VXXa1

(TR698)

___

((Xa)1 = Xa1) (BXa1 = VXB(Xa)1)

(TR701)

___

((Xa)1 = Xa1) (CXa1 = VXC(Xa)1)

Mapped Ordered Sets

(TS789)

((X1RO)(oXb1 SX) = E) 
___

((a1  oXb1) = (Xa1  oXb1))
Dimensions

Sets of Dimensions and Poly-dimensions
(DS33)

Definition of DA

(TT911)

___

DM  DA

(TT910)

___

DP  DA

(TT885)

___

DD  DA

(TT806)

___

DM + PM  DA + PA

(TT807)

___

DP + PP  DA + PA

(TT808)

___

DD + PD  DA + PA

(TT809)

___

((XE)1 DM + PM)((XE)1 DA + PA)

(TT810)

___

((XE)1 DP + PP)((XE)1 DA + PA)

(TT811)

___

((XE)1 DD + PD)((XE)1 DA + PA)

(DS34)

Definition of PA

(TT884)

___

PM  PA

(TT851)

___

PP  PA

(TT852)

___

PD  PA

(AR94)

Point Dimensions are Discrete

DP  DD

DA = DM + DP + DD

PA = PM + PP + PD
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(TT815)

___

(AR95)

Point Polydimensions are Discrete

(TT814)

___

PA = PM + PD

(AS12)

Axiom of Mixed Continuum
Dimensions

DM + PM SM

(AS01)

Axiom of Point Continuum
Dimensions

DP + PP SP

(AR97)

Axiom of Discrete Dimensions

DD + PD SD

(TT770)

___

DA + PA SA

(TT918)

___

((XE)1 DM + PM) ((XE)1  SM)

(TT915)

___

((XE)1 DP + PP) ((XE)1  SP)

(TT916)

___

((XE)1 DD + PD) ((XE)1  SD)

(TT917)

___

((XE)1 DM + PM)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1) ((Xa)1  SM)

(TT912)

___

((XE)1 DD + PD) ((Xa)1  SD)

(TT913)

___

((XE)1 DP + PP) ((Xa)1  SD)

(TR004)

___

((XE)1DA)  ((XE)1  SMSO + SDSO)

DA = DM + DD
PP  PD

Theorems of Poly-dimensions
(DS34)

Definition of PA

(TT919)

___

((XE)1 PA)((Xa)1  SU)

(TT999)

___

PM  SMSU

(TT994)

___

PP  SPSU

(TT993)

___

PD  SDSU

(TT992)

___

PA  SMSU + SDSU

(TT849)

___

((XE)1 PM)  ((XE)1  SMSU)

(TT847)

___

((XE)1 PP)  ((XE)1  SDSU)

(TT842)

___

((XE)1 PD)  ((XE)1 SDSU)

(TS718b)

___

((XE)1 PA) (X1  RO)

(TS797b)

___

((XE)1 PA) (QX = E)

PA = PM + PP + PD

Theorems of Dimensions derived from the Theory of Ordered Sets
(TT937)

___

((XE)1DA) (BXa1)(CXa1) (CXa1  {}BXa1)
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(TT937T)

___

(BTa1)(CTa1) (CTa1  {}BTa1)

(TT938)

___

((XE)1DA) ({}BXa  {}Xa)

(TT938T)

___

{}BTa  {}Ta

(TT939)

___

((XE)1DA)  ({}CXa  {}Xa)

(TT939T)

___

{}CTa  {}Ta

(TT209)

___

((XE)1 DA) (B(Xa)1 = Xa.({>}Xa).({}Xa))

(TT209T)

___

B(Ta)1 = Ta.({>}Ta).({}Ta)

(TT210)

___

((XE)1 DA) (C(Xa)1 = Xa.({<}Xa).({}Xa))

(TT210T)

___

C(Ta)1 = Ta.({<}Ta).({}Ta)

(TS740)

___

((XE)1 DA)(BXa1 ) (BXa1 = (BXa1)1)

(TS740T)

___

(BTa1 ) (BTa1 = (BTa1)1)

(TT030)

___

((XE)1 DA)(CXa1 ) (CXa1 = (CXa1)1)

(TT030T)

___

(CTa1 ) (CTa1 = (CTa1)1)

(TT940)

___

((XE)1DA) (BXE = CXE)

(TT940T)

___

BTE = CTE

(TT941)

___

((XE)1  DM)  ((~(BXE + CXE).XE)1  SCSO)

(TT941T)

___

(~(BTE + CTE).TE)1  SCSO

(TT942)

___

((XE)1DA)(X = B,C)(XXE =XE.({}XE))

(TT942T)

___

(X = B,C)(XTE =TE.({}TE))

(TS945)

___

((XE)1  DA) (BXE + CXE  XE)

(TS945T)

___

BTE + CTE  TE

(TT949)

___

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Xb1  {>}Xa1) =
(BXb1).((BXa1).(BXb1 {>}BXa1) + (BXa1 =)).
(CXa1).((CXb1).(CXb1  {>}CXa1) + (CXb1 =)))

(TT949T)

___

(Tb1  {>}Ta1) =
(BTb1).((BTa1).(BTb1  {>}BTa1) + (BTa1 =)).
(CTa1).((CTb1).(CTb1  {>}CTa1) + (CTb1 =))

(TT948)

___

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Xb1  {<}Xa1) =
(BXa1).((BXb1).(BXb1 {<}BXa1) + (BXb1 =)).
(CXb1).((CXa1).(CXb1  {<}CXa1) + (CXa1 =)))
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(TT948T)

___

(Tb1  {<}Ta1) =
(BTa1).((BTb1).(BTb1  {<}BTa1) + (BTb1 =)).
(CTb1).((CTa1).(CTb1  {<}CTa1) + (CTa1 =))

Definition of a Mixed Continuum Dimension Mapping Relationship Set
(TT020)

Definition of a Mixed Continuum
Dimension Mapping Relationship
Set

(TT020T)

___

E = ((TE)1  SMSO).(T1  RO).(QT = E)

(TT020O)

___

E = (((Ob1)E)1  SMSU).((Ob1)1  RO).(Q(Ob1) = E)

(TT020A)

___

E = ((AE)1  SMSU).(A1  RO).(QA = E)

(TS983)

___

((XE)1 DM)  ((XE.~(BXE + CXE))1  SCSO).

((XE)1 DM) = ((XE)1  SMSO).(X1  RO).(QX = E)

((XE.(BXE + CXE))1  SPSO).((XE)1  SO).(X1  RO).
(QX = E).(BXE + CXE =XE.({}XE))
(TS983T)

___

E = ((TE.~(BTE + CTE))1  SCSO).
((TE.(BTE + CTE))1  SPSO).((TE)1  SO).
(T1  RO).(QT = E).(BTE + CTE =TE.({}TE))

All Physical Entities Map onto Every Dimension
(TT240)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA) (SX = XE)

(TT240T)

___

ST = TE

(TT240O)

___

S(Ob1) = (Ob1)E

(TT240A)

___

SA = AE

(TT934)

___

((XE)1 DA+PA) (XE (XE)1)

(TT934T)

___

TE (TE)1

(TT934O)

___

(Ob1)E ((Ob1)E)1

(TT934A)

___

AE (AE)1

(AR79)

Axiom of the Physical Universe

((XE)1 DA + PA) ((QX)1  SCSU)

(AR79T)

Axiom of the Physical Universe

(QT)1  SCSU

(AR79O)

Axiom of the Physical Universe

(Q(Ob1))1  SCSU

(AR79A)

Axiom of the Physical Universe

(QA)1  SCSU

(TT731)
___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(VXa1 )(VXa1 ( VXa1)1) 
((VXa 1)1 SCSU)
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(TT731T)
(TT731O)

(TT731A)

___

___

___

(VTa1 )(VTa1 ( VTa1)1)  ((VTa 1)1 SCSU)
(V(Ob1)a1 )(V(Ob1)a1 (V(Ob1)a1)1) 
((V(Ob1)a 1)1 SCSU)

(VAa1 )(VAa1 ( VAa1)1)  ((VAa 1)1 SCSU)

1 and E1 do not Map onto Dimensions
(AR92)

1 and E1 do not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA)(Y = 1, E1) = E)
((a = Y) (Xa1 = )).((a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 Y))

(AR92T)

1 and E1 do not Map

(Y = 1, E1) = E) ((a = Y) (Ta1 = ))

(AR92O)

1 and E1 do not Map

(Y = 1, E1) = E) ((a = Y) ((Ob1)a1 = ))

(TS796)

1 does not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = 1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS796T)

1 does not Map

(a = 1) (Ta1 = )

(TS796O)

1 does not Map

(a = 1) ((Ob1)a1 = )

(TS788)

E1 does not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = E1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS788T)

E1 does not Map

(a = E1) (Ta1 = )

(TS788O)

E1 does not Map

(a = E1) ((Ob1)a1 = )

(TS598)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 1)

(TS599)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a 1XE)  ((VXa 1)1 E1)

Dimensional Mapping Relationship Sets are One-to-One
(AS45)

Axiom of One-to-One Mapping

(AS45T)

___

T 1  RO

(AS45O)

___

(Ob1)1  RO

(AS45A)

___

A 1  RO

(TS718)

___

((XE)1 DA) (X1  RO)

(TS782)

___

((XE)1  DM)  (X1  RO)

(TT995)

___

((XE)1  DP)  (X1  RO)

(TS719)

___

((XE)1 DD)  (X1  RO)

(TS746)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(Xa1 ) (Xa1 = (Xa1)1)

(TS746T)

___

(Ta1 ) (Ta1 = (Ta1)1)

(TS746O)

___

((Ob1)a1 ) ((Ob1)a1 = ((Ob1)a1)1)

((XE)1 DA + PA) (X1  RO)
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(TS746A)

___

(Aa1 ) (Aa1 = (Aa1)1)

(TT153)

___

((XE)1 DM)(Xa1 ) (Xa1 = (Xa1)1)

(TT996)

___

((XE)1 DP)(Xa1 ) (Xa1 = (Xa1)1)

(TT155)

___

((XE)1 DD)(Xa1 ) (Xa1 = (Xa1)1)

The Object Set of a Dimensional Mapping Relationship Set is Universal
(AS36)

Axiom of Universal Mapping

(AS36T)

___

QT = E

(AS36O)

___

Q(Ob1) = E

(AS36A)

___

QA = E

(TS797)

__

((XE)1 DA) (QX = E)

(TS720)

___

((XE)1 DM)  (QX = E)

(TT997)

___

((XE)1 DP)  (QX = E)

(TS721)

___

((XE)1 DD)  (QX = E)

((XE)1 DA + PA) (QX = E)

Dimensions are Ordered Sets
(AS28)

Axiom of Ordered Dimensions

(TT933)

___

((XE)1 DA)  ((XE)1 SO)

(TT159)

___

((XE)1 DM)  ((XE)1 SO)

(TT159T)

___

(TE)1 SO

(TT998)

___

((XE)1 DP)  ((XE)1 SO)

(TT161)

___

((XE)1 DD)  ((XE)1 SO)

(TT920)

___

((XE)1 DA)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1)((Xa)1  SO)

(TT923)

___

((XE)1 DM)  ((XE)1 DA)

(TT929)

___

DA  SMSO + SDSO

(TT792)

___

(a 1 DA)  (a1  SMSO + SDSO)

(TT926)

___

DM  SMSO

(TS988)

___

(a 1 DM)  (a1  SMSO)

(TT022)

___

((XE)1 DM)  ((XE)1  SMSO)

(TT022T)

___

(TE)1  SMSO

(TT024)

___

((XE)1 DM)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1)  ((Xa)1  SMSO)

DA  SO
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(TT024T)

___

(Ta )(Ta (Ta)1) ((Ta)1  SMSO)

Polydimensions are Unordered Sets
(AS29)

Axiom of Unordered
Polydimensions

(TT992)

___

PA  SMSU + SDSU

(TT922)

___

((XE)1 PA)((XE)1  SU)

(TT922O)

___

((Ob1)E)1  SU

(TT922A)

___

(AE)1  SU

PA  SU

All Mixed Dimensions and Polydimensions Contain Sets of Points
(TT707)

___

((XE.{}XE)1 SD)(1 XE.{}XE)  (1= {}1)

(TT705)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)  ((XE.{}XE)1 SD)

(TT729)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(1XE.{}XE) (1 = {}1)

(TT708)

___

((XE)1 PA) ((XE.{}XE)1 SDSU)

(TT708O)

___

((Ob1)E.{}(Ob1)E)1 SDSU

(TT708A)

___

(AE.{}AE)1 SDSU

(TT303)

___

((XE)1 DM) ((XE.{}XE)1 SPSO)

(TT303T)

___

(TE.{}TE)1 SPSO

The Nature of Point Continuum & Point Discrete Dimensions
(TT924)

___

((XE)1 DP)  ((XE)1 DA)

(TT927)

___

DP  SPSO

(TT817)

___

(a1 DP)  (a1  SPSO)

(TT023)

___

((XE)1  DP)  ((XE)1 SPSO)

(TT025)

___

((XE)1  DP)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1)  ((Xa)1 SDSO)

(TT925)

___

((XE)1 DD)  ((XE)1 DA)

(TT928)

___

DD  SDSO

(TS989)

___

(a1 DD)  (a1  SDSO)

(TS723)

___

((XE)1 DD)  ((XE)1 SDSO)

(TT025b)

___

((XE)1  DD)(Xa )(Xa (Xa)1)  ((Xa)1 SDSO)
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Disaggregation of a Mixed Continuum Dimension
(TT759)

___

(a 1 DM + PM)  (a = {}a 1)

(TT774)

___

((XE)1  DM + PM) ({}(Xa)1 = Xa)

(TT774T)

___

TE = {}(TE)1

(TT774O)

___

(Ob1)E = {}((Ob1)E)1

(TT774A)

___

AE = {}(AE)1

(TT071)

___

(a1DM) (a = {}a1)

(TT164)

___

((XE)1 DM) (XE = {}(XE)1)

All Dimensions have Members
(TT173)

___

(a1 DA) (a )

(TT174)

___

((XE)1 DA) (XE )

(TT052)

___

(a1 DM) (a )

(TT176)

___

((XE)1 DM) (XE )

(TT176T)

___

TE 

(TT812)

___

(a1 DP) (a )

(TT813)

___

((XE)1 DP) (XE )

(TT053)

___

(a1 DD) (a )

(TT178)

___

((XE)1 DD) (XE )

Application of a Dimensional Mapping Relationship Set and Its Reverse
(TS784)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a XE)  (a =XVXa)

(TS784T)

___

(t TE)  (t =TVTt)

(TS784O)

___

(a (Ob1)E)  (a =(Ob1)V(Ob1)a)

(TS784A)

___

(a AE)  (a =AVAa)

Relationship between Defining Characteristics and Measurable Characteristics
(AS34)

Axiom of Defining and Measurable
Characteristics

(AS34T)

___

V

(AS34O)

___

V

(AS34A)

___

V

((XE)1 DA + PA) (VAXa1 = (VXXa1)1)
AT a1 = (VT Ta1)1
A(Oc1)a1 = (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1
AA a1 = (VAAa1)1 or a1 = (a1)1
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(TT771)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1SC)  (Aa1 {}Xa1)

(TT602)

___

(a1) = (VATa1)

Relationship Functions Applied to Members of a Dimension
(AR73)

Axiom of Membership
Relationships

((Y {}+{}+{}).((XE)1 DA+ PA) = E)
((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))

(AR73T)

___

((Y  {}+{}+{}+{=}) = E)((t  TE) = (Yt  TE))

(AR73O)

___

((Y  {}+{}+{}+{=}) = E)
((a  (Ob1)E) = (Ya  (Ob1)E))

(AR73A)

___

((Y  {}+{}+{}+{=}) = E)((a  AE) = (Ya  AE))

(TS801)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a  XE) = ({}a  XE))

(TS802)

___

((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a  XE) = ({}a  XE))

(TS803)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a  XE) = ({}a  XE))

(TT304)

___

((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)((a  XE) = ({}a  XE))

(TT315)

___

((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)((a  XE) = ({}a  XE))

(AS51)

((Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C).((XE)1 DA) = E)
Axiom of Ordering Relationships

((a  XE) = (Ya  XE))

(AS51T)

Axiom of Ordering Relationships

((Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C)  ((t  TE) = (Yt  TE))

(TS804)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a  XE) = ({<}a  XE))

(TS800)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a  XE) = ({>}a  XE))

(TS805)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a  XE) = (Ba  XE))

(TS806)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a  XE) = (Ca  XE))

Dimensional Components
(AS07)

Dimensional Components Axiom

((XE)1 DA + PA)  (VX{}a1 = {}VXa 1)

(AS07T)

Dimensional Components Axiom

V

(AS07O)

Dimensional Components Axiom

V

(AS07A)

Dimensional Components Axiom

V

(TT733)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA) ({}(VXa 1)1 = {}VXa 1) 

(TT733T)

___

{}(VTt 1)1 = {}VTt 1 

(TT733O)

___

{}(V(Ob1)a 1)1 = {}V(Ob1)a 1 

T{}t1 = {}VTt 1
(Ob1){}a1 = {}V(Ob1)a 1
A{}a1 = {}VAa 1
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(TT733 A)

___

{}(VAa 1)1 = {}VAa 1

(TT310)

___

((XE)1 DM)(1XE.{}XE)({}VX 1= VX1)

(TT310T)

___

(1TE.{}T E)({}VT 1= VT1)

(TT377)

___

((XE)1  DM + PM) (X{}a1 = {}Xa1)

(TT377T)

___

T{}a1 = {}Ta1

(TT377O)

___

(Ob1){}a1 = {}(Ob1)a1

(TT377 A)

___

A{}a1 = {}Aa1

The Co-existence of Physical Entities and Members of a Dimension
(TT274)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA)(a XE) = E) ((a ) =(VXa ))

(TT274T)

___

((a TE) = E) ((a ) =(VTa ))

(TT274O)

___

((a (Ob1)E) = E) ((a ) =(V(Ob1)a ))

(TT274A)

___

((a AE) = E) ((a ) =(VAa ))

(TT275)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((a ) =(Xa ))

(TT275T)

___

(a ) =(Ta )

(TT275O)

___

(a ) =((Ob1)a )

(TT275A)

___

(a ) =(Aa )

All Dimensions have Atomic Members
(TT311)

___

(a1DA) ( = a.{}a)

(TT180)

___

(a1  DA) (  )

(TT181)

___

(a1  DM) (  )

(TT182)

___

(a1  DD)  (  )

(TS998)

___

(a1  DA) (a.({}a)  )

(TS997)

___

(a1  DM) (a.({}a)  )

(TS996)

___

(a1  DD) (a.({}a)  )

(TT058)

___

((XE)1 DA).(Xa )  (Xa.{}Xa )

(TT054)

___

((XE)1 DM).(Xa ) (Xa.({}Xa)  )

(TT054T)

___

(Ta ) (Ta.({}Ta)  )

(TT056)

___

((XE)1  DD).(Xa ) (Xa.({}Xa)  )

(TT488)

___

(a 1 DA) ( a)
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(TT863T)

___

 t

Aggregation in Physical Dimensions
(AS05)

Physical Dimension Aggregation
Axiom

(AS05T)

___

(Ta)1 = Ta1

(AS05O)

___

((Ob1)a)1 = (Ob1)a1

(AS05 A)

___

(Aa)1 = Aa1

((XE)1  DM + PM) = ((Xa)1 = Xa1)

Discrete Dimensions Comprise Only Atomic Entities
(TT129)

___

(a1 DD)  ( = a)

(TT172)

___

(a1DD) (a = a.{}a)

Relationships between Members of a Discrete Dimension
(TT457)

___

((XE)1  DD) (VSXa.VQXa {=} + {<} + {>})

(TT454)

___

((XE)1  DD)  (VSXE.VQXE  {=} + {<} + {>})

(TT455)
___
(TR784)
___

((XE)1  DD)(a1 XE)(b1 XE)(b1) 
(a 1 ({>} + {<} + {=})b 1)
((XE)1  DD)(a1)(b1) 
(a1 >X b1) + (a1 =X b1) + (a1 <X b1)

Miscellaneous Theorems of Discrete Dimensions
(TT646)

___

((XE)1 DD) (Xa1 {}Xa)

(TT626)

___

((XE)1 DD + PD)  ((Xa)1  Xa1)

(TT628)

___

((XE)1 DD)  (Xa = Xa.{}Xa)

(TT632)

___

((XE)1 DD)  ({}Xa~XE)

(TT633)

___

((XE)1 DD).(a  XE)  (a.{}a = )

(TT647)

___

((XE)1 DD).(a  XE)  (a.{}a = )

(TT634)

___

((XE)1 DD).(a  XE)  (a.{}a = )

(TT630)

___

((XE)1 DD).(a  XE)  (a.{}a = a)

(TT635)

___

((XE)1 DD)(a XE)(a  )(a  a1)  (Ba = a)

(TT637)

___

((XE)1 DD)(a XE)(a  )(a  a1)  (Ca = a)

(TT639)

___

((XE)1 DD)(a XE)(a  )(a  a1)  (a  VBa)

(TT641)

___

((XE)1 DD)(a XE)(a  )(a  a1)  (a  VCa)
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Physical Intersection and Intersection in a Dimension.
(TT300)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA)(a1 + b1 XE) = E) 
(({}a1.{}b1 = )  ({}VXa1.{}VXb1 = ))

(TT300T)

(TT300O)

(TT300A)

___

___

___

(TT301)

(s1 + t1 TE) = E) 
(({}s1.{}t1 = ) (({}VTs1.{}VTt1 = ))
(a1 + b1 (Oc1)E) = E) 
(({}a1.{}b1 = ) (({}V(Oc1)a1.{}V(Oc1)b1 = ))
(a1 + b1 AE) = E) 
(({}a1.{}b1 = ) (({}VAa1.{}VAb1 = ))
(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) 

___

(({}Xa1.{}Xb1 = )  ({}a1.{}b1 = ))

(TT301T)

___

({}Ta1.{}Tb1 = )  ({}a1.{}b1 = )

(TT301O)

___

({}(Oc1)a1.{}(Oc1)b1 = )  ({}a1.{}b1 = )

(TT301A)

___

({}Aa1.{}Ab1 = )  ({}a1.{}b1 = )

(TT306)
___
(TT306T)

(TT306O)

(TT306A)

___

___

___

(TT273)

(TT273O)

(TT273 A)

(({}VXa1.{}b1  )  ({}a 1.{}Xb1 ))
(t1  TE) = E) 
(({}VTt1.{}b1 )  ({}t 1.{}Tb1 ))
(a1  (Oc1)E) = E) (({}V(Oc1)a1.{}b1  ) 
({}a 1.{}(Oc1)b1 ))
(a1  AE) = E) 
(({}VAa1.{}b1  )  ({}a 1.{}Ab1 ))
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1 XE) = E) 

___
(TT273T)

(((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) = E) 

___

(({}a1.{}Xb1 = )  ({}VXa1.{}b1 = ))
(t1  TE) = E) 
(({}t1.{}Tb1 = )  ({}VTt1.{}b1 = ))
(a1  (Oc1)E) = E) 

___

___

(({}a 1.{}(Oc1)b1= )  ({}V(Oc1)a1.{}b1 = ))
(a1  AE) = E) 
(({}a 1.{}Ab1= )  ({}VAa1.{}b1 = ))

Relationships between Physical Entities and their Measurable Characteristics
(AR84)

Axiom of Abstract Dimensions

((XE)1  DA + PA)(o1  RB) (oA oX)
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(TT745)

___

(TT743)

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa1 oXb1) = (a1 oX b1))
(((XE)1  DA + PA)(o1  RB) = E) 

___
(TT744)

((a1 Vo b1) (a1 oXb1))
(((XE)1  DA + PA)(o1  RB) = E) 

___

((a1 Vo b1) (Xa1 oXb1))

(TT545)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a1 {=}b1)  (Xa1  {=}Xb1))

(TT545T)

___

(a1 {=}b1)  (Ta1  {=}Tb1)

(TT545O)

___

(a1 {=}b1)  ((Oc1)a1  {=}(Oc1)b1)

(TT545A)

___

(a1 {=}b1)  (Aa1  {=}Ab1)

(TT543)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))

(TT543T)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Ta1  {}Tb1)

(TT543O)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)

(TT543A)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Aa1  {}Ab1)

(TT546)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))

(TT546T)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Ta1  {}Tb1)

(TT546O)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)

(TT546A)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Aa1  {}Ab1)

(TT738)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))

(TT738T)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Ta1  {}Tb1)

(TT738O)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)

(TT738A)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Aa1  {}Ab1)

(TT742)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))

(TT742T)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Ta1  {}Tb1)

(TT742O)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)

(TT742A)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Aa1  {}Ab1)

Discrete Dimensions and the Concept of Order
(TT612)

___

(AR83)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities

(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {=}b1)  (Xa1  {=}Xb1))
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A):
((a1 {}b1)  (DXa1 {<}DXb1))
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(AS33)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities for Discrete Dimensions

(TT614b)
___
(TT614)

___

(TT615b)
___
(TT615)

___

(TT616b)
___

(((XE)1 DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1 {<}Xb1))
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A):
((a1 {}b1)  (DXa1  {>}DXb1))
(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {>}Xb1))
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A):
((a1 {}b1)  (DXa1  {}DXb1))
(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A):
((a1 {}b1)  (DXa1  {}DXb1))

(TT616)

___

(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Xa1  {}Xb1))

(TR780)

___

(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {=}E1)  (Xa1  {=}XE1))

(TR782)

___

(((XE)1 DD) = E) ((a1 {}E1)  (Xa1 {<}XE1))

(TR781)

___

(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {=}1)  (Xa1  {=}X1))

(TR783)

___

(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {}1)  (Xa1  {>}X1))

The Simplification of Relationships between Measurable Characteristics
(DS36)

Definition of oX

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa oXb) = (a oX b))

(DS36T)

Definition of oT

(Ta oTb) = (a oT b)

(DS36O)

Definition of oOc1

(DS36A)

Definition of oA

(TT458)

___

(((XE)1  DA + PA) = E)  ((Xa1 = Xb1) = (a1 =X b1))

(TT458T)

___

(Ta1 = Tb1) = (a1 =T b1)

(TT458O)

___

((Oc1)a1 = (Oc1)b1) = (a1 = Oc1b1)

(TT458A)

___

(Aa1 = Ab1) = (a1 =A b1)

(TT459)

___

(((XE)1  DA) = E)  ((Xa1 < Xb1) = (a1 <X b1))

(TT459T)

___

(Ta1 < Tb1) = (a1 <T b1)

(TT460)

___

(((XE)1  DA) = E)  ((Xa1 > Xb1) = (a1 >X b1))

(TT460T)

___

(Ta1 > Tb1) = (a1 >T b1)

(TT644)

___

(((XE)1  DA) = E)  ((Xa1  Xb1) = (a1 X b1))

(TT644T)

___

(Ta1  Tb1) = (a1 T b1)

((Oc1)a o(Oc1)b) = (a oOc1b)
(Aa oAb) = (a oA b)
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(TT645)

___

(((XE)1  DA) = E)  ((Xa1  Xb1) = (a1 X b1))

(TT645T)

___

(Ta1  Tb1) = (a1 T b1)

Sub Entities in a Mixed Continuum Dimension
(AS30)

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Subentities

(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).

(AS30T)

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Subentities

((Ta1) = E) ((Ta1  {}Tb1)  (DTa1 {>}DTb1))

(AS30O)

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Subentities

((Oc1)a1) = E) 

Axiom of Dimensional Proper Subentities

(Aa1) = E) ((Aa1  {}Ab1)  (DAa1  {>}DAb1))

(AS30A)
(TT404)

___
(TT404T)
(TT404O)

(TT404A)

___
___
___

(TT405)
___
(TT405T)
(TT405O)

(TT405A)

___
___
___

(TT406)
___
(TT406T)
(TT406O)

(TT406A)

___
___
___

(TT407)
___
(TT407T)

___

(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {>}Db1))

(((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1  {>}D(Oc1)b1))

(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 = b1)  (Da1 = Db1))
((Ta1) = E) ((Ta1 = Tb1)  (DTa1 = DTb1))
((Oc1)a1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 = (Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 = D(Oc1)b1))
(Aa1) = E) ((Aa1 = Ab1)  (DAa1 = DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {<}Db1))
((Tb1) = E) ((Ta1  {}Tb1)  (DTa1 {<}DTb1))
((Oc1)a1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 {<}D(Oc1)b1))
(Ab1) = E) ((Aa1  {}Ab1)  (DAa1 {<}DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {}Db1))
((Ta1) = E) ((Ta1  {}Tb1)  (DTa1 {}DTb1))
((Oc1)a1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1  {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 {}D(Oc1)b1))
(Aa1) = E) ((Aa1  {}Ab1)  (DAa1 {}DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 {}Db1))
((Tb1) = E) ((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (DTa1 {}DTb1))
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(TT407O)

(TT407A)

___
___

(TT409)
___
(TT409T)

(TT409O)

(TT409A)

___

___

___

(TT410)
___
(TT410T)

(TT410O)

(TT410A)

___

___

___

(TT411)
___
(TT411T)

(TT411O)

(TT411A)

___

___

___

(TT412)
___
(TT412T)

(TT412O)

___
___

((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 {}D(Oc1)b1))
(Ab1) = E) ((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (DAa1 {}DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 > Db1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) 
((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (DTa1 > DTb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 > D(Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (DAa1 > DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1 < Db1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) 
((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (DTa1 < DTb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1 < D(Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (DAa1 < DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1  Db1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) 
((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (DTa1  DTb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1  D(Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (DAa1  DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(b1)(a1 QD).
(b1  QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (Da1  Db1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) 
((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (DTa1  DTb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
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(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  (D(Oc1)a1  D(Oc1)b1))
(TT412A)

___

(TR775)
___
(TR775T)
(TR775O)

(TR775A)

___
___
___

(TR776)
___
(TR776T)
(TR776O)

(TR776A)

___
___

___

(TR777)
___
(TR777T)
(TR777O)

(TR777A)

___
___

___

(TR778)
___
(TR778T)
(TR778O)

(TR778A)

___
___

___

(TR779)
___

((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (DAa1  DAb1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 = b1)  (a1 =D b1))
((Ta1) = E)  ((Ta1 = Tb1)  (Ta1 =D Tb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 = (Oc1)b1)  ((Oc1)a1 =D (Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) ((Aa1 = Ab1)  (Aa1 =D Ab1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (a1 <D b1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) ((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (Ta1 <D Tb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  ((Oc1)a1 <D (Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (Aa1 <D Ab1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (a1 >D b1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) ((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (Ta1 >D Tb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  ((Oc1)a1 >D (Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (Aa1 >D Ab1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (a1 D b1))
((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) ((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (Ta1 D Tb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  ((Oc1)a1 D (Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (Aa1 D Ab1))
(((QD)1 DM + PM)((SD)1 DD)(a1)(a1 QD).
(b1 QD) = E) ((a1 {}b1)  (a1 D b1))
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(TR779T)
(TR779O)

(TR779A)

___
___

___

((Ta1)(Tb1) = E) ((Ta1 {}Tb1)  (Ta1 D Tb1))
(((Oc1)a1)((Oc1)b1) = E) 
(((Oc1)a1 {}(Oc1)b1)  ((Oc1)a1 D (Oc1)b1))
((Aa1)(Ab1) = E) 
((Aa1 {}Ab1)  (Aa1 D Ab1))

Relationships between Expressions in Discrete Dimensions
(TT735)

___

(TR785b)
___
(TR785)

___

(TR786b)
___
(TR786)

___

(TR787b)
___
(TR787)
___

(a1 =)(b1) ((ab)1 = )
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A)(b1) 
((ab)1 DX a1)
((XE)1  DD)(b1)  ((ab)1 X a1)
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A)(a1).
((a + b)1)  (a1 DX (a + b)1)
((XE)1  DD)(a1)((a + b)1)  (a1 X (a + b)1)
(X = M, T, (LXc1), (LXYc1), (LXYZc1), A)((a = b)1 ).
(((a = b) + (a  b))1)  ((a = b)1 DX (a  b)1)
((XE)1  DD)((a = b)1)((a  b)1) 
((a = b)1 X (a  b)1)

The Points Part of a Mixed Continuum Dimension
(TS841)

___

((XE)1  DM) ((BXE + CXE)1  SPSO)

(TS841T)

___

(BTE + CTE)1  SPSO

(TT062)

___

(a1DM) ( = a.{}a)

(TT062T)

___

 = t.{}t

(TT789)

___

(a1DD) ( = a.{}a)

(TT063)

___

(a1DM) ( = ({}a1) .({}{}a1))

(TT063T)

___

 = ({}t1).({}{}t1)

(TT061)

___

(a1DA) (Ba + Ca = a.{}a)

(TT787)

___

(a1DM) (Ba + Ca = a.{}a)

(TT787T)

___

Bt + Ct = t.{}t

(TT788)

___

(a1DD) (Ba + Ca = a.{}a)

(TT166)

___

((XE)1  DM) (BXE + CXE =XE.({}XE))
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(TT166T)

___

BTE + CTE =TE.({}TE)

(TS863)

___

(a 1 DM) ( a)

(TS863T)

___

 t

(TT805)

___

(a 1 DM)  ( = Ba + Ca)

(TT805T)

___

 = Bt + Ct

(TT167)

___

(a1  DM) (Ba + Ca  a)

(TT167T)

___

Bt + Ct  t

(TT791)

___

(a1 DA)  ( = Ba + Ca)

(TS945)

___

((XE)1  DA) (BXE + CXE  XE)

(TS945T)

___

BTE + CTE  TE

The Spans Part of a Mixed Continuum Dimension
(TT221)

___

(a 1 DM)  ((.a)1  SCSO)

(TT222)

___

(a 1 DM)  (VB.VC  a)

(TT169)

___

(a1  DM) ((.VB .VC)1  SCSO)

(TT170)

(a1  DM) 
___

(TT171)
___
(TT171T)

___

((~(Ba + Ca).VB(Ba + Ca).VC(Ba + Ca))1  SCSO)
((XE)1  DM) ((~(BXE + CXE).VB(BXE + CXE).
C(BXE + CXE))1  SCSO)

V

(~(BTE + CTE).VB(BTE + CTE).VC(BTE + CTE))1  SCSO

The Members of All Dimensions have Beginnings and Ends
(TT042)

___

(a1 DA) (Ba )

(TT043)

___

(a1 DA) (Ba )

(TT038)

___

(a1 DM)  (Ba)

(TT039)

___

(a1 DM)  (Ca)

(TT040)

___

(a1 DD)  (Ba)

(TT041)

___

(a1 DD)  (Ca)

(TT187)

___

((XE)1 DA) (BXE )

(TT188)

___

((XE)1 DA) (CXE )

(TT189)

___

((XE)1 DM) (BXE )
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(TT189T)

___

BTE 

(TT190)

___

((XE)1 DM) (CXE )

(TT190T)

___

CTE 

(TT191)

___

((XE)1 DD) (BXE )

(TT192)

___

((XE)1 DD) (CXE )

The B & C Functions as Alternative Ways of Defining the Atomic Members of a Dimension
(TT309)

(((XE)1 DA) = E) 
___

(TT309T)

___

((1  (B + C)XE) = (1XE.{}XE))
(1  (B + C)TE) = (1TE.{}TE)

Definition of the Beginning and End of a Dimension
N.B. in the theorems below a 1 can be replaced by (XE)1 and a replaced by (XE).
(TT783)

___

(a 1 DA) (Ba 1 = a.({>}a).({}a))

(TT784)

___

(a 1 DA) (Ca 1 = a.({<}a).({}a))

(TT781)

___

(a1DA).(Ba1) ({>}a = {>})

(TT782)

___

(a1DA).(Ca1) ({<}a = {<})

(TT785)

___

(a1DA) (Ba1 = .({>}a))

(TT786)

___

(a1DA) (Ca1 = .({<}a))

(TT183)

___

(a1DA) (Ba1 = .({>}))

(TT184)

___

(a1DA) (Ca1 = .({<}))

(TS873)

___

(a1DM) (Ba1 = .({>}))

(TS874)

___

(a1DM) (Ca1 = .({<}))

(TT185)

___

(a1DD) (Ba1 = a.({>}a))

(TT186)

___

(a1DD) (Ca1 = a.({<}a))

(TS875)

___

(a1DM) (Ba1 = ({}a1).({}{}a1).({>}{}a1))

(TS876)

___

(a1DM) (Ca1 = ({}a1) .({}{}a1).({<}{}a1))

The Beginning and End of a Dimension are Unique
(TT044)

___

(a1  DA)(Ba1 ) (Ba1 = (Ba1)1)

(TT045)

___

(a1  DA)(Ca1 ) (Ca1 = (Ca1)1)

(TT199)

___

((XE)1 DA)(B(XE)1 ) (B(XE)1 = (B(XE)1)1)
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(TT199T)

___

(B(TE)1 ) (B(TE)1 = (B(TE)1)1)

(TT200)

___

((XE)1 DA)(C(XE)1 ) (C(XE)1 = (C(XE)1)1)

(TT200T)

___

(C(TE)1 ) (C(TE)1 = (C(TE)1)1)

The Beginnings and Ends of Members of a Dimension
(TR907)
___
(TR907T)

___

(TR908)
___
(TR908T)

___

((XE)1 DA)((Xa)1 = Xa1) 
(BXa1 = Xa.({>}Xa)({}Xa))
BTa1 = Ta.({>}Ta)({}Ta)
((XE)1 DA)((Xa)1 = Xa1) 
(CXa1 = Xa.({<}Xa)({}Xa))
CTa1 = Ta.({<}Ta)({}Ta)

The Beginning and End of a Member of a Dimension are Unique
(TS743)

___

((XE)1 DA)(Xa1 ) (BXa1= B(Xa1)1)

(TS743T)

___

(Ta1 ) (BTa1= B(Ta1)1)

(TT032)

___

((XE)1 DA)(Xa1 ) (CXa1= C(Xa1)1)

(TT032T)

___

(Ta1 ) (CTa1= C(Ta1)1)

(TS740)

___

((XE)1 DA)(BXa1 ) (BXa1 = (BXa1)1)

(TS740T)

___

(BTa1 ) (BTa1 = (BTa1)1)

(TT030)

___

((XE)1 DA)(CXa1 ) (CXa1 = (CXa1)1)

(TT030T)

___

(CTa1 ) (CTa1 = (CTa1)1)

(TS745)

___

((XE)1 DA)(BXa1 ) (BXa1= (B(Xa1)1)1)

(TS745T)

___

(BTa1 ) (BTa1= (B(Ta1)1)1)

(TT034)

___

((XE)1 DA)(CXa1 ) (CXa1= (C(Xa1)1)1)

(TT034T)

___

(CTa1 ) (CTa1= (C(Ta1)1)1)

The Relationship between a, VBa and VCa for a Dimension
(TT203)

___

(a1  DA) (VBa.VCa  a)

(TT204)

___

((XE)1  DA) (VBXE.VCXE  XE)

(TT230)

___

(a1  DM) (VBa.VCa  a)

(TT231)

___

((XE)1  DM) (VBXE.VCXE  XE)

(TT231T)

___

BTE.VCTE  TE

V
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(TT232)

___

(a1  DD) (VBa.VCa  a)

(TT233)

___

((XE)1  DD) (VBXE.VCXE  XE)

Physical Entities which Begin or End at a Point in a Dimension
(TR909)
___
(TR909T)

___

(TR910)
___
(TR910T)

___

(TR911)
___
(TR911T)

___

((XE)1DM)(1  (B + C)XE) 
(VXVB1 = (VX{}1).(VX{}{<}1))
(1 (B + C)TE) (VTVB1 = VT{}1.(VT{}{<}1))
((XE)1DM)(1  (B + C)XE) 
(VXVC1 = (VX{}1).(VX{}{>}1))
(1 (B + C)TE) (VTVC1 = VT{}1.(VT{}{>}1))
((XE)1DM)(1  (B + C)XE)(VXVB1.VXVC1 =
(VX{}1).(VX{}{<}1).(VX{}{>}1))
(1 (B + C)TE)(VTVB1. VTVC1 =
T{}1.(VT{}{<}1).(VT{}{>}1))

V

(TR912)

___

((XE)1DM)( 1  (B + C)XE)  (VXVB1. VX VC1 = VX1)

(TR912T)

___

(1 (B + C)TE) (VTVB1. VTVC1 = VT1)

{>} or {<} and the Discrete Members of a Dimension
(TT205)

___

(a1 DA)(Ba1) ({>} = {>}a)

(TT206)

___

(a1 DA)(Ca1) ({<} = {<}a)

(TS910)

___

(a1DM)(Ba1) ({>}= {>}a)

(TS911)

___

(a1DM)(Ca1) ({<} = {<}a)

(TS912)

___

(a1DM)(Ba1) ({>}a = {>})

(TS913)

___

(a1DM)(Ca1) ({<}a = {<})

(TT236)

___

(a1DD)(Ba1) ({>} = {>}a)

(TT237)

___

(a1DD)(Ca1) ({<} = {<}a)

(TT238)

___

(a1DD)(Ba1) ({>}a = {>})

(TT239)

___

(a1DD)(Ca1) ({<}a = {<})

(TT207)

___

((XE)1 DA)(B(XE)1 ) ({>}(BXE + CXE) = {>}XE)

(TT207T)

___

(B(TE)1 ) ({>}(BTE + CTE) = {>}TE)

(TT208)

___

((XE)1 DA)(C(XE)1 ) ({<}(BXE + CXE) = {<}XE)
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(TT208T)

___

(C(TE)1 ) ({<}(BTE + CTE) = {<}TE)

The Beginning and End of a Set of Members of a Dimension
(TT209)

___

((XE)1 DA) (B(Xa)1 = Xa.({>}Xa)({}Xa))

(TT209T)

___

B(Ta)1 = Ta.({>}Ta)({}Ta)

(TT210)

___

((XE)1 DA) (C(Xa)1 = Xa.({<}Xa)({}Xa))

(TT210T)

___

C(Ta)1 = Ta.({<}Ta)({}Ta)

(TR695)

___

((XE)1 DA) (B(XE)1 = XE.({>}XE)({}XE))

(TR695T)

___

B(TE)1 = TE.({>}TE)({}TE)

(TR700)

___

((XE)1 DA) (C(XE)1 = XE.({<}XE)({}XE))

(TR700T)

___

C(TE)1 = TE.({<}TE)({}TE)

Definition of Members of a Dimension with a Particular Beginning or End
(TS877)

((XE)1DA)(1 XE.{}XE)
___

(TS878)

((XE)1DA)(1 XE.{}XE)
___

(TT139)

___

(TT218)

(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))
((XE)1DA)(1 XE.{}XE) (VB1VC1 = 1)
(((XE)1DM)(1 XE.{}XE) 

___
(TT218T)

(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1))

___

(TT219)

(VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1))
(1 TE.{}TE) (VB1 = ({}1).({}{<}1))
(((XE)1DM)(1 XE.{}XE) 

___

(VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))

(TT219T)

___

(1 TE.{}TE)  (VC1 = ({}1).({}{>}1))

(TT220)

___

((XE)1DM)(1 XE.{}XE)  (VB1.VC1 = 1)

(TT220T)

___

(1 TE.{}TE)  (VB1.VC1 = 1)

(TT130)

___

((XE)1DD)(1 XE) (VB1 = 1)

(TT131)

___

((XE)1DD)(1 XE) (VC1 = 1)

(TT138)

___

((XE)1DD)(1 XE) (VB1VC1 = 1)

Definition of Physical Entities with a Particular Dimensional Beginning or End
(TR896)

((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE ) 
___

(VXVB1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1))
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(TR897)

((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE ) 
___

(TT241)

((XE)1DM)(1 XE.{}XE )
___

(TT241T)

(VXVC1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{>}1))

___

(TT243)

(VXVB1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1))
(1 TE.{}TE )(VTVB1 = VT{}1.(VT{}{<}1))
((XE)1DM)(1 XE.{}XE )

___

(VXVC1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{>}1))

(TT243T)

___

(1 TE.{}TE )(VTVC1 = VT{}1.(VT{}{>}1))

(TT132)

___

((XE)1DD)(1 XE) (VXVB1 = VX1)

(TT133)

___

((XE)1DD)(1 XE) (VXVC1 = VX1)

Definition of Physical Entities with the Same Dimensional Beginning and End
(TS749)

___

(TR898)
___
(TT245)

___

(TT247)

(TT136)

(VXVB1.VXVC1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1).(VX{}{>}1))

(VX1 VXVB1.VXVC1)
(1 TE.{}TE ) (VT1 VTVB1.VTVC1)
((XE)1 DM) (1 XE.{}XE ) 

___
(TT247T)

((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE ) 

((XE)1DM) (1 XE.{}XE ) 
___

(TT245T)

((XE)1 DA)(1 XE.{}XE ) (VX1 =VXVB1.VXVC1)

___
___

(VXVB1.VXVC1 = VX{}1.(VX{}{<}1).(VX{}{>}1))
(1 TE.{}TE ) (VTVB1.VTVC1 =
T{}1.(VT{}{<}1).(VT{}{>}1))

V

((XE)1DD)(1 XE)(VXVB1.VXVC1 = VX1)

Theorems using the @ Function
(TT285)
___
(TT285T)

(TT285O)

(TT285A)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1 XE)  (((@(VXa1)1)b1 =
{}(VXa1)1.{}b1.({}({} (VXa1)1.{}b1))
(t1 TE)  (((@(VTt1)1)b1 =
{}(VTt1)1.{}b1.({}({}(VTt1)1.{}b1))
(a1 (Oc1)E)  (((@(V(Oc1)a1)1)b1 =

___

___

{}(V(Oc1)a1)1.{}b1.({}({}(V(Oc1)a1)1.{}b1))
(a1 AE)  (((@(VAa1)1)b1 =
{}(VAa1)1.{}b1.({}({}(VAa1)1.{}b1))
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(TT286)
___
(TT286T)

(TT286O)

(TT286A)

___

___

___

(TT268)

(TT268O)

(TT268 A)

{}({=}Xa1)1.{}b1.({}({}({=}Xa1)1.{}b1))
((@({=}Ta1)1)b1 =
{}({=}Ta1)1.{}b1.({}({} ({=}Ta1)1.{}b1)
((@({=}Oc1a1)1)b1 =
{}({=}Oc1a1)1.{}b1.({}({} ({=}Oc1a1)1.{}b1)
((@({=}Aa1)1)b1 =
{}({=}Aa1)1.{}b1.({}({} ({=}Aa1)1.{}b1)
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1 XE) = E) 

___
(TT268T)

((XE)1  DA + PA)  (((@({=}Xa1)1)b1 =

(({}a1.{}Xb1 = )  ((@(VXa1)1)b1 = ))
(a1 TE) = E) 

___

(({}a1.{}Tb1 = ) ((@(VTa1)1)b1 = ))
(a1 (Oc1)E) = E) 

___

(({}a1.{}(Oc1)b1 = ) ((@(V(Oc1)a1)1)b1 = ))
(a1 AE) = E) 

___

(({}a1.{}Ab1 = ) ((@(VAa1)1)b1 = ))

Theorems using the @X Function
(DR35)

Definition of @X

((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) 
((@Xb 1)a1 = {}a1.{}( VXb 1)1.({}({}a1.{}( VXb 1)1)))

(TT732)
___
(TT732T)

((@Xb 1)a1 = {}a1.{}VXb 1.({}({}a1.{}VXb 1)))
(t1  TE) 

___
(TT732O)

((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) 

___

((@Tt 1)a1 = {}a1.VTt 1.({}({}a1.{}VTt 1)))
(b1  (Oc1)E) ((@ Oc1b 1)a1 =
{}a1.V(Oc1)b 1.({}({}a1.{}(VOc1)b 1)))

(TT732A)

___

(b1  AE) 
((@Ab 1)a1 = {}a1.VAb 1.({}({}a1.{}VAb 1)))

(TR886)
___
(TR886T)

((XE)1 DA + PA) ((@XXb1)a1 =
{}a1.{}(VXXb1)1.({}({}a1.{}(VXXb1)1)))
((@TTb1)a1 = {}a1.VTTb1.({}({}a1.{}(VTTb1)1)))

___
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(TR886O)

(TR886A)

___

___

((@Oc1(Oc1)b1)a1 =
{}a1.V(Oc1)(Oc1)b1.({}({}a1.{}(V(Oc1)(Oc1)b1)1)))
((@AAb1)a1 =
{}a1.VAAb1.({}({}a1.{}(VAAb1)1)))

(TT908)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE)  ((@Xb 1)a1 = (@(VXb 1)1)a1)

(TT908T))

___

(t1  TE)  ((@Tt 1)a1 = (@(VTt 1)1)a1)

(TT908O))

___

(b1  (Oc1)E)  ((@Oc1b1)a1 = (@(V(Oc1)b 1)1)a1)

(TT908A)

___

(b1  AE)  ((@Ab1)a1 = (@(VAb 1)1)a1)

(AR91)

2nd @X function Axiom

(AR91T)

___

(@TTa1)1  RO

(AR91A)

___

(@AAa1)1  RO

(AS10)

@X function Axiom

(AS10T)

___

(t1  TE) ((@Tt1){}b1 = {}(@Tt 1)b1)

(AS10O)

___

(a1  (Oc1)E) ((@Oc1a1){}b1 = {}(@Oc1a 1)b1)

(AS10A)

___

(a1  AE) ((@Aa1){}b1 = {}(@Aa 1)b1)

(TT297)
___
(TT297T)
(TT297O)

(TT297A)

___

((X = T, (LXc1), (L Yc1), (L Zc1), (LXYZc1), A).(b1  XE) = E)
 (({}Xa1. {}b1  )  ((@Xb1)a1 = ((@Xb1)a1)1))

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1){}b1 = {}(@Xa 1)b1)

(((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) = E) 
(({}a1.{}VXb 1) = )= ((@Xb 1)a1= ))
(t1  TE) = E) (({}a1.{}VTt1 = ) ((@Tt1)a1= ))
(b1  (Oc1)E) = E) 

___

___

(TT293)

(({}a1.{}V(Oc1)b1 = ) ((@Oc1b1)a1= ))
(b1  AE) = E) 
(({}a1.{}VAb1 = ) ((@Ab1)a1= ))
(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) 

___

(({}a1.{}VXXb1) = )= ((@XXb1)a1= ))

(TT293T)

___

({}a1.{}VTTb1 = ) ((@TTb1)a1= )

(TT293O)

___

({}a1.{}V(Oc1)(Oc1)b1 = ) ((@Oc1(Oc1)b1)a1= )

(TT293A)

___

({}a1.{}VAAb1 = ) ((@AAb1)a1= )

(TT298)

(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) 
___

(({}Xa1.{}Xb1 = ) ((@XXb1)a1= ))
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(TT298T)

___

({}Ta1.{}Tb1 = )  ((@TTb1)a1= )

(TT298O)

___

({}(Oc1)a1.{}(Oc1)b1 = )  ((@Oc1(Oc1)b1)a1= )

(TT298A)

___

({}Aa1.{}Ab1 = )  ((@AAb1)a1= )

(TT307)
___
(TT307T)

(TT307O)

(TT307A)

___

___

((t1  TE) = E) 
(((@Tt1)a1  ) ({}t 1.{}Ta1 ))

(((@Oc1b1)a1  ) ({}b 1.{}(Oc1)a1 ))
((b1  AE) = E) 
(((@Ab1)a1  ) ({}b 1.{}Aa1 ))
(((XE)1 DA + PA)(1XE.{}XE) = E) 

___

(TT308O)

(((@Xb 1)a1 )  ({}b 1.{}Xa1 ))

((b1  (Oc1)E) = E) 
___

(TT308)

(TT308T)

(((XE)1 DA + PA)(b1  XE) = E) 

___
___

(((@X1)a1  ) ({} 1.{}Xa1 ))
(1TE.{}TE)((@T1)a1  ) ({}1.{}Ta1 )
(1(Oc1)E.{}(Oc1)E)((@Oc11)a1  ) 
({} 1.{}(Oc1)a1 )

(TT308A)

___

(1AE.{}AE)((@A1)a1  ) (1 {}Aa1)

(TT295)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1)E1 = VXa 1)

(TT295T)

___

(t1  TE) ((@Tt1)E1 = VTt1)

(TT295O)

___

(a1  (Oc1)E) ((@Oc1a1)E1 = V(Oc1)a1)

(TT295A)

___

(a1  AE) ((@Aa1)E1 = VAa1)

(TT254)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) (S(@Xa1) = {}VXa 1)

(TT254T)

___

(t1  TE) ( S@Tt1 = {}VTt1)

(TT254O)

___

(a1  (Oc1)E) ( S@Oc1a1 = {}V(Oc1)a1)

(TT254A)

___

(a1  AE) (S@Aa1 = {}VAa1)

(TS735)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) ((@Xa1)E = {}VXa 1)

(TS735T)

___

(t1  TE) ((@Ta1)E = {}VTa 1)

(TS735O)

___

(a1  (Oc1)E) ((@Oc1a1)E = {}V(Oc1)a1)

(TS735A)

___

(a1  AE) ((@Aa1)E = {}VAa1)

(TT257)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA) ((@XXa1)a1 = a1)
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(TT257T)

___

(@TTa1)a1 = a1

(TT257O)

___

(@Oc1(Oc1)a1)a1 = a1

(TT257A)

___

(@AAa1)a1 = a1

(TT302)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE) (X(@Xa1)E = {}a1)

(TT302T)

___

(t 1TE)  (T(@Tt 1)E = {}t 1)

(TT302O)

___

(a 1(Oc1)E)  ((Oc1)(@Oc1a 1)E = {}a 1)

(TT302A)

___

(a 1AE)  (A(@Aa 1)E = {}a 1)

(TR879)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(1XE.{}XE) (X(@X1)E = 1)

(TR879T)

___

(1TE.{}TE) (T(@T1)E = 1)

(TR879O)

___

(1(Oc1)E.{}(Oc1)E) ((Oc1)(@Oc11)E = 1)

(TR879A)

___

(1AE.{}AE) (A(@A1)E = 1)

(TR880)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(1XE.{}XE) (XS(@X1)E = 1)

(TR880T)

___

(1TE.{}TE)  (TS(@T1) = 1)

(TR880O)

___

(1(Oc1)E.{}(Oc1)E)  ((Oc1)S(@Oc11) = 1)

(TR880A)

___

(1AE.{}AE)  (AS(@A1) = 1)

___

((XE)1 DM)(b1XE.{}XE)((@Xb1)a1  )
(X(@Xb1)a1 = b1)

___

(1  TE.{}TE)((@T1)a1  )  (T(@T1)a1 = 1)

(TS738)

(TS738T)
(TS738O)

___

(1 (Oc1)E.{}(Oc1)E)((@Oc11)a1  ) 
((Oc1)(@Oc11)a1 = 1)

(TS738A)

___

(1AE.{}AE)((@A1)a1  )  (A(@A1)a1 = 1)

(TT419)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)  ((@XXa1)E1 = (VXXa1)1)

(TT419T)

___

(@TTa1)E1 = (VTTa1)1

(TT419O)

___

(@Oc1(Oc1)a1)E1 = (V(Oc1)(Oc1)a1)1

(TT419A)

___

(@AAa1)E1 = (VAAa1)1 or (@AAa1)E1 = a1

___

(@Ab 1)a1 = (@VAb 1)a1

Natural Components
(TT418)
(TT417)
___

(@Ab 1)a1 = {}VAb1.{}a1.({}({}VAb1.{}a1))
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(TT417O)

Definition of a Natural Component

(@A(Oa1)b1)a1 =
{} VA(Oa1)b1.{}a1.({}({}VA(Oa1)b1.{}a1))

Theorems for Two Dimensions
(TR892)

((XE)1 DM + PM)((YE)1 DA + PA) 
___

(TR892OT)

___

(X(@YYb1)a1  {}Xa1)
(Ob1)(@Tt1)a1 {}(Ob1)a1

Dimensions and Mapped Relationships
(TT382)

___

((XE)1  DA + PA) ({}a1  {}Xa1)

(TT382T)

___

{}a1 {}Ta1

(TR738)

Definition of {>}X

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((b1  {>}Xa1) =
(BXb1).((BXa1).(b1  {>}BXa1) + (BXa1 =)).
(CXa1).((CXb1).(b1  {>}CXa1) + (CXb1 =)))

(TR738T)

(b1  {>}Ta1) =
___

(BTb1).((BTa1).(b1  {>}BTa1) + (BTa1 =)).
(CTa1).((CTb1).(b1  {>}CTa1) + (CTb1 =))

(TR739)

Definition of {<}X

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((b1  {<}Xa1) =
(BXa1).((BXb1).(b1  {<}BXa1) + (BXb1 =)).
(CXb1).((CXa1).(b1  {<}CXa1) + (CXa1 =)))

(TR739T)

(b1  {<}Ta1) =
___

(BTa1).((BTb1).(b1  {<}BTa1) + (BTb1 =)).
(CTb1).((CTa1).(b1  {<}CTa1) + (CTa1 =))

(TR725)

Definition of BX

((XE)1 DA)((Xa)1= Xa1) 
(BXa1 = {=}Xa.({>}Xa).({}Xa)))

(TR725T)

___

(TR726)

Definition of CX

BTa1 = {=}Ta.({>}Ta).({}Ta))
((XE)1 DA)((Xa)1= Xa1) 
(CXa1 = {=}Xa.({<}Xa).({}Xa)))

(TR726T)

___

CTa1 = {=}Ta.({<}Ta).({}Ta))

(TS790)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E) ((a11  {>}Xa21) = (Xa11  {>}Xa21))

(TS790T)

___

(a11  {>}Ta21) = (T a11  {>}T a21)

(TS791)

___

((XE)1 DA) = E)((a11 {<X}a21) = (Xa11 {<}Xa21))

(TS791T)

___

(a11 {<}Ta21) = (T a11 {<}T a21)
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(TS792)

((XE)1 DA) = E)
___

(TS792T)

((a11  {>}BXa21) = (BXa11 {>}BXa21))
(a11  {>}BT a21) = (BT a11 {>}BT a21)

___

(TS793)

((XE)1 DA) = E)
___

(TS793T)

((a11  {<}BXa21) = (BXa11 {<}BXa21))
(a11  {<}BT a21) = (BT a11 {<}BT a21)

___

(TS794)

((XE)1 DA) = E)
___

(TS794T)

((a11  {>}CXa21) = (CXa11 {>}CXa21))
(a11  {>}CT a21) = (CT a11 {>}CT a21)

___

(TS795)

((XE)1 DA) = E)
___

((a11  {<}CXa21) = (CXa11 {<}CXa21))

(TS795T)

___

(a11  {<}CT a21) = (CT a11 {<}CT a21)

(TS814)

___

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Za = BXa) (YZa = YBXa))

(TS814T)

___

(Za = BTa) (YZa = YBTa)

(TS815)

___

(((XE)1 DA) = E) ((Za = CXa) (YZa = YCXa))

(TS815T)

___

(Za = CTa) (YZa = YCTa)
Special Theorems of Space and Time

Theorems of Conventional Tense Logic
(TT339)

First Rule of Tense Logic

({}T{p} = E)  ({>}T{}T{p} = E)

(TT341)

Second Rule of Tense Logic

({}T{p} = E) ({<}T{}T{p} = E)

(TT340)

___

({}T{p} = E) ({}T{p} {>}T{}T{p})

(TT342)

___

({}T{p} = E) ({}T{p} {<}T{}T{p})

(TT347)

___

{>}T{}T{p} {>}T{}T{p}

(TT343)

Fifth Rule of Tense Logic

{<}T{}T{p} {<}T{}T{p}

(TT346)

___

{>}T{}T{p} ={>}T{}T{>}T{}T{p}

(TR932)

Sixth Rule of Tense Logic

{<}T{}T{p} ={<}T{}T{<}T{}T{p}

(TT344)

Seventh Rule of Tense Logic

{}T{p} {>}T{}T{<}T{}T{p}

(TT345)

Eighth Rule of Tense Logic

{}T{p} {<}T{}T{>}T{}T{p}

(TR933)

Ninth Rule of Tense Logic

{>}T{}T({p} {q}) ({>}T{}T{p} {>}T{}T{q})

(TR934)

Tenth Rule of Tense Logic

{<}T{}T({p} {q}) ({<}T{}T{p} {<}T{}T{q})
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The Physical Nature of Relationships
(AS13)

Axiom of Physical Relationships

(TT321)
___

x1 = ((@Sx1)x1 + (@Qx1)x1)1
(x1  VSa1.c. VQb1)(VSa1.x1.VQb1)
(x1 = ((@a1)x1 + (@b1)x1)1)

(AS16)

2nd Axiom of Physical Relationships

(TT372)

___

(x1 ) = ((@Sx1)x1 )

(TT373)

___

(x1 ) = ((@Qx1)x1 )

(TT374)

___

((@a1)(VSa1.x1.VQb1)  ) =(VSa1.x1.VQb1  )

(TT328)

___

((@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1)  ) =(VSa1.c.VQb1  )

(DR32)

Physical Definition of VS & VQ

(TS764)

___

V

(TS765)

___

V

(TS766)

___

V

(TS767)

___

V

(AS94)

Axiom of Temporal Sections

(TT703)

___

V

(TT704)

___

V

(X = S, Q) = E)  ((x1 )  ((@Xx1)x1 ))

(X = S, Q) (VXa1 = {}(@TTE)a1)
Sa1 = {}(@TTE)a1
Qa1 = {}(@TTE)a1
Sa1 = ({+}E)(@TTE)a1
Qa1 = ({+}E)(@TTE)a1

(X = VS, VQ)  (Xa.{=} = (@TTE)a)
Sa.{=} = (@TTE)a
Qa.{=} = (@TTE)a

Theorems for Propositions with Absolute Temporal Quantification
(TT898)
___
(TT899)
___
(TT900)
___
(TT901)
___

((t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) = E) 
(((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b) = (VSa.{=}.VQb = ))
((t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) = E) 
((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)) = (VSa.{=}.VQb = )
((t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 
((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)) = (VSa.{=}.VQb  )
((t1  TE).((@Tt1)a  ) 
((@Tt1)a  (@Tt1)b)) = (VSa.{=}.VQb  )

Spatio-Temporal Dimensions are Continua
(AS19)

Spatio-temporal Dimensions are
Continua

(TT287)

Time is a Mixed Continuum
Dimension

(X = M,T,LX,L Y,L Z) ((XE)1 DM)
(TE)1  DM
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(TT288)

___

(TT289)

Space-time is a Mixed Continuum
Polydimension

((Oc1)E)1  PM
(AE)1 PM

Theorems of Space-Time
(TT281)

___

A 1  RP

(TT278)

___

E1 PM

Definition of Event and Trans-temporal Relationships
(AS17)

Axiom of Event Relationships

(TT319)

___

(DR37)

Definition of an Event Relationship

(TT357)

___

(x1 RE)  (Tx1 = T(@Sx1)x1)

(TT358)

___

(x1 RE)  (Tx1 = T(@Qx1)x1)

(TT325)

___

((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE) 

(c RE) = (c1 RE)
(c1  RE) ((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE)
(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1)x1 = T(@Qx1)x1)

(T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = T(VSa1.c.VQb1))
(TT326)

___

((VSa1.c. VQb1)1  RE) 
(T(@b1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

(TT322)

Definition of a Trans-temporal
Relationship

(x1 RE) = (T(@Sx1) x1  T(@Qx1)x1)

Unbounded Time
(AS14)

Axiom of Unbounded Time

(TT349)

___

{>}TE = E

(TT350)

___

{<}TE = E

(TT351)

___

BTE1 = 

(TT352)

___

CTE1 = 

(X = {>}, {<}) (XTE = TE)

The Timespan of General Relationships
(TR921)

___

T(VSa1.c. VQb1) TVSa1

(TR923)

___

T(VSa1.c. VQb1) Tc

(TR924)

___

T(VSa1.c. VQb1) TVQb1

The Timespan of Event Relationships
(TT375)
___

(x1 RE) = (Tx1 = T{}Sx1.Tx1.T{}Qx1)
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(TT327)

((VSa1.c.VQb1)1 RE) 
___

(T(VSa1.c.VQb1)  {}Ta1.Tc.{}Tb1)

Deductions from Tensed Relationships
(TT334)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (VSa1 )

(TT335)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (c  )

(TT336)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (VQb1 ))

(TT380)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (a1 )

(TT338)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  (b1 )

(TT337)

___

({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}T{}Ta1 )

Simplifications of Tensed Event Relationships
(TT353)

___

(c1 RE) (BT(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = BT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

(TT354)

___

(c1 RE) (CT(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = CT(VSa1.c.VQb1))

(TT355)

___

(c1 RE) ({>}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = {>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

(TT356)

___

(c1 RE) ({<}T(@a1)(VSa1.c.VQb1) = {<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1))

Deductions from Tensed Event Relationships
(TT329)

___

((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}TVSa1 ))

(TT330)

___

((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}Tc  ))

(TT331)

___

((c1 RE) = E) (({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}TVQb1 ))

(TT332)

((c1 RE) = E)
___

(TT333)

(({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}T{}Ta1 ))
((c1 RE) = E)

___

(({>}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)  )  ({>}T{}Tb1 ))

Theorems of Contemporaneous Entities
(TT320)

___

V

(TR929)

___

(c1  RE)  (VSa1.c. VQb1 {}Ta1)

(TR930)

___

(c1  RE)  (VSa1.c. VQb1 {}Tc)

(TR931)

___

(c1  RE)  (VSa1.c. VQb1 {}Tb1)

(TR926)

___

(c1  RE)  ({}T(VSa1.c. VQb1) {}Ta1)

(TR927)

___

(c1  RE)  ({}T(VSa1.c. VQb1) {}Tc)

(TR928)

___

(c1  RE)  ({}T(VSa1.c. VQb1) {}Tb1)

Sa1.c. VQb1{}T(VSa1.c. VQb1)
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Deductions with Contemporaneous Entities
(TR935)

(c1  RE)  ({}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) ({}Ta1.{}Tb1))

___

(TR936)

(c1  RE) 
___

({<}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) {<}T({}Ta1.{}Tb1))

(TR937)

(c1  RE) 
___

({>}T{}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) {>}T({}Ta1.{}Tb1))

Theorems of Sub-Dimensions
(DR33)

(a1 MCT) = ({x}DTa1= {x}CTa1- {x}BTa1)

Definition of Duration

Theorems of Continuity
(DR81)

Definition of a Temporally
Continuous Physical Entity

(DR82)

Definition of a Spatially Continuous
Physical Entity

(DR83)

Definition of a Spatio-temporally
Continuous Physical Entity

(a1 MCT) = (@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)
(a1 MCS) = ((@TTE)a1 MCS)
(a1 MCP) =
((@TTE)a1 ~MCS).(@A(Oa1)E)a1.VTTa1.MCT)

(TR888)

___

MCS.MCT  MCS

(TR889)

___

MCS.MCT  MCT

(TR891)

___

MCP  MCT

(TR890)

___

~MCT  ~MCP
Causality and Capability

Theorems of Causality
(AR44)

Axiom of Spatio-temporal
Beginnings and Ends

(DR61)

Definition of B

(a = a11+++an1)(Ba = (@TBTa11)a11 +++ (@TBTan1)an1)

(DR85)

Definition of C

(a = a11+++an1)(Ca = (@TCTa11)a11 +++ (@TCTan1)an1)

(TT383)

___

Ba1 = ((@TBTa1)a1

(TT384)

___

Ca1 = (@TCTa1)a1

(TS775)

___

(a1  )(a1  E1) = (Ba1  )

(TS776)

___

(a1  )(a1  E1) = (Ca1  )

(TS777)

___

B1 RO

(TS778)

___

C1 RO

(TT623)

___

((XE)1 DA + PA)(a1  XE)  ((@Xa1)b1 = (@VXa1)b1)

((X = B, C) = E)  ((a1  )(a1  E1) = (Xa1  ))
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(TT631)

___

(@T BTa1)b1 = (@BTa1)b1

(TT629)

___

(@T CTa1)b1 = (@CTa1)b1

(TT621)

___

(b {}(@a)E1).(c {}(@b)E1) (c {}(@a)E1)

(TT613)

___

((@a)E1 {}b).((@b)E1 {}c) ((@a)E1 {}c)

(TT604)

___

((@a)E1 {}Bb) = (Bb {}(@a)E1)
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Part IV

Knowledge
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Chapter 77 Knowledge - Introduction
77.1 Introduction
People are social creatures. It is important for us to understand the knowledge of others in order to
predict their behaviour. Thus, we put much effort in attempting to deduce what is in their minds. The
rules that we use include the rules of Symbolic Reasoning. However, there are also several additional
rules specific to knowledge which will be explained in this chapter.
Traditionally, knowledge is the subject of a branch of modal logic known as epistemic logic. However,
conventional epistemic logic has limitations, and a new system is developed here, therefore.

77.2 The Nature of Knowledge
Introduction
Knowledge is of two types: iconic and symbolic. If, for example, Andrew knows Brian then Andrew
holds this knowledge largely in iconic form, i.e., as a visual image of his face, auditory image of his
voice and so on. However, if he knows of Brian, he may never have met him and knows of him only
as an item of information in symbolic form, i.e., the name Brian. Similarly, if he knows that Brian
exists, then this is a proposition held as an item of information in symbolic form.
So far, entities and propositions have been treated as though they are objective features of the physical
universe, i.e., factual propositions. However, they are items of information held in the schema or body
of knowledge of an observer or speaker, and assumed by him or her to be true representations of the
physical universe. In effect, factual propositions are statements of the speaker or observer’s
knowledge. Thus, they may represent features of the physical universe, but are not themselves features
of the physical universe.
So, the universal set represents everything known by the speaker or observer. Conversely, the null set
represents everything not known by the speaker or observer, which, for the purposes of Symbolic
Reasoning, is nothing.
The speaker or observer is, however, just one of many agents, i.e., living beings, capable of holding a
body of knowledge.
A body of knowledge is a collection of items of information and can, for example, comprise:
(1)

part or all the personal knowledge and experience held by an individual, e.g., schemata;

(2)

formal systems, such as mathematics and science, e.g., paradigms; or

(3)

collections of knowledge shared by a community, e.g., memeplexes.

Agents communicate with one another to exchange knowledge and do so via media of communication.
A medium of communication is a non-living entity which also contains items of information and
bodies of knowledge. However, these items and bodies of knowledge are the externalised knowledge
of one or more agents. Media of communication can be transient, as in the case of speech, or more
permanent, as in the case of books and computers.
It is not only physical things that are represented in a body of knowledge. The knowledge of any agent
or medium is also capable of being represented. In other words, a body of knowledge may also hold
information about what some other agent knows or what some other medium holds.
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An item of knowledge held by an agent or medium may or may not correctly reflect the physical
universe. Thus, a body of knowledge may contain not only information which is true, but also
information which is false. It is also possible for different bodies of knowledge held by the same agent
or medium to be inconsistent with one another. However, such bodies are usually held as separate
schemata that are normally, consistent within themselves.
Equations may be created which describe items of knowledge held by the speaker or observer, any
other agent, or any medium. It is also possible to create equations which describe their knowledge of
what other agents or media know. Such propositions are known as epistemic propositions. However,
when it is the knowledge of the speaker or observer that is being described, this is normally implied
in the equations of Symbolic Reasoning and no explicit symbolisation referring to him or her is
necessary. It is only where some other agent or medium is referred to that explicit symbolism is
required.
Every item of knowledge exists only once, but may be held by more than one agent, medium or body
of knowledge. However, it can be symbolised several times. For example, a proposition may be
repeated several times in a book or thought of several times by a person.

77.3 Symbolising Knowledge
Introduction
Knowledge is of five main types: “knowing…”, as in knowing a physical thing; “knowing of…”, as
in being aware of a thing or concept; “knowing that…”, as in knowing that some proposition is true,
false, certain, uncertain, possible or impossible; “knowing who, what, when, where, why, how,
whether, etc.”; and holding values.
“Knowing…” is iconic knowledge, applies to entities and types of entity in the physical universe and
implies that the agent has or has had some practical experience of the entity known. For example, the
agent may have seen it. There are only two possibilities: an agent either knows the entity or does not.
“Knowing of…” is symbolic knowledge which also applies to entities and types of entity, but the
agent may not have any practical experience of those entities. They may not exist, therefore. This
knowledge of an entity is neither correct nor incorrect. Again, there are only two options: the agent
either knows of an entity or he does not.
“Knowing that…” is also symbolic knowledge and applies to propositions. An agent either knows
that a proposition is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible or he does not. This
knowledge can also be correct or incorrect. If a proposition does not contradict any other knowledge
that we hold, then we assume it to be true or certain.
“Knowing Who, What, When, Where, Why, How, Whether…” This form of knowledge may be
iconic or symbolic depending on the context.
Values. Finally, knowledge includes values, i.e., things held to be desirable or undesirable. With
unlimited knowledge it is possible to determine what is desirable or undesirable by reasoning.
However, all agents are finite both in the knowledge that they hold and in the resources needed for
reasoning. Values are general rules of desirability or undesirability which help to overcome these
constraints. Because they are general, however, it is possible in some circumstances for them to be
inconsistent with reasoned conclusions. The method of symbolising values will be explained in the
next chapter.
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Symbolising Iconic Knowledge, (i.e., Knowing…)
An agent or medium that holds or contains items of knowledge, for example the agent “Andrew” in
the proposition “Andrew knows Mont Blanc”, is symbolised by a unit set, e.g., a1.
A relationship set exists between the entities that are known and the agents that know them. In the case
of iconic knowledge, this relationship set is symbolised by K. Thus, for example, the expression
“Andrew knows Mont Blanc” can be symbolised by a1Kb1, and the expression “Mont Blanc is
known by Andrew” by b1VKa1.
The entities in these propositions can, of course be replaced by collections. For example, p Kb1 can
mean “All people know Mont Blanc” and a1Km “Andrew knows some mountains”. The
propositions may also be negated. For example, a1Kb1 can mean “Andrew does not know Mont
Blanc” and p Km “Some people know some mountains”.
Iconic knowledge of this nature can only be known by an agent and not by a medium of communication
or any other type of entity. Thus, KE or SK describes the collection of agents. VKE or QK means, of
course, all things that are known iconically by an agent.
Because this form of knowledge is not symbolic it cannot be transferred from one agent or medium to
another. This is because the transfer of knowledge between agents must be via a medium of
communication. However, a medium of communication cannot know a physical entity in the same
way as an agent. Thus, if e1 is a medium, i.e., e1  HSE.~KE, then VKe1 = . This is expressed by the
axiom:
(AS84) Axiom of Media

(e1  HSE.~KE) (VKe1 = )

The relationship set HS is explained in the next sub-section.
Symbolising Symbolic Knowledge (i.e., Knowing of… and Knowing that…)
In the case of symbolic knowledge, a relationship set exists between items of information and the
agents or media that hold them. In natural language, this relationship set is described by a verb such
as “knows of”, “knows that”, “believes that” or “thinks that”. In Symbolic Reasoning, the same
relationship set is used in different ways to express each of these verbs. The symbol HS (mnemonic
“holds”) has been chosen to represent this set of relationships and applies to knowledge held by both
agents and media of communication. VHS on the other hand means “is held by”. Thus, VHSd1 means all
items information held by the agent or medium d1, i.e., everything that d1 knows or knows of.
Knowledge can only be held by agents or media of communication which are therefore defined by
HSE or SHS. Thus, media of communication are defined by SHS.~SK. Items of information are defined
by VHSE or QHS and physical entities by ~QHS, therefore.
Because this form of knowledge is symbolic it can be transferred from one agent or medium to another.
Symbolising Knowing of…
We know of physical entities such as objects and relationships. To distinguish an item of knowledge
from the physical entity that it represents, inverted commas are used, e.g., “a”, represents a as an item
of information rather than as a collection of physical entities.
Items of information are singular entities even if they refer to plural collections. Thus:
“a” = “a”1

(DS24)(Definition of “a”)

and since (a = b) = (“a” = “b”) (TS590)
it is also true that:
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(a = a1) = (“a” = “a1”)
1

1

(a  a ) = (“a”  “a ”)

(TT432)
(TT914)

If “a” is an item of information, then HS“a” is the collection of all agents and media of communication
which hold it, i.e., everyone and everything that knows of “a”. However, because everything in
Symbolic Reasoning is from the perspective of the observer or speaker, HS“a” is more correctly
described as being all agents or media that the observer or speaker knows to hold the item of
information “a”. Similarly, VHSd1 is more correctly described as being all information that the observer
or speaker knows d1 to hold.
Thus, knowing of… is symbolised as follows. If a is the collection of apes and d1 is the agent David,
then “a” VHSd1 means “All apes are known of by David”.
Symbolising Knowing that…
We know that a proposition is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible. Any proposition
such as a  b is a truth set and can be plural, therefore. Thus, if we were to express the statement “d1
knows/thinks/believes that a  b” using the symbolism (a  b) VHSd1 two problems would arise:
(1)

the equation would not balance because the order of the left-hand side is greater than that of the
right-hand side; and

(2)

the left-hand side would be the universal set and the expression would imply that David knows
everything.

To overcome these problems, any proposition is enclosed in inverted commas to indicate that it is a
singular item of information rather than a truth set. Knowing that… is symbolised as follows, therefore.
If a b means “all apes are brown” and d1 is the agent David, then “a b”  VHSd1 means “That all
apes are brown is known by David”, i.e., “David knows that all apes are brown”.
Symbolising Not Knowing of… or Not Knowing that…
If an agent or medium does not hold an item of knowledge, then this is described as a lack of
knowledge. Lack of knowledge is expressed in natural language using the verbs “does not know of”,
“does not know that”, “does not believe that” and “does not think that”. It is important to note that
these verbs do not necessarily mean “knows, believes or thinks that it is false that”. Thus, HS“a1” is
the set of all things which are not agents or media holding the item of information “a1” and VHSd1
means all things which are not items information held by the agent or medium d1, i.e., all things that
d1 does not know of… or does not know that….
Again, more correctly, HS“a1” is the collection of all agents or media that the observer or speaker
knows not to hold the item of information “a1”. Similarly, VHSd1 means all items information which
the observer or speaker knows not to be held by the agent or medium d1.
Thus, for example, “a” VHSd1 can mean “No apes are known of by David”.
Symbolising Uncertainties and Possibilities
When, for example, a proposition, a b, is first learned by David from some other source and is not
consistent with his existing knowledge that a b, then he may come to regard his existing knowledge
as being uncertain, i.e., “(ab)  E”  VHSd1 and the new knowledge as being possible, i.e., “(a b)
”  VHSd1. These two equations are, of course, the same.
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Implied Conditions
It is implicit in the equations which follow that, for example, d1 in an expression such as VHSd1 is an
agent or medium of communication. It is also implicit that d1 exists. The equations are conditional on
(d1 SHS)(d1  ) therefore. The same is true for any other agent or medium described in the equations.
These conditions are not normally stated, but can be invoked when necessary.
Furthermore, the following theorem states that the knowledge held by an agent or medium is not null.
This axiom can also be invoked when necessary.
(d1 SHS)(d1  ) ( VHSd1  )

(TT400) (Agents and Media Hold Knowledge)

Symbolising the Observer or Speaker
In Symbolic Reasoning, any statement is from the knowledge of the speaker or observer, and it is
normally unnecessary to symbolise him. However, in circumstances where it is necessary to refer to
the speaker or observer explicitly, then the symbol J1 (mnemonic French “Je” or “I”) is used. Thus,
V
HSJ1 means all information that the observer or speaker holds, i.e., everything that he is aware of,
knows, believes, or thinks.
When we reason, we do so solely with the knowledge in our own minds, i.e., with our schemata. We
cannot use anything other than that. Thus, if an agent is not aware of something then, for him, that
thing does not exist. The convention in Symbolic Reasoning is therefore that what is not known by the
speaker or observer does not exist and is the null set, i.e., . This can be symbolised:
V

HSJ1 = 

(AR80) Subjectivity Axiom

Conversely, what is known by the speaker or observer represents the universe in its entirety, i.e., E.
This can be symbolised:
V

HSJ1 = E

(TS027)

77.4 Conversion to Epistemic Form
Conversion Rules
To convert a physical entity, collection, or proposition in Symbolic Reasoning to epistemic form and
vice versa the following rules are used:
Non-epistemic Meaning and Symbolism
1

Epistemic Symbolism and Meaning

The physical entity a .

a

“a ”

a1 as an item of information.

The collection of physical entities a.

a

“a”

a as an item of information.

as exist.

a

“a” VHSJ1

The speaker or observer knows of
as.

as do not exist.

a=

“a” VHSJ1

The speaker or observer does not
know of as.

The proposition {p}.

{p}

“{p}”

{p} as an item of information.

The proposition {p} is certain.

{p} = E

“{p}” VHSJ1

The speaker or observer holds that
the proposition {p} is true.

The proposition {p} is impossible.

{p} = 

“~{p}” VHSJ1

The speaker or observer holds that
the proposition {p} is false.

The proposition {p} does not exist.

None

“{p}” VHSJ1

The speaker or observer does not
know of the proposition {p}.

1

1
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A proposition expressed as a relationship
and stripped of any information
concerning its truth or falsity, e.g., the
relationship set VSa1.{}.VQb1 for the
proposition a  b.*

r

“r”

r as an item of information.

___

___

V

“r” HSJ

___

___

“r”  VHSJ1

1

The speaker or observer knows of
the proposition r but does not
necessarily know whether it is true
or false.
The speaker or observer does not
know of the proposition r.

* This is explained in the next chapter.
These conversions use the following definitions and theorems:
(a  ) = (“a” VHSJ1)

(DR01)(Definition of Knowing of)

(a = ) = (“a” VHSJ1)

(TT709)(Definition of not Knowing of)

{p}= (“{p}” HSJ )

(DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)

({p} = ) = (“~{p}” VHSJ1)

(TS999)

V

1

Quantification of Knowing of…
If a is a plural collection of physical entities, then it is possible for an agent to know of all, not all,
some, or none of them. These options are symbolised as shown in the table below.
Symbolism

Simplified Symbolism

Meaning

(x1a)  (“x1” VHSJ1)

(“a”  VHSJ1)

The speaker or observer knows of all as.

(x1a)  (“x1” VHSJ1)

None

The speaker or observer does not know of all as.

(x1a)  (“x1” VHSJ1)

None

The speaker or observer knows of some as.

(x1a)  (“x1” VHSJ1)

(“a”  VHSJ1)

The speaker or observer does not know of any as.

If a1 is a singular entity, then this simplifies as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

(“a1”  VHSJ1)

The speaker or observer knows of a1.

(“a1”  VHSJ1)

The speaker or observer does not know of a1.
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Chapter 78 Knowing…
78.1 Symbolising Knowing…
There are several types of physical entity that we can know, e.g., circumstances, physical objects,
events, states, changes of state, etc.
Knowing an entity is symbolised as follows. If a1 is the ape and d1 is David, then:
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1 Ka1

David knows the ape.

a1  VKd1

The ape is known by David.

d1  Ka1

David does not know the ape.

a1  VKd1

The ape is not known by David.

If a is the collection of apes, then:
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1  Ka

David knows all apes.

a  VKd1

All apes are known by David.

d1  Ka

David does not know all apes.

a  VKd1

Not all apes are known by David.

d1  Ka

David knows some apes.

a VKd1

Some apes are known by David.

d1  Ka

David knows no apes.

a VKd1

No apes are known by David.

If h is the collection of people, then:
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

h  Kd1

Everyone knows David.

d1  VKh

David is known by everyone.

h  Kd1

Not everyone knows David.

d1  VKh

David is not known by everyone.

h  Kd1

Someone knows David.

d1  VKh

David is known by someone.

h Kd1

No-one knows David.

d1  VKh

David is known by no-one.

Physical entities can, of course, include events. Thus, if VSa1.c.VQb1 is the collection of events in which
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc then, for example:
Sa1.c.VQb1  VKd1 means “some instances of Andrew climbing Mont Blanc are known

V

or “David knows (some instances) of Andrew climbing Mont Blanc”.

of by David”
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78.2 Knowing Collections of Entities which are Fully Knowable or Not Fully
Knowable
The way in which knowing collections is symbolised depends on whether the collection is fully
knowable. This, in turn, depends on the number of members in the collection, their spatial and temporal
distribution, and the agent’s capacity to represent them. A unit set or individual entity is clearly fully
knowable. However, its complement, i.e., everything which is not that entity, is an infinite collection
and clearly not fully knowable. Similarly, a truth set is unbounded and not fully knowable. However,
a collection of entities of a particular type may either be fully knowable or not, and a judgement must
therefore be made. For example, the collection of planets in the solar system is fully knowable but the
collection of stars in the universe is not.
If a collection of entities, a, is fully knowable, then an agent, d1, may know all, not all, some, or none
of them. The way in which this is symbolised is shown in the table below.
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1 Ka or

d1 knows all as.

a VKd1

All as are known by d1.

(TS028)

d1 Ka
d1 Ka or

d1 does not know all as.

d1 Ka
d1 Ka or

a  VKd1

Not all as are known by d1.

(TS029)
d1 knows some as.

d1 Ka

a  VKd1

Some as are known by d1.

(TS031)

d1 Ka or

d1 knows no as.

a VKd1

d1 Ka

d1 does not know (any) as.

(TS030)

No as are known of by d1.

The negative equations are conditional on the existence of a (in the mind of the observer or speaker) as they are derived
from the theorem ((a) = E)  ((a b)  (a b)) (TM175).
The theorem numbers given above are versions of the Active/Passive theorems and are used to derive the passive
equation from the active equation.

However, if a collection of entities, a, is not fully knowable, then an agent, d1, cannot know all of them,
i.e., a  VKd1. He, can only know some or none of them. The symbolism used to describe this is the
same as that used in the final two rows of the table above, therefore.

78.3 Theorems of Knowing…
It is axiomatic that an agent knows himself, i.e.:
(d1 SK) (d1 VKd1)

(AS85) Axiom of Self Knowledge
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Chapter 79 Knowing of …
79.1 Introduction
There are several entities that we can know of:
(1)

a physical object;

(2)

the relationship associated with an event, state or change of state, but not its truth or probability;

(3)

a circumstance; and

(4)

a body of knowledge, i.e., a set entity comprising items of information.

These are described in more detail in the sections below.
An agent or medium’s knowledge of these entities and his knowledge that they exist, do not exist, are
true, or are false are different concepts. For the agent to know that an entity exists, does not exist, is
true or is false, he must first know of it. However, knowledge of entities says nothing about their
physical existence. For example, an agent may know of unicorns and, at the same time, know that they
do not exist. The statement a =means that the speaker knows of the entities a, but knows that they
do not exist. Similarly, a  means that the speaker knows of the entities a, and knows that they do
exist. There is no inconsistency in knowing of entities which do not physically exist. In fact, this form
of knowledge is necessary to enable us to state that things do not exist.
An agent or medium either knows of entities or does not. If an agent knows of them, then he can
symbolise them by, for example, naming them and can form relationships using them. If the agent
does not know of them, then he cannot symbolise or use them.
If entities are referred to in a statement, then the speaker or observer knows of them. Thus, the simple
statement a or a E means that the speaker or observer knows of a. Note that a E is true irrespective
of whether or not a is the null set. Thus, a or a E say nothing about the physical existence of a.
If, however, the speaker or observer does not know of something, then, because every statement is
from the knowledge of the speaker or observer, it cannot be symbolised. We cannot symbolise what
the speaker or observer does not know of.
The same is not true for other agents and media, however. It is possible for the speaker or observer to
know of entities that another agent does not. However, because every statement is from the knowledge
of the speaker or observer, he must know of the entities before it can be said that the other agent or
medium does or does not. The other agent or medium’s knowledge or lack of knowledge of them is
neither correct nor incorrect from the perspective of the speaker or observer, i.e., it cannot be said that
an agent correctly or incorrectly knows of the entities. He, she, or it simply either knows of them or
does not know of them.

79.2 Symbolising Knowing of…
Introduction
Things that are known are physical entities but things that are known of are information. To distinguish
between the two what is known of is enclosed in inverted commas. For example, if a is the physical
set of apes, then “a” is their equivalent as an item of information.
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Knowing of Physical Objects
If a1 is a physical object, then d1s knowledge or otherwise of a1 can then be symbolised as follows:
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1  HS“a1” or

d1 knows of a1.

“a1”  VHSd1 or

a1 is known of by d1.

d1  HS“a1”

“a1”  VHSd1

d1  HS“a1” or

d1 does not know of a1.

d1 HS“a1”

“a1”  VHSd1 or

a1 is not known of by d1.

“a1”  VHSd1

If h is the collection of people and a1 is a physical object, then:
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

h  HS“a1”

Everyone knows of a1.

“a1”  VHSh

a1 is known of by everyone.

h  HS“a1”

Not everyone knows of a1.

“a1”  VHSh

a1 is not known of by everyone.

h  HS“a1”

Someone knows of a1.

“a1”  VHSh

a1 is known of by someone.

h HS“a1”

No-one knows of a1.

“a1”  VHSh

a1 is known of by no-one.

Agents or media can also know of plural collections of objects. In the example below “a” may, for
example, be the collection of all apes as an item of information.
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1  HS“a”

d1 knows of all as.

“a” VHSd1

All as are known of
by d1.

(x1 a)  (d1  HS“x1”)

d1 does not know of all as.

(x1 a)  (“x1” VHSd1)

Not all as are known of
by d1.

(x1 a)  (d1  HS“x1”)

d1 knows of some as.

(x1 a)  (“x1” VHSd1)

Some as are known of
by d1.

d1  HS“a”

d1 knows of no as.

“a” VHSd1

No as are known of
by d1.

Knowing of Types of Entity
If an agent “knows of” a type of entity then he, she or it knows of a set entity rather than the set as a
collection. For example, the agent d1 knows of apes, a1, rather than every individual ape, a. Thus, this
type of knowledge is symbolised “a1”  VHSd1. Conversely, if the agent does not know of apes this is
symbolised “a1”  VHSd1.
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Knowing of Circumstances and Types of Circumstance
Every physical part of space-time is a circumstance. Circumstances may be physical entities of any
type including physical objects, relationships between entities, or set entities comprising a number of
physical objects or relationships. Knowing of circumstances is the same as knowing of entities but
described in a different way. Similarly, knowing of types of circumstance is the same as knowing of
types of entity but, again, expressed in a different way. Thus, the same symbolism is used as in the
two sub-sections above.
Knowing of Characteristics
Characteristics such as brown, round, happy, etc. are abstract in nature but nonetheless a part of the
physical universe. The characteristic “brown” or b1, for example, is the aggregate of the complement
of everything in space-time which is not brown. This entity is infinite in extent and difficult to
perceive, therefore. However, it does have a physical equivalent, i.e., VAb1 or the aggregate of all
brown things, which can be known of through knowledge of some of its members, {}VAb1. Thus, if
an agent, d1, knows of the characteristic brown this is symbolised “VAb1” VHSd1. Conversely, if the
agent does not know of it this is symbolised “VAb1” VHSd1.
Knowing of Propositions
Normally, we know that a proposition is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible.
However, it is also possible to know of a proposition without knowing its truth or otherwise. Knowing
of a proposition means knowing only the relationship that it describes. For example, the proposition
a  b, can be expressed VSa1.{}.VQb1   . However, its relationship part is VSa1.{}.VQb1 and it is this
relationship part that we know of. Thus, for example “VSa1.{}.VQb1”VHSd1 which means “David
knows of the proposition a  b but does not necessarily know its truth”.
Tensing Knowledge of …
The knowledge held by an agent changes with time. He learns new items of knowledge, and forgets
old items of knowledge. Thus, a method is needed for of symbolizing an agent’s knowledge at any
particular time. The technique used are described in the example below.
Let:
“a1” VHSd1

mean “David knows of a1.”

This proposition can be tensed in the same way as other propositions, firstly by converting it to
relationship form, i.e.:
S“a1”.{}.VQ VHSd1 which

V

also means “David knows of a1”,

and then adding a tense function, i.e.:
{>}T(VS“a1”.{}.VQ VHSd1)  David

knew of a1.

Bodies of Knowledge
A body of knowledge is a collection of items of information that is knowable, for example, everything
that d1 knows, i.e., VHSd1, or mathematics, m. The symbolism m is plural and describes mathematics
as a discrete set comprising several theorems each of which is an item of information.
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To know a body of knowledge is to know of a plural collection of items of information. An agent may
know all, not all, some, or none of these items. The way in which this is symbolised is shown in the
table below.
Active Proposition

Passive Proposition

Symbolism

Meaning

Symbolism

Meaning

d1 HSm1

d1 knows of maths.

m1 VHSd1

Maths is known of by d1.

d1 HSm1

d1 does not know of maths.

m1 VHSd1

Maths is not known of by d1.

d1  HSm

d1 knows all maths

m VHSd1

All maths is known by d1

(x1 m) 
(d1  HS“x1”)

d does not know all maths

(x1 m) 
1

(x1 m) 

1

1

(d  HS“x ”)

d1 knows some maths

d1  HSm

(“x1” VHSd1)
(x1 m) 
1

V

1

(“x ”  HSd )

d1 knows no maths

Not all maths is known by d1

Some maths is known by d1

m VHSd1

No maths is known by d1

79.3 Theorems of Knowing of…
Knowing Implies Knowing of…
If an agent knows something or some things, then he knows of them, but not necessarily vice versa.
This can be symbolized:
(aVKd1)  (“a”VHSd1)

(AS97) Knowing Implies Knowing of…

1

If d is substituted for a in the above, then this yields:
(d1VKd1)  (“d1”VHSd1)

and, since d1VKd1 is axiomatic and implies that d1 is an agent:
(d1 SK) (“d1”VHSd1)

(TT558)

1

i.e., if d is an agent it knows of itself.
Knowing of… of and Not Knowing of… are Mutually Exclusive
If an item of information exists and an agent knows of it then he does not not know of it.
This can be symbolized (“b”  VHSa1) = (“b” VHSa1) (TS049)
and is derived from the Inverse Unit Subset Rule (TM090).
Thus, the agent either knows of it or he does not. This can be symbolized:
(“b” VHSa1).(“b” VHSa1) = 

This is an example of the theorem aa =  (TM621) Complement Conjunction.
Knowing of Something about… Implies Knowing of….
Clearly, if an agent knows of something about an entity, then this implies that the agent knows of that
entity. Furthermore, if an agent knows of something about a collection of entities, then he, she or it
knows of those entities. Finally, if an agent knows of something about a proposition, e.g., whether it
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is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible, then he, she or it knows of that proposition.
This is described by:
(AS95) Knowledge of… Axiom

(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)

where a may be a singular entity, a plural collection of entities or the relationship part of a proposition.
If the plural a is replaced by the singular entity a1 then this becomes:
(TT535)

(“Fa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

If a is replaced by r, i.e., the relationship part of a proposition then this becomes:
(“Fr”  VHSd1) (“r”  VHSd1)

where Fr can be the proposition with its truth component reinstated.
Conversely, if an agent does not know of something, then he cannot know of anything about it, i.e.:
(“a”  VHSd1) (“Fa”  VHSd1)





(TT437)

For example, if David knows of the concept of Andrew climbing Mont Blanc, i.e., “VSa1.c.VQb1”
V
HSd1, then from this it can be concluded that David knows of the things described in the table below.
Symbolism
Conclusion
David knows of Andrew

“a1”  VHSd1

David knows of Mont Blanc

“b1”  VHSd1

David knows of acts of climbing

“c”  VHSd1

David knows of things done by Andrew

“VSa1”  VHSd1

David knows of things done to Mont Blanc

“VQa1”  VHSd1

etc.

The Knowledge of… Axiom, above, implies if an agent knows of something about an entity, i.e., some
relationship with it, then he, she or it must know of the entity. For example:
(“VSa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)
V

1

V

1

1

V

1

(“ Qa ”  HSd ) (“a ”  HSd )

(TS073)
(TS074)

i.e., if an agent knows of some relationships with an entity, then he, she or it knows of the entity.
Conversely, if an agent does not know of the entity, then he, she or it does not know of any
relationships with it.
(“a1” VHSd1) (“VSa1”  VHSd1)
1

V

1

V

1

V

1

(“a ”  HSd )  (“ Qa ”  HSd )

(TS034)
(TS075)

For example, if David does not know of unicorns, then he cannot know of anything regarding unicorns.
The Axiom (AS95) Knowledge of… Axiom can be combined with the causal laws of learning and
communication explained later to yield the following:
(1)

If an agent does not know of an entity but observes something in the physical universe
involving that entity, then he comes to know of the entity.

(2)

If an agent does not know of an entity but observes some information in a medium of
communication involving that entity, then he comes to know of the entity.
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(3)

If an agent does not know of an entity but imagines it from pre-existing knowledge then, he
comes to know of the entity.
Self-Knowledge

If an agent d1 knows of some relationship with himself, i.e., something about himself, this can be
symbolised “VSd1” VHSd1. If the agent knows of something about himself then he knows of himself.
This can be expressed:
(“VSd1” VHSd1) (“d1” VHSd1)

(TS035)

Conversely, if d1 does not know of anything about himself this can be symbolised VSd1  VHSd1. If the
agent does not know of himself, then he knows of nothing about himself. This can be expressed:
(“d1” VHSd1)  (“VSd1”  VHSd1) 

(TS036)

Knowledge of Collections and Set Entities
Knowing of a collection is the same as knowing of a set entity, i.e.:
(TS077)

(“a”VHSd1) = (“a1”VHSd1)

This is derived from the following:
(AS95) Knowledge of… Axiom

(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)
1

(AR02) Definition of Disaggregation for Continuum Sets

1

(a  SC)  (a = {}a )
(a  SD) = (a = ({}a ).({}{}a ))

(DR93) Definition of Disaggregation for Discrete Sets

(a )  (a1 = ({}a)({}{}a))

(DR98) General Definition of Aggregation

1

1

1

Conversely, if an agent does not know of any individual entity of a particular type he does not know
of the type, i.e.:
(“a”VHSd1) = (“a1”VHSd1)

(TS078)
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Chapter 80 Knowing that …
80.1 Introduction
Knowing that… applies to propositions and means knowing, thinking or believing that a proposition
is true, certain, uncertain, possible, impossible or false.
An agent or medium’s knowledge that… may be correct or incorrect relative to that of the speaker or
observer. Nevertheless, the agent believes it to be correct. Knowledge that… can be transferred from
one agent to another via a medium of communication, or it can be deduced by an agent from his, her
or its knowledge of circumstances.

80.2 Symbolising Knowing that…
Knowing that… is symbolised in the manner shown in the table below, where {p} is any proposition.
In natural language, knowing that… can be described in several ways. For example, if an agent does
not know that a proposition is true, this is the same as the agent knowing that the proposition is
uncertain. Examples of such statements and the ways that they are symbolised are given in the table
below.
It is important to note that not knowing a proposition is not the same as knowing that a proposition is
false. Rather it is a total unawareness of the proposition. The agent does not know of the proposition
and, thus, cannot know whether it is true or false.
Symbolism

Meaning

Simplified Meaning

“{p}”  VHSd1

d1 knows that {p} (is true).

d1 knows that {p} (is true).

“{p}”  VHSd1

d1 does not know that {p} (is true).

d1 does not know that {p} (is true).

“{p} = E”  VHSd1

d1 knows that it is certain that {p} (is true).

d1 is certain that {p} (is true).

“{p} = E”  VHSd1

d1 does not know that it is certain that {p} (is true).

___

“{p} E”  VHSd1

d1 knows that it is uncertain that {p} (is true).

d1 is uncertain that {p} (is true).

“{p} E”  VHSd1

d1 does not know that it is uncertain that {p} (is true).

___

1

d knows that it is possible that {p} is false.

___

d1 knows that it is possible that {p} (is true).

___

d1 knows that it is uncertain that {p} is false.

d1 is uncertain that {p} is false.

d1 does not know that it is possible that {p} (is true).

___

“{p} ”  VHSd1

“{p} ”  VHSd1

1

“{p} =”  VHSd1

“{p} =”  VHSd1

d does not know that it is uncertain that {p} is false.

___

d1 knows that it is impossible that {p} (is true).

d1 knows that {p} is false.

d1 knows that it is certain that {p} is false.

d1 is certain that {p} is false.

d1 does not know that it is impossible that {p} (is true).
1

d does not know that it is certain that {p} is false.

___
1

d does not know that {p} is false.
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80.3 Subjective Truth
For the proposition {p} to be objectively true, the statement that it makes must be correct in all physical
circumstances, i.e., the universal set. Whilst the universal set is infinite, what we know is finite. It is
impossible for us to know the universal set and, thus, impossible for us to be certain that any
proposition is objectively true. Rather, from our practical knowledge of the truth of {p}, we infer, by
induction, that {p} is objectively true in all physical circumstances.
The only way we can believe a proposition to be false is for it to contradict something else that we
know. Thus, we will accept as true anything which does not contradict what we know.

80.4 Reflexive Epistemic Propositions
Reflexive epistemic propositions are ones in which the agent who holds the item of knowledge is the
subject or object of the minor proposition, e.g.:
“I know that I climb Mont Blanc” or “VSJ1.c.VQb1 ” VHSJ1; and
“Andrew knows that he climbs Mont Blanc” or “VSa1.c.VQb1”  VHSa1.

80.5 Tensing Knowledge that …
A proposition comprising knowledge that… , e.g., “David knows that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” is
a compound proposition which has the minor proposition, {p} or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, as the
object of the major proposition “David knows that {p}”. The minor, proposition can be tensed, e.g.,
“David knows that Andrew climbed Mont Blanc”, the major proposition can be tensed, e.g., “David
knew that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or both can be tensed, e.g., “David knew that Andrew had
climbed Mont Blanc”.
To tense the minor proposition, e.g., a1 cb1 or “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”, it must first be
converted to relationship form, i.e.: VSa1.c.VQb1 . The tense function is then added, i.e.:
{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1)  or “Andrew climbed Mont Blanc”. This minor proposition is then embedded in
the major proposition, i.e., “{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) ”  VHSd1 or “David knows that Andrew climbed
Mont Blanc” .
To tense the major proposition, e.g., “{p}”  VHSd1 or “David knows that {p}”, it must first be converted
to relationship form, i.e., VS“{p}”.{}.VQ(VHSd1) . The tense function is then added, i.e.,
{>}T(VS“{p}”.{}.VQ(VHSd1))  or “David knew that {p}”. The minor proposition is then substituted
for {p}, i.e., {>}T(VS“VSa1.c.VQb1 ”.{}.VQ(VHSd1))  or “David knew that Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc”.
To tense both propositions, a tensed minor proposition can be substituted into the tensed major
proposition, i.e. {>}T(VS“{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1) ”.{}.VQ(VHSd1)) , which means “David knew that
Andrew had climbed Mont Blanc”.

80.6 Deduction from Knowledge that …
Introduction
A medium of communication has no reasoning skills and cannot, therefore, deduce any new
knowledge from its existing knowledge. However, an agent may be able to deduce other knowledge
from his existing knowledge, providing he has the necessary reasoning skills and the time and
inclination to exercise them.
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Deductions cannot be made by manipulating epistemic equations. For example, we cannot deduce
from “a b”  VHSd1 and “b c”  VHSd1 that “a c”  VHSd1 by simply manipulating those
equations. This confirms that if d1 knows that a b and b c, then it does not necessarily follow that
he knows that a c. Rather the premises and the conclusion are causally related. Additional causes
may be necessary, and inhibitors may need to be absent for the conclusion to be reached.
However, to determine what it is possible for an agent to deduce, the epistemic equations which
represent his knowledge are converted to factual equations. The deductions are then carried out in this
form and the results converted back into epistemic form. An example is given below.
Example
“a  b” VHSd1
(a  b) = E
a b
“b  c” VHSd1
(b  c) = E
b c
a c
(a  c) = E
“a  c” VHSd1

Conversion to Factual Form
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn1)
(Epistemic Eqn2)
Conversion to Factual Form
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)(Eqn2)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism Eqns1&2)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
Conversion to Epistemic Form

Strictly, however, because the agent d1 may lack reasoning skills or may not use them, it can only be
said that it is possible that d1 knows that a  c, i.e. (“a  c”VHSd1) .
Conversion of Knowing… Propositions.
Propositions which express knowing…, e.g., aVKd1 or “David knows all apes” are already in factual
form and cannot be further simplified. However, the information that they express is from the
perspective of the speaker or observer, and they can be converted to epistemic propositions which
specifically express that. For example, aVKd1 becomes VHSJ1  “aVKd1”, i.e., “The speaker or
observer knows that David knows all apes”.
Conversion of Knowing of… Propositions.
The epistemic proposition “a”VHSd1 or “David knows of all apes” converts to the factual proposition
a  E, which says nothing about a. In particular, it says nothing about whether members of a exist or
not. To be meaningful, factual propositions must say something about their subject or object, for
example that it exists or does not exist. There is no advantage in converting the epistemic form to the
factual form, therefore. However, there is advantage in the reverse process. For example, if an agent
or medium mentions apes even if only as the statement “Apes.” then it is certain that he knows of apes.
Conversion of Knowing that… Propositions.
All factual propositions can be converted to epistemic propositions, and vice versa. This enables the
latter to be converted to a simpler form, manipulated using the general rules of Symbolic Reasoning,
and then converted back to epistemic propositions.
If {p} is any factual proposition, then the equivalent epistemic proposition is
(“{p}”VHSd1),
a  or

i.e., “David knows that {p}”. For example:

“apes exist” becomes “a ”  VHSd1 or “David knows that apes exist” and vice versa; and
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ab or “All apes are brown things” becomes “ab”  VHSd1 or “David knows that all apes are brown

things” and vice versa.
Conversion of Knowing that… Propositions Involving the Speaker or Observer
Let {p} be any proposition held by the speaker or observer to be true, i.e., any factual proposition. Then
the rule for conversion to an epistemic proposition is:
{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

(DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)

Everything that speaker or observer regards as true, false, certain, uncertain, possible or impossible is
treated by Symbolic Reasoning as being true, false, certain, uncertain, possible or impossible, and vice
versa. Using theorems derived from this axiom, the statement “a  b is possible”, i.e. (a  b) , for
example, can be converted to VHSJ1 “a  b” .
Thus, the theorems used in conversion are:
{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

(DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)

({p}  E)= (“{p}  E”  VHSJ1)

(TS041)

({p}  )= (“{p}  ”  VHSJ1)

(TS043)

({p} = )= (“{p} = ”  VHSJ1)

(TS042)

80.7 Correct and Incorrect Knowledge that …
Three main verbs are used to describe “knowledge that …”, i.e.: “to know that”, “to believe that” and
“to think that”. These three verbs have the same meaning, but are coloured by different emphases on
their correctness relative to the knowledge of the speaker or observer.
For the knowledge of an agent or medium to be correct, it must be consistent with that of the speaker
or observer. If this is not the case, then the agent or medium’s knowledge is deemed to be incorrect.
In the case of “knows that…”, there is an inherent assumption that the knowledge of the agent is
consistent with that of the speaker or observer. The statement “correctly knows that” is often simplified
by ellipsis to “knows that…”, therefore. Thus, statements in Symbolic Reasoning using “knows
that…” or “correctly knows that…” also require a statement of consistent knowledge by the speaker
or observer. For example, if the agent d1 correctly knows that a1 does not exist then:
(“a1 = ” VHSJ1).(“a1 = ” VHSd1) or

more simply “a1 = ” (VHSJ1).(VHSd1)

If J1 is replaced by d1 in the above, then the first proposition becomes the same as the second and, thus,
there is no inconsistency.
Similarly, statements using “incorrectly knows that” require a statement of inconsistent knowledge by
the speaker or observer. For example, if the agent incorrectly knows that a1 does not exist then:
(“a1  ” VHSJ1).(“a1 = ” VHSd1)

and if J1 is replaced by d1 in the first proposition, then the two items of knowledge contradict one
another.
In the case of “thinks that…”, there is an inherent assumption that the knowledge of the agent is
incorrect relative to that of the speaker or observer. We may say “correctly thinks that…” or
“incorrectly thinks that…”. However, the latter is often simplified by ellipsis to “thinks that…”. Thus,
statements containing “correctly thinks that” require a statement of consistent knowledge by the
speaker or observer and statements containing “incorrectly thinks that…” or “thinks that…” require a
statement of inconsistent knowledge by him.
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In the case of “believes that…”, there is no inherent assumption regarding the correctness or
incorrectness of this knowledge. Thus, a statement containing “believes that…” does not require a
statement of the knowledge of the speaker or observer. However, “correctly believes that…” and
“incorrectly believes that…” do require such a statement.
Finally, when it is the knowledge of the speaker or observer that is described using the verbs “knows
that…”, “thinks that…” or “believes that…”, then this merely expresses different degrees of
confidence in the truth of the proposition on the part of the speaker. These verbs are, therefore, all
symbolised in the same way. Furthermore, the speaker or observer believes his knowledge to be correct
and the adverbs “correctly” and “incorrectly” are not used, therefore.
In summary, where {p} is any proposition:
Passive Symbolism

Meaning
It is known by d1 that {p}.

(“{p}”  VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSd1)

It is correctly known by d1 that {p}.
It is correctly believed by d1 that {p}.
It is correctly thought by d1 that {p}.
It is incorrectly known by d1 that {p}.

(“~{p}”  VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSd1)

It is incorrectly believed by d1 that {p}.
It is incorrectly thought by d1 that {p}.
It is thought by d1 that {p}.

(“{p}” VHSd1)

It is believed by d1 that {p}.

(“{p}” VHSJ1)

It is known/ thought/ believed by J1 that
{p}.

80.8 Theorems of Knowing that …
Correct Observation Implies Existence
If an agent correctly observes an entity a1, then that entity must exist. However, because agents are
fallible, observation alone does not imply existence. This observation must also be correct. Thus:
(“a1 ” VHSJ1).((VKd1)1 V(Ia1)(VHSE)1) (“a1 ” VHSJ1)

(TS097)

This law is a variation of Conjunction Elimination (TM083), i.e., aba.
Similarly, if an agent correctly observes the body of information a in the medium of communication
e1 then e1 holds that information.
(“a”  VHSe1).((VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)(VHSe1)1) (“a”  VHSe1)

(TS098)

which is also a variation of Conjunction Elimination (TM083), i.e., aba.
The expressions (VKd1)1 V(Ia1)(VHSE)1 and (VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)(VHSe1)1 are explained in Chapter 85.
However, the former means that d1 comes to know a1 from a source other than information held by an
agent or medium. The latter means that d1 comes to know of members of a from the medium of
communication e1.
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Knowing implies Knowing that…
If an agent knows some entities of a particular type from observation of them in the environment, then
this implies that he knows that entities of that type exist. This can be symbolised:
(AS99) Knowing Implies Knowing that…

(aVKd1)  (“a1  ”VHSd1)
1

If is a is replaced by the singular entity a , then this simplifies to:
(a1 )(a1VKd1)  (“a1  ”  VHSd1)

(TT554)

i.e., if an agent knows something he knows that it exists.
Knowing that… Implies Knowing of…
In the axiom:
(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)

(AS95) Knowledge of… Axiom

can be a proposition which has a as a term. Thus, if d1 knows that a proposition with a as a term is
true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible, then he knows of a.
Fa

From (AS95) it can be deduced that if an agent knows that the relationships of type r exist, i.e., r  , or
do not exist, i.e., r = , then he knows of that type of relationship, i.e.:
(“r  ”  VHSd1) + (“r = ” VHSd1)(“r”VHSd1)

(TT710) Knowing that… implies Knowing of…

Conversely, if the agent does not know of that type of relationship, then he does not know whether
such relationships exist or not, i.e.:
(“r”VHSd1) (“r  ” VHSd1).(“r = ”VHSd1)

(TT324)

The expressions “r  ” and “r = ” are, of course, propositions in relationship form, and r is the
relationship part of the proposition. Thus, the axiom (AS95) also means that if an agent knows a
proposition to be true or false, then he knows of the relationship part of the proposition.
Theorems of the Consistency of Knowledge
The following rules which relate (correctly) knowing that…, incorrectly knowing that…, and
believing that… are relatively easily derived from the theorems of Symbolic Reasoning. The first
theorem is the Axiom D of conventional epistemic logic.
Symbolism

Meaning

(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}”VHSd1) 

If d1 (correctly) knows (that it is true) that {p}, then it is
not the case that d1 (correctly) knows that it is false that
{p}.

~((“~{p}”  VHSJ1).(“~{p}” VHSd1)) (TS076)
(“~{p}” VHSJ1).(“~{p}” VHSd1) 
~((“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSd1)) (TS052)
(“{p}” VHSd1) ~(“~{p}” VHSd1) (TS053)

If d1 (correctly) knows that it is false that {p}, then it is not
the case that d1 (correctly) knows that it is true that {p}.
If d1 believes (that it is true) that {p}, then it is not the case
that d1 believes that it is false that {p}.
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Chapter 81 Knowledge of Own and Others’ Knowledge
81.1 Symbolising Knowledge of Others’ Knowledge
If, for example, an agent d1 knows that a b is true, then this is symbolised “a b” VHSd1. However,
“a b” VHSd1 is a proposition held to be true by the speaker or observer, i.e., information that he
holds. In other words, J1 knows that d1 knows that a b. This can, in turn, be symbolised
““a b” VHSd1”  VHSJ1.
Similarly, if an agent e1 knows that d1 knows that a b, then ““a b” VHSd1”  VHSe1. Again,
however, this is a proposition held to be true by the speaker or observer and so
“““a b” VHSd1”  VHSe1” VHSJ1.
This process can continue indefinitely for any number of agents.
A similar technique is used to describe one agent as knowing, for example, that another knows an
entity; does not know an entity; knows of an entity; does not know of an entity; knows that a
proposition is true false, certain, uncertain, possible, impossible, etc., or does not know this.
It is also possible to describe correct and incorrect knowledge, by including the appropriate terms, e.g.,
e1 knows that d1 (incorrectly) thinks that all as are bs.

81.2 Theorems of the Knowledge of Others’ Knowledge
Note that what an agent knows, i.e., VKd1, what he also knows of, i.e., VHSd1. It is not necessary,
therefore, to include any consideration of the former in the discussion below.
If an agent does not know of entities of type a, then he cannot know of another agent knowing of them.
This can be symbolized:
(TS066)

(“a” VHSd1) (““a” VHSe1”  VHSd1)

This theorem also applies when a is a particular individual physical object or relationship, i.e., if an
agent does not know of an entity, then he does not know that another agent knows of it, or:
(“a1” VHSd1) (““a1” VHSe1”  VHSd1)

81.3

(TS068)

Knowledge of Own Knowledge

Symbolising an Agent’s Knowledge of His Own Knowledge
Only an agent, i.e., a thinking reasoning being, can know its own knowledge. In fact, to be capable of
reasoning, an agent must know its own knowledge. Media of communication, on the other hand, lack
the ability to know what information they hold.
An agent can know that he, she, or it knows of something or knows that something. If d1 knows that
he knows of a1 then this is symbolized ““a1” VHSd1” VHSd1.
If d1 knows that he knows that a b then this is symbolized ““a b” VHSd1” VHSd1.

81.4 Theorems of Knowledge Knowledge of Own Knowledge
It is impossible for us not to know what we know, and thus:
(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) =  



(AS91) Axiom of Unknown Knowns
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Conversely, it is certain that we know what we know, and thus:
(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) = E

(TT734)

Thus, if an agent knows some things, then he knows that he knows those things and vice versa, i.e.:
(“a” VHSd1) = (““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) (TT746)

However, this equation, when transposed, becomes:
(“a” VHSd1) = (““a” VHSd1” VHSd1)

into which the above axiom can be substituted to yield:
(“a” VHSd1) = or,

more simply, “a” VHSd1

If the agent d1 knows correctly that he knows something, then he knows it, i.e.:
(““a”  VHSd1” VHSJ1).(““a”  VHSd1”VHSd1)  (““a”  VHSd1” VHSJ1)

(TS070)

1

Alternatively, if the agent d knows correctly that he knows that a proposition {p} is true, then d1 knows
that {p} is true, i.e.:
(““{p}”  VHSd1” VHSJ1).(““{p}”  VHSd1”VHSd1)  (““{p}”  VHSd1” VHSJ1)

(TT532)
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Chapter 82 Framework of Intrinsic Features
82.1 Introduction
“We

know there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are
known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also
unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t know we don’t know.” Donald Rumsfelt, US Defense
Secretary (1975 – 1977).
In the previous chapters, our “known knowns” were explained. This chapter will now explain our
“known unknowns” and “unknown unknowns”.

82.2 The Framework of Intrinsic Features
Every physical entity, whether it is a physical object, relationship, state, change of state, etc., exists
within a framework of intrinsic features such that, if the entity exists then all features exist, and, if the
entity does not exist, then no features exist. Conversely, if one intrinsic feature does not exist then
neither does the entity.
Intrinsic features are all expressed in the form of physical entities. For example, the timespan Ta1 is an
abstract entity which has matching physical equivalents, VATa1. These are the physical entities with
that timespan. The expression VATa1 means that such entities exist. The intrinsic features of an
entity a1 comprise a collection of physical entities, therefore, which can be symbolised Aa1.
The intrinsic features described in the following table are included in the framework for an entity a1.
Intrinsic Feature of a1

Symbolism

Its subject. (For physical objects this is the same as the entity itself.)

Sa1 or VAASa1

Its object. (For physical objects this is the same as the entity itself.)

Qa1 or VAAQa1

If the entity is a relationship, its nature.

{}a1 or VAA{}a1

Its beginning.

Ba1 or VAABa1

Its end.

Ca1 or VAACa1
ATa1

V

Its timespan.
Its length in any direction. (Normally at a point in time.)
Its area perpendicular to any direction. (Normally at a point in time.)
Its place or volume relative to any reference entity. (Normally at a point in time.)
Its mass. (Normally at a point in time.)
Its necessary causes.
Its necessary effects.

A(LXc1)a1

V

A(LXYc1)a1

V

A(Oc1)a1

V

AMa1

V

{}Ba1
V

B{}a1
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The above table can be summarised in the axiom:
(x1 = Sa1, Qa1, {}a1, Ba1, Ca1, VATa1, VA(LXc1)a1, VA(LXYc1)a1, VA(Oc1)a1, VAMa1, {}Ba1, VB{}a1)
(x1 Aa1)

(AS82) 1st Axiom of Intrinsic Features

Note that VAAa1 is the same as a1. However, if X is a dimensional mapping relationship set, then
V
AXa1 is the same as (VXXa1)1, i.e., the aggregate of all physical entities which have the characteristic
Xa1. Thus, for example, VATa1 is all of space during the timespan Ta1. This is expressed by the
theorem:
((XE)1 DA + PA) (VAXa1 = (VXXa1)1)

(TT771)

Note also that every physical entity must have causes and effects. For the entity a1, the causes will be
members of {}Ba1 and the effects members of VB{}a1. However, not all members of those two sets
can be regarded as causes and effects. Causal relationships are between collections of entities and,
thus, collections of which a1 is a member. To determine the causes and effects of a1, some or all its comembers in those collections also need to be considered, therefore.

82.3 Unknown Unknowns
If we do not know of an entity, then we do not know of an intrinsic feature of that entity and vice
versa. This is expressed by the theorem:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“x1”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1))

(TT507)

These are unknown unknowns.

82.4 Known Unknowns
If we know of an entity, then we will normally know that it has intrinsic features. However, we may
not know what those intrinsic features are. They are our known unknowns. For example, we may know
that an event takes place, and must therefore have a timespan, but we may not know what that timespan
is. In other words, we may not know when the event takes place.
This lack of knowledge of the intrinsic features of a physical entity, particularly an event, is important
in that it motivates us to either seek the missing knowledge or deduce it probabilistically from our
knowledge of similar physical entities.
Known unknowns are explained by the framework of intrinsic features as follows.
If the agent d1 knows one of the intrinsic features of a1, for example x1, where x1  Aa1, then this is
expressed x1  VKd1, i.e., “d1 knows x1.”
If the agent knows x1, then he also knows that it exists, i.e., “x1”  VHSd1, and thus:
(x1 )(x1  VKd1)  (“x1”  VHSd1)

(TT408)

The framework of intrinsic features means that, if an entity a1 exists, then so too does any intrinsic
feature of that entity and vice versa, i.e.:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((a1) = (x1))

(AS04) 2nd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

Thus, if the agent d1 knows that x1 exists, then he knows that a1 exists and vice versa, i.e.:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“x1”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1))

(TT515)

Finally, by simple substitution, if the agent knows x1, then he also knows that a1 exists, i.e.:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  (x1 )(x1  VKd1)  (“a1”  VHSd1))

(TT528)
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However, the reverse is not necessarily true, i.e., if the agent knows that a1 exists, then it is not
necessarily the case that he knows x1 . However, he does know that x1 exists. Thus, if he does not know
x1, then he knows that he does not know x1, i.e.:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“a1”  VHSd1)(x1  VKd1)  (“x1  VKd1”  VHSd1))
(AS23) 3rd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

To give a practical example, if the agent d1 knows the timespan of a1, i.e., VATa1, where VATa1  Aa1,
then this is expressed VATa1  VKd1, i.e., “d1 knows the timespan of a1”
If the agent knows the timespan of a1, then he also knows that it exists, i.e., “VATa1”  VHSd1, and
thus:
(VATa1 )(VATa1  VKd1)  (“VATa1”  VHSd1) (TT600)

The framework of intrinsic features means that if an entity a1 exists, then so too does the timespan of
that entity and vice versa, i.e.:
(a1) = (VATa1)

(TT602)

Thus, if the agent d1 knows that the timespan of a1 exists, then he knows that a1 exists and vice versa,
i.e.:
(“VATa1 ”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1)

(TT603)

Finally, by simple substitution, if the agent knows the timespan of a1, then he also knows that a1 exists,
i.e.:
(VATa1 )(VATa1  VKd1)  (“a1”  VHSd1)

(TT605)

However, the reverse is not necessarily true, i.e., if the agent knows that a1 exists, then it is not
necessarily the case that he knows the timespan of a1. However, he does know that the timespan of a1
exists. Thus, if he does not know the timespan of a1, then he knows that he does not know it, i.e.:
(“a1”  VHSd1)(VATa1  VKd1)  (“VATa1  VKd1”  VHSd1)

(TT609)
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Chapter 83 Knowing Who, What, When, Where, Why, How,
Which, Whether, etc.
83.1 Introduction
Knowing who, what, when, where, why, how, which, whether, etc., can be either iconic or symbolic
depending on the context. For example, “David knows some people who climb Mont Blanc” implies
that he knows them personally and is iconic knowledge, therefore. Alternatively, in “David knows
what Andrew climbs”, some physical entity or entities are replaced by “what”. David either knows
those entities through direct personal experience, or knows of them without necessarily having had
any personal experience.
When an agent or medium is referred to as knowing who, what, when, where, why, how, which,
whether, etc., this does not necessarily imply that the speaker or observer holds this knowledge. Rather,
the speaker or observer may only know that the relevant agent or medium holds it. For example, the
speaker or observer may know that David knows who climbs Mont Blanc. However, whilst David
may know that it is Andrew, the speaker or observer may not. Thus, as demonstrated by the examples
in the table below, the actual item of information held by David is not symbolised.

83.2 Symbolism
Before symbolising statements which include words such as who, what, when, where, why, how,
which, whether, etc., a judgement must be made as to whether the set of physical entities represented
by them is fully knowable. Thus, for example, in the case of “David knows who climbs Mont Blanc”,
the set of people who climb Mont Blanc may be fully knowable.
If p is the set of people, then p.S(c.VQb1) means “everyone who climbs Mont Blanc”. If everyone who
climbs Mont Blanc is a fully knowable set then p.S(c.VQb1) VKd1 means “David knows everyone
who climbs Mont Blanc”. This can be simplified through ellipsis to “David knows who climbs Mont
Blanc”. A complete list is provided in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

 p.S(c.VQb1)VKd1

David knows everyone who climbs Mont Blanc.

p.S(c.VQb1)VKd1

David does not know everyone who climbs Mont Blanc.

p.S(c.VQb1)VKd1

David knows some people who climb Mont Blanc.

p.S(c.VQb1) VKd1

David knows no-one who climbs Mont Blanc.

However, if everyone who climbs Mont Blanc is not fully knowable, then it can only be said that
“David does not know everyone who climbs Mont Blanc” or “David knows some of the people who
climb Mont Blanc.”, i.e., only the second and third rows in the table above.
Similar equations describe an agent knowing what, which, where, when, why, how and whether.
Examples are given in the table below. Note that these equations, for example S(c.VQb1) VKd1, imply
that the agent knows all of those things. If he only knows some of them, then the expression should be
modified to S(c.VQb1) VKd1. Smilarly, “S(c.VQb1)” VHSd1 implies that the agent knows of all of
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those things. If he only knows of some of them, then the expression should be modified to (x1 
S(c.VQb1))(“x1” VHSd1).
The meanings of these equations are given following ellipsis.
Symbolism

Meaning

S(c.VQb1) VKd1

David knows what climbs Mont Blanc.

“S(c.VQb1)” VHSd1

David knows (of) what climbs Mont Blanc.

p.S(c.VQb1) VKd1

David knows who climbs Mont Blanc.

“p.S(c.VQb1)” VHSd1

David knows (of) who climbs Mont Blanc.

m.S(c. VQb1) VKd1

David knows which mountaineers climb Mont Blanc

“m.S(c. VQb1)” VHSd1

David knows (of) which mountaineers climb Mont Blanc

V

Sa1.VQb1 VKd1

David knows what Andrew does to Mont Blanc.

“VSa1.VQb1” VHSd1

David knows (of) what Andrew does to Mont Blanc.

Q(VSa1.c) VKd1

David knows what Andrew climbs.

“Q(VSa1.c)” VHSd1

David knows (of) what Andrew climbs.

(x1 VSa1.c)

David knows where Andrew climbs (relative to e1), i.e., all the places.

(VA(Oe1)x1  VKd1)
(x1 VSa1.c) 

David knows of where Andrew climbs (relative to e1), i.e., all the places.

(“VA(Oe1)x1”  VHSd1)
(x1 VSa1.c.VQb1) 

David knows when Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, i.e., all the times.

( ATx  Kd )
V

1

V

1

(x1 VSa1.c.VQb1) 

David knows of when Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, i.e., all the times.

(“ ATx ”  HSd )
V

1

V

1

“{}B(VSa1.c.VQb1)”
V

HSd

“VA{}A(VSa1.c.VQb1)”
V
HSd1
(“VSa1.c.VQb1”  VHSd1) +
V

1

V

1

David knows (of) why Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, i.e., all the causes.

1

V

David knows (of) how Andrew climbs Mont Blanc, i.e., all the characteristics.

David knows whether Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.

1

(“ Sa .c. Qb =”  HSd )
Note that VA(Oe1)x1 is the place relative to e1 in which the event x1 takes place. This is what d1 must know and know
of rather than its abstract equivalent.
ATx1 is all of space for the time that the event x1 takes place.

V

The function {}B defines “what causes” and the function VA{}A defines “the characteristics of”.

In all the examples given above, the specific entity or entities represented by the words “who”, “what”,
etc. are not symbolised and are, therefore, deemed unknown to the speaker or observer.
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The examples also describe David as knowing all the people, times, and other entities in question.
However, he can, of course, not know all, know some, or know none of them. For example,
V
AT(VSa1.c.VQb1) VKd1 means David knows some of the times when Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
Further examples are given in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

Alternative Meaning

Q(VSa1.c) VKd1

David does not know everything that
Andrew climbs.

___

Q(VSa1.c) VKd1

David does not know anything that
Andrew climbs.

David knows nothing that Andrew
climbs.

p.S(c.VQb1) VKd1

David does not know everyone who
climbs Mont Blanc.

___

p.S(c.VQb1) VKd1

David does not know anyone who
climbs Mont Blanc.

David know no-one who climbs Mont
Blanc.

(x1 VSa1.c.VQb1)
(“VATx1”  VHSd1)

David does not always know (of) when
Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.

___

(x1 VSa1.c.VQb1)
(“VATx1”  VHSd1)

David does not know when Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

___
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Chapter 84 Conventional Epistemic Logic
84.1 Introduction
Like alethic logic, conventional epistemic logic is a modal logic. Thus, knowledge is treated as a
modifier which alters the mood of a sentence. For example, the proposition “All sheep eat grass” is
modified in “mood” by the phrase “He knows that” to yield the modal proposition “He knows that all
sheep eat grass”.
Conventional epistemic logic is concerned with what an agent correctly knows but does not state
explicitly why an item of knowledge is deemed to be correct. Symbolic Reasoning, on the other hand,
is concerned with what an agent “knows, thinks or believes, both correctly and incorrectly. It refers to
the knowledge of the observer or speaker as the basis for whether an item of knowledge is correct or
not. Conventional epistemic logic is also only concerned with propositions, whilst Symbolic
Reasoning is concerned with the knowledge of both physical entities and propositions.
Conventional epistemic logic is, therefore, more limited in its scope than Symbolic Reasoning and the
function Kn which is used to express “knows” in the former is not the same as HS in the latter.

84.2 Symbolism
The symbolism used in conventional epistemic logic and its equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning are
given in the table below.
Symbolism of
Epistemic Logic

Meaning

Equivalent Symbolism of Symbolic
Reasoning

p

A proposition (e.g., Andrew climbs Mont Blanc).

{p}, (e.g., VSa1.c.VQb1 )

p

The complement of the proposition (i.e., it is not true
that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc).

~{p}, (e.g., VSa1.c.VQb1 =)

Knp

n knows (that it is true) that p.

(“{p}” VHSJ1).
(“{p}” VHSn1)

Knp

n knows that it is false that p.

(“~{p}” VHSJ1).
(“~{p}” VHSn1)

Knp

It is not the case that n knows (that it is true) that p.

~((“{p}” VHSJ1).
(“{p}” VHSn1))

Knp

It is not the case that n knows that it is false that p.

~((“~{p}”  VHSJ1).
(“~{p}” VHSn1))



Logical implication, i.e., “implies that”.





Biconditional.

=



logical “and”.

.



Logical “or”.

+
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84.3 The Axioms of Conventional Epistemic Logic
Introduction
The axioms of conventional epistemic logic include the following. However, there are several systems
which use different subsets of them. Each axiom is discussed in more detail below.
Axiom Name

Natural Language Sentence

Epistemic Logic Symbolism

T – The Knowledge
or Truth Axiom.

If n knows (that it is true) that p, then (it is true that)
p.

Knp p

D

If n knows (that it is true) that p, then n does not
know that it is false that p.

Kn p Knp

K – The Distribution
Axiom.

If n knows (that it is true) that p implies q, then if n
knows (that it is true) that p, then n knows (that it is
true) that q.

Kn(p  q) (Knp  Knq)

4 – The Positive
Introspection Axiom.

If n knows (that it is true) that p, then n knows (that it
is true) that n knows (that it is true) that p.

Knp KnKn p

5 – The Negative
Introspection Axiom.

If n does not know (that it is true) that p, then n
knows (that it is true) that n does not know (that it is
true) that p.

Knp KnKnp

Axiom T – The Knowledge or Truth Axiom
If n knows (that it is true) that p, then (it is true that) p.

Knp p

This axiom states that the knowledge, as defined by K, of the agent n must be true, i.e., what the agent
knows is correct. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is:
(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSn1) {p}

This axiom can be derived from {p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1) (DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)
as follows:
Demonstration
(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSn1)(“{p}” VHSJ1)
{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)
(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSn1) {p}

(TM083)(Conjunction Elimination)(Eqn1)
(DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)(Eqn2)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn2 into Eqn1)

Axiom D
If n knows (that it is true) that p, then it is not the case that n knows that it is false that p.

Kn p Knp

This axiom is intended to express the requirement that agents be consistent in their knowledge, i.e.,
that they do not know both a proposition and its complement to be true.
It would be expressed in natural language more correctly as “If n1 knows (correctly) that p then it is
not the case that n1 knows (correctly) that not p”. Expressed in this way the axiom is a valid theorem
of Symbolic Reasoning and is symbolised by the equation:
(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}”VHSn1 ) ~((“~{p}”  VHSJ1).(“~{p}” VHSn1))

(TS076)
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Axiom K – the Distribution Axiom
If n knows (that it is true) that p implies q, then if n knows (that it is true) that p, then n knows (that it is true) that q.

Kn(p  q) (Knp  Knq)

This axiom assumes that the agent knows the rules of reasoning, can apply them, and exercises that
ability. However, this is not necessarily the case, and the axiom is not a valid theorem in Symbolic
Reasoning, therefore. Correctly, it can only be said that it is possible that the agent knows that q is
true, i.e., if n knows that p implies q, then if n knows that p is true, it is possible that n knows that q is
true. This may be symbolised:
(((“{p}  {q}” VHSn1) = E) = E) (((“{p}” VHSn1) = E) ((“{q}” VHSn1)))

(TS037)

This theorem holds true irrespective of whether p and q are held to be true by the speaker or observer
or not. It can, therefore, also be used to describe things that the agent “knows”, “believes”, or “thinks
(incorrectly)”.
It is derived from the more general axiom:
((({p1}…{pn} {c}) = E) = E) (((“{p1}” VHSn1)…(“{pn}”VHSn1 ) = E) ((“{c}” VHSn1)))
(AR63) Axiom of Possible Deduction

i.e., if a conclusion can be deduced from more than one proposition, and if an agent knows these
propositions, then it is possible that he will deduce the conclusion.
Axiom 4 – The Positive Introspection Axiom
If n knows (that it is true) that p, then n knows (that it is true) that n knows (that it is true) that p.

Knp  KnKn p

This axiom assumes that if an agent knows something to be true then the agent also knows that he
knows it. However, this is only true for agents. It is not true for media of communication.
The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is:
(“{p}” VHSn1) = (““{p}” VHSn1” VHSn1)

(TT746)

Axiom 5 – The Negative Introspection Axiom
If n does not know (that it is true) that p,then n knows that n does not know (that it is true) that p

Knp  KnKnp
This axiom is only true when the agent knows that the item of knowledge p must exist. For this to be
possible, it there must be a framework of intrinsic features around it and the agent must know some of
those features. This was explained in the chapter entitled “Framework of Intrinsic Features”.
Unsurprisingly, some scholars of conventional epistemic logic accept this axiom whilst others do not.
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Chapter 85 Communication and Learning - Introduction
85.1 Introduction
This chapter expands upon the previous chapters to describe how information is transferred from one
agent or medium to another. However, the boundary between pure and applied Symbolic Reasoning
is crossed. Rather than being axioms, definitions, or theorems, the equations below are either examples
of events or examples of causal relationships. Some of the causal relationships hold true for all events
of a particular type. They are, therefore, laws of the physical universe. For this reason, a full theory of
Communication and Learning is not presented. Rather the theory is explored sufficiently to
demonstrate how the techniques of Symbolic Reasoning may be applied in such situations.
The word “communication” means the replication of information from one agent or medium of
communication to another. The term “replication” is used because information is established in the
latter whilst also being retained in the former.
“Learning” is normally thought of as the acquisition of information by an agent. However, in Symbolic
Reasoning the term is used more generally, and can include the acquisition of knowledge by a medium
of communication.

85.2 Symbolism
The replication of knowledge or information can be described using the verb “to inform”, and can be
symbolised as follows.
(VHSd1)1

is the body of knowledge held by the agent or medium of communication d1. This body of
knowledge is a singular entity and can only be held by an agent or medium of communication. The
symbolism (VHSd1)1 distinguishes the body of knowledge held by d1 from the physical entity d1.
I“p”

is all acts in which one body of knowledge held by an agent or medium of communication
informs another with the item of information “p”. Thus, if “p” is an item of information, then it is a
member of the set QI, i.e., “p” QI. On the other hand, SI is all acts of information transfer.
Thus, for example, (VHSd1)1  (I“p”)(VHSe1)1 means that the body of knowledge held by d1 informs the
body of knowledge held by e1 with the item of information “p”.
Conversely, (VHSe1)1  V(I“p”)(VHSd1)1 means that the body of knowledge held by e1 is informed of the
item of information “p” by the body of knowledge held by d1.
However, “p” is a singular item of information and information is normally transferred in plural
collections, i.e., as a body of knowledge. Such bodies of knowledge are symbolised using the normal
convention, i.e., i, j, k, etc., when they are treated as a plural collection, and i1, j1, k1, etc. when they are
treated as a set entity.
It is of course possible for one agent or medium of communication to inform another of none, some,
or not all items of information i. These variants are described in the table below.
Symbolism

Meaning

(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with all items of information i.

(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with not all items of information i.
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(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with some items of information i.

(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with no items of information i.

Conversely, (VHSe1)1  V(Ii)(VHSd1)1 means that the body of knowledge held by e1 is informed of the
items of information i by the body of knowledge held by d1.
Obviously, in natural language, the expressions used above are simplified. Examples are given below
taking d1 to mean the agent “David”, e1 to mean the medium of communication “the encyclopaedia”
and f1 to mean the medium of communication “David’s speech”. Thus:
Symbolism

Meaning

Example

(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with the items of information i.

David writes i in the
encyclopaedia.

(VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSf1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 does not inform the body
of knowledge held by f1 with the items of information i.

David does not say i.

(VHSe1)1  V(Ii)(VHSd1)1

The body of knowledge held by e1 is informed by the body of
knowledge held by d1 with the items of information i.

i is written by David
in the encyclopaedia.

(VHSd1)1  (IE)(VHSf1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by f1 with some item or items of information.

David says
something.

(VHSd1)1  (IE)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with no items of information.

David writes nothing
in the encyclopaedia.

(VHSd1)1  (IE)E

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs some body or
bodies of knowledge with some item or items of information.

David communicates
something.

(VHSd1)1 
(I HSd1)(VHSf1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by f1 with some item or items of information
that it holds.

David says
something that he
knows.

(VHSd1)1 
(I HSd1)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by e1 with no items of information that it
holds.

David writes nothing
that he knows in the
encyclopaedia.

(VHSd1)1 
(I HSd1)(VHSf1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 informs the body of
knowledge held by f1 with all items of information that it
holds.

David says
everything that he
knows.

(VHSd1)1 
(I HSd1)(VHSe1)1

The body of knowledge held by d1 does not inform the body
of knowledge held by e1 with all items of information that it
holds.

David does not write
everything that he
knows in the
encyclopaedia.

V

V

V

V
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85.3 Actors in the Process of Learning and Communication
Actors in the process of learning and communication can be summarised as follows. For example,
d1  KE means that d1 is an agent.
Symbolism

Meaning

HSE or SHS

The collection of agents or media of communication, i.e., all
things that hold knowledge or information

KE or SK

The collection of agents.

HSE.~KE or SHS.~SK

The collection of media of communication.

V

HSE or QHS

The collection of items of information, i.e., all knowledge.

~VHSE or ~QHS

The collection of physical entities, everything that is not
knowledge or information.

SI

The collection of acts of information transfer.

QI

The collection of items of information.

(IE)E or S(IE)

The collection of things that express knowledge or
information.

V

(IE)E or Q(IE)

The collection of things that acquire knowledge or
information.
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Chapter 86 Constraints on Learning and Communication
86.1 Introduction
In the examples below, d1 means the agent David, e1 means the agent Edward, f1 means the medium of
communication David’s speech, i.e., what David says, i is a collection of items of information, “p” a
singular item of information, and “{p}” a proposition in the form of an item of information.

86.2 The Principle of Discrete Minds
This principle denies the existence of telepathy, i.e., the ability of one mind to act directly on another,
All communication between two different agents must be via a medium of communication such as
speech, writing, etc. The one agent must describe an item of knowledge, i.e., place it in a medium of
communication, for example a book, email or speech, and the other agent must learn the knowledge
from that medium.
It is possible to symbolise direct communication. For example (VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSe1)1 might mean
“David informs Edward that i”. However, propositions of this nature do not describe how the
communication has taken place. If, for example, we wish to say that “David tells Edward that i” then
two propositions are necessary: firstly, ((VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSf1)1) or “David says that i” and, secondly,
((VHSe1)1  V(Ii)(VHSf1)1) or “Edward learns from what David says that i”. The complete statement is,
therefore ((VHSd1)1  (Ii)(VHSf1)1).((VHSe1)1  V(Ii)(VHSf1)1).

86.3 Non-communication
Withheld Information
If an agent knows some item of information i, this does not necessarily imply that he communicates
it. Media of communication cannot, however, withhold information. If, for example, David knows but
withholds all the information i, then this can be symbolised (i VHSd1).(V(Ii)(VHSd1)1 = ) i.e., David
knows i but nothing is informed of any of that knowledge by him.
False Information
All information is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible from the perspective of the
speaker or observer. Any other agent or medium may hold information that is false from the
perspective of the speaker or observer. Thus, for example, if David says that the proposition {p} is true,
but it is in fact false, then this would be symbolised as follows:
(“~{p}”VHSJ1).((VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSf1)1).

i.e., the speaker or observer knows that {p} is false, but David says {p}.
Misinformation
If an agent communicates a proposition {p}, this does not imply that he believes it. It is also possible
for an agent to misinform another agent or medium with information that he knows to be false. This
can either be by deliberate lying, or by a poor choice of words. For example, if David says that {p} is
true but knows that {p} is untrue, this would be symbolised as follows:
(“~{p}” VHSd1).((VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSf1)1).
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Note, however, that media of communication cannot misinform in this way.
Misunderstanding
Finally, it is possible for an agent to misunderstand what is expressed in a medium of communication.
This can either by mishearing or mis-reading the medium, or due to some psychological mechanism
which misinterprets the information presented.
If, for example, a medium f1 states that {p} is true, but Edward misinterprets it as saying that {p} is false,
then this can be symbolised as follows:
(“{p}” VHSf1).((VHSe1)1  V(I“~{p}”)(VHSf1)1).

i.e., according to David’s speech {p}is true, but Edward learns from David’s speech that {p} is false.

86.4 Learning by an Agent
Introduction
If an agent acquires knowledge from some source, then this can be described as the agent coming to
know something. He can come to know an entity, come to know of an entity, or come to know that a
proposition is true, false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible. In each case, the way in which he
acquires this information can differ.
Coming to know…
An agent coming to know something can only occur in one way:
Coming to know via observation. If a is a collection of physical entities, then an agent d1 comes to
know them by observing them in the physical environment. The physical environment is everything
that is not an item of information, i.e., VHSE. This can be symbolised:
(VKd1)1 V(Ia)(VHSE)1

i.e., d1 comes to know the as from the physical environment.
This form of learning can include coming to know people. For example, if David comes to know
Edward, then this can be symbolised:
(VKd1)1 V(Ie1)(VHSE)1

i.e., the body of things known by David from observation of the environment is informed of Edward
by or from the physical environment.
Coming to know of…
An agent learning of or coming to know of something can, however, be of four different types:
Coming to know of… via observation.
As described above, once the entities a are observed in the physical environment, whether correctly
or incorrectly, i.e., (VKd1)1 V(Ia)(VHSE), the agent d1 knows them, i.e. aVKd1.
However, from the axiom (AS97) Knowing Implies Knowing of…, everything that an agent knows, he also
knows of, i.e., (aVKd1)  (“a”VHSd1). So, if he comes to know them, then he also comes to know of
them from the same source, i.e., ((VKd1)1 V(Ia)(VHSE)1) ((VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)(VHSE)1).
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Coming to know of… via observation of some members of a collection.
If the agent d1 knows of no entities of type a, but comes to know some of them from the physical
environment, then he learns of the entity type a1 from the same source. This can be symbolised
(aVKd1).((VKd1)1 V(Ia)(VHSE)1) ((VHSd1)1 V(I“a1”)(VHSE)1).
Coming to know of… via a medium.
The agent d1 can also learn of a1, whether it is an individual entity or type of entity, from a medium of
communication which holds that information, e.g., f1. This can be symbolised
(VHSd1)1 V(I“a1”)(VHSf1)1. Initially, the agent knows of this entity or type of entity from the medium
of communication. However, the agent does not necessarily accept that it physically exists until it has
been verified as explained below.
Coming to know of… via imagination.
Finally, the agent d1 can learn of a1 from information that he already holds, e.g., by the creation of new
entities from the parts of other entities that the agent knows of. This can be symbolised (VHSd1)1
V(I“a1”)(VHSd1)1.
Summary
Thus, the only ways in which an agent can learn of as is from the physical environment, i.e., (VHSE)1,
or from the body of knowledge held by media of communication, i.e., (VHSE. ~KE)1. Thus, learning
of… can be symbolised:
(VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)((VHSE)1 + (VHSE.~KE)1)

However, if the agent d1 learns of as from an unknown source then this is symbolised:
(VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)E

Coming to know that…
An agent can learning that… or come to know that… in three different ways:
Coming to know that… via observation.
If r is a collection of relationships observable in the physical environment and x1 is a member of that
collection that has been observed by the agent d1, then d1 comes to know x1, i.e.:
(VKd1)1 V(Ix1)(VHSE)1.

If the agent observes x1 then he knows it, i.e.:
x1  VKd1

From the theorem (a1 )(a1VKd1)  (“a1  ” VHSd1) (TT554) , if the agent knows x1 then he knows
that it exists, i.e.:
“x1 ”  VHSd1

Because x1 r, it is also true that (x1 ) (r ), that ((x1 ) = E) ((r ) = E) and, thus, that:
(“x1 ”  VHSd1)  (“r ”  VHSd1)

Thus:
(x1 r)(.(VKd1)1 V(Ix1)(VHSE)1)  (“r ”  VHSd1)

i.e., if x1 is a member of the collection of relationships r, and the agent d1 observes x1, then d1 knows
that r , which is, of course, a proposition. For example, if David observes Andrew climbing Mont
Blanc, then he knows it is true that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc.
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Coming to know that… via a medium.
The agent d1 can also learn that a proposition {p} is true from a medium of communication which holds
that information, e.g., from f1. This can be symbolised (VHSd1)1 V(I“{p}”)(VHSf1)1. Initially, the agent
learns of this item of information from the medium of communication. However, the agent does not
necessarily accept it as being true until it has been verified as described below.
Coming to know that… via reasoning.
Finally, the agent can learn that {p} from information that he, she or it already holds, e.g., the creation
of new information from existing information by reasoning.
This can be symbolised (VHSd1)1 V(I“{p}”)(VHSd1)1.
Summary
Again, the only ways in which an agent can learn that {p} is from the physical environment, i.e.,
(VHSE)1, or from the body of knowledge held by media of communication, i.e. (VHS.~KE)1. Thus:
(VHSd1)1 V(I“{p}”)((VHSE)1 + (VHS.~KE)1)

However, if the agent learns that {p} from an unspecified source then this is symbolised:
(VHSd1)1 V(I“{p}”)E

86.5 Learning by a Medium of Communication
A medium of communication cannot hold iconic knowledge, i.e., it cannot know something. It can
only hold knowledge of an entity or knowledge that a proposition is true, false, certain, uncertain,
possible, or impossible. In all cases, it can only have acquired this knowledge from an agent or another
medium during one of the processes described below.
In the case of knowledge of… a typical process can be symbolised:
(e1  HSE.~KE):(VHSe1)1 V(I“a”)(VHSE)1

and in the case of knowledge that… a typical process can be symbolised:
(e1  HSE.~KE):(VHSe1)1 V(I“{p}”)(VHSE)1
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Chapter 87 Verification and Refutation
87.1 Introduction
An agent does not necessarily accept that the information he learns is true. This is because the agent
who provided the information may be lying or misinformed, the information in a medium may have
been misheard or misread, and any new information that an agent deduces from his own knowledge
may be incorrect. An agent can, therefore, decide whether to accept new knowledge and does so
through a process of verification or refutation. A medium of communication cannot do this, however,
and must accept all information communicated through it.

87.2 Circumstances in which Verification or Refutation are Needed.
Verification or refutation is not necessarily carried out when the source of information is a trusted
source, e.g.:
(1)

the physical environment, i.e., VHSE;

(2)

a medium of communication is known to be informed by agents known to not lie or provide
misinformation;

(3)

a medium of communication which has been verified by the similar agents;

Thus, verification or refutation is unnecessary when new knowledge comprises:
(1)

Knowing physical objects, events, etc. from direct observation of the physical universe;

(2)

Knowing of the existence entities or the truth of propositions from direct observation of the
physical universe;

(3)

Knowing that a medium of communication holds information, irrespective of its truth, by direct
observation of the medium; or

(4)

Knowing of entities from pre-existing knowledge, e.g., if an agent knows that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc then the agent knows of Andrew.

Verification or refutation is, however, necessary when new knowledge comprises:
(1)

Knowing of the existence entities or the truth of information obtained from a medium of
communication which is not trusted; or

(2)

Knowing of the truth of information imagined or deduced from pre-existing knowledge. In this
case it is because the deduction may have been carried out incorrectly.

There are three main techniques for verifying or refuting new information: compatibility with existing
knowledge, compatibility with the observed universe, and compatibility with information in other
media.

87.3 Lack of Incompatibility with Pre-existing Knowledge
This is a relatively simple process. If the knowledge that we acquire is, for example, the proposition
{p} then we attempt to falsify it by deducing ~{p} from our pre-existing knowledge. If we are able to
do so then, providing our pre-existing knowledge is true, {p} is false. If, on the other hand, we are
unable to do so then we accept the proposition as being true. Strictly, of course, it is merely possible
that it is true. However, for practical purposes, we accept all knowledge that is not inconsistent with
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other knowledge. Failing that, we would be unable to hold any knowledge that has not been directly
observed from the environment.
Note, however, that although an agent may have the necessary pre-existing knowledge to deduce new
knowledge, he must not only be capable of carrying out this deduction but must also actually carry it
out and carry it out correctly. Take the simple syllogism “all cats are predators” and “all predators
hunt” therefore “all cats hunt” or (c p).(p h) (ch). An agent may know both (c p) and
(p h)to be true. However, it cannot be assumed from this that the agent deduces (ch) to be true.
For this to occur the agent must, also, know the Hypothetical Syllogism (c p).(p h) (ch) (TM139)
and must have applied it correctly. This is not necessarily the case, and it can only be said therefore
that the agent should know (ch) to be true. This is the arena of deontic logic, which will be explored
later.

87.4 Compatibility with the Observed Universe
This is the same as learning by observation. If the new knowledge that we are provided with is
knowledge of an entity or type of entity a1, then we may be able to verify the existence of a1 by
observation. However, we cannot prove the non-existence of a1 because we are unable to observe all
circumstances in an infinite physical universe.
Similarly, we may be able to verify or falsify a proposition {p} if all instances of the relationship that
it represents are observable. In many cases, however, they are not and only a sample of those instances
are observable. To prove, for example, that “all apes consume bananas” or “no apes consume bananas”
we would need to always observe all apes. To prove that “some apes consume bananas” we would
only have to observe one instance of an ape consuming a banana. To prove that “not all apes consume
bananas” we would have to observe just one ape which does not consume a banana for its entire life.
These limitations on observation make verification or refutation by that means a statistical process and
this is beyond the scope of this book.

87.5 Compatibility with Information in other Media
This process involves obtaining confirmation or refutation of the existence of entities or the truth of
propositions from other media. It is also statistical process. The more media, particularly trusted
media, in which {p} is true and the fewer in which it is false, the greater the probability that {p} is true.
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Chapter 88 Causal Laws of Learning and Communication
88.1 Introduction
Relationships between holding information and acquiring it are causal, i.e., they are physical laws
rather than theorems of Symbolic Reasoning. Holding and not holding an item of information are
states which are continuous in space and time and which have a beginning and an end. Similarly, the
communication of knowledge is an event which is continuous in space and time, and which also has a
beginning and an end. For example, “d1 knows that {p}” begins at the point in time when d1 learns that
{p}, and ends when d1 forgets that {p}. These events are related by cause and effect. For example if d1
knows of a1, then this must have been caused by d1 learning something about a1. Symbolic Reasoning
can be applied to the theory of communication and learning but must use causal laws, therefore.

88.2 General Causal Laws of Learning and Communication
The acquisition of knowledge is a causal process in which three necessary conditions combine to yield
a sufficient cause. These conditions are:
(1)

All acquisition of knowledge is a change from the agent or medium being in a state of not holding
the information to a state of holding it. An initial state of not holding the relevant information is
necessary for this change of state to occur.

(2)

For a change to take place from not knowing to knowing some information, it is necessary for
the information to have been gained by observation of the environment, receipt from a medium
of communication or deduction from pre-existing knowledge.

(3)

Finally, for an agent to hold the information as true he must first successfully verify it against
pre-existing knowledge, other media or from the physical environment.

The diagram below is a hypothetical model which explains how knowledge is acquired by an agent.
This model is highly simplified, of course. For example, all the necessary conditions for the
information to be learned and accepted as true are not detailed, processes for what happens when the
information is misheard or misread or when the agent is mistrusted are not included, and when
knowledge is uncertain a process of verification often follows. However, the model is sufficient to
demonstrate the way in which causal rules may be derived.
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Fig. 47. A Hypothetical Model of the Acquisition of Knowledge

In this process, communication takes the form of an event involving a medium of communication and
an agent, holding knowledge takes the form of a state of the agent, and acquiring or altering knowledge
takes the form of a change of state of the agent. Collections of events, states and changes of state are
collections of relationships between a subject and an object, e.g., VSa1.c.VQb1. However, in the case of
general laws these relationships can be symbolised by a single letter such as those given in the diagram
above. These letters are explained as follows:
Symbol

Type of
Relationship

Explanation

a

Events.

A collection of events. Each event is the communication of information from the physical
environment or a medium of communication to an agent.

b

States.

A collection of states. Each state is the intersection in space-time of all states of an agent not
mentioned elsewhere and necessary for an effect to occur. These circumstances may, for
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example, include correctly reading or hearing the information, being psychologically capable
of accepting it, recognising it as being of importance, having the time and ability to process
its implications, and so on.
c

States.

A collection of states. Each state is a state of the agent that is not b.

d

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent already holds the relevant
information to be true.

e

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent does not already holds the relevant
information.

f

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent already holds information which
contradicts relevant information, i.e., if the latter is true the former is false and vice versa.

g

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent does not hold information which
contradicts relevant information.

h

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent trusts the source of the relevant
information. Note that observation of the physical universe is always trusted.

i

States.

A collection of states. Each state is one in which the agent does not trust the source of the
relevant information. Note that trust and mistrust are at opposite ends of a scale with degrees
of trust in between. This does not necessarily mean that the agent distrusts the source
therefore.

j

No event or
change of
state.

The state of the agent is not changed. (In practice, however, the agent may come to accept
some misinformation.)

k

Changes of
state.

The collection of changes of state in which the agent revises information already held which
contradicts the information communicated so that it becomes consistent with the latter.

l

Changes of
state.

The collection of changes of state in which the agent comes to accept the information
communicated and hold it as true.

m

Changes of
state.

The collection of changes of state in which the agent comes to regard existing information
which contradicts the new information as uncertain.

n

Changes of
state.

The collection of changes of state in which the agent comes to regard the new information
as uncertain.

General causal laws of learning and communication can then be derived by following each path in the
diagram from its start to each of the conclusions which comprise a change of state. Note that diagrams
of this nature normally represent sufficient cause as they are predictive in nature. The derived laws are
as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

(@a)(@b)(@e)(@g)E1 {}Bl

When an event occurs in which information is communicated, all necessary
conditions exist for the information to be learned, the same information is not
already held, and contradictory information is not already held, then the new
information is accepted as true.

(@a)(@b)(@e)(@f)(@h)E1
{}Bk.{}Bl

When an event occurs in which information is communicated, all necessary
conditions exist for the information to be learned, the same information is not
already held, contradictory information is already held, and the source of the new
information is trusted then, the contradictory information is revised, and the new
information is accepted as true.
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(@a)(@b)(@e)(@f)(@i)E1
{}Bm.{}Bn

When an event occurs in which information is communicated, all necessary
conditions exist for the information to be learned, the same information is not
already held, contradictory information is already held, and the source of the new
information is not trusted, then the contradictory information held to be
uncertain, and the new information is held to be uncertain. (A process of
verification often follows.)

88.3 Detailed Causal Rules
To obtain detailed causal rules, the above letters must be replaced by events, states, and changes of
state expressed in relationship form. For example, let:
s1

be the source of information;

“{p} = E”

be the information communicated, i.e., that the proposition {p} is true;

a1

be the agent, then:

(VHSa1)1 V(I“{p} = E”)s1

is the proposition “a1 learns that {p} = E from s1”, and

V

is the equivalent collection of relationships.

S(VHSa1)1. V(I“{p} = E”).VQs1

The details of the events, states, and changes of state expressed in the diagram above are given in the
table below.
Equivalent Collection of Relationships,
i.e., Events or States or Changes of
State.

Letter

Statement

Proposition

a

a1 learns that {p} (is true)
from s1.

(VHSa1)1 V(I“{p} = E”)s1

b

All other necessary states
of a1 exist.

a1 x1…xn

V

c

Not all other necessary
states of a1 exist.

a1 x1…xn

V

d

a1 already knows that {p}
(is true).

“{p}” VHSa1

e

a1 does not already knows
that {p} (is true).

“{p}” VHSa1

f

a1 already holds
contradictory information,
i.e., knows that {p} is
false.

“~{p}” VHSa1

g

a1 does not hold
contradictory information,
i.e., that {p} is false.

“~{p}” VHSa1

h

a1 knows that s1 is a
trusted source of
information.

“s1  t” VHSa1

i

a1 does not know that s1 is
a trusted source of
information.

“s1  t” VHSa1

V

S(VHSa1)1. V(I“{p}”).VQs1
Sa1.{}.VQ(x1…xn)
Sa1.{}.VQ(x1…xn)
V

Sa1.HS.VQ“{p}”

V

Sa1.~(HS.VQ“{p}”)

V

Sa1.HS.VQ“~{p}”

V

Sa1.~(HS.VQ“~{p}”)

V

Sa1.HS.VQ“s1  t”

V

Sa1.~(HS.VQ“s1  t”)
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j

No change to the state of
a1.

___

___

k

a1 ceases knowing that {p}
is false.

___

C(VSa1.HS.VQ“~{p}”)

l

a1 begins knowing that {p}
is true.

___

B(VSa1.HS.VQ“{p}”)

m

a1 ceases knowing that {p}
is false.

___

C(VSa1.HS.VQ“~{p}”)

n

a1 begins knowing that {p}
is possible and ~{p} is
uncertain.

___

B(VSa1.HS.VQ“{p}  ”)
B(VSa1.HS.VQ“~{p}  E”)

These detailed statements can then be substituted into the general rules. For example:
(@a)(@b)(@e)(@g)E1 {}Bl

becomes:
(@(VS(VHSa1)1. V(I“{p}”).VQs1))(@( VSa1.{}.VQ(x1…xn)))(@( VSa1.~(HS.VQ“{p}”)))
(@( VSa1.~(HS.VQ“~{p}”)))E1 {}B(VSa1.HS.VQ“{p}” )

which can be simplified as described below.

88.4 Simplification of Detailed Causal Rules
Each component in a relationship such as VSa.c.VQb , i.e., VSa, c, and VQb, represents a collection of
pairs of temporal sections. Thus, for example, VSa, which can also be symbolised VSa.VQE, is the
collection of pairs comprising a temporal section of a member of a and a temporal section of any other
entity. Thus, VSa, c, and VQb, are all collections of individual relationships. Because of this:
@(VSa.c.VQb)E1 = @(VSa)@(c)@(VQb)E1

Note however that, it is not the case that:
@(VSa.c.VQb)@(VSa.e.VQd)E1 = @(VSa)@(c)@(VQb)@(VSa)@(e)@(VQd)E1

because the relationships c intersect only with those whose objects are b and the relationships e
intersect only with those whose objects are d.
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Chapter 89 Necessity & Desirability - Introduction
A statement which contains the auxiliaries “must”, “has to”, “ought to” , “should” and “may”, e.g.,
“She should drive slowly”, expresses an opinion based on a body of knowledge rather than an event
seen or thought to have occurred.
Bodies of knowledge contain not only factual knowledge but also values, norms, wants and needs.
Wants and needs are those things which, through cause and effect, motivate individual human
behaviour. Without them behaviour cannot exist, and we are unable to function. In different contexts,
wants and needs can also be described as goals, aims, objectives, targets, desirable outcomes,
motivators, etc.
The opinion expressed may therefore be the consequence of:
(1)

a comparison of the proposition with information in a body of knowledge. This comparison
determines whether the event described in the proposition is logically necessary, logically
inconsistent or neither. For example, if the speaker knows that all cats are black, then it is
logically necessary that Felix the cat is black, i.e., “Felix must be black”; or

(2)

a comparison of the proposition with values, norms, wants and needs in a body of knowledge.
This comparison determines whether the event described by the proposition is desirable,
undesirable or neither. If an event is desirable, then it is beneficial in some way to the agent. If
it is undesirable, then it is disadvantageous in some way. For example, if Andrew’s conscience
requires that he helps the poor, then “Andrew must help the poor”.

Unless otherwise stated, the body of knowledge is that of the speaker or observer. However, it may
also be a body of knowledge held by a medium of communication, e.g., the Bible, or by another agent,
e.g., David, or by a group, e.g., the people of England or the Scots. In the latter case, the group can be
regarded as a single entity and is symbolized in the same way as an individual agent.
If the body of knowledge is not held by the speaker or observer, then its description often follows the
phrase “according to…”, e.g., “According to David, Andrew must climb Mont Blanc”. A description
of the body of knowledge also frequently follows the conjunction “because”, e.g. “She should give to
charity because the bible says so”. However, in natural language specific reference to the body of
knowledge on which the opinion is based is often omitted. Nevertheless, it is always implied, and, in
Symbolic Reasoning, it must be symbolised if the proposition is to be correctly expressed.
Logical consistency between the information contained in a proposition and the information contained
a body of knowledge can, itself, be desirable. Similarly, logical inconsistency can be undesirable.
People tend to resist changes to their mental schema or body of knowledge. This is because it requires
mental effort to process inconsistent or contradictory information and revise the schema. Thus, if the
schema requires {p} to be true, then it may be desirable that {p} is true and undesirable that it is false.
For example, the statement “Andrew must climb Mont Blanc” may express both logical requirement
and desirability, i.e., if the speaker or observer’s body of knowledge or schema requires the statement
to be true, the speaker or observer may also desire it to be true.
A statement which contains the auxiliaries “must”, “has to”, “ought to” , “should” and “may” is the
simplification of a sentence formed by complementation. For example, “Andrew must climb Mont
Blanc” may be a simplification of “It is certain that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or may be a
simplification of “It is obligatory that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.
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The auxiliaries “must” and “has to” are used to express strong logical necessity or desirability whilst
“should” and “ought to” express weak logical necessity or desirability. The various meanings of these
auxiliaries are given in the table below.

General
Strong – “must”, “has to”, “it is necessary that”.
Weak – “should”, “ought to”
Logical Necessity

General Desirability

Strong– “must”, “has to”, “it is
certain that”.

Strong – “must”, “has to”, “it is essential that”.
Weak – “should”, “ought to”, “it is desirable that”.

Weak – “should”, “it is probable
that”.

Internal Desirability

External Desirability

Strong – “must”, “has to”,
“it is needed that”.

Strong – “must”, “has to”, “it is obligatory
that”, “it is compulsory that”.

Weak – “it is wanted
that”.

Weak – “should”, “ought to”, “it is desirable
that”.

Internal desirability describes a comparison with the needs and wants of an individual or group when
the motivation to satisfy those needs and wants comes from within the individual or group.
External desirability describes a comparison with obligations to another person or group when any
encouragement or censure is from that person or group.
The auxiliaries “must not”, “has not to”, “should not” and “ought not to” are the polar opposites of
“must”, “has to”, “should” and “ought to” respectively.
The auxiliary “may” is the polar opposite of “must not”. “May not” is the polar opposite of “must”.
For example, “Andrew may climb Mont Blanc” is the same as “it is not the case that Andrew must not
climb Mont Blanc”.
Thus, strong and weak necessity/desirability can be combined on the same polar scale as described in
the table below.
Auxiliary

Equivalent Sentence formed by Complementation
General

Logical Necessity

General
Desirability

Internal
Desirability

External
Desirability

Must

It is necessary
that…

It is
certain/necessarily
true that…

It is essential
that…

It is needed that…

It is obligatory/
compulsory that…

Should,
ought
to

_

It is probable/
likely that…

It is desirable
that…

It is wanted that…

It is desirable
that…

May
not

It is not necessary
that…

It is not certain
(uncertain) / not
necessarily true
that…

It is not essential
that…

It is not needed
that…

It is not obligatory/
compulsory that…
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_

_

It is not probable/
not likely that…

It is not desirable
that…

It is not wanted
that…

It is not desirable
that…

_

_

It is not
improbable/ not
unlikely that…

It is not
undesirable that…

It is not wanted
that not…

It is not
undesirable that…

May

It is not necessary
that not…

It is not impossible
(possible) /not
necessarily false
that…

It is not essential
that not…

It is not needed that
not..

It is permissible
that…

Should
not,
ought
not to

_

It is improbable/
unlikely that…

It is undesirable
that…

It is wanted that
not…

It is undesirable
that…

Must
not

It is necessary that
not…

It is impossible/
necessarily false
that…

It is essential that
not…

It is needed that
not…

It not permissible
that…

Note that the auxiliaries “must”, “should” and “ought to” are associated with a cause when “wants to”
is associated with an effect, e.g., “If he wants to climb Mont Blanc then he ought to find the
equipment”.
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Chapter 90 Symbolising Necessity and Desirability
90.1 Introduction
The relationship sets HS and HW are used to express strong logical necessity and weak logical necessity
respectively. The relationship sets WS and WW are used to express strong desirability and weak
desirability respectively.
Note that HS which means “…holds it logically necessary that…” is the same relationship set used in
the preceding chapters to mean “…knows that…”. This is because the two meanings are the same.
We are often unsure that something is certain or desirable and, at best, can only regard this as probably
being the case. This uncertainty is reflected in natural language and the weak forms, HW and WW, are
needed to symbolise it, therefore.
What is necessary and what is desirable are opinions and, thus, items of information held by an agent
or medium of communication. Thus, for example, “David wants Andrew to climb Mont Blanc” is
symbolised “VSa1.c.VQb1”VWWd1.

90.2 Symbolising Logical Necessity
Let {p} be any proposition, for example “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” or VSa1.c.VQb1 . Then the
symbolism of logical necessity is as follows:
Symbolism

“{p} = E”  VHSd1 or
“{p}”  VHSd1

V

1

V

1

“{p} E” HSd

“{p} ”  HSd

“{p} = ”  VHSd1 or
“~{p}”  VHSd1

“{p} = E”  VHWd1 or
“{p}”  VHWd1

Meaning

Meaning – using
sentence formed by
complementation

Meaning – using
sentence formed
with Auxiliaries

It is held logically
necessary by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
certain that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must climb
Mont Blanc.

It is held not logically
necessary by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
uncertain that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may not
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held logically
consistent by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
possible that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may climb
Mont Blanc.

It is held logically
inconsistent by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
impossible that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must not
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held logically
probable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
probable that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should
climb Mont Blanc.
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V

“{p} E”  HWd

1

“{p} ”  VHWd1

“{p} = ”  VHWd1 or
“~{p}”  VHWd1

It is held not logically
probable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as not
probable that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held not logically
improbable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as not
improbable that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held logically
improbable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

David holds it as
improbable that
Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should not
climb Mont Blanc.

If the right-hand side in the above equations is negated, then this means “It is not held…” or “David
does not hold it…”.
Note that “{p} ”  VHSd1 means “David holds it as possible that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” and
“{p}”  VHWd1 means “David holds it as probable that Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”. There is no exact
definition of “probable”. However, it is generally accepted that things which are probable are more
likely than things which are improbable. Thus, if a1 is probable and b1 is improbable then a1 >Pc1 b1.
When the agent is the observer or speaker then VHSd1 becomes VHSJ1 and the equations describing
logical requirement or consistency simplify to probabilistic equations. Thus, for example, “VSa1.c.VQb1
” VHSd1 becomes “VSa1.c.VQb1 ” VHSJ1 which, in turn, becomes VSa1.c.VQb1  . Also, the
auxiliary may be replaced by “do” or may be removed entirely. Thus, for example, “Andrew must
climb Mont Blanc becomes “Andrew does climb Mont Blanc” or more simply “Andrew climbs Mont
Blanc”. “Do” does not alter the meaning of a sentoid in any way but provides greater emphasis or
certainty that the proposition is correct.

90.3 Symbolising External Desirability
External desirability describes obligations to a person or group and any encouragement or censure is
from that person or group. To symbolise external desirability HS and HW are replaced by WS and WW
respectively as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

Meaning – using
sentence formed by
complementation

Meaning – using
sentence formed
with Auxiliaries

“{p} = E”  VWSd1 or

It is held obligatory
by David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is obligatory for
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must climb
Mont Blanc.

It is held not
obligatory by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is not obligatory
for Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may not
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held permissible
by David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is permissible for
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may climb
Mont Blanc.

“{p}”  VWSd1

V

1

V

1

“{p} E” WSd

“{p} ”  WSd
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“{p} = ”  VWSd1 or
“~{p}”  VWSd1

“{p} = E”  VWWd1 or
“{p}”  VWWd1

“{p} E”  VWWd1

V

“{p} ”  WWd

1

“{p} = ”  VWWd1 or
“~{p}”  VWWd1

It is held not
permissible by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is not permissible
for Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must not
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held advisable by
David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is advisable for
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held not
advisable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is not advisable
for Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held not
inadvisable by David
that Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is not inadvisable
for Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held inadvisable
by David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

According to David,
it is inadvisable for
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should not
climb Mont Blanc.

If the right-hand side in the above equations is negated, then this means “It is not held…” or “David
does not hold it…”.

90.4 Symbolising Internal Desirability
Finally, internal desirability describes the needs and wants of an individual or group when the
motivation to satisfy those needs and wants comes from within the individual or group. It is symbolised
in the same way as external desirability as follows:
Symbolism

Meaning

Meaning – using
sentence formed by
complementation

Meaning – using
sentence formed
with Auxiliaries

“{p} = E”  VWSd1 or

It is held necessary by
David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

David needs Andrew
to climb Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must climb
Mont Blanc.

“{p} E” VWSd1

It is held unnecessary
by David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

David does not need
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may not
climb Mont Blanc.

“{p} ”  VWSd1

It is held unnecessary
by David that Andrew
does not climb Mont
Blanc.

David does not need
Andrew to not climb
Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew may climb
Mont Blanc.

It is held necessary by
David that Andrew
does not climb Mont
Blanc.

David needs Andrew
to not climb Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew must not
climb Mont Blanc.

“{p}”  VWSd1

“~{p}”  VWSd1 or
“{p} = ”  VWSd1
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“{p}”  VWWd1 or
“{p}”  VWWd1
“{p} E”  VWWd1

V

“{p} ”  WWd

1

“{p} = ”  VWWd1 or
“~{p}”  VWWd1

It is held desirable by
David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

David wants Andrew
to climb Mont Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should
climb Mont Blanc.

It is held undesirable
by David that Andrew
climbs Mont Blanc.

David does not want
Andrew to climb
Mont Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held undesirable
by David that Andrew
does not climb Mont
Blanc.

David does not want
Andrew to not climb
Mont Blanc.

No auxiliary

It is held desirable by
David that Andrew
does not climb Mont
Blanc.

David wants Andrew
to not climb Mont
Blanc.

According to David,
Andrew should not
climb Mont Blanc.

If the right-hand side in the above equations is negated, then this means “It is not held…” or “David
does not hold it…”.

90.5 Active, Passive, Reflexive and Irreflexive
In the above examples, the major proposition is in the passive form, e.g., “It is held necessary by David
that {p}”. However, in natural language, it is also possible for it to be in active form, e.g., “David needs
{p}”. Furthermore, it is possible for propositions of this nature to be reflexive, i.e., for the agent who
regards something as being necessary, desirable, etc. also to appear in the proposition regarded as
being necessary or desirable. The two can, of course occur together.
For example, the following are in the passive form:
“VSJ1.c.VQb1 ” VWWJ1 which

means “That I climb Mont Blanc is desirable to me” (passive

reflexive);
“VSa1.c.VQb1” VWWa1 which

means “That Andrew climbs Mont Blanc is desirable to him”

(passive reflexive); and
“VSa1.c.VQb1  ” VWWJ1 which

means “That Andrew climbs Mont Blanc is desirable to me”

(passive irreflexive).
The following are the equivalents in the active form:
J1  WW“VSJ1.c.VQb1 ”

which means “I want to climb Mont Blanc” (active reflexive);

a1  WW“VSa1.c.VQb1 ”

which means “Andrew wants to climb Mont Blanc” (active reflexive); and

1

V

1

V

1

J  WW“ Sa .c. Qb ”

which means “I want Andrew to climb Mont Blanc” (active irreflexive).

The active forms are derived using the theorem:
(a1  cb1) = (b1  Vca1)

(TR519) Active/Passive Theorem

In the natural language passive form, it is common in for the agent or medium who regards the
proposition as being necessary, desirable, etc. not to be stated. For example: “That Andrew climbs
Mont Blanc” is desirable. However, this is a form of ellipsis, and the agent or medium must be
identified from the context of the statement. Depending on the context this may be:
(1)

the observer or speaker or J1, i.e., “VSa1.c.VQb1 ” VWWJ1 or;

(2)

the actor in the first order proposition, i.e., “VSa1.c.VQb1 ” VWWa1.
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The speaker or observer is normally assumed unless it is otherwise apparent.

90.6 Tense
Sentences containing auxiliaries may be tensed. However, their meaning often varies with tense as
described in the table below.
Future Tense

Tenseless

Past Tense

“must” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“must” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“must have” describes logical
necessity only.

“will have to” describes either
logical necessity or desirability.

“has to” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“had to” describes desirability.

“ought to” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“ought to” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“ought to have” describes
desirability but also implies that the
event did not actually happen. See
Note 1

“shall” describes the future tense
only.

“should” describes either logical
necessity or desirability.

“should have” describes desirability
but also implies that the event did
not actually happen. See Note 1

“might” describes logical
consistency or non-undesirability.

“may” describes logical consistency or
non-undesirability.

“may have” describes logical
consistency only.

“has to have” describes logical
necessity.

Note 1 – for example, “according to David, Andrew should have climbed Mont Blanc” means “Andrew has not
climbed Mont Blanc but according to David he should have”, i.e.:
(“{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1) = ”  VHSJ1).(“{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)  ”  VWWd1)

Examples of tensing the minor proposition are given in the table below. It is, of course, also possible
to tense the major proposition or both, as described previously.
Tense

Natural Language Sentence

Symbolism

Tenseless
(Simple Present)

According to David, Andrew must climb Mont
Blanc.

“VSa1.c.VQb1  ” VWSd1

Imperfect

According to David, Andrew had to climb Mont
Blanc.

“{>}T(VSa1.c.VQb1  )” VWSd1

Perfect

According to David, Andrew must have climbed
Mont Blanc.

“{>}TCT(VSa1.c.VQb1)  ”  VWSd1

Future Perfect

According to David, Andrew will have to climb
Mont Blanc.

“{<}T(VSa1.c.VQb1  )”VWSd1

90.7 The Numerical Value of a Value.
The value of a want or need can expressed using the relationship set V, i.e., the value of a particular
action a1 to the actor is Va1. Numerical values of the value of acts can be expressed {some scale}V.
Where the numerical value of a1 is positive if is desirable, negative if it is undesirable and zero if it is
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neither. However, these values can only be established by research and no attempt will be made in this
book to do so. Rather the discussion will be limited to whether an event is desirable or undesirable.
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Chapter 91 Logical Necessity and Desirability Applied to
Knowledge
91.1 Introduction
Logical Necessity and desirability can be applied to epistemic propositions as described in the tables
below. In these tables the words “I” and “me” refer to the observer or speaker. Propositions with an
asterisk are not possible but are included for the sake of completeness.
The word “should” can indicate either logical necessity or desirability and the way in which
propositions containing this word are symbolized will depend on the context.
Note that for each passive equation, e.g., “a1 VKJ1” VHSJ1, there is an equivalent active equation,
i.e., “J1 Ka1”VHSJ1, and for each active natural language expression, e.g. “I know a1”, there is an
equivalent passive expression, e.g., “a1 is known by me”. The favoured form in Symbolic Reasoning
is passive and the favoured form in natural language is active.

91.2 Knowing…
Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

I know a1.

J1 Ka1

I know a1.

“J1 Ka1” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that I know a1.

a1 VKJ1

a1 is known by me.

“a1 VKJ1”  VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that a1 is known by me.

I must know a1.

“J1 Ka1” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that I know a1.

a1 must be known by
me.

“a1 VKJ1”  VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that a1 is known by me.

I should know a1.

“J1 VKa1” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that I know a1.

“J1 Ka1”  VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that I know a1.

“a1 VKJ1” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that a1 is known by me.

“a1 VKJ1”  VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that a1 is known by me.

Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

d1 knows a1.

d1 Ka1

d1 knows a1.

“d1 Ka1”VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that d1 knows a1.

a1 VKd1

a1 is known by d1.

“a1 VKd1”  VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that a1 is known by d1.

a1 is known by me.

a1 should be known by
me.

a1 is known by d1.
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d1 must know a1.

“d1 Ka1” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that d1 knows a1.

a1 must be known by
d1 .

“a1 VKd1”  VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that a1 is known by d1.

d1 should know a1.

“d1 VKa1” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that d1knows a1.

“d1 Ka1”VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that d1 knows a1.

“a1 VKd1”  VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that a1 is known by d1.

“a1 VKd1” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that a1 is known by d1.

a1 should be known by
d1 .

91.3 Knowing of…
Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

I know of a1.

J1 HS“a1”

I know of a1.

“J1 HS“a1”” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that I know of a1.

“a1” VHSJ1

a1 is known of by me.

““a1” VHSJ1”  VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that a1 is known of by
me.

I must know of a1.

“J1 HS“a1”” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that I know of a1.

a1 must be known of
by me.

““a1” VHSJ1” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that a1 is known of by me.

I should know of a1.

“J1 VHS“a1””VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that I know of a1.

“J1 HS“a1”” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that I know of a1.

““a1” VHSJ1”  VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that a1 is known of by
me.

““a1” VHSJ1” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that a1 is known of by me.

Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

d1 knows of a1.

d1 HS“a1”

d1 knows of a1.

“d1 HS“a1”” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that d1 knows of a1.

“a1” VHSd1

a1 is known of by d1.

““a1” VHSd1” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that a1 is known of by
d1 .

“d1 HS“a1””VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that d1 knows of a1.

a1 is known of by me.

a1 should be known of
by me.

a1 is known of by d1.

d1 must know of a1.
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a1 must be known of
by d1.

““a1” VHSd1” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that a1 is known of by d1.

d1 should know of a1.

“d1 VHS“a1””  VHWJ1


It is held logically probable by me that d1 knows of a1.

“d1 HS“a1”” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that d1 knows of a1.

““a1” VHSd1” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that a1 is known of by d1.

““a1” VHSd1” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that a1 is known of by d1.

a1 should be known of
by d1.

91.4 Knowing that…
Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

I know that {p}.

J1 HS“{p}”

I know that {p}.

“J1 HS“{p}”” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that I know that {p}.

“{p}”  VHSJ1

It is known by me that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSJ1”  VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that it is known by me
that {p}.

I must know that {p}.

“J1 HS“{p}”” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that I know that {p}.

It must be known by
me that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSJ1” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that it is known by me that {p}.

I should know that {p}.

“J1 VHS“{p}”” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that I know that {p}.

“J1 HS“a1””VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that I know that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSJ1”
VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that it is known by me
that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSJ1” 
V
WWJ1

It is held desirable by me that it is known by me that {p}.

Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context
Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

d1 knows that {p}.

d1 HS“{p}”

d1 knows that {p}.

“d1 HS“{p}”” VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that d1 knows that {p}.

“{p}”  VHSd1

It is known by d1 that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSd1”  VHSJ1

It is held logically necessary by me that it is known by d1
that {p}.

“d1 HS“{p}”” VWSJ1

It is held necessary by me that d1 knows that {p}.

It is known by me that
{p}.

It should be known by
me that {p}.

It is known by d1 that
{p}.

d1 must know that {p}.
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It must be known by d1
that {p}.

““{p}” VHSd1”
V
WSJ1

It is held necessary by me that it is known by d1 that {p}.

d1 should know that
{p}.

“d1 HS“{p}”” VHWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that d1 knows that {p}.

“d1 HS“{p}”” VWWJ1

It is held desirable by me that d1 knows that {p}.

““{p}”  VHSd1” 
V
HWJ1

It is held logically probable by me that it is known by d1 that
{p}.

““{p}”  VHSd1” 
V
WWJ1

It is held desirable by me that it is known by d1 that {p}.

It should be known by
d1 that {p}.
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Chapter 92 Logical Necessity and Desirability Applied to
Learning and Communication
92.1 Introduction
Logical Necessity and desirability can also be applied to the equations of learning and communication
as described in the tables below. The notes given in the introduction to the previous section also apply
here. However, it should also be noted that knowing an entity cannot be communicated: only knowing
of… and knowing that… .

92.2 Communicating Knowledge that…
If d1 means David and e1 means the encyclopedia:
Simplified Natural
Language Expression

Symbolism (Context Dependent)

Full Meaning (Context Dependent)

David writes that {p} in
the encyclopaedia.

(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1

David writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.

I know that David
writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.

J1 HS“(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1”

I know that that David writes that {p} in
the encyclopaedia.

It is known by me that
David writes that {p} in
the encyclopaedia.

“(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1” VHSJ1

It is known by me that David writes that
{p} in the encyclopaedia.

““(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1” VHSJ1”

It is held logically necessary by me that
it is known by me that David writes that
{p} in the encyclopaedia.

V

 HSJ

1

I must know that David
writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.

“J1 HS“(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1””

It must be known by
me that David writes
that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.

““(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1” VHSJ1”

I should know that
David writes that {p} in
the encyclopaedia.

“J1 VHS“(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1””

V

 WSJ

1

 VWSJ1

V

 HWJ

1

“J1 HS“(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1””
V

 WWJ
It should be known by
me that David writes
that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.

1

““(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1”VHSJ1”
V

 HWJ

1

““(VHSd1)1  (I“{p}”)(VHSe1)1”VHSJ1”
 VWWJ1

It is held necessary by me that I know
that David writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.
It is held necessary by me that it is
known by me that David writes that {p}
in the encyclopaedia.
It is held logically probable by me that I
know that David writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.
It is held desirable by me that I know that
David writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.
It is held logically probable by me that it
is known by me that David writes that
{p} in the encyclopaedia.
It is held desirable by me that it is known
by me that David writes that {p} in the
encyclopaedia.
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Chapter 93 The Rules of Logical Necessity and Desirability
93.1 Theorems
Active/ Passive Rules
From the Active/Passive Theorem, (a1  cb1) = (b1  Vca1) (TR519), it can be shown that:
If it is held by David that {p} then David holds that {p}, i.e.:
(“{p}”  VHS d1) =(d1 HS“{p}”)

(TS165)

If it is held probable by David that {p} then David holds it as probable that {p}, i.e.:
(“{p}”  VHW d1) =(d1 HW“{p}”)

(TT386)

If it is needed by David that {p} then David needs it that {p}, i.e.:
(“{p}”  VWS d1) =(d1 WS“{p}”)

(TS166)

If it is wanted by David that {p} the David wants it that {p}, i.e.:
(“{p}”  VWS d1) =(d1 WW“{p}”)

(TS167)

Not Knowing of a Proposition
If r is a collection of relationships, e.g. VSa.c.VQb, then r  is a proposition meaningthat those
relationships exist. If an agent does not know of the relationship described in a proposition, then he
does not know that the proposition is true and he does not know that it is false, i.e.:
(“r”VHSd1) (“r  ” VHSd1).(“r = ”VHSd1)

(TT324)

From this it can be deduced that he also does not know that the proposition is probable or improbable,
i.e.:
(“r”VHSd1) (“r  ” VHWd1)
V

1

V

1

(“r” HSd ) (“r = ” HWd )

(TS649)
(TS663)

93.2 Rules of Deduction
The rules of deduction for logical necessity and desirability along with their meanings are given in the
table below.
Theorem

Meaning –
Logical
Necessity

Meaning –
Internal
Desirability

Meaning –
External
Desirability

Meaning using
auxiliaries

(“{p}” VHSd1) (“{p}” VHWd1)

If it is held
certain by
David that {p}
then it is held
probable by
David that {p}.

If it is needed
by David that
{p} then it is
wanted by
David that {p}.

If it is held
obligatory by
David that {p}
then it is held
desirable by
David that {p}.

If David thinks
that it must be
the case that {p}
then he thinks
that it should be
the case that
{p}.

(TS150)
(“{p}” VWSd1) (“{p}” VWWd1)
(TS151)
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(“{p}” VHWd1) (“{p}” VHSd1)
(TS152)
(“{p}” VWWd1) (“{p}” VWSd1)
(TS153)

(“{p}” VHWd1)~(“{p}”VHSd1) 
(TS154)
(“{p}” VWWd1)~(“{p}”VWSd1)
(TS155)

(“{p}” VHSd1)~(“{p}” VHWd1)
(TS141)
(“{p}” VWSd1)~(“{p}” VWWd1)
(TS156)

(“~{p}” VHSd1) (“~{p}” VHWd1)
(TS157)
(“~{p}” VWSd1)(“~{p}” VWWd1)
(TS158)
(“~{p}” VHWd1) (“~{p}” VHSd1)
(TS159)
(“~{p}” VWWd1) (“~{p}” VWSd1)
(TS160)

(“~{p}”VHWd1)~(“~{p}”VHSd1)
(TS161)
(“~{p}”VWWd1)~(“~{p}”VWSd1)
(TS162)

If it is not held
probable by
David that {p}
then it is not
held certain by
David that {p}.

If it is not
wanted by
David that {p}
then it is not
needed by
David that {p}.

If it is not held
desirable by
David that {p}
then it is not
held obligatory
by David that
{p}.

If David does
not think it
should be the
case that {p}
then he does not
think it must be
the case that
{p}.

If it is held
probable by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily held
certain by
David that {p}.

If it is wanted
by David that
{p} it is not
necessarily
needed by
David that {p}.

If it is held
desirable by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily held
obligatory by
David that {p}.

If David thinks
that it should be
the case that {p}
then he does not
necessarily
think that it
must be the
case that {p}.

If it is not held
certain by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
not held
probable by
David that {p}.

If it is not
needed by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
not wanted by
David that {p}.

If it is not held
obligatory by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
not held
desirable by
David that {p}.

If David does
not think it
must be the
case that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that he
does not think it
should be the
case that {p}.

If it is held
impossible by
David that {p}
then it is held
improbable by
David that {p}.

If it is needed
by David that
~{p} then it is
wanted by
David that ~{p}.

If it is held not
permissible by
David that {p}
then it is held
undesirable by
David that {p}.

If David thinks
it must be the
case that ~{p}
then he thinks it
should be the
case that ~{p}.

If it is not held
improbable by
David that {p}
then it is not
held impossible
by David that
{p}.

If it is not
wanted by
David that ~{p}
then it is not
needed by
David that ~{p}.

If it is not held
undesirable by
David that {p}
then it is not
held not
permissible by
David that {p}.

If David does
not think it
should be the
case that ~{p}
then he does not
think it must be
the case that
~{p}.

If it is held
improbable by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
held impossible
by David that
{p}.

If it is wanted
by David that
~{p} it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
needed by
David that ~{p}.

If it is held
undesirable by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily held
not permissible
by David that
{p}.

If David thinks
it should be the
case that ~{p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that he
thinks it must
be the case that
~{p}.
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(“~{p}”VHSd1)~(“~{p}”VHWd1)
(TS163)
(“~{p}”VWSd1)~(“~{p}”VWWd1)
(TS164)

If it is not held
impossible by
David that {p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
not held
improbable by
David that {p}.

If it is not
needed by
David that ~{p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that it is
not wanted by
David that ~{p}.

If it is not held
not permissible
by David that
{p} then it is not
necessarily not
held undesirable
by David that
{p}.

If David does
not think it
must be the
case that ~{p}
then it is not
necessarily the
case that he
does not think it
should be the
case that ~{p}.
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Chapter 94 Conventional Deontic Logic
94.1 Conventional Deontic Logic
The branch of conventional logic known as Deontic Logic, deals with the concepts of obligation and
permission. Although these concepts had been of interest to philosophers since classical times, the
term was first coined by the Austrian Philosopher Ernst Mally, who attempted to formalise the system
in 1926. The first plausible system was developed by G.H. von Wright in 1951 and was based on
modal logic but von Wright later abandoned this for a system based on propositional logic.
Conventional Deontic Logic remains controversial to this day.
Standard, conventional deontic logic is obtained by adding the following axioms to propositional logic.
Where {p} and {q} are propositions:
“If it is obligatory that {p} implies {q}, then, if {p} is obligatory, {q} is obligatory”; and
“If it is obligatory that {p}, then it is not obligatory that not {p}”.
Different agents and media of communication can dictate different obligations, and no reference is
made to this in conventional deontic logic. However, in Symbolic Reasoning the relevant agent or
medium is referred to, i.e.:
“If it is held obligatory by d1 that {p} implies {q}, then, if it is held obligatory by d1 that {p}, it is held
obligatory by d1 that {q}”; and
“If it is held obligatory by d1 that {p}, then it is not held obligatory by d1 that not {p}”.
These equivalents in Symbolic Reasoning can be symbolised:
((“{p} {q}”  VWSd1) = E) ((“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“{q}”  VWSd1))
V

1

V

(AR39) Deontic Axiom
(AS24) Axiom of Consistency

1

(“{p}”  WSd )  (“~{p}”  WSd )

Note that if (AR39) was expressed in terms of logical necessity, i.e., using HS and the observer/speaker
J1 rather than WS and d1, then it would reduce to the membership theorem (({p} {q}) = E) (({p} = E) 
({q} = E)). However, because WS is used (AR39) must remain an Axiom.
Note that (AS24) is comparable to:
(“{p}” VHSd1) ~(“~{p}” VHSd1)

(TS053)

which can also be expressed:
(“{p}”  VHSd1)  (“~{p}” VHSd1)

i.e., if d1 believes (that it is true) that {p} then it is not the case that d1 believes that it is false that {p}.
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Chapter 95 Paradoxes
95.1 Introduction
There are several well-known logical paradoxes which will now be discussed and explained.

95.2 The Elektra Paradox
The Electra Paradox is an interesting demonstration of the difference between factual propositions,
i.e., real world relationships as understood by the observer, and epistemic propositions, i.e., the
knowledge of others. The paradox is normally expressed as follows:
Premise 1: Elektra knows that Orestes is her brother;
Premise 2: Electra is looking at a man; and
Premise 3: Elektra does not know that the man she is looking at is Orestes.
Conclusion: This may appear to be that Elektra both knows and does not know that the man
that she is looking at is her brother.
The clue to the resolution of this paradox is given by the words “know” and “knows”. Implicit in the
premises, given above, are two contexts: the mental world comprising the knowledge of the observer
and the mental world comprising the knowledge of Elektra.
Expressing this paradox in Symbolic Reasoning from Elektra’s perspective the following is obtained:
Premise 1: Elektra knows (it to be true) that Orestes is her brother, i.e., “o1 = b1” VHSe1;
Premise 2: Electra knows she is looking at a man, i.e., “e1lm1” VHSe1; and
Premise 3: Elektra does not know that the man she is looking at is Orestes, i.e., “m1 = o1”  VHSe1
Conclusion: (“o1 = b1 VHSe1)(“e1lm1” VHSe1)(“m1 = o1”  VHSe1) i.e., Electra knows that
Orestes is her brother and that she is looking at a man and but does not know that the man is
Orestes.
This conclusion cannot be simplified because Electra lacks the information to deduce that the man is
her brother.
Expressing the same paradox from the observer’s perspective:
Premise 1: Orestes is Electra’s brother, i.e. o1 = b1;
Premise 2: Elektra is looking at a man e1 lm1; and
Premise 2: The man is Orestes m1 = o1.
Conclusion: (e1 lm1)(m1 = o1)(o1 = b1) or (e1 lb1), i.e. Elektra is looking at her brother.
The observer does not lack this information and can therefore deduce that the man is Elektra’s brother.
There is no paradox therefore, merely a difference between the knowledge of Electra and that of the
observer and, thus, also in their ability to reason to a conclusion.
The value of the Elektra paradox is that it demonstrates that the rules of reasoning can apply in different
domains or human minds, and, if valid conclusions are to be reached, must be restricted to just one
domain. Note that if the observer were to tell Elektra that the man she is looking at is Orestes, then
this information would enter her domain, and she would be able to deduce that the man is her brother.
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Demonstration
(“o1 = b1” VHSe1)(“e1lm1”  VHSe1)(“m1 = o1”VHSe1)
i.e., Elektra knows that Orestes is her brother, that she is looking at a man, and that the man is Orestes.
(o1 = b1)(e1lm1)(m1 = o1)
Conversion to factual form
(o1= b1)(e1lo1)
(AMX19)(Substitution)
(e1lb1)
(AMX19)(Substitution)
(“e1lb1”VHSe1)
Conversion to epistemic form
i.e., Elektra knows she is looking at her brother.

95.3 “This Statement is False”
Consider the statement “This statement is false”. By default, all statements are assumed to be true and,
thus, if {p} is the statement then {p} = E. However, the statement itself makes the claim that it is false,
i.e., {p} = . Thus, the statement is contradictory, implying both ({p} = ) and ({p} = E).
There is an apparent paradox because if the statement is assumed to be true, then this leads to the
conclusion that it must be false. On the other hand, if it is assumed to be false, then this leads to the
conclusion that it must be true.
However, the statement is not really a paradox at all but rather a statement which contains
contradictory information about itself, and which can be resolved by:
(1)

expressing the content of the statement in the form of information held by it, i.e., this statement
contains the information “this statement is false” or “~{p}”  VHS{p}1; and

(2)

expressing the statement itself as something known and assumed true by the observer, i.e., “{p}”
VHSJ1.

Thus, again there is no paradox, merely a difference between the information contained in the
statement and the observer’s knowledge of and assumptions about that statement. If the observer
decides to merely know of the statement, i.e., “{p}”  VHSJ1, and does not attempt to apply to it his
general assumptions about the truth of statements, then and the contradiction disappears.

95.4 The Epimenides Paradox
The Epimenides paradox states: Was Epimenides, the Cretan, who said “All Cretans are liars” telling
the truth or not?
Let e1 be Epimenides, c be all Cretans, and l be the set of liars.
Epimenides is a Cretan, and thus, e1  c.
If he is telling the truth, then all Cretans are liars, i.e., c  l, and thus, by Hypothetical Syllogism,
e1  l or Epimenides is a liar. This is a contradiction and, thus, it is impossible that he is telling the
truth.
If Epimenides is not telling the truth then he is a liar, i.e., e1  l, and so not all Cretans are liars, i.e., c
 l. Nothing can be deduced from these two statements except, unhelpfully, using (TM140), the 1st
Transposed Syllogism, or (e1  l)(c  l)  (c  e1), to deduce that not all Cretans are Epimenides.
However, it is possible that Epimenides is lying because, if not all Cretans are liars or c  l, then this
admits the possibility that some Cretans are liars and, thus, that the Epimenides is a liar. As he must
either be a liar or not and it is impossible that he is telling the truth but possible that he is lying, then
the conclusion must be that he is lying.
Thus, the Epimenides paradox is not really a paradox at all.
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95.5 Russell’s Paradox
Russell’s paradox postulates a special set: “The set of all sets which do not contain themselves.” and
asks “Does this set contain itself or not?”. The expression “contains itself” means that the set as an
entity is a member of the same set as a collection.
The answer to this question cannot be determined. If this set does contain itself, then it is not “a
member of the set of all sets which do not contain themselves”. This is a contradiction.
If the set does not contain itself, then it is “a member of the set of all sets which do not contain
themselves”. Again, this is a contradiction.
This paradox can be analysed symbolically as follows:
Let m be the set of sets which do not contain themselves. Then m1 is that set as an entity.
If m1 is a member of m, i.e., (m1 m), this implies that m1 does not contain itself, i.e. (m1 {}m1).
However, m = {}m1 and, thus, m1 does contain itself, i.e., (m1 {}m1).
Since (m1 {}m1) and (m1 {}m1) it is the case that (m1 ({}m1).({}m1)) or (m1= ).
Thus, the “Set of all sets which do not contain themselves” does not exist. It is an imagined entity
constructed from the components of other entities in the same way that a unicorn is a horse with a
single horn. This has important implications because discrete sets do not contain themselves and are,
therefore, imagined entities which do not exist in the physical universe.

95.6 The Barber Paradox
This paradox was used by Bertrand Russell to illustrate his paradox and states: “If no-one cuts their
own hair and everyone has their hair cut by the barber, then who cuts the Barbers hair?”
Let p be everyone, i.e., all people, c mean “cuts the hair of…”, and b1 be the barber.
Then (p  Vcb1), i.e., everyone has their hair cut by the barber.
The barber is a person, i.e. (b1 p), and thus, by Hypothetical Syllogism, (b1  Vcb1), i.e., he has his
hair cut by himself.
If x1is a person then he does not have their hair cut by themself, i.e., (x1 p)  (x1 Vcx1).
Let x1 be the barber and, since (b1 p), then (b1 Vcb1), i.e., the barber does not have his hair cut by
himself.
Because (b1  Vcb1) and (b1 Vcb1), it is the case that (b1  (Vcb1).(Vcb1)) or (b1= ).
Thus, the barber does not exist and is also an imagined entity constructed from the components of
other entities in the same way as a unicorn.

95.7 The Catalogue of Catalogues Paradox
This paradox is frequently used to illustrate Russell’s Paradox and states: “Take the catalogue of all
catalogues which do not refer to themselves. Does this catalogue refer to itself or not?” It involves
both physical objects and the information that they hold, and can be analysed symbolically as follows:
Let c1 be the catalogue of all catalogues which do not refer to themselves.
If this catalogue does not refer to itself then it does, i.e., (c1  HS“c1”)  (c1  HS“c1”)
If this catalogue refers to itself then it does not i.e., (c1  HS“c1”)  (c1  HS“c1”)
Thus, (c1  HS“c1”) = (c1  VHS“c1”) and (c1 ( HS“c1”).(HS“c1”)) or (c1= ).
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This catalogue does not exist, therefore.

95.8 Is All Knowledge Uncertain?
A philosophical example of self-reference is the certainty or otherwise of knowledge. The syllogism
can be used to investigate the philosophical problem of the certainty of knowledge, as follows:
(1)

Let the collection of all items of knowledge be k.

(2)

An item of knowledge may either be certain or uncertain. Let items of knowledge which are
certain belong to the collection c, and items which are uncertain belong to c.

(3)

If we were to assume that “All knowledge is uncertain.” then this would be symbolized k c.
However, we would represent the proposition as an item of information “k c”. This item of
information is, itself, an item of knowledge and herein lies the self-reference. Thus, “k c” k.
Now by syllogism (“k c” k).(k c) (“k c” c). Thus, if all knowledge is uncertain, then
“it is uncertain that all knowledge is uncertain” or “k c” c.

(4)

If we were to assume that “All knowledge is certain”, then by similar argument, we would
conclude that “k c” c or “it is certain that all knowledge is certain”.

(5)

If we were to assume that “Some knowledge is certain” then this would be symbolised k c.
However, we would represent the proposition as an item of information “k c”. This item of
information is, itself, an item of knowledge, and thus “k c” k. The two premises
(“k c”  k).(k c) do not yield a conclusion. We are, therefore, unable to arrive at any
conclusion regarding the certainty or otherwise of the statement “Some knowledge is certain”,
i.e., it may be certain, or it may not.

(6)

If we were to assume that “Some knowledge is uncertain”, then by a similar argument, we are
unable to arrive at any conclusion.

Thus, the certainty or otherwise of knowledge cannot be proven.
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Chapter 96 Definitions of Knowledge and Communication
96.1 The Definitions of Knowledge and Communication
Definition of “a” (DS24)
Items of information are singular entities, even if they refer to plural collections. Thus:
(DS24) Definition of “a”

“a” = “a”1

It can also be deduced from this definition that all items of knowledge exist, i.e.:
“a” 







(TT398) Knowledge exists

Definition of Knowing of (DR01)
If the speaker or observer knows of a collection of entities then, for the purposes of Symbolic
Reasoning, it assumed that those entities exist, i.e.:
(a  ) = (“a” VHSJ1)

(DR01) Definition of Knowing of

Definition of Knowing that (DR02)
If a proposition is certain then the speaker or observer knows that that proposition is true, i.e.:
{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

(DR02)(Definition of Knowing that)

Note that this equation is similar to the Order Axiom and may not necessarily balance depending on
the order of the proposition {p}. If a fully symbolised proposition replaces {p} then it may be necessary
to balance the resulting equation using the order axiom.

96.2 Summary
Knowledge and Communication
(DS24)

Definition of “a1”

(DR01)

Definition of Knowing of

(DR02)

Definition of Knowing that

“a” = “a”1
(a  ) = (“a” VHSJ1)
{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

Necessity and Desirability
None
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Chapter 97 Axioms of Knowledge, Communication, Necessity
and Desirability
97.1 Axioms of Knowledge and Communication
Subjectivity Axiom (AR80)
What is not known by the speaker or observer does not exist and is, therefore, the null set, i.e., .
Thus:
V

HSJ1 = 

(AR80) Subjectivity Axiom

Epistemic Axiom (AS22)
If the agents a hold a proposition to be true, then they do not hold the proposition to be false. Note that
the reverse is not necessarily the case because agents who do not hold it to be false may also not hold
it to be true. Thus:
(a  HS“{p}”)  (a  HS“~{p}”)

(AS22) Epistemic Axiom

Axiom of Self Knowledge (AS85)
It is axiomatic that an agent knows himself, i.e.:
(d1 SK) (d1 VKd1)

(AS85) Axiom of Self Knowledge

Knowledge of… Axiom (AS95)
If an agent knows of something about an entity, then this implies that the agent knows of that entity.
Furthermore, if an agent knows of something about a collection of entities, then he, she or it knows of
those entities. Finally, if an agent knows of something about a proposition, e.g., whether it is true,
false, certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible, then he, she or it knows of that proposition. This is
described by:
(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)

(AS95) Knowledge of… Axiom

Knowing implies Knowing of… (AS97)
If an agent knows a collection of things, then he knows of them but not necessarily vice versa. Thus:
(aVKd1)  (“a”VHSd1)

(AS97) Knowing Implies Knowing of…

Knowing implies Knowing that… (AS99)
If an agent knows some entities of a particular type from observation of them in the environment, then
this implies that he knows that entities of that type exist. Thus:
(aVKd1)  (“a1  ”VHSd1)

(AS99) Knowing Implies Knowing that…
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Axiom of Unknown Knowns (AS91)
It is impossible for us not to know what we know and thus:
(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) =  





(AS91) Axiom of Unknown Knowns

Axiom of Possible Deduction (AR63)
If a conclusion can be deduced from more than one proposition, and if an agent knows these
propositions, then it is possible that he will deduce the conclusion.
((({p1}…{pn} {c}) = E) = E) (((“{p1}” VHSn1)…(“{pn}”VHSn1 ) = E) ((“{c}” VHSn1)))
(AR63) Axiom of Possible Deduction

Axiom of Media (AS84)
A medium of communication cannot know a physical entity in the same way as an agent. Thus, if e1
is a medium, i.e., e1  HSE.~KE, then VKe1 = . This is expressed by the axiom:
(e1  HSE.~KE) (VKe1 = )

(AS84) Axiom of Media

1st Axiom of Intrinsic Features (AS82)
The features that all entities have, e.g., a beginning, end, and timespan, are listed in the following
axiom:
(x1 = Sa1, Qa1, {}a1, Ba1, Ca1, VATa1, VA(LXc1)a1, VA(LXYc1)a1, VA(Oc1)a1, VAMa1, {}Ba1, VB{}a1)
(x1 Aa1)

(AS82) 1st Axiom of Intrinsic Features

2nd Axiom of Intrinsic Features (AS04)
The framework of intrinsic features means that, if an entity a1 exists, then so too does any intrinsic
feature of that entity and vice versa, i.e.:
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((a1) = (x1))

(AS04) 2nd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

3rd Axiom of Intrinsic Features (AS23)
If an agent knows that an entity exists but does not know an intrinsic feature of that entity, then the
agent knows that he does not know that intrinsic feature.
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“a1”  VHSd1)(x1  VKd1)  (“x1  VKd1”  VHSd1))
(AS23) 3rd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

Axiom of Alternative Mental Models (AS15)
What the speaker or observer, J1, knows to be true he knows to be true in all his mental models of the
universe, J, i.e.:
V

HSJ1 = VHSJ

(AS15) Axiom of Alternative Mental Models

Conjunction of Information (AS46)
Agents who hold the conjunction of two propositions to be true also hold each proposition to be true,
i.e.:
HS“{p}{q}” = (HS“{p}”).(HS“{q}”)

(AS46) Conjunction of Information
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Disjunction of Information (AS72)
Agents who hold the disjunction of two propositions to be true hold one or the other to be true, i.e.:
HS“{p} + {q}” = (HS“{p}”) + (HS“{q}”)

(AS72) Disjunction of Information

Axiom of Negative Propositions (AS52)
The complement of a proposition as an item of information is a member of the set of entities which
are not the equivalent positive proposition as an item of information, i.e.:
“~{p}” ~“{p}”

(AS52) Axiom of Negative Propositions

97.2 Axioms of Necessity and Desirability
Deontic Axiom (AR39)
If it is held obligatory by d1 that {p} implies {q}, then, if it is held obligatory by d1 that {p}, it is held
obligatory by d1 that {q}”, i.e.:
((“{p} {q}”  VWSd1) = E) ((“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“{q}”  VWSd1))

(AR39) Deontic Axiom

Axiom of Consistency
“If it is held obligatory by d1 that {p}, then it is not held obligatory by d1 that not {p}”, i.e.:
(AS24) Axiom of Consistency

(“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“~{p}” VWSd1)

H and W Axioms (AS20) & (AS21)
The set of strong operators is a subset of the set of weak operators, i.e.:
HS HW

(AS20) H Axiom

WS WW

(AS21) W Axiom

97.3 Summary
Knowledge and Communication
(AR80)

Subjectivity Axiom

(AS22)

Epistemic Axiom

(AS85)

Axiom of Self Knowledge

(AS95)

Knowledge of… Axiom

(AS97)

Knowing Implies Knowing of…

(AS99)

Knowing Implies Knowing that…

(AS91)

Axiom of Unknown Knowns

V

HSJ1 = 

(a  HS“{p}”)  (a  HS“~{p}”)
(d1 SK) (d1 VKd1)
(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)
(aVKd1)  (“a”VHSd1)
(aVKd1)  (“a1  ”VHSd1)
(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) = 
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(AR63)

((({p1}…{pn} {c}) = E) = E) 
Axiom of Possible Deduction

(((“{p1}” VHSn1)…(“{pn}”VHSn1 ) = E)
((“{c}” VHSn1)))

(AS84)

Axiom of Media

(AS82)

1st Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(e1  HSE.~KE) (VKe1 = )
(x1 = Sa1, Qa1, {}a1, Ba1, Ca1, VATa1, VA(LXc1)a1,
V
A(LXYc1)a1, VA(Oc1)a1, VAMa1, {}Ba1, VB{}a1)
(x1 Aa1)

(AS04)

2nd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(AS23)

3rd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(AS15)

Axiom of Alternative Mental
Models

(AS46)

Conjunction of Information

HS“{p}{q}” = (HS“{p}”).(HS“{q}”)

(AS72)

Disjunction of Information

HS“{p} + {q}” = (HS“{p}”) + (HS“{q}”)

(AS52)

Axiom of Negative Propositions

((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((a1) = (x1))
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“a1”  VHSd1)(x1  VKd1) 
(“x1  VKd1”  VHSd1))
V

HSJ1 = VHSJ

“~{p}” ~“{p}”

Necessity and Desirability
(AR39)

Deontic Axiom

((“{p} {q}”  VWSd1) = E)
((“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“{q}”  VWSd1))

(AS24)

Axiom of Consistency

(AS20)

H Axiom

HS HW

(AS21)

W Axiom

WS WW

(“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“~{p}” VWSd1)
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Chapter 98 Theorems of Knowledge and Communication
98.1 Theorems of Knowledge and Communication
Theorems of Knowledge
Symbolising Information
(DS24)

Definition of “a1”

“a” = “a”1

(TT398)

Knowledge exists

“a” 

(TS590)

___

(a = b) = (“a” = “b”)

(TT432)

___

(a = a1) = (“a” = “a1”)

(TT914)

___

(a  a1) = (“a”  “a1”)

(TS596)

___

({p} = F1a1…Fnan) = (“{p}” = “F1a1…Fnan”)

(TS588)

___

“{p}” = “{p} = E”

(TS589)

___

“~{p}” = “{p} = ”

(AS52)

Axiom of Negative Propositions

(TS637)

___







“~{p}” ~“{p}”
(“{p}” “{q}”) = (“{p}”.“{q}” = )

Implied Conditions
(TT400)

Agents and Media Hold Knowledge

(d1 SHS)(d1  ) ( VHSd1  )

Media are Unaware
(AS84)

Axiom of Media

(e1  HSE.~KE) (VKe1 = )

Knowledge of the Speaker or Observer
(AR80)

Subjectivity Axiom

V

(TS027)

___

V

HSJ1 = 
HSJ1 = E

Conjunctions and Disjunctions of Information
(AS46)

Conjunction of Information

HS“{p}{q}” = (HS“{p}”).(HS“{q}”)

(AS72)

Disjunction of Information

HS“{p} + {q}” = (HS“{p}”) + (HS“{q}”)

(TT313)

___

(HS“{p}”) + (HS“{q}”)  (HS“~({p} + {q})”)

(TT283)

___

(J HS“{p}”).(J HS“{q}”) = (J HS(“{p}.{q}”))

(TT282)

___

(J HS“{p}”) + (J HS“{q}”)  (J HS(“~({p} + {q})”)
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Translation to Epistemic Form
(DR02)

Definition of Knowing that

{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

(TT279)

___

{p}= (J HS“{p}”)

(TT284)

___

{p}= (J HS“{p}”)

(TS042)

___

({p} = )= (“{p} = ”  VHSJ1)

(TS041)

___

({p}  E)= (“{p}  E”  VHSJ1)

(TS043)

___

({p}  )= (“{p}  ”  VHSJ1)

(AS91)

Axiom of Unknown Knowns

(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) = 

(TT734)

___

(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) = E

(TT746)

___

(“a” VHSd1) = (““a” VHSd1” VHSd1)

1

Unknown Knowns

Definitions of Knowing of… and Knowing that…
(DR01)

Definition of Knowing of

(a  ) = (“a” VHSJ1)

(TT709)

Definition of not Knowing of

(a = ) = (“a” VHSJ1)

(DR02)

Definition of Knowing that

(TS999)

___

({p} = ) = (“~{p}” VHSJ1)

(TT265)

___

({p} = ) = (J1 HS“~{p}”)

(TS753)

___

({p} = ) = (J HS“~{p}”)

{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)

Implications of Knowing…
(AS97)

Knowing Implies Knowing of…

(TT554)

___

(AS99)

Knowing Implies Knowing that…

(aVKd1)  (“a”VHSd1)
(a1 )(a1VKd1)  (“a1  ”  VHSd1)
(aVKd1)  (“a1  ”VHSd1)

Knowing Oneself
(AS85)

Axiom of Self Knowledge

(TT558)

___

(d1 SK) (d1 VKd1)
(d1 SK) (“d1”VHSd1)

Knowing of a Singular Entity
(TS049)

___

(“b”  VHSa1) = (“b” VHSa1)

(TS077)

___

(“a”VHSd1) = (“a1”VHSd1)

Implications of Knowing of Something about…
(AS95)

Knowledge of… Axiom

(“Fa”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)
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(TT535)

___

(“Fa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

(TS073)

___

(“VSa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

(TS074)

___

(“VQa1” VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

(TT477)

___

(“Sa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

(TT453)

___

(“Qa1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

(TT451)

___

(“Va1”  VHSd1) (“a1” VHSd1)

Implications of Not Knowing of…
(TT437)

___

(“a”  VHSd1) (“Fa”  VHSd1)

(TS078)

___

(“a”VHSd1) = (“a1”VHSd1)

(TS034)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1) (“VSa1”  VHSd1)

(TS075)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1) (“VQa1”  VHSd1)

(TT449)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1) (“Sa1” VHSd1)

(TT448)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1) (“Qa1” VHSd1)

(TT447)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1) (“Va1” VHSd1)

(TS035)

___

(“VSd1” VHSd1) (“d1” VHSd1)

(TS036)

___

(“d1”  VHSd1) (“VSd1”  VHSd1)

Knowing of Oneself

Implications of Knowing that…
(TT710)

Knowing that… implies Knowing
of…

(“r  ”  VHSd1) + (“r = ” VHSd1)(“r”VHSd1)

(TT324)

___

(“r”VHSd1) (“r  ” VHSd1).( “r = ”VHSd1)

Consistency of Knowledge that…
(AS22)

Epistemic Axiom

(TT259)

___

HS“{p}”  HS“~{p}”

(TS053)

___

(“{p}” VHSd1) ~(“~{p}” VHSd1)

(TS076)

(TS052)

___

___

(a  HS“{p}”)  (a  HS“~{p}”)

(“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}”VHSd1 ) 
~((“~{p}”  VHSJ1).(“~{p}” VHSd1))
(“~{p}” VHSJ1).(“~{p}” VHSd1) 
~((“{p}” VHSJ1).(“{p}” VHSd1))

Knowledge of the Knowledge of Others
(TS066)

___

(“a” VHSd1) (““a” VHSe1”  VHSd1)

(TT445)

___

(“a” VHSd1) (““a” VHSe1”  VHSd1)
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(TT441)

___

(““a”  VHSe1” VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)

(TT442)

___

(““a”  VHSe1”  VHSd1) (“a”  VHSd1)

(TS068)

___

(“a1” VHSd1) (““a1” VHSe1”  VHSd1)

(TT439)

___

(“a1” VHSd1) (““a1” VHSe1”  VHSd1)

Correctly Knowing One’s Own Knowledge
(TS070)
(TT532)

Knowing that Knowing of Theorem

(““a”  VHSd1” VHSJ1).(““a”  VHSd1”VHSd1) 
(““a”  VHSd1” VHSJ1)

Knowing that Knowing that
Theorem

(““{p}”  VHSd1” VHSJ1).(““{p}”  VHSd1”VHSd1) 
(““{p}”  VHSd1” VHSJ1)

Knowledge of One’s Own Knowledge
(AS91)

Axiom of Unknown Knowns

(““a” VHSd1” VHSd1) = 

Possible Deduction
(AR63)

((({p1}…{pn} {c}) = E) = E) 
Axiom of Possible Deduction

(((“{p1}” VHSn1)…(“{pn}”VHSn1 ) = E)
((“{c}” VHSn1)))

(TS037)

___

(((“{p}  {q}” VHSn1) = E) = E)
(((“{p}” VHSn1) = E) ((“{q}” VHSn1 )))

Intrinsic Features
(AS82)

1st Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(x1 = Sa1, Qa1, {}a1, Ba1, Ca1, VATa1, VA(LXc1)a1,
V
A(LXYc1)a1, VA(Oc1)a1, VAMa1, {}Ba1, VB{}a1) 
(x1 Aa1)

(TT408)

___

(AS04)

2nd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(TT507)

___

(TT515)

___

(TT528)

___

(AS23)

3rd Axiom of Intrinsic Features

(x1 )(x1  VKd1)  (“x1”  VHSd1)
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((a1) = (x1))
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“x1”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1))
((x1  Aa1) = E) 
((“x1”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1))
((x1  Aa1) = E) 
(x1 )(x1  VKd1)  (“a1”  VHSd1))
((x1  Aa1) = E)  ((“a1”  VHSd1)(x1  VKd1) 
(“x1  VKd1”  VHSd1))

Alternative Mental Models
(AS15)

Axiom of Alternative Mental
Models

V

HSJ1 = VHSJ
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Special Theorems of Time
(TT600)

___

(VATa1 )(VATa1  VKd1)  (“VATa1”  VHSd1)

(TT603)

___

(“VATa1 ”  VHSd1) = (“a1”  VHSd1)

(TT605)

___

(VATa1 )(VATa1  VKd1)  (“a1”  VHSd1)

(TT609)

___

(“a1”  VHSd1)(VATa1  VKd1) 
(“VATa1  VKd1”  VHSd1)
Communication and Learning

(TS097)

___

(TS098)

___

(“a1 ” VHSJ1).((VKd1)1 V(Ia1)(VHSE)1)
(“a1 ” VHSJ1)
(“a”  VHSe1).((VHSd1)1 V(I“a”)(VHSe1)1) 
(“a”  VHSe1)
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Chapter 99 Theorems of Necessity & Desirability
99.1 Theorems of Necessity and Desirability
Necessity & Desirability
(AR39)

Deontic Axiom

((“{p} {q}”  VWSd1) = E)
((“{p}”  VWSd1)  (“{q}”  VWSd1))

(TS165)

___

(“{p}”  VHS d1) =(d1 HS“{p}”)

(TT386)

___

(“{p}”  VHW d1) =(d1 HW“{p}”)

(TS166)

___

(“{p}”  VWS d1) =(d1 WS“{p}”)

(TS167)

___

(“{p}”  VWS d1) =(d1 WW“{p}”)

(AS20)

H Axiom

HS HW

(AS21)

W Axiom

WS WW

(TS142)

___

V

(TS143)

___

V

(TS144)

___

V

(TS145)

___

V

(TS146)

___

V

(TS147)

___

V

(TS148)

___

V

(TS149)

___

V

(TS150)

___

(“{p}” VHSd1) (“{p}” VHWd1)

(TS151)

___

(“{p}” VWSd1) (“{p}” VWWd1)

(TS152)

___

(“{p}” VHWd1) (“{p}” VHSd1)

(TS153)

___

(“{p}” VWWd1) (“{p}” VWSd1)

(TS154)

___

(“{p}” VHWd1)~(“{p}”VHSd1)

(TS155)

___

(“{p}” VWWd1)~(“{p}”VWSd1)

(TS141)

___

(“{p}” VHSd1)~(“{p}” VHWd1)

(TS156)

___

(“{p}” VWSd1)~(“{p}” VWWd1)

(TS157)

___

(“~{p}” VHSd1) (“~{p}” VHWd1)

(TS158)

___

(“~{p}” VWSd1)(“~{p}” VWWd1)

HSd1 VHWd1
WSd1 VWWd1
HWd1 VHSd1
WWd1 VWSd1
HWd1~ VHSd1
WWd1~ VWSd1
HSd1~ VHWd1
WSd1~ VWWd1
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(TS159)

___

(“~{p}” VHWd1) (“~{p}” VHSd1)

(TS160)

___

(“~{p}” VWWd1) (“~{p}” VWSd1)

(TS161)

___

(“~{p}”VHWd1)~(“~{p}”VHSd1)

(TS162)

___

(“~{p}”VWWd1)~(“~{p}”VWSd1)

(TS163)

___

(“~{p}”VHSd1)~(“~{p}”VHWd1)

(TS164)

___

(“~{p}”VWSd1)~(“~{p}”VWWd1)

(TS649)

___

(“r”VHSd1) (“r  ” VHWd1)

(TS663)

___

(“r”VHSd1) (“r = ”VHWd1)
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Part V

Mathematics
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Chapter 100

Number - Introduction

100.1 Introduction
Number is an abstract concept developed through practical use over millennia to what it is today. It is
likely that it originated as a way of symbolising quantities, i.e., the number of members of a collection,
but it is now far more complex.

100.2 Symbolising Numbers
Every number, e.g., 0, 1, 1.356, -26754.3, e, , etc., is a discrete entity which can also be regarded as
a single element set. Thus, in Symbolic Reasoning:
(1)

specific numbers are symbolised as unit sets, e.g., {0}1, {1}1, {1.356}1, {-26754.3}1, {e}1, {}1, etc.;

(2)

plural collections of numbers are symbolised {1, 2, 3}, for example, or by a single defined letter,
e.g., NC;

(3)

individual, unspecified numbers or algebraic variables are symbolised {a}1, {b}1, {c}1 etc.

(4)

unspecified collections of numbers are symbolised {a}, {b}, {c} etc. Note, however, that if {a} is a
plural collection of numbers, then this set as an entity, i.e. {a}1, is not a number.

The latter symbolism is also used for unspecified propositions and so, where there is any doubt, a
formal statement should be made to define it as a number or collection of numbers, e.g.:
{a}  NC (DR18) Definition of Numbers

where NC is the set of all numbers. The expression {a} may, of course, be replaced by an unspecified
individual number, {a}1, or by particular individual numbers such as {0}1, {1}1, etc. or by imaginary or
complex numbers which are typically symbolised {b}1x{i}1 and {a}1 + {b}1x{i}1, respectively.

100.3 Types of Number
The collection of all numbers is symbolised NC. This collection includes several subsets of different
types of number, as follows.
(1)

Whole numbers, the collection of which is symbolised by W or NW. Note that W is the
conventional symbol and NW is the symbol used in Symbolic Reasoning. These are the whole
numbers from 1 upwards, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

(2)

Natural numbers, i.e., the collection of whole numbers including zero, which is symbolised NN.

(3)

Integers, i.e., Z or NZ. This is the collection of whole numbers, negative whole numbers and
zero, i.e., …-4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3,4…

(4)

Rational numbers, i.e., Q or NQ. These are numbers which can be created by dividing one integer
by any other integer except zero, for example 3/2, 7/8, 11/24, etc.

(5)

Irrational numbers, i.e., all numbers which are not rational. Unlike other collections of
numbers, they do not have a reserved letter to define them.

(6)

Algebraic numbers, i.e. A or NA. These are numbers that are the solution to a polynomial
equation with rational coefficients. An example is the solution to x3 – 2x2 + 5x – 1 = 0, where
the numbers 2, 5 and 1 are coefficients and rational numbers.
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(7)

Transcendental numbers, i.e., all numbers which are not algebraic, e.g., e and . Again, they
do not have a reserved letter to define them.

(8)

Real numbers R or NR, i.e., all rational and irrational numbers whether positive or negative.
Thus, the collection of irrational numbers is ~NQ.NR and the collection of transcendental numbers
is ~NA.NR.

(9)

Imaginary numbers I or NI, i.e., numbers which when multiplied by themselves yield a negative
number, e.g., 6i, where i is the square root of -1.

(10) Complex Numbers C or NC, i.e., numbers which are a combination of real and imaginary
numbers, e.g., 4 + 6i. The set of complex numbers includes numbers such as 8 + 0i, and so, it is
the same as the set of all numbers.
A number can be defined as being of a particular type by stating that it is a member of one of the above
collections of numbers. For example, {a}1 NN means that {a}1 is a natural number or zero.
However, these collections are special cases. A more general way of describing collections of numbers
was developed in set theory, which is the subject of a following chapter. The numbers in a collection
are listed between curly braces, e.g. {1, 2 , 3 , 4 ,5} or can be represented by a letter, e.g. A. However,
both represent the set of numbers as a singular entity rather than as a plural collection.

100.4 Relationships between Types of Number
Collections of numbers are related to one another in the following ways.
The collection of whole numbers is the same as the collection of natural numbers except zero, i.e.:
NW = NN.~{0}1

(DR90)(Definition of NW)

The collections of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, algebraic and
transcendental numbers are all subsets of the collection of real numbers. Thus:
NN + NZ + NQ + NA  NR

(DR22) Definition of Natural, Integer, Rational and Algebraic Numbers

Real numbers are complex numbers in which the imaginary part is zero. Imaginary numbers are
complex numbers in which the real part is zero. Thus, the collection of complex numbers is the same
as the collection of all numbers.
The collections of real numbers and imaginary numbers are, therefore, subsets of the collection of
complex numbers, i.e., subsets of the collection of all numbers. Thus:
NR + NI  NC

(DR19) Definition of Real and Imaginary Numbers

100.5 Numerical Dimensions and Polydimension
The collection of all numbers is the same as the collection of complex numbers, NC, and forms a point
continuum polydimension, i.e.:
NC1 PP

(AS42) Numeric Polydimension Axiom

Complex numbers comprise a real part and an imaginary part. The latter are multiples of the square
root of minus one. The collection of real numbers, NR, is a subset of the collection of complex numbers
in which the imaginary part is zero. Similarly, the collection of imaginary numbers, NI, is a subset of
the set of the collection of complex numbers in which the real part is zero.
The sets of real numbers and imaginary numbers each form their own point continuum dimension with
the following properties:
(1)

There is no upper or lower bound of extent, i.e., there is no least or greatest number;
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(2)

Every number is an atomic entity, i.e., it has no sub-entities and does not intersect with any other
member of the dimension;

(3)

The numbers in the dimension are ordered and by convention the direction of this order is from
negative numbers to positive numbers;

(4)

Between any two numbers in the dimension there are infinite other numbers.

Thus:
(X = NR, NI)  (X1  DP)

(AS38) Axiom of Numeric Dimensions

Some subsets of numbers, such as the collection of natural numbers, NN, form discrete dimensions,
thus, for example:
NN DD.~DP

100.6 The Application of Number
Introduction
Because of its ability to form discrete dimensions and point continuum dimensions, number is one our
most successful abstract creations. It can be used to describe a wide range of measurable characteristics
of different types. For example:
(1)

the bounded collection of integers, 1 and 0, can be used to express logical truth and falsity;

(2)

the bounded collection of real numbers from 0 to 1 can be used to express probability. The
number 1 denotes certainty, 0 denotes impossibility and the numbers inbetween denote
increasing likelihood;

(3)

the partially bounded collection of integers from 0 to infinity is used to express quantities;

(4)

the partially bounded collection of real numbers from 0 to infinity can be used to describe the
physical properties of objects such as their length, mass, etc;

(5)

the unbounded set of real numbers, between plus and minus infinity, can be used to describe
positions in space and time relative to a reference point.
Use of Number with Measurable Characteristics

A measurable characteristic is one to which values can be applied, e.g., length. Together, the possible
values of the characteristic form a point continuum dimension. Every physical entity has one value of
the measurable characteristic, i.e., it maps onto just one point in the dimension. For example, the
duration in time of an entity a1 is DTa1, which is a single point. Different physical entities can map
onto the same point or different points in the dimension. Number can be used as a system of labels to
identify the points in the dimension. This is done, via a scale. Thus, for example, the scale {secs} maps
DTa1 in the duration dimension onto a number in the number dimension to give that duration a unique
reference, e.g., {secs}DTa1 = 109.67. Number is, therefore, a formal system of labels that we apply to
measurable characteristics. Arithmetical operations can be carried out on numbers which simulate
operations in the physical environment. For example, if we know the individual masses of the entities
a1 and b1 at time 1, and wish to know their combined mass, then we simply add together the two
numbers {kg}M(@T1)a1 and {kg}M(@T1)b1.
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Use of Number with Quantity
Quantity differs from other measurable characteristics. It is a feature of sets rather than individual
entities. Although quantity and number are different concepts, quantity is inextricably linked to natural
numbers, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The latter are labels which describe the former. Both quantity as a
dimension and the set of natural numbers as an entity are taken as being the same, therefore. Thus, the
former maps onto the latter via the scale {=}.
Quantity uses a dimensional mapping relationship set in the same way as other measurable
characteristics. The mapping relationship set is N, where Na1 is the quantity of a1, i.e., the number of
members of the set entity a1 when it is treated as a collection. Note, however, that N is applied as a
function to the set as an entity rather than to the set as a collection. Thus, for example, the quantity of
members in the collection a is symbolised Na1.
Some examples of the use of N are given below.
Na1 = {3}1

means the physical set a1 has three members;

N{2}1

means all physical sets with two members;

N{1}1

is all physical unit sets; and

N{0}1

is the null set.

V
V
V

The collection of all quantities is symbolised SN or NE and the collection of all sets which can be
quantified is symbolised. QN or VNE. Thus:
SN = NN

(DR70) Definition of the Quantity Dimension

where NN is the set of natural numbers.
This can also be expressed by the theorem:
NN = NE

(TR740)

100.7 Symbolising Numerical Operators
In algebra and arithmetic, two numbers can be combined using the binary operators + (plus), - (minus),
x (multiplied by),  (divided by), ^ (to the power of), and  (root), to yield a third number. Examples
are 1 + 1, a x b, x 2, and so on.
However, in Symbolic Reasoning these operators are regarded as relationship sets and symbolised {+},
{-}, {x}, {}, {^} and {}, respectively. Thus, for example, 6 2 becomes ({}{2}1){6}1 and x y becomes
({}{y}1){x}1.
Generally, the relationship set acts as a function on the second number in the arithmetic expression
and this combination then acts as a function on the first. Thus, ({}{3}1){9}1 means nine divided by
three. However, root is an exception and ({}{3}1){8}1 , for example, means the cube root of eight or
3
8.
Unfortunately, the resulting expressions in Symbolic Reasoning can be difficult to comprehend, and
so, the original arithmetic/algebraic format can also be used.
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Chapter 101

The Conditions for Quantification

101.1 Introduction
Not all sets can be quantified. Furthermore, not all arithmetical operations yield a number. The
circumstances in which this occurs are described below. This results in a complex set of conditions
for the existence of a number. Strictly, these conditions should be stated before every equation
involving quantities or numbers. However, to simplify matters the conditions are treated as being
implied by any such equation and can be invoked and stated explicitly when necessary.

101.2 The Object of the Quantity Dimension Mapping Relationship Set
If a single set is being quantified, then the object of the quantity dimension mapping relationship set
is always the set as an entity and the expression Na1 represents a single number. When the object of
N is plural and an expression such as Na is encountered, then every member of a is quantified and
the outcome is a plural collection of numbers.
However, when N is encountered, nothing is being quantified and, unsurprisingly, the outcome is
null, i.e.:
N= 







(TS181) Null Object Theorem

This can also be written:
(a1 = )(Na1 =)

(TS798)

101.3 Quantification of the Null Set Entity, 1, and the Universal Set Entity, E1.
The null set entity and the universal set entity do not map onto any dimension, i.e.:
(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = 1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS796) 1 does not Map

(((XE)1 DA + PA) = E) ((a = E1) (Xa1 = ))

(TS788) E1 does not Map

Thus, the null set entity, 1, does not map onto the number dimension, i.e., if a = 1 then Na1= , i.e.:
(TS809)

(a = 1)(Na1 =)

Similarly, the universal set entity, E 1, does not map onto the number dimension. Thus, if a = E 1 then
Na1= , i.e.:
(TS787)

(a = E1)(Na1 =)

101.4 The Nature of {}1
For a set to be quantifiable it must be discrete and bounded. Unbounded or partially bounded discrete
sets and continuum sets are unlimited in the number of members that they contain. However, to allow
the quantification of these sets a hypothetical number, infinity, symbolised {}1, may be used.
This number is defined as follows:
(a = E)(Na1 = {}1)

(DR25) Definition of Infinity

Strictly, however, infinity is not a number. Rather it is a term used to express the fact that there is no
upper bound or upper limit to the number dimension. Thus, in reality:
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{}1 = 

(AR90) Infinity does not Exist

from which it can be shown that:
(a = E)(Na1 = )

(TS786)

It is, of course, possible to combine the above axiom and definition to eliminate any mention of {}1
in Symbolic Reasoning. However, mention of this non-existent, number is so prevalent that the
definition and axiom are both included in Symbolic Reasoning.

101.5 Finite and Infinite Sets
Although infinity does not exist infinite sets do. These are sets in which a bound of extent or resolution
is absent, there is no limit to the number of members and, thus, they cannot be quantified. Finite sets,
on the other hand, are sets which are bounded in both extent and resolution, there is a limit to the
number of members and, thus, they can be quantified. The set of infinite sets is represented by SI and
the set of finite sets by ~SI. Thus, a1 SI means that a is an infinite set and a1 ~SI that a is a finite set.
Thus:
(a1 SI) (Na1 =)

(AR18)(Quantity of an Infinite Set)

The universal set is, of course, an infinite set, i.e., E1 SI. However, it is not the only infinite set. For
example, if a finite number of members is removed from an infinite set, then what remains, or the
complement of what has been removed, is still infinite. Thus, if a is a finite set, then its complement,
a, is an infinite set, i.e.:
(a1 ~SI) ((a)1SI)

(AS98)(Complement of a Finite Set)

Alternatively:
((a)1 ~SI) (a1SI)

(TT316)

101.6 Division by Zero
If the graph of the equation y = 1/x, shown below, is examined, it will be seen that, for positive values
of x, as the value of y increases, x becomes ever closer to zero.

Fig. 48 Graph of y = 1/x.
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From this it might be imagined that when y is infinity x becomes zero. However, because infinity is
not a number and does not exist, y can increase indefinitely and, although x becomes ever closer to
zero, it never actually becomes zero, i.e., the curve never actually touches the y axis. Thus, 1 divided
by 0 has no numerical value. Negative values of x behave in a similar way. y is a negative number
and, as it decreases, x becomes ever closer to the y axis but, because there is no minimum negative
number that can be described as minus infinity, the curve never actually touches the y axis and, thus
again, there is no numerical value 1 divided by 0.
The same is true for 2 divided by 0, 3 divided by 0, or any other number divided by zero. Division by
zero never yields a number no matter what numerator is chosen. Thus:
(AR54) Division by Zero is Null

{}{0}1 = 

For all numbers apart from zero the following is true:
{a}1 {a}1 = {1}1

or ({}{a}1){a}1 = {1}1

(TT499)

However, it can be seen from the axiom above that in the exceptional case of zero the following is
true:
{0}1 {0}1 = 

or ({}{0}1){0}1 = 

(TS768)

This is because any number divided by zero is null, i.e.:
{a}1 {0}1 = 

or ({}{0}1){a}1 = 

(TS807)

Now the number zero, i.e., {0}1, is the quantification of the null set, i.e., Na1 when a = . Thus:
(a = ) =(Na1 ={0}1)

(DR23) Definition of Zero

and thus:
(a = )({}Na1= )

(TS799)

101.7 Implied Conditions of Quantity and Number
In summary, the conditions in which quantification cannot be carried out are as follows.
(1)

If the null set is the object of the dimensional mapping relationship set, N, then the subject is
also null rather than a number, i.e., (a1 = )(Na1 =) (TS798).

(2)

The null set entity and the universal set entity cannot be quantified and any expression which
attempts to do so yields the null set rather than a number, i.e., (a = 1)(Na1 =) (TS809) and
(a = E1)(Na1 =) (TS787).

(3)

The universal set cannot be quantified because it is unbounded, has infinite members, and infinity
is not a number, i.e., (a = E)(Na1 = ) (TS786).

(4)

If a set is infinite, it cannot be quantified, i.e., (a1 SI) (Na1 =) (AR18)(Quantity of an Infinite Set).

(5)

Finally, division by zero is not possible, and any expression in algebra or arithmetic which
attempts to do this yields the null set rather than a number, i.e., (a = )({}Na1= ) (TS799).

These conditions are expressed by the following single equation:
(X = {}).(a = ) + (X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI))(XNa1= )
(TS763)

However, it is also true that only these circumstances yield null, i.e.:
(XNa1= ) (X = {}).(a = ) + (X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI))
(AR52) Conditions for Null Quantity
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These two equations combine to yield:
(X = {})(a = ) + (X = {=})((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI)) = (XNa1= )
(TS762)

Finally, the inverse of this equation yields the conditions necessary for numbers to exist, i.e.:
((X  {}) + (a  )).((X  {=}) + ((a1  ).(a  E).(a  1).(a  E1).(a1 SI))) = (XNa1 )
(TS761) Implied Conditions of Quantity
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Chapter 102

Comparing Quantities and Numbers

102.1 Introduction
By convention, the ordered collection of numbers has a direction inherent in it from the number with
the least value to the number with the greatest value. This convention was originally derived from the
convention for quantities which were ordered from the smallest quantity to the largest. This, in turn,
is likely to have been derived from durations in time, e.g., it takes longer to do something twice than
to do it once.
When individual quantities and numbers are being compared, an ordering relation is used. Thus, for
example:
Na1 {<}Nb1, a1 VN{<}Nb1, a1 {<N}b1
b; and

and a <N b all mean the set a has fewer members than the set

N(a + b)1 {}Nc1, (a + b)1 VN{}Nc1, (a + b)1 {N}c1

and a + b N c all mean the set a and the set b
together have, the same quantity or fewer members than the set c.
The membership relations and cannot be used to compare two individual quantities or numbers,
but can be used with plural collections of numbers.

102.2 Theorems of Relative Quantity
Using this symbolism, the more important theorems of relative quantity are as follows. Note that all
these equations imply the conditions of quantity and number described in the previous chapter. These
conditions can be invoked explicitly when necessary.
If a is the same as b, then a must have the same number of members as b but not necessarily vice
versa, i.e.:
(a = b)  (a1 =N b1)

(TT424)

If a is a proper subset of b, then a must have fewer members than b but not necessarily vice versa i.e.:
(a  b) (a1 <N b1)

(TT425)

If a is a proper superset of b, then a must have more members than b but not necessarily vice versa
i.e.:
(a  b) (a1 >N b1)

(TT427)

The following theorems can be derived from the above:
(a  b) (a1 N b1)

(TT430)

(a  b) (a1 N b1))

(TT431)

The number of members of a is greater than, equal to or less than the number of members of b, i.e.:
E = (a1 >N b1) + (a1 =N b1) + (a1 <N b1)

(TR784N)

The intersection of two sets has the same number or fewer members than each of the individual sets,
i.e.:
(ab)1Na1

(TR785N)

The union of two sets has the same number or more members than each of the individual sets, i.e.:
a1 N (a + b)1

(TR786N)
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The number of circumstances in which of a = b is less than or equal to the number of circumstances in
which a b, i.e.:
(TR787N)

(a = b)1N (a b)1

102.3 Other Theorems of Quantity
Several other important theorems relate to the numerical quantification of sets. They are, of course,
subject to the implied conditions of quantity and number and are:
If a set of entities exists, then an equivalent set of quantities exists, i.e.:
(TT275N)

(a  ) = (Na )

This is of course subject to the implied conditions of quantity. Also, Na is plural and each member of
Na represents the quantity of a member of the set, i.e., {1}1.
The quantity of every set which is not the null set is positive, i.e.:
(a  ) =(Na1  {>}{0}1)

(TT611)

The quantity of the null set is zero, i.e.:
(DR23) Definition of Zero

(a = ) =(Na1 ={0}1)

The quantity of the universal set is infinity, i.e.
(DR25) Definition of Infinity

(a = E)(Na1 = {}1)

which, since infinity does not exist, becomes (a = E)(Na1 = ).
The following equation is true:
Nb1 = N(ab)1 + N(ab)1

(TR796)

and from it can be derived:
1

1

1

N(ab) = Na – N(ab)

(TR797)

The number of members in the disjunction of two sets is given by the equation:
N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1 – N(a.b)1

(TR798)

The above equation is true whether or not a.b = . However, if the two sets are disjoint, i.e., they do
not intersect and a.b = , then the equation simplifies to:
(ab = ) (N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1)

(AS37)(Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets)

(ab = ) = (({+}Nb1)Na1 =N(a + b)1)

(TR800)

or

102.4 Application of the @ and @ Function to Quantity and Probability
N

Application of the @ Function to Quantity
If the @ function is applied to the quantity dimension, then the results are trivial. For the outcome of
the @ function to not be null, the two numbers related by the function must be the same. For example,
(@{1}1){1}1 = {1}1 but (@{2}1){1}1 = .
Application of the @N Function to Quantity
However, theorems containing the @X function can be converted to special theorems for quantity. They
are listed in the theorems section at the end of this part.
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Where {b}1 is a quantity or number and a1 is a set, the meaning of ((@N{b}1)a1 is all subset entities of
a1 with the quantity or number of members {b}1. This is meaningful where a1 is a discrete set but not
where a1 is continuum set. If a1 is a singular entity, then it is, of course, atomic and has no subset
entities.
Application of the @ Function to Probability
If the @ function is applied to the probability dimension, then the results are also trivial. For the
outcome of the @ function not to be null, the two probabilities related by the function must be the
same. For example, (@{0.5}1){0.5}1 = {0.5}1 but (@{0.75}1){0.25}1 = .
Application of the @Pc1 Function to Probability
However, theorems containing the @X function can be converted to special theorems for probability
and these are listed in the theorems section at the end of this part.
Where {b}1 is a probability and a1 is a set of physical entities, the meaning of ((@Pc1{b}1)a1 is all subset
entities of a1 with the probability {b}1.
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Chapter 103

Arithmetic and Algebra

103.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates how Symbolic Reasoning forms the basis of algebra and arithmetic.
However, its purpose is not to provide a complete and rigorous proof of all branches of mathematics.
Rather, it merely touches upon these subjects, showing how the basic rules and axioms of algebra and
arithmetic may be derived from those of Symbolic Reasoning and, where new axioms or rules are
necessary, showing how they may be represented in Symbolic Reasoning.

103.2 Arithmetic and Algebraic Equations
Arithmetic and Algebraic Equations as Truth Sets
Conventional arithmetic and algebraic equations are regarded as truth sets in Symbolic Reasoning and,
thus, can be represented by enclosing them in their entirety in curly brackets. An expression such as
{1+1 = 2} is the truth set of an arithmetical equation, i.e., all circumstances in which one plus one equals
two. Similarly, an algebraic equation such as {a + b = 3} can also be placed in curly brackets and also
represents a truth set.
There are circumstances in which the algebraic equation {a + b = 3} is true and circumstances in which
it is false. These circumstances comprise sets and can therefore form part of an equation in Symbolic
Reasoning. For example, {1+1 = 2} = E means that the arithmetic equation is always true, and
{a + b = 3}  means it is sometimes true or possible that a plus b equals 3.
Expressing Arithmetic and Algebraic Equations in Conventional Format
The conventional format for an arithmetic or algebraic equation is 1 + 2 = 3 or a + b = c. However, these
letters and numbers can be replaced by their equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning to yield {1}1 + {2}1 = {3}1
or {a}1 + {b}1 = {c}1. Because we are used to the conventional format, it is much easier to understand than
the strict Symbolic Reasoning format described below, and is frequently used throughout the
remainder of this book, therefore.
It is also possible to express formulae which include collections of numbers, e.g. {a} + {b} = {c}.
However, there is no equivalent in conventional algebra, where a, for example represents a single
number.
Note that only numbers or collections of numbers can be combined in this way and no other entity.
Thus, in the example above, the arithmetic operator + defines {a}1 and {b}1 as numbers.
Note, also, that {a}1{b}1 is symbolised {b}1{a}1 in conventional algebra and arithmetic.
Finally, when any arithmetical binary operator or its reverse, except ^ and ,combines two numbers
in this way the result is a single number. Thus:
(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {})  (({a}1 o {b}1)1 = {a}1 o {b}1)

(TT533)

This is not true for ^ and , because the square root of a positive number may be either positive or
negative.
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Expressing Arithmetic and Algebraic Equations in the Format of Symbolic Reasoning
Arithmetic and algebraic equations can also be converted so that they use the same format and
conventions as equations in Symbolic Reasoning.
The binary operators of arithmetic and algebra can be symbolised as sets in Symbolic Reasoning. The
binary relations >, <, ,  and = and their equivalent binary relationship sets, {>}, {<}, {}, {} and {=}
have already been explained. However, the binary operators for addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, power, and root can also be expressed as sets by enclosing them in curly brackets as follows:
{+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}.
This allows arithmetical and algebraic equations to be expressed in Symbolic Reasoning. For example,
6 2 = 3 becomes ({}{2}1){6}1= {3}1 and x/y = z becomes ({}{y}1){x}1= {z}1.
The Objects of Arithmetic and Algebraic Operators
Arithmetic operators can only be applied to numbers. Thus, Q{+}, Q{-}, Q{x}, Q{} and Q{^} all represent
the set of numbers NC. This yields the theorems:
Q{+} = NC

(TR741)

Q{x} = NC

(TR743)

Q{^} = NC

(TR745)

Q{-} = NC

(TR742)

Q{} = NC

(TR744)

Q{} = NC

(TR869)

103.3 Arithmetic Operators
Addition
Addition originated with the combination of the quantities of two sets of entities. This was then
formalised in arithmetic. However, the addition of numbers differs from the combination of quantities.
In Symbolic Reasoning, the combination of two sets is their disjunction. Members which are common
to both sets are only included once in the disjoined set and are not counted twice. Thus, the number
representing the quantity of entities in the physical sets a and b disjoined is N(a + b)1.
However, in arithmetic, addition is an operation between two numbers to yield a third. It is an abstract
operation which takes no account of the entities that the numbers may be quantifying or whose
characteristics they may be describing. Thus, it is possible for double counting to take place. The
arithmetical addition of two numbers {a}1 and {b}1 is represented in Symbolic Reasoning as follows:
({+}{b}1){a}1 or {a}1+ {b}1.
Because, logical disjunction and arithmetical addition differ, the result arising from the one is not
necessarily the same as that arising from the other. However, the latter is always greater than or equal
to the former, i.e.:
({+}Nb1)Na1 {}N(a + b)1
1

(TR746)

1

If the two sets, a and b , do not have members in common, i.e., if ab =  then:
({+}Nb1)Na1 =N(a + b)1

and thus:

(ab = ) = (({+}Nb1)Na1 =N(a + b)1)

(TR800) Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets

However, if the two sets do have members in common, i.e., if ab   then:
N(a + b)1 = ({-}N(ab)1)({+}Nb1)Na1

Note that the arithmetical rule ({-}{0}1)  {=}, described below, allows the latter to simplify to the
former and, thus, it is a general rule that:
N(a + b)1 = ({-}N(ab)1)({+}Nb1)Na1

(TR747)
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Subtraction
Subtraction is the reverse of addition and thus:
(TT248)

({-}{a}1) = V({+}{a} 1)

Multiplication
The arithmetic multiplication of two numbers {a}1 and {b}1 is represented in Symbolic Reasoning as
follows: ({x}{b}1){a}1 or {a}1x {b}1.
If, at a particular point in time 1, the number of members in one set is multiplied by the number of
members in another, e.g., ({x}N(@T1)b1)N(@T1)a1, then the result is the number of relationships
between the members of the two sets, i.e., N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1. Note that, because a particular
point in time has been chosen, these relationships are between (@T1)a and (@T1)b and not necessarily
all members of the sets irrespective of time. Thus:
({x}N(@T1)b1)N(@T1)a1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1

(DS03) Definition of Integer Multiplication

N(@T1)a1 x N(@T1)b1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1

(TT414).

or

Note that if (@T1)a1 = a1 and (@T1)b1 = b1 then this simplifies to:
({x}Nb1)Na1 = N(VSa.VQb)1

(TT415)

Na1 x Nb1 = N(VSa.VQb)1

(TT416).

or

Division
Division is the reverse of multiplication and thus:
(TT244)

({}{a}1) = V({x}{a}1)

Powers
In algebra the expression ab means a to the power of b or, if b is a natural number, a multiplied by
itself b times. In Symbolic Reasoning this is expressed {a}1^{b}1 or ({^}{b}1){a}1.
The algebraic expression a-b is the same as 1/ab and is therefore symbolised {1}1({a}1 ^ {b}1) or
V
({x}(({^}{b}1){a}1)){1}1.
Roots
Roots are the reverse of powers and thus:
({}{a}1) = V({^}{a}1)

The

(TT235)

algebraic

expression
V
1
({^}( ({x}{b} ){1}1)){a}1.

a1/b

means

a

root

b

and

is

therefore

{a}1^({1}1{b}1)

or

103.4 The Conventional Axioms of Arithmetic
The Peano Axioms
The Peano Axioms are the conventional axioms of the arithmetic of natural numbers. These axioms
and their equivalent equations in Symbolic Reasoning are given below. Note, however, that not all the
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equivalent equations are new axioms or definitions. Many are theorems which can be derived from
the existing axioms and definitions of Symbolic Reasoning.
(1)

0 is a natural number, i.e., {0}1  NN (TT501) First Peano Axiom.

(2)

Equality is reflexive. In Symbolic Reasoning the set {=} is defined as the set of reflexive
relationships. The Second Peano Axiom is therefore inherent in the symbolism of Symbolic
Reasoning.

(3)

Equality is symmetric, i.e., {=}1  RS (TR603) Third Peano Axiom;

(4)

Equality is transitive, i.e., {=}1  RT (TR594) Fourth Peano Axiom;

(5)

For all a and b, if a is a natural number and a = b then b is a natural number, i.e.,
({a}1  NN).({a}1 = {b}1) ({b}1  NN) (TR750) Fifth Peano Axiom;

(6)

For every natural number, its successor is a natural number, i.e., ({a}1  NN) (({+}{1}1){a}1  NN)
(TT502) Sixth Peano Axiom;

(7)

For every natural number, its successor is not zero, i.e., ({a}1  NN) (({+}{1}1){a}1{0}1) (TT503)
Seventh Peano Axiom;

(8)

The successor of a Natural number {a}1 is ({+}{1}1){a}1. If the successor of a equals the successor
of b, then a equals b, i.e., (({+}{1}1){a}1 = ({+}{1}1){b}1)= ({a}1 = {b}1) (TR751) Eighth Peano Axiom;

(9)

The axiom of induction. This states that if an expression containing the natural number zero is
true, and if the same expression containing the natural number n implies the expression
containing the successor to n, then the expression is true for all natural numbers, i.e.,
F{0}1.(F{n}1  F{n+1}1) (({a}1 NN) F{a}1) (AR68) Ninth Peano Axiom / Axiom of Induction

The Eighth Peano Axiom (({+}{1}1){a}1 = ({+}{1}1){b}1)= ({a}1 = {b}1) (TR751) can be proven from a more
basic axiom of arithmetic:
(X = ({+},{-},{x},{})) ((SX)1  RP)

(AR72) Axiom of Arithmetic Operation

i.e., arithmetic operations on numbers, except ^ and , are pairing relationships.
Identity Rules
A number having the property that, when both it and a binary operator operate on a second number,
the latter always remains unaltered, is known as the identity of the binary operator. For example in the
case of 8 x 1 = 8, the number 1 is the identity of the binary operator x.
Several identity rules supplement the Peano Axioms. These are:
{+}{0}1 = {=}

(AR69) Identity of Addition

{-}{0}1 = {=}

(TR752) Identity of Subtraction

{x}{1}1 = {=}

(AR70) Identity of Multiplication

{}{1}1 = {=}

(TR753) Identity of Division

{^}{1}1 = {=}

(AR71) Identity of Power

({}{1}1) = {=}

(TR754) Identity of Root

and from these can be derived more familiar theorems such as:
({+}{0}1){a}1 = {a}1 (TR755)

or {a}1 + {0}1 = {a}1

({}{1}1){a}1 = {a}1 (TR805)

or {a}1 {1}1 = {a}1

Associative Rules
The binary algebraic operators, + and x, have the property of being associative, i.e.:
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(TT480) Associativity of Algebraic +

{a}1+({b}1+{c}1) = ({a}1+{b}1)+{c}1
1

1

1

1

1

{a} x({b} x{c} ) = ({a} x{b} )x{c}

(TT481) Associativity of Algebraic x

1

or in Symbolic Reasoning format:
({+}(({+}{c}1){b}1)){a}1 = ({+}{c}1)(({+}{b}1){a}1) (TR851) Associativity of Algebraic +
({x}(({x}{c}1){b}1)){a}1 = ({x}{c}1)(({x}{b}1){a}1)

(TR852) Associativity of Algebraic x

Commutative Rules
The binary algebraic operators, + and x, also have the property of being commutative, i.e.:
(TT482) Commutativity of Algebraic +

{a}1+ {b}1 = {b}1+ {a}1
1

1

1

{a} x {b} = {b} x {a}

(TT483) Commutativity of Algebraic x

1

or in Symbolic Reasoning format:
(TR853) Commutativity of Algebraic +

({+}{b}1){a}1 = ({+}{a}1){b}1
1

1

1

({x}{b} ){a} = ({x}{a} ){b}

(TR854) Commutativity of Algebraic x

1

Distribution Rules
The following rules govern the distribution of one binary arithmetical operator over another:
(TT484) Distribution of x over +

({a}1+{b}1)x{c}1= ({a}1x{c}1)+({b}1x{c}1)
1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT485) Distribution of x over -

1

({a} -{b} )x{c} = ({a} x{c} )-({b} x{c} )
1

(TT486) Distribution of  over +

({a} -{b} ){c} = ({a} {c} )-({b} {c} )

1

1

1

1

1

1

({a} +{b} ){c} = ({a} {c} )+({b} {c} )
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT487) Distribution of  over –

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

({a} x{b} )^{c} = ({a} ^{c} )x({b} ^{c} )

(TT668) Distribution of ^ over x

({a}1{b}1)^{c}1= ({a}1^{c}1)({b}1^{c}1)

(TT669) Distribution of ^ over 

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT670) Distribution of  over x

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT671) Distribution of  over 

({a} x{b} ){c} = ({a} {c} )x({b} {c} )
({a} {b} ){c} = ({a} {c} )({b} {c} )

The structure of these rules can be seen more clearly in the following alternative forms:
(TR788) Distribution of x over +

({x}{c}1)({a}1+{b}1) = ({x}{c}1){a}1+({x}{c}1){b}1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

({x}{c} )({a} -{b} ) = ({x}{c} ){a} -({x}{c} ){b}

(TR789) Distribution of x over -

1
1

(TR790) Distribution of  over +

({}{c}1)({a}1 - {b}1) = ({}{c}1){a}1-({}{c}1){b}1

(TR791) Distribution of  over –

1

1

1

1

({}{c} )({a} +{b} ) = ({}{c} ){a} +({}{c} ){b}
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT664) Distribution of ^ over x

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT665) Distribution of ^ over 

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT666) Distribution of  over x

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TT667) Distribution of  over 

({^}{c} )({a} x{b} ) = ({^}{c} ){a} x({^}{c} ){b}

({^}{c} )({a} {b} ) = ({^}{c} ){a} ({^}{c} ){b}

({}{c} )({a} x{b} ) = ({}{c} ){a} x({}{c} ){b}

({}{c} )({a} {b} ) = ({}{c} ){a} ({}{c} ){b}

And these rules can be applied to quantities as follows:
1

1

1

({x}Nc )(Na1 + Nb1) = ({x}Nc )Na1 + ({x}Nc )Nb1 (TR792) Distribution of x over +
1

1

1

({x}Nc )(Na1 - Nb1) = ({x}Nc )Na1 - ({x}Nc )Nb1 (TR793) Distribution of x over –
1

1

1

({}Nc )(Na1 + Nb1) = ({}Nc )Na1 + ({}Nc )Nb1 (TR794) Distribution of  over +
1

1

1

({}Nc )(Na1 - Nb1) = ({}Nc )Na1 - ({}Nc )Nb1 (TR795) Distribution of  over –
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103.5 The Manipulation of Algebraic Equations
Arithmetic and algebraic equations always have the binary relation = between the two sides of the
equation, e.g. {a}1 = {b}1. This means that the two sides of the equation are the same number. Thus, if
the same function operates on both sides of the equation, then the outcome is the same in both cases
and the equality holds true.
This can be symbolised ({a}1= {b}1)(X{a}1 =X{b}1) (TR855)
which is a special case of:
((Vc)1  RO)(a1Qc)(b1Qc) ((a1= b1) = (ca1 = cb1)) (TR856)

Any relationship which operates on one individual member of a dimension to yield another
individual member of the same dimension must be one-to-one, i.e., a member of RO. This is true of
all algebraic binary operators except .
Thus, their substitution for X in (TR855) yields the following algebraic theorems:
1

1

(TR857)

({a}1= {b}1) = (({+}{c} ){a}1 = ({+}{c} ){b}1)
1

1

1

1

1

1

or

(TR858)

({a} = {b} ) = ({a} +{c} = {b} +{c} )

and similar theorems for {-}{c}1, {x}{c}1, {}{c}1 and {^}{c}1.
In conventional algebra and arithmetic, the manipulation of equations is seen as moving a binary
operator and the associated term from one side of the equation to the other, whilst at the same time
reversing the binary operator, e.g., {a}1= {b}1+ {c}1 becomes {a}1- {c}1= {b}1. However, in Symbolic
Reasoning the process is one of applying functions to both sides of the equation and then simplifying
it. An example for the binary operator + is given in the demonstration below. However, the same
process applies equally to all the algebraic binary operators except .
Demonstration
{a}1= {b}1+{c}1
{a}1= ({+}{c}1){b}1
({-}{c}1){a}1= ({-}{c}1)({+}{c}1){b}1
({-}{c}1){a}1= V({+}{c}1)({+}{c}1){b}1
({-}{c}1){a}1= {b}1
{a}1-{c}1 = {b}1

(TT471)
(TR856)
(TT248)
(TS519)
(TT472)
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Chapter 104 Arithmetic and Algebra with Collections of
Numbers
104.1 Introduction
In conventional arithmetic, operations are carried out on individual numbers. However, in Symbolic
Reasoning it is also possible to carry out arithmetical operations on plural collections of numbers.
Individual numbers are symbolised {a}1, {b}1, etc. Collections of numbers are symbolised {a}, {b}, etc.
If, for example, the collection of numbers {a} comprises 1, 2 and 3, this can be symbolised {a} = {1}1 +
{2}1 + {3}1 or {a} = {1,2,3}.
Such collections can be combined using arithmetic operators as described above. If, for example, we
wish to add a collection {a} = {1,2,3} to a collection {b} = {1,3,5} the method is to take each number in
the first collection and, using the appropriate arithmetic operator, combine it with each number in the
second collection, for example ({+}{1,2,3}){1,3,5} = {2,4,6,3,5,7,4,6,8}, and then, because each number is
singular, eliminate the duplicates to give a third collection, i.e. {2,3,4,5,6,7,8}.
Note, that a matrix can contain duplicate numbers at different positions, and this is not therefore the
same as matrix algebra.
The axioms, definitions, and theorems of arithmetic with collections of numbers are listed in Chapters
110 to 113. It should be noted, however, that where a collection of numbers is indicated, e.g. {a}, this
includes a collection comprising just one number and, thus {a} for example, may be replaced by {a}1.

104.2 Collections of Numbers in Number Theory
This form of arithmetic is particularly useful in the branch of mathematics known as number theory.
This will not be pursued further, however, apart from the illustrative examples given below.
Example 1
The set of whole numbers is the set of natural numbers plus one, i.e.
({+}{1}1)NN = NW

Example 2
The set of prime numbers is the set of whole numbers greater than one which do not have any other
two whole numbers greater than one as factors, i.e., NW.({>}{1}1).~(({x}(NW.({>}{1}1))(NW.({>}{1}1))
where ({x}(NW.({>}{1}1))(NW.({>}{1}1) is the set whose members comprise two whole numbers greater
than one multiplied together.

104.3 Symmetry in The Real Number Dimension
If {a}1 is a real number then expressions such as {>}{a}1 and {<}{a}1 are collections of real numbers,
i.e., all numbers greater than {a}1 and all numbers less than {a}1.
A range of numbers in the collection of real numbers, NR, can be defined by specifying that it comprises
all numbers less than or equal to an upper bound, e.g. {}{c}1, and greater than or equal to a lower
bound, e.g. {}{b}1. This range of numbers ({}{c}1).({}{b}1) could, for example, be represented by
{a}.
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The collection of real numbers, NR, is a point continuum dimension. It is symmetrical about {0}1 and
comprises zero, positive numbers which are greater than zero, i.e., {>}{0}1, and negative numbers
which are less than zero, i.e., {<}{0}1. Note that from (DA143), Symmetrical Opposite of an Asymmetrical
Relationship Set, {>} = V{<} and {<} = V{>}.
There is a pairing relationship between positive numbers and negative numbers. Each positive number
has a matching negative number and vice versa. Conventionally, this symmetry is defined by the
operator – or minus. However, minus has two roles: firstly, to define negative numbers and secondly
as an operator indicating that one number is being subtracted from another. In Symbolic Reasoning
the latter operator is symbolised {-}. However, to distinguish between the two roles of minus, the {-}
operator is not used to symbolise negative numbers rather the symbolism {-a} or V{a} is used. The latter
is preferred because it explicitly states the pairing relationship between each positive number in a set
and its negative.
The real number dimension has two further symmetries, positive numbers are symmetrical about {1}1
and negative numbers are symmetrical about V{1}1. These two symmetries are reflections of one
another, and this reflection is a part of the more general symmetry around {0}1. The operator which
defines these further symmetries is {}. In the case of positive numbers, those greater than {1}1 when
divided into {1}1 yield those less than {1}1 and those less than {1}1 when divided into {1}1 yield those
greater than {1}1. Positive numbers less than {1}1 are known as positive fractions. In the case of negative
numbers, those less than V{1}1 when divided into {1}1 yield those greater than V{1}1 and those greater
than V{1}1 when divided into {1}1 yield those less than V{1}1.
Thus, the real number dimension is divided, by symmetry, into four ranges each of which has no
symmetry within itself. These are: {}{1}1; ({}{1}1).({}{0}1); ({}V{1}1).({}{0}1) and {}V{1}1 where
{1}1, {0}1 and V{1}1 form the axes of symmetry. The collection of numbers in any one of these ranges
can be operated upon to yield all the numbers in any other range. Thus, it can be said that any one of
them defines the complete collection of real numbers. However, we favour the simplest of these
ranges, positive numbers from zero to one, and use it, for example, in numerical probability.
The reader may have noticed that, although negative numbers are symmetrical around minus one,
negative numbers less than minus one are mapped onto negative numbers greater than minus one by
dividing them into one rather than into minus one. This is because one negative number divided by
another yields a positive number. The symmetry of negative numbers around minus one is therefore
the symmetry of positive numbers around one reflected in the general symmetry of all numbers around
zero.

104.4 Rules of Addition and Subtraction for Collections of Numbers
One minus the collection of positive fractions is the collection of positive fractions, i.e.:
({-}(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1))){1}1 = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)

(TT269)

One minus one, the collection of positive fractions or zero is one, the collection of positive fractions
or zero, i.e.:
({-}(({}{1}1).({}{0}1))){1}1 = ({}{1}1).({}{0}1)

(TT264)

104.5 Rules of Multiplication and Division for Collections of Numbers
The collection of positive numbers is {>}{0}1 and the collection of negative numbers is {<}{0}1. The
rules of multiplication and division for these two collections are as follows:
Positive numbers multiplied by positive numbers yield positive numbers, i.e.:
({x}{>}{0}1){>}{0}1= {>}{0}1

(TT046)
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Positive numbers or zero multiplied by positive numbers or zero yield positive numbers or zero, i.e.:
(TT021)

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1= {>}{0}1

Positive numbers divided by positive numbers yield positive numbers, i.e.:
(TT035)

({}{>}{0}1){>}{0}1= {>}{0}1

Positive numbers multiplied by negative numbers yield negative numbers, i.e.:
(TT027)

({x}{<}{0}1){>}{0}1 ={<}{0}1
1

1

({x}{>}{0} ){<}{0} ={<}{0}

(TT029)

1

Positive numbers or zero multiplied by negative numbers or zero yield negative numbers or zero, i.e.:
(TT019)

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1 ={}{0}1
1

1

({x}{}{0} ){}{0} ={}{0}

(TT272)

1

Positive numbers divided by negative numbers yield negative numbers, i.e.:
(TT026)

({}{<}{0}1){>}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

Negative numbers divided by positive numbers yield negative numbers, i.e.:
(TT028)

({}{>}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

Negative numbers multiplied by negative numbers yield positive numbers, i.e.:
(TT033)

({x}{<}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={>}{0}1

Negative numbers or zero multiplied by negative numbers or zero yield positive numbers or zero, i.e.:
(TT005)

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1 ={}{0}1

Negative numbers divided by negative numbers yield positive numbers, i.e.:
(TT031)

({}{<}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={>}{0}1

The expression {>}{1}1 describes the collection of numbers greater than {1}1. They are a subset of the
positive numbers, {>}{0}1, and so {>}{1}1 = ({>}{1}1)({>}{0}1). If these numbers are divided into {1}1
this yields the set of positive fractions, i.e. ({}(({>}{1}1)({>}{0}1))){1}1. This expression simplifies to
({}({>}{1}1)){1}1, of course, but it is helpful to retain the term as it indicates that the numbers in
question are positive.
The collection of positive fractions is also described by the expression ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1), which when
equated to the above yields the following.
Positive numbers divided into {1}1 yield positive fractions, i.e.:
({a} {>}{1}1)  (({}{a}){1}1 ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(AR46) Axiom of Fractions

Positive fractions divided into {1}1 yield positive numbers greater than {1}1, i.e.:
({a} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))  (({}{a}){1}1 {>}{1}1)

(TS985)

1

Multiplication by numbers greater than {1} is the same as division by positive fractions, i.e.:
(TS984)

{x}{>}{1}1 = {}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))
1

Division by numbers greater than {1} is the same as multiplication by positive fractions, i.e.:
{}{>}{1}1 = {x}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS982)

The equivalent theorems for negative numbers can be obtained by replacing {>}{1}1 by {<}V{1}1 and
({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1) by ({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1).
V

1

The latter describes the collection of negative fractions.

Negative numbers less than {1} divided into {1}1 yield negative fractions, i.e.:
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(({a} {<}V{1}1) = E)  (({}{a}1){1}1({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS980)

1

Negative fractions divided into {1} yield negative numbers less than V{1}1, i.e.:
({a} ({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))  (({}{a}1){1}1 {<}V{1}1)
V

(TS977)

1

Multiplication by numbers less than {1} is the same as division by negative fractions, i.e.:
{x}{<}V{1}1 = {}(({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))
V

(TS976)

1

Division by numbers less than {1} is the same as multiplication by negative fractions, i.e.:
{}{<}V{1}1 = {x}(({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS973)

Minus one divided by numbers greater than one yield negative fractions, i.e.:
(({a} {>}{1}1) = E)  (({}{a}1)V{1}1({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS972)

Minus one divided by numbers less than one by yield positive fractions, i.e.:
(({a} {<}V{1}1) = E)  (({}{a}1)V{1}1({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS960)

Positive fractions multiplied by positive fractions yield positive fractions, i.e.:
({x}(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)))(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1) = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)

(TT270)

Positive fractions, unity or zero multiplied by the same yield positive fractions, unity or zero, i.e.:
({x}(({}{1}1).({}{0}1)))(({}{1}1).({}{0}1) = ({}{1}1).({}{0}1)

(TS959)

Any positive number divided by numbers greater than it yield positive fractions, i.e.:
(({a}1 {>}{0}1) = E)  (({}{>}{a}1){a}1)  ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)

(TS955)

Any negative number divided by numbers less than it yield is positive fractions, i.e.:
(({a}1 {<}{0}1) = E)  (({}{<}{a}1){a}1)  ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)

(TS954)
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Chapter 105

Probability

105.1 Introduction
Equating a type of event to the universal set or null set allows us to say, in any given circumstance,
that the occurrence of an event of that type is certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible. However,
between the extremes of certain and impossible lies a range of probabilities which can only be
described using the probability dimension.
There are two forms of probability which, conventionally, are described as conditional and
unconditional probability. The term conditional probability was coined because we use conditional
natural language expressions such as “given that it is night, what is the probability that the moon is
shining?” However, all probability is conditional, and it is merely the nature of the conditions which
differ. Thus, in Symbolic Reasoning, the term physical probability is used rather than conditional
probability and epistemic probability rather than unconditional probability.
Probability can also be either numerical or relative. Numerical probability, in which probabilities are
given a numical value, is a useful mathematical tool, but it is not used in natural reasoning. Rather,
natural reasoning uses relative probability, i.e., the knowledge that one event is more or less likely
than another. Both forms of probability are described in this chapter, therefore, along with the
associated axioms, definitions, and theorems.

105.2 Physical Probability
Introduction
Physical probability applies to collections of physical objects, which are typically symbolised a, and
to relationships, events, states, changes of state, etc., which are typically symbolised VSa.c.VQb. Note,
however, that expressions such as VSa.c.VQb can, of course, be replaced by a single letter for the sake
of simplicity. The conditions under which probability is assessed are collections of the same type. For
example, the conditions may be a set of events such as rolls of a dice and the probability being
quantified may be events in which a roll of the dice yields a six. The probability of an event a occurring
during any one of a set of circumstances c can be described using the symbolism (Pc1)a1.
The expression (Pc1)a1 maps the physical entities of type a, which occur in circumstances of type c,
onto the probability dimension. This dimension ranges from impossible at its lower bound of extent,
through degrees of possibility and uncertainty, to certain at its upper bound of extent.
The probability dimension is then mapped onto the number dimension via a scale. The numbers used
are the collection of real numbers, NR, from zero, {0}1, to one, {1}1, where the former represents
impossible and the latter represents certain. Decimals between these numbers, such as {0.7369}1,
represent varying degrees of uncertainty or possibility.
In practice, however, the probability dimension and this set of numbers are regarded as being one and
the same thing. Thus, the scale used to map the former onto the latter is {=}.
The Object of the Probability Dimension Mapping Relationship Set
Note that the arguments of the probability mapping relationship set, P, are always set entities. Thus,
the probability of an event of type a, given circumstances of type c, will take the form (Pc1)a1. When
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the object is plural and an expression such as (Pc1)a is encountered then the probability of every
member of a is being assessed and the outcome is a plural collection of numbers.
However, when (Pc1)is encountered then nothing is having its probability assessed and,
unsurprisingly, the outcome is null, i.e.:
(TS821)

(Pc1)= 

Similarly, when (P)a1 is encountered then the probability of a is being assessed in no circumstances
and, again, the outcome is null, i.e.:
(TS759)

(P) a1= 

Expressing Standard Form Propositions using Physical Numerical Probability
Standard propositions such as c a can also be expressed probabilistically. However, although
probability is numerically quantified on the scale zero to one, when expressing a natural language
proposition only the numbers {0}1 and {1}1 are used. For example, if c is the collection of cats and a is
the collection of animals, then:
(Pc1)a1 = {1}1 means, given a
animal, i.e., c  a or “all cats

cat, the probability that it is an animal is 1, or it is certain that it is an
are animals”;

(Pc1)a1 {<}{1}1 means, given a cat, the probability that it is an animal is less than 1, or it is uncertain
that it is an animal, i.e., c  a or “not all cats are animals”;
(Pc1)a1 {>}{0}1 means, given a cat, the probability that it is an animal is greater than 0, or it is possible
that it is an animal, i.e., c  a or “some cats are animals”; and
(Pc1)a1 = {0}1 means, given a cat, the probability
animal, i.e., c  a or “no cats are animals”.

that it is an animal is 0, or it is impossible that it is an

The following equivalences between propositions and numerical probability are true therefore:
(c a) = ((Pc1)a1 = {1}1)

(TR767)

(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  {<}{1}1)

(TR768)

or {1}1

or <{1}1

(c a)  ((Pc )a1  {>}{0}1)

1

(TR770)

or {0}1

or >{0}1

(c a) = ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TR769)

The theorems (TR768) and (TR770) can be expressed more fully as:
(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  ({<}{1}1)({}{0}1)) (TR772)
(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1)) (TS758)

Note that c cannot be replaced by the universal set E or the null set to yield probabilistic equivalents
of the universal and existential propositions, i.e., a = E, a  E, a   and a = , because the universal
set entity and the null set entity have no quantity and numerical values of (PE1)a1 and (P1)a1
cannot be calculated, therefore.
Propositions can also be probabilistically quantified but using epistemic numerical probability.

105.3 Epistemic Probability
Conventionally, epistemic probability has been called unconditional probability. The latter name
implies that the conditions under which the likelihood of an entity is being assessed is the whole
universe, e.g., that the probability of a is (PE1)a1. However, this interpretation is incorrect. Rather,
the explanation is as follows.
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In epistemic probability, the entities whose probabilities are being assessed are propositions, i.e., the
probability that a proposition is true. This can be obscured by ellipsis in natural language. We may,
for example, refer to the probability of the entities “unicorns” when, in fact, we mean the probability
of the proposition “unicorns exist”. Such propositions are, of course, truth sets and can be equivalent
to , E or a collection of any magnitude in between. Thus, epistemic probability is a way of expressing
our degree of confidence that a proposition, in the one universe that we inhabit, is actually true.
We can hold alternative models of the world around us, in some of which a proposition is true and in
some of which it is false. I will refer to these as alternative mental models. If e1 is an agent, then e are
the agent’s alternative mental models. In these mental models a proposition is a singular item of
information and is, for example, symbolised “{p}”. The expression HS“{p}” describes all things that
hold the proposition {p} to be true, and HS“~{p}” all things that hold the proposition {p} to be false.
Thus, for example, d HS“{p}” means that all mental models held by the agent d1 hold {p} to be true.
In other words, d1 is certain that {p} is true. This, in turn, can be expressed probabilistically as
(Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1.
Propositions can be true in no alternative mental models or in all alternative mental models. The
numerical value of the equivalent probabilities are {0}1 and {1}1 respectively. If a proposition is
uncertain or merely possible, we allocate a value between {0}1 and {1}1 depending on how much
evidence exists to support the truth or falsity of the proposition in question. If there is no evidence one
way or the other, then there are an equal number of alternative mental models in which the proposition
is true to those in which it is false. Thus, we calculate the probability of the proposition to be {0.5}1. If
it is three times as likely that {p} is true than that it is false, then one way of describing this would be
to say that in three out of four alternative mental models {p} is true and in one out of four it is false.
Thus, the probability of {p} is calculated to be {0.75}1.
The Relationship between Logical Probability and Epistemic Numerical Probability
If {p} is a proposition and (VHSJ1) is the knowledge of the speaker or observer, J1, then, using the
theorem:
{p}= (J HS“{p}”)

(TT284)

logical probability converts to epistemic numerical probability, and vice versa, as follows:
(TS754)

({p} = E) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1)
({p}  E) = ((PJ )(HS“{p}”)  ({<}{1} )({}{0} ))

(TS755)

({p}  ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS756)

({p} = ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {0}1)

(TS757)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

where (PJ )(HS“{p}”) is the confidence of J that the proposition {p} is true expressed on a scale
from {0}1 or impossible to {1}1 or certain.
The Limitations of Epistemic Probability
Due to limitations in our reasoning skills and other psychological barriers, the probability of our
knowing a set of propositions is greater than or equal to the probability of our knowing some logical
implication of those propositions.
Thus, if d1 is an agent and the propositions {p} and {q} imply the proposition {r}, i.e. {p}{q} {r}, then,
if the agent knows that {p} and {q} are true, it is possible that he also knows that {r} is true, i.e.:
((d  HS“{p}”).(d  HS“{q}”) = E)((d  HS“{r}”) )
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However, this can also be expressed using probability, i.e., the probability of d1 knowing that {p} and
{q} are true is greater than the probability of him knowing that {r} is true. This can be symbolised:
((Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1) x ((Pd1)(HS“{q}”)1)  ((Pd1)(HS“{r}”)1)

Note that for d1 to know that the proposition {p} is true it must be the case that (Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1,
and for him to know that it is false it must be the case that (Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {0}1. Degrees of
possibility or uncertainty lie between these two values. However, if d1 does not know the proposition
it must be the case that (Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1.
Clearly, from the above, the more it is necessary to know to deduce a conclusion, the less likely it is
that the conclusion will be deduced.
On the other hand, it can be argued that the probability of knowing one proposition, {r}, is greater than
that of knowing two, {p}{q}. Furthermore, from (UM001) Theorem of Truth Sets
(({p}{q} {r}) = E)  (({r} = E)  ({p}{q}  ))

Thus, the probability of knowing {r} is greater than the probability of knowing {p} and {q} which can
be symbolised:
((Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1) x ((Pd1)(HS“{q}”)1)  ((Pd1)(HS“{r}”)1)

which, of course, contradicts the previous conclusion.
Which relationship is actually true is itself a probabilistic matter depending on the nature of the agent
and the propositions in question. For example, the agent’s reasoning skills, the extent of his knowledge
and how widespread and generally accepted the propositions in question are. No general conclusions
can be drawn for all agents and all propositions, and this avenue will not be pursued further, therefore.

105.4 Relative Probability
We do not use numbers in natural reasoning. Rather we think of one event as being more probable or
less probable than another, without numerically quantifying their respective probabilities. This is
known as relative probability.
In relative probability, the likelihoods of two different truth sets are always compared in the same
circumstances, for example, “given c, a is more likely than b”. This is expressed symbolically as:
(Pc1)a1 {>}(Pc1)b1

or a1 {>}Pc1b1

Note, however, that because Pa1= (Pa1)1 and (Pc1)a1 = ((Pc1)a1)1, further simplification is possible
to yield:
(Pc1)a1 > (Pc1)b1

or a1 >Pc1 b1

Theorems of relative probability can be expressed more succinctly using mapped relationships. For
example (Pc1)a1  {>}(Pc1)b1 simplifies to a1  {>}Pc1b1 or a1 >Pc1 b1.
Other operators can, of course, be used to compare probabilities, i.e.:
= means
<

“is as likely as”;

means “is less likely than”;

> means

“is more likely than”;



means “is as or less likely than”; and



means “is as or more likely than”.

Physical probability can apply to physical objects which are symbolised by a single letter, e.g., a. It
can also be applied to events, states, and changes of state which are normally symbolised as
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relationships, e.g., VSa1.c.VQb1. Thus, for example “it is more likely that David finds the equipment
than Andrew climbs Mont Blanc” might be symbolised as follows: (Pg1)(VSd1.f.VQe1)1 > (Pg1)(
V
Sa1.c.VQb1)1. Note that the arguments of P are set entities.

105.5 Quantity as a Basis for Numerical Probability
Expressing Physical Numerical Probability using Quantities
The physical probability of an object or event of type a, given circumstances, c, can be described
numerically as the ratio of the quantity of circumstances, ac, in which the event takes place, divided
by the quantity of all circumstances, c, in which the event either takes place or does not. In Symbolic
Reasoning this is expressed N(ac)1 Nc1 or ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 and thus:
1

1

1

(DR79) Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc )a1 = ({}Nc )N(ac)
1

(Pc )a1 = N(ac)1Nc1

or

(TR801) Definition of Numerical Probability

Using this definition, many of the rules of numerical probability can be derived from the axioms,
definitions and theorems of quantity and are, therefore, theorems in Symbolic Reasoning.
Expressing Epistemic Numerical Probability using Quantities
Similarly, the epistemic probability of a proposition being true is the number of alternative mental
models in which it is true divided by the total number of alternative mental models, i.e.:
1

1

1

(PJ )(HS“{p}”)1 = ({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J)
1

(PJ )(HS“{p}”)1 = N((HS“{p}”).J)1NJ1

These are the same equations (DR79) and (TR801) with substitutions. Note, however, that NJ1 can be a
number greater than {1}1 because it is the number of alternative mental models held by the agent J1
that is being quantified.
Physical Numerical Probability and Set Membership
The ratio ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 always yields a number in the range {0}1 to {1}1 inclusive. This number can
be thought of in terms of the membership of sets, as follows:
(1)

If all members of c are also members of a, then it is certain that any individual member of c is
also a member of a. Thus, c = ac or c a and ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 = {1}1.

(2)

If not all members of c are members of a, then it is not certain that any individual member of c
is also a member of a. Thus, c  ac or c a and ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 {<}{1}1 or ({}Nc1)N(ac)1
 {1}1.

(3)

If some members of c are members of a, then it is possible that any individual member of c is
also a member of a. Thus, ac   or c a and ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 {>}{0}1 or ({}Nc1)N(ac)1
{0}1.

(4)

If no members of c are members of a, then it is impossible that any individual member of c is
also a member of a. Thus, ac =  or c a and ({}Nc1)N(ac)1 = {0}1.

This yields the following theorems:
1

1

(TR759)

1

1

(TR760)

(c a) = (({}Nc )N(ac) = {1}1)
(c a)  (({}Nc )N(ac)  {<}{1}1)

or {1}1

or <{1}1
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1

1

(TR762)

1

1

(TR761)

(c  a)  (({}Nc )N(ac)  {>}{0}1)
(c a) = (({}Nc )N(ac) = {0}1)

or {0}1

or >{0}1

Epistemic Numerical Probability and Set Membership
If J is substituted for c, HS“{p}” is substituted for a, and HS“~{p}” is substituted for a in the above
equations, this yields:
1

1

(TR759b)

1

1

(TR760b)

or {1}1

or <{1}1

(J  (HS“~{p}”))  (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J)  {>}{0}1) (TR762b)

or {0}1

or >{0}1

(J (HS“{p}”)) = (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J) = {1}1)
(J (HS“{p}”))  (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J)  {<}{1}1)
1

1

1

1

(J (HS“~{p}”)) = (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J) = {0}1)

(TR761b)
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Chapter 106

Conditions for Probability

106.1 Conditions for Physical Probability
The probability of the occurrence of an event of type a given a circumstance of type c is symbolised
1
(Pc )a1. However, not all values of a or c yield a numerical value for this expression. Rather, some
yield the null set. The latter are discussed in the section below.
The substitution of , E, 1 or E1 for c in:
(DR79) Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc1)a1 = ({}Nc1)N(ac)1

yields the following theorems:
(c = ) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS785)

(c = E) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS774)

(c =  ) ((Pc )a =)

(TS783) and

(c = E1) ((Pc1)a1 =)

(TS779)

1

1

1

The substitution of 1 or E1 for a in:
(DR79) Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc1)a1 = ({}Nc1)N(ac)1

yields the following theorems:
(a = 1)(1  c) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS781) Probability of 1

(a = 1)(1  c) ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TS772)

(a = E1)(E1 c) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS773) Probability of E1 and

(a = E1)(E1 c) ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TS771)

Note that the theorems (TS772) and (TS771) only apply when c is a discrete set and the substitute for a is
not a member of that set.
Finally, if a or c is an infinite set, for example the complement of a finite set, then N(ac)1 or Nc1 is
null. So too is the probability of a given c, i.e.:
(a1 SI) ((Pc1)a1 = )
1

1

1

(c SI) ((Pc )a = )

(TT291)
(TT292)

Thus, probability can only be evaluated using finite sets. Whilst it is possible that one infinite set has
a probability given another infinite set, e.g., the probability of the set of even numbers given all
numbers, in practice, this probability is assessed using a finite and representative sample.
There are no other substitutions which yield null probability, as can be seen from the table below.
Condition

c= 

Discussion

No probability exists in these circumstances as expressed by the theorem:

Condition
Implies that
(Pc1)a1 = 
Yes

(c = ) ((Pc1)a1 = ) (TS785)
c = 1

No probability exists in these circumstances as expressed by the theorem:
(c = 1) ((Pc1)a1 =) (TS783)

Yes
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c= E

No probability exists in these circumstances as expressed by the theorem:

Yes

(c = E) ((Pc1)a1 = ) (TS774)
c = E1

No probability exists in these circumstances as expressed by the theorem:

Yes

(c = E1) ((Pc1)a1 =) (TS779)
c1 = 

c1 = implies that c =  and so it is not necessary to include the former as a
condition in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

c1 = 1

c1 = 1implies that c =  or c = 1 and so it is not necessary to include the former
as a condition in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

c1 = E

c1 = E is impossible because c1 is singular and E is plural.

No

c1 = E1

c1 = E1 implies that c = E and so it is not necessary to include the former as a
condition in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

a=

If a = ,then N(ac)1 = {0}1 and (Pc1)a1 = {0}1. Thus, a = is not a
circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

a = 1

If a = 1,then (Pc1)a1 =  is only true when 1  c as expressed by the theorem
(a = 1)(1  c) ((Pc1)a1 = ) (TS781) Probability of 1

Sometimes

a=E

If a = E, then N(ac)1 = Nc1 and (Pc1)a1 = {1}1. Thus, a = E is not a
circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

a = E1

If a = E 1,then (Pc1)a1 =  is only true when E 1  c as expressed by the theorem
(a = E1)(E1 c) ((Pc1)a1 = ) (TS773) Probability of E1

Sometimes

a1 = 

a1 = implies that a =  which in turn implies that (Pc1)a1 = {0}1. Thus,
a1 = is not a circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

a1 = 1

If a1 = 1,then a =  or a = 1. Now, a = is not a circumstance in which
(Pc1)a1 =  and a = 1 is sometimes a circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .
Thus, it cannot be said that a1 = 1 is a circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

a1 = E

a1 = E is impossible because a1 is singular and E is plural.

No

a1 = E1

If a1 = E1, then a = E or a = E1. Now, a = Eis not a circumstance in which
(Pc1)a1 =  and a = E1 is sometimes a circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .
Thus, it cannot be said that a1 = E1 is a circumstance in which (Pc1)a1 = .

No

The circumstances, c1 = , c1 = 1, c1 = E, c1 = E1, a = , a = E, a1 = , a1 = 1, a1 = E and a1 = E1 are not
ones in which (Pc1)a1 = , and so the circumstances in which (Pc1)a1 does equal , are obtained
by combining c = ,c = 1, c = E, c = E1, c1 SI, (a = 1)(1  c), (a = E1)(E1 c), and a1 SI to give the
theorem:
(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) + (a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c) 
((Pc1)a1 = ) (TS760)

which, in combination with the axiom:
((Pc1)a1 = ) 
(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) + (a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c)
(AR93)(Conditions for Null Probability)
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yields the theorem:
(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) + (a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c) =
((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS770)

The inverse of (TS770) then yields the conditions necessary for probabilities to exist, i.e.:
(c  )(c  1)(c  E)(c  E1)(c1 SI)(a1 SI)((a  1) + (1 c))((a  E1) + (E1c)) = ((Pc1)a1  )
(TS769)

Strictly, these conditions should be stated before every probability equation. They can be expressed in
two ways: as the left-hand side of the equation or as the right-hand side, i.e., ((Pc1)a1  ). However,
to simplify the proofs and equations of first order probability they are treated as being implicit.
Note, however, that these conditions do not apply to epistemic probability. In the case of epistemic
probability alternative mental models do, of course, exist but are not infinite in number. The set of
mental models cannot be or E, therefore. Nor can mental models be described by the set entities 1
or E1.
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Chapter 107

Theorems of Physical Numerical Probability

107.1 Conventional Axioms of Physical Numerical Probability
The conventional axioms of physical numerical probability are the Kolmogorov Axioms, named after
the Russian Mathematician Andrey Kolmogorov. Although Kolmogorov refers to events in his
descriptions these can be generalised to all physical entities. In Symbolic Reasoning, all these
conventional axioms are theorems. They are as follows:
(1)

“The probability of every event is at least zero”, i.e., (Pc1)a1 ({}{0}1) (TR802) or
1
1
N(ac) Nc  {}{0}1 (TR803). This is derived from the theorem of Symbolic Reasoning which
states that the quantity of every set is at least zero, i.e., from Na1  {}{0}1 (TT581)

(2)

“The probability of any event occurring in a set of circumstances is unity”, i.e.,
(a = E)  ((Pc1)a1 = {1}1) (TR804) or Nc1Nc1 = {1}1 (TR806).

(3)

“If two events are disjoint, i.e., both cannot happen at once, then the probability of either is the
sum of the probabilities of each”, i.e. (ab = ) ((Pc1)(a+b)1 = ({+}(Pc1)b1)(Pc1)a1) (TR807)
or (ab = ) (N(c.(a + b))1 Nc1 = (N(ca)1  Nc1) + (N(cb)1  Nc1)) (TR808) This is derived from
the more general probability addition rule described in the sub-section below which is true
whether or not a.b = .

107.2 Theorems of Physical Numerical Probability
The Probability Dimension is Bounded
The probability dimension has a lower and an upper bound of extent, i.e., a least and greatest value.
Thus:
(X = B, C) (X((Pc1)E)1 )

(AR15) Probability is Bounded

from which:
B((Pc1)E)1 





(TS824)

C((Pc )E)  





(TS823)

1

1

The Probability of Given Circumstances
Given a circumstance the probability of the same circumstance is unity, i.e.:
(Pc1)c1 = {1}1

(TR834)

Nc1Nc1 = {1}1

(TR806)

The Probability of the Null Set
Given a circumstance the probability of nothing is zero, i.e.:
(a = ) ((Pc1)a 1 = {0}1)

(TR809)
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The Probability of a Complement
Given circumstances of a particular type, the probability of the complement of an entity is unity minus
the probability of the entity. This can be expressed variously as:
(b = E) ((Pc1)(a)1 = ({-}(Pc1)(a)1)((Pc1)b1))

(TR811)

(c1  1)  ((Pc1)(a)1 = ({-}(Pc1)(a)1){1}1)

(TR812)

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TR813)

1

(c   )  ((Pc )(a) = {1} - (Pc )(a) )
1

1

1

1

(c1  1)  (N(ac) Nc = {1}1 – N(ac) Nc )

(TR814)

The Total Probability Rule
A variation on the above rule is the Total Probability Rule, i.e., the probability of an entity plus the
probability of its complement is unity.
1

1

({+}(Pc )(a)1)(Pc )a1 = {1}1

(TR815)

(Pc1)a1 + (Pc1)(a)1 = {1}1

(TR816)

N(ac) Nc + N(ac) Nc = {1}
1

1

1

1

(TR817)

1

The Probability Addition Rule
If two entities can exist or take place in the same circumstance, then the probability of either or both
is the sum of the probability of each minus the probability of both. This can be symbolised:
(Pc1)(a+b)1 = ({-}(Pc1)(a.b)1)({+}(Pc1)b1)((Pc1)a1)

(TR818)

(Pc1)(a+b)1 = ((Pc1)a1) + ((Pc1)b1) - ((Pc1)(a.b)1)

(TR819)

N(ac + bc) Nc = N(ac) Nc + N(bc) Nc - N(abc) Nc
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(TR820)

In the special case where both entities cannot exist or take place at the same time, i.e., where ab = ,
then the equation simplifies to the Third Kolmogorov Axiom, (TR807) or (ab = ) ((Pc1)(a+b)1 =
({+}(Pc1)b1)(Pc1)a1).
The General Probability Multiplication Rule
The probability of the conjunction of two entities can be determined as follows:
1

1

1

(Pc )(ab)1 = ({x}(P(cb) )a1)(Pc )b1

(TR837)

(Pc1)(ab)1 = ((Pc1)b1) x ((P(cb)1)a1)

(TR838)

N(abc)1Nc1 = N(bc)1Nc1 x N(abc)1N(bc)1 (TR839)

The resymbolised versions of these theorems are also true, i.e.:
1

1

1

(Pc )(ab)1 = ({x}(P(ca) )b1)(Pc )a1

(TR837)

(Pc1)(ab)1 = ((Pc1)a1) x ((P(ca)1)b1)

(TR838)

N(abc)1Nc1 = N(ac)1Nc1 x N(abc)1N(ac)1 (TR839)

Bayes Theorem
Bayes Theorem, which is the foundation of Baysian Statistics, is a variation of the General
Multiplication Rule. It states that:
({x}(P(ca)1)b1)((Pc1)a1) = ({x}(P(cb)1)a1)((Pc1)b1)

(TR840)
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((Pc1)a1) x ((P (ca)1)b1) = ((Pc1)b1) x ((P(cb)1)a1))

(TR841)

(N(ac)1Nc1) x (N(abc)1N(ac))1 = (N(bc)1Nc1) x (N(abc)1N(bc)1)

(TT395)

Independence, Bias, and Representative Samples
If two sets a and b are independent of one another in circumstances c, then the probability of a given
b and c is the same as the probability of a given b and c. This probability is also the same as the
probability of a given c. Thus, the probability of a is the same irrespective of whether the conditional
circumstances are c, bc or bc . This can be symbolised:
(Pc1)a1 = (P(bc)1)a1 = (P(bc)1)a1
N(ac)1Nc1 = N(abc)1N(bc)1= N(abc)1N(bc)1

This is the basis of induction, in which we assume that the limited knowledge we hold is a
representative sample of all potential knowledge, and can therefore be generalised.
If two sets are independent, then they show no bias. Bias can be expressed numerically using the
following equation:
1

1

((P(bc) )a1) - ((P(bc) )a1)

From which it can be seen that:
If the probability of a given bc is unity and the probability of a given bc is zero then the bias is {1}1.
If the probability of a given bc is unity and the probability of a given bc is zero then the bias is {-1}1.
If the probability of a given bc is the same as the probability of a given bc then the bias is {0}1.
Thus, two sets a and b are independent if ((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1
or (P(bc)1)a1 = (P(bc)1)a1.
The Probability Multiplication Rule for Two Independent Non-disjoint Events
Where a and b are independent, the probability of both is the product of their individual probabilities.
This can be symbolised by a special case of the general probability multiplication rule variously as:
(((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) ((Pc1)(ab)1 = ((Pc1)a1) x ((Pc1)b1))

(TR844)

(((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) ((Pc1)(ab)1 = ({x}(Pc1)b1)((Pc1)a1))

(TR845)

((N(abc)1N(bc)1) - (N(abc)1N(bc)1) = {0}1)(N (abc)1Nc1 = (N(ac)1Nc1) x (N(bc)1Nc1))
(TR846)

Conjunction of Sufficiencies Rule (Probability Form)
If the probability of c is the same in two independent sets of circumstances, a and b, then it is the same
in the disjunction of those circumstances, i.e., a + b.
((Pc1)a1 = {n}1)((Pd1)a1 = {n}1)  ((P(c+d)1)a1= {n}1)

(TR847)

(N(ca)1Nc1 = {n}1).(N(da)1Nd1 = {n}1)  (N((c+d)a)1N(c+d)1 = {n}1)

(TR848)

Probabilistic Deduction and Induction
Probabilistic deduction is not a theorem but rather a process. Deduction states that, given a set of
circumstances c in which the probability of a is {n}1, then, if we take a sample of the set of
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circumstances bc, the probability of a in the sample is also {n}1. However, this has an inherent
assumption that the sample b is unbiased, i.e., is independent of a.
Probabilistic deduction can be expressed:
((Pc1)a1 = {n}1) ((P(bc)1)a1 = {n}1)
(N(ac)1Nc1 = {n}1) (N(abc)1Nc1 = {n}1)

Probabilistic induction is the reverse of probabilistic deduction where the probability of a in a sample
of circumstances b is extrapolated to a larger set of circumstances c. Again, this is only correct if b is
independent of a.
Probabilistic induction can be expressed:
((P(bc)1)a1 = {n} 1) ((Pc1)a1 = {n}1)
(N(abc)1Nc1 = {n}1) (N(ac)1Nc1 = {n}1)

The processes of deduction and induction both assume that, given c, then a and b are independent, i.e.,
that ((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1
If deduction and induction are both true, then:
((P(bc)1)a1 = {n}1)= ((Pc1)a1 = {n}1)

Thus, the following theorem is the basis of both induction and deduction:
((((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) = E)(((P(bc)1)a1 = {n}1) ((Pc1)a1 = {n}1))
1

1

((N(abc)1N(bc) - N(abc)1N(bc) = {0}1) = E)  ((N(abc)1Nc1 = {n}1) (N(ac)1Nc1 = {n}1))

(TR849)
(TR850)
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Chapter 108

Probabilistic Reasoning

108.1 Introduction
It is rarely the case that we are certain about things and our natural reasoning processes are, therefore,
usually probabilistic in nature. This may make formal logic appear to be abstract and impractical.
However, this is not the case. Many of its rules are used, unaltered in probabilistic reasoning, and those
rules which are probabilistic in nature, can be derived from more fundamental logical rules via a
relatively simple transformation.
In natural probabilistic reasoning we do not use number to compare the likelihood of two different sets
of circumstances but rather relative probability, i.e., we deem one set of circumstances to have a greater
probability than another.
Two examples are given in the sub-sections below. The first describes a reasoning process that we
might follow using numerical probability. This is likely to be carried out, in part at least, externally,
e.g., using paper or a calculator. The second describes the natural process of relative probabilistic
reasoning which would normally be carried out entirely internally, i.e., mentally.
Finally, an example is given of probabilistic induction. It is possible, but not strictly necessary, to use
numerical probability in this case.

108.2 The Conversion of Physical Entities to Physical Probability Form
Expressions in membership theory whose terms comprise physical entities, rather than propositions,
can be converted to physical probability form using the simple transformation rules below. Note that,
except for the special cases of ab and a + b, each side of a proposition is converted in its entirety along
with the binary relationship between them. Note also that because all probability is conditional the
membership theory expression must be conditional too.
The conditional probability form for the four basic propositions given below can be confirmed by an
inspection of the appropriate Venn/Euler diagrams. Note that the circumstantor is used to simplify the
equations and that c: means in the circumstances c.
Membership Theory Symbolism

Intermediate Step / Note

Probability Theory Symbolism

a b

___

(Pa1)b1 = {1}1

a b

___

(Pa1)b1 < {1}1

a b

___

(Pa1)b1 > {0}1

a b

___

(Pa1)b1 = {0}1

c: a = b or ca = cb

___

(Pc1)a1 =(Pc1)b1

c: a  b or ca  cb

___

(Pc1)a1 <(Pc1)b1

c: a b or ca  cb

___

(Pc1)a1 (Pc1)b1

c: a  b or ca  cb

___

(Pc1)a1 >(Pc1)b1

c: a b or ca  cb

___

(Pc1)a1 (Pc1)b1
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c: a = E or c a

___

(Pc1)a1 ={1}1

c: a = or c a

___

(Pc1)a1 ={0}1

c: a = ~b

___

(Pc1)a1 ={{1}1 - (Pc1)b1

In the following transformations a and b must be independent, i.e., (Pc1)b1 = (P(ca)1)b1 and
(Pc1)a1 = (P(cb)1)a1. For example, it cannot be the case that a = b or a b.
c: ab = d

(Pc1)(ab)1 = (Pc1)d1

(Pc1)a1 x(Pc1)b1 = (Pc1)d1

c: ab  d

(Pc1)(ab)1  (Pc1)d1

(Pc1)a1 x(Pc1)b1  (Pc1)d1

c: a + b = d

c: ~(a.b) = d

{1}1 – (({1}1 - (Pc1)a1) x
({1}1 - (Pc1)b1)) = (Pc1)d1

c: a + b  d

c: ~(a.b)  d

{1}1 – (({1}1 - (Pc1)a1) x
({1}1 - (Pc1)b1))  (Pc1)d1

The following theorems provide the basis for these conversion rules:
(ca = cb) ((Pc1)a1 =(Pc1)b1)

(TS739)

(ca  cb)  ((Pc1)a1 < (Pc1)b1)

(TT379)

(ca  cb)  ((Pc )a > (Pc )b )

(TS741)

(ca  cb) ((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)

(TS742)

(ca  cb) ((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)

(TS744)

1

1

1

1

(c a) = ((Pc )a = {1} )

(TR767)

(c a) = ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TR769)

1

1

1

(TR813)

(c1  1)  ((Pc1)(a)1 = {1}1 - (Pc1)(a)1)
1

1

1

1

1

(TR838)

1

(Pc )(ab) = ((Pc )b ) x ((P(cb) )a )

Note that, because an equation in membership theory implies its equivalent in probability theory but
not vice versa (see (TS739), (TT379), (TS741), (TS742) and (TS744) above), the operators , , ~ and ~ cannot
be converted to , ,  and . In fact:
((Pc1)a1 (Pc1)b1) = ((Pc1)a1 >(Pc1)b1)
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

((Pc )a (Pc )b ) = ((Pc )a <(Pc )b )

(TT323)
(TT318)

imply that a negative proposition such a b as can only be converted in its entirety to (Pc1)(a b)1
= {1}1.

108.3 The Conversion of Propositions to Epistemic Probability Form
If {p} is a proposition of any order, then {p} = E means that the speaker or observer is certain that {p} is
true. This can also be expressed J HS“{p}” and can be converted to (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1. This
expression describes, probabilistically, the speaker or observer’s confidence in the truth of the
proposition {p}.
Other conversions are as follows:
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Membership Theory Symbolism

Epistemic Symbolism

Probability Theory Symbolism

{p} = E

J HS“{p} = E”

(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1

or {p}

or J HS“{p}”

{p}  E

J HS“{p} = E”

(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 < {1}1

or J HS“{p}”
{p}  

J HS“{p} = ”

(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 > {0}1

or J HS“~{p}”
{p} = 

J HS“{p} = ”

or ~{p}

or J HS“~{p}”

{p} = {q}

(J HS“{p}”) =

(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {0}1

(J HS“{q}”)
{p}  {q}

(J HS“{p}”) 
(J HS“{q}”)

{p}.{q} = {r}

(J HS“{p}”).
(J HS“{q}”) =
(J HS“{r}”)

{p} + {q} = {r}

(J HS“{p}”) +
(J HS“{q}”) =
(J HS“{r}”)

(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 =
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1
(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1
(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1 =
(PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1
(PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 +
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1 ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1) =
(PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1

These conversions use the theorems:
(TS754)

({p} = E) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1)
({p}  E) = ((PJ )(HS“{p}”)  ({<}{1} )({}{0} ))

(TS755)

({p}  ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS756)

({p} = ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {0}1)

(TS757)

1

1

1

1

{p}= (J HS“{p}”)
1

(TT284)
1

1

1

({p} = {q})  ((PJ )(HS“{p}”) = (PJ )(HS“{q}”) )

(TT290)

(((HS“{q}”)1 ) = E) (({p}  {q}) ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1))

(TS835)

(((HS“{q}”)1 ) = E) (({p}  {q}) ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1))

(TT397)

1

1

1

1

((P(J.(HS“{q}”)) )(HS“{p}”) = (PJ )(HS“{p}”) ):
(({p}.{q} = {r}) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1))

(TT390)

((P(J.(HS“{q}”))1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1):
({p} + {q} = {r}) =
((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 + (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1 – ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1) = (PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1)
(TT396)
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N.B. the conditions in (TT390) and (TT396) mean that {p} and {q} are independent, i.e., the probability that
the one is true does not vary with the probability that the other is true.
Complex propositions can be expressed probabilistically in their entirety. For example, (a1  c)(c  b)
 (a1  b) (TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism) , if regarded by the speaker or observer as being true, would be
symbolised (PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)  (a1  b)”)1 = {1}1. There is, however, little advantage in using
this more complex symbolism unless the individual propositions that comprise this complex
proposition are uncertain or possible. Using the conversions described above it can be expressed
probabilistically as (PJ1)(HS“a1  c”)1 x (PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1. This is a more
useful equation because numerical values can be substituted into it. For example, {0.5}1 x {0.5}1 
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 tells us that the probability that a1  b is greater than or equal to 0.25.
In the above table, the speaker or observer, J1, can of course be replaced by some other agent, d1.
Knowledge of another agent’s knowledge can also be expressed probabilistically. For example, the
probability, {x}1, that an agent, d1, knows a proposition {p} to be true can be expressed as follows:
(PJ1)(HS“(Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1”)1 = {x}1

where “(Pd1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1”, i.e., “d1 is certain that the proposition p is true”, is an item of
information and the probability that the speaker or observer holds it to be true is {x}1.
Example of Probabilistic Reasoning using Numerical Probability
Propositions can be combined, and conclusions arrived at using numerical probabilistic reasoning, as
demonstrated by the example below.
Symbolism
cb
(P J1)(HS“c  b”)1 = {0.75}1

a1  c

Explanation
This symbolises the proposition “all cats are black”.
It cannot be said with absolute certainty that all cats are black because the
speaker/observer cannot have seen all cats. He may, however, have seen a
lesser number of cats and found them to be black. The more he has seen the
more confident he will be in this proposition.
This symbolises the proposition “Ambrose is a cat”.

(PJ1)(HS“a1  c”)1 = {0.8}1

If the speaker/observer has seen Ambrose, then the probability that the latter
is a cat will be either {1}1 or {0}1. However, if the speaker/observer has not
seen Ambrose, then this proposition must be given a probability between {1}1
and {0}1 depending on the speaker/observer’s confidence in the source of this
information.

(a1  c)(c  b)  (a1  b)

(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism) The speaker/observer has total confidence
in the Hypothetical Syllogism because it is a proven and well tested rule of
logic.

(PJ1)(HS“a1  c”)1 x

The Hypothetical Syllogism is converted to numerical probability form using
the transformation rules given previously.

(PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1 
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
{0.8}1 x {0.75}1 
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
{0.6}1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1

The appropriate numerical values are substituted for the probabilities on the
left-hand side of the equation.
They are then evaluated arithmetically.
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(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1{0.6}1

Reversal of the equation yields the conclusion that the probability that
Ambrose is black is greater than {0.6}1. Note that this allows for Ambrose
not being a cat but being black nonetheless. As {0.6}1is greater than {0.5}1
the most likely scenario is that Ambrose is, in fact, black.

The proof of this reasoning process is demonstrated below.
Demonstration
Let (PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1 = {0.75}1
(Eqn1)
1
1
1
1
Let (PJ )(HS“a  c”) = {0.8}
(Eqn2)
(a1  c)(c  b)  (a1  b)
(TM139)(Hypothetical Syllogism)
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 (TT397)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  c”)1 x (PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
(TT390)(Eqn3)
{0.8}1 x {0.75}1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1&2 into Eqn3)
{0.6}1  (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
Arithmetic Evaluation
1
1
1
1
(PJ )(HS“a  b”) {0.6}
(TT886) & (TM197)(Commutativity of =)

Example of Probabilistic Reasoning using Relative Probability
Natural probabilistic reasoning does not use number. Rather it uses relative probabilities, as
demonstrated in the example below.
All the judgements made in this example are, of course, a matter of experience and opinion. Different
agents may make different judgements. For example, another agent may feel that, if something is not
a cat, it is less likely to be black than not black. In which case, the likelihood of Ambrose being neither
a cat nor black could exceed the likelihood of him being black and a cat.
Furthermore, many of the rules of probabilistic reasoning have been learnt rather than derived from
more fundamental rules of reasoning, as demonstrated in the example below. In this example, it is
assumed that the speaker/observer knows and is totally confident of the rules of reasoning inherent in
the referenced theorems, e.g., (TM787).
Symbolism

Explanation

(a1  ) = E

(Eqn1) The speaker/observer deems it certain that Ambrose exists. This is
based on his confidence in the source of information.

(a1  c)(c  b)  (a1  bc)

The speaker/observer deduces that if Ambrose is a cat and all cats are black
then Ambrose is a black cat. This is the theorem (TM787).

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1)

(Eqn2) This deduction is converted to probability form using (TT397) and
reversed using ({a}1 > {b}1) = ({b}1 < {a}1) (TT886). These are proven
theorems.

(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1
(PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1 >
(PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1 >
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1

The speaker/observer judges it more likely that all cats are black than not.
Again, this is based on his confidence in the source of information.
(Eqn3) Thus, it is more likely that Ambrose is a cat, and all cats are black
than it is that Ambrose is a cat and not all cats are black. This uses the
theorem
((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“{q})1) 
((PJ1)(HS“{r}{p}”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“{r}{q})1) (TT280).
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(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1>
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1

(Eqn4) From Eqns2 & 3 the speaker/observer deduces that it is more likely
that Ambrose is a black cat than that he is a cat and not all cats are black.
This uses the theorem
((Pc1)a1(Pc1)d1).((Pc1)d1 > (Pc1)b1) 
((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)b1) (TT305).

(a1  )(a1  bc) (a1  c)(c  b)
(a1  bc) (a1  c)(c  b)

(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1>
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1

If Ambrose exists and he is a cat that is not black, then Ambrose is a cat
and not all cats are black. This is the theorem (TM788).
Because (Eqn1) deems it certain that Ambrose exists, the statement above
can be simplified. This uses the Substitution Axiom (AMX19) and Universal
Set Conjunction (AMX11).
(Eqn6) The above statement is then converted to probability form and
reversed. This uses the conversion rule (TT397), described above, the reversal
rule ({a}1 > {b}1) = ({b}1 < {a}1) (TT886), and the commutativity of =
({a}1 = {b}1) = ({b}1 = {a}1) (TM197).
(Eqn7) From Eqns4 & 6 the speaker/observer deduces it to be more likely
that Ambrose is a black cat than a cat that is not black. This uses the theorem
((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)d1)((Pc1)d1 (Pc1)b1) 
((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)b1) (TT296).

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 =
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1

(Eqn8) The speaker/observer does not know whether things that are not cats
are more likely to be black or more likely not to be black. In such
circumstances we a adopt a neutral position and give both alternatives an
equal probability.

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 +
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 >

Combining Eqns7 & 8 by the addition of probabilities. This uses the theorem

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 +

({a}1 > {b}1)({c}1 = {d}1)({a}1 + {c}1 > {b}1 + {d}1) (TS811).

(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 >
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1

Then simplifying this equation yields the conclusion that it is more likely that
Ambrose is black than not. This uses the theorem
((a1) = E)((PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1+
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1) (TS813).

This proof of this reasoning process is demonstrated below.
Demonstration
Let a1  
(a1  ) = E
(Eqn1)
(a1  c)(c  b)  (a1  bc)
(TM787)
1
1
1
1
1
1
(PJ )(HS“(a  c)(c  b)”) (PJ )(HS“a  bc”) )
(TT397)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 (PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1
(TT886)&(TM197)(Commutativity of =)(Eqn2)
Let (PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“c  b”)1
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1
(TT280)(Eqn3)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1> (PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1 (TT305)(Eqns2&3)(Eqn4)
(a1  )(a1  bc) (a1  c)(c  b)
(TM788)(Eqn5)
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E(a1  bc) (a1  c)(c  b)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn1 into Eqn5)
(a1  bc) (a1  c)(c  b)
(AMX11)(Universal Set Conjunction Axiom)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1  (PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1 (TT397)
(PJ1)(HS“(a1  c)(c  b)”)1 (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 (TT886)&(TM197)(Commutativity of =)(Eqn6)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1> (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1
(TT296)(Eqns4&6)(Eqn7)
Let (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1
(Eqn8)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
(PJ )(HS“a  bc”) + (PJ )(HS“a  bc”) > (PJ )(HS“a1  bc”)1 + (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1
(TS811)(Eqns7&8)
(PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1
(TS813) since a1  

108.4

Probabilistic Induction

The demonstrations below prove the following proposition: “If there exist cats in Aberdeen and all are
black then it is possible that all cats are black”.
Demonstration
“There exist cats in Aberdeen”:
(ac ) = E
“All cats in Aberdeen are black”:
(ac b) = E
((ac ).(ac b) = E)  ((a b))
(EE = E)  ((a b))
(E = E)  ((a b))
E  ((a b))
E = ((a b))
(a b)
i.e., “it is possible that all cats are black”.

(Eqn1)
(Eqn2)
(UM011)(Induction Theorem) (Eqn3)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1&2 into Eqn3)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
(TM342)
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)

Alternatively, using probability symbolism:
Demonstration
“There exist cats in Aberdeen”:
(PJ1)(HS“ac ”)1 = {1}1
(Eqn1)
“All cats in Aberdeen are black”:
(PJ1)(HS“ac b”)1 = {1}1
(Eqn2)
((ac ).(ac b) = E)  ((a b))
(UM011)(Induction Theorem)
((ac ) = E).((ac b) = E)  ((a b)) (TM108)(Conjunction Introduction)
((PJ1)(HS“ac ”)1 = {1}1).((PJ1)(HS“ac b”)1 = {1}1)  ((PJ1) (HS“a b”)1{0}1)
(TT658)&(TT651) (Eqn3)
({1}1= {1}1).({1}1= {1}1)  ((P“a b”)(VHSJ1)1 {0}1)
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns1&2 into Eqn3)
E.E  ((P“a b”)(VHSJ1)1 {0}1)
(TM001)(Universality of (DM00) Definition of =)
E  ((P“a b”)(VHSJ1)1 {0}1)
(TM667)(Conjunction Tautology)
E = ((P“a b”)(VHSJ1)1 {0}1)
(TM275)(Supersets of the Universal Set)
V
1 1
1
(P“a b”)( HSJ ) {0}
(AMX16)(Order Axiom)
i.e., “it is possible that all cats are black”.
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Chapter 109

Conventional Set Theory

109.1 Introduction
The two foundations from which the rules of mathematics can be proven are predicate logic and
conventional set theory. It has been shown that all the rules of predicate logic can be derived from the
axioms and definitions of Symbolic Reasoning. Thus, if it can also be shown that the rules of
conventional set theory can be proven from the same source, then so too can the rules of mathematics.
This chapter now considers conventional set theory. This was first developed by the German
mathematician, Georg Cantor, in the 1870s as a tool for explaining the theory of numbers.
Subsequently, it was axiomatised. The most widely accepted system of axioms is that developed by
the German mathematician Ernst Zermelo and the Israeli mathematician Abraham Fraenkel in 1922
and known as the Zermelo-Fraenkel system.
Symbolic Reasoning employs many of the symbols and concepts of conventional set theory, but
differences exist which will be explained below. In particular, numbers are atomic entities which
cannot be disaggregated into component parts, i.e. if {n}1 is a number, then {}{n}1 =. Furthermore,
numbers are entirely unique, do not intersect one another and have no components in common. One
number may of course be subtracted from another to yield a third. However, this is an arithmetical
operation involving three numbers, and is not what is meant by the disaggregation of a single number.
Because numbers are atomic, sets of numbers are discrete and, due to its focus on number,
conventional set theory deals primarily with discrete sets. It is, therefore, a special case of Symbolic
Reasoning whose definition of a set is more general.

109.2 Definitions and Symbolism
Sets
In conventional set theory, the normal convention is to use capital letters to denote sets and to treat
them as singular entities. Thus, for example, the set entity a1 in Symbolic Reasoning is symbolised A
in conventional set theory and is referred to as the set A.
Elements
In conventional set theory, sets are composed of elements. An element is the same as a member in
Symbolic Reasoning. However, because conventional set theory deals with discrete sets, elements are
regarded as being different to sets. Elements are numbers which are atomic and have no component
parts whilst sets are treated as containers for several elements.
By convention elements are symbolised using lower case letters, e.g., a, b, c, etc. To state that x is an
element of the set A the expression x A is used. In Symbolic Reasoning, this would be expressed
x1 a. In the latter equation, the entity x1 is the equivalent of the element x, and the set as an entity a1,
is the equivalent of the set A.
Similarly, x A means that x is not an element of the set A. This would be symbolised x1 a in
Symbolic Reasoning.
Conventional set theory also recognises sets of sets and thus, for example, the set A may be an element
of the set B. This is symbolised A B, and the equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is a b.
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In conventional set theory, sets can also be described using curly braces {} and this tends to reinforce
the concept of sets as containers. Thus, for example, {a, b, c} defines a set with a, b, and c as elements.
The equivalent in symbolic reasoning would be a1 + b1 + c1. However, {a1, b1, c1}. can also be used.
Sets with a single element are known as singletons. Unlike Symbolic Reasoning, a singleton, and the
entity that it contains are regarded as two different things. In Symbolic Reasoning a set with one
member is known as a unit set, an entity, or a set entity depending on the context. The member and
the set are, also, regarded as being the same thing.
Sets with two entities are known as doubletons.
Variable Elements
Conventional sets can also be described using a variable and a condition. For example, {aa=1 or a=2
or a=3} means the set comprising all values of the variable a, such that a=1 or a=2 or a=3. The bar “”
means “such that”. To the left of the bar, a is a variable which can stand for any one element of the
set, and to the right is the rule for membership. This rule can be expressed algebraically, in symbolic
logic, or in natural language, whichever is the most appropriate. The equivalent expression in
Symbolic Reasoning would be (x1 a)((x1 = {1}1) + (x1 = {2}1) + (x1 = {3}1)) where a is the set defined.
A more general form of expression is {aP(a)} which means the set of entities such that each entity
has the property P. P is a statement about a, e.g., “a is a prime number”. Alternative forms of notation
are {a  AP(a)} and {a  A : P(a)}. Thus, for example, A = {s  S : P(s)} means A is the set of all
elements of the set S which have the property P. In Symbolic Reasoning, this would be symbolised
(x1 a) = (x1 s).(x1 VA{}p1), i.e., if x1 is a member of the set a then x1 is a member of the set s and
has the characteristic p 1. This, of course, simplifies to a = s.VA{}p 1.
Subsets
A subset of a set is symbolised in the same way as in Symbolic Reasoning. For example, A B
means that the set A is a subset of the set B and A B means that the set A is a proper subset of the
set B. The equivalents in Symbolic Reasoning are a b and a b. Note, however, that in
conventional set theory  and relate two sets as entities whist in Symbolic Reasoning they relate
two sets as collections.
The Null Set
The null set or empty set is symbolised or {}. The latter reinforces the concept of the set as a
container. In conventional set theory, this null set is an empty container and exists, therefore. Thus,
the equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is not , null or nothing but rather the null set entity 1. In
Symbolic Reasoning, the null set entity differs from the null set and can be said to exist, i.e., 1 .
The Universal Set
The universal set is the set which has everything as an element and is symbolised U in conventional
set theory. Its equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is E1, i.e., the universe as an entity.
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The Absolute Complement of a Set
The absolute complement of the set A is symbolised AC and is the set which has as its elements all
things which are not elements of A, i.e. AC = {xx A}. Its equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is
(~a)1.
The Relative Complement of a Set
The relative complement of the set A with respect to B is symbolised B\A and is the set which contains
all elements of B which are not elements of A. Thus B\A = {xx A and x B}. Its equivalent in
Symbolic Reasoning is (ab)1.
The Power Set
The power set of a set is the set of all its subsets. In conventional set theory the power set of the set A
is symbolised PA. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is ({}a1)1.
The Union of Sets
The union of two sets A and B, i.e., a set comprising all elements from A and all elements from B, is
symbolised AB and defined AB = {xx A or x B}. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is
(a + b)1. However, it is important to note that the equation in conventional set theory combines two
sets as entities to yield a third whilst that in Symbolic Reasoning combines two sets as collections.
The Intersection of Sets
The intersection of two sets A and B, i.e., a set comprising all elements of both A and B, is symbolised
AB and defined AB = {xx A and x B}. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is (a.b)1. Again,
it is important to note that the equation in conventional set theory combines two sets as entities to yield
a third whilst that in Symbolic Reasoning combines two sets as collections.
Disjoint Sets
Two sets, A and B, are described as being disjoint if their intersection is the empty set, i.e., if AB =
. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is a.b = . In the former case A, B and  are set entities,
but in the latter case a and b are sets as collections. in conventional set theory is equivalent to 1in
Symbolic Reasoning. A closer equivalent would therefore be (a.b)1 = 1.
The Union and Intersection of a Family of Sets
In conventional set theory families of sets are sets of sets. If X is a family of sets, then:
(1)

the union of the family of sets is a set of elements which are elements of some of X. It is



symbolised X or A, AX and is defined as follows: X = {xx is some AX}. The equivalent
in Symbolic Reasoning is (a1+++an)1 where (a11+++an1)1 = x1.
(2)

the intersection of the family of sets is the set of elements which are elements of all elements of



X. It is symbolised X or A, AX and is defined as follows: X = {xx is all AX}. The
equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is (a1…an)1 where (a11+++ an1)1 = x1.
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Where the elements of X are discrete sets, i.e., where they comprise only elements which are atomic
such as numbers, then the equivalents in Symbolic Reasoning are {}x and {}x where x is the family
of sets as a collection.
Classes
In conventional set theory a class comprises elements but differs from a set in that it is not a subset of
any set. The concept of the class was introduced to overcome paradoxes in set theory, in particular,
Russel’s paradox. There is no equivalent of a class in Symbolic Reasoning which regards paradoxes
as arising from contradictory statements.
Summary
Description

Symbolism in
Conventional Set
Theory

Equivalent Symbolism in Symbolic
Reasoning

Sets

A, B, C, etc.

a1, b1 c1, etc.

x is an element of the set A.

x A

x1 a (See note)

x is not an element of the set A.

x A

x1 a (See note)

The set A is an element of the set B.

A B

a1 b

The set with a, b and c as elements.

{a, b, c}

a1 + b1 + c1

The set comprising all values of the
variable a such that a=1 or a=2 or a=3.

{aa=1 or a=2 or
a=3}

(x1 a).((x1 = {1}1) + (x1 = {2}1) + (x1 = {3}1))

A is the set of all elements of the set S
which have the property P.

A = {s  S : P(s)}

(x1 a)  (x1 s).(x1 {V}p1)

The set A is a subset of the set B.

A B

a b (See note)

The set A is a proper subset of the set B.

A B

a b (See note)

The null set or empty set.

or {}

1

The universal set.

U

E1

The absolute complement of the set A.

AC

(a)1

The relative complement of the set A
with respect to B.

B\A

(ab)1

The power set of the set A.

PA

({}a1)1

The union of two sets A and B.

AB

(a + b)1(See note)

The intersection of two sets A and B.

AB

(a.b)1(See note)

The union of the family of sets X.

X or A, AX

(a1+++an)1 where (a11+++an1)1 = x1

The intersection of the family of sets X.

X or A, AX

(a1…an)1 where (a11+++ an1)1 = x1

A class.

A, B, C, etc.

none
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Note that in conventional set theory the operators , , , , , and take sets as entities as arguments
whilst the equivalents in Symbolic Reasoning they take sets as collections.

109.3 Properties of Conventional Sets
Introduction
In conventional set theory, sets have, by definition, several properties which, in Symbolic Reasoning,
are more formally expressed by definitions, axioms or theorems. These are as follows:
Sets are Unordered
In conventional set theory, sets are unordered. Thus, for example, {a,b}={b,a}. The equivalent in
Symbolic Reasoning is the theorem (a1 + b1)1 = (b1 + a1)1 which derives from (TM403) Commutative +.
Uniqueness of Elements
Each element exists only once in a set, e.g. {a, a, b}={a, b}. The equivalent in Symbolic Reasoning is
a1 + a1 = a1 which is a special case of (AMX01) Disjunction Tautology.
The Empty Set as a Subset
In conventional set theory, the empty set is a subset of every set, i.e.,  A. This derives from the fact
that a set is a container which is distinct from its members and of course, the empty set is merely a
container with nothing in it. Although it is true in Symbolic Reasoning that  a, Symbolic
Reasoning’s  is not the equivalent of the conventional set theory’s empty set. Rather the former is
null, nothing, or something that does not exist. The Symbolic Reasoning equivalent of the empty set
is 1 and, thus, the equivalent of  A is 1 a. The latter statement is, of course, not necessarily true
in Symbolic Reasoning.
The Existence of Elements
If an element, x say, is deemed to be an element of a set, A say, then it is implied that this element
exists. When converting such a statement to Symbolic Reasoning it is necessary to state this explicitly,
i.e. (x1 )(x1 a).

109.4 Properties of Set Operations
Introduction
In conventional set theory, by definition, operations have several properties which in Symbolic
Reasoning, are more formally expressed by definitions, axioms or theorems. These are as follows:
Commutativity
The union and intersection operations are commutative, i.e.:
AB = BA whose equivalent is (a + b)1 = (b + a)1 which derives from (TM403) Commutative +
AB = BA whose equivalent is (ab)1 = (ba)1 which derives from (TM404) Commutative .
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Associativity
The union and intersection operator are associative, i.e.:
A(BC) = (AB)C whose equivalent is (a + (b + c))1 = ((a + b) + c)1 which derives from (TM405)
Associative +

A(BC) = (AB)C whose equivalent is (a(bc))1 = ((ab)c)1 which derives from (TM406) Associative .
Distributivity
Union distributes over intersection and intersection over union, i.e.:
A(BC) = (AB)(AC) whose equivalent is (a(b + c))1 = ((ab) + (ac))1 which derives from (TM407)
Distribution of . over +

A (BC) = (AB)(AC) whose equivalent is (a + (bc))1 = ((a + b)(a + c))1 which derives from (TM273)
Distribution of + over .

DeMorgan’s Laws
A\(BC) =(A\B)(A\C) whose equivalent is (a.~(b+c))1 = (a.b.c)1
A\(BC) =(A\B)(A\C) whose equivalent is (a.~(b.c))1 = (a.(b+c))1
(BC)C = BCCC whose equivalent is (~(b + c))1 = (bc)1 which derives from (TM026) DeMorgan’s Law
(BC)C = BCCC whose equivalent is (~(bc))1 = (b + c)1 which derives from (TM025) DeMorgan’s Law

109.5 Axioms
Introduction
The axioms of conventional set theory will now be considered, and it will be shown that many can be
derived from the axioms, definitions, and theorems of Symbolic Reasoning. The tags (S1), (S2), etc.
below are commonly used references for the axioms of conventional set theory.
Axiom of Extensionality (S1)
This axiom states that if every element of a set A is an element of a set B and vice versa then the set
A is equivalent to the set B. That is, every set is defined by its elements.
In Symbolic Reasoning if every member of a is a member of b then a b. Similarly, if every member
of b is a member of a then b a. By (TM430) these two equations combine to yield a =b which, in turn,
by (TM479) yields a1 = b1.
The axiom of extensionality is therefore a theorem of Symbolic Reasoning which can be expressed:
(a b)(b a) = (a1 = b1) (TT314) Axiom of Extensionality

Axiom of Elementary Sets
This axiom comes in three parts, two of which have their own name.
(1)

Firstly, the Axiom of the Null Set (S2) states that there exists a set known as the null set which
contains no elements at all. In conventional set theory the null or empty set {} is an entity and,
thus, is equivalent to 1in Symbolic Reasoning. The statement that this entity exists is
equivalent to the theorem (TM780) which states that 1.
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(2)

The second part of the overarching axiom states that for any object there exists a set which
contains that object and only that object as an element. In conventional set theory, a single
entity and the set which contains solely that entity are regarded as different things. In Symbolic
Reasoning it would be expressed therefore as (a1)  (a11). However, Symbolic Reasoning
regards them as being the same as expressed by the theorem (a1 )  (a11 = a1) (DM17) Definition
of a11. Thus, this part of the axiom simplifies to the tautology (a1)  (a1).

(3)

The third and final part, known as the Axiom of Pair or Pairs (S3), states that if a and b are two
objects then there exists a set which contains those two objects but no other object distinct
from them both. Again, conventional set theory regards two objects and the set which contains
only those two objects as being different. This is also true in Symbolic Reasoning and can be
expressed as follows: (a1 )(b1 )  ((a1 + b1)1  a1 + b1), i.e. the collection of two entities
which exist is not the same as a set entity which comprises those two entities. Returning to the
axiom of conventional set theory, this can be expressed in Symbolic Reasoning as
(a1 )(b1 ) ((a1 + b1)1 ) (TT399) Axiom of Pairs.

Axiom of Separation
This axiom states that if A is a set and a condition is applied to the members of that set then the result
is a subset of the original set.
In Symbolic Reasoning this can be expressed ab a (TM083) Conjunction Elimination.
Axiom of the Power Set (S10)
This axiom states that for every set there exists a power set whose elements and only those elements
are all subsets of the original set. Furthermore, all elements of the elements of the power set are also
elements of the original set.
Let the original set be a1 using the convention of conventional set theory that sets are singular entities.
In Symbolic Reasoning the power set of the set a1 is ({}a1)1 and its elements are {}a1.
By definition, the power set, is the set of all possible subset entities of the original set and, thus, the
first part of this axiom can be symbolised ({}a1)1 = ({}a1)1, which is, of course a tautology.
If the original set a1 is a discrete set, as is the convention in conventional set theory, then elements of
the original set are ({}a1).({}{}a1).
Elements of elements of the power set ({}a1)1 are ({}{}a1)({}{}{}a1) which simplifies to
({}a1).({}{}a1) , i.e., elements of the original set. Thus, the second part of this axiom is satisfied.
Thus, the axiom of the Power Set is trivial when represented in Symbolic Reasoning and it will not
be given a formal theorem, therefore.
Axiom of the Union (S9)
This axiom states that for every set there is a corresponding set which contains precisely the elements
of the elements of the original set.
The axiom regards these two sets as being different and this is the case for non-continuum sets such
as the discrete sets that are the subject of conventional set theory. This difference does not, however,
exist for continuum sets and the two sets are identical. Nevertheless, the axiom is true in both cases.
In Symbolic Reasoning this axiom can be described as follows:
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Let a1 be a set of set entities, e.g., a11 to an1. The axiom states that there is a corresponding set which
comprises the members of a11 to an1, i.e., a1 to an.
Thus, if the former exists, i.e., if (a11 +++ an1)1, then so too does the latter, i.e. (a1 +++ an)1, and
vice versa. Expressed as a theorem this becomes:
((a11+++ an1)1) = ((a1+++ an)1)

However, as shown in its proof, this is only true under in certain conditions, i.e.:
((a11 1)…(an1 1)(a1+++ an  1)(a11+++ an1  1) = E)  (((a1+++ an)1) = ((a11+++ an1)1))
(TT401) Axiom of the Union

Axiom of Infinity (S13)
This axiom states that there is at least one set which has the null set as an element and which for each
element also includes the corresponding set as an element.
Conventional set theory argues that, by induction, this axiom describes sets with infinite members,
i.e., if the set has 1 as an element, it also has 11 , 111 and so on ad infinitum. The set is also therefore
referred to as the inductive set. In conventional set theory these elements are regarded as being
different from one another. However, in Symbolic Reasoning since 1 is a unit set they are all regarded
as being the same and, thus, the axiom does not, in fact, define an infinite set.
However, an infinite set can be defined in Symbolic Reasoning using a similar technique. Let the set
of infinite sets be SI. If a1 is an infinite set, i.e., a1  SI, then a1 must have at least one member, and
every proper subset of a1 has at least one proper superset which is also a proper subset of a1, i.e.:
((a1  SI) = E) = ((a1)(x1  {}a1) ({}x1.{}a1 )) (DR28) Definition of an Infinite Set.

Axiom of Replacement (S12)
This axiom was formulated by Thoralf Skolem in 1922. It was based on earlier work by Abraham
Fraenkel also in 1922. It states that if P(x,y) is a property such that for each x there is a unique y for
which P(x,y) is true then for every set A there is a set B such that for every element x of A there is an
element y of B for which P(x,y) is true.
To express this axiom in Symbolic Reasoning, first consider the conditions “if P(x,y) is a property
such that for each x there is a unique y for which P(x,y) is true”.
Let P(x,y) be the relationship set c. If P(x,y) or c can be applied to any entity and yields a result, then
the universal set is the object set of c, i.e., Qc = E. If for any entity x1 which exists there is a unique
entity y1 such that both entities are related by c, then c is a one-to-one relationship set, i.e. c1  RO.
Thus, these conditions are (Qc = E)(c1  RO).
Now consider the expression “then for every set A there is a set B such that for every element x of A
there is an element y of B for which P(x,y) is true”. This means that if an entity x1 exists, i.e., x1,
then an entity (cx1)1 also exists, i.e., (cx1)1 . Thus, (x1)  ((c x1)1 ).
The set A can be regarded as the disjunction of entities x11 to xn1 and the set B as the disjunction of the
entities (cx11)1 to (cxn1)1 and it can be shown, relatively easily, using the above equation that if x11 to
xn1 exist, then so too do both A and B. Thus, if the following equation is true, then so too is the axiom
of replacement. The equation is proven true in the proofs section and so the axiom is also true.
((Qc = E)(c1  RO) = E)  ((x1)  ((c x1)1 )) (TT402)
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Axiom of Regularity or Foundation
This axiom was introduced by J. von Neumann in 1925. It states that every non-empty set has an
element which is disjoint from it.
This axiom implies that a set with one member is not the same as that member. In Symbolic Reasoning,
however, the two are regarded as the same. Fortunately, virtually all results in the branches of
mathematics based on set theory hold even in the absence of regularity.
Axiom of Choice (S14)
This axiom was first formulated by Ernst Zermelo. It states that if A is a set whose elements are all
sets that are not the null set and which are mutually disjoint, i.e., have no elements in common with
one another, then its union includes at least one subset which has one and only one element in common
with each element of the original set A.
In Symbolic Reasoning this can be described as follows:
Let a1 comprise the sets a11 to an1, i.e., a1 = (a11+++an1)1, and
Let none of the elements a11 to an1 be the null set, i.e. (a11 1)…(an1 1), and
Let none have any elements in common with any other, i.e. (a1.~(a2+++an) = )…(~(a1+++an-1).an= )
Then, if (x11 a1)…(xn1 an),
it is true that (x11+++xn1) (a1+++an).
This axiom can be proven in Symbolic Reasoning by taking the premises (x11 a1)…(xn1 an) and
combining them using the Combination Axiom (AMX21) to yield the conclusion (x11+++xn1) (a1+++an),
i.e. (x11 a1)…(xn1 an) ((x11+++xn1) (a1+++an)). This conclusion is true in all circumstances and, thus,
it is true in the conditions described above.
Essentially, therefore, the Axiom of Choice is a special case of
(a  b)(c  d)  (a + c  b + d)

(AMX21)(Combination Axiom)

The main criticism of Zermelo’s Axiom has been that it does not give any explanation of how the
elements of each set should be chosen. However, if the sets in question are discrete ordered sets such
as numbers or sets of entities with some measurable characteristic, e.g., their timespan, then it is
certainly possible to identify a function which when operating on the family of sets yields one member
from each. For example, if a11 to an1 or a are sets of numbers, then Ba identifies the least member in
each set. Also, for example, if a11 to an1 or a are discrete sets of entities with timespans, then CDTa
identifies the entity with the greatest timespan in each set.
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Chapter 110

Definitions of Quantity and Number

110.1 The Definitions of Quantity
Definition of the Quantity Scale (DR70)
Quantity uses a dimensional mapping relationship set in the same way as other measurable
characteristics. This mapping relationship set is N, where Na1 is the quantity of a1, i.e., the number of
members of the set entity a1 when it is treated as a collection. Note, however, that N is applied as a
function to the set as an entity, rather than to the set as a collection. Thus, for example, the number of
members in the set a is symbolised Na1.
If SN or NE is the set of all quantities, and NN is the set of all natural numbers plus zero, then:
SN = NN

(DR70) Definition of the Quantity Dimension

Definition of Zero (DR23)
The number zero, i.e. {0}1, quantifies the null set. Thus:
(a = ) =(Na1 ={0}1)

(DR23) Definition of Zero

Definition of Infinity (DR25)
For a set to be quantifiable it must be discrete and bounded. Unbounded or partially bounded discrete
sets and continuum sets are unlimited in the number of members that they contain. However, to allow
the quantification of these sets a hypothetical number, infinity, symbolised {}1, may be used.
This number is defined as follows:
(a = E)(Na1 = {}1)

(DR25) Definition of Infinity

Definition of an Infinite Set (DR28)
Let the set of infinite sets be SI. If a1 is an infinite set, i.e., a1  SI, then a1 must have at least one member,
and every proper subset of a1 has at least one proper superset which is also a proper subset of a1, i.e.:
((a1  SI) = E) = ((a1)(x1  {}a1) ({}x1.{}a1 ))

(DR28) Definition of an Infinite Set.

110.2 The Definitions of Number
Definition of a Scale (DS04)
Every scale, i.e., every member of RN, is a pairing relationship set and a member of RP. A scale maps
the entities in a discrete dimension, i.e., a member of DD, onto a set of real numbers, i.e., members of
NR. Thus:
(X1 RN) (X1 RP)((QX)1  DD)(SX  NR)

(DS04)(Definition of a Scale)

Definition of Numbers (DR18)
Collections of numbers are symbolised by enclosing them in curly braces, i.e.:
{a}  NC (DR18) Definition of Numbers
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where NC is the set of all numbers. The expression {a} may be replaced by an unspecified individual
number, {a}1, or by particular individual numbers such as {0}1, {1}1, etc. or by imaginary or complex
numbers which are typically symbolised {b}1x{i}1 and {a}1 + {b}1x{i}1, respectively.
Definition of NW (DR90)
This definition states that the set of whole numbers, NW, is the same as the set of natural numbers but
excluding zero.
(DR90) Definition of NW

NW = NN.~{0}1

Definition of NI (DR71)
The set of imaginary numbers is the set of real numbers each multiplied by the square root of minus
one or, {i}1.
(DR71) Definition of NI

({x}{i}1)NR = NI

Definition of NC (DR74)
The set of complex number comprises the set of real numbers to each member of which is added the
set of imaginary numbers.
({+}NI)NR = NC

(DR74) Definition of NC

Note that the set of complex numbers is the same as the set of all numbers. When the imaginary part
is zero, the set of real numbers is obtained. When the real part is zero the set of imaginary numbers is
obtained.
Definition of Natural, Integer, Rational and Algebraic Numbers (DR22)
The collections of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, algebraic and
transcendental numbers are all subsets of the collection of real numbers. Thus:
NN + NZ + NQ + NA  NR

(DR22) Definition of Natural, Integer, Rational and Algebraic Numbers

Definition of Real and Imaginary Numbers (DR19)
Real numbers are complex numbers in which the imaginary part is zero, and imaginary numbers are
complex numbers in which the real part is zero. The collections of real numbers and imaginary
numbers are, therefore, subsets of the collection of complex numbers. Because the collection of
complex numbers is the same as the collection of all numbers, they are also subsets of the collection
of all numbers, i.e.:
NR + NI  NC

(DR19) Definition of Real and Imaginary Numbers

Definition of Lower Bound of Natural Numbers (DR87)
The least member of the set of natural numbers, NN, i.e., its lower bound of extent, is zero, i.e.:
BNN1 = {0}1

(DR87) Definition of Lower Bound of Natural Numbers

Definition of Upper Bound of Natural Numbers (DS05)
The set of natural numbers has no upper bound, thus:
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CNN1 =



(DS05) Definition of the Upper Bound of Natural Numbers

Definition of Lower Bound of Whole Numbers (DR89)
The least member of the set of whole numbers, NW, i.e., its lower bound of extent, is one.
BNW1 = {1}1

(DR89) Definition of Lower Bound of Whole Numbers

Definition of the Reverse of a Number, (DS12).
The reverse of a number is its negative, and the reverse of a collection of numbers is the collection of
their negatives. Thus:
V

{a} = {-a}

(DS12) Definition of V{a}

Where {-a} is any collection of negative numbers, including a singular collection.
Definition of Integer Multiplication (DS03)
The definition (DS03) states that the result of multiplying two integers is the same as the number of
relationships between the members of the one set and members of the other, i.e.:
({x}N(@T1)b1)N(@T1)a1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1

(DS03) Definition of Integer Multiplication

Definition of Root (DS01)
This is a rule of mathematics which in conventional form is expressed ba = a1/b. In Symbolic Reasoning
it is expressed as follows:
({}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(V({x}{b}1){1}1)){a}1

(DS01) Definition of Root

Definition of a Negative Index (DS02)
This is another rule of mathematics which in conventional form is expressed a-b =1/ab. In Symbolic
Reasoning it is expressed as follows:
({^}{-b}1){a}1= V({x}(({^}{b}1){a}1)){1}1

(DS02) Definition of a Negative Index

Definition of the Zero Index (DR45)
The convention in mathematics is that Any number raised to the power of zero is one. In conventional
mathematics this is expressed a0 =1. In Symbolic Reasoning it is expressed:
{1}1 = ({^}{0}1){a}1

(DR45) Definition of the Zero Index

Definition of an Arithmetical Operator (DR20)
This definition equates the form of symbolism used for arithmetical operators in conventional
mathematics, e.g., {a}1 + {b}1, to that used in Symbolic Reasoning, i.e., ({+}{b}1){a}1. It allows
arithmetical expressions in Symbolic Reasoning to be simplified and expressed in a more familiar
form.
(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ({a} o {b} = (o{b}){a}) (DR20) Definition of an Arithmetical Operator

This definition is comparable to a similar definition for operations on sets, i.e.:
(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1

(DA11) Definition of a Binary Operator
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As shown in the demonstration below, the former when applied to singular entities, can be derived
from the latter for the arithmetical operators {+}, {-}, {x}, {}. This is done by substituting {a}1 for both
a1 and a and {b}1 for both b1 and b. However, this derivation is not true for the operators {^} and {}
because, in these cases, (o{b}1){a}1 can yield more than one number, i.e., a positive number and its
negative equivalent. Thus, the term ({a}1o {b}1)1 would be incorrect.
Demonstration
(a o b)1 = (ob1)a1
(DA11)(Definition of a Binary Operator)(Eqn1)
Let a = {a}1
(Eqn2)
Let b = {b}1
(Eqn3)
Let o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}
({a}1 o {b}1)1 = (o{b}11){a}11
(AMX19)(Substitution of Eqns2&3 into Eqn1)
({a}1 o {b}1)1 = (o{b}1){a}1
(DM17)(Definition of a11)
1
1 1
Thus (o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (({a} o {b} ) = (o{b}1){a}1)
(Eqn4)
(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {})  (({a}1 o {b}1)1 = {a}1 o {b}1)
(TT533)(Eqn5)
({o} = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}) (({a}1 o {b}1)1 = ({o}{b}1){a}1) (AMX19)(Substitution of Eqn5 into Eqn4)

Definition of One (DR10)
The number one is defined as the number of members of a unit set but not the null set entity. This is a
set which is not plural, not null, and not the null set entity. Such a set is defined by the expression
(a = a1).(a1  ).(a1 1) and, thus, the definition becomes:
(a = a1)(a1  )(a1 1) = ({1}1 = Na1)

(DR10) Definition of One

The Definitions of Other Numbers (DR11), (DR75) and (DR69)
A series of definitions is needed to describe the symbolism traditionally used for specific numbers. In
the case of the numbers 2 to 10, these are defined as the preceding number plus one, i.e.:
({2}1 = ({+}{1}1){1}1).({3}1 = ({+}{1}1){2}1).({4}1 = ({+}{1}1){3}1).({5}1 = ({+}{1}1){4}1).
({6}1 = ({+}{1}1){5}1).({7}1 = ({+}{1}1){6}1).({8}1 = ({+}{1}1){7}1).({9}1 = ({+}{1}1){8}1).
(DR11) Definition of the Decimal Number System

({10}1 = ({+}{1}1){9}1)

To describe any number these are then raised to a power of ten and added to one another. The
convention described by the following definition is used to describe numbers raised to the power of
ten.
(DR75) Definition of Decimals

{100}1 = ({^}{2}1){10}1
1

1

{1000} = ({^}{3} ){10}

1

(DR75) Definition of Decimals

etc
(DR75) Definition of Decimals

{0.1}1 = ({^}{-1}1){10}1
1

1

{0.01} = ({^}{-2} ){10}

1

(DR75) Definition of Decimals

etc.

Similar definitions are, of course, possible for systems of numbers with other bases, e.g., the binary
system which has a base of two rather than ten, and the hexadecimal system which has a base of
sixteen. However, these systems are not considered here.
If a number is greater than zero, then its negative is the equivalent number less than zero and vice
versa. The negative of the number {a}1 is symbolised {-a}1. This, in turn is defined by the expression
({-}{a}1){0}1, i.e.:
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(TT685)

{-a}1 = ({-}{a}1){0}1

The imaginary number {i}1 is the square root of minus one, and thus:
{i}1 = ({}{2}1)({-}{1}1){0}1

(DR69) Definition of {i}1

Together, these definitions allow any number to be symbolised.

110.3 The Definitions of Probability
Definition of the Probability Range (DS06)
All probabilities are real numbers in the range zero to unity, i.e.:
(DS06) Definition of Probability Range

(Pc1)E = ({}{1}1)({}{0}1)

Definition of Numerical Probability (DR79)
The conditional probability of an event, a, given a circumstance, c, can be described numerically as
the ratio of the number of circumstances in which the event takes place, ac, divided by the number of
circumstances, c. Thus:
1

1

1

(Pc )a1 = ({}Nc )N(ac)

(DR79) Definition of Numerical Probability

110.4 Summary
Quantity
(DR70)

Definition of the Quantity Scale

(DR23)

Definition of Zero

(a = ) =(Na1 ={0}1)

(DR25)

Definition of Infinity

(a = E)(Na1 = {}1)

(DR28)

Definition of an Infinite Set.

SN = NN

((a1  SI) = E) =
((a1)(x1  {}a1) ({}x1.{}a1 ))
Number

(DS04)

Definition of a Scale

(DR18)

Definition of Numbers

(DR90)

Definition of NW

NW = NN.~{0}1

(DR71)

Definition of NI

({x}{i}1)NR = NI

(DR74)

Definition of NC

({+}NI)NR = NC

(DR22)

Definition of Natural, Integer,
Rational and Algebraic Numbers

NN + NZ + NQ + NA  NR

(DR19)

Definition of Real and Imaginary
Numbers

NR + NI  NC

(DR87)

Definition of Lower Bound of
Natural Numbers

BNN1 = {0}1

(X1 RN) (X1 RP)((QX)1  DD)(SX  NR)
{a}  NC
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(DS05)

Definition of the Upper Bound of
Natural Numbers

(DR89)

Definition of Lower Bound of
Whole Numbers

(DS12)

Definition of V{a}

(DS03)

Definition of Integer Multiplication

(DS01)

Definition of Root

({}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(V({x}{b}1){1}1)){a}1

(DS02)

Definition of a Negative Index

({^}{-b}1){a}1= V({x}(({^}{b}1){a}1)){1}1

(DR45)

Definition of the Zero Index

{1}1 = ({^}{0}1){a}1

(DR20)

Definition of an Arithmetical
Operator

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ({a} o {b} = (o{b}){a})

(DR10)

Definition of One

(DR11)

Definition of the Decimal Number
System

CNN1 =
BNW1 = {1}1
V

{a} = {-a} Where {-a} is any collection of negative numbers
including a singular collection.
({x}N(@T1)b1)N(@T1)a1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1

(a = a1)(a1  )(a1 1) = ({1}1 = Na1)
({2}1 = ({+}{1}1){1}1).
({3}1 = ({+}{1}1){2}1).
({4}1 = ({+}{1}1){3}1).
({5}1 = ({+}{1}1){4}1).
({6}1 = ({+}{1}1){5}1).
({7}1 = ({+}{1}1){6}1).
({8}1 = ({+}{1}1){7}1).
({9}1 = ({+}{1}1){8}1).
({10}1 = ({+}{1}1){9}1)

(DR75)

Definition of Decimals

{100}1 = ({^}{2}1){10}1
{1000}1 = ({^}{3}1){10}1
etc.
{0.1}1 = ({^}{-1}1){10}1
{0.01}1 = ({^}{-2}1){10}1
etc.

(DR69)

Definition of {i}1

{i}1 = ({}{2}1)({-}{1}1){0}1
Probability

(DS06)

Definition of Probability Range

(Pc1)E = ({}{1}1)({}{0}1)

(DR79)

Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc )a1 = ({}Nc )N(ac)

1

1

1
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Chapter 111

Axioms of Quantity and Number

111.1 The Axioms of Quantity
Quantity Dimension Axiom (AS31)
This axiom states that quantities form a discrete dimension, i.e.:
(NE)1  DD (AS31) Quantity Dimension Axiom

Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets (AS37)
If two sets are disjoint, i.e., have no members in common, then N is distributive over them. Thus:
(ab = ) (N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1) (AS37) Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets

Complement of a Finite Set (AS98)
The complement of a finite set is an infinite set, but not necessarily vice versa. Thus:
(AS98) Complement of a Finite Set

(a1 ~SI) ((a)1SI)

Quantity of an Infinite Set (AR18)
An infinite set does not have a quantity. Thus:
(a1 SI) (Na1 =)

(AR18) Quantity of an Infinite Set

Conditions for Null Quantity (AR52)
A set cannot be quantified in the following circumstances, and only those circumstances:
(1)

If it is the null set;

(2)

If it is the null set entity or the universal set entity;

(3)

If it is the universal set, because it has infinite members;

(4)

If it is another infinite set; or

(5)

If it is any number divided by zero.

Thus:
(XNa1= ) (X = {}).(a = ) + (X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI))
(AR52) Conditions for Null Quantity

111.2 The Axioms of Number
One is a Whole Number (AR16)
The number one is one of several whole numbers, i.e.:
{1}1  NW

(AR16) One is a Whole Number

This implies, of course, that the set of whole numbers, NW, is plural.
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Axiom of Collections of Numbers (AS40)
If {a} is a plural collection of numbers, then this collection as an entity, i.e., {a}1, is not a number.
Rather, it is a set of numbers as an entity.
({a}  {a}1)  ({a}1 NC)

(AS40) Axiom of Collections of Numbers

Numeric Polydimension Axiom (AS42)
The set of all numbers has two dimensions, one real and one imaginary. Thus, it is a poly-dimension.
Each dimension is a set of points, and so, the polydimension is a point continuum polydimension.
(AS42) Numeric Polydimension Axiom

NC1 PP

Axiom of Numeric Dimensions (AS38)
The set of real numbers and the set of imaginary numbers are each a point continuum dimension. Thus:
(X = NR, NI)  (X1  DP)

(AS38) Axiom of Numeric Dimensions

Order Matching Axiom (AS35)
When a matching scale X is applied to a discrete dimension YE, then the resulting numbers lie in the
same order as the members in the discrete dimension.
(X1 RN)((YE)1DD)(YE = QX)(Z = {>}, {=}, {<})  ((Ya1ZYb1) = (XYa1 ZXYb1))
(AS35) Order Matching Axiom

Axiom of Arithmetic Operation (AR72)
These subjects of the binary operator relationship sets {+},{-},{x},{} are relationships between two
numbers. Thus, these subjects are pairing relationship sets. i.e.:
(X = ({+},{-},{x},{})) ((SX)1  RP)

(AR72) Axiom of Arithmetic Operation

Note that this axiom does not apply to {^} and {}, because there are two square roots of a number.
1st Axiom of Arithmetic Operators (AS43)
When the set of all numbers, NC, is operated on by any arithmetical operator, {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {},
and a non-zero number, e.g., {a}1, where {a}1{0}1, the result is the set of all numbers, i.e.:
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({a}1{0}1)  ((X{a}1)NC = NC)
(AS43) 1st Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

Axioms of the Existence of Numbers (AR59) and (AS47)
The first axiom simply states that if {a}1 is a number then it exists, i.e.:
{a}1

(AR59) Axiom of the Existence of Numbers

The second axiom states that if X is any arithmetical operator {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^} or {} then the result
of applying it to any two numbers is also a number that exists. Note that 1 0 is treated as  which, in
turn, is treated as a number for the purpose of this axiom. Note also that 0 0 is treated as 0 x  which
is 0 and, thus, also a number.
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) =((X{b}1){a}1) (AS47) 2nd Axiom of the Existence of Numbers
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2nd Axiom of Arithmetic Operators (AS39)
This axiom states three things:
(1)

The object of an arithmetic operator must be a number, i.e., if (X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) then
V

XE = NC or QX = NC.

(2)

If anything other than a number is used as the object of an arithmetic operator, then the subject
is null, i.e. X~NC = .

(3)

If the relationship set XE is applied as a function to anything which is not a number, then the
result is the null set, i.e., (XE)~NC = .

Together these are symbolised:
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (VXE = NC).(X~NC = ).((XE)~NC = ) (AS39) 2nd Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

Axiom of Negative Numbers (AS58)
The addition of a negative number is the reverse of the addition of the equivalent positive number.
This is expressed by the axiom:
({+}V{a}) = V({+}{a})

(AS58) Axiom of Negative Numbers

Where, if {a} is any collection of positive numbers and V{a} is any collection of negative numbers
including a singular collection.
Arithmetical Associativity and Commutativity Axiom (AR81)
The arithmetical operators + and x are associative and commutative. This is expressed as follows in
Symbolic Reasoning:
(AR81) Arithmetical Associativity and Commutativity Axiom

{+}1 + {x}1 RVRC

Arithmetical Distribution Axioms (AR74) & (AS56)
The arithmetical operators x and  are distributive over + and –. This is expressed as follows in
Symbolic Reasoning:
(X = {x}, {})(Y = {+}, {-})  (X1 RDY1)

(AR74) Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

Also, the arithmetical operators ^ and  are distributive over x and . This is expressed as follows:
(X = {^}, {})(Y = {x}, {})  (X1 RDY1)

(AS56) 2nd Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

Axiom of Index Multiplication (AS57)
If two indexes are applied in succession to a number, then this is the same as applying the product of
the two indexes just once to the number. In Symbolic Reasoning this is described by:
({^}{c}1)({^}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(({x}{c}1){b}1)){a}1

(AS57) Axiom of Index Multiplication

which in a more familiar format is:
({a}1^ {b}1)^{c}1 = {a}1^ ({b}1 x {c}1)

(TT672)
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Identity of Addition (AR69), Multiplication (AR70), and Power (AR71)
The “identity” of a binary arithmetic operator is a number which has the following property. When
both it and the binary operator operate on any second number, the latter remains unaltered. The identity
of addition is zero, the identity of multiplication is one and the identity of power is also one. Thus:
{+}{0}1 = {=}

(AR69) Identity of Addition

1

(AR70) Identity of Multiplication

1

(AR71) Identity of Power

{x}{1} = {=}
{^}{1} = {=}

Axiom of Numerical Order (AS44)
There are three types of real number: zero, positive numbers greater than zero, i.e. {>}{0}1, and
negative numbers less than zero, i.e. {<}{0}1.
Adding a positive number to any other number results in a number that is greater than the latter. Adding
a negative number to any number results in a number that is less than the latter. Finally adding zero to
any number results in a number that is the same as the latter. This is summarised by:
(X = {>}, {<}, {=})  ({+}X{0}1 = X)

(AS44) Axiom of Numerical Order

which, for example, means that {+}{>}{0}1 is the same as {>}.
Ninth Peano Axiom / Axiom of Induction (AR68)
If an expression containing the natural number zero is true, and if the same expression containing the
natural number n implies the expression containing the successor to n, then the expression is true for
all natural numbers, i.e.:
F{0}1.(F{n}1  F{n+1}1) (({a}1 NN) F{a}1) (AR68) Ninth Peano Axiom / Axiom of Induction

Axiom of Natural Numbers (AS49)
Natural numbers are a subset of all numbers greater than or equal to zero, i.e. they are a subset of
positive numbers and zero.
NN {}{0}1

(AS49)(Axiom of Natural Numbers)

Reverse of Zero (AR56)
The reverse or negative of the number zero is the number zero. Thus:
{0}1 = {0}1 (AR56) Reverse of Zero

V

i.e. {-0}1 = {0}1.
Infinity does not Exist (AR90)
The number infinity or {}1 is a term used to express the fact that there is no upper bound or upper
limit to the number dimension. Strictly, therefore, it does not exist as a number, i.e.:
{}1 = 

(AR90) Infinity does not Exist

Axiom of Number Symmetry (AR55)
The negative of a set of numbers greater than {a}1 is the set of numbers less than the negative of {a}1.
Thus:
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V

({>}{a}1) = {<}V{a}1
V

1

(AR55) Axiom of Number Symmetry

1

Nore that {a} = {-a} .
This axiom describes the symmetry of real numbers about zero, i.e., for every positive number greater
than zero there is a matching negative number less than zero.
Axiom of Reverse Arithmetic Operations (AR19)
The object of any binary arithmetic relationship must be a number and a member of NC. The subject
of any binary arithmetic relationship is, however, a relationship between two numbers as shown in the
diagram below.

Fig. 49. Operations involving addition.

Thus, the reverse of the binary arithmetic relationship, for example V{+} is not the same as {-}. Rather,
for example, the reverse of {+}{b}1 is {-}{b}1. Similarly, the reverse of {x}{b}1 is {}{b}1 and the
reverse of {^}{b}1 is {}{b}1. Thus:
(X = {+})(Y = {-}),(X = {x})(Y = {}),(X = {^})(Y = {}): (V(X{a}1) = Y{a}1)
(AR19) Axiom of Reverse Arithmetic Operations

From which the following theorem, giving the remaining reverses, can be derived:
(X = {-})(Y = {+}),(X = {})(Y = {x}),(X = {})(Y = {^}): (V(X{a}1) = Y{a}1)

(TS582)

The reverse of a binary arithmetic relationship, such as V{+}, does have meaning, however. It operates
on the relationship between two numbers to yield a third number which describes their difference.
Axiom of Positive Number Operations (AR45)
If {a} and {b} are collections of positive numbers greater than zero, then the division or multiplication
of any member of the one by any member of the other is also a positive number.
({a} + {b} {>}{0}1)(X = {x}, {}) ((X{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(AR45) Axiom of Positive Number Operations

Positive/Negative Axiom (AR47)
The multiplication or division of one number by another obeys the following rules:
(1)

the division or multiplication of a positive number by a positive number is a positive number;

(2)

the division or multiplication of a positive number by a negative number is a negative number;

(3)

the division or multiplication of a negative number by a positive number is a negative number;
and

(4)

the division or multiplication of a negative number by a negative number is a positive number.
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This is expressed by the axiom:
(X = {x}, {})(Y = V, {=})(Z = V, {=})((XY{a})Z{b} =YZ(X{a}){b}) (AR47) Positive/Negative Axiom

Axiom of Arithmetic Induction (AR43)
If the operation of a set of numbers {a} on a number {c}1 is a subset of the operation of another set of
numbers {b} on the same number {c}1 then the former set of numbers is a subset of the latter set of
numbers, i.e.:
(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (((o{a}){c}1 (o{b}){c}1) ({a} {b}))
(AR43) Axiom of Arithmetic Induction

Division by Zero is Null (AR54)
In mathematics, division by zero is interpreted in several ways. If the number being divided by zero is
non-zero then the result is infinity or negative infinity. Alternatively, the result can be taken as zero or
the operation can be regarded as meaningless. If the number being divided by zero is itself zero, then
the result can be interpreted as either one or zero or as being meaningless. However, in Symbolic
Reasoning the result is taken to be null, i.e.:
{}{0}1 = 



(AR54) Division by Zero is Null

Axiom of Fractions (AR46)
If {b} is a collection of all positive numbers greater than zero and {a} comprises a collection of numbers
each of which is greater than every member of {b} then any member of {b} divided by any member of
{a} is a positive fraction, i.e., a number greater than zero but less than one.
({a} {>}{b})({b}  {>}{0}1) (({}{a}){b} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(AR46) Axiom of Fractions

2nd Axiom of Fractions (AR58)
If {a} is the collection of all positive fractions, i.e., numbers greater than zero but less than one, then
subtracting each member from one yields the same collection of positive fractions, i.e.:
({a} = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1))  (({+}V{a}){1}1 = {a})

(AR58) 2nd Axiom of Fractions

Axiom of Double Division (AR26)
Division by any member of the collection of numbers {b} divided by any member of the collection of
numbers {a} is the same as multiplication by the same member of the collection of numbers {a} divided
by the same member of the collection of numbers {b}, i.e.:
{}(({}{a}){b}) = {x}({}{b}){a}

(AR26) Axiom of Double Division

Distribution of Arithmetical Operators over Logical + (AS88)
All arithmetical operators are distributive over “logical or” i.e., +. Thus:
(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (({a}1 + {b}1) o {c}1 = ({a}1o {c}1) + ({b}1o {c}1))
(AS88) Distribution of Arithmetical Operators over +

Plural collections of numbers are individual numbers disjoined by the logical operator +. This axiom
enables arithmetical operations to be carried out on plural collections of numbers, therefore.
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Range Displacement Axiom (AS90)
When the function {>}, {<}, {=}, {} or {} is applied to a number it defines a range of numbers.
For example, {>}{1}1 is the range of all numbers greater than one. Such ranges can be displaced by
adding or subtracting an individual number from every member of the range. This process is described
by the axiom:
(X = {>}, {<}, {=}, {}, {})(o = {+}, {-}) (X{a}1o {b}1X({a}1o {b}1)) (AS90) Range Displacement Axiom

Relative Deduction (AS83)
A number greater than zero can be added to, deducted from, multiplied by or divided into both sides
of an equation, in which one number is greater than another, without altering the relationship between
the two sides, i.e.:
(X = {+}, {–}, {x}, {})({c}1 > {0}1): (({a}1> {b}1) = ((X{c}1){a}1 > (X{c}1){b}1)) (AS83) Relative Deduction

111.3 The Axioms of Probability
Conditions for Null Probability
The probability of a given c is null if c is the null set, the null set entity, the universal set, the universal
set entity, or an infinite set. It is also null if a is an infinite set, if a is the null set entity and the null set
entity is a member of c, or if a is the universal set entity and the universal set entity is a member of c.
Thus:
((Pc1)a1 = ) 
(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) + (a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c)
(AR93) Conditions for Null Probability

Probability is Bounded (AR15)
The probability dimension has an upper bound of extent of one, and a lower bound of extent of zero.
It is therefore bounded and so:
(X = B, C) (X((Pc1)E)1 )

(AR15) Probability is Bounded

Probability is a Discrete Dimension (AS50)
The probability dimension is a discrete dimension, i.e.:
(AS50) Probability is a Discrete Dimension

((Pc1)E)1  DD

111.4 Summary
Quantity
(AS31)

Quantity Dimension Axiom

(AS37)

Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets

(AS98)

Complement of a Finite Set

(a1 ~SI) ((a)1SI)

(AR18)

Quantity of an Infinite Set

(a1 SI) (Na1 =)

(NE)1  DD
(ab = ) (N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1)
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(AR52)

Conditions for Null Quantity

(XNa1= ) (X = {}).(a = ) +
(X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI))
Number

(AR16)

One is a Whole Number

(AS40)

Axiom of Collections of Numbers

(AS42)

Numeric Polydimension Axiom

NC1 PP

(AS38)

Axiom of Numeric Dimensions

(X = NR, NI)  (X1  DP)

(AS35)

Order Matching Axiom)

{1}1  NW
({a}  {a}1)  ({a}1 NC)

(X1 RN)((YE)1DD)(YE = QX)(Z = {>}, {=}, {<}) 
((Ya1ZYb1) = (XYa1 ZXYb1))

(AR72)

Axiom of Arithmetic Operation

(AS43)

1st Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

(AR59)

Axiom of the Existence of Numbers

(AS47)

2nd Axiom of the Existence of
Numbers

(AS39)

2nd Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

(X = ({+},{-},{x},{})) ((SX)1  RP)
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({a}1{0}1)  ((X{a}1)NC = NC)
{a}1
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) =((X{b}1){a}1)
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(VXE = NC).(X~NC = ).((XE)~NC = )

(AS58)

Axiom of Negative Numbers

({+}V{a}) = V({+}{a})
Where, if {a} is any collection of positive numbers, V{a} is any
collection of negative numbers including a singular collection.

(AR81)

Arithmetical Associativity and
Commutativity Axiom

(AR74)

Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

(X = {x}, {})(Y = {+}, {-})  (X1 RDY1)

(AS56)

2nd Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

(X = {^}, {})(Y = {x}, {})  (X1 RDY1)

(AS57)

Axiom of Index Multiplication

(AR69)

Identity of Addition

{+}{0}1 = {=}

(AR70)

Identity of Multiplication

{x}{1}1 = {=}

(AR71)

Identity of Power

{^}{1}1 = {=}

(AS44)

Axiom of Numerical Order

(AR68)

Ninth Peano Axiom / Axiom of
Induction

(AS49)

Axiom of Natural Numbers

(AR56)

Reverse of Zero

(AR90)

Infinity does not Exist

{+}1+ {x}1 RVRC

({^}{c}1)({^}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(({x}{c}1){b}1)){a}1

(X = {>}, {<}, {=})  ({+}X{0}1 = X)
F{0}1.(F{n}1  F{n+1}1) (({a}1 NN) F{a}1)
NN {}{0}1
V

{0}1 = {0}1

{}1 = 
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(AR55)

Axiom of Number Symmetry

V

(AR19)

Axiom of Reverse Arithmetic
Operations

(X = {+})(Y = {-}),(X = {x})(Y = {}),(X = {^})(Y = {}):
(V(X{a}1) = Y{a}1)

(AR45)

Axiom of Positive Number
Operations

({a} + {b} {>}{0}1)(X = {x}, {}) ((X{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(AR47)

Positive/Negative Axiom

({>}{a}1) = {<}V{a}1

(X = {x}, {})(Y = V, {=})(Z = V, {=})
((XY{a})Z{b} =YZ(X{a}){b})

(AR43)

Axiom of Arithmetic Induction

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(((o{a}){c}1 (o{b}){c}1) ({a} {b}))

(AR54)

Division by Zero is Null

(AR46)

Axiom of Fractions

{}{0}1 = 
({a} {>}{b})({b}  {>}{0}1)
(({}{a}){b} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(AR58)

2nd Axiom of Fractions

(AR26)

Axiom of Double Division

{}(({}{a}){b}) = {x}({}{b}){a}

(AS88)

Distribution of Arithmetical
Operators over +

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 

Range Displacement Axiom

(X = {>}, {<}, {=}, {}, {})(o = {+}, {-}) 

(AS90)

({a} = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1))  (({+}V{a}){1}1 = {a})

(({a}1 + {b}1) o {c}1 = ({a}1o {c}1) + ({b}1o {c}1))

(X{a}1o {b}1X({a}1o {b}1))
(AS83)

Relative Deduction

(X = {+}, {–}, {x}, {})({c}1 > {0}1):
(({a}1> {b}1) = ((X{c}1){a}1 > (X{c}1){b}1))
Probability

(AR93)

Conditions for Null Probability

((Pc1)a1 = ) 
(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) +
(a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c)

(AR15)

Probability is Bounded

(AS50)

Probability is a Discrete Dimension

(X = B, C) (X((Pc1)E)1 )
((Pc1)E)1  DD
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Chapter 112

Special Theorems of Quantity and Number

112.1 Special Theorems of Quantity and Number
The theorems described below are derived from the axioms and definitions of quantity and number.
They are unique to the number dimension and cannot be derived by substitution into the general
equations of dimensions.
Quantity
Scales in General
(DS04)

Definition of a Scale

(TT428)

___

(X1 RN) (X1 RP)((QX)1  DD)(SX  NR)
(Y1 RN)  (Y1 RP)

The Quantity Scale
(DR70)

Definition of the Quantity Scale

SN = NN

(TR740)

___

NN = NE

(TT500)

___

Na1  NN

(TT403)

___

Na1 NE

Quantity Dimension Axiom

(NE)1  DD

The Quantity Dimension
(AS31)

Finite and Infinite Sets
(DR28)

Definition of an Infinite Set.

((a1  SI) = E) =
((a1)(x1  {}a1) ({}x1.{}a1 ))

(AR18)

Quantity of an Infinite Set

(a1 SI) (Na1 =)

(AS98)

Complement of a Finite Set

(a1 ~SI) ((a)1SI)

(TT316)

___

((a)1 ~SI) (a1SI)

(TR764)

___

1 SI
Number

Theorems of Null Quantity
(AR52)

Conditions for Null Quantity

(XNa1= ) (X = {}).(a = ) +
(X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) + (a = E1) + (a1 SI))

(TS763)

___

(X = {}).(a = ) + (X = {=}).((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) +
(a = E1) + (a1 SI))(XNa1= )
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(TS762)

___

(TS761)

Implied Conditions of Quantity

(X = {})(a = ) + (X = {=})((a1 = ) + (a = E) + (a = 1) +
(a = E1) + (a1 SI)) = (XNa1= )
((X  {}) + (a  )).((X  {=}) +
((a1  ).(a  E).(a  1).(a  E1).(a1 SI))) = (XNa1 )

(TS786)

___

(a = E)(Na1 = )

(TS798)

___

(a1 = )(Na1 =)

(TS809)

___

(a = 1)(Na1 =)

(TS787)

___

(a = E1)(Na1 =)

(TS799)

___

(a = )({}Na1= )

(AR54)

Division by Zero is Null

(TS808)

___

({a}1 ={0}1)  ({b}1 {a}1 = )

(TS807)

___

{a}1{0}1 = 

(TS768)

___

{0}1{0}1 = 

{}{0}1 = 

Bounds of Extent of Quantity
(DS05)

Definition of the Upper Bound of
Natural Numbers

(TT625)

___

C(NE)1 =

(DR87)

Definition of Lower Bound of
Natural Numbers

BNN1 = {0}1

(TT572)

___

(DR89)

Definition of Lower Bound of
Whole Numbers

(TT573)

___

NW.({>}NW) = {1}1

(TT424)

___

(a = b)  (a1 =N b1)

(TT425)

___

(a  b) (a1 <N b1)

(TT427)

___

(a  b) (a1 >N b1)

(TT430)

___

(a  b) (a1 N b1)

(TT431)

___

(a  b) (a1 N b1)

CNN1 =

NN.({>}NN) = {0}1
BNW1 = {1}1

Comparing Quantities

The Symbolism of Numbers
(DR18)

Definition of Numbers

(TT531)

___

{a}  NC
({a}1 NC) ({a} = {a}1)
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Properties of the Set of All Numbers, NC
(TT542)

___

(AS40)

Axiom of Collections of Numbers

(AS42)

Numeric Polydimension Axiom

NC1 PP

(TT619)

___

NC  

(TT620)

___

NC  NC1

({a1}1+++ {an}1= NC) ({a1}1{0}1) +++ ({an}1{0}1)
({a}  {a}1)  ({a}1 NC)











Definition of the Set of Whole Numbers NW
(AR16)

One is a Whole Number

(TT601)

___

(DR90)

Definition of NW

NW = NN.~{0}1

(TT556)

___

NN = NW + {0}1

{1}1  NW
(a  ) =(Na1 NW)

Definitions of Other Sets of Numbers
(DR71)

Definition of NI

({x}{i}1)NR = NI

(DR74)

Definition of NC

({+}NI)NR = NC

Properties of Particular Sets of Numbers
(AS38)

Axiom of Numeric Dimensions

(TT583)

___

NR1  DP

(TT584)

___

NI1  DP

(TT590)

___

NR1  SDSO

(TT585)

___

NN1  SDSO

(TT586)

___

NW1  SDSO

(TR766)

___

NR 

(TT588)

___

NN  

(TT596)

___

NW  

(TR765)

___

NR  NR1

(TT589)

___

NN  NN1

(TT597)

___

NW  NW1

(X = NR, NI)  (X1  DP)





















Relationships between Sets of Numbers
(DR22)

Definition of Natural, Integer,
Rational and Algebraic Numbers

(TT591)

___

NN + NZ + NQ + NA  NR
NN  NR
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(TT592)

___

NZ  NR

(TT593)

___

NQ  NR

(TT594)

___

NA  NR

(TT599)

___

NW NN

(TT598)

___

NW NR

(DR19)

Definition of Real and Imaginary
Numbers

(TT544)

___

NN  NC

(TT547)

___

NZ  NC

(TT548)

___

NQ  NC

(TT549)

___

NA  NC

(TT550)

___

NR  NC

(TT551)

___

NI  NC

NR + NI  NC

Matching of the Order of Measurable Characteristics and Numbers
(AS35)

Order Matching Axiom

(X1 RN)((YE)1DD)(YE = QX)(Z = {>}, {=}, {<}) 
((Ya1ZYb1) = (XYa1 ZXYb1))

Definitions and Reverses of Arithmetical Operators
(AR19)

Axiom of Reverse Arithmetic
Operations

(X = {+})(Y = {-}),(X = {x})(Y = {}),(X = {^})(Y = {}):
(V(X{a}1) = Y{a}1)

(TS582)

___

(X = {-})(Y = {+}),(X = {})(Y = {x}),(X = {})(Y = {^}):
(V(X{a}1) = Y{a}1)

(TT248)

___

({-}{a}1) = V({+}{a}1)

(TT246)

___

({+}{a}1) = V({-}{a}1)

(TT244)

___

({}{a}1) = V({x}{a}1)

(TT242)

___

({x}{a}1) = V({}{a}1)

(TT235)

___

({}{a}1) = V({^}{a}1)

(TT234)

___

({^}{a}1) = V({}{a}1)

Integer Multiplication
(DS03)

Definition of Integer Multiplication

(TT414)

___

N(@T1)a1 x N(@T1)b1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1

(TT415)

___

({x}Nb1)Na1 = N(VSa.VQb)1

(TT416)

___

Na1 x Nb1 = N(VSa.VQb)1

({x}N(@T1)b1)N(@T1)a1 = N(VS(@T1)a.VQ(@T1)b)1
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Definitions of Indices
(DS01)

Definition of Root

(TT674)

___

(DS02)

Definition of a Negative Index

(TT661)

___

(DR45)

Definition of the Zero Index

({}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(V({x}{b}1){1}1)){a}1
{a}1^({1}1 {b}1) = {a}1{b}1
({^}{-b}1){a}1= V({x}(({^}{b}1){a}1)){1}1
{a}1 x {b}1^{-1}1 = {a}1{b}1
{1}1 = ({^}{0}1){a}1

Simplified Symbolism of Arithmetical Operators
(DR20)

Definition of an Arithmetical
Operator

(TT533)

___

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {})  ({a}1 o {b}1= ({a}1 o {b}1)1)

(TT471)

___

{a}1+ {b}1 = ({+}{b}1){a}1

(TT472)

___

{a}1- {b}1 = ({-}{b}1){a}1

(TT473)

___

{a}1x {b}1 = ({x}{b}1){a}1

(TT474)

___

{a}1 {b}1 = ({}{b}1){a}1

(TT475)

___

{a}1^ {b}1 = ({^}{b}1){a}1

(TT476)

___

{a}1 {b}1 = ({}{b}1){a}1

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ({a} o {b} = (o{b}){a})

Properties of Arithmetical Operators
(AR72)

Axiom of Arithmetic Operation

(TT413)

___

(X = ({+},{-},{x},{})) (((X{b}1)1  RO)

(TT478)

___

(X = {+},{-},{x},{})  ((V(X{b}1))1 RO)

(TT508)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {})  ((X{b}1){a}1 = ((X{b}1){a}1)1)

(AS43)

1st Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({a}1{0}1)  ((X{a}1)NC = NC)

(TS580)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({a}1{0}1)  (V(X{a}1)NC = NC)

(TT521)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ((XNC)NC = NC)

(TS579)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (V(XNC)NC = NC)

(TS587)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) ((XE)E = NC)

(TS584)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (V(XE)E = NC)

(AS39)

2nd Axiom of Arithmetic Operators

(X = ({+},{-},{x},{})) ((SX)1  RP)

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(VXE = NC).(X~NC = ).((XE)~NC = )

(TT520)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (VXE = NC)

(TT522)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (X~NC = )
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(TT523)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ((XE)~NC = )

(TS578)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (V(XE)~NC = )

(TS574)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ((XNC)~NC = )

(TS575)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (V(XNC)~NC = )

(TS573)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  ((X{a}1)~NC = )

(TS577)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (V(X{a}1)~NC = )

Further Properties of Arithmetic Operators
(AS58)

Axiom of Negative Numbers

({+}V{a}) = V({+}{a})
Where, if {a} is any collection of positive numbers, V{a} is any
collection of negative numbers including a singular collection.

(AR81)

Arithmetical Associativity and
Commutativity Axiom

(AR74)

Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

(X = {x}, {})(Y = {+}, {-})  (X1 RDY1)

(AS56)

2nd Arithmetical Distribution Axiom

(X = {^}, {})(Y = {x}, {})  (X1 RDY1)

(AS57)

Axiom of Index Multiplication

{+}1+ {x}1 RVRC

({^}{c}1)({^}{b}1){a}1 = ({^}(({x}{c}1){b}1)){a}1

Associativity, Commutativity and Distributivity of Arithmetical Operators
(TR851)

Associativity of Algebraic +

({+}(({+}{c}1){b}1)){a}1 = ({+}{c}1)(({+}{b}1){a}1)

(TR852)

Associativity of Algebraic x

({x}(({x}{c}1){b}1)){a}1 = ({x}{c}1)(({x}{b}1){a}1)

(TR853)

Commutativity of Algebraic +

({+}{b}1){a}1 = ({+}{a}1){b}1

(TR854)

Commutativity of Algebraic x

({x}{b}1){a}1 = ({x}{a}1){b}1

(TR788)

Distribution of x over +

({x}{c}1)({a}1+{b}1) = ({x}{c}1){a}1+({x}{c}1){b}1

(TR789)

Distribution of x over -

({x}{c}1)({a}1-{b}1) = ({x}{c}1){a}1-({x}{c}1){b}1

(TR790)

Distribution of  over +

({}{c}1)({a}1+{b}1) = ({}{c}1){a}1+({}{c}1){b}1

(TR791)

Distribution of  over –

({}{c}1)({a}1 - {b}1) = ({}{c}1){a}1-({}{c}1){b}1

(TT664)

Distribution of ^ over x

({^}{c}1)({a}1x{b}1) = ({^}{c}1){a}1x({^}{c}1){b}1

(TT665)

Distribution of ^ over 

({^}{c}1)({a}1{b}1) = ({^}{c}1){a}1({^}{c}1){b}1

(TT666)

Distribution of  over x

({}{c}1)({a}1x{b}1) = ({}{c}1){a}1x({}{c}1){b}1

(TT667)

Distribution of  over 

({}{c}1)({a}1{b}1) = ({}{c}1){a}1({}{c}1){b}1

Associativity, Commutativity and Distributivity using Simplified Symbolism
(TT480)

Associativity of Algebraic +

{a}1+({b}1+{c}1) = ({a}1+{b}1)+{c}1

(TT481)

Associativity of Algebraic x

{a}1x({b}1x{c}1) = ({a}1x{b}1)x{c}1

(TT482)

Commutativity of Algebraic +

{a}1+{b}1 = {b}1+{a}1
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(TT483)

Commutativity of Algebraic x

(TT484)

Distribution of x over +

({a}1+{b}1)x{c}1= ({a}1x{c}1)+({b}1x{c}1)

(TT485)

Distribution of x over -

({a}1-{b}1)x{c}1= ({a}1x{c}1)-({b}1x{c}1)

(TT486)

Distribution of  over +

({a}1+{b}1){c}1= ({a}1{c}1)+({b}1{c}1)

(TT487)

Distribution of  over -

({a}1-{b}1){c}1= ({a}1{c}1)-({b}1{c}1)

(TT668)

Distribution of ^ over x

({a}1x{b}1)^{c}1= ({a}1^{c}1)x({b}1^{c}1)

(TT669)

Distribution of ^ over 

({a}1{b}1)^{c}1= ({a}1^{c}1)({b}1^{c}1)

(TT670)

Distribution of  over x

({a}1x{b}1){c}1= ({a}1{c}1)x({b}1{c}1)

(TT671)

Distribution of  over 

({a}1{b}1){c}1= ({a}1{c}1)({b}1{c}1)

{a}1x{b}1 = {b}1x{a}1

Operations and Reverse Operations with Numbers
(TT687)

___

({b}1 {0}1)  ({a}1  ({a}1 ^ {b}1){b}1)

The Transposition of Equations
(TT681)

___

({a}1 = {b}1 + {c}1) = ({a}1 -{c}1 = {b}1)

(TT680)

___

(({c}1{0}1) = E)  (({a}1 = {b}1 x {c}1) = ({a}1{c}1 = {b}1))

(TT682)

___

(({c}1 {0}1) = E)  (({a}1 = {b}1 ^ {c}1)  ({b}1  {a}1{c}1))

Non-Distributive Relationships between Arithmetical Operators
(TT683)

___

({a}1 + {b}1) -{c}1 = {a}1 + ({b}1 -{c}1)

(TT660)

___

{a}1x({b}1{c}1) = ({a}1x{b}1){c}1

(TT679)

{a}1x({b}1{c}1) = {b}1x({a}1{c}1)

(TT662)

___

({a}1 {b}1) {c}1 = {a}1 ({b}1 x {c}1)

(TT663)

___

({a}1 x {b}1) ({c}1 x {d}1) = ({a}1 {c}1) x ({b}1 {d}1)

(TT675)

(TT677)

___

___

({a}1{0}1)({b}1{0}1)
({1}1 ({a}1 x {b}1) = ({1}1 {a}1) x ({1}1 {b}1))
({a}1{c}1 = {b}1{d}1) 
(({a}1 + {b}1) ({c}1 + {d}1) = {a}1{c}1)

(TT672)

___

({a}1^ {b}1)^{c}1 = {a}1^ ({b}1 x {c}1)

(TT673)

___

({a}1 {b}1) {c}1 = {a}1 ({b}1 x {c}1)

The Subjects and Objects of Arithmetic Operators
(TT519)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) (QX = NC).(SSX = NC).(QSX
= NC)

(TT516)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (QX = NC)

(TT517)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (SSX = NC)
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(TT518)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})  (QSX = NC)

(TR741)

___

Q{+} = NC

(TR742)

___

Q{-} = NC

(TR743)

___

Q{x} = NC

(TR744)

___

Q{} = NC

(TR745)

___

Q{^} = NC

(TR869)

___

Q{} = NC

(TT461)

___

SS{+} = NC

(TT462)

___

SS{-} = NC

(TT463)

___

SS{x} = NC

(TT464)

___

SS{} = NC

(TT465)

___

SS{^} = NC

(TT466)

___

SS{} = NC

(TT509)

___

QS{+} = NC

(TT510)

___

QS{-} = NC

(TT511)

___

QS{x} = NC

(TT512)

___

QS{} = NC

(TT513)

___

QS{^} = NC

(TT514)

___

QS{} = NC

(TT552)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({a}1{0}1)  (Q(X{a}1) = NC)

(TT536)

___

Q({+}{a}1) = NC

(TT538)

___

Q({-}{a}1) = NC

(TT537)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  (Q({x}{a}1) = NC)

(TT539)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  (Q({}{a}1) = NC)

(TT540)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  (Q({^}{a}1) = NC)

(TT541)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  (Q({}{a}1) = NC)

(TT479)

___

(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {})({b}1{0}1) 
({a}1 Q(X{b}1))

Arithmetic Operations on Numbers Yield Numbers
(TT504)

___

({a}1 NC)({b}1 NC)(X = {+},{-},{x},{},{^},{}) 
((X{b}1){a}1  NC)
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(TT505)

___

((X{b}1){a} 1  NC) 
({a}1 NC) + ({b}1 NC) + (X  {+},{-},{x},{},{^},{})

Definitions of Particular Numbers
(DR23)

Definition of Zero

(TT452)

___

(DR25)

Definition of Infinity

(a = E)(Na1 = {}1)

(AR90)

Infinity does not Exist

{}1 = 

(DR10)

Definition of One

(TT557)

___

(DR11)

Definition of the Decimal Number
System

(a = ) =(Na1 ={0}1)
N{0}1 = 

V

(a = a1)(a1  )(a1 1) = ({1}1 = Na1)
{1}1 = ({+}{1}1){0}1
({2}1 = ({+}{1}1){1}1).
({3}1 = ({+}{1}1){2}1).
({4}1 = ({+}{1}1){3}1).
({5}1 = ({+}{1}1){4}1).
({6}1 = ({+}{1}1){5}1).
({7}1 = ({+}{1}1){6}1).
({8}1 = ({+}{1}1){7}1).
({9}1 = ({+}{1}1){8}1).
({10}1 = ({+}{1}1){9}1)

(TT559)

___

{1}1 = ({^}{0}1){10}1

(TT560)

___

{10}1 = ({^}{1}1){10}1

(DR75)

Definition of Decimals

{100}1 = ({^}{2}1){10}1
{1000}1 = ({^}{3}1){10}1
etc
{0.1}1 = ({^}{-1}1){10}1
{0.01}1 = ({^}{-2}1){10}1
etc

(DR69)

Definition of {i}1

{i}1 = ({}{2}1)({-}{1}1){0}1

Negative Numbers
(TT685)

___

{-a}1 = ({-}{a}1){0}1

(TT576)

___

{-1}1 = ({-}{1}1){0}1

(TT684)

___

{-a}1 = {0}1- {a}1

(TT686)

___

{a}1+ {-b}1 = {a}1- {b}1

(DS12)

Definition of V{a}

V

{a} = {-a} Where {-a} is any collection of negative numbers
including a singular collection.
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(TT225)

___

V

(TT224)

___

V

{a}1 = ({-}{a}1){0}1
{a} = ({-}{a}){0}1

The Existence of Numbers
(AR59)

Axiom of the Existence of Numbers

{a}1 

(TT426)

___

{0}1 

(TT606)

___

{1}1 

(AS47)

2nd Axiom of the Existence of
Numbers

(TT555)

___













(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) =((X{b}1){a}1)
({+}{1}1){a}1

Identity Equations
(AR69)

Identity of Addition

{+}{0}1 = {=}

(TR752)

Identity of Subtraction

{-}{0}1 = {=}

(AR70)

Identity of Multiplication

{x}{1}1 = {=}

(TR753)

Identity of Division

{}{1}1 = {=}

(AR71)

Identity of Power

{^}{1}1 = {=}

(TR754)

Identity of Root

({}{1}1) = {=}

Identity Equations using Simplified Symbolism
(TT492)

___

{a}1+ {0}1= {a}1

(TT493)

___

{a}1- {0}1= {a}1

(TT494)

___

{a}1 x {1}1= {a}1

(TT495)

___

{a}1 {1}1= {a}1

(TT496)

___

{a}1 ^ {1}1= {a}1

(TT497)

___

{a}1 {1}1= {a}1

Theorems Derived from Identity Equations
(TR755)

___

({+}{0}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TT467)

___

({-}{0}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TT468)

___

({x}{1}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TR805)

___

({}{1}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TT469)

___

({^}{1}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TT470)

___

({}{1}1){a}1 = {a}1

(TT498)

___

{a}1- {a}1 = {0}1
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(TT499)

___

{a}1 {a}1 = {1}1

(TT654)

___

({x}{a}1){0}1 = {0}1

(TT656)

___

{0}1 x{a}1 = {0}1

(TT655)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  ({0}1 = ({}{a}1){0}1)

(TT657)

___

({a}1 {0}1)  ({0}1 {a}1 = {0}1)

Arithmetic Combination
(TT553)

Arithmetical Combination

((o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) = E) 
(({a}1= {b}1).({c}1= {d}1)  ({a}1 o {c}1= {b}1 o {d}1))

___

({a}1 > {b}1)({c}1 = {d}1)({a}1 + {c}1 > {b}1 + {d}1)

(TR855)

___

({a}1= {b}1)(X{a}1 =X{b}1)

(TR857)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = (({+}{c} ){a}1 = ({+}{c} ){b}1)

(TR858)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = ({a}1+{c} = {b}1+{c} )

(TR859)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = (({-}{c} ){a}1 = ({-}{c} ){b}1)

(TR860)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = ({a}1-{c} = {b}1-{c} )

(TR861)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = (({x}{c}1){a}1 = ({x}{c}1){b}1)

(TR862)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = ({a}1x{c} = {b}1x{c} )

(TR863)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = (({}{c}1){a}1 = ({}{c}1){b}1)

(TR864)

___

({a}1= {b}1) = ({a}1{c}1= {b}1{c}1)

(TR865)

___

({a}1= {b}1)  (({^}{c} ){a}1 = ({^}{c} ){b}1)

(TR866)

___

({a}1= {b}1)  ({a}1^{c} = {b}1^{c} )

(TR867)

___

({a}1= {b}1)  (({}{c} ){a}1 = ({}{c} ){b}1)

(TR868)

___

({a}1= {b}1)  ({a}1{c} = {b}1{c} )

(TS811)
Arithmetic Deduction

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Relative Deduction
(X = {+}, {-}, {x}, {})({c}1 > {0}1):

(AS83)

Relative Deduction

(TS636)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = (({+}{c}1){a}1 > ({+}{c}1){b}1

(TS635)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = ({a}1+{c}1= {b}1+{c}1)

(TS634)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = (({-}{c}1){a}1 > ({-}{c}1){b}1)

(TS633)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = ({a}1-{c}1 > {b}1-{c}1)

(({a}1> {b}1) = ((X{c}1){a}1 > (X{c}1){b}1))
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(TS632)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = (({x}{c}1){a}1 > ({x}{c}1){b}1)

(TS646)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = ({a}1x{c}1 > {b}1x{c}1)

(TS631)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = (({}{c}1){a}1 > ({}{c}1){b}1

(TS630)

___

({c}1 > {0}1): ({a}1> {b}1) = ({a}1{c}1 > {b}1{c}1)

(TT622)

___

({+}{1}1)NR {>}NR

(TT571)

___

({+}{1}1){a}1  {>}{a}1

(TT582)

___

{1}1{>}{0}1

(AS44)

Axiom of Numerical Order

(TT564)

___

{+}{>}{0}1 = {>}

(TT566)

___

{+}{<}{0}1 = {<}

(TT568)

___

{+}{=}{0}1 = {=}

(TT565)

___

V

(TT567)

___

V

(TT569)

___

({+}{>}{0}1){a}1 = {>}{a}1

(TT570)

___

({b}1{>}{0}1) (({+}{b}1){a}1  {>}{a}1)

(TT618)

___

({b}1{}{0}1)  (({+}{b}1){a}1  {}{a}1)

(TT258)

___

{>}{0}1 = ({+}{>}{0}1){0}1

(TT577)

___

{<}{0}1 = ({-}{>}{0}1){0}1

The Order of Numbers

(X = {>}, {<}, {=})  ({+}X{0}1 = X)

({+}{>}{0}1) = {<}
({+}{<}{0}1) = {>}

The Peano Axioms
(TT501)

First Peano Axiom

{0}1  NN

(TR750)

Fifth Peano Axiom

({a}1  NN).({a}1 = {b}1) ({b}1  NN)

(TT502)

Sixth Peano Axiom

({a}1  NN) (({+}{1}1){a}1  NN)

(TT578)

___

({a}1 NN)  (({+}{1}1){a}1 ~{0}1)

(TT503)

Seventh Peano Axiom

({a}1  NN) (({+}{1}1){a}1{0}1)

(TR751)

Eighth Peano Axiom

(({+}{1}1){a}1 = ({+}{1}1){b}1)= ({a}1 = {b}1)

(AR68)

Ninth Peano Axiom / Axiom of
Induction

F{0}1.(F{n}1  F{n+1}1) (({a}1 NN) F{a}1)

The Order of Numerical Quantities and Natural Numbers
(TT581)
(TT611)

Na1  {}{0}1
___

(a  ) =(Na1  {>}{0}1)
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(TT617)

___

Na1 + Nb1 {}Na1

(TT607)

___

({+}{1}1)NN {>}NN

(TT608)

___

({+}{1}1)NN ~{0}1

(AS49)

Axiom of Natural Numbers

(TT574)

___

NN {}{0}1
NW = NN.({>}{0}1)

Distributivity of Arithmetical Operators for Numerical Quantities using Simplified Symbolism
(TR792)

Distribution of x over +

1

({x}Nc )(Na1 + Nb1) =
1

1

({x}Nc )Na1 + ({x}Nc )Nb1
(TR793)

Distribution of x over –

1

({x}Nc )(Na1 - Nb1) =
1

1

({x}Nc )Na1 - ({x}Nc )Nb1
(TR794)

Distribution of  over +

1

({}Nc )(Na1 + Nb1) =
1

1

({}Nc )Na1 + ({}Nc )Nb1
(TR795)

Distribution of  over -

1

({}Nc )(Na1 - Nb1) =
1

1

({}Nc )Na1 - ({}Nc )Nb1
Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets
(AS37)

Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets

(ab = ) (N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1)

(TR800)

Distribution of N over Disjoint Sets

(ab = ) = (({+}Nb1)Na1 =N(a + b)1)

(TT491)

___

Na1 = N(ab)1+ N(ab)1

(TR796)

___

Nb1 = N(ab)1 + N(ab)1

(TR797)

___

N(ab) = Na – N(ab)

1

1

1

Distribution of N over Non-Disjoint Sets
(TR798)

___

N(a + b)1 = Na1 + Nb1 – N(a.b)1

(TR747)

___

N(a + b)1 = ({-}N(ab)1)({+}Nb1)Na1

(TR746)

___

({+}Nb1)Na1 {}N(a + b)1

Symbolising Arithmetical Operations on Collections of Numbers
(AS88)

Distribution of Arithmetical
Operators over +

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(({a}1 + {b}1) o {c}1 = ({a}1o {c}1) + ({b}1o {c}1))

(TS825)

___

{a} + {b}1 = ({+}{b}1){a}

(TT706)

___

{a} x {b}1 = ({x}{b}1){a}
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Relationships between Common Collections of Numbers
(TS861)

___

({>}{1}1)  ({>}{0}1)

(TS864)

___

({>}{1}1)({>}{0}1) = ({>}{1}1)

(TS862)

___

({<}V{1}1) ({<}{0}1)

(TS865)

___

({<}V{1}1)({<}{0}1) = ({<}V{1}1)

Commutativity for Collections of Numbers
(TT262)

Commutativity of Algebraic +

({+}{b}){a} = ({+}{a}){b}

(TT263)

Commutativity of Algebraic x

({x}{b}){a} = ({x}{a}){b}

Distribution of x over + for Collections of Numbers
(TS855)

___

({x}{c})({a} + {b}) = ({x}{c}){a} + ({x}{c}){b}

(TS854)

___

({x}({c} + {d}))({a} + {b}) =
({x}{c}){a} + ({x}{c}){b} + ({x}{d}){a} + ({x}{d}){b}

(TS853)

___

({x}({a} + {b}))({a} + {b}) =
({x}{a}){a} + ({x}{a}){b} + ({x}{b}){b}

(TS852)

___

({x}({a} + {1}1))({a} + {1}1) = ({x}{a}){a} + {a} + {1}1

(TS851)

___

({x}({a} + {0}1))({a} + {0}1) = ({x}{a}){a} + {0}1

(TS850)

___

({x}({a} + {1}1 + {0}1))({a} + {1}1 + {0}1) =
({x}{a}){a} + {a} + {1}1 + {0}1

Displacement of Collections of Numbers
(AS90)

Range Displacement Axiom

(X = {>}, {<}, {=}, {}, {})(o = {+}, {-}) 
(X{a}1o {b}1 X({a}1o {b}1))

(TT317)

___

{>}{a}1+ {b}1 {>}({a}1+ {b}1)

(TT371)

___

{<}{a}1+ {b}1 {<}({a}1+ {b}1)

(TT376)

___

{>}{a}1- {b}1 {>}({a}1- {b}1)

(TT378)

___

{<}{a}1- {b}1 {<}({a}1- {b}1)

Double Division
(AR26)

Axiom of Double Division

(TS880)

___

{}(({}{a}){b}) = {x}({}{b}){a}
({}(({}{a}){b})){1}1 = ({}{b}){a}

Theorems of Reverse or Negative Collections of Numbers
(DS12)

Definition of V{a}

V

(AR56)

Reverse of Zero

V

{a} = {-a} Where {-a} is any collection of negative numbers
including a singular collection.
{0}1 = {0}1
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(AR55)

Axiom of Number Symmetry

V

(TT223)

___

V

(TT217)

___

V

(TT216)

___

V

(TT215)

___

V

(TT214)

___

V

(TT213)

___

V

(TT212)

___

V

(TT211)

___

V

(TT202)

___

V

({>}{a}1) = {<}V{a}1
({>}V{a}1) = {<}{a}1
({<}{a}1) = {>}V{a}1
({<}V{a}1) = {>}{a}1
({>}{0}1) = {<}{0}1
({<}{0}1) = {>}{0}1
({>}{1}1) = {<}V{1}1
({>}V{1}1) = {<}{1}1
({<}{1}1) = {>}V{1}1
({<}V{1}1) = {>}{1}1

Theorems of Collections of Numbers Derived from Identity Equations
(TS845)

___

({x}{1}1){a} = {a}

(TS839)

___

({x}{a}){1}1 = {a}

(TS836)

___

({x}{0}1){a} = {0}1

(TS837)

___

({x}{a}){0}1 = {0}1

(TS846)

___

({}{1}1){a} = {a}

(TT260)

___

({+}{0}1){a} = {a}

(TT266)

___

({+}{a}){0}1 = {a}

(TS838)

___

({-}{a}1){a}1 = {0}1

More Theorems of Reverse or Negative Collections of Numbers
(AR47)

Positive/Negative Axiom

(X = {x}, {})(Y = V, {=})(Z = V, {=})
((XY{a})Z{b} =YZ(X{a}){b})

(TS932)

___

(X = {x}, {})  ((XV{1}1){a} = V{a})

(TT095)

___

({x}V{1}1){a} = V{a}

(TT093)

___

({}V{1}1){a} = V{a}

(TT092)

___

({x}V{1}1)V{a} = {a}

(TT086)

___

({}V{1}1)V{a} = {a}

(TT085)

___

({x}{1}1)V{a} = V{a}

(TT084)

___

({}{1}1)V{a} = V{a}

(TS870)

___

V

(TS872)

___

V

(({}{a}){1}1) = ({}V{a}){1}1
(({}{a}){1}1) = ({}{a})V{1}1
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Theorems of Reverse Operations with Collections of Numbers
(TT201)

___

V

(TT198)

___

V

(TT193)

___

{-}{a} = {+}V{a}

(TS934)

___

{+}{a} = {-}V{a}

(TT152)

___

V

(TT151)

___

V

(TT197)

___

{+}{>}{0}1 = V({-}{>}{0}1)

(TT196)

___

{+}{<}{0}1 = V({-}{<}{0}1)

(TT195)

___

{-}{>}{0}1 = V({+}{>}{0}1)

(TT194)

___

{-}{<}{0}1 = V({+}{<}{0}1)

(TT156)

___

V

(TT154)

___

V

(TT157)

___

V

(TT158)

___

V

(TT150)

___

{x}{>}{1}1 = V({}{>}{1}1)

(TT149)

___

{x}{<}{1}1 = V({}{<}{1}1)

(TT148)

___

{}{>}{1}1 = V({x}{>}{1}1)

(TT147)

___

{}{<}{1}1 = V({x}{<}{1}1)

(TT146)

___

{x}V({>}{1}1) = V({}V({>}{1}1))

(TT145)

___

{x}V({<}{1}1) = V({}V({<}{1}1))

(TT144)

___

{}V({>}{1}1) = V({x}V({>}{1}1))

(TT142)

___

{}V({<}{1}1) = V({x}V({<}{1}1))

(TT141)

___

{x}{>}V{1}1 = V({}{>}V{1}1)

(TT137)

___

{x}{<}V{1}1 = V({}{<}V{1}1)

(TT135)

___

{}{>}V{1}1 = V({x}{>}V{1}1)

(TT134)

___

{}{<}V{1}1 = V({x}{<}V{1}1)

(TT117)

___

{x}V({>}V{1}1) = V({}V({>}V{1}1))

(TT104)

___

{x}V({<}V{1}1) = V({}V({<}V{1}1))

(TT103)

___

{}V({>}V{1}1) = V({x}V({>}V{1}1))

(TT096)

___

{}V({<}V{1}1) = V({x}V({<}V{1}1))

({+}{a}) = {-}{a}
({-}{a}) = {+}{a}

({+}V{a}) = {-}V{a}
({-}V{a}) = {+}V{a}

({x}{a}) = {}{a}
({}{a}) = {x}{a}
({x}V{a}) = {}V{a}
({}V{a}) = {x}V{a}
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Theorems of Operations with Collections of Reverse or Negative Numbers
(TS859)

___

({}V{a}){1}1) = ({}{a})V{1}1

(TS858)

___

({}{a}){1}1) = ({}V{a})V{1}1

(TS856)

___

({x}V{a})V{b} = ({x}{a}){b}

(TS857)

___

({}V{a})V{b} = ({}{a}){b}

Addition and Subtraction of Collections of Positive and Negative Numbers
(TT179)

___

{+}{>}{0}1 = {-}V({>}{0}1)

(TT177)

___

{+}{<}{0}1 = {-}V({<}{0}1)

(TT175)

___

{-}{>}{0}1 = {+}V({>}{0}1)

(TT168)

___

{-}{<}{0}1 = {+}V({<}{0}1)

(TT165)

___

{+}{>}{0}1 = {-}{<}{0}1

(TT163)

___

{+}{<}{0}1 = {-}{>}{0}1

(TT162)

___

{-}{>}{0}1 = {+}{<}{0}1

(TT160)

___

{-}{<}{0}1 = {+}{>}{0}1

Multiplication and Division of Collections of Positive and Negative Numbers
(AR45)

Axiom of Positive Number
Operations

({a} + {b} {>}{0}1)(X = {x}, {}) ((X{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(TS933)

___

({a} + {b} {>}{0}1)(X = {x}, {})(Y = V, {=})(Z = V, {=})
((XY{a})Z{b} YZ({>}{0}1))

(TT081)

___

({a} {>}{0}1).({b} {>}{0}1) (({x}{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(TT080)

___

({a} {<}{0}1).({b} {<}{0}1) (({x}{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(TT079)

___

({a} {>}{0}1).({b}  {<}{0}1)  (({x}{a}){b} {<}{0}1)

(TT074)

___

({a} {<}{0}1).({b} {>}{0}1)  (({x}{a}){b} {<}{0}1)

(TT073)

___

({a} {>}{0}1).({b} {>}{0}1) (({}{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(TT060)

___

({a} {<}{0}1).({b} {<}{0}1) (({}{a}){b} {>}{0}1)

(TT057)

___

({a} {>}{0}1).({b}  {<}{0}1)  (({}{a}){b} {<}{0}1)

(TT055)

___

({a} {<}{0}1).({b} {>}{0}1)  (({}{a}){b} {<}{0}1)

Multiplication and Division of Collections of All Positive and Negative Numbers
(TT046)

___

({x}{>}{0}1){>}{0}1= {>}{0}1

(TT035)

___

({}{>}{0}1){>}{0}1= {>}{0}1

(TT033)

___

({x}{<}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={>}{0}1

(TT031)

___

({}{<}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={>}{0}1
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(TT029)

___

({x}{>}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

(TT028)

___

({}{>}{0}1){<}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

(TT027)

___

({x}{<}{0}1){>}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

(TT026)

___

({}{<}{0}1){>}{0}1 ={<}{0}1

(TT021)

___

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1= {}{0}1

(TT019)

___

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1 ={}{0}1

(TT272)

___

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1 ={}{0}1

(TT005)

___

({x}{}{0}1){}{0}1 ={}{0}1

Multiplication and Division by Collections of Fractions
(TS982)

___

{}{>}{1}1 = {x}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS984)

___

{x}{>}{1}1 = {}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS936)

___

({x}{>}{1}1){1}1 = ({}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))){1}1

(TS931)

___

({}{>}{1}1){1}1 = ({x}(({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))){1}1

(TT270)

___

({x}(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)))(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1) =
({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)

Definition of the Collection of Positive Fractions
(TS955)

___

({a}1 {>}{0}1) 
(({}{>}{a}1){a}1) ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)

(TS954)

___

({a}1 {<}{0}1) 
(({}{<}{a}1){a}1)  ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)

Subtraction of a Collection of Positive Fractions from One
(AR58)

2nd Axiom of Fractions

(TT269)

___

({a} = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1))  (({+}V{a}){1}1 = {a})
({-}(({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1))){1}1 = ({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1)

The Relationship between Fractions and Numbers Greater than One
(AR46)

Axiom of Fractions

({a} {>}{b})({b}  {>}{0}1)
(({}{a}){b} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS953)

Theorem of Fractions

({a} {>}{b}1)({b}1  {>}{0}1)
(({}{a}){b}1 ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TT261)

Theorem of Fractions

(TS879)

___

({a} {>}{1}1)  (({}{a}){1}1 ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))
({a} {>}{1}1)({b} =({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)) 
(({}{a})V({}{a}){b} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS935)

___

({a} {>}{1}1)({b} =({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)) 
(({}{b})V({}{b}){a} {>}{1}1)
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(TS892)

___

({a} {>}{b})({b}  {>}{0}1) (({}{b}){a} {>}{1}1)

(TS884)

___

({a} {>}{b}1)({b}1  {>}{0}1)
(({}{b}1){a} {>}{1}1))

(TS881)

___

({a} {>}{1}1) (({}{1}1){a} {>}{1}1))

(TS903)

___

({a} {>}{1}1) = (({}{a}){1}1({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS985)

___

({a} ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)) = (({}{a}){1}1 {>}{1}1)

(TS980)

___

({a} {<}V{1}1) = (({}{a}1){1}1({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS977)

___

({a} ({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1)) = (({}{a}1){1}1 {<}V{1}1)

(TS972)

___

({a} {>}{1}1) = (({}{a}1)V{1}1({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS960)

___

({a} {<}V{1}1) = (({}{a}1)V{1}1({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS842)

___

({}{>}{1}1){1}1 = ({<}{1}1)({>}{0}1)

The Relationship between Negative Fractions and Negative Numbers Less than Minus One
(TS860)

___

({}{<}V{1}1){1}1 = ({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1)

(TS973)

___

{}{<}V{1}1 = {x}(({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

(TS976)

___

{x}{<}V{1}1 = {}(({>}V{1}1)({<}{0}1))

Theorems of Arithmetical Induction
(AR43)

Axiom of Arithmetic Induction

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(((o{a}){c}1 (o{b}){c}1) ({a} {b}))

(TS840)

___

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(((o{a}){c}1 (o{b}){c}1) (o{a}) (o{b}))

(TS930)

___

(o = {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, {}) 
(((o{a}){1}1 (o{b}){1}1) ((o{a}) (o{b})))

(TS920)

___

(({+}{a}){1}1 ({+}{b}){1}1) (({+}{a}) ({+}{b}))

(TS915)

___

(({-}{a}){1}1 ({-}{b}){1}1) (({-}{a}) ({-}{b}))

(TS909)

___

(({x}{a}){1}1 ({x}{b}){1}1) (({x}{a}) ({x}{b}))

(TS908)

___

(({}{a}){1}1 ({}{b}){1}1) (({}{a}) ({}{b}))

(TS905)

___

({a} {b}) = (({}{a}){1}1 ({}{b}){1}1)

Rules for Fractions, One, and Zero
(TS849)

___

({<}{1}1).({>}{0}1) + {1}1 + {0}1 = ({}{1}1).({}{0}1)

(TS959)

___

({x}(({}{1}1).({}{0}1)))(({}{1}1).({}{0}1)) =
({}{1}1).({}{0}1)

(TT264)

___

({-}(({}{1}1).({}{0}1))){1}1 = ({}{1}1).({}{0}1)
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(TS848)

___

({-}({a} + {1}1 + {0}1)){1}1 = ({-}{a}){1}1 + {0}1 + {1}1
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Chapter 113

General Theorems of Quantity and Number

113.1 Introduction
Many of the theorems of quantity can be derived from the general theory of dimensions by substituting
N for X. These theorems are listed below. However, the following properties of the quantity dimension
must also be considered, and limit the number of equations which can be derived from the general
theory of dimensions:
The quantity dimension is a discrete dimension, i.e.:
(NE)1  DD

(AS31) Quantity Dimension Axiom.

Thus, any general dimensional equations which specify that the dimension in question must be a
continuum dimension cannot be converted to equations for the quantity dimension.
There is no upper bound of extent in the quantity dimension, i.e.:
C(NE)1 =

(TT625)

Thus, any general dimensional equations in which C(XE)1  cannot be converted.
The aggregate of a set of quantities is not the same as the quantity of the aggregate of the sets which
yield those quantities, i.e.:
(Na)1  Na1

(TT626N)

Thus, any equations in which (Xa)1 = Xa1 cannot be converted.
The universal set entity and the null set entity cannot be quantified. Thus, any equation which would
attempt to do so, e.g., (((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {=}E1)  (Xa1  {=}XE1)) (TR780) cannot be converted.
The equations derived in this way are identified by adding N to the reference number of the general
dimensional equation, e.g., (TT023) becomes (TT023N).
Once specific equations for quantity have been derived from the general theory of dimensions, there
are further properties of the quantity dimension which enable them to be simplified. This simplification
causes many of the derived equations to become trivial or duplicates. These further properties are:
NE = NE.({}NE)

(TT172N)

Na1 {}Na

(TT646N)

Na = Na.({}Na)

(TT628N)

{}{a}  ~NE

(TT632N)

{a}.{}{a} = {a}

(TT630N)

B{a} = {a}

(TT635N)

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT633N)

C{a} = {a}

(TT637N)

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT647N)

{a}  VB{a}

(TT639N)

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT634N)

{a}  C{a}

(TT641N)

V

B{a}1 = {a}1

(TT130N)

C{a}1 = {a}1

(TT131N)

V
V

They can also be simplified by removing any implicit conditions as set out in the following theorem:
((X  {}) + (a  )).((X  {=}) + ((a1  ).(a  E).(a  1).(a  E1).(a1 SI))) = (XNa1 )
(TS761) Implied Conditions of Quantity
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113.2 General Theorems of Quantity and Number
All Physical Entities Map onto the Quantity Dimension
(TT240N)

___

SN = NE

The Quantity Dimensional Mapping Relationship Set is One-to-One
(TS719N)

___

N 1  RO

(TT155N)

___

Na1 = (Na1)1

The Object Set of the Dimensional Mapping Relationship Set N is Universal
(TS721N)

___

QN = E

The Set of Quantities is an Ordered Set
(TT161N)

___

(NE)1  SO

The Set of Quantities is a Discrete Dimension
(TT025N)

___

(Na )(Na (Na)1)  ((Na)1  SDSO)

(TS723N)

___

(NE)1  SDSO

The Quantity Dimension has Members
(TT178N)

___

NE 

The Measurable Characteristics of Things with those Measurable Characteristics
(TS784N)

___

{a} =NVN{a}

Ordering Relationships and Members of the Quantity Dimension
(AS51N)

Axiom of Ordering Relationships

(Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C) (Y{a}  NE)

(TS804N)

___

{<}{a}  NE

(TS800N)

___

{>}{a}  NE

The Co-existence of Entities and Quantities
(TT274N)

___

({a} ) =(VN{a} )

(TT275N)

___

(a ) =(Na )

Members of the Quantity Dimension are Atomic
(TT172N)

___

NE = NE.{}NE

Relationships between Members of a Dimension
(TT457N)

___

V

(TT454N)

___

V

SNa.VQNa  {>} + {<} + {=}
SNE.VQNE  {>} + {<} + {=}
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(TT455N)

___

({b}1) ({a}1 ({>} + {<} + {=}){b}1)

(TR784N)

___

E = (a1 >N b1) + (a1 =N b1) + (a1 <N b1)

Miscellaneous Theorems of Quantity
(TT646N)

___

Na1 {}Na

(TT626N)

___

(Na)1  Na1

(TT628N)

___

Na = Na.({}Na)

(TT632N)

___

{}{a}  ~NE

(TT633N)

___

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT647N)

___

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT634N)

___

{a}.{}{a} = 

(TT630N)

___

{a}.{}{a} = {a}

(TT635N)

___

B{a} = {a}

(TT637N)

___

C{a} = {a}

(TT639N)

___

{a}  VB{a}

(TT641N)

___

{a}  VC{a}

Relationship between Collections of Entities and their Quantities
(TT545N)

___

(a =b)  (Na1 =Nb1)

Membership and Quantity Order Matching
(TT612N)

___

(a1 {=}b1)  (Na1  {=}Nb1)

(AS33N)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities for Discrete Dimensions

(a1 {}b1)  (Na1 {<}Nb1)

(TT614N)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Na1  {>}Nb1)

(TT615N)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Na1  {}Nb1)

(TT616N)

___

(a1 {}b1)  (Na1  {}Nb1)

(TT458N)

___

(Na1 = Nb1) = (a1 =N b1)

(TT459N)

___

(Na1 < Nb1) = (a1 <N b1)

(TT460N)

___

(Na1 > Nb1) = (a1 >N b1)

(TT644N)

___

(Na1  Nb1)  (a1 N b1)

(TT645N)

___

(Na1  Nb1)  (a1 N b1)
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Quantities and Expressions
(TR785N)

___

(ab)1Na1

(TR786N)

___

a1 N (a + b)1

(TR787N)

___

(a = b)1N (a b)1

Definition of the Beginning and End of the Quantity Dimension
(TT185N)

___

B(NE)1 = NE.({>}NE)

(TT186N)

___

C(NE)1 = NE.({<}NE)

The Beginning of the Quantity Dimension is Unique
(TT199N)

___

B(NE)1 = (B(NE)1)1

The Beginning and End of a Set of Quantities
(TT209N)

___

B(Na)1 = Na.({>}Na)

(TT210N)

___

C(Na)1 = Na.({<}Na)

Quantities which Begin or End with a Particular Quantity
(TT130N)

___

V

B{a}1 = {a}1

(TT131N)

___

V

C{a}1 = {a}1

Application of the @N Function
(TT732N)
(TR886N)

___

___

(@N{b}1)a1 = {}a1.VN{b}1.({}({}a1.{}VN{b}1))
((@NNb1)a1 =
{}a1.VNNb1.({}({}a1. {}(VNNb1)1)))

(TT297N)

___

({}a1.{}VN{b}1 = ) ((@N{b}1)a1= )

(TT293N)

___

({}a1.{}VNNb1 = ) ((@NNb1)a1= )

(TT295N)

___

(@N{a}1)E1 = VN{a}1

(TT254N)

___

S@N{a}1= {}VN{a}1

(TS735N)

___

(@N{a}1)E = {}VN{a}1

(TT257N)

___

(@NNa1)a1 = a1

Mapped Relationships in the Quantity Dimension
(TS790N)

___

(a11  {>}Na21) = (Na11  {>}Na21)

(TS791N)

___

(a11 {<}Na21) = (Na11 {<}Na21)
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Chapter 114

Special Theorems of Probability

114.1 Special Theorems of Probability
The theorems described below are derived from the axioms and definitions of probability. They are
unique to the probability dimension and cannot be derived by substitution into the general equations
of dimensions.
The Nature of Probability
(AS50)

Probability is a Discrete Dimension

(AR15)

Probability is Bounded

(TS824)

___

B((Pc1)E)1

(TS823)

___

C((Pc1)E)1

(TS821)

___

(Pc1) =

((Pc1)E)1  DD
(X = B, C) (X((Pc1)E)1 )



Theorems of Null Probability
(AR93)

((Pc1)a1 = ) 
Conditions for Null Probability

(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) +
(a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c)

(TS760)

(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) +
___

(a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c) 
((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS770)

(c = ) + (c = 1) + (c = E)+ (c = E1) + (c1 SI) +
___

(a1 SI) + (a = 1)(1  c)+ (a = E1)(E1 c) =
((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS769)

(c  )(c  1)(c  E)(c  E1)(c1 SI)(a1 SI).
Implicit Conditions of Probability

((a  1) + (1 c))((a  E1) + (E1c)) =
((Pc1)a1  )

(TT291)

___

(a1 SI) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TT292)

___

(c1 SI) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS821)

___

(Pc1) =

(TS759)

___

(P)a1 =

(TS783)

___

(c = 1) ((Pc1)a1 =)

(TS779)

___

(c = E1) ((Pc1)a1 =)
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(TS785)

___

(c = ) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS774)

___

(c = E) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS781)

Probability of 1

(a = 1)(1  c) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS773)

Probability of E1

(a = E1)(E1 c) ((Pc1)a1 = )

(TS772)

___

(a = 1)(1  c) ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TS771)

___

(a = E1)(E1 c) ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

Definition of Numerical Probability
(DR79)

Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc )a1 = ({}Nc )N(ac)

(TR801)

Definition of Numerical Probability

(Pc )a1 = N(ac)1Nc1

1

1

1

1

The Probability Range
(DS06)

Definition of Probability Range

(Pc1)E = ({}{1}1)({}{0}1)

(TT659)

___

(Pc1)a1 ({}{1}1)({}{0}1)

(TT649)

___

B((Pc1)E)1 = {0}1

(TT650)

___

C((Pc1)E)1 = {1}1

(TS816)

___

{0}1  (Pc1)E

(TS817)

___

{0}1 S(Pc1)

(TS820)

___

(a = ) (a1 = V(Pc1){0}1)

(TS810)

___

(a1 = V(Pc1){0}1) = ({0}1 = (Pc1)a1)

Zero is a Probability

Reverse Probability




Equivalences between Numerical and Logical Probability
(TR767)

___

(c a) = ((Pc1)a1 = {1}1)

(TR759)

___

(c a) = (({}Nc )N(ac) = {1}1)

(TR769)

___

(c a) = ((Pc1)a1 = {0}1)

(TR761)

___

(c a) = (({}Nc )N(ac) = {0}1)

(TR772)

___

(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  ({<}{1}1)({}{0}1))

(TR768)

___

(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  {<}{1}1)

(TR760)

___

(c a)  (({}Nc )N(ac)  {<}{1}1)

(TS758)

___

(c a)  ((Pc1)a1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

1

1

1

1

1

1
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(TR770)

___

(c a)  ((Pc )a1  {>}{0}1)

(TR762)

___

(c  a)  (({}Nc )N(ac)  {>}{0}1)

1

1

1

Conventional Axioms of Numerical Probability
(TR802)

First Kolmogorov Axiom

(Pc1)a1 ({}{0}1)

(TR803)

First Kolmogorov Axiom

N(ac) Nc  {}{0}1

(TR804)

Second Kolmogorov Axiom

(TR806)

___

(TR807)

Third Kolmogorov Axiom

(ab = ) ((Pc1)(a+b)1 = ({+}(Pc1)b1)(Pc1)a1)

(TR808)

Third Kolmogorov Axiom

(ab = ) (N(c.(a + b))1 Nc1 =

1

1

(a = E)  ((Pc1)a1 = {1}1)
Nc1Nc1 = {1}1

(N(ca)1  Nc1) + (N(cb)1  Nc1))
(TR809)

___

(a = ) ((Pc1)a 1 = {0}1)

The Probability of Given Circumstances
(TR834)

___

(Pc1)c1 = {1}1

(TR806)

___

Nc1Nc1 = {1}1

The Probability of a Complement
(TR811)

___

(b = E) ((Pc1)(a)1 = ({-}(Pc1)(a)1)((Pc1)b1))

(TR812)

___

(c1  1)  ((Pc1)(a)1 = ({-}(Pc1)(a)1){1}1)

(TR813)

___

(c1  1)  ((Pc1)(a)1 = {1}1 - (Pc1)(a)1)

(TR814)

___

(c1  1)  (N(ac) Nc = {1}1 – N(ac) Nc )

1

1

1

1

The Total Probability Rule
(TR815)

___

({+}(Pc )(a)1)(Pc )a1 = {1}1

(TR816)

___

(Pc1)a1 + (Pc1)(a)1 = {1}1

(TR817)

___

N(ac)1Nc1 + N(ac)1Nc1 = {1}1

1

1

The Probability Addition Rule
(TR818)

___

(Pc1)(a+b)1 =
({-}(Pc1)(a.b)1)({+}(Pc1)b1)((Pc1)a1)

(TR819)

___

(Pc1)(a+b)1 =
((Pc1)a1) + ((Pc1)b1) - ((Pc1)(a.b)1)

(TR820)

___

N(ac + bc)1Nc1 =
N(ac)1Nc1 + N(bc)1Nc1 - N(abc)1Nc1
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The General Probability Multiplication Rule
(TR837)

___

(Pc )(ab)1 = ({x}(P(cb) )a1)(Pc )b1

(TR838)

___

(Pc1)(ab)1 = ((Pc1)b1) x ((P(cb)1)a1)

(TR839)

___

N(abc)1Nc1 = N(bc)1Nc1 x N(abc)1N(bc)1

1

1

1

Bayes Theorem
(TR840)

Bayes Theorem

({x}(P(ca)1)b1)((Pc1)a1) =
({x}(P(cb)1)a1)((Pc1)b1)

(TR841)

Bayes Theorem

((Pc1)a1) x ((P(ca)1)b1) =
((Pc1)b1) x ((P(cb)1)a1))

(TT395)

Bayes Theorem

(N(ac)1Nc1) x (N(abc)1N(ac))1 =
(N(bc)1Nc1) x (N(abc)1N(bc)1)

The Probability Multiplication Rule for Two Independent Non-disjoint Entities
(TT678)

___

(((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) 
((Pc1)a1 = (P(bc)1)a1)

(TR844)

___

(((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) 
((Pc1)(ab)1 = ((Pc1)a1) x ((Pc1)b1))

(TR845)

___

(((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) 
((Pc1)(ab)1 = ({x}(Pc1)b1)((Pc1)a1))

(TR846)

___

((N(abc)1N(bc)1) - (N(abc)1N(bc)1) = {0}1)
(N (abc)1Nc1 = (N(ac)1Nc1) x (N(bc)1Nc1))

Conjunction of Sufficiencies Rule (Probability Form)
(TR847)

___

((Pc1)a1 = {n}1)((Pd1)a1 = {n}1) 
((P(c+d)1)a1= {n}1)

(TR848)

___

(N(ca)1Nc1 = {n}1).(N(da)1Nd1 = {n}1) 
(N((c+d)a)1N(c+d)1 = {n}1)

Probabilistic Deduction and Induction
(TR849)

Deduction/Induction Rule

((((P(bc)1)a1) - ((P(bc)1)a1) = {0}1) = E)
(((P(bc)1)a1 = {n}1) ((Pc1)a1 = {n}1))

(TR850)

Deduction/Induction Rule

1

1

((N(abc)1N(bc) - N(abc)1N(bc) = {0}1) = E) 
((N(abc)1Nc1 = {n}1) (N(ac)1Nc1 = {n}1))
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(TR773)

((Pc1)b1 > (Pc1)d1)
___

((Pc1)a1 x (Pc1)b1 > (Pc1)a1 x (Pc1)d1)

Relationships between Probability Values and Ranges
(TS748)

___

((Pc1)a1  {1}1) = ((Pc 1)a 1  ({<}{1}1)({}{0}1))

(TS750)

___

((Pc1)a1  {0}1) = ((Pc1)a1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TS752)

___

((Pc1)a1 = {1}1) = ((Pc 1)a 1  ({<}{1}1)({}{0}1))

(TS751)

___

((Pc1)a1 = {0}1) = ((Pc1)a1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

Probabilities are Greater than, Less than or Equal to One Another
(TT323)

___

((Pc1)a1 (Pc1)b1) = ((Pc1)a1 >(Pc1)b1)

(TT318)

___

((Pc1)a1 (Pc1)b1) = ((Pc1)a1 <(Pc1)b1)

Membership and Probability Matching
(TT381)

___

(a = b) ((Pc1)a1 =(Pc1)b1)

(TS739)

___

(ca = cb) ((Pc1)a1 =(Pc1)b1)

(TT379)

___

(ca  cb)  ((Pc1)a1 < (Pc1)b1)

(TS741)

___

(ca  cb)  ((Pc1)a1 > (Pc1)b1)

(TS742)

___

(ca  cb) ((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)

(TS744)

___

(ca  cb) ((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)

Alternative Probability Equations
(TS747)

___

(Pc1)(ca)1 = (Pc1)a1

Probability Syllogisms
(TT305)

((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)d1).((Pc1)d1 > (Pc1)b1) 
___

(TT299)

((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)b1)
((Pc1)a1(Pc1)d1).((Pc1)d1 > (Pc1)b1) 

___
(TT296)

((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)b1)
((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)d1)((Pc1)d1 (Pc1)b1) 

___

((Pc1)a1>(Pc1)b1)

The Relationship between Logical Probability and Epistemic Probability
(DR02)

Definition of Knowing that

(TS754)

___

({p} = E) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {1}1)

(TS757)

___

({p} = ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = {0}1)

{p}= (“{p}” VHSJ1)
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(TS755)

___

({p}  E) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  ({<}{1}1)({}{0}1))

(TS756)

___

({p}  ) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  ({}{1}1)({>}{0}1))

(TT290)

___

({p} = {q})  ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1)

(TS835)
___
(TT397)
___
(TS645)

(((HS“{q}”)1 ) = E)
(({p}  {q}) ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1))
(((HS“{q}”)1 ) = E)
(({p}  {q}) ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1  (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1))
((P(J.(HS“{q}”))1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1):
((PJ1)(HS“{p}.{q}”)1 =

___

((PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1) x ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1))
N.B. the conditions mean that {p} and {q} are independent, i.e.,
the probability that the one is true does not vary with the
probability that the other is true.

(TT390)

((P(J.(HS“{q}”))1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1):
(({p}.{q} = {r}) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x (PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1
___

= (PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1))
N.B. the conditions mean that {p} and {q} are independent, i.e.,
the probability that the one is true does not vary with the
probability that the other is true.

(TS812)

(PJ1)(HS“{p} + {q}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 +
___

(TT396)

(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1) – (PJ1)(HS“{p}{q}”)1
((P(J.(HS“{q}”))1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1):
({p} + {q} = {r}) = ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 +
(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1 – ((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 x

___

(PJ1)(HS“{q}”)1) = (PJ1)(HS“{r}”)1)
N.B. the conditions mean that {p} and {q} are independent, i.e.,
the probability that the one is true does not vary with the
probability that the other is true.

(TT280)

((P(J.(HS“{q}”))1)(HS“{p}”)1 = (PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1):
(((PJ1)(HS“{p}”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“{q})1) 
___

((PJ1)(HS“{r}{p}”)1 > (PJ1)(HS“{r}{q}”)1))
N.B. the conditions mean that {p} and {q} are independent, i.e.,
the probability that the one is true does not vary with the
probability that the other is true.

(TT658)

___

((ab) = E) = ((PJ1) (HS“ab”)1 = {1}1)

(TT648)

___

((ab) = ) = ((PJ1)(HS“ab”)1 = {0}1)

(TT653)

___

((ab)  E)  ((PJ1)(HS“ab”)1 < {1}1)
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(TT651)

___

(TS813)
___
(UR001)

((ab)  )  ((PJ1) (HS“ab”)1 > {0}1)
((a1) = E)((PJ1)(HS“a1  b”)1 =
(PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1+ (PJ1)(HS“a1  bc”)1)
((PJ1)(HS“ac ”)1 = {1}1).

Induction Theorem (Probability
Form)

((PJ1)(HS“ac b”)1 = {1}1) 
((PJ1) (HS“a b”)1 {0}1)

Alternative Mental Models
(TR759b)

___

(TR760b)
___
(TR762b)
___
(TR761b)

___

1

1

(J HS“{p}”) = (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J) = {1}1)
(J HS“{p}”) 
1

1

(({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J)  {<}{1}1)
(J  HS“~{p}”) 
1

1

(({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J)  {>}{0}1)
1

1

(J HS“~{p}”) = (({}NJ )N((HS“{p}”).J) = {0}1)
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Chapter 115

General Theorems of Probability

115.1 Introduction
Many of the theorems of probability can be derived from the general theory of dimensions by replacing
X with (Pc1). These theorems are listed below. However, the following properties of the probability
dimension must also be considered, and limit the number of equations which can be derived from the
general theory of dimensions:
The probability dimension is a discrete dimension, i.e.:
((Pc1)E)1  DD (AS50) Probability is a Discrete Dimension.

Thus, any general dimensional equations which specify that the dimension in question must be a
continuum dimension cannot be converted to equations for the probability dimension.
The aggregate of a set of probabilities is not the same as the probability of the aggregate of the sets
which yield those probabilities, i.e.:
((Pc1)a)1  (Pc1)a1

(TT626P)

Thus, any equations for which ((Pc1)a)1 = (Pc1)a1 cannot be converted.
The universal set entity and the null set entity do not have a probability. Thus, any equation which
would attempt to give them one, e.g.,
(((XE)1  DD) = E) ((a1 {=}E1)  (Xa1  {=}XE1)) (TR780),

cannot be converted.
These properties limit the number of equations of probability which can be derived from the general
theory of dimensions.
The probability equations derived in this way are identified by adding P to the reference number of
the general dimensional equation, e.g. (TT023) becomes (TT023P).
Once specific equations for probability have been derived from the general theory of dimensions, there
are further properties of the probability dimension which enable them to be simplified. This
simplification causes many of the derived equations to become trivial or duplicates. These further
properties are:
(Pc1)E = (Pc1)E.{}(Pc1)E

(TT172P)

(Pc1)a1 {}(Pc1)a

(Pc1)a = (Pc1)a.{}(Pc1)a

(TT628P)

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({}{a}~(Pc1)E) (TT632P)

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = {a})

(TT630P)

({a} (Pc1)E)  (B{a} = {a})

(TT635P)

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

(TT633P)

({a} (Pc1)E)  (C{a} = {a})

(TT637P)

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

(TT647P)

({a} (Pc1)E)  ({a}  VB{a})

(TT639P)

(TT634P)

({a} (Pc )E)  ({a}  C{a})

(TT641P)

({a}1 (Pc1)E) (VB{a}1 = {a}1)

(TT130P)

({a}1 (Pc1)E) (VC{a}1 = {a}1)

(TT131P)

1

({a}  (Pc )E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

1

(TT646P)

V

They can also be simplified by removing any implicit conditions as set out in the following theorem:
(c  )(c  1)(c  E)(c  E1)(c1 SI)(a1 SI).((a  1) + (1 c))((a  E1) + (E1c)) = ((Pc1)a1  )
(TS769) Implicit Conditions of Probability
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115.2 General Theorems
All Physical Entities Map onto the Probability Dimension
(TT240P)

___

S(Pc1) = (Pc1)E

The Probability Mapping Relationship Set is One-to-One
(TS719P)

___

(Pc1)1  RO

(TT155P)

___

(Pc1)a1 = ((Pc1)a1)1

The Object Set of the Probability Mapping Relationship Set is Universal
(TS721P)

___

Q(Pc1) = E

The Probability Dimension is an Ordered Set
(TT161P)

___

((Pc1)E)1 SO

The Probability Dimension is a Set of Points
(TT023P)

___

((Pc1)E)1 SPSO

(TT025P)

___

((Pc1)a ((Pc1)a)1)  (((Pc1)a)1 SDSO)

(TS723P)

___

((Pc1)E)1 SDSO

The Probability Dimension has Members
(TT178P)

___

(Pc1)E 

___

({a} (Pc1)E)  ({a} =(Pc1)V(Pc1){a})

Reverse Probability
(TS784P)

Relationship Functions and Members of the Probability Dimension
(AS51P)

___

((Y  {<}+{>}+{=}+B+C) = E)
(({a}  (Pc1)E) = (Y{a}  (Pc1)E))

(TS804P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E) = ({<}{a}  (Pc1)E)

(TS800P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E) = ({>}{a}  (Pc1)E)

The Co-existence of Entities and Probabilities
(TT275P)

___

(a ) =((Pc1)a )

(TT274P)

___

({a} (Pc1)E) (V(Pc1){a} )

Members of the Probability Dimension are Atomic
(TT172P)

___

(Pc1)E = (Pc1)E.{}(Pc1)E
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Relationships between Members of the Probability Dimension
(TT457P)

___

V

(TT454P)

___

V

(TT455P)

___

({a}1 ({>} + {<} + {=}){b}1)

(TR784P)

___

(a1 >Pc1 b1) + (a1 =Pc1 b1) + (a1 <Pc1 b1)

S(Pc1)a.VQ(Pc1)a  {>} + {<} + {=}
S(Pc1)E.VQ(Pc1)E  {>} + {<} + {=}

Miscellaneous Theorems of Probability
(TT646P)

___

(Pc1)a1 {}(Pc1)a

(TT626P)

___

((Pc1)a)1  (Pc1)a1

(TT628P)

___

(Pc1)a = (Pc1)a.{} (Pc1)a

(TT632P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({}{a}~(Pc1)E)

(TT633P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

(TT647P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

(TT634P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = )

(TT630P)

___

({a}  (Pc1)E)  ({a}.{}{a} = {a})

(TT635P)

___

({a} (Pc1)E)  (B{a} = {a})

(TT637P)

___

({a} (Pc1)E)  (C{a} = {a})

(TT639P)

___

({a} (Pc1)E)  ({a}  VB{a})

(TT641P)

___

({a} (Pc1)E)  ({a}  VC{a})

Relationship between Entities and their Probabilities
(TT545P)

___

(a1 =b1)  ((Pc1)a1 =(Pc1)b1)

Membership and Order Matching for the Probability Dimension
(AS33P)

Axiom of Physical Proper Subentities for Discrete Dimensions

(a1 {}b1)  ((Pc1)a1 {<}(Pc1)b1)

(TT614P)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Pc1)a1  {>}(Pc1)b1)

(TT615P)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Pc1)a1  {}(Pc1)b1)

(TT616P)

___

(a1 {}b1)  ((Pc1)a1  {}(Pc1)b1)

(TT458P)

___

((Pc1)a1 = (Pc1)b1) = (a1 =Pc1 b1)

(TT459P)

___

((Pc1)a1 < (Pc1)b1) = (a1 <Pc1 b1)

(TT460P)

___

((Pc1)a1 > (Pc1)b1) = (a1 >Pc1 b1)
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(TT644P)

___

((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)  (a1  Pc1 b1)

(TT645P)

___

((Pc1)a1  (Pc1)b1)  (a1 Pc1 b1)

(TT612P)

___

(a1 {=}b1)  ((Pc1)a1  {=}(Pc1)b1)

Relationships between the Probabilities of Expressions
(TR785P)

___

(ab)1Pc1a1

(TR786P)

___

a1 Pc1 (a + b)1

(TR787P)

___

(a = b)1Pc1 (a b)1

Members of the Probability Dimension have Beginnings and Ends
(TT191P)

___

B(Pc1)E 

(TT192P)

___

C(Pc1)E 

Definition of the Beginning and End of the Probability Dimension
(TT185P)

___

B((Pc1)E)1 = (Pc1)E.({>}(Pc1)E)

(TT186P)

___

C((Pc1)E)1 = (Pc1)E.({<}(Pc1)E)

The Beginning and End of the Probability Dimension are Unique
(TT199P)

___

B((Pc1)E)1 = (B((Pc1)E)1)1

(TT200P)

___

C((Pc1)E)1 = (C((Pc1)E)1)1

The Least and Most Probable Members of a Set
(TT209P)

___

B((Pc1)a)1 = (Pc1)a.({>}(Pc1)a)

(TT210P)

___

C((Pc1)a)1 = (Pc1)a.({<}(Pc1)a)

Definition of Probabilities with a Particular Beginning or End
(TT130P)

___

V

B{a}1 = {a}1

(TT131P)

___

V

C{a}1 = {a}1

Application of the @Pc1 Function
(TT732P)

___

((@Pc1{b}1)a1 =
{}a1.V(Pc1){b}1.({}({}a1.{}V(Pc1){b}1)))

(TR886P)

___

((@Pc1(Pc1)b1)a1 =
{}a1.V(Pc1)(Pc1)b1.({}({}a1. {}(V(Pc1)(Pc1)b1)1)))

(AS10P)

___

(@Pc1{a}1){}b1 = {}(@Pc1{a}1)b1

(TT297P)

___

({}a1.{}V(Pc1){b}1 = ) ((@Pc1{b}1)a1= )
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(TT293P)

___

({}a1.{}V(Pc1)(Pc1)b1 = ) ((@ Pc1(Pc1)b1)a1= )

(TT295P)

___

(@Pc1{a}1)E1 = V(Pc1){a}1

(TT254P)

___

S@Pc1{a}1 = {}V(Pc1){a}1

(TS735P)

___

(@Pc1{a}1)E = {}V(Pc1){a}1

(TT257P)

___

(@Pc1(Pc1)a1)a1 = a1

Mapped Relationships in the Probability Dimension
(TS790P)

___

(a11  {>}Pc1a21) = ((Pc1)a11  {>}(Pc1)a21)

(TS791P)

___

(a11 {<}Pc1a21) = ((Pc1)a11 {<}(Pc1)a21)
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Chapter 116

Theorems of Conventional Set Theory

116.1 Theorems of Conventional Set Theory
Conventional Set Theory
(DR28)

Definition of an Infinite Set

((a1  SI) = E) =
((a1)(x1  {}a1) ({}x1.{}a1 ))

(TT314)

Axiom of Extensionality

(TT399)

Axiom of Pairs

(TT401)

Axiom of the Union

(a b)(b a) = (a1 = b1)
(a1 )(b1 ) ((a1 + b1)1 )
((a11 1)…(an1 1)(a1+++ an  1)(a11+++ an1  1) = E)
 (((a1+++ an)1) = ((a11+++ an1)1))

(TT402)

___

((Qc = E)(c1  RO) = E)  ((x1)  ((c x1)1 ))
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Part VI

Appendices
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Appendix A - Glossary
Many of the words and phrases included in this glossary will be familiar to the reader. However, in
Symbolic Reasoning, they can have a specific meaning.
Terms used in the text below can often be found elsewhere in the glossary.
Absolute Tense

A tense for which the reference event is “now”, i.e., the time
at which the statement is made, e.g., “I will go to the shops”.

Abstract

Anything in the abstract aspect of the universe, i.e., anything
which comprises characteristics rather than physical entities.

Abstract Aspect

An aspect of the universe in which all entities are
characteristics.

Abstract Continuum

A continuous whole with a least part but no greatest part and
whose parts, except the least, all intersect with other parts. An
abstract continuum is the aspect opposite of a physical
continuum, but due to its abstract nature cannot be visualised.

Abstract Continuum Entity

An entity in the abstract aspect of the universe whose parts are
all possible super-entities plus the entity itself.

Abstract Continuum Set

A set in the abstract aspect of the universe whose lower bound
of resolution is the set as an entity and which has no upper
bound of resolution.

Abstract Discrete Entity

An abstract discrete entity, e.g., Aa1, or (~a1)1, is the aspect
opposite of a physical discrete entity, i.e., a1. It is its own
upper and lower bound of resolution and is a member of SE.
Because a physical discrete entity occupies a finite region of
space-time, an abstract discrete entity occupies an infinite
region. It is the aggregate of the whole of space time except
its matching physical entity, including anything that intersects
with or is a sub-entity of the latter.

Abstract Discrete Set

An abstract discrete set is a set comprising the aspect
opposites of more than one physical discrete entity, each of
which is its own upper and lower bound of resolution. It is a
member of SD. Like physical discrete sets, the set is not a
member of itself. Because the physical discrete set is the least
extensive super-entity of all its member sub-entities, the
abstract discrete entity must be the most extensive sub-entity
of all its member super-entities.

Abstract Entity

Anything which is of the abstract aspect of the universe.

Abstract Probabilistic
Proposition

A proposition which has a logically negative subject, i.e., one
which is “uncertain” or “possible”, and a logically positive
object, i.e., one which is “certain” or “impossible”. These
propositions cannot be transformed so that they have a
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logically positive subject. They can only be used in connection
with the knowledge of sentient creatures.
Abstract Relationship

A relationship between characteristics.

Abstract Relationship Set

The relationship set A which maps every physical entity onto
it defining characteristic.

Abstract Function

The function A which, when applied to a set of physical
entities, yields the matching set of defining characteristics.

Abstraction

The process of seeking the common characteristics of a
collection of things.

Active Form

A form of natural language proposition in which the subject is
the actor, e.g., “I climb Mont Blanc”.

Active Irreflexive

A form of natural language proposition which contains an
active verb, and in which the object does not refer to the
subject, e.g., “Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

Active Reflexive

A form of natural language proposition which contains an
active verb, and in which the object refers to the subject, e.g.,
“Andrew washes himself”.

Active Sentoid

A form of natural language proposition in which the subject
performs an action described by the verb, e.g., “Peter helps
Sally”

Active Verb

A verb whose subject performs the action described by the
verb.

Actor

The subject of an active proposition, particularly one which
describes an event.

Adjective

A word or phrase whose role is to modify a noun or pronoun,
thereby providing more information about it.

Adverb

A word or phrase which modifies a verb or sentoid, thereby
providing more information about it.

Agent

Any sentient entity, i.e., a person or other creature, that holds
or contains items or bodies of knowledge.

Aggregation

The process by which collections of physical entities are
grouped together to form a single physical entity. These
aggregated entities need not necessarily be physically
continuous. In particular, a set as a collection aggregates into
a set as an entity.

Alethic Logic

A modal logic which formalises the concepts of possibility
and necessity, e.g., “The cat may be black”, “The cat is
certainly black”, etc.

Algebra

A branch of mathematics which generalises arithmetic and in
which letters, which represent any number, are combined
according to the rules of arithmetic.

Algebraic Numbers

All real numbers which are the solution to a polynomial
equation with rational coefficients. (N.B. sometimes this
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expression is defined as including complex numbers, but that
definition is not used here.)
Alternative Mental Models

Different perceptions, i.e., mental models, of the universe
which are not necessarily consistent.

Ambiguity

The ability of a set of symbols or words to be interpreted in
more than one way or to have more than one meaning.

Anti-axiom

The negative or complement of an axiom.

Anti-definition

The negative or complement of a definition.

Anti-theorem

The negative or complement of a theorem.

Anti-transitive Relationship Set

A relationship set for which no subject, defined by applying
the relationship set twice in succession to a matching object,
can be defined by applying it once to the same object.

Argument

In mathematics an argument of a function is a variable whose
value must be provided to obtain the value of the function. In
logic an argument is a series of premises which can be
combined to obtain a conclusion.

Aspect Exclusivity

A rule in Symbolic Reasoning whereby the terms of an
equation cannot be a mix of both physical entities and
characteristics. Rather they may only comprise either physical
entities together with the physical equivalent of characteristics
or characteristics together with the abstract equivalent of
physical entities.

Aspect Matching

A property of the physical and abstract aspects of the universe
whereby every single physical entity has a single matching
abstract entity and vice versa.

Aspect Symmetry

A rule of Symbolic Reasoning whereby axioms, definitions,
and theorems, which operate on entities in the physical aspect
of the universe, have equivalent symmetrically opposite
theorems which operate on entities in the abstract aspect of the
universe.

Associative, Associativity

Associativity is also a property of binary operators. An
operator is associative if, in an expression containing two or
more occurrences in a row of the same operator, the order in
which the operations are performed does not alter the result.
Both the + operator and the dot (.) operator are associative.

Asymmetrical Relationship Set

A relationship set is described as asymmetrical if it does not
include the reverse relationship of every member of the set.

Atomic Member

A member of a set which has no other members of the same
set as sub-entities. Atomic members form the lower bound of
resolution of a set.

Atomic Symbol

A symbol representing a meaningful concept which cannot be
broken down into components that also represent meaningful
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concepts. For example, a word is meaningful, but its
component letters are not.
Auxiliaries

Same as Auxiliary Verbs.

Auxiliary Verbs

A group of verbs in the English language which, rather than
describing a relationship between the subject and the object,
modify the meaning of the sentoid or proposition that contains
them, e.g., “Andrew may climb Mont Blanc”

Axiom

A formal statement or principle which is generally accepted to
be true and which, in part at least, forms the basis of a body of
knowledge.

Beginning

In the case of abstract ordered sets or measurable
characteristics, it is the lower bound of extent of the set. In the
case of physical entities, it is their first occurrence in time.

Beginning Function

The function B which operates on an ordered set to define
the least ordered members.

Belief

Something that a person or people hold to be true, but which
may not necessarily be true.

Binary Operator

A symbol used to combine two others, e.g., in algebra, +
combines two numbers by adding them.

Binary Operator Set

The sets {o}, {+}, {.}, {}, {}, {+}, {-}, {x}, {}, {^}, and {} are
known as binary operator sets. They are used to describe a
binary operator in terms of functions acting on the two entities
that they combine, e.g., a1 + b1 = is the same as ({+}b1)a1.

Binary Relation

A binary operator which relates two parts of a formal
equation, and which can be expressed in natural language
using a verb or verb phrase. The following are binary
relations: =, , , , ,, , ~, ~, , , , <, >, and .

Binary Relationship Form

A form of equation in Symbolic Reasoning where the subject
forms the left-hand side of the equation, the object the righthand side, and the two sides are related by a binary relation
which represents a verb, e.g., a b.

Binary Relationship Set

A set formed of all relationships of the same type between two
sides of an equation. The following are binary relationship
sets: {=}, {}, {}, {}, {},{}, {}, {~}, {~}, {}, {}, {}, {<},
{>}, {}and {}.

Body of Knowledge

A collection of items of information. Bodies of knowledge can
comprise: consistent formal systems, such as mathematics and
science; collections of knowledge shared by a community,
such as memeplexes; or the knowledge of a particular
individual, e.g. a schema. Bodies of knowledge may also be
agents or media of communication in their entirety.

Boolean Algebra

An algebra of truth values, developed by George Boole in the
1840s.
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Boundary

The extreme of an entity in a dimension or polydimension
which defines the limits of what is and what is not that entity.

Bound of Extent

Same as boundary. In the physical aspect of the universe, the
entity as it exists at its beginning or end in time. In the abstract
aspect, the least or greatest member of an ordered set.

Capability

Capability is a state in which an event can occur. For the event
to be capable of occurring it is necessary that all inhibitors be
absent. The effect cannot occur if any inhibitor is present.

Causal Relationship

A relationship between members of a set of events of one type,
the cause, and members of a set of events of another type, the
effect, which is a direct consequence of the former.

Causality

The concept of relationships between one type of state or
event, the cause, and another, the effect, where the occurrence
of the former is in some way responsible for the occurrence of
the latter.

Causally Related

Two sets are described as causally related when members of
the one cause members of the other to occur.

Cause

A physical entity which, as a part of a causal relationship,
results in a change or effect.

Chain of Causality

A series of causes and effects for example: an event a1 causes
an event b1 to begin; the event b1 , in turn, causes an event c1
to begin and so on. In these circumstances a1 is commonly
described as causing c1 (to begin) even though the former may
not contain the beginning of the latter. Intermediate causes and
effects which form the chain are neglected.

Change

Change is the difference in the existence of, characteristics of
or space occupied by a physical entity, between one point in
time and another.

Change of State

A change which occurs when an entity gains or loses a
characteristic of state, but not an existential characteristic.

Characteristic

A trait, property, attribute, or feature of an entity by which we
know or describe it. We also use common characteristics to
aggregate entities and form a set.

Characteristic of State

A characteristic which is a necessary component of the
defining characteristic of a state.

Circularity

The use of a theorem in its own proof. Circular proofs of this
nature are invalid.

Circumstance

Any part of space-time, whether meaningful or not, whether
physically continuous or not, whether occupied by any
material entity or not, and irrespective of type.

Circumstantor

The symbol :which is used to define the conditions or
assumptions at the beginning of a series of equations.
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Class

In conventional set theory a class comprises elements but
differs from a set in that it is not a subset of any set. This
concept is not used in Symbolic Reasoning.

Closed Set

If a set a is closed with respect to a relationship set c, then it
must be possible to define every member of a by applying the
relationship set c or its reverse Vc as a function to some other
member of a. However, it must also be impossible to define
any entity which is not a member of a by applying c or its
reverse as a function to a member of a.

Closed Subset

A subset of a closed set which is also closed with respect to
the same relationship set.

Closed Superset

A superset of a closed set which is also closed with respect to
the same relationship set.

Collection

Same as “Set as a collection”.

Common Noun

A name given to members of a collection of entities of a
particular type.

Communication

The transfer or copying of knowledge or information from one
agent or medium to another.

Commutative, Commutativity

Commutativity is a property of binary operators whereby
changing the order of the terms does not alter the result. Both
the + operator and the dot (.) operator are commutative.

Complement

All those things which are not members of a set form another
set known as the complement of the set.

Complementary Set

Same as complement.

Complementary Set Entity

A complement or complementary set treated as a singular
entity.

Complement Function

The function {}is known as the complement function. When
it operates on a set treated as a collection it yields the
complementary set treated as a collection.

Complementation

A method of joining sentoids to form a sentence in which one
sentoid forms part of another.

Complex Causality

Causality in which more than one cause is necessary for an
effect.

Complex Number

A number which is a combination of real and imaginary
numbers, e.g., 4 + 6i, where i is the square root of minus one.

Compound Binary Relation

A binary relation which is the disjunction of two simpler
binary relations.

Conclusion

A statement which is the logical consequence of preceding
statements.

Concrete

The opposite of abstract, i.e., of the physical aspect of the
universe.
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Concrete Probabilistic
Proposition

A probabilistic proposition which has a subject that is
“certain” or “impossible”, or which can be transformed so that
it does.

Conditional Circumstances

The conditions in which the probability of some other entity
or entities is assessed.

Conditional Equation

An equation which is true for a specified set of conditions.

Conditional Probability

The likelihood of an event or circumstance of a particular type
being true in some other circumstances or conditions. In
practice probability is always conditional. This is also the
conventional name for physical probability.

Conditional Sentence

A natural language sentence which contains an if… then…
condition.

Conditional Tense

The “then” part of a conditional sentence is described as
having a conditional tense.

Conditions

A collection of circumstances in which a statement is true.

Conjunction

A binary operation between two sets in which the conjunction
operator, .(dot), is used.

Conjunction Operator

The binary operator, .(dot), in Symbolic Reasoning. This is
equivalent to the logical and operator  or & in conventional
symbolic logic and comparable to the intersection operator
in conventional set theory.

Consequence

In causality, an alternative to “effect”.

Consistent

In agreement with other facts or statements, and not being so
different from another fact or statement that one of them must
be false.

Contemporaneous

If two events are contemporaneous, then they occur at the
same time.

Continuity

The concept of being physically continuous in space and time.

Continuous Tense

A tense in which events are described as being in progress,
e.g., “the dogs were chasing the rabbits”.

Continuous Timespan

A timespan for which it is possible to move from one point in
the timespan to another without passing through points in time
which are not part of the span. An entity with a continuous
timespan cannot exist, cease to exist, and then exist once
more.

Continuum

A continuous whole with no smallest part and whose parts,
except the greatest, all intersect with other parts.

Continuum Set

A set with no lower bound of resolution, and in which all
members except the greatest intersect with other members.

Contradiction

A statement which is the negative of some other statement
such that one of them must be false.

Copular Sentoid

A sentoid containing the verb “to be”.
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Countable Noun

A noun which has a plural, e.g., “lamb” and “lambs”.

Co-variance

When two variables vary together, without one being the
cause and the other the effect, for example, when the two
variables both have a common cause.

Deduction

Inference in which the conclusion is of no greater generality
than the premises.

Defined Physical Entity

The single physical entity defined by a defining characteristic.

Defining Characteristic

A characteristic which defines a single physical entity and no
other.

Definite Article

The word “the”.

Definition

Uniquely describing an entity without referring to the entity
itself, but through reference to other things.

Deontic Logic

The field of conventional logic that is concerned with
obligation, permission, and related concepts.

Desirability

Whether something is desirable, not desirable, undesirable, or
not undesirable when compared with the knowledge of an
agent.

Dimension

An abstract ordered set whose members are defined by a oneto-one relationship acting on the set of physical entities, and
which comprises all possible values of a particular measurable
characteristic of those entities.

Dimensional Mapping
Relationship Set

The set of relationships which map each physical entity onto
a dimension or polydimension.

Disaggregation

The reverse of aggregation, i.e., the process of deriving the
physical parts of an entity from that entity. A set as an entity
disaggregates into a set as a collection.

Discrete

Comprising unconnected members.

Discrete Entity

Same as physical discrete entity. A discrete entity is a physical
entity which is its own upper bound and lower bound of
resolution. It is a member of SE.

Discrete Set

Same as physical discrete set. A physical set in which all
members are both atomic and super-atomic thus forming both
its upper and lower bound of resolution. All members of a
discrete set are both its largest and smallest members, and no
member intersects any other. A discrete set as an entity is not
a member of itself.

Disjoint

Two sets are described as being disjoint if their intersection is
the null set.

Disjunction

A binary operation on two sets in which the disjunction
operator + is used. The resulting set contains each member of
the one set and each member of the other. However, any
member of both sets is included just once.
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Disjunction Operator

Distributive, Distributivity

The binary operator + in Symbolic Reasoning. This is
equivalent to the logical or operator in conventional
symbolic logic and comparable with the union operator in
conventional set theory.
Distributivity is a property of binary operators. One operator
is said to be distributive over another y if the following is
true: a x (b y c) = (a x b) y (a x c).
x

Domain

The conventional name of the matching object set of a set of
relationships.

Doubleton

A term used in conventional set theory to describe a set with
two members.

Doubly Quantified

A sentoid or proposition is doubly quantified if it contains a
plural subject and a plural object both of which can take one
of the quantifiers, “all”, “not all”, “some” or “no”. This is the
case even where one or more quantifiers are omitted. Thus, for
example “Dogs chase rabbits” actually means “All dogs chase
some rabbits”.

Effect

The beginning of an event, its end, the event in its entirety, a
state, or change of state any of which result from some other
physical entity known as the cause.

Element

A term used in conventional set theory to describe a member
of a set.

Ellipsis

A method of simplifying sentences, in which words which are
repeated elsewhere, or which are redundant are omitted.

Embedded Sentoid

A sentoid which forms the subject or object of another sentoid.

Emergent Property

A characteristic which is held by a whole entity, but not by its
parts. Emergent properties are features of the parts acting
together as a system.

Empty Set

In conventional set theory the empty set is a set with no
members. In Symbolic Reasoning the empty set is the same as
the null set and is literally non-existent. Its natural language
equivalent is “nothing”.

Enabling Cause

The same as necessary cause.

Enabling Circumstance

The same as necessary circumstance.

End

In the case of abstract ordered sets or measurable
characteristics, it is the upper bound of extent of the set. In the
case of physical entities, it is their last occurrence in time.

End Function

The function C which operates on an ordered set to define its
greatest ordered member.

Entity

Anything singular, which can be thought of, which exists, and
which can be identified as being in some way separate from
other things. The atomic concept in Symbolic Reasoning.
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Entity Form or Entity Mode

A form of equation in which the membership relationship
between two sets is described using a typical member of the
subject set, e.g., (c1  a) (c1  b), “if something is a, then it
is b” or “if a circumstance is one in which a, then it is also one
in which b”.

Environment

The physical and mental universe that we inhabit, including
our society, ourselves our minds and the knowledge within
them, as well as the non-human universe.

Epistemic Logic

The branch of conventional logic which is concerned with
knowledge.

Epistemic Probability

Probability related to schema, mental
representations of the physical universe.

Epistemic Propositions

Propositions or equations which describe the knowledge of
the speaker or observer, or of any other agent or medium.

Equality Form

A proposition in the form a= ab, “all a are a and b”, “if and
only if a, then a and b” or variations with different quantifiers.

Equation

Any expression comprising two sets and a binary relation
between them.

Event

Anything that happens and which can be identified as being in
some way separate from other things which happen. An event
is the same as a physical object in that it occupies a region of
space-time but tends to be of lesser duration.

Event Relationship

Same as event. This term is used because events are
relationships between parts of two physical entities. The
related parts of the two entities in an event relationship have
the same timespan.

Existential Change

A change which occurs when a physical entity gains or loses
an existential characteristic. Such changes only occur at the
beginning or end of the life of an entity.

Existential Characteristic

A characteristic which is a necessary component of the
defining characteristic of an entity and without which the
entity cannot be said to exist.

Existential Equation

An equation in which one of the two sets related by the binary
relation is the null set, and which describes whether an entity
or set of entities exist or not. For example, a =  states that a
does not exist.

Existential Form

A proposition in the form ab =  and meaning “nothing is a
and not b”, “it is not true that a and not b”, “it is impossible
that a and not b” or “things that are both an a and not a b do
not exist”. This is an alternative way of saying that “all as are
bs”.

Existential Proposition

A proposition in which the subject is described as existing or
not existing.

models,

or
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Extension

An approach which involves describing entities according to
the collections or groups of entities to which they belong.

Externalise

To put something outside of its original boundaries. In the
case of knowledge, to put it outside of the human mind and
into the external environment, i.e., the physical and social
world.

External Desirability

External desirability describes obligations to a person or
group rather than oneself. Any encouragement or censure is
from that person or group.

Fact

Something that the speaker or observer deems to be true.

Factual Propositions

Propositions which represent knowledge of the universe held
in the schema or body of knowledge of the observer or
speaker. They may represent features of the physical universe
but in themselves are not actually features of the physical
universe. They are, however, assumed by the observer or
speaker to be true.

False

An item of knowledge that an agent deems not to be true is
deemed by him to be false.

First Conditional Tense

A conditional tense, for example, “If David finds the
equipment, then Andrew will climb Mont Blanc”.

First Order Equation

An equation containing only one binary relation, which may
be compound or negative, e.g., a  b.

First Order Predicate Logic

A conventional form of symbolic logic which allows the
subject of a proposition, the predicate, and the relationship
between the two to be described. Conventional first order
predicate logic uses typical entities rather than sets in its
equations, e.g., “There exists an x such that that if x is a cat
then x is black”.

First Order Truth

The truth or falsity of circumstances in the physical universe.
c.f. second order truth.

Form of Composition

The classification of a set as continuum, discrete, noncontinuum, or non-discrete.

Formal Language

An artificial language, such as mathematics, created using
fully defined symbols and grammatical rules.

Formal Language Definition

The definition of a symbol used in a formal language by
describing it in natural language or by using an equation
comprising previously defined symbols.

Framework of Intrinsic Features

A collection of features of an entity such that, if any feature
exists, then so too does the entity and, if the entity exists, then
so to do all the features. For example, any physical entity must
have a timespan, a mass, etc. These features are the physical
equivalent of the characteristics of the entity.
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Fully Knowable

A set is fully knowable if an agent can know every member.
For example, all members of a family are fully knowable but
all stars in the universe are not.

Function

A function is the operation of a set of relationships on a set of
object entities to define a set of subject entities. It is also an
alternative name for the union function. It is symbolised, for
example, by the expression cin an equation such as a = cb.

Function Operator

An alternative name for the union function operator, .

Future Tense

A tense whose truth set comprises all circumstances which
occur before the event.

Fuzzy Aspect Matching

A concept used in Symbolic Reasoning when an entity which
is not meaningful in the physical aspect of the universe
matches a defining characteristic which is not meaningful in
the abstract aspect.

Gerund

A noun formed from a verb, e.g., the noun “skating” which is
formed from the verb “to skate”.

Grammar

A collection of rules in a language which define the ways in
which symbols may be combined to produce meaningful
expressions.

Greatest Ordered Member

A member of an ordered set which is not less than any other
member of the set.

Hypothesis

A suggested or reasoned but unproven theorem predicting a
possible relationship between entities.

Iconic Analogue

An artificial image created to represent complex concepts by
spatial analogy.

Idea

A term used by Hume to represent mental reconstructions of
impressions.

Identity

A set which has the property that, when both it and a binary
operator operate on a second set, the second set remains
unaltered. For example in the case of 8 x 1 = 8 , the number 1 is
the identity of the binary operator x.

Imaginary Numbers

Numbers which, when multiplied by themselves, yield a
negative number. They are expressed as multiples of the
square root of minus one, which is symbolised i.

Imagination

The ability to form mental images of entities or events which
are not, at the time, present to the senses.

Imperfect Tense

A tense in which the event described by the proposition has
not necessarily ended. For example, “Andrew is climbing
Mont Blanc”.

Impression

A term used by Hume to refer to the sensory memory of an
object or event.
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Indefinite Article

The words “a”, “an” or “some”.

Indirect Necessary Cause

A necessary cause at the beginning of a chain of causality.

Indirect Sufficient Cause

A sufficient cause at the beginning of a chain of causality.

Individual Cause

The same as “cause” but the word “individual” is used to
distinguish the phrase from “multiple causes”. Despite its
name, an individual cause is a plural collection of events of
the same type.

Individual Circumstance

The same as “circumstance” but the word “individual” is used
to distinguish the phrase from “multiple circumstances”.
Despite its name, an individual circumstance is a plural
collection of circumstances of the same type.

Individual Consequence

The same as “consequence” but the word “individual” is used
to distinguish the phrase from “multiple consequences”.
Despite its name, an individual consequence is a plural
collection of consequences of the same type.

Individual Contributory Cause

One of several necessary causes which in combination are
sufficient for an effect. Despite its name, an individual
contributory cause is a plural collection of events of the same
type.

Individual Contributory
Circumstance

The same as individual contributory cause. One of several
necessary causes which in combination are sufficient for an
effect.

Individual Effect

The same as “effect” but the word “individual” is used to
distinguish the phrase from “multiple effects”. Despite its
name, an individual effect is a plural collection of events of
the same type.

Individual Relationship

A single instance of a relationship of a particular type between
two singular entities.

Induction

The process of forming generalisations from a limited number
of observations.

Infinitive

A verb form which functions as a noun. Usually preceded by
the word “to” in the English language, e.g., “to ski today was
wonderful”.

Infinity

A hypothetical greatest number. In practice, however, the set
of numbers is unbounded in extent and there is no number
which can be called “infinity”. Rather the concept is used to
express the unbounded nature of number.

Inhibitor

In causality, an inhibitor is any circumstance which prevents
an effect from occurring.

Instance

A single occurrence of something. This term applies to events,
causes, effects, circumstances, consequences, etc. which, in
the singular, represent a collection of entities of a particular
type. Each instance is one member of this collection.
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Instant

The smallest timespan that we are capable of perceiving.

Integer

A whole number, e.g. -4, -3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

Intension

An approach in which a set is treated as being a collection of
entities which share common features or characteristics.

Internal Desirability

Internal desirability describes the extent of the needs and
wants of an individual or group when the motivation to satisfy
those needs and wants comes from within that individual or
group.

Intersecting Member

A member of a set which exists in partnership with at least one
other member such that each shares some, but not all, subentities.

Intersecting Set

A set is an intersecting set with another set if some of its
members are shared with the other set and some are not. The
other set must also not share all its members, with the
intersecting set.

Intersection

The intersection of two sets is a single set which contains only
the members of both.

Intersection Function Operator

The binary operator in an equation such a = c  b. The
expression c  b defines all entities which have a relationship
of type c with every member of b.

Intransitive Relationship Set

A set of relationships that is not transitive.

Intransitive Proposition

A proposition with no stated object and in which the predicate
consists only of a verb, e.g., “Andrew climbs”.

Intransitive Verb

A verb with no stated object.

Irrational Numbers

All numbers that are not rational.

Irreflexive Function

The irreflexive relationship set applied as a function, i.e. {}.

Irreflexive Relationship

A relationship is described as irreflexive if the subject is not
the same as the object.

Irreflexive Relationship Set

A set of relationships whose members are all irreflexive, i.e.,
the set {}.

Knowledge

A representation, within our minds, languages, and records, of
the universe or a part of the universe in which we exist.

Language

A systematic means of communicating ideas or feelings using
conventionalised signs, sounds, gestures or marks whose
meanings are understood.

Law

A rule of the physical universe rather than of Symbolic
Reasoning.

Learning

The acquisition of knowledge.

Least Ordered Member

A member of an ordered set which is not greater than any other
member.
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Linguistically Negative

A sentoid is linguistically negative if it contains the subject
quantifier “No”, “Never”, “Not all” or “Not always”.

Linguistically Positive

A sentoid is linguistically positive if it contains no subject
quantifier or the subject quantifier “All”, “Always”, “Some”
or “Sometimes”.

Logic

The study of the principles of valid reasoning or inference.

Logical And

A binary operator in conventional symbolic logic which is
symbolised by  or &.

Logical Necessity

Whether a proposition is logically necessary, unnecessary,
consistent, or inconsistent when compared with a body of
knowledge.

Logical Or

A binary operator in conventional symbolic logic which is
symbolised by .

Logically Consistent

If a proposition can be combined with all propositions in a
body of knowledge without causing a contradiction, then it is
logically consistent.

Logically Inconsistent

Not logically consistent.

Logically Necessary

If a proposition can be correctly deduced from other
propositions in a body of knowledge, then it is described as
being logically necessary.

Logically Negative

An equation or proposition is logically negative if its highest
order binary relation is negative, e.g., , ~, ~, ,  or .

Logically Positive

An equation or proposition is logically positive if its highest
order binary relation is positive, e.g., =, , , ,  or.

Logical Probability

This applies to propositions such as a = E, a  E, a = , and a 
, which mean a is certain, uncertain, possible, or impossible
respectively. Logical probability is not numerically
quantified.

Lower Bound of Extent

The least member or members of an ordered set.

Lower Bound of Resolution

Members of a set which are atomic such that all members of
the set are either the same as or super-entities of them.

Mapped Binary Relationship

A mapped binary relationship is a relationship between two
physical entities that is equivalent to the relationship between
the entities in the dimension onto which they are mapped.

Mapped Binary Relationship Set

A collection of mapped binary relationships.

Mapping

The process of applying a relationship set to physical entities,
or to members of a dimension or polydimension, to specify
the members of another dimension or polydimension.

Mapping Relationship

A mapping relationship is a one-to-one relationship which
maps entities in the physical aspect, a dimension or
polydimension onto entities in another dimension or
polydimension. This is normally done to compare a particular
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characteristic of entities, e.g., their length, weight, time, or
some other feature.
Matching

Matching describes the extent to which members of a
relationship set have members of another set as their subjects
or objects.

Matching Object Set

The set of objects of a set of relationships.

Matching Relationship Set

The set of relationships associated with another set of entities
which form. The latter forms the objects of those relationships
the subjects or both.

Matching Subject Set

The set of subjects of a set of relationships.

Material

A material is an entity named after its physical composition
such that any part of the material can also be described as the
material, e.g., wood.

Mathematical Induction

A form of mathematical proof in which:
(1)

A hypothesis is tested for a value of r = 1

(2)

The hypothesis is tested for a value of r = n + 1 assuming
that it is true for r = n.

If both tests are true then the hypothesis is true for all positive
integer values of r.
Matrix (pl. Matrices)

A series of entities ordered in more than one discrete
dimension.

Maximum

The greatest of an ordered range of values.

Meaningful Change

An existential change or a change of state which is represented
mentally.

Meaningful Entity

Any entity which is represented mentally.

Meaningful Relationship

A relationship of a type which is observed to recur and, thus,
which is represented mentally.

Meaningless Change

A change which does not result in an entity beginning, ending
or changing in state, and which is not, therefore, represented
mentally.

Measurable Characteristic

A variable feature held by every entity in the universe to
which a value may be assigned. Measurable characteristics of
the same type form a dimension whose order is given by their
values. For example, the masses of objects are measurable and
form a dimension in which the mass of one object may be
greater than, less than, or equal to that of another.

Medium of Communication

A non-living entity which contains the externalised
knowledge of one or more agents. Media of communication
can be transient, as in the case of speech, or more permanent,
as in the case of books and computers.

Membership Relationship
Functions

Membership relationship sets when applied as a function, e.g.,
{}, {}, etc.
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Membership Relations

Binary relations which describe the relationship between two
sets in terms of the membership of those sets, e.g., , , =, ,
etc.

Membership Relationship Sets

Sets of relationships between two sets when those
relationships describe the membership of the related sets, e.g.,
{}, {}, {=}, {}, etc.

Membership Theory

A branch of Symbolic Reasoning which deals with the
membership of entities in collections or sets.

Meme

Any idea or behaviour that can pass from one person to
another by learning or imitation.

Memeplex

Any group of memes which are mutually supportive.

Middle Term

A common term in the premises of a syllogism which is
eliminated in the conclusion.

Minimum

The least of a range of values.

Mismatch

Describes a situation in which none of the members of one set
match the members of another.

Mixed Continuum Dimension

A dimension comprising both spans and points, in which there
is no smallest span, where all spans except the most extensive
intersect other spans, and in which there are infinite other
points between any two points.

Mixed Continuum Polydimension

A polydimension comprising spans and points in which there
is no smallest span, where all spans except the most extensive
intersect other spans, and in which there are infinite other
points between any two points.

Modal Logic

A family of formal languages in conventional logic which
deal with sentences in which the verb is modified to yield a
“mood”, e.g., “The cat may be black”, “The cat should be
black”, “The cat was black”, “The cat is believed to be black”,
etc., etc.

Modal Verbs

A modal verb operates on the entire sentoid to modify its
meaning and includes “can”, “could”, “may”, “might”,
“must”, “shall”, “should”, “will”, and “would”.

Multiple Causes

The same as multiple circumstances. The term “multiple
causes” describes a collection of physical entities each of
which is a particular combination of instances of a cause.
Thus, for example, if a, b, and c are each a cause, then the term
“multiple causes” describes a collection comprising every
valid combination of an instance of a, an instance of b and an
instance of c.

Multiple Circumstances

Same as multiple causes.

Multiple Consequences

Same as multiple effects.
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Multiple Contributory Causes

Describes a plural number of necessary causes which together
are sufficient for an effect to occur.

Multiple Contributory
Circumstances

Same as multiple contributory causes.

Multiple Effects

Same as Multiple Consequences. The term “multiple effects”
describes as collection of physical entities each of which is a
particular combination of instances of an effect. Thus, for
example, if d, e, and f are each an effect, then the term
“multiple effects” describes a collection comprising every
valid combination of an instance of d, an instance of e and an
instance of f.

Natural Component

Same as spatial section.

Natural Language

The spoken language communicated by mouth and ear which
we use on a day-to-day basis.

Natural Language Definition

The definition of a symbol using a description in natural
language.

Natural Number

Same as positive integer.

Necessary

If a condition a is necessary for a statement b to be true, then
if a is false, b must also be false. However, if a is true, then b
may be either true or false.

Necessary Cause

A cause in the absence of which the effect or consequence
does not occur.

Necessary Circumstance

Same as necessary cause.

Necessary Consequence

Same as necessary effect.

Necessary Effect

In the singular, a necessary effect is one in the absence of
which the circumstance or cause is also absent. In the plural,
“necessary effects” or “necessary consequences” are multiple
effects or consequences such that if any one is absent, then so
too is the stated cause or circumstance. Thus, in the presence
of any one of the necessary effects or consequences the stated
cause or circumstance may also be present. In the absence of
one or more necessary effects or consequences it cannot.

Needs

Those things which, through cause and effect, motivate
human behaviour. The word is used to describe both wants
and needs. When the word need is used in the more specific
context, i.e., as opposed to a want, then it is generally
inherited, not under cognitive control and applies to all people
irrespective of the society to which they belong, e.g., food and
air.

Non-copular Sentoid

A sentoid containing a verb other than the verb “to be”.

Norm

A rule or code of behaviour agreed by a social group.

Noun

A type of word that is used to represent or name a person,
place, thing, or abstract idea.
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Now

The instant in time occupied by our awareness.

Null Set

The null set is literally non-existent. Its natural language
equivalent is “nothing”.

Null Set Entity

The null set entity, which is symbolised 1, is the same as
conventional set theory’s the empty set. Unlike the null set it
does exist and can be regarded as having the following
characteristics:
(1)

the null set entity has no span in space-time, i.e., it is a
point.

(2)

It also has no position in space-time and is, therefore,
every point in space-time.

Number

A formal system of labels that we apply to measurable
characteristics.

Numerical Probability

Probability which is quantified using a number on the scale 0
for impossible to 1 for certain.

Object

Part of a sentoid comprising a noun, noun phrase or pronoun
which, in the English language, follows the main verb.

Object Centred Form

A form of equation in Symbolic Reasoning where the set
which represents the object of the natural language
proposition forms one side of the equation.

Object Entity

An entity which is the object of an individual relationship.

Object Quantifier

A quantifier attached to the object of a sentoid, e.g. “I like all
animals”.

Object Set

When relationships are collected together to form a
relationship set, their object entities are also collected together
to form an object set.

Object Set Entity

An object set regarded as a singular entity.

One-to-Many / One-to-One
Relationship Set

A relationship set which is one-to-many and for which the
reverse relationship set is one-to-one.

One-to-Many Relationship Set

A relationship set is described as one-to-many if it defines
more than one subject for some or all of its matching object
entities.

One-to-None Relationship

A relationship with no subject. This concept is sometimes
used in computer science but is impossible in Symbolic
Reasoning as a relationship must have a subject.

One-to-One / One-to-Many
Relationship Set

A relationship set which is one-to-one and for which the
reverse relationship set is one-to-many.

One-to-One / One-to-One
Relationship Set

Same as a pairing relationship set. A relationship set which is
one-to-one and for which the reverse relationship set is also
one-to-one.
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One-to-One Relationship Set

A one-to-one relationship set is one which defines only a
single subject for each matching object entity to which it is
applied as a function.

Operand

A symbol, quantity, or thing upon which a mathematical or
logical operation is performed.

Operator

A symbol which represents an operation on a set of entities
which yields other entities.

Order

When applied to sets, order means that each member is in
some way greater than or less than others. When applied to
sentences or equations, order describes the extent to which
complementation is used, i.e., the depth to which sentoids or
equations are embedded within one another. For example, a
second order sentence is: “I see that dogs chase cats”.

Ordered Continuum

A set which is both a continuum and ordered in a single
dimension.

Ordered Set

An ordered set is one in which each member is related to at
least one other member by an asymmetric, transitive
relationship set, or its reverse. This relationship set is such that
the subject of each relationship is in some way greater, e.g.,
“heavier”, than the object.

Ordered Pair

A way of describing a relationship between two entities in
conventional set theory which expresses the relationship in
terms of the two entities and their order, e.g. (a, b).

Ordering

The concept of placing entities in an order such that the one is
in some way greater than or less than the other.

Ordering Relationship Function

A function which when applied to an entity yields other
entities which are greater than or less than it. Symbolised {>}
and {<}.

Ordering Relationship Set

A set of relationships between two entities where the one is
greater than the other and vice versa. Symbolised {>} and {<}.

Pairing Relationship Set

Same as a one-to-one / one-to-one relationship set. A
relationship set which is one-to-one and for which the reverse
relationship set is also one-to-one.

Partial Matching

Describes the situation in which some, but not all, members
of one set match some, but not all, members of another.

Partially Ordered Set

A set in which some members are ordered, and others are
either not ordered or are ordered in a different way.

Passage of Time

The progress of our awareness through time from the past to
the future.

Passive Form

A form of sentoid in which the object is the actor.

Passive Irreflexive

A form of natural language proposition which contains a
passive verb and in which the object differs from the subject,
e.g., “Andrew is helped by me”.
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Passive Reflexive

A form of natural language proposition which contains a
passive verb and in which the object is the same as the subject,
e.g., “Andrew is helped by himself”.

Passive Sentoid

A sentoid in which the action described by the verb is
performed on the subject.

Passive Verb

A verb whose subject has the action described by the verb
performed on it.

Past Tense

A tense whose truth set comprises all circumstances which
occur after an event described by the proposition.

Perfect Tense

A tense in which events are described in their entirety from
beginning to completion, e.g., “the dogs have chased the
rabbits”.

Phrase

A meaningful series of words.

Physical Aspect

A view of the universe which sees all entities as being defined
by the region of space-time that they occupy.

Physical Discrete Entity

Same as Discrete Entity.

Physical Discrete Set

Same as Discrete Set.

Physical Entity

Anything which is of the physical aspect of the universe and
occupies a region or regions in space-time.

Physical Object

A physical entity which is contained within a single spatiotemporal boundary such that anything within that boundary is
“of the entity” and anything outside of the boundary is “not of
the entity”.

Physical Probability

The probability of circumstances existing in the physical
universe.

Physical Relationship

A relationship between two physical entities.

Physical Universe

All of space-time and the physical entities that it contains.

Physically Continuous

An entity is physically continuous if, for all pairs of locations
within the entity at a point in time, it is possible to draw a line
from one to the other which passes only through the entity.

Physically Continuous Entity

Same as spatio-temporally continuous physical entity.

Physically Discontinuous Entity

An entity is physically discontinuous if, for some pairs of
locations in the entity at a point in time, it is not possible to
draw a line, from one to the other, which passes only through
the entity.

Place

A location in space which is described by reference to an
entity which occupies it, has occupied it, or will occupy it, i.e.,
the whole of space ever occupied by a physical entity. This
place has the same spatial span at every point in time and does
not depend on where the entity is at that time or whether the
entity exists at that time.

Plural

Pertaining to more than one thing.
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Point

An entity which has a position in space-time, a dimension, or
a polydimension, but no extent.

Point Continuum Dimension

A dimension in which every member is a point with no extent,
and where between any two points there are infinite other
points.

Point Continuum Polydimension

A polydimension in which every member is a point with no
extent, and where between any two points there are infinite
other points.

Point Discrete Dimension

A dimension in which every member is a point with no extent,
and where between any two adjacent points there are no other
points.

Point Discrete Polydimension

A polydimension in which every member is a point with no
extent, and where between any two adjacent points there are
no other points.

Polar Opposite

Polar opposites are ideas which can be paired but which are
not the logical negative of one another. Rather the polar
opposite of something is just one possibility among several
negatives. For example, “all” and “none” are polar opposites
and the negative, “not all” includes the possibility of “none”
but not exclusively.

Polydimension

A polydimension is a set of dimensions which are inter-related
in some way. Polydimensions have the same properties as
individual dimensions except that they are not ordered.

Polynomial Equation

An algebraic equation comprising the sum or difference of
terms comprising a variable raised to different powers, e.g.,
y = x3 + 5x2 – 3x + 1.

Positive Integer

A whole number which is not negative or zero.

Power Set

In conventional set theory a power set is the set of all subsets
of a set, i.e., the set of all aggregates of members of a set.

Predicate

All of a sentoid apart from the subject. The subject establishes
the thing or things about which further information will be
conveyed and the predicate conveys that additional
information.

Predicate Logic

Logical reasoning using just two parts of a sentence: its
subject and the remainder of the sentence, its predicate.

Premise

An idea thought or belief used in reasoning. In logic a premise
is a statement which is presumed to be true in the context of
an argument towards a conclusion.

Present Tense

A tense whose truth set comprises circumstances which exist
at the same time as the event described by the proposition.

Prevention

Acting to remove a necessary circumstance or cause or to
introduce an inhibitor. This will prevent the effect.
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Probabilistic Form

A proposition in the form (a=E) (b=E), i.e., “if everything
is a, then everything is b” or “if it is true that a, then it is true
that b”, or, for a particular circumstance, “if it is certain that
a, then it is certain that b”. Probabilistic form does, of course,
include variations with different quantifiers, e.g.,
(a  ) (b  ).

Probabilistic Mode

A form of proposition in which the subject and object are
quantified using the probabilistic quantifiers “certain”,
“uncertain”, “possible” or “impossible”.

Probabilistic Quantifier

A quantifier describing the likelihood of a circumstance or
event, e.g., “certain”, “uncertain”, “possible”, “impossible”.

Probabilistic Reasoning

The process of reasoning where there is uncertainty about the
truth of the premises.

Probability

The likelihood or chance that something is the case, has
happened, or will happen given certain conditions. It can be
measured on a logical scale, i.e., certain, uncertain, possible,
impossible, or on a numerical scale, e.g., 0 to 1 or 0% to 100%.

Pronoun

A word which substitutes for a noun or noun phrase which is
understood or stated elsewhere, e.g., “it”, “I”, “you”, “they”,
etc.

Proper Noun

A name given to a particular individual entity.

Proper Subset

A set is a proper subset of some other set if all its members
are also members of that other set but there are also members
of the other set which are not members of the proper subset.

Proper Subset Function

A function, symbolised {}, which, when applied to a set
entity, yields all subset entities, i.e., all members of the set and
all aggregates of members of the set except the original set
entity itself.

Proper Superset

A set is a proper superset of some other set if all members of
the other set are members of the proper superset, but some
members of the proper superset are not members of the other
set.

Proper Superset Function

A function which, when applied to a set entity, yields all set
entities of which it is a member except the original set entity
itself. Symbolised {}.

Proposition

A term used in conventional logic which has the same
meaning as sentoid or equation.

Propositional Logic

A form of conventional symbolic logic which treats each
proposition as an indivisible entity that is either true or false.
The components of the proposition cannot be described,
however.
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Prototype

A prototype is a simplified iconic representation which
displays the characteristics that a collection of physical
entities share.

Quantifier

A word or phrase which modifies a set to describe how many
members of the set are being considered, e.g., “some” or
“sometimes”.

Quantity

Quantity is a measurable characteristic of a set which
describes how many members it has.

Range

In mathematics, a range is the subject set which matches a set
of relationships.

Rational Coefficient

A rational number when used as the multiplier in an
equation’s term.

Rational Number

A number which is the ratio of two integers but not zero, for
example 3/2, 7/8, 11/24, etc.

Real Numbers

All rational and irrational numbers whether positive or
negative.

Reasoning

The process of thinking about something to make a decision.

Recursion

The repeated application of a function to the result provided
by its previous application, ad infinitum.

Reductio ad Absurdam

A form of proof in which a theorem is assumed to be true or
certain and is modified by axioms, definitions, and previously
proven theorems until a conclusion is obtained which is
clearly false. The initial theorem is then taken as being false.

Redundant

Able to be omitted without loss of meaning or function.

Reference Proposition

Where a proposition with a relative tense is stated then there
must also be some reference proposition or phrase, e.g. “If
David found the equipment, then Andrew had climbed Mont
Blanc” or “Yesterday, the dogs had chased the rabbits”.
However, this reference proposition or phrase is sometimes
omitted by ellipsis.

Reflexive Relationship

A relationship is described as reflexive if the subject is the
same entity or collection of entities as the object, e.g., “The
dog scratched itself”.

Reflexive Function

The reflexive relationship set applied as a function, i.e., {=}.

Reflexive Relationship Set

A set of relationships whose members are all reflexive. The
set {=} comprises all reflexive relationships.

Refutation

The process of proving that a proposition is false.

Relationship

A connection between two entities which itself is a single
entity.

Relationship Centred Form

A form of equation in Symbolic Reasoning where the set
which represents the verb of the natural language proposition
forms one side of the equation.
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Relationship Form

A form of equation in Symbolic Reasoning where one side
represents the relationship between entities and its type, and
the other side is the null set. It is a special case of existential
form. For example, a  b expressed in relationship form is
V
Sa.{=}.VQb = .

Relationship Set

A collection of individual relationships of a particular type or
with characteristics in common.

Relationship Set Entity

A relationship set aggregated and treated as an entity.

Relationship Theory

The branch of Symbolic Reasoning which deals with
relationships between entities.

Relative Probability

The non-numerical comparison of the likelihood of states,
changes of state or events in the same conditions or
circumstances. In relative probability one event is described
as being more likely than, less likely than, or equally likely as
another.

Relative Proposition

A proposition which, depending on its tense, is displaced into
the future or the past by a reference proposition. The reference
proposition also displaces the truth set of the relative
proposition.

Relative Sentoid

Same as relative proposition.

Relative Tense

A tense for which the reference event is a tenseless
proposition, e.g., “If I go to the shops (tenseless reference
proposition) then I will buy something (relatively tensed
proposition)”.

Reserved Letter

Upper case letters which, in Symbolic Reasoning, are used to
describe the same relationship set and which cannot,
therefore, be used as variables, e.g., S which always describes
the set of sub-relationships between relationships and their
subjects.

Resymbolisation

The replacement of one symbol or group of symbols in an
axiom, definition or theorem by another symbol or group of
symbols.

Reverse Abstraction

The reverse of abstraction, i.e., the process of identifying all
entities with a particular characteristic.

Reverse Relationship

For every individual relationship there is a reverse
relationship whose direction is the opposite of the original
relationship. For example, if there is a relationship which has
the entity a1 as its subject and the entity b1 as its object, then
the reverse relationship has the entity b1 as its subject and the
entity a1 as its object.

Reverse Relationship Set

A set of reverse relationships.

Reverse Function

The function V which when applied to a set of relationships
defines the set of reverse relationships.
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Risk

The word risk has two meanings. Sometimes it means the
same as threat. Sometimes it means the same as probability,
or likelihood, particularly in the context of threats.

Scale

A pairing relationship set which maps entities in a discrete
ordered dimension onto the set of numbers. Scales are
conventions for expressing measurable characteristics as
numbers. For example, temperature may be measured in
degrees Fahrenheit, degrees Celsius or degrees Kelvin, and so
on. Each scale is a relationship set and may be expressed using
its conventional symbol in curly braces, e.g. {oF}, {oC}, {oK},
{ft.}, {m.}, {cm.}, etc.

Schema (pl. Schemata)

An organised and consistent body of knowledge held in the
mind and relating to a particular topic.

Second Conditional Tense

A conditional tense, for example, “If David found the
equipment, then Andrew would climb Mont Blanc”.

Second Order Equation

An equation in which a number of first order equations are
joined by binary operators one of which must be a binary
relation.

Second Order Epistemic Logical
Probability

This applies to propositions such as (a = E) = E, (a  E) =  ,
(a = )  , and (a  ) = E, in which a one logical probabilistic
proposition forms a term in another logical probabilistic
proposition. For example, it is possible that a is certain. Such
propositions can only be epistemic in nature and not physical.
Theoretically, third and higher order logical probabilistic
propositions are possible, but in practice we do not have the
necessary cognitive abilities to give them meaning.

Second Order Predicate Logic

An extension of conventional predicate logic which allows
expressions in terms of sets and properties (i.e.,
characteristics) to be described.

Second Order Truth

Truth related to schema or representations of the physical
universe.

Semantic

Concerning meaning.

Semantic Components

The meaningful parts into which a natural language statement
may be broken down.

Sensory Memory

The ability to retain impressions of sensory information after
the original stimulus has ceased.

Sentence

A combination of one or more sentoids joined into a single
expression according to grammatical rules.

Sentoid

A sentoid is the molecular symbol in natural language. It is
the basic unit of expression and the minimum set of symbols
which convey meaning. Any phrase of lesser content fails to
provide meaning unless we make an assumption about the
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missing part. As a minimum, a sentoid comprises a subject,
verb, and object.
Series

A collection of sets all symbolised in the same way except that
a different numerical subscript is used for each set.

Set

All entities which have a specified characteristic or
characteristics in common. In Symbolic Reasoning the word
set may refer either to a plural collection of entities or their
singular aggregate. In conventional set theory it is always the
latter.

Set as a Collection

A set perceived as the collection of entities which comprise it,
i.e., as the entities themselves. In this sense the set can be,
singular, plural, or non-existent.

Set as an Entity / Set Entity

A set as a singular entity in its own right, i.e., as “the set”. No
matter how many members comprise a set, the set entity is
always singular. This is the set as understood in conventional
set theory.

Set Mode

Same as standard form.

Set of Circumstances

The plural of circumstance.

Set Theory

The branch of Mathematics begun by Georg Cantor and
Richard Dedekind in the 1870s which studies sets of entities
as entities in their own right.

Simple Causality

Causality in which one type of entity (the cause) causes
another type of entity (the effect);

Singleton

A term used in conventional set theory to describe a set with
one member.

Singly Quantified Sentoid

A sentoid is singly quantified if it contains either a plural
subject or a plural object (but not both) that can take one of
the quantifiers, all, not all, some, or no. This is the case even
where the quantifier is omitted. A singly quantified sentoid
must have either a singular subject or a singular object, e.g.,
“Peter eats (some) apples” or “(All) dogs like John”. Note that
specified groups such as “the dogs” are treated as singular in
this context. Thus, “The dogs chase (some) rabbits” is a singly
quantified sentoid.

Singular

Pertaining to one thing.

Space-time

The fabric of the physical universe. Our practical, day-to-day
perception of space-time is that it is polydimensional
comprising four unbounded, ordered, physical dimensions.
Three dimensions describe location in space and one
dimension describes location in time.

Space-Time Diagram

An iconic analogue used to assist in the description of entities
which occupy space- time. One axis of the diagram represents
time and the other the three dimensions of space simplified to
just one so that the diagram is two dimensional.
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Span

An entity which has an extent, and which is a member of a
mixed continuum dimension or polydimension.

Spatial Section

A spatial section of a physical entity is the space occupied by
a part of the entity, relative to the entity, for so long as that
part exists. It is what we regard as the natural component of
the entity. A spatial section has the same abstract spatial span
at all point in time while it exists, but no abstract spatial span
before or after it exists.

Spatial Span

At any point in time, a spatial span is the abstract equivalent
of the space occupied by the entity at that point in time, i.e.,
the aggregate of all regions of space-time, except that
occupied by the entity. Because most entities move with time,
their abstract equivalent spatial spans will be different at
different points in time. Furthermore, most entities also exist
for a finite time. Thus, they have no spatial span before they
came into existence, and no spatial span after they have ceased
to exist.

Spatially and Temporally
Continuous Physical Entity

A spatially and temporally continuous physical entity is one
which is both spatially continuous at all points in time and
temporally continuous.

Spatially Continuous Physical
Entity

A spatially continuous physical entity is one where, at any
point in time during which the entity exists, it is possible to
move from one point in space contained by the entity to every
other without passing through space not occupied by the
entity.

Spatially Discontinuous Physical
Entity

A physical entity which is not spatially continuous.

Spatio-temporal Boundary

A boundary in space-time.

Spatio-temporal Span

The abstract equivalent of the part of space-time that a
physical entity occupies. In effect this is the same as the
defining characteristic of the entity.

Spatio-temporally Continuous
Physical Entity

A spatio-temporally continuous physical entity is one in
which it is possible to pass from one point in space-time
within the entity to every other without passing through spacetime not within the entity. Spatio-temporally continuous
physical entities necessarily have continuous timespans.
However, unlike spatially and temporally continuous physical
entities, they are not necessarily spatially continuous at all
points in time.

Spatio-temporally Discontinuous
Physical Entity

An entity which is not continuous in space-time.

Standard Form

A proposition in the form a  b, “all a are b”, “always if a then
and variations with different quantifiers.

b”,
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State

A condition of an entity, i.e., a set of characteristics, which
persists and remains unaltered for a span of time. This span of
time may be shorter than that of the entity.

Statement

An equation in Symbolic Reasoning or sentence in natural
language which describes something, but which is not an
axiom, definition, theorem, or hypothesis.

Strong Desirability

Whether, when compared with a body of knowledge, an act is
obligatory, not obligatory, permissible, not permissible,
needed, not needed, needs to be avoided or does not need to
be avoided.

Strong Logical Necessity

Whether, when compared with a body of knowledge, a
proposition is logically necessary, unnecessary, consistent, or
inconsistent.

Sub-dimension

Sub-dimensions are dimensions which comprise the
measurable characteristics of entities within another
dimension, for example the duration of a timespan or the
length of a spatial span.

Sub-entity

The term sub-entity is relative to another entity and describes
any entity which is a physical part of the latter.

Subject

Part of a sentoid comprising a noun, noun phrase, or noun
replacement which, in the English language, precedes the
main verb, and to which a characteristic, attribute or relation
is attributed by the remainder, i.e., the predicate, of the
sentoid.

Subject Centred Form

A form of equation in Symbolic Reasoning where the set
which represents the subject of a natural language proposition
forms one side of the equation.

Subject Entity

An entity which is the subject of an individual relationship.

Subject Quantifier

A quantifier attached to the subject of a sentoid, e.g., “Some
cats are black”.

Subject Set

When relationships are collected together to form a
relationship set, their subject entities are also collected
together to form a subject set.

Subject Set Entity

A subject set regarded as a singular entity.

Sub-relationships

Secondary relationships between each relationship and its
subject, its object, or its reverse.

Subset

If a set is a subset of some other set, then it is either a proper
subset of that other set or equal to it.

Subset Function

A function which, when applied to a set entity, yields all
subset entities, i.e., all members of the set and all aggregates
of members of the set including the original set entity itself.
Symbolised {}.

Sub-span

In the line model of a dimension a sub-span is any span which
is a part of a greater or more extensive span. The line model
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has to be used due to the difficulty of imagining the true
spatio-temporal model.
Substitution

Substitution is the processes of altering an equation by
replacing instances of a symbol with instances of another
symbol, the two symbols being related by an equality. For
example, if the equation is a  b and the equality is b = c, then
the former can be transformed by substitution into a  c.

Sufficient

If a condition a is sufficient for a statement b to be true, then
if a is true b must also be true. However, if a is false then b
may be either true or false.

Sufficient Cause

A sufficient cause is one in the presence of which the effect or
consequence must occur.

Sufficient Causes

Sufficient causes are multiple causes in the presence of which
the effect or consequence must occur.

Sufficient Circumstance

Same as sufficient cause.

Sufficient Circumstances

Same as sufficient causes.

Sufficient Consequence

Same as sufficient effect.

Sufficient Consequences

Same as sufficient effects.

Sufficient Effect

An effect for which the circumstance or cause must be also
present.

Sufficient Effects

If the multiple effects or consequences f, g, h and i are
described as “sufficient effects or consequences” of e then this
implies that e is the only possible cause of that combination
of effects. Thus, if an instance of each of f, g, h and i occur,
then it is known that an instance of e must also have occurred.

Super-atomic Member

A member of a set which has no other members as superentities. Super-atomic members form the upper bound of
resolution of a set.

Super-entity

The term super-entity is relative to another entity and
describes any entity which, when disaggregated into a
collection, has that other entity as a member.

Superior Sentoid

A sentoid whose subject or object is formed by another
sentoid.

Superset

If a set is a superset of some other set, then it is either a proper
superset of that other set or equal to it.

Superset Form

A proposition in the form b  a, “only b are a”, “only if b,
then a” or variations with different quantifiers.

Superset Function

A function which, when applied to an entity, yields all sets of
which it is a member, including the original entity itself. Note
that the original entity can also be regarded as a set.
Symbolised {}.

Super-span

In the line model of a dimension, a super-span is any span
which has a lesser or less extensive span as a part of it. The
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line model has to be used due to the difficulty of imagining
the true spatio-temporal model.
Syllogism

A form of logical argument in which one proposition is
inferred from two others, and in which a term common to the
two others is eliminated.

Symbol

Anything that we use to represent a physical entity, event, or
abstract concept in its absence. The term refers to mental and
sound representations as well as to the symbols used in
mathematics and written language.

Symbolism

A set of symbols used to describe a particular body of
knowledge.

Symbolic Logic

The principles of valid reasoning or inference expressed as a
formal language.

Symmetrical Opposite

In Symbolic Reasoning, the symmetrical opposite of an
axiom, definition or theorem is one in which the equation is
transformed using the reverse function, V, to yield a second
equation which is also true. The same transformation can then
be carried out on this second equation to yield the original
axiom, definition, or theorem. For example, V{} = {} has the
symmetrical opposite V{} = {}.

Symmetrical Relationship Set

A relationship set is described as symmetrical if it includes the
reverse relationship of every member of the set.

Symmetry

A feature of transitive asymmetrical relationship sets. If an
axiom, definition, or theorem in {} is true then so too is a
theorem in {}.

System

An entity whose component parts are associated by
relationships between them.

Tautology

A statement which is always true irrespective of the truth or
falsity of its components. A simple example is {proposition a} =
{proposition a}.

Temporal Logic

Same as tense logic.

Temporal Matching

If an event is described as taking place at some time, then its
subject, its object, and the relationship between them must
also exist at that time. In other words, the time during which
each of the three components of the proposition exist must
match.

Temporal Quantifier

The quantifiers “always”, “not always”, “sometimes” and
“never”.

Temporal Section

The entire spatial extent or span of a physical entity for a
specified timespan or point in time.

Temporally Continuous Physical
Entity

A temporally continuous physical entity is one where, it is
possible to pass from one point in time when the entity exists
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to every other point in time when the entity exists, without
passing through a point in time when the entity does not exist.
Temporally Discontinuous
Physical Entity

A physical entity which is not continuous in time. However,
by definition, physical entities must be continuous in time.

Tense

The semantic part of a proposition which defines whether the
entity or event that the proposition describes is in the past,
present, or future relative to some reference event.

Tense Functions

The functions {<}T and {>}T which are applied to propositions
to express tenses.

Tense Level 1

The set of circumstances in which the event or events
described by a proposition occur.

Tense Level 2

The set of circumstances in which a proposition operated on
by one tense operator is true.

Tense Level 3

The set of circumstances in which a proposition operated on
by two tense operators is true.

Tense Logic

The logic of tensed sentences, i.e., sentences which describe
an event or circumstances as occurring in the past, present, or
future.

Tensed

Having a tense.

Tenseless

Having no tense.

Term

Terms are parts of an equation which, in Symbolic Reasoning
are separated by a binary relation or the disjunction operator
+.

The Future

The collection of timespans and instants which occur after
now.

The Past

The collection of timespans and instants which occur before
now.

Theorem

A statement proven from previously accepted or established
statements.

Theory

A set of axioms, definitions, theorems, and computational
techniques.

Thing

Same as entity.

Third Conditional Tense

A conditional tense, for example, “If David had found the
equipment, then Andrew would have climbed Mont Blanc”.

Threat

A circumstance with the potential to deliver dis-benefits, i.e.,
negative consequences. The greater the dis-benefit and the
greater the probability of the circumstance the greater the
threat.

Time

A dimension of space-time which permits change to take
place in the nature, spatial position, and orientation of entities.
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Timespan

That part of the time dimension for which a physical entity
exists. In the line model of a dimension, a timespan is a period
with a single beginning and a single end such that it is possible
to travel from any point in the span to any other point in the
span without passing through a point outside of the span.

Transcendental Numbers

All numbers which are not algebraic, e.g., e and .

Transformation

In the context of language, this means a rule for altering
statements in one form to statements in another form. For
example, altering the order of the words. In Symbolic
Reasoning it means the alteration of an equation from one
form to another without any loss of meaning.

Transitive Relationship Set

A transitive relationship set is one in which any subject
defined by applying two relationships as functions
successively to a matching object can also be defined by
applying a single relationship to the same object.

Trans-temporal Relationship

A relationship between two entities which exist at different
times. Such relationships are not events because the latter are
relationships between two entities which exist at the same
time.

Triad

A triad comprises a subject entity, an object entity, and an
individual relationship between them.

True

An item of knowledge is described by the agent as being true
if, according to the agent, it correctly reflects its equivalent in
the environment.

Truth Operator

This term can be used as an alternative to the term binary
relation. This is because the presence of a binary relation is
necessary for a statement to be described as being either true
or false.

Truth Set

The set of circumstances in which a statement is true.

Truth Table

A table in which every combination of truth and falsity for a
number of variables is listed.

Type Name

A name given to a collection of axioms, definitions, and
theorems of a similar type.

Unary Operator

An operator which acts on part of an equation to transform it
in some way. For example, ~ is a unary operator which
transforms a set into its complement.

Unconditional Equation

An equation which is true in all circumstances.

Unconditional Probability

The conventional name for epistemic probability. In practice
probability is always conditional.

Uncountable Noun

The name of an entity, substance, or concept which cannot be
subdivided into countable parts.

Union

The union of two sets is a single set which comprises one
instance of every member of each.
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Union Function

The same as function.

Union Function Operator

The binary operator  in an equation such as a = cb where a
is the subject set, b the object and c the relationship set. The
expression cb means entities which have a relationship of
type c with some members of b.

Unit of Measure

A familiar entity or event, e.g,. a year, a pace, etc., used in a
scale to map an entity in a dimension onto the number 1.

Unit Set

A set which comprises just one member.

Universal Equation

An equation in which one of the two expressions related by
the binary relation is the universal set.

Universal Form

An equation in which one side is the universal set, e.g.,
E = a + b, “everything is b or not a”, “it is true that b or not a”,
or for a particular circumstance “it is certain that b or not a”.

Universal Propositional Equation

An equation which can be modified to yield all other tensed
and quantified propositions.

Universal Set

A set as a collection which represents “everything” in the
plural sense. The universal set is symbolised E.

Universal Set Entity

A set entity, symbolised E1, which represents “everything” as
a singular entity.

Universals

Common features which can be found in all languages.

Universe

The aggregate of everything as a singular entity.

Unordered Continuum Set

A continuum set which is not ordered in a single dimension.
Space-time is an example.

Unproven Theorem

A theorem of Symbolic Reasoning which is founded on a
hypothesis.

Unquantified Sentoid

Unquantified sentoids have both a singular subject and a
singular object, e.g., “John likes Sally” or “The dogs like
John”. Note that the phrase “the dogs” is used in the singular
sense.

Upper Bound of Extent

The greatest member or members of an ordered set.

Upper Bound of Resolution

Members of a set which have no super-entities that are also
members of the set.

Vanishing Property

A characteristic held by an entity which is not held by any
system or aggregate entity of which it is a part.

Variable

A variable is a symbol which can take any meaning. For
example, a variable set is a symbol which represents any set.

Variable Relationship Sets

Upper case letters such as X, Y and Z which, in Symbolic
Reasoning, are not reserved and may, therefore, be used to
indicate any particular relationship set or range of relationship
sets specified by the user.

Venn/Euler Diagram

A diagram used to represent sets and the relationships
between them. A set is normally represented by a circle. The
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area inside the circle is regarded as comprising the members
of the set. The area outside the circle is regarded as comprising
all entities which are not members of the set.
Venn Diagram

Same as Venn/Euler Diagram.

Verb

Any member of a class of words that express a relationship
between the subject and object of a sentoid.

Verbal Noun

Same as gerund.

Verification

Consciously checking a conclusion by replicating the
reasoning process and carefully checking each step for
consistency with other known information.

Wants

A want is a form of need which is generally learned and under
cognitive control, e.g., entertainment or wealth. Wants differ
from society to society and from individual to individual.
Wants are associated with benefits and dis-benefits and are of
two types: wanting to acquire benefits and wanting to avoid
dis-benefits.

Weak Desirability

Whether an act is desirable, not desirable, undesirable, not
undesirable, wanted, not wanted, wanted to be avoided or not
wanted to be avoided when compared with a body of
knowledge.

Weak Logical Necessity

Whether a proposition is logically probable, not probable,
improbable, or not improbable when compared with a body of
knowledge.

Word

The atomic symbol in natural language, i.e., the smallest
component of natural language that holds meaning.

X

A section through a physical entity which comprises that
entity in its entirety, but only while it has a particular
measurable characteristic in the X dimension.

section

Zero Conditional Tense

A conditional tense, for example, “If David finds the
equipment, then Andrew climbs Mont Blanc”.

Zone of Uncertainty

A span within which a change occurs. At any point in the span
there is only a probability that the change has occurred. It can
only be said with certainty therefore that a change takes place
within the zone of uncertainty rather than at a particular point
within the zone.
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Appendix B - Symbolism
116.2 Meanings of Symbols Used
The symbols used in Symbolic Reasoning are listed and described below.
abc

a1 a2 a3 ba bb bc

Sets of physical entities as collections. For example, a represents the
collection of members of a1.
Sets of physical entities as collections.

abc

Collections of abstract entities or characteristics or collections of spans
in a dimension or polydimension.



Collections of points in a dimension or polydimension.

{dogs} {leaves}

Collections of entities which are described by the word.

{expression}

Collections of entities which are described by the expression or
collections of circumstances in which the expression is true.

a1 b1 c1

A singular physical entity, unit set or set as an entity. Alternatively, a
collection of physical entities aggregated together to form a single
entity.

a11 a21 a31 ba1 bb1 bc1

A singular physical entity, unit set or set as an entity. Alternatively, a
collection of physical entities aggregated together to form a single
entity.

a1 b1 c1

An individual abstract entity or characteristic or an individual span in a
dimension. Alternatively, a collection of spans regarded as a singular
entity.

 1  1 1

An individual point in a dimension. Alternatively, a collection of points
regarded as a singular entity.

{0}1 {1}1 {2}1 etc.
{}1
{a}1 {b}1 {c}1 etc.

Specific, individual numbers.
The hypothetical number infinity. This number does not actually exist.
Unspecified individual numbers.

{a} {b} {c} etc.

Unspecified collections of numbers.

{p} {q} {r} etc.

Propositions or truth sets can be named p, q, r, etc. rather than being
expressed in their entirety. For example, {p} = (a b).

{dog}1 {leaf}1

A singular entity, unit set or set as an entity. Alternatively, a collection
of entities described by the word treated as a singular entity.

{expression}1

A singular entity, unit set or set as an entity. Alternatively, the truth set
of the expression treated as a singular entity.
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E

The universal set or “everything” in the plural sense.

E1

The universal set entity or “everything” in the singular sense.



The empty set or null set, i.e., “nothing”.

1

The null set entity or “nothing” as a concept.



A variable set which can take the values 1, ~1, E1 and ~E1.

~

“Tilde”. The complementary set operator.

~a

The complement of a collection of physical entities. This complement
is also a collection.

~a1

The complement of a collection of physical entities.

~{expression}

The complement of the set of entities which are described by the
expression. The set of circumstances in which the expression is false.

a

The complement of a collection of physical entities.

a1 a1

The complement of a collection of physical entities.

{expression}

The complement of the set of entities which are described by the
expression. The set of circumstances in which the expression is false.

()

Curved brackets are used to define a set to be operated on by a binary
operator when the set is described by more than one symbol.

~(a11)

The complement of a singular physical entity, unit set, or set as an
entity.

a11 a11 a11 a11.

The negative or complement of a singular physical entity, unit set or set
as an entity. All forms have the same meaning but the first form, a11, is
favoured.

(a)1 (~a)1

The complement of a collection of physical entities treated as a singular
entity or as a set entity.

a.b

The intersection of two sets a and b. Similar to AB in conventional set
theory. Same as the conjunction operator or “logical and” in
conventional symbolic logic, which is symbolised by  or &.

ab

Simplified notation for the intersection of two sets a and b.

a+b

The union of two sets a and b. Similar to AB in conventional set theory.
Same as the disjunction operator or “logical or” in conventional
symbolic logic, which is symbolised .

ab



is a binary operator known as the union function operator or, more
simply, the function operator. Its natural language name is “star”. In an
expression such as a  b, a is a set of relationships, b is a set of objects,
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and a  b its set of subjects such that each subject is related to at least
one object.
ab



aob

o is

is a binary operator known as the intersection function operator. Its
natural language name is “pip”. In an expression such as a  b, a is a set
of relationships, b is a set of objects and a  b its set of subjects such
that each subject is related to every object.
a variable meaning any binary operator between the sets a and b,
e.g., .(dot), +, or , which is not a binary relation.

=

The binary relation “…equals…”. Also known as the reflexive relation
or the biconditional.



The binary membership relation “…is a proper subset of…”.



The binary membership relation “…is a proper superset of…”.



The binary membership relation “…intersects…”.



The binary membership relation “…is a subset of…”. Also known as
the conditional.



The binary membership relation “…is a superset of…”.

>

The binary ordering relation “…is greater than…”.

<

The binary ordering relation “…is less than…”.



The binary ordering relation “…is the same as or greater than…”.



The binary ordering relation “…is the same as or less than…”.



A general transitive asymmetrical binary relation, i.e., a symbol which
can represent  or >, or any other transitive asymmetrical binary
relation.



The disjunction of the general transitive asymmetrical binary relation
and the reflexive relation.



The reverse of a general asymmetrical binary relation between two sets.



The disjunction of the reverse of the general transitive asymmetrical
binary relation and the reflexive relation.



The binary relation “…does not equal…”.

~

The binary membership relation “…is not a proper subset of…”.

~

The binary membership relation “…is not a proper superset of…”.



The binary membership relation “…does not intersect…”.



The binary membership relation “…is not a subset of…”.



The binary membership relation “…is a not superset of…”.
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The binary ordering relation “…is not greater than…”.



The binary ordering relation “…is not less than…”.



The binary ordering relation “…is not the same as and not greater
than…”.



The binary ordering relation “…is not the same as and not less than…”.

X

A general transitive asymmetrical binary relation which compares two
entities in the X dimension, e.g., X or >X.

{}, {}, {}, etc.

Membership relationship sets.

{>}, {<}, etc.

Ordering relationship sets.

{}, {}, etc.

General transitive asymmetrical relationship sets.

o, p, q,

etc.

The relationship sets o, p, q, etc. expressed as binary relations or
operators.

a1,,,an

A series of n sets.

[ar,,,]nr=1

A series of n sets.

a1+++ an

The disjunction of a series of n sets.

[ar+++]nr=1

The disjunction of a series of n sets.

a1...an

The conjunction of a series of n sets.

[ar…]nr=1

The conjunction of a series of n sets.

a1+++ an

The disjunction of the complements of a series of n sets.

a1...an

The conjunction of the complements of a series of n sets.

a1anb

A series of functions, a1of an, applied successively to the object set,
e.g., a1a3b = a1a2a3b.

a11,,, an1

A series of n entities.

[ar1,,,]nr=1

A series of n entities.

a11+++ an1

The disjunction of a series of n entities.

[ar1+++]nr=1

The disjunction of a series of n entities.

a1,,,aE

The series of all sets.

a1+++ aE

The disjunction of all sets.

[ar+++]Er=1

The disjunction of all sets.

a1… aE

The conjunction of all sets.
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[ar…]Er=1

The conjunction of all sets.

a11,,,aE1

The series of all entities.

a11+++ aE1

The disjunction of all entities.

[ar1+++]Er=1

The disjunction of all entities.

:

The circumstantor.

(DXXX)

References given to definitions

(AXXX)

References given to axioms

(TXXXX)

References given to theorems

(HX)

References given to hypotheses.

(UX)

References given to unproven theorems based on hypotheses.

(SX)

References given to statements.

“a” “b” “c”
“{p}”, “a b”

, etc.

Collections treated as singular items of information.
Propositions treated as singular items of information.

{kg.} {m.} {sec.}

Scales. These are mapping relationship sets which map points in a point
continuum dimension onto the set of numbers.

A

The set of relationships between physical entities and their intrinsic
features, e.g., the region of space and period of time occupied by the
entity. These intrinsic features are expressed in physical terms rather
than abstract terms.

B

The set of relationships between an entity in its entirety and the earliest
temporal section of the entity which has no timespan.

C

The set of relationships between an entity in its entirety and the latest
temporal section of the entity which has no timespan.

D

If c1 is a relationship set, then Dc1 is the set of all sets which are closed
with respect to c. For a set to be closed with respect to c it must be
impossible to define anything other than members of the set by applying
c or Vc as a function to those members.

DA

The set of all dimensions.

DD

The set of discrete dimensions.

DM

The set of mixed continuum dimensions.

DP

The set of point continuum dimensions.

E

The universal set or “everything”.
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F

The set of relationships between an expression, e.g., a, and any other
expression in Symbolic Reasoning which includes it. For example, F(a)
= (a b) or F(a b) = ((a b) = (c d)).

G

Not used.

HS

Strong logical necessity. The set of relationships between items of
certain knowledge and the agents or media of communication which
hold them. i.e., everything that the agent is aware of and knows to be
certain.

HW

Weak logical necessity. The set of relationships between items of
probably true knowledge and the agents or media of communication
which hold them. i.e., everything that the agent knows to be probable.

I

J1 and J

I“{p}”

is all relatioships in which one body of knowledge held by an
agent or medium of communication informs another with the item of
information “{p}”.
J1

is the observer or speaker. Note that in Symbolic Reasoning it is
usually implied that any expression is that of the observer or speaker
and he, she, or it is not explicitly symbolised. However, J1 is used where
it is necessary to refer to him, her, or it explicitly. Thus, for example,
V
HSJ1 means all information held by the observer or speaker. The plural
J represents the collection of alternative mental models of the universe
held by the observer or speaker.

K

The relationship set between entities that are known and entities that
know them. Thus, the expression “Andrew knows Mont Blanc” can be
symbolised by a1Kb1 and the expression “Mont Blanc is known by
Andrew” by b1VKa1.

L

Not used.

M

Not used.

MCS

The set of all spatially continuous physical entities.

MCT

The set of all temporally continuous physical entities.

MCP

The set of all spatio-temporally continuous physical entities.

N

Not used.

NA

The set of algebraic numbers A, i.e., all numbers which are the solution
to a polynomial equation with rational coefficients. Transcendental
numbers are numbers which are not algebraic, e.g., e and .

NC

The set of complex numbers C, i.e., numbers which are a combination
of real and imaginary numbers, e.g., 4 + 6i. This also means the set of
all numbers.
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NI

The set of imaginary numbers I, i.e., numbers which when multiplied
by themselves yield a negative number, e.g., 6i.

NN

The set of natural numbers plus zero. These are the whole numbers from
0 upwards, i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

NR

The set of real numbers R, . i.e., all rational and irrational numbers
whether positive or negative.

NW

The set of natural numbers W. These are the whole numbers from 1
upwards, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

NZ

The set of integers Z. These are the set of whole numbers, negative
whole numbers and zero, i.e., …-4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3,4 …

O

Not used.

P

Not used.

PA

The set of all polydimensions.

PD

The set of discrete polydimensions.

PM

The set of mixed continuum polydimensions.

PP

The set of point continuum polydimensions.

Q

The set of sub-relationships between the relationships and the objects
of triads. Thus, if c1 is an individual relationship then Qc1 or Qc1 is the
matching object entity. Thus, Qc1 means “is the object of”.

RA

The set of asymmetrical relationship sets.

RB

The set of membership relationship sets.

RC

The set of all commutative binary operators.

RD

Defines a distributive binary operator. For example, {o}1  RD{p}1
means that the binary operator o is distributive over the binary operator
p.

RE

The set of event relationship sets.

RL

The set of ordering relationship sets.

RM

The set of one-to-many relationship sets.

RN

The set of scales.

RO

The set of one-to-one relationship sets.

RP

The set of pairing (one-to-one / one-to-one) relationship sets.

RR

The set of relationship sets which are not sets of physical objects.
Conversely, ~RR is the set of relationship sets which are sets of physical
objects. Note that a physical object can be regarded as a special form of
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relationship in which the subject, the object, and the relationship
between them are all regarded as being the same thing.
RS

The set of symmetrical relationship sets.

RT

The set of transitive relationship sets.

RU

The set of anti-transitive relationship sets.

RV

The set of associative binary operators.

RX

The set of relationship sets of a particular type. The subscript X can be
replaced by a letter which describes that type. For example, RT is the set
of transitive relationship sets.

S

The set of sub-relationships between the relationships and the subjects
of triads. Thus, if c1 is an individual relationship then Sc1 or Sc1 is the
matching subject entity. Thus, Sc1 means “is the subject of”.

SC

The set of physical continuum sets.

SD

The set of physical discrete sets.

SE

The set of physical discrete entities.

SI

The set of infinite sets in both the physical and the abstract aspect. These
sets cannot be quantified. The complement of SI, i.e., ~SI, is the set of
finite sets and these can be quantified.

SM

The set of mixed sets in the physical aspect, i.e., sets comprising both a
continuum set and a set of points. As they are in the physical aspect,
they are unordered, i.e., SM SU.

SP

The set of discrete sets of points in the physical aspect. As they are in
the physical aspect, they are unordered, i.e., SP SU.

ST

The set of truth sets involving physical entities, abstract entities, or
both.

SU

The set of unordered sets in the physical aspect.

SX

The set of physical or abstract sets of a particular type. The subscript X
can be replaced by a letter which describes that type. For example, ST is
the set of truth sets. S can also be replaced by S if an abstract set is
referred to. For example, SC is the set of abstract continuum sets.

T

Not used.

U

Not used.

V

Vis the symmetry function and defines the symmetrical opposite of any
entity. Va1 defines the symmetrical opposite of a1 whose nature varies
depending on the nature of a1. In the context of relationships V is also
known as the reverse function. In the latter context, V is the set of sub-

relationships between relationships and their reverses.
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W

Not used.

WS

Strong desirability. The set of relationships between events, states or
changes of state and the agents or media of communication which hold
them to be essential, not essential, obligatory or not obligatory.

WW

Weak desirability. The set of relationships between events, states or
changes of state and the agents or media of communication which hold
them to be wanted, not wanted, desirable or undesirable.

X, Y, Z

Reserved letters used to represent variable relationship sets, e.g., Xa.

@

The @ function, e.g., (@a1)b1, defines the greatest sub-entity common
to two entities in the physical universe or to two entities in the same
dimension.

@X

The set of relationships between a physical entity in its entirety and the
physical entity as it exists at some point or for some span in a
dimension. Thus, if x1 is some point or span in the physical dimension
defined by X, then (@Xx1)a1 or more simply (@Xx1)a1 is a1 as it exists
at that point or for that span.

A

The set of relationships between each physical entity and its defining
characteristic, i.e., its abstract equivalent.

B

The set of relationships between ordered sets and their lower bounds of
extent.

BX

The set of relationships between sets and their lower bounds as defined
in the dimension X.

C

The set of relationships between ordered sets and their upper bounds of
extent.

CX

The set of relationships between sets and their upper bounds as defined
in the dimension X.

D

A dimensional mapping relationship set which maps any extent or span
in a mixed continuum dimension onto a point in the matching point
continuum dimension, e.g., timespans in the time dimension onto
durations in the duration dimension, or spans in a spatial mixed
continuum dimension onto lengths in a length dimension.

F

A dimensional mapping relationship set meaning “the frequency of”.

LX, LY, LZ

Dimensional mapping relationship sets which define the measurable
characteristic, length, in each of the three spatial dimensions.

LXb1

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic length in the direction of b1.

LYZb1

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic area in a plane perpendicular to the direction towards b1.
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LXYZb1

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic volume.

M

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the mass mixed
continuum dimension.

N

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic, quantity.

Ob1

A dimensional mapping relationship set which maps every physical
entity onto the abstract equivalent of the spatio-temporal place that it
has occupied or will occupy during its lifespan. Places are static relative
to another physical entity given as an argument, e.g. (Ob1)a1 is the
place occupied by a1 relative to b1.

Pb1

A dimensional mapping relationship set such that (Pb1)a1 means the
probability of a given b.

SA

The set of sets of abstract entities.

SC

The set of abstract continuum sets.

SD

The set of abstract discrete sets.

SE

The set of abstract discrete entities.

SM

The set of mixed sets in the abstract aspect, i.e., sets comprising both
an abstract continuum set and an abstract set of points. As they are in
the abstract aspect they can be ordered, i.e., SMSO, or unordered, i.e.,
SMSU.

SO

The set of ordered sets. Note that only abstract sets are ordered sets.
Hence there is no SO.

SP

The set of discrete sets of points in the abstract aspect. Sets of points in
the abstract aspect can be ordered, i.e., members of SPSO, or unordered,
i.e., members of SPSU.

SU

The set of unordered sets in the abstract aspect.

SX

The set of abstract sets of a particular type. The subscript X can be
replaced by a letter which describes that type. For example, SU is the set
of unordered sets involving abstract entities.

T

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic time.

U

Not used.

V

Va1

W

Not used.

is the value of an action a1 to the actor. This value can be
expressed numerically on some scale as follows: N{scale}Va1.
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X,Y,Z

Reserved letters used to represent a dimensional mapping relationship
set which defines a dimension or measurable characteristic, e.g., Xa.

£

A dimensional mapping relationship set which defines the measurable
characteristic cost.

116.3 Operator Precedence
Any number of binary operators may be used in a single equation but, to avoid ambiguity, they must
be evaluated in the following order:
Symbol

Examples

Brackets ( ), { } and [ ].

Anything within brackets is always evaluated before anything outside of
them. Thus, in (a + b)c the term (a + b) is evaluated first.

Post-subscripts, ar.

ar1 means the set ar as an entity or (ar)1.

Post-superscripts, a1.

ab1 means a.(b1) . It does not mean (ab)1.

The Not operator, a.

ab means a.b. It does not mean ~(a.b) which is the same as a + b.
a11 a11 a11 and a11 mean the complement of the unit set a1.
(a)1 means the complement of a treated as an entity.

Pre-superscripts, Va.

V 1

a means V(a1).

V

a means V(a).

V 1

a means V(a1).

Omitted operator.

~Qa means ~(Qa).
~VQa means ~(VQa).

The Not operator ~.

~ab means ab.
~a.b means a.b.
~Va means ~(Va).

Omitted . (dot) operator.

abc means (ab)c.
abc means a(bc).
~ab means ~a.b.

The Union and Intersection Function
operators,and .

a.bc means a.(bc).
ab.c means (ab).c.
ab + c means (ab) + c. It does not mean a(b + c).

The Conjunction operator, . (dot)
The Disjunction operator, +.

a.b + c.d means (a.b) + (c.d). It does not mean a.(b + c).d.
a.b + c means (a.b) + c. It does not mean a.(b+c).
ab + c means (ab) + c. It does not mean a(b+c).

Membership operators, =, , , , , ,
, ~, , , ~ and .

a  b + c means a  (b + c). It does not mean (a  b) + c.
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Where there is a series of dot or + operators, e.g., abcdef or a+b+c+d+e+f then the terms may be
evaluated in any order.
Where there is a series of union and intersection function operators, e.g. abcdef , then they are
evaluated in order from right to left, i.e., ef is evaluated first, followed by d, etc. Brackets must be
used to alter this order, e.g., (ab)(cd)(ef), and bracketed expressions are evaluated before the right
to left rule is applied. An exception to this rule is when the pre-superscript option is used, e.g., Vab,
in which case the pre-superscripts are evaluated first, i.e., Va is evaluated first, i.e., Vab = (Va)b.
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